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SITTING OF MONDAY, 26 MARCH 1984

Conten ts

l. Resumption of tbe scssion

2. Agenda
It{.r Newton'Dunn; Sir Henry Plumb; lllr
Neuton Dunn; Il[.r Barbi; Lord Douro;
frIrs Hammericb; illr De Goede; .LIr
Neuton Dunn; ItIr Seefeld; Mr Haagerup

3. Votes

tWr Narjes (Commission); lllr Sberlock

4. lVclame

5. Frencb nationalizations - Report @oc
1-1338/83) b lll Delorozoy

trIr Delorozoy; ll[.r G. Fucbs; ]llr Delor'
ozoy; lllr PaPantoniou; lllr aoa lYogau;
Illr Welsb; hlrs Poiier; lVr Bangenann I
lllr Cbambeiron; lWr Bangemann; )Vr
Cbambeiron; illr Bangemann I Mr Cbam'

IN THE CHAIR: MR DANKERT

President

(The sitting opened at 5 p.n)

l. ResumPtion of tbe session

President - I declare resumed the session of the
European Parliament which was adioumed on 16

March 1984. 1

2. Agenda

President. - At its meetings on 15 February 1984
and 14 March 1984, the enlarged Bureau drew up the
draft agenda which has been distributed.

t Appmoal of lllinutes - Petitions - Application of Rule
116 of tbe Proced,ure: see Minutes.

beiron; lWr Bangemann; lVr Cbambeiron;
IWr Bangemann; lllr J. lWoreau; lVr
Kyrkos ; hlr Narju (Commission); itlr
Delorozojl ; illr J. Illoreau; hIr Delorozqt;
illr lY'elsb

6. Information market RePort (Doc
1-1471/83) b Il, Hcrman
Illr Herman; Il4.r lWegafu; lVr Puruis; lVr
Leonardi ; Iilr Narjes (Commission)

7. Data proeessing - Report @oc 1-1472/83)
by hlrs Desoucbes

Mrs Desoucbes; IWr Ad.arnou; lWr Narjes
(Commission)

Annex
lWr Lomas ; Illr Petersen; llrs Veber I A[l
Friscbmann; lllr Hord; Lord Betbell; lWr
Tynell; )lIr Balfe; JWrs Hammericb; Mr Kirk

At this morning's meeting the chairmen of the polit-
ical groups authorized me to propose a number of
changes.

As regards TuesCal:

As you will remember, a debate was origindly
planned with the President-in-Office of the Council
and the Commission President on the outcome of the
European Council in Brussels. Since the Council will
be followed by the meeting of Agriculture Ministers
and, secondariln by the General Council which will
be held tomorow, the goup chairmen propose that
we hold the debate on the European Council on
Vednesday and thus amend the agenda for Tuesday

accordingly. On Tuesday, then, from 9 to I p.m. and
from 3 to 6 p.m. the agenda will read as follows:

- Joint dcbate:

- Herman report on economic recovery

- Delorozoy report on economic prospects

- Von Bismarck report on convergence

- Moreau report on the NCI

l3

r6
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President

- Joint debate

- Bonaccini report on the automobile industry I

- Pininfarina oral question on the same subject

- Leonardi report on telecommunications

- Nordmann report on the textile industry

- Theobald-Paoli report on the shipbuilding
industry 2

- Franz report on the machine-tool industry

at 6 p.m.:

- Vote on the Price report on the Rules of Proce-
dure

- Vote on motions for resolutions on which the
debate has closed.

Mr Ncwton Dunn (ED). - Mr Presiden! you have
not mentioned Question Time In the addendum to
our agenda, as it stands, it is suggested that Question
Time be held on Tuesday afternoon.

Presidcnt. - Indeed, I have not mentioned Ques-
tion Time because the proposd is to delete Question-
time in order to create sufficient time for the
economic debates. Question Time would then be
taken at the normal part-session in April.

Sir Henry Plumb (ED). - Mr President, following
Mr Newton Dunn's comment, my group discussed
this matter this aftemoon. Ve are obviously very
concemed at this proposal to cut Question Time but
could I ask, on this occasion, recognizing the reason
for cutting Question Time, that where a submission is
made to the Commission or to the Council for an
answer to be given in writing those answers be given
in writing ? That would apply only where that submis-
sion is made and not necessarily to errery question
that is raised.

Prcsident - May I propose that as the presence of
Council can only be guaranteed on Ifednesday
because of the General Affairs Council on Tuesdan
we discuss the question of Question Time on
Vednesday and not on Tues&y. I am fully prepared
to put it to the vote after all the arguments are
weighed, but I think we should rule out Tuesday.

As regards lYedncsday:

9 a.m.

- continuation of Tuesday's agenda.

- Varner report on financid insability

I The oral question by Mr Damettc on the automobile sertor
is included in the dcbetc.

2 The oral question by Mrs de March on the shipbuilding
industry is included in the debete.

11.30 :

- Joint debate:

- Commission statement on the agriculnrml
prices for 1984 and on the European Council

- Oral question by Mr Croux on the solemn
declaration adopted in Stuttgart

- Oral question by Mrs Boserup on the same
subiect

- Motion for a resolution by Sir Henry Plumb on
the appointment of the President of the
Commission

- Council Statement on the European Council

- continuation of the joint debate.

It is not at all certain for the moment that the
Council can be present at 1130. The Council state-
ment should be made around 3 p.*, but the Commis-
sion may make its statement at 1130 and so begin the
debate which will replace Question Time, which the
group chairmen propose be cancelled.

Mr Newton Dunn has made some remarks on that
subiect. Does he propose to maintain Question Time
on \Tednesday ?

Mr Newton Dunn (ED). - !66, Mr Presideng I do
propose that Ve are coming up to an election
campaign in June; we will have only two morr
plenary sessions after this ; there are a lot of questions
in the pipeline; we will have acute congestion and we
will not get the answen we need. I mainain, and I
propose formally, that we should have a Question
Time on Vednesday.

Mr Berbi (PPE). - (ID Mr President, I am against
Mr Nefion Dunn's proposal because I believe thag
on the eye of elections, it is much more important for
this Parliament to debate the results of the European
Council rather than questions of minor importance to
which wriaen replies can be given or which can be
deferred to the next part-session, as proposed by the
chairman of the European Democratic Group.

Lord Douro (ED). - Mr Presiden! I understand that
the President-in-Office of the Council has said he
could only be available until 530 p.m. If that is the
case, then Mr Barbi's point is not entirely relevant I
am asking that as a point of order which I think is
legitimate.

President - That is correccL Lord Douro, situations
change, Presidents of Council change - in their
timing, I would say. Ve can undoubtedly sart the
debate with the President-in-Office of the Council at
3 p.*, but there is no agreement yet. That is no
problem, however.

Mrs Hommerich (CDI). - (DA) Mr Presideng it is
about the oral question with debate which Mrs
Boserup, myself and others have abled and which
should be dealt with together at 1130 a.rn. during this
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Hemmerich

debate. But now our question is to the Council
because it is about the practical consequences of the

Stuttgart Declaration. In fact only a comPetent
Member of the Council can ansc'er it. It does not
really make any sense if he does not hear it, if he does

not answer so that we can draw our conclusions.
Unless the President-in-Office of the Council or
another competent official of the Council is in atten-

dance at that time, it does not s€rve much purpose for
us. In that case we would rather wait for another time
when the President-in-Office of the Council can actu-
ally be here, for no-one from the Commission can

answer it.

Prceidene - I think the remark is justified bug as I
have already indicated, Council will in any case be

sarting at 3 p.m. and Council is alwap rePresented by
its numerous services. So all the remarls made will be

noted and Council will reply to the questions you
pose - they are known by the way. So, I would say

that is not a real problem because you will get your
an$wer from the Council and from nobody else - the

Commission cannot reply.

Mrs Hammcrich (CDI). - (DA) There is in fact a

slight problem. According to Rule 42 in the Rules of
Procedure we have l0 minutes to explain a question,

then the competent official from the Council answers'

then there is a debate during which each Member has

5 minutes, then the questioner has 5 minutes to

present comments. I cannot really see how that proce-

iure can be applied if the President-in-Office of the

Council is not acnrally present.

Prcsident. - No, it is not 10, Mrs Hammerich, it is

5. But even with 5 minutes I think you have the possi-

bility of commenting on the Council statements. That
is one of the reasons why we are proposing to elimi-
nate Question Time on Vednesday, otherwise it
would be rather complicated to give a full reply to the

Council's statements during the debate. But it is one

of the proposals we have to vote on and the decision

lies with the Assembly, not with me.

Mr Dc Goede (NI). - (NL) Mr President, you will
agree that it is very unsatisfactory to begin the debate

on the European Crcuncil meeting at ll30 a.m. on
Vednesday when it is uncertain whether the Presi-

dent-in-office of the Council or the Council's repre-

sentative can attend. On the other hand, I heard you

say that, if it is decided to have a Question Time, it
would be best if it started at 5.30 p.m. I assume you
were referring to the Question Time when questions

will be put to the Commission. If Parliament decides

to have this Question Time, would it not be better to
hold it from 1130 a.m. to 130 p.m. on Vednesday
and not to begin the debate on the European Council
meeting until 3 p.m. to enable the Commission and

the President of the Council to make their statements

at the same time and to give the debate more struc-
ture ? I consider it unsatisfactory to start the debate

without the President-in-Office of the Council
present. It was after all a meeting of the European

Council.

President - Mr De Goede, the problem is a simple
one. I must leave it up to the Council to decide what
its own priorities are. At the same time it is essential

for Parliament to ensure that is has sufficient time to
discuss so important a matter as the European

Council in Brussels and the following agriculnrral
council and general affairs council this week. If the

Council is willing to dlow the Commission President
and the Commissioner in charge of agriculture to
speak first in the debate, I have no obiections since in
any c.rse the Council President himself will be

speaking. The only problem is at what time. At the

moment that time is set for 3 P.m. on \flednesday

afternoon. I do not see any great problems there.

(Parliamcnt adopted tbe proposal to deletc Qucstion
Time from the agenda for tbe pa*-scssion)

Mr Newton Dunn (ED). - I am sorry to waste your
time, but this is not really a waste of time. Is there an

undentanding that as we have suppressed Question
Time those who request them will receive written
answers

President. - fss, I am certainly perfectly willing to
ask the Council to give written answes to all those

questions they think can be answered in writing.

As regards Thursday:

10 a,n to I p,rn, 3 P,m to I P,n and 9 P,nL to
midnigbt:

- possibly, continuation of the economic debate,

- Haagerup report on Northem Ireland,

- Y*zazis report on the Mediterranean
programmes. I

- Joint debate:

- Petersen report on equal treatment for men
and women,

- Maii-Veggen report on equal treatment for
widows and widowers,

- Roberts report on parental leave.

- Joint dcbate:

- Boyes report on unemployment,2

- Salisch report on the creation of iobs localln

- Chanterie report on the ESF guidelines for
1985-1987,

- Lentz-Cornette report on nuclear installations,

- Pedini report on the JRC,

- Rogers report on natural gas,

- Calvez report on European investors.

r Oral question by Mr Pdttering on the Regional Fund

included in the debate.
2 Oral question by Mr Beumer on Poverty included in the

debate.
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Prcsident

- Joint debate:

- Hutton report on broadcast communication, I

- Arfe report on Eurcpean television,

- Filippi r€port on the Multifibre Arrangemeng

- Stewart-Clark report on t{ie newly industrial-
ized countries,

- Moreau report on the rules of origin,

- Gabert report ort transporg

- Gabert report on transalpine railway links,

- Ripu di Meana report on air transpor!

- Moorhouse report on airport charges,

- Klinkenborg report on transport problems in
Greece,

- Peters report on the armed forces.

4.30 p.m:
Vote on motions for resolutions on which the debate
has closed.

Mr Sccfcld (Sl, cbairman of tbe Committcc on
Btdgcts,- (DE) Mr Prcsideng it transpires that there
are still a number of technicd difficulties in respect of
the report by Mr Ripa de Meana on air transport
safety. I would be grateful if you could remove it and
perhaps include it in the April agenda.

(Parliament dcci&d to dcfer tbc repo*)

Mr Haegcrup (L). - Mr Presideng when it was
announced that the report on Northem Ireland was to
be taken on Thursday morning Members were
informed that the deadline for abling amendments
was Thunday. I understand now that it has been
agreed to fix the time limit at 8 p.rn. tonighr Vould
you confirm that please

President. - I will confirm that at the end, Mr
Haagerup, but you are righr
(fbc President rcad. out tbc cbanges to Frida$
agcnda z 

- Parliamcnt ddoptcd tbe draft agend.a
tbus amcndcd t)

3. Yotes a

Sherlock Report (Doc.1-ll27lt3 - Protcction of
workers) a

Pr=sident - I would remind you that we have inter-
rupted our yote to listen to the Crcmmission's
comments on the amendments voted by Parliament. I
shall first call Mr Naries.

1 Oral question by Sir Pred Varner on CB radio included in
the debate

2 See Minutes.
t Deadlinc for tabling dmcndnents - Speahing timc: *e

Minutes.
a Annex.
5 Sce Debarcs of 19 and 20 January 1984.

Mr Naries, Ificmbcr of tbe Commissio* - (DE) |
am pleased to be able to make a more detailed state-
ment to this House today than was possible at the end
of the vote on the amendments in the January psrt-
session. At that time the Commission representative
was unable to grve a blanket assent to all 19 draft
amendments. Since Rule 36 of the Rules of Procedure
provides time for nature reflection and reaction, the
Commission has used that time and decided in the
end to amend its proposal quite radically in order to
respond to most of Parliament's concems.

Specifically that means that I have to go into more
detail on the questions of hearing protectors, coopera-
tion, the intervention threshold, limit values for noise,
and noise reduction. The Commission will include an
additional paragaph in the preamble to emphasize
that the use of hearing protectors is complementary to
the various other measures. Cooperation between the
two sides of industry is extremely important, as will be
emphasized by the incorporation of an article to that
effect in the initial part of the text. The Commission
accepts a step-by-step procedure for both the introduc-
tion and the implementation of the measures.

Unlike the limit values in respect of taking protective
measures in earlier directives, this directive aho
provides for and sets an intervention threshold for the
supply of information, the demarcation of noise areas
and compulsory health suneillance, including audio-
metric examinations. That is made clear in the texr It
will make it possible !o set the limit value of noise
exposure higher during the initial phase of implemen-
tation. The two values the Commission would like to
propose are 85 dB for the intervention threshold and
90 dB for the noise limit value. Vhen it approved the
directives on lead and on asbestos, the Council
announced that it intended to review the various
values after a certain period. That is why the new text
will contain a paragraph based on a part of Article 6
of the directive on lead, which will read more or less
as follows :'Not later than five years after the introduc-
tion of this directive, on a proposal from the Commis-
sion and taking into account the maior advances in
science and technology and the experience galnd
from the implementation of this directive, the
Council shall review the values referred to in Articles
4, 8 and 9 with a view to reducing noise at the work-
place and fixing a maximum daily noise exp(Nure
level of 85 dB.'

I am sure you will have taken note of the phrase
'taking into account the major advances in stience
and technology and the experience gained from the
implementation of this directive'. ITithout prejudice
to the objectives of the directive, this phrase makes it
clear that account will be taken of the design and
manufacture of new plant and apparatus. It takes
account of your interest in reducing the noise emis-
sion from tools, machinery and plang and will be
included in the relevant article.
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Naries

In conclusion may I point out that these changes are

entirely consistent with the framework directive and

that the proposal now takes definite account of Parlia-

ment's activities.

President. - Mr Sherlock, do you want to sack the

Commission or can we proceed to the vote ?

Mr Sherlock (EDI, rapporteun - Yes, Mr President,

I would like to proceed to the vote. But I should just

like to clarify with you one or two procedural matters

which might be better mentioned at this time.

I suggest that we might immediately vote - as I with-
drew-the final vote under Rule 36 (2) - on the

amended proposals by the Commission. As Commis-
sioner Narjes has so gmciously pointed out' we now

have, I am sure, consonance between the view of the

Commission and that of this House.

I would suSgest that after that we proceed to the vote

on the motion for a resolution. There are three amend-

ments - 51, 39 and 40 - which I can mention as I
go.

Prcsident. - I7e have already voted on the propo-

sals by the Commission. ![e cannot rePeat that vote

so the only vote we still have to take is the vote on the

motion for a resolution. There is no alternative.

Mr Sherlock (EDI, rapporteur. - If you are happy

with that procedure, Mr Presideng so am I.

President. - There is no other.

(I-oud laugbter)

Mr Sherlock (EDI, rapporteur. - I shall mention
amendments 51, 39 and 40 as we come to them, but
in my opinion they fall as a result of what we have

ageed. I do know that there are one or two who wish

tJ make explanations of vote and I would suggest that

those then- could be taken immediately before the

final vote on the motion for a resolution, as the rules

provide.

President. - I will watch your hand during the

voting to see how we should proceed.

4. lYelcome

President. - Ladies and gentlemen, it is my honour

and my pleasure to Steet in the Official Gallery the

Delegation of the Canadian Parliament led by Mrs

Aideen Nicholson.

(Loud applause)

I think we should extend a very cordial welcome to

our Canadian friends and wish them very fruitful
discussions with their counterParts here. I think that

Canada - not alone on baby seals, I would think that

is a minor issue - is of great imPortance for relations

between the Community and its external partners. Ve

as Europeans and the Buropean Parliament have main'
tained long and good contacts with our Canadian

friends. It is the twelfth encounter we will have

toSether. The European Parliament is very proud to
have you here this time, and again I welcome very

much the presence of your delegation. I wish you a

fruitful visit to Strasbourg and very good discussions

with your counterparts here.

(ApplausQ

5. Frencb nationalizations

President. - The next item is the report (Doc.

l-1338/83), by Mr Delorozoy, drawn up on behalf of

the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs,

on the French nationalizations.

Mr Delorozoy (L), raPporteun- (FR) Mr President,

Parliament's agenda has included a number of oral

questions to the Commission and Council on the

compatibility of the nationalization of undertakings

with-Community rules and various articles of the Trea-

ties.

It will be useful to reiterate the position adopted on

this question by the Comrnunity authorities. They
pointed out that Articles 222 of BEC Treaty, 83 of the

ECSC Treaty and 91 of the EAEC Treaty lay down the

principle of neutrality as regards the system of prop-
erty ownership. I thought it necessary to stress this to
privent this dibate being side-tracked into a considera-

tion of the problem in political terms, which wa3

never the intention. The matter which should concern

us is whether or not nationalized undertakings respect

the rules of competition. In this connection, the

Commission not only can but must ensure that the

activities of the State in relation to nationalized sectors

or nationalized sectors on the market do not lead to

distortion of competition. It must react to dwelop-
ment. The Commission stressed the difficulty of anal-

ysing the activities of the various undertakings in the

nationalized sectors and of providing us with informa-
tion which is as complete as possible. This is what we

shall shortly be asking it to do. The Commission for
its part fully acknowledges its responsibility in this
respect and is quite prepared to accept it.

The report sets out the position with regard to nation-
alization in the various Member States and how far it
has advanced sector by sector of the economy; it also

draws a comparison between the impact of public
sectors on the national economies. The motion tabled

by Mr Coust6, which led to his report being prepared,

raised questions relating primarily to the French

public sector and we have accordingly examined it in
particular detail. Indeed it is the French public sector

ihat has the greatest impact on the national economy

with a share of over 22 o/o; how this compares with
other countries is shown in the report.
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Delorozoy

fire information and f[ures given, either globally or
by sector, are all taken from official documents
published by the governmcnt or bodies such as statis-
tical offices, or from annexes to budget documents
and finance laws.

Briefly, there are 183 undertakings in France in which
the State directly holds all or a maioriry of the capital;
however, if we count the associate companies and
subsidiaries, the total of undertakingp over which
there is power of control in terms of economic law
rises to 2770. These figures do not include undertak-
ings belonging to local authorities, which number a
little over I 000. In overall terms, public underakings
in the French economy account tor llo/o of the
working population, 17olo of the gross domestic
product and 360/o of national investment.

The 1982 public report by the Court of Auditors
shows a figure of 2 552 000 employees in Prance's
public undertakings, almost 800 000 of these in the
industrial sectol alone. According to the AFB, in the
banking sector strictly defined as such the national-
ized banls constihrte a public sector share of over
90o/o ol short-term liquid investments and deposits,
and 84.7o/o of loans to business and private custome$.
hrblic sector employees currently constitute nearly
90o/o of the total number of employees of the 132
registered banks.

The report goes on to explain how the Sate as banker
has become the essential source of finance for the
State as industrialist. It cites examples of Sate interfer-
ence in the normal mechanisms of finance and in the
mechanisms of intemational competition.

In France, nationalization has effectively changed the
industrial stnrctures and the conditions governing the
way in which undertakings are financed. Let me
remind you that the public sector employs over 22o/o
of workers in industry, and accounts for 30o/o of added
value and 32o/o of exports. And what about the rules
on competition in relation to the private sector - are
they being observed ? That is precisely the question.
The broad lines of the Gorrernment's policy are trans-
lated into the stratcgy of the nationalized undertak-
ings by means of planning agreements. A document
issued on I September 1983 by the Minister of
Industry and Research elucidates the guidelines, priori-
ties and aims of the Government's industrial policy.
The objectives for each group have been defined and
described in detail, as well as the distribution of roles
among the nationalized undertakingB. For the three
years from 1983 to 1985, toal planned investments
amount to approximately FF 100 000 million.

It is interesting to note that the planning agreement
with Sacilor, for example, pror"ides that its rccovery
plan, which aims at a retum to break-even by about
1986, will essentially be financed with assistance from
the State, in most cases on preferential and special
terms.

The Commission has, with reason, been consistent in
its criticism of the expansion of the public sector,
accompanied dc facto by increasing State influence on
market activities. This must now be reflected in more
practical studies and should not be restricted, where
the Commission is concemed, to merely supcrficial
and philosophical evaluations. The results of such
studies should be submitted to the Council and to
Parliament.

ln 1982,233 applications for State aid were submitted
to the Commission as against 141 in 1981. It would
be interesting to know how many of these applica-
tions related to the nationalized sector of the various
Community countries and particularly France, where
the deficit of the nationalized undertakingp rose from
PF 2 200 million in 1980 to PP 36 000 million in
1982.

Neither the European Parliament nor its C,ommittee
on Economic and Monetary Affairs have any investigp-
tive powers - that is quite clear - and cannot act in
place of the Commission in carrying out inquiries
which might uncover irregularities.

However, the facts' set out in this report cleady
demonstrate that potential obstacles to competition
actually do exisl The evidence presented is over-
whelming and irrefutable, being drawn from official
documents and statements. These grave misgivints arc
sufficient to justify the request that the Gommission
draw up a report before giving its find judgment on
serious irregularities which should perhaps then be
penalized.

(Applr*: from tbe igbt)

IN THE CHAIR: MR ESTGEN

Vicc-Presidcnt

Mr G. Fuchs (S). - (FR) Point of order, Mr Presi-
dent. I believe that if Mr Delorozoy had the least
vestige of intellectual integrity he would be forced to
admig when he compares deficit figures, that this is
not the same public sector we are talking about as
there has in the meantime been some extension of it
I believe it is important for Members of this parlia-

T:.", 
," be fully in the picture respecting such deails

Prcsident. - Mr Fuchs, you may intervene in the
debate, but this is not a point of order.

Mr Delorozoy (L), rdpportcur. - (FR) Mr presideng
I am sorry but as rapporteur I cannot remain silenl
I will not tolerate being accused of a lack of intellec-
hral honesty, Mr Fuchs. Everphing in the report can
be found in documents that are readily available to
you in France.
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Mr Pepantoniou (S). - (GR) Mr President, the posi-

tive role of public-sector enterprises in an economy
has been confirmed many times in relation to
increasing productivity, employment and exports. The
French car manufacturer Renault is a classic success

story. Especially today, when Europe is passing

through a period of economic crisis associated with
reduced investment in the Private sector' we must

look for other waln to reinforce our competitive posi-
tion on the international markets.

In his report Mr Delorozoy on the one hand acknow-

ledges the positive role that public-sector investment

can play in modemization, development, and in the

improvement of intemational competitiveness' On the

other hand, however, he proposes that the Commis-
sion should prepare a rePort to examine to what

extent nationalized industries adhere to the rules of
competition, as if there were some particular problem
about obedience to these rules by nationalized indus-

tries.

Mr President, the dangers of illegitimate competition
apply just as much to private as to Public companies.

fhui, *e should remain constantly alert to the possi-

bility of abuses, and the rules of competition should

be applied rigorously. However, there is no reason for
any-i priori suspicions concerning the behaviour of
nationalized industries. The Socialist Group rejects

such prejudice, believing on the contrary that the

Community's institutions should deal equally and

impartially - a thing which the raPPgrteu-r himself
mentioned in any case - with both private and

public enterprises, especially since, as Mr Delorozoy

mentioned, the Treaty of Rome does not affect the

sovereign right of Member States to define proprietary

relationships and does not assume any position in
favour of one or other system of ownership.

!7e believe that the Delorozoy report shows a degtee

of mistnrst, of preiudice, and I would say antagonism

towards nationalized industries, and we believe that
such attitudes are inconsistent with the equal treat-

ment and impartiality enjoined by the Treaty of
Rome. For this reason the Socialist Group will vote

against the Delorozoy report

Mr von Vogau (PPE). - (DE) Mr President, honou-
rable Members, the Christian Democratic Group will
support Mr Detorozoy's rePort because it regards it as

a *ill-bal"nced approach to the French nationaliza-

tions. In particular, we will suPPort those paragraphs

of the report which call upon the Commission to
restore the transparency that was lost a long time ago.

Regardless of what Mr Papantoniou and l: e Treaties

of Rome say on this question of nationalization, we

nationalization, be allowed to Put certain questions:
are the economic policy accents correctly placed in an

economic policy which nationalizes the banks but
makes all the citizens of the Community pay for what

are in part private motorwa)rs; it is compatible with
the Community s rules of competition for the State to
subsidize its own undertakings out of the pockets of
the taxpayers; does this not mean that small and

medium-sized undertakings are being squeezed out of
the competition and bought up with tex revenue

which they themselves originally had to provide as

taxDavers ? That is why the Commission should exer-
cis6 its right more eiergetically than before - for
meanwhile the European Court of Justice has

confirmed that it has this right - to clarify the scale

of State aids obtained by public undertakings.

Ve must examine with particular interest the call for
an analysis of the consequences of the nationalization
of the banks on the economic life of the Community.
As a European Parliament we must investigate

whether this is not creating new instruments of Prot€c-
tionism within the Community, for instance by the
grant of loans being made contingent on certain inter-
mediate products being bought only by national firms.

Ve also endorse the Delorozoy report because we are

fully convinced that our economy, our workers, the

consumeni and citizens of our country are better

served if enterepreneurial decisions are taken by busi-

nessmen and not by govemments, on the basis of
rational rules.

(ApPlaus|

Mr Welsh (ED). - Mr President" European Demo-
crats do not regard it as any part of their mandate to
lecture a particular Member State as to how it should

run its internal economy. The decisions that the

French Govemment takes with resPect to France are

certainly no business of ours, and we would not wish

to interfere with what they do.

It does, however, in a sense become our business -
because we are all part of the same Community -
when such me.utures impinge on the Treaty of Rome

and the rules of competition. A mixed economy is

implicit in the Treaty of Rome, and if at any time
nationalization measures in any Member State reached

a point where they interfered with the interplay of
free market forces, then, of course, a difficult situation

would arise.

The Delorozoy report makes it quite clear that, as far

as France is concemed, the case is not proven, but it
calls, correctly, for the Commission to be vigilant in
monitoring the progress of the nationalized French
companies, particularly in the banking sector, to be

sure that it does not, in fact, interfere with the free

play of competition. Parliament should be vigilant'
iike the Commission, in making sure that the basic

rules are adhered to.

In my own country we have tried both nostrums.'SI'e

have tried nationalization and we are now in the

middle of a programme ol privatization - both very
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unpleasant words. Ve ourselves do not consider that
nationalization is particularly relevant to the problems
the Community currently faces. Indeed, in our experi-
ence sectors such as telecommunications, aerospace
and others are better run in the iommercial manner
because, for one reason or another, as soon as the
normal, commercial dynamic is removed from
companies in these sectons, they tend to become
uncompetitive. I am glad to tell you, Mr President,
that in our own country these sectors are becoming
increasingly competitive, and that is an example
which, with great respect and humility, I would
commend to Mr Puchs and my other French friends.

(Intcrjcaion fmm tbe left)

Mrs Poirier (COM). - (FR) Mr Presideng it is
perfectly clear that the right-wing parties in France
are determined to use the Community against France.
During the last part-s€ssion the discussion revolved
around French policy on education. Today, with Mr
Delorozoy, we come to nationalization, which the
Prench people voted for in May 1981 and which Mr
Delorozoy is seeking now to discredit.

UDF and RPR deputies have called on the Commis-
sion on more than ten sepafate occasions to condemn
the nationalization being put through in France. But
the Commission offered them the reply - the same
one it gave for the Italian and British governments -that the system of ownership of undertakings is exclu-
sively a matter for the Member States to decide. And I
should think that the Commission, as guardian of the
Treraties, must know what it is doing.

Indeed the Commission went further. It set up a
working party with French experts to examine
whether or not the nationalizations conformed to the
Treaty of Rome. And I know for a fact that this
working party did not come up with anything to
indict French policy. But this is not good enough for
Mr Delorozoy. He tries to make out that French
policy is distorting competition in the common
markeL But there is not a shred of hard evidence in
the report to support his contention. Mr Delorozoy's
great idea is that nationalization itself distorts competi-
tion. I7ell, the Commission has declared that the
s)rstem of ownership is a matter for each individual
Member State. Vhat Mr Delorozoy would like in fact
is for the Commission to condemn France and her
economic poliry, which, I repea! was freely chosen by
the French people in May 1981, and this policy
included nationalization. Since the Commission will
not do ig undaunted the French right now turns to
the European Parliameng hoping to win in Strasbourg
the cause they lost in Brussels in their attempt to chal-
lenge the choice of the people. It is the losers in 1981
who are seeking to get their revenge here in this
House.

Mr Delorozoy, your report speaks for itself. Your accu-
sations are totally tnffi. And yct in fiis rcport

there is already talk of inquiries, of serious irreplari-
ties, of infringements, and of course of penalties
against France. Vell, let me tell you that we stand by
the right of our people, and indeed the right of all
peoples of the Community, to choose the kind of
economic and social system they want. This is in fact
the only solid and durable foundation for European
cooqeration. I am sure syer,rone will understand why,
on this occasion, we shall be voting against the Deloi-
ozoy report.

(Applause from tbe Communist and Allies Groups)

Mr Bengemonn (L). - (D) Mr Presideng I asked to
speak because I want to remove the misunderstanding
on the part of Mrs Poirier, namely that this is an
internal French debate. If Mrs Poirier, Mr Fuchs and
others would read this report by Mr Delorozoy care-
fully, they would find that the approach taken is very
obiective.

As Mr Delorozoy has repeated again he is not criti-
cizing the ownership of property s)rstem. Please finally
take note that he is starting from the fact that the
Treaty of Rome allona each gwemment to organize
the property ownership s)rstem of its economy in
whatev€r way it considers best ! So he is not criticizing
at all. The issue is not one of ideology, of who owns
what undertaking. Rather it is the question - which
is indeed of a European nature - whether a different
system of property ownership infringes the principles
of competition, which actually would be a matter that
comes under the Treaties of Rome.

That is the only question Mr Delorozoy is examining,
so it has nothing at all to do with what Mrs Poirier
has said here. I greatly regret that. It may be true that
in l98l the French voters took that decision, but I
doubt very much whether they would take the same
decision again in 1984, looking at the experiences of
the French people under this governmenL

(Protests from tbc bencbes of tbe Communist and
Allies Groq)

Yes, but listen ! The question is quite simple now. Is
competition affected by nationalization, yes or no ? Mr
Delorozoy does not even give a verdict on that He is
merely asking the Commission to draw up a report.

Mr Chambeiron (COMI. - @R) It will be an
emPty rePort, then . ..

Mr Bangemann (L). - (FR) But you are biased, Sir,
you cannot see straight.

Mr Chambeiron (COM). - (FR) Because I am a
Communist ...

Mr Bangemonn (L). - FR) As far as I am
concerned, ideology does not come into it. I7e are
talking about a matter that has already been iudged
and decided by the Tt"rty of Rome ...
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Mr Chambeiron (COM). - (FR) No, by the voters

in 1981.

Mr Bangemann (L). - (FR) Yes, but that was then,

not no*.-If you were to have elections today the result

would be very different to what it was in 1981.

But that is something I do not ProPose to go into
now' Mr Chamberiron, are you a member of the

Community, yes or no ? Right. You signed the Treaty

and this Treaty makes provision for there to be compe-

tition. Are you in favour or against ? That is the real

question.

(DE)...

Just look at the figures ! For instance' and this is
-rt"t d in the Delorozoy rePort, the deficit of the

nationalized industries in France has risen by about

4 000 miltion, to FF 32 000 million.

Surely we are then permitted to ask who is paying this

deficit ? Does this deficit have the effect of distorting

competition ? And what should be done about it ? I
.orni fto- a country where we have private and

nationalized industries, and in a wide variety of

sectors. I will not even go as far as my Conservative

colleague who thinks private undertakings could run

telecoirmunications better. In our case the national

postal administration works quite well and even

makes quite a good profit !

Mr Chombeiron (COM). - (FR) Look at what is

happening in the United States with the telephones'

Mr Bangemann (L). - (DE) Mr Chambeiron if you

would only listen to me for a moment ! The problem

with the iommunists is that they never listen because

they know it all alreadY !

(Applause)

Karl Manr has not said it all. There are some things

we must work out for ourselves. Do listen to me for a

moment, Mr Chambeiron, even at the risk of

accepting me into the French Communist Party'

Some n-ationalizations are no doubt sensible, for

example in the field of electricity or telecommunica-

tions, but only provided these undertakings oPerate

reasonably and at a profit, i.e. are subiect to the same

laws as others.

If Renaulg \r!7 or other nationalized undertakings -
true, V'Sfl is not in fact nationalized, but there is a

strong State influence - behave in the same way as

all thi others on the market, then that is allright' But

if they do not behave the same way, if they exploit

advaniages which they obtain by being able to resort

to the taxpayer whenever they wang then ,they are

doing an iniustice to the taxPayer and to the many

small and medium-sized undertakings who produce

the money which the large undertakings throw out of

the window. Even a Communist or Socialist could be

expected to realize that we must ensure equality of

opportunity here !

That is the sole object of the Delorozoy report Ve
ask the Commission to examine that. I7e have no prei-

udice and do not go in for ready-made iudgements'
All we want is for the Commission to tell us whether

there are any risks involved or not. You should really

accept that. if you reftse to do so, if you will not be

reasonable at ;[, then that is for purely ideological
reasons, which is not a good thing !

You are just as much the representative of the

taxpayer ai we are here. You should be able to bring

yourself to say: we want to do something that benefits

ir.tyon. and to do so, we will for once even ignore

our Marxist reader. Let us forget for once what we

have leamed in the Communist reader. Nationaliza-

tion is not always a good thing. Nor is it alwbys a

good thing to privatize everything. Do let us examine

ihat is tlie right thing to do. But no' you sit there

with blinkers on, look back at 1881 and say: we had a

maiority then, so now let us cheerfully get on with
nationalizing.

That is quite wrong, and certainly wrong in a Euro-

pean conte*t ! May I rePeat: I voted against.our Pres-

.riling a specific economic system in the. future

Treaty-. I am against a constitution that prescribes an

economic sysdm. But the Treaty of Rome certainly
did prescribe free competition between those taking

partin it. You must let that apply.and must vote in
iavour of that ! If you do not vote in favour, you will
be doing your own voters an iniustice. Moreover, your

voters k-now it, because it will not be the same people

voting in 1984 as in 1981.

(Applaux)

Mr J. Moreau (S). - (FR)MI President, I tave some

diffilulty in deciding in this debate iust who is right
and who is simply prejudiced. Judging by what we

have just been hiaring I find it hard not to think that

some'Members are alio inspired by preiudices of one

kind or another, and what I find regrettable about Mr
Delorozoy's report is that whilst the motion for a reso-

lution is iairly anodine, closer study of the explanatory

statement forces us to the conclusion that the rappor-

teur, while basing his rePort on figures (which, it is

true, can be checked out in published French docu-

ments), is in fact defending a very definite point of

view.

Mr Delorozoy is a strong believer in the virtues of

Liberalism and, to him, anything in a national policy

that conflicts with any particular asPect of Liberal

dogma is per se evil. For, what is the problem-that the

Etiropean-Communities are facing today? It is not

simpiy a matter of knowing whether the rules on

competition are being observed. If we look at the situa-

tion simply in those terms, well then, you know as

well as f do that there is every danger that within a

few years from now Europeans will have lost any

chance of determining their own future.
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The.problem today is knowing whether, retaining the
minimum o( rules on competition, it will be poisible
for European industry to survive. Now, what ii it that
Prance is doing ? In accordance with its tradition - I
quite appreciate that French tradition is not neces-
sarily the tradition of other countries, and I believe
this is something not to be lost sight of - and in
accordance with the rules laid down by the Treaty of
Rome, France came to the conclusion that in ordei to
derclop her industry and economy she needed to
transfer to the public sector a number of industrial
undertakings and a substantial part of the banking
sector.

And what do we find when we read the Delorozoy

fport ? Yes, we do find there certain facts and figures.
put Mr Delorozoy has been unable to prove that there
has been any violation of the Treaty. He accordingly
requests the Commisson to look into these things ;
!i$e more thoroughly because, by Mr Delorozoy's
Liberal logic, it would be quite normal for the
Commission to call the French public sector to
account.

After listening to Mr von Vogau and Mr Velsh it is
obvious that the entire Conservative and Liberal wing
in this Parliament would gladly see public enterprisl
discredited, because these Consenatives and Liberals
clearly think - in fact we heard the very same thing
ppeltgd today - that all public undertakings almosi
by definition are badly managed and lose money.
Vell now, if we look at things a little more closely we
find that whilst certain of the public undertakings in
our country do indeed lose money - and we know
that they do - on the other side of the coin, in
certain other industrial sectors these same public
undertakings do as well as, and sometimes even better
than, undertakings in the private sector. And when we
see, moreover, that in certain gfowth industries the
so-called private undertakingB have proved unable to
maintain any sort of European presence, we are bound
to question the value of competition in such a case.

Continuing our detailed examination of Mr Deloro-
zoy's text, I should now like to read to you the last
paragaph of his explanatory statement, paragraph 15.

'The facts set out in this report clearly demonstrate
the- existence of potential obstacles to competition
both between the nationalized and private sectors and
in respect of intemational trade. These grave misgiv-
ings are sufficient to justify the requist that the
Commission draw up a report before giving its final
judgment- on irregularities which should pirhaps be
penalized'. Ifhen one reads something like this,
which sets the tone, it seems to me, of the entire
explanatory statement, one is forced to conclude that
the Delorozoy. repgrg as I said right at the beginning,
is in fact nothing less than an indictment of nltionali-
zations.

It is a matter of regret to me that this whole debate
should have arisen as a result of a question put down
by a French Member followed up by a report
p-rodyle_d by another French Member. personally, I
should have preferred it had the discussion of these
problems taken as its point of departure the relation-
ship that exists between the public sector and the
private sector, and secondly, if we had to discuss the
problems of competition, I should have preferred not
to have had to discuss them in this somewhat,theolog-
ical' manner, attempting instead to see in what dy
the rules on competition can today help sustain an
active-industrial policy at Community lev;L Nanrrally
I shall be voting against this report and I deplore the
way the subject has been treated, because what it does
ultimately is allow suspicion to prevail about a step
that is perfectly natural and compatible with the EEt
Treaty.

Mr Kyrkos (COM). - (GR)Mr Presideng Mr Bange-
mann has asked us to approye the survey called forly
Mr Delorozoy in the name of impartiality. But we al-l
know that in France at this moment a great battle is
being fought abour nationalization. ThJ night is on
the attack. This is happening not iust in Franle but in
Greece too, where another great battle is in progress
over nationalization, and indeed Mr Bangemann made
clear his position, forecasting that in thi forthcoming
elections the faction that was victorious in lggl would
be defeated perhaps because of the nationalization
issue among others. Thus, we are not dealing with the
question of partiality or impartiality, nor with that of
the rules of competition. The real question is: Do we,
or do we not want nationalization I I think we should
be clear about this point" The Right does not want
nationalization in strategic sectos of the economy. It
only wants nationalization of loss-making enterprises
or enterprises of general public benefit that provide a
useful infrastructure for private capial. However, Euro-
pean society and its development need nationalization
in the strategic sectors of the economy, and abundant
finance for those sectors to enable the realization of
development programmes that the private sector
could not sustain on its own. The atack against
nationalization in key sectoni mounted by the Right
in Europe is no mere matter of chance, and we are
witnessing a fanatical campaign whose aim is to
undermine social progress in France, and also in
Grgec-e w]re1e the pressure exerted by large capital,
and the Right_which consrirutes its politiJal expres-
sion, are equally _powerful. Ve feel that the report
must be rejected because behind its temperate asser_
tions it essentially calls upon Parliament to interfere
in the internal affain of a Member State, a thing that
is expressly forbidden by the Treaties. It is Fy'rlia-

T.tt duty to guerantee the broad implementation of
the Treaties, and indeed, with electioni coming up, to
give a lesson to any who wish to tum back thi ciock
of history. The crisis faced by the Community cannot
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be overcome by the mindless pursuit of profit for the

few, but by widening the participation of working
people in the planning of development and the

iontrot of strategic sectors of the economy. That is the

direction towards which we should tum our attention,

instead of cold-shouldering the essential problems and

chanting battle-hymns that would perhaps have been

more appropriate last century'

Mr Nories, lll.cmber of tbe Commission - @E) Mt
Presideng may I begin by thanking the rapporteur on

behalf of the Commission for his report on a thorny

political question. The motion for a resolution by the

bommittee on Economic and Monetary Afhirs offers

the Commission a fresh oPPortunity to give its views

on nationalization and its effects. There has been no

change in the Commission's position of principle on

nationalization, which Mr Andriessen put before you

in detail on October 1981. That position can be

summarized as follows: Firstln the problem of nation-

alization is nothing new in the Community. Secondln

basically the Treaties are neutral as regards the system

of property ownership in the various Member States'

ftirdlt, that gives both the suPPorters and the oppo-

nents of nationalization a chance to Pursue their own

economic policy goals. In that sense, the French

measures do not pcr se violate the rules of the Treaty.

However, and I will close my introduction with these

words, the behaviour of the nationalized undertakings

which, as public undertakings, are governed by Article
90 of thJ EEC Treaty, are subiect to the rules on

competition laid down in Articles 85 and 86 and of

course also to the provisions on State aids of Articles
92 end 93 of the EEC Treaty. The Member States

must of course also resPect these provisions. In other
words, nationalization or other forms of State control
of undertakings in trade and industry confer no privi-
leges as regards the applicability of Community law'

In connection with the debate I would add that for

general economic policy and not just legal reasons, I
Lther regret that the motion for a resolution is

concerned mainly with the French meulures taken in
l98l-82. The important direct and indirect State influ-
ence on the Italian banking s)'stem and the German

banking system, for instance, also deserve further clari-

fication, from the point of view of competition, to

give only a few examplcs from the public discussion

in other Member States.

For in economic policy terms the question always

arises whether the existing or increased direct State

control or even the nationalization of undertakings or

banks is a suitable means of achieving the best

possible allocation of resources in the individual

iconomies or in the context of the Community as a

whole.

May I now make a few comments on this motion for

a resolution which does nog and I emphasize this, put

nationalizations as such in question. Firstly my

comments relate to the French public undertakings in
the banking sector and secondly to those in the' indus-

trial sector. The report and the motion for a'resolution

express concern that through nationalization the

French banks have come to dominate the market,

which would affect competition. Certainly, rePresenta-

tives of Member States in which the banks are not or
only to a limited extent subiect to State control will be

worried by such measures. Whether we can acrually

speak of a dominant market position within the

meaning of the rules of competition in view of the

scale of the nationalizations is, however, another ques-

tion and a question of facts.

First we must note that since the nationelization

measures in 1982 there are now 124 public credit insti-
tutions, including those with maiority holdingp. As at

5 January 1982, as the raPPorteur rightly observes,

that gave the public sector a total market share in
Franci of just under 90% of deposits and 77'60/o ol
paid out loans. Even before then, the 30 largest banks

had already been nationalized with a public sector

share of nearly 600/o and 50% respectively of deposits

and loans. These institutions could only occupy a

dominant market position if they operated jointly on

the relevant market. But if the Government made

them subiect to uniform direction and, for instance,

gave them uniform instructions, then pursuant to
Article 90 the French State alone would be directly
answerable for this behaviour.

According to the information available to the Commis-
sion, aftei their nationalization the Prench banks are

to retairi enough autonomy to ensure that they cannot

dominate the market either individually or collec-

tively. Vhatever the view of the situation, the Commis-
sion must point out that the Treaty of Rome does not
prohibit a dominant market position as such. It
merely prohibits the abuse of such a position.

To date the Commission is not aware of any beha-

viour which could be regarded as abuse of a dominant
position. Nor has it received any complaints about

abuse of this kind. Hitherto the Commission has

therefore had no reason to take action.

Part B of the report raises a quite different question,

that of the aids granted by or through public credit
institutions. Here your raPPorteur refers specifically to
the intermediate role played by credit instinrtions in
the granting of loans to public and presumably also to

private undertakings. To the extent that aids play a

part here, perhaps in the form of special credit terms,

ihe provisi,ons on aids of the Treaty of Rome are of
course applicable. Your draft report therefore makes

special mlntion of specific loans in this connection.

So far the French Govemment has only supplied the

Commission with very inadequate information on

credit terms and the specific objectives of such loans.

That is why the Commission has initiated the proce-
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dure laid down in Article 93(2) against France. On
principle the Treaty gives the Commission the neces-
sary instruments to enforce the principle of competi-
tion ari d uis nationalized or other public undertak-
ingB too, whether in banking or in industry. One of
these instruments is for the Commission to create the
necessary transparency in Member States' financial
relations with their public .irndertakings. This is
provided for in Directive 723 of 25 July 1980. In view
of the growing importance of the public banking
sector, the Commission is examining that directivi
with a view to exending the scope of that require-
ment. As a resulg resource$ of whatever kind allocated
by the State to these banking institutions would also
be subject to the requirement of transparency. But for
the sake of clarification it must be pointed out that
the allocation of State resources to public undertak-
ingp, Il public banking instirurions, is already
covered by the above directive now. In this context ii
must also be noted that the willingness of some
Member States to make their financiai relations with
certain public undertakings transparent in line with
the directive still leaves something to be desired.
Hitherto some Member States have been very reluc-
tant to respond to the Commission's request to
provide information on public undertakings in certain
selected branches of industry. Thes€ sectors are motor
vehicles, chemical fibres, textile machines, ship-
building and the tobacco industry.

I would like to make a few comments on the nationali-
zation of industrial undertakings. The Delorozoy

leport points out that following the agreement
between CGE and Thomson Brandg the French pTT
now has only a single supplier. In this situation the
issue is not in fact whether the State is faced with a
national supply monopoly, but, in the Commission's
view, whether the French administration should
organize its conditions for tendering for its postal
equipment in such a way as to ensure that non-
French suppliers can also participate.

As for the statements, referred to in your repor! by
the Minister of Industry and Research bifore a
committee of the French National Assembly, may I
conclude with the following: the Commission regaids
all forms of State intervention which either directly
have the effect of restricting imports or indirectly
cause those concemed to reduce imports as a measure
whose effect is equivalent to restricting the volume of
imports. Such measures are prohibited under Article
30 of the EEC Treaty.

In the Sacilor case, it should be pointed out that this
is indeed a very sensitive steel sector and that the assis-
tance granted is subject to the code on aids introduced
in 1980. Under the principles of that code, the
Commission shall authorize subsidizeC projects only if
surplus production capacity is reduced and the benifl-
ciary undertakingB become financially viable by 1985.
These principles are of course also being applied in
the Sacilor case.

To conclude may I return once more to the motion
for a resolution and note that :

l. Of course the Commission will continue as ever to
ensure that undertakingp - public and private - and
the lr{ember States respect the rules of the Treaty, in
particular the rules of competition, as regards iheir
State undertakings. Naturally these includJthe provi-
sions on aids.

2. As is clear from its reports on competition, the
Commission is constantly monitoring mergers and
concentrations (in all Member States). Bach report
devotes an entire chapter to them. The French nation-
alized industries ane no exception.

3. As regards making a specific analpis of the
coflsequences of the French nationalization measures,
with special reference to financing the economy and
the transparel? of financial relations, I have aiready
stated my position on this, to which I ask you to refei.

Mr Delorozoy (L), rapportcur. - (FR) Thank you,
Mr Presideng for giving me a minute because I have
been impugned personally and not as rapporteur. I
should like to state for the record that on 17
September 1981 Parliament referred a motion for a
resolution tabled by Mr Coust6 to the C,ommittee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs, and that this
committee, under the chairmanship of Mr Moreau,
decided to draw up a report - they decided, not I. I
was appointed rapporteur.

On 17 December l98l another Prenchman, Mr
Jaquet, referred a motion for a resolution to the
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs, which
confirmed me as rapporteur. Two years passed. I
drafted the report which has been examinei Uy the
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs on
three separate occasions. What I have presented to
this House loday was drawn up and adopted by a
majority of the Committee on Economic and Mone-
tary Affairs.

(Applause)

Mr J. Moreau (S). - (FR) Mr Delorozoy, I have
never impugned you personally. I am well aware that
you are rapporteur for the Committee on Economic
and Monetary Affairs, I am also aware, because I am
chairman of the committee, that a maiority of the
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affain shares
your point of view. But that does not mean that I, as a
Member in my own righg cannot say what I have to
say. And what I have said, I stand by.

(Applausc)

If I adopted a topgl line in my speech, Mr Delorozoy,
it was because of the way your colleagues, who also sit
on the Committee on'Economic- and Moneary
Affairs, had earlier one after another spoken out
against nationalization. So, whatever I did sny was
directed at you in your capacity as rapporteur, rappor-
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teur rePresenting a maiority of 
-the. 

Committee on

n.ono.i. and Iionetary Afiairs' Nothing that I said

was therefore aimed at you personally'

(ApplausQ

Mr Delorozoy (L). - (FR) I note what you say'

Prcsident. - The debate is closed'

Mr Sfelsh (ED). - Mr Presideng I assume you are

coine to call for a vote and, since this is an imPortant

ii.,,Er, I think it is important that the House be fully

represented. So, under Rule 7l (2), could I ask you to

.rLbtirh whether a quorum is present ?

President. - Mr Iflelsh, are there ten Members

supporting Your request ?

(More tban ten Jfiembers after cbecking tbe
'President noted tbat tbere was no quontm)

President. - The vote is therefore de(erred till the

next voting time.

6. Information matket

President. - The next item is the report (Doc'

l-ii;tftl) by Mr Herman, drawn up on behalf of the

Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs' on

the proposal from the Commission of the Euro-

p..n Co..rnities to the Council (COM (83).661

iinat - Doc. l-1135/83) for a Council decision

.dopting a Community Programme.for the deve-

topi".ni of the specializid information market in

Europe.

Mr Herman (PPE), rdpPorteur' - (FR) Mr Presi-

dent, in spite of the crisis and stagnation in so many

t.aa", the information market continues to expand

dl en'astonishing rate' In an advanced industrial

society like the United States, the information sector

in the wider sense will soon be employing one Person-

ii three. It would seem that despite the existence of

,h. .ornrnon market, despite the European Parlia-

ment's resolutions, despite the Commission's propo-

sals, each Member State still Pursues its orrn-policy on

information. The resulting 
-walling off of national

,rrarket and the absence of an integrated research

oolicv increases the danger that the common informa-

lion 'm.rket will be dominated by non-European

undertakings.

Already 50 % of products on the information market

are of non-Europi.n origin. The consequences o( this

are twofold : firstly, thiJ expanding and iob-creating
,..to, .orta ,o .rtily slip ttrrough our fingers - and

at a time of high-unemployment the information

market rePresents an opportunity .n9t t9 be missed;

t..rtafy, on a cultural and political level' a nation (or

niouo oi'n.tions) that fails to maintain control over its

i;niip.f information - information which keeps

l.iion'"t culture alive - runs the risk of losing its

identity, which presents a rather unattractive Picture
to the outside world.

In conclusion, we suPPort the Commission's proposal

to extend the existing plan of action including, in

oarticular the Euronet and Diane proiects' What is

Leing proposed today follows the same lines and is

therefore worthY of suPPort.

For our part we have no maior reservations or obiec-

tions. Vi do, however, endorse the observations of the

i;g"l Aff"# Commiitee regalding the problems of

,.."r..y, resPect for private life, and confidentiality'

ffrit i't'"n "r.. 
wheri we hope the Commission will

in due course come up with more specific proposals'

which we believe should conform to the principles

.tre"ay outlined by the OECD and the Council of

Europe.

Ve also endorse the position taken by the Committee

on Energy, Research and Technology, and for fy P?tt

i tt at 6'J'tupporting the two amendments tabled by

Mr Purvis.

I should like to end this very brief intervention by

e*p..ssing the hope that the Commission will also

toot< intJ wap of Promotng much vider awareness

;;;"g those who -igt t *"k. use of this specialized

irrto#"tion - or bJnefit from it' Indeed it would

seern that the main probtem today is one of communi-

cation, of awareness and of motivation' There is abso-

l.rtely'rro point in setting uP structures, networks and

data ianki unless those who might want to use them

are first fully informed about the opportunities these

infrastructures oPen up and unless, moreover' they are

.i.ouog.a to uie them through a.carefully organized

campaign of information and motivation'

That is why I believe that the proiects to which we are

lending oui ruppott should bJaccompanied by a kind

of cairpaign 
'tb 

increase Pyblic- awareness which

would fit ii rather well, I feel, with proposals already

before the Council.

(Applause)

Mr Megahy (Sl, dtaftsnan of a1 oP.inion-for tltc

t egal iffairs' Co**itttr' - Mr President, I can be

,.i, U.iJi. The Legal Affairs Committee welcome the

Commission" t pJ.t and, indeed, we welcome the fact

that the maior committee has embodied the points we

made in the Herman report which is now before Parli-

ament.

IIe point out that the Commission proposal merely

prorid.t a legal and financial means for implementa-

ilon of such a Programme and is necessarily at-this

stage radter U;ei. rGd so, in a sense, the Legal Affairs

Co-mmittee was warning of some of the very complex

oroblems that will arisi in this area, problems such as

lopyright and distribution of royalties'. No one who

ha's'wiestled with the problems of subiects such as

trade marks, for example, which we have been looking

ii in ttt. iegal Affairs Committee, can doubt that

questions of ilris nature can be very very complicated

indeed.
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Ve also point out, of course, that the development of
this sector has immense importance with iegard to
questions of individual privacy and data proiection.
These have been the suLpct of examinatiin by the
Lcgal Affairs Committee on a number of occasions,
m.ost.1oallf in a report put forward by Mr Siegler_
schmidt. All of us are owale from debates and diius_
sions in our oryn hational padiaments, as well as
inside this Community, what greet importance
Memben attach to finding sathfacto! solutions to the
problems of individual prirecy in this particular area.
It would seem that we ere at the beginning of the
developm-ents of the proposed five-year prograimme. A
great deal of deail has got to emerge andl therefore,
the legalAffairs Committee is salng at this rime that
we should watch this and, in fact, wJ would expect, as
a parliameng to be consulted in detail when these
very important matters which we have alluded to are
spelt out more fully by the Commission and this
House has an opportunity to look at the matter in
some considerable detail. That is all I want to say, Mr
President.

Mr Purvis (BD) draftsman of an opinion for tbe

9:-!ur!! on Energt, Rcscarcb atd Tecbnoiog. _
Mr President, we often hear about Europe hlgng
behind in the new rcchnologieg but this is more l-artil
gulady in the field of hardware and one may hope the
Esprit programme will go some way to trllp iectify
that Buropeans have shown way to help ...'tify tt 

"[.Europeans have shown a lot of initiative in applyins

*. .n:y technologies and perhaps ttre mii:iitrii
should be looked upon as ray material like bauxite oi
iron ore. After all, it is the adding of value, the applica-
tion of the. microchip that really brings homi the
bacon. The informatics industry ij the ul-timate extent
of that application.

It is vital, as the Commission has proposed, and as Mr
{erlgn's. report agrees, that th.r. d.".lopmens
should take place on a European scale. Individual and
priyate sector initiatives must not be stifled by bureau-
cratic and procrastinating interference and obstruction
by m_onopoly interests, Member Stete gpvernments or
the Community. Ve must not try to preiudge the
range and type of data bases that are aesiriUti. ffre
market will decide this, and the wider the range the
more likely is commercial success.

The Committee on Energy, Research and Technology
therefore feels that ttre timitea resources for thii
programme should be concentrated first and foremost
on staff, whether directly or indirectly employed, to
draw up an overall scheme and monitor its impiemen_

:atio-n. It is not envisaged that the Commission should
rtselt attempt to provide the interlink arransements
that the informatics industry on a Europea'n scale
might require. Funds might additionally be assigned
to help start up new data bases, with a clawback arran-
gement when commercially successful or, as a last
resort, to support non-commercial but desirable data
bases.

Critical to the whole success of Europe in inbrmatics
is the attitude of the pTTs and the telecommunica-
tions companies, and this point links up with the
debate on the Delorozoy riport which immediately
preceded iL Pressure must bC maintained on them to
cooperate fully and bury nationalistic chauvinism in
Ipt-e-m design and procurement. It would also be
highly desirable if the telecommunciations organiza-
tions-were agreed on standard line-charges throighout
the Community and thus help the molre remote and
less-developed regions to shari in the benefits.

Finally, the Committee on Energy, Rescarch and Tech_
nology moves two amendments to the Commission
proposal. This is consistent with our long_held posi_

1io1 $at any review of such p-go-io., should
include obiective extemal 

"o-.ent "ia 
*r"t the A&i_

sory Committee - in this case it has the acrcnym
STIDC - should be truly advisory. The Commission
must be wholly responsible for eli decisions and for
management.

Ve.regrel that already we are three months past the
expiry of the previous prcgramme. These gapa in
continuing programmes are most undesiraile and
may excite doubts about the Community's seriousness
in this field. This is a serious, indeed vial area for the
future of Ey-p.., and we expect now to ,.. tt e ,.qri-
site determination and innovatory zeal to make sure
we really do grasp the opportunities that are available.

Mr. Leonardi (COM): 
- (ry Mr presideng we agree

with the Commission's proposals, and also with the
report and resolution of Mr Herman, especially as
regprds the links which the rapporteur poinL out with
other sectors such as the telecbmmunications sector,
and we agree with the observations he has mede
regarding the desirability of greater information and
documentation being availablJ.

In declaring our agr€ement, however, I cannot fail to
point out that for 15 yean now, we have been
declaring our agreement vith proiects desrcned to
develop this sector, both in ou, o*r, individuil coun-
tries and in the Community as a whole. Despite thag
the situation continues to remain totally uirsatisfac_
tory, as Mr Herman has in fact pointed oug so that a
country - Jpln - which 15 years ago wan perhape
in a worse- plight than ours, is ioaay ii 

"r, 
.*ir...ty

strong position.

Of course, the admission of our dependence on coun-
tries outside the Community, and the description of
our market as one of .exploitation' 

is commendable. I
think, however, that it might be as well _ not least in
order to provide a suitable model for the next parlia_
ment to work on - to examine critically the sinration
tg dlte, and identify the reasons that 

-have 
brought

about such a state of affairs. Otherwise we shal bJin
danger - as Mr Herman himself has reminded us on
another occasion 

- of finding ourselves in the posi_
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tion of Byzantium : we shall go on aPProving projects,

we shall go on being ready to rePort the 
- 
situation,

without European public opinion being informed as

to the reasoni that-have brought that situation about'

I7hat I have said applies also to certain specific points

in the motion for a iesolution. For example, paragraph

5 contains a suggestion for an annual report' I aglee

with this, provided it is a summary rePort that

explains how it comes about thaf in this sector,

Europe has so far failed to overcome - or, at least,

has not been successful in overcoming - the diffi-
culties that have been encountered.

Paragraph 7 of the resolution suPPog- the extension

of tIe Euronet-Diane Programme. My group, also,

obviously approves of this. I should nevertheless like

to point-oui that some time ago I recommended that

Parliament should be the first institution to use these

information handling systems. Instead, here again

various difficulties arose, with which we are all

familiar, so that even this small proiecg which was to

have included the European Parliament in the

Community's information handling system, came to

nothing. Many reasons were adduced for this, some of

them iven acceptable: but they are unsatisfactory

because this is the very recipe for failure.

As far as paragraph 8 is concemed, reprding
linguistic standardization and the adoption of a

aoirrnon command language, we are in my opinion

talking about two entirely different problems' As far as

the linguistic problems are concerned, I think we

should 
-op.n 

" 

-t.* 
chapter, seeing that this-type of

problem is of fundamental imPortance to our Commu-

nity and its integration. Data processing and informa-

tion handling, linked with teaching, might be the way

forward to enormous progress.

Mr Herman, if what happened to Byzantium is not to

be repeated, we must look at these ptoblems critically'

Ve nonetheless confirm our broad suPPort for the

motion for a resolution as Presented to us-

Mr Naries, lWember of tbe Commission. - (?OfX:
Commisiion has read with great interest Mr Herman's

report - and would like to thank him and the

committees involved very warmly - which to our

pleasure reflects the thoroughness and 
-expertise 

with
*t i"h th. Legal Alfairs Committee, the Committee

on Budgee, tlie Committee on Energy, Research and

Techno[ogy, and above all the Committee on

Economic'and Monetary Affairs, as the committee

responsible, have considered this Commission prop-

osal.

May I begin by underlining one important aspect' In
the' wakJ of the new technologies, the information
market has in recent years become a promising
economic area of international dimensions. It opens

up a broad spectrum of new markets and also contains

a large variety of problems that need solving. In line

with its international importance in the framework of

future Community initiatives, we must therefore

devote more attention to this area. The danger of

becoming strategically dependent on monopolistic
data-collection structures outside the European

Community is perhaps more serious than we realize'

Access to them can easily be suspended - and under

certain conditions the temptation could easily arise to
suspend it or make it ddpendent on intolerable or

incalculable conditions, given certain political situa-

tions outside the Community. This is also a Sreat risk

because the running-in times for setting uP our own

European data banks are much lengthier than the

early waming periods prior to the suspension of

existing linkJ. The Community and all the GAfi
membirs would therefore be well advised to accePt

the fact that unrestricted access to data, know-how,
patents and other information - under ProPer
harket conditions of course - is a constituent

element of an open international economy based on

division of labour, and that no-one should sugSest

otherwise.

In our view this Commission proposal for the develop-

mert of the specialized information market in Europe

is a first step in that direction. But it cannot give the

necessary attention to much more far-reaching ques-

tions, such as trade policy, copyright, and daa Protec'
tion. That is why the Commission is currently

preparing inititatives on information market policy

wtricn ail with the legpl, political and social chal-

lenges in the difficult field of the information markel
Thii new initiative is the urgently needed supplement

not only to this Programme for the development of

the specialized information market but also to other

Community initiatives in related areas, such as new

information technologies - and here I am'referring
to Esprit, telecommunications and data-processing.

I think three comments need to be made on the

motion for a resolution. In paragtaph 9 of the resolu-

tion the committee asks the Commission to place

special emphasis on supporting the development of

&t" basei offering statistical, commercial and

economic information. Under the new Programme'
that area deserves great attention because at Present
the information supply is quite inadequate for the

needs of industry. In this connection it seems most

important substantially to improve the information
services sector. In the Commission's view, there is a
crass imbalance in Europe between the supply and the

use of data banks. This is mainly because it is very

difficult for non-specialized users, of whom many

work in the industrial field, to gain access to the data

banks. Non-European information suppliers tackled

this problem some time ago' As a result, non-Euro-

pean information services have now conquered more

ihan S0 o/o of the European on-line market in special-

ized information. They have succeeded better than the

European suppliers in responding quickly and
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adequately to the need for'user-friendly' services. To
prevent this advantage in competition from
increasing, and possibly leading to a one-sided depen-
dence by European industry on non-European infor-
mation services - I have spoken of this before - the
utmost priority must be given to Community initia-
tives in this field.

As regards paragraph 5, may I say that the Commis-
sion agrees with this central concern of the motion for
a resoution, i.e. the need to coordinate the proposed
measure with other Community initiatives in comple-
mentary fields. The new Community progmmmes
covering the various aspects of the new information
technologies share a large number of problems of
common interest and extreme importance. The
Commission therefore regards as self-evident the need
for coordination with coordination view to making
optimum use of the budgetary resources and avoiding
duplication of work.

A word on paragraph 4. The Commission also
believes that it is necessery to lengthen the duration
of the programme from 3 to 5 years in view of the
growing importance of the information market. But
the information market is an area that is developing
very fast in a context subiect to constant change. That
,J *.!,I an action programme in this area must be very
flexible so that it can react quickly enough to rapid
developments. The Commission believeJ ttris nied
cen best be served by a general framework
prcgramme. The specific meatures can then be
carried out on the basis of annual working
programmes. The Commission proposal offers such a
general framework. But the appropriations for this
framework programme can only be allocated to the
appropriate fields of acrion on an indicative basis.

The Commission has now also established the areas of
priority action for the first year of the framework
programme. It will describe the implementation of
the annual programme of work and the use of the
relxrurces in greater detail in its progress teports.

On the two achul amendments abled, I may say that
in terms of their factual content, in principle the
Commission fully accepts them. It notes that Amend-
ment No I emphasizes and demarcetes the powers of
the Advisory Committee, clearly defined in Annex II
of the draft Council decision, ait a rris those of the
Commission. You know that the Commission has no
intention of bluning the institutional dividing lines

- it alone is responsible for the implemenation of
the programme. It alone has to answer to Parliament
for the way the nesources are used. The Commission
does in fact believe that the existing wording already
defines this power clearln but it ii quite willing to
adopt the wording proposed in Amendment No l.
On Amendment No 2, I will go into rather more
detail to avoid any misunderstanding. In principle the
Commission shares Parliament's view that the activi-
ties carried out should be evaluated by external agen-
cies. The implementing procedures of the programme

do indeed provide for a third phase of impartial
review after the planning and implementation ;f the
projects.

This review will be attached to the Gommission's
prcgress report which I mentioned earlier. Article 7
(l) of the draft Council decision, to which the amend-
ment refers, is not concerned, however, with a review
o{ -ft. cnmmunity initiatives carried oug but only
with updating the framework programme after a
period of 30 months, in terms of its content. This
procedure is necessary to ensure that if need be the
framework prograrnme can also be properly adjusted
to developments in the information market. That is
why we consider it reasonable to deal separately with
the two aspects: the possibility of updating the
programme and the review of its implementation as
part of the progress reports. This separation is also
necessary because the two measures will be carried out
a different periods of time.

President - The debate is closed.

Voter

7. Data proccssing

President. - The next item is the report (Doc.
l-147U83) by Mn Desouches, drawn up on behalf of
the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs,
on

the proposal from the Commission of the Euro-
pean Communities to the Council (Doc.
l-1232183 - COM(83) 658 final) for a decision
amending Decision 79l783lEBC in respect of
general mercures in the field of data processing.

Mrs Desouches (S), rdpportcur. - (FR) Inevitably

tT. of the gound we shall be covering now overlapi
with what has gone before, since any discussion on
information must involve a discussion of data
processing. Since the general inclination is, it seems
to Tf, to dot every 'i' and cross every 't', I tnrst you
will bear with me.

Essentially, what we have to consider is a set of propo-
sals by the Commission for extending and reinfbrcing
the fint pa1 of the multiannuaf data-processin!
progmmme- Basically this raises very few problemi
and the Committee on Economic and Moneary
Affairs did not have too many problems to overcome.
The Committee on Economic and Monetary Affain in
fact welcomes the measures proposed as part of this
programme, with regard to both standardization and
public supply contracts, and in particular with regard
to the harmonization of national procedures in this
field. Such harmonization is vital if Community indus-
tries are to benefit from the scale of the Community
market, in which - as indeed the Commission points
out - public contracts exceed the volume of Federal
contracts in the USA.

t See Annex.
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The Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs

attaches particular imPortance to the section of the

proposalr dedicated to improving knowledge of the

sector, training, and protection of data and persons.

Let me deal with these few points in a little more

detail.

Firstly, as regards improving knowledge of the sector,

it is important, I feel, that the data-processing indica-
tors be continued and indeed extended to cover new

areas, as is proposed by the Commission.

It is vital not that these studies be carried ou! in parti-

cular long-term forward studies outlining future

trends, bui also that their results are publicized as

widely as possible. It would seem desirable to mobi-

lize public opinion in our Member States so that the

various options can be defined and decisions made

about the type of society we wish to live in'

Any assessment of medium and long-term ProsPects

should make it possible to come to terms with the

technological cl't"nges, taking account of world

economii and social trends and changes in lifestyle

that the development of data processing will bring' I
would mention in passing the effects of information
technology on transport, planning, regional planning,
leisure, and so on.

The Committee on Economic and Monetary Alfain
suggests that such an assessment should be submitted

hJI-way through the multiannual programme to the

European Parliament so that it can deliberate on the

consiquen..s of these technological changes. Nexg

the quantitative aspects of the effect of information
technology on employment (what iobs are lost and

what iobi are created) and its qualitative aspects (what

is the nature of the new duties, how does the worker
relate to his work ?) should be studied. Training

should take all these factors into account, and not just

the question of how employees will adjust to new tech-

nology.

Data security, as well as its reliability and the need to

ensure that software meets quality standards, is the

most important asPect of data protection. It is vital

that it should be supplemented by a European direc-

tive to ensure that the private individual, as opposed

to those keeping the files, can readily understand data

that concern [itn p..son.lly and that such data

remain confidential. In this field of data protection it
is important to adopt common standards for the

whole- Community. This is something we have urged

repeatedly in the past.

Finally, I feel that we should go beyond the simple

notion of data protection and, as a matter of urgency,

introduce the concept of indirtidual rights in relation

to data processing, covering the right to know is done

is one's-own name and to have a say in technological

developments, for example through associations'

Let me add that the legal protection of computer

programmes is another vital aspect in view of the fact

they account for such a large proportion of investment

- 80% of expenditure. Active stePs must also be

taken to harmonize legislation on copyright and to

standardize the relevant legal concepts and definitions
in this field.

In conclusion, the Committee on Economic and

Monetary Affairs calls for special attention to be paid

to the multiannual programme'

Mr Ademou (COM). - (GR) Mr President, the

report by the Economic and Monetary Committee,

and the Committee's proposal as well, express the

anguish of entrepreneurial circles in the Community
whlo are threatened by the subjection of their market

and their development to American monopolistic
capital. Because in the data processing sector, which is
nowadays a decisive factor in the-further economic,

political and cultural development of society, the

i.Jnited States hold a leading position. American multi-
nationals hold monopolistic positions on a worldvride

scale. For example, IBM controls 80% of the

American and 600/o of the worldwide market in elec'
tronics, and Lockheed 50% of the worldwide data

transfer. It is clear that as a result the gulf between

developed and underdeveloped countries is widening
all the time.

The aim of the report we are debating is an attemPt,

not to develop the data-processing sector in all the

Community's Member States, but to serve the interesB

of the better-developed among them, and of monopo-
lies such as Honelmell Bull, Olivetti, Siemens and

others. Thus, the rePort suSSests that these monopb-

lies should control the data-processing market, in
both the private and the public sectors, in less well-
developed countries such as Greece, by promoting
common standards and monitoring State contracts.

The problem for less well-developed countries is not

who to buy their data-processing systems from, but

the creation of a national infrastructure that will allow

dynamic development.

Ve believe that despite Greece's weak economic deve-

lopment, our country can participate successfully in
the new industrial revolution, provided that this is suit-
ably programmed on the national scale.

The example of our neighbour Bulgaria, which was at

a lower level of development but has now become a
leading light in data processing within the framework

of ComeCon, is very persuasive. Ve consider positive

the concluding of international agreements by the

present Greek government with France, Italy Bulgaria

and the Soviet Union covering various sectors of data

processing. However, the overall measures proposed

Ly the EEC do not serve the less well-developed coun-

tries. They senre the monopolies and create obstacles

to the development of those countries, and that is one

of the basic reasons why the Communist Party of

Greece calls for the breakaway of our country from

the Community.
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Mr Naries, Member of tbe Commission - (DE)MI
President, the Commission would first like to thank
Mrs Desouches warmly for her excellent report on the '
proposal from the Commission for a Decision
amending Council Decision 79l783lBEC in respect of
general measures in the field of data processing.

It describes very precisely the rapid technological
proSress in this field, the economic and political
consequences for Europe and the backwardness of the
European data-processing industry beside that of third
countries. The Esprit programme proves that Europe
wants to meet the challenge this represents. In other
areas too we have seen some signs of action, for
instance, the progress in the field of telecommunica-
tions and the European data-processing industry's deci-
sion to promote standardization.

The well-known extremely rapid development of data-
processing within and outside Europe makes it
extremely difficult for economic and legal policy to
recognize the need for economic and legal action reli-
ably and promptly. Incidentally, as far as I can see
that is a problem that no-one has yet managed to
resolve satisfactorily and one that is also complicated
by the serious shortage of specialiss fully trained in
interdisciplinary fields.

That is why in the past four years the Commission
has begun by being pragmatic and has given priority
to the special measures in the field of data processing,
without however forgetting the general aspect. The
measures of standardization and the commissioning of
a large number of legal, economic and technical
studies are worth noting in that respecL

The Commission wants to use the multiannual
prcgfamme to create a community framework in
which the data-processing industry can develop in
free competition. Only in that way can we help the
European data-processing industry to stand up to the
non-European industry. The general section of the
multiannual programme defines the framework condi-
tions, which involve the promotion of standardization,
basic research, including economic and social
research, and the creation of a harmonized data-pro-
cessing law. Technology and legislation must -perhaps that is the most important result of all that
has been attempted in this field to date - work
tog€ther and be encouraged to the same extent.
Unless that is the case, imbalances will appear and the
creation of suitably reliable, calculable and durable
framework conditions would be at risk.

The Commission has drawn the logical conclusion
from this realization and will now give priority to
general measures when extending the multiannual
proSramme. Standardization in the data-processing
sector must not dampen the research enthusiam by
appllng too early. But nor should it be applied so late
that it finds itself facing isolated solutions, the
so-called intercept standards. Here we must weigh the
pros and cons with intelligence and foresight. Ve

should also ask in what area standardization should be
promoted fint. At present we must think first of daa
exchangeability between the computers of different
manufacturers.

The Community bodies and the Member States'
administrations have vital interests in this field. I need
only remind you of Insis and Caddia. After all, the
administrative simplification achieved through Caddia
of procedures for the carriage of goods over the
borders of the Community benefits everyone, and not
least the consumers.

Special attention should be drawn to the fact that the
Commission does not fix sandards itself. Rather it
encourages internal, world-vide standardization and
thereby contributes to preventing obstacles to trade
and promoting freedom of competition.

In addition to promoting the creation of new stand-
ards, the Commission has set itself two further tasls:
to promote improvements in the quality of existing
data-processing standards in order to deal with the
excessively frequent lack of technical precision and,
secondly, to make use of the technical testing services
existing in the individual Member Sates for checking
whether data-processing products comply with the
standards, which will also permit mutual recognition
of the findings of these tests.

In the field of basic research, the Commission's activi-
ties in the general section of the multiannual
programme extend beyond the territory of the
Community, unlike the Esprit programme and in
complement to it For example, in the framework of
the COST tele-information study we cooperated with
universities and research institutes in Spain and
Finland, Norway and Sweden. Ve must also evaluate
the economic effects of the new technologies, with
special reference to their speed of expansion and their
penetration of the most varied areas of economic and
private life. Here too, however, we consider it essential
to increase the number of staff, and I take this occa-
sion to repeat my constant waming that the Commis-
sion's biggest bottleneck comes from its shortage of
staff.

May I also mention the resolution of the Council of
Education Ministers of 19 September 1983 on the use
of data-processing technologies in European educa-
tion. In the field of data-processing legislation I would
like to emphasize the area of contract law. The
Commission has recently begun to study this area.
The first results are now appearing. In particular, it
emerged that more must be done as regards standards
than has so far been said. Hitherto, the standards were
written by technicians for technicians, and that was
enough for the technicians who had to read them. In
the data-processing sector, however, many standarrds
must be comprehensible not only to the technician
but to the public at large. In justification I need only
refer to the immense spread of intermediate data-pro-
cessing technology in small-scale industry to the
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word-processors, and - why not - to the home

computeE, the personal comPuters. To ensure

consumer protection we must ensure that laymen can

also interpret interface standards properly in order to
make the right decision when buying additional appa-

ratus and programmes. That becomes important when

the products are not made by the same original manu-

facturer, eg. in the case of home computers. Here the

Commission is planning to commission a multi-
disciplinary study with a view to taking appropriate
measures to make data-processing standards more

comprehensible. It is also responding to the request

made by lrdr Herman in his last report.

As reeFrds contracts, the legal protection of
progammes and the protection of personal data, work
is in fuU swing. Ve will not hide the fact that we still
have legal and technical difficulties to overcome here.

To give one example, data protection reg;ulations

covering the Community could very easily lead to

technical difficulties, if, for example, so-called data

havens, i.e. islands of less stringent data protection,
were created in Europe outside the Community.

ivluch the same applies to the field of protection of
programmes and data against unwarranted destruction
and alteration : data security. A great deal still remains
to be done here in the penal law and technical fields.
Discussion of this question has only iust started in all
the Member States - and in scientific circles.

Mr President, on the basis of the motion for a resolu-
tion, the Commission is willing to meet all the chal-
lenges which the new technologies will bring in the

technical, social economic and legal fields.

President. - The debate is closed.

Votc I

(Ihe sitting closed at 7.15 p.mN

I See Annex.
2 Agenda fur next sitting: see Minutes.
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ANNEX

Votes

The Annex of dre verbatim report sets out the rapporteut's opinion on the
various emcndmcnts together with explanotions of vote. For details of
voting pleose rcfer to the Minutes.

SHERLOCK RBPORT (Doc. l-ll27lE3 - Protection of workers): ADOpTED

The rapporteur was:

- AGAINST all amendments.

Explanations of ootc

Mr Lomas (S). - I shall vote against this report because it does nothing to protect
workers against the worst forms of exploitation. It is a great ioke to the Conservatives
when we talk about exploiting workers.

(Protests from tbe Erropcan Demoratic Group)

It is bad enough when they are exploited financially, but to exploit their health at work is
quite deplorable.

Today you have reiected perfectly reasonable amendments put forward by us. You have
even increased the decibel level that the Commission originally proposed and rejected our
amendments to give workers the right to be consulted on matters affecting their health at
work. The trouble with the Conservatives and Liberals is that they have never worked on
a factory floor.

(Protests from tbc Eurcpcan Demoeratic Group)

They do not know what it is to experience noise in a factory. They ought to come to
somewhere like Metd Box in Hackney, in my own constituency, and hear the deplorable
level of noise that goes on there. I am not saying it is better or worse than any other
factory. But what I am saying is that this report does nothing. It is a miserable report and
ought to be rejected.

(Applause from tbe lef)

Mr Petersen (s). - @A) on behalf of the Danish social Democratic Group, I must
oPPose both the Commission's proposal and the report of Parliament. Vhen we fint look
at the commission's conditions, we say : it is a good project; the commission has really
got hold of a good, concrete cooperation project here, which must be of interest to us !
Then we see thet it mentions '85 dB' and interest grows. But unfortunately our satisfac-
tion is shortlived, for it tums out that the 85 dB is with the use of hearing protection. The
Danish Social Democrats of course cannot accept the proposal for the simple reason that
in Denmark we have an 85 dB limit uitbofi hearing protection. Ve must ihere reject the
Commission's drafg and we deplore the fact that thi consewative mafority has made the
Commission's unacceptable proposals even worse. The fundamental principle for harmon-
ization in these areas of cooperation must be to harmonize on the basis of the healthiest
level. The BEC cannot force Denmark to worsen conditions for its workers because other
countries think they can get by with a 90 dB limit. I find it deplorable that the conserva-
tive maiority has pushed through a reduction in the Commission's already unacceptable
proposals.

(Applause from tbc Socialist Group)
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Mr Weber (S). - (DE)This is not the first time we are discussing the question of noise.

In the Federal Republic alone 12 500 cases of occupational disease as a result of injury
from noise were recognized between 1978 and 1982. That shows the scale of the problem.

Those who are so cynical here about the damage to workers from noise should try
spending five or ten minutes exposed to 85 or 90 dB. They would soon notice the differ-

ence.

(Applause from tbe left)

To assert that the difference is virtually not noticeable shows that you have no idea.

Anyone who hears it knows that 10 dB more means twice the noise. Anyone who writes

thai in the question of noise tolerability we must above all examine the technical and

economic feasibility of the measures, as stated in paragraph 6 of the motion for a resolu-

tion, ought to ask himself whether we should not place much greater importance on what

is tolerable to the health of workers.

That is why I shall vote against this motion for a resolution.

(Applause from tbe left)

Mr Frischmenn (COM). - (FR) The debate and the voting on the amendments

confirms us in our decision to vote against Mr Sherlock's report. In recommending a limit
on the daily exposure to noise of 90 decibels Mr Sherlock and his political cronies show

that the protection of workers at their place of work is very low in their order of priorities.

S7hile the Commission is proposing 85 decibels and the trade unions are unanimous in
their support for an 80 decibel limit, the proposals contained in the report represent the

point of view of only the most reactionary fringe of employen in our countries. Not only

io these proposals disregard the seriousness of the human problem affecting one worker
in three and half of alf manual workers, but they also owe everything to a backward-

looking and short-sighted economic dfimarcbe which refuses to consider the negative

effectslf noise even on the productivity of undertakings, or the cost that society has to

pay through noise.

And the cost to society is truly enonnous, with noise being responsible for I l7o of acci-

dents at work, l5o/o of working days lost and 20o/o of admissions for psychiatric treat-

menr. The proposals in the Sherlock report fall far short of displaying the kind of firm
political wili that would be needed to put an end to such waste. \Pe shall accordingly be

voting against the rePort'

Mr Hord (ED).- This piece of proposed legislation on noise is one of those harmoniza-

tion proposals that we can all do without. I believe that industry has made a very substan-

tial movement towards reducing noise in the place of work and that all that this will do is

to make more problems for commerce and industry leading to less rather than more

employment.

The onty reason that I shall be supporting this report is because the Commission has

been prepared to accept Parliament's amendments here, but I do so with very substantial

reservation because I think that the Community would be better off without it.

Lord Bethell (ED). - I shall be supporting this report because I believe that it turns a

Utopian proposal from the Commission into a realistic one. The original proposal would

havi e*tremily damaging effects on industry in the inner city areas that I represent in-the

London .t .. it would, for instance, mean that the London underground system would be

over the 85 decibel limit, certainly as regards drivers and probably as regards PassenSers as

well. One can well imagine the effects of that on the level of unemployment in central

London.

This report achieves a correct balance between cost, investment and health benefi! and I

-rrt corrgot rlate the rapporteur, Mr Sherlock, on a tremendous iob in carrying the

Commissi6n with him and producing a constructive report that has a very good chance of
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being made law within the near future. I think that this will save iobs in the inner city
areas of London, particularly in Brent where there is stnrctural unemployment particularly
among young people. For Mr Lomas to talk about exploitation is completely contrary to
the point I beg leave to support this excellent report by Mr Sherloclc

(Applause from tbe European Dcmocratic Group)

Mr Tyrrell (ED). - I support this report, and in view of the concem that has been
expressed I would like to explain why.

The Commission proposal of 85 decibels would, as Mr Lomas knows, have meant that a
number of small and medium-sized businesses in our part of London would face ruin.
They cannot afford to install the new machinery necessary to meet that requirement. So
the question is, can the employees be adequately protected ? As a result of the work that
has been done in the Committee on the Environment, Public Health and Consumer
Protection, it is quite clear that they can. If Mr Lomas actually reads the resolution
adopted by Parliament he will see that a number of safeguards have been'built in which
experts believe do give adequate protection. So for those r€asons I think it is right that
Parliament should attempt to save iobs and, at the same time, move towards this extra safe-
guard for health.

Finalln I would like to draw attention to the fact that this is the most important and
dramatic occasion when Parliament has used its new powe$ under Rule 36 to persuade
the Commission to change its proposal in accordance with Parliament's view. I would like
to congratulete the Commission on going along with Parliament in this use of the Rule
and also congraillate the Committee on the Environment and Public Health on using tlte
procedure so effectively.

(Applause from tbe Europcan Demoratic Group)

Mr Belfe (S).- On a point of order, Mr President, are you aware, Mr President, that the
surest way of reducing unwanted noise will be found on 14 June when the voters of
Britain g€t rid of the Tory Party ?

Prcsident. - That is not a point of order, Mr Balfe.

Mrs Hammerich (CDI). - (DA) I have already criticized the Commission's proposals
and Mr Sherlock's report in detail. They would mean a deterioration in the workingenvi-
ronment in my country. It is not in ignorance that some Members have been led to water
down the Commission's proposals even further. People have stood up here and spoken of
how incredibly bad and dangerous these high levels of noise are to workers whose work is
already arduous. Those people who have weakened the proposal bear a heavy responsi-
bility. Vhat has happened is very regrettable. I deplore the amendment to the Rules of
Procedure which has made it possible for Parliament to put pressure on the Commission
and force it to make a proposal which was already bad even worse, and we shall vote
against the Sherlock report.

Mr Kirk (ED). - (DA) | must point out that this proposed directive does not prevent
Member States from fixing their own maximum noise levels. Both Mr Eggert Peterscn
and Mrs Else Hammerich have suggested that it is not possible for Denmark to maintain
lower noise limits than are proposed in this draft directive. That is not true.

HERMAN REPORT (Doc. 1-1471153 - Information merket): ADOPTBD

The rapporteur was:

- FOR all amendments.

DESOUCHES RBPORT (Doc. t-14721t3 - Date processing): ADOPTED

The rapporteur was:

- FOR Amendments Nos I and 2;

- AGAINST Amendment No 3.
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IN THE CHAIR: MR VANDEVIELE

Vice'Presidcnt

(Ihe sitting was opencd at 9 a.m) I

1, European cconomic recooery - Economic Perspec-
tiaes in tbe EEC - Industial cooperation

President. - The first item is the joint debate on:

- report (Doc. 1-1552/83) by Mr Herman, on behalf
of the Temporary Special Committee on European
Economic Recovery on European economic
recovery

- report (Doc. l-1490183) by Mr Delorozoy, on
behalf of the Committee on Economic and Mone-
tary Affairs, on the Community's medium and

long-term economic ProsPects

- oral question with debate (Doc. l-1499183) by Mr
Piquet and others to the Commission:

Subject: Industrial cooperation between concems
in the European Community

Industrial agreements bet'ween European and
American or Japanese concems - mergers, parti-
cipation, setting up of joint subsidiaires, etc. -have grown in number and assumed considerable
proportions in recent years to the point where
they impinge on the scope for industrial coopera-
tion in the Community and the mutual interest to
be derived from this cooperation is sacrificed in
the interest of the concem's own strategies. A large
number of these agreements are in leading indus-
tries and the high technology sector as exempli-
fied by cooperation between concerns such as

ATT/Olivetti, ATT/Philips, Philips[VC, Volkswa-
gen/Nissan, British Leyland/Nissan, etc.

l. In view of this situation, could the Commission
produce a report on this matter within two
months providing (a) statistical data (b) an evalu-
ation of the possible effects on industrial struc-
tures and employment of the current tendenry
among European concerns to associate with
concerns in industdalized third countries and
(c) a summary of possible ways of promoting
another form of industrial cooperation between
European firms;

2. Could the Commission:

(a) step up its efforts to encourage cooperation
between European industrial groups so as to
promote employment, research, growth and
industrial development with a view to
creating 'a European industrial area';

(b) call again on the Council to adopt as soon
as possible the Community regnlation on
the strengthening of the common commer-
cial policy ?

Mr Hermen (PPE), rafuPorteur. - (FR) Mr Presi-
deng ladies and gentlemen, Vhat should be done to
get Europe going ?', 'Vhat should be done to make
Europe get us out of the crisis ?'. These are the two
questions that thoughtful citizens ask themselves as

the elections of 17 June approach.

To the first question Parliament has already given the
answer by voting for the European Union plan. It has

also wanted to answer to the second What should be
done ?', but as this is a more difficult and more contro-
versial question, Parliament decided to submit it to
eminent specialists. The result of this initiative, the
Albert and Ball report, gained immediate celebrity, by
that fact aloile fulfilling one of the aims that Parlia-
ment had in mind, namely, to make the citizens of
Europe fully aware of the present situation. A good
diagnosis is half the cure.

Your rapporteur has encountered virtually no
dissenting opinions on the analysis presented by Mr
Albert and Professor Ball.

The Member States are guilty of two errors: firsg they
continued to distribute the fruits of economic growth
when the growth itself had ceased, thus sacrificing the
fuhrre to the present investment to consumption;
secondly, they turned their backs on European solid-
ariry giving preference to national policies and
national instruments, and thus frittered away their
best chance of finding the road to recovery which lay
in exploiting the world's largest single market.

The plan for recovery that our committee puts before
you proceeds strictly from this analysis. I shall not
read it to you here and now - it is available to you,
you can even read it sulnmarized in press reports. Our
proposals can be briefly put in this way: we need
more of the Community in Europe, we need more
investment and more research. However, we also
wanted to hear the views of other experts. We heard
12, l7ithin very narrow margins, l0 out of the 12
agree with our analysis and our proposals. Ve also
decided to examine and compare the economic poli-
cies of the industrialized countries which have best
succeeded in containing unemployment. The conclu-
sions from this study support those on which we base
our proposals : there can be no economic growth
unless inflation is curbed, no relaunching of invest-
ment unless new technologies are introduced, no
growth in employment unless real wages become flex-
ible. The chances of economic recovery outside these
precepts appear very slim. That is the conclusion, at
least, from a calm and obiective study of l0 years of
crisis in seven countries which are not part of the
Community.t Approval of Minutes : see Minutes.
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All the members of our committee are agreed on the
need to build Europe, to create an internal market, to
integrate the capitals market, to develop the European
Monetary System, to pursue an industrial policy
targeted on growth sectors, to increase and coordinate
the research effort at European level. I stress this fact,
because this is the core; what divergences there are
concem mainly three points.

The first is the scope and the cost of social security.
This can vary from 25 to 30 o/o of gross national
product to 15 to l7o/o in Japan or the USA. Some of
our colleagues refuse to acknowledge the point, or
refuse to discuss it. Other, bolder spirits recognize the
fact but do not regard it as an obstacle to investment
and gronth. Both groups argue for the priority of the
social commitment and of social justice or solidarity.
Vhile not questioning this order of moral priorities,
to which he himself subscribes, your rapporteur is
nevertheless obliged to take into account the
constraints and rigours of economic logic, which is a

condition of lasting social progress. Ve can have no
hope of competing in economic terms with Japan and
the USA as long as these countries are able to devote
to investment and research that considerable part of
national income - more than 18 or even 20o/o of.

total resources - which we allocate to social security.
It is possible, of course, to opt for other solutions, it is
possible to opt out of the race and out of the competi-
tion, but then the consequences must be recognized
and the political responsibility faced.

The second point of difference concems the need for,
and the means of, economic recovery. !7e believe that
the Keynesian solution, involving stimulation of
overall demand through public investment or mone-
tary facilities is not indicated, for the following
reasons : first, the public finance position of most
Member States makes it impossible ; secondln
Europe's dependence on the outside world is consider-
able ; thirdly, the spare productive capacity is mostly
technologically obsolete and economically uncompeti-
tive; fourthly, the capital-labour cost relationship is
not favourable to the growth of employment; fifthly,
the resistance of real wages to downward pressures is
too rigid; sixthly the Common Market is still too
compartmentalized.

In contrast, recovery based on the easing of fiscal pres-
sure, on lowering the cost of credit and on increased
investment financed by the mobilization of European
resources is desirable in all those situations where
inflation has already been curbed and the macro-
economic balance restored.

The third essential point of divergence concems wage
costs and shortening working time. Here, empirical
observation and statistical evidence reinforce the
economic reasoning. The cost of labour, to the extent
that it is distinct, and tends to diverge from the
worker's disposable income, remains, or indeed is

becoming again, the essential cause of unemploymenl
Hence our position, which coincides with that of
Michel Albert on flexible working time: no overall
deflationary effect will be obtained if the number of
hours worked and the remuneration they carry remain
constant, or indeed increase.

In addition to these three points of dissent which are
real and which only future events can resolve - but
events are already proving us righg to judge by the
latest unemployment statistics for Germany, the latest
growth figures for the United Kingdom, following as

they do on the shalp rise in employment in the
United States - three criticisms have been made of
the present report which I do not regard as justified.
The first concerns social consensus; the second, our
alleged disregard of regional differences; the third,
our dleged disregard for social equality or for the
equal sharing of the sacrifices that need to be made.

A careful reading of paragaph 9 of the resolution and
of paragraph 8 (b) of the plan, as well as of paragraph
22, will convince you that these accusations are not
fair. At three different points in the document we
strongly stress the need for social consenrus ali a neces-
sary condition for economic progress.

But I thini it would be dangerous at this hour to try
to tell the citizens of Europe that there is a quick, easy
and painless solution to the problem of unemploy-
ment. I feel that what we owe to our fellow-citizens
today, who will be our electors tomorrow, is tnrth
above all. And the truth is what we can leam from the
experience of others, from the most detailed and obiec-
tive analysis of the economic facts and from observa-
tion of recent developments both here and on the
other side of the Atlantic.

Mr Presideng ladies and gentlemen, I would have
hoped that a very substantial majority in this House
would support the main principles of the recovery
plan. Unfortunately, it appears that the imminence of
the elections impels some of us to take up radical
stances yis-d.-ois the electorate, with the result that it
has, not proved possible to agree on the compromise
proposals which were put forward at the last meeting
of the Special Committee on European Economic
Recovery. \[e have nevertheless managed to table
some compromise amendments which I would urge
you to adopt when the paragraphs of the plan and of
the resolution come to be voted.

I would not wish to close this introduction without
thanking all those who have contributed to the result
that we have achieved. I wish to pay tribute to our
chairman, Mr Moreau, who presided over our work
with impartiality and objectivity. I should also like to
thank the members of the Secretariat who, in the face
of deadlines, accomplished a difficult task with excep-
tional accuracy and competence. My thanks go to
them all.

(Applause)
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Mr Delorozoy (Ll, rapponeur. - (FR) Mr President,

in a period when forecasts are so often upset, at a time
when a special Committee on European Economic

Recovery was set up and produced the report which

Mr Herman has just introduced, was it necessary and

useful to draw up a rePort on medium and long-term
prospects in the Community for the years 1980-90 as

well ?

I decided to discharge my task in a style different
from that of the existing statistic-laden documents by

offering some elements complementary to your

considirations so far. This rePort refers to the

numerous and significant studies, research and reports

carried out in recent years by a number of economic

research bodies - the OECD, the International Mone-

tary Fund, the !7orld Bank, the Commission of the

European Communities - as well as by Parliament

itself.

This documentation Presents a substantial body of
research on the causes of reduced economic growth in
most of the industrialized countries, and more specifi-

cally in the CommunitY.

There is general qgreement that the crisis is of world-

wide diminsions, that in Europe it is far-reaching and

long-lasting, and that it is for the most part a crisis of
struitures which are proving inappropriate for tuture

development.

It is a truism that scientific and technological progress

has wrought greater changes in the last 25 years than

in the course of several preceding centuries. It is in
the context of this crisis - and of short-term and

short-sighted reactions which it often engenders -that the European Parliament during its present

mandate has been undertaking analyses and offering
proposals on the economic situation.

You will find'in the report a long list of the relevant

documents. I see little point in repeating here all that

the existing rePorts have to say on the economic pros-

pects in the Community for the years 1980-90' esPe-

iially since, as I say, the Special Committee on Euro-

pean Economic Recovery has done the same. Some of
ihe topics concerned are: a long-term solution to the

energy problem, the security of supplies of raw mate-

rials, the reorganization of the common agricultural

policy and the strengthening of its mechanisms, and,

finally, better control of imports.

The changed economic and monetary relations in the

world will, in the next decade, impose constraints, the

extent of which will have to be measured, as well as

opening up new trade possibilities which will require

eiisting agreements, such as those of GATT or Lom6,

to be reviewed. But at all events, production will have

to continue, and its efficiency will have to be raised;

the report therefore stresses the damaging

consequences for the Community of all the technical,

administrative and legal obstacles, of the absence of
tax harmonization, of the absence of free movement

of capital - obstacles which should be removed as

soon as possible, because in todds economic and

social conditions prolonged transitional periods can

no longer be tolerated.

Because of the requirements of its own market, as well
as of its heavy dependence on the outside world for
both supplies and outlets, the Community will be

particularly wlnerable to world developments in the

next l0 vears. Whether it can realize its economic
growth p6tential in the 1980s will depend to a large

extent on its ability to adapt to increased intemational
competition, without resorting to prote-ctionism, and

on its ability to seize the opportunities offered by a

new intemational division of labour'

Forecasts of developments until 1990 arc, however,

difficult. One can always, of course, produce three
scenarios - the best, the worst and the middle - but
the times are past, I feel, when one could indicate
without too much risk of error the course of future
events by extrapolating Present statistics. Too many
.parameters must be taken into the calculation today,

too many totally unpredictable world events have

direct repercussions for Europe.

There is another element of uncertainty : after a crisis

as profound as that which we have been experiencing
we can well imagine that Europe's development will
follow a counie very different from what we have

known in the past.

Lastly, if the maiority of the Community countries
managed to achieve some of the essential conditions
for economic recovery, though we should not exPect

the high growth rates of 1960-70, there is some possi-

bility that the rate of growth could exceed the fore-
casts that are being made todaY.

Conversely, if the principal Community countries fail,
in the face of faster recovery in the rest of the world,
to achieve the requisite competitiveness and position
in international trade, Europe could fall into a perma-
nent and particularly dangerous recession.

These are perfectly legitimate hypotheses and they
bring us once again to the question of the Commu-
nity's permanent inability to make strategic decisions,

and hence to the need to reform the way it conducts
its common policies. Membership of a community
imposes choices between that which is and that which
is not acceptable. Instead of frantically seeking to regiu-

late and standardize everythin& it might perhaps be

more useful to seek out in every area elements of our
collective compatibility. It is the technocrats' way to
multiply regulations without end, with results which
often prove counterproductive, Particularly as regards

stultifying new initiatives, without which no signifi-
cant progress is possible.

I7e need resolute action to give new life to the Euro-
pean Community.

The experience of the last decade has taught us the
limitations of economic management divorced from
the realities of market economics. Ve are now at a

turning point in the life of the Community. Undoubt-
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edly the first and absolute priority for all Community
bodies in the coming months should be to bring us
out of the present period of too slow economic
growth. I7ithout abandoning realism, we should make
ambitious projections for the years to come. And we
must have the will to see them realized. That is the
message of the report which I have the honour to
submit to you.

(Applause)

Mr J. Moreau (Sl, Cbairman of tbe Temporary
Special Committee on European Economic Reeoaery.

- (FR) Mr President, I should like, in all sincerity
and with no thought of flattery, to thank Mr Herman
for the high quality of this work. Although, in a

moment, I shall be personally distancing myself from
some of the statements in his report, I wish to pay
tribute to him, and it is a tribute that goos beyond
circumstantial courtesy.

I can also second wholeheartedly what he had to say

on the work of the Secretaria! because we owe it to
the Secretariat of the European Economic Recovery
Committee that we are able today to debate this report
in record time. I also want to say that with the report
which our colleague has introduced we conclude the
European Parliament's current work on economic
recovery.

Parliament's Bureau chose in this case an unusual
course. The report which Parliament commissioned
from Mr Albert and Professor Ball has served as a -more or less controversial - launching pad for our
own considerations.

Reactions to the report in some of the Community
countries have undoubtedly contributed to raising
public awareness of the importance of the topic of
economic recovery.

The special committee set up by Parliament pursued
the task entrusted to it in an atmosphere of some-
times acrimonious debate, but inspired by the determi-
nation to prepare a document that would embody
those convictions and decisions of our Assembly to
which the greatest number can subscribe. However, as

Mr Herman has reminded us, the nearness of the elec-
tions has occasionally obscured on both sides the
subject of debate. It seems likely that had we
embarked on the task sooner and had more time for
its accomplishmen! we might have been able to iden-
tify more clearly the real points of contention and
perhaps work out some compromises acceptable to
the majority. I do feel that" while we should do
nothing to disguise the major differences of approach
between the groups in this House, it is in Parliament's
interest that its pronouncements should enioy the
widest possible support. It serves to improve our
image, raise our prestige and consolidate our strength.

At the start of this speech I should like to make a

formal observation. !7e have found on the occasion of
a number of debates that the European Parliament has

difficulty in adopting more flexible methods for
dealing with certain subjects. I think that for the
future, in addition to the normal functioning of the
committees, it would be useful to envisage some less
cumbrous procedures which would make for the
production of more compact, and hence more effec-
tive texts. Having participated in the entire procedure
from the sta( I cannot but entertain some reserva-
tions as to the working method chosen. Secondly, I
should like the House to consider the following self-
evident fact. Ve established a special committee on
economic recovery consisting of members of six parlia-
mentary committees. STith two or three exceptions, it
was inevitably the members of the Committee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs who made thi
greatest conhibution to the committee's work and to
the preparation of the report. You may say, that is
natural, since economic recovery was the subiect. But
in that case would it not have been better to set up a

small working party instead of a special committee ? I
should like the Bureau to consider the question and
to draw up a balance-sheet of the work.

Alter these preliminary formal remarks, which I
consider importan! let me turn to the subject in hand.

As the rapporteur told you just now, our work was
concerned both with diagnosing the situation and
with suggesting measures that would start Europe on
the path of economic recovery. The first observation
to make here is the following. Quite apart from the
difficulties we may encounter in strictly economic
terms, no change can be wrought in Europe's
economy unless in the Council there is the political
will to attain the objectives proposed. In order to
establish that will we need to be clear about the poli-
cies we wish to pursue. Central to the issue is the ques-
tion of convergence, which we shall be discussing
during this part-session. \Fhat do we mean exactly by
convergence ? I believe that we are not entirely agreed
on this. Vhat does it imply in terms of action by the
Commission, the Council, the governments ? Clarifica-
tion is essential, because the concept on its own is
vague and can cover a number of policies. The only
acceptable convergence in the present state of Europe,
in its plurality and its diversity, is the convergence of
results. I7e must be able to accept a multiplicity of
means to attain that end.

As Mr Herman has reminded us, the discussion in our
committee turned on the diagnosis.

At the start there was a measure of agreement with the
analysis presented by Mr Albert and Professor Ball,
but in the course of meetings and discussions it trans-
pired that this apparent consensus masks divergences
which this Parliament has not yet overcome. For
whereas everybody admits that there is not enough
investment in Europe, particularly in the gowth
sectors, that Europe's backwardness in this respect is

increasing, that Europe has become a 'Sleeping
Beauty' - there is no agreement as to the cause of
this state of affairs.
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The differences concern mainly, in my view, the
reason for the underinvestment and for the budget

deficit. The maiority of the members of our
committee ascribe this to the size of the social expen-

diture. Others believe that this analysis does not corres-

pond to the facts. Behind this debate lies the whole

question of the cost to the budgets of the States and of
enterprises of the economy's failure to grow as well as

of the burden of unemployment and of how it should
be assessed.

I feel that comparison with other economic systems,

such as those of the USA or Japan, is not always alto-

gether appropriate and that we shall need some time
[o iudge the long-term effects of certain steps taken by

certain govemments.

Our analysis shows that without convergence of the

national policies, national efforts to stimulate demand
and promote economic growth are often ineffective,

erpeCially as regards the crucial problem of unemploy-
ment.

Our committee as a whole has declared in favour of
relaunching the economy. But the problem today is
not whether such a relaunching is necessary: the

centrhl question is how it is to be done. And the

answer, as we all know, depends on our analysis of the

existing situation.

Our committee had no difficulty in a whole series of
proposals which Parliament has already approved and

io which Mr Herman has referred; some of them also

appear in the Albert and Ball report. Their aim is to
simplify the economic life of nations and of enter-
prises. I shall not refer to them again, though perhaps

some later speakers will take them up.

I should only like to stress the importance of
increasing Community loans, which has been sug-

gested by the experts. But that also requires that at the

level of Community instinrtions - I am addressing

now the Commission and the Council - everything
be done to ensure that the finance thus made avail-

able is put to use. !7e have to recognize that there is a

serious effort required here, because there is little
point in putting forward some suggestions unless we

know how the Commission is going to Put them into
effect. This undoubtedly requires a degree of control
and vigilance on our Part.

But speaking now not as chairman of the Committee
on Economic and Monetary Affairs, but on behalf of
my group, I want to say something of the conditions
in which genuine recovery of the European

economies, the recovery of Europe, could take place.

Some of my Socialist colleagues will stress the macro-

economic aspects. I should like to point to a central
fact about our European economic s)rstems : we live in
a mixed economy and in a very particular system of
occupational relations and of social guarantees. In my
view there can be no recovery for Europe without the

active participation of Europe's citizens, i.e. without
the establishment of a new social consensus in which
the economic, monetary and budgetary measures

recommended and negotiated by all the economic
and social aSents can have their full play.

I am sorry that the committee has not pursued its
search for such a compromise to the limit.

I believe the crucial problem in Europe today and one

- though not the only - reason for our loss of
competitiveness is the loss of dynamism by the
economic and social agents. It is a truism to say that
our crisis is not only economic, it is also social. Ve
must therefore see how we can face up to this trend
resulting from a technological change which upsets

vested interests and from a redistribution of economic
forces which puts in ieopardy Europe's place in the
world and hence her ability to benefit from world
economic recovery. I believe that Europe will not see

economlc recovery unless this need is bome in mind.
The search for a consensus cannot be pursued only at

the level of society as a whole. This, I think is one of
the points of fundamental difference between us. Ve
must be able to find areas for negotiation at the
production level. People will not give of themselves^

unless they have opportunities for participation.

I feel we are now arriving at a moment when every-

thing becomes possible because everybody is

becoming aware of the difficulties which face us. But
it is also important that everyone should have a globd
awareness and a global responsibility. !7e cannot
confine ourselves to slogans on the length of working
time, worker participation or consultation, incomes
policy or what have you. Ve must remind ourselves

that the recovery of Europe concerns all Europeans.

As I have said, our system is a nexus of economic and
social strands. If we over-emphasize one asPect we

shall be condemning that system to failure. In this
respect I feel that Mr Herman's report leans too
heavily on the economic side, although it does not
omig as he has told us iust now, a call for consensus'
though in forms which to us appear inadequate. The
refusal to incorporate certain amendments to this
effect, notably as regards industrial relations, makes

his report unbalanced.

In view of the macroeconomic choices for which the
majority of the committee has opted and of the imbd-
lance, we shall be very regretfully obliged to reject this
text. I personally hope, however, that the debate may
continue in the next Parliament and that through
more detailed consideration of the positions of both
sides the European Parliament will succeed in
working out a solution to the present crisis, a plan for
recovery which will command, if not unanimity, the
support of the majority of the members of the goups.
Ve are, after all, the representatives of the European
citizens.
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I believe that it is not enough to tum to the Commis-
sion or the Council. I feel that we in this Parliament
must also undertake the necessary effort to trace a new
way for Europe to wake from her present sleep.

(Applause)

President. - Mr Moreau, you were kind enough to
congratulate Mr Herman on behalf of your group. On
behalf of all of us, the Bureau also wishes to add its
congratulations to yours.

Congratulations, Mr Herman, on your report.

(Applause)

Mr Vurtz (COM). - (FR) On behalf of my
colleague, Ren6 Piquet, I wish to put the question on
industrial cooperation which has been tabled by our
group. After the failure of the Brussels Summit much
is being said of industrial cooperation and of the Euro-
pean industrial area which, it is said, is at stake, and
which represents one of the keys to overcoming the
crisis. Ve fully agree. But what we see happening
today is that the logic of development of many indus-
trial goupings goes in the opposite sense and is
plunging Europe deeper into the crisis. This is a logic
that gives priority to the accumulation of finance over
productive investment and employment. In their
competition for capital, in their seeking after profits,
European concerns look for non-European allies, pref-
erably North American or Japanese. The catalogue of
such accords is already long. Let me just quote the
examples of agreements between ITT and Olivetti,
ITT and Philips, Philips and JVC, Volkswagen and
Nissan, British Leyland and Nissan. At the same time
the attempt to create a European partnership, between
Thomson and Grundig, has failed. In keeping with
this logic, European groupingp adopt a strategy which
enables the most powerful international concems to
enter the European market in the most crucial sectors.
This logic, we say, should be reversed: we need'Euro-
pean industrial cooperation aimed at satisfying the
demand in a European domestic market ol 27 5
million consumers.

Iflhile the crisis urges upon us the need for such coop-
eration, we have to recognize that very little has been
to this effect in the European Community. It should
give the Commission food for thought that our only
industrial successes, such as the Airbus or Ariane, have

been accomplished outside the Community frame-
wqrk. The Esprit programme, alas, is something of an

exception that proves the rule. Let me remind you,
however, for our comfort, of one step which has been
taken in the right direction. I am thinking of the 12

Community data-processing firms connected with the
Esprit programme which have just signed an agree-

ment for establishing joint international standards
which will enable them to cooperate to mutual advan-
tage in working to meet European demand and stand
up to the IBM giant.

'!7e believe that the Community institutions should
do everything in their power to inspire and promote
more cooperation of this type.

Such cooperation agreements I address the
Commissioner now - should enjoy appropriate
Community aid, to be granted in accordance with a
number of criteria, such as creation of skilled jobs and
vocational training, reduction of working time without
a drop in purchasing power, greater worker participa-
tion in decision-making, and, of course, the applica-
tion of new technologies and priority satisfaction of
demand in the Community s domestic market.

Cooperation of this type should not be the privilege
of the great concerns alone. Small and medium-sized
enterprises could, we believe, benefit from it even
more since they could iointly develop their research
and have access io more finance. On the question of
finance my colleague F6lix Damette will be speaking
in a moment. I only want to stress that we request the
Commission that it should institute measures, for
which Mr Papandreou has already asked, to penalize
the flight of European capital to external markets.
This would ensure that European capital is used for
productive investment and iob creation in Europe, or
at the least it will create conditions favourable to this.
'We make this request in full knowledge of the signifi-
cance of the success or failure of industrial coopera-
tion in Europe : we ask the Commissioner and the
representative of the Council for an unequivocal reply.
I will also add that we have tabled a motion for a reso-
lution to this effect.

Mr Popantoniou (S). - (GR) Mr President, the
Socialist Group voted against the Herman report in
the Special Committee on European Economic
Recovery and if certain of our amendments expressing
fundamental disagreement with the economic strategy
proposed by the Centre Right are not adopted it will
vote against it here this evening as well.

The present economic crisis is a consequence of both
structural and coniunctural factors. The structural
factors emanate from the significant changes in the
economic climate, relative prices, technology, demand
models and foreign competition which have come
about over the last l0 years, and from the failure of
the European economy to adjust adequately to these
changes. The conjunctural factors are bound up with
the dominance of monetarism in Europe and else-
where. In America monetarist policies have been aban-
doned in favour of an extreme and irresponsible form
of Keynesianism which has stoked up the recent
recovery in the American economy. But in Europe
these monetarist policies are still being pursued with
religious zeal, particularly in those countries where all
the conditions are right for the implementation of a

reflationary macroeconomic poliry. I am thinking of
Germany, the United Kingdom and the Netherlands.
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To these structural and coniunctural factors'we have

to add the damaging effects on the European

economy of certain internationel developments such

as the high American interest rates and ovewalued
dollar resulting from the huge United States budgetary
deficit and the low rate of demand in Third Vorld
countries due to the problem of indebtedness.

The Socialist strategy for European economic recovcry
has three main pillars. The first of these covers all the
measures aimed at improving the Gommunity's
production structures and at adapting these structures

to changing economic circumstances. The Socialist
Group has expressed its support for the shaqp increase

in Community financing of productive investment
from 6 000 to 20 000 million ECU and for a big
increase in the Community's own resoutces so as to
permit the financing of the new policies. Along with
regional policy, including as this does the implementa-
tion of the integrated Mediterranean ProSrammes,
these new policies embrace the industrial and energy

sectors, research and the new technologies, the envi-
lonment and communications.

In the context of the new policies special emphasis

must be given to providing help for small and medi-
um-sized undertakings. Ve also support the gradual
integration of the European capital markets, the streng-
thening of the EMS and the consolidation of the
internal market.

Lastly, we support the position this Parliament has

taken on the desirability of reducing working time by
l0% within two years without impairing competitive-
ness.

Vith the important exception of the reduction of
working hours our positions on a lot of these points
were finally incorporated in the Herman report. There
is, however, one area of fundamental disagreement.

S[e Socialists hold to the view that industrial restruc-
turing, the modemization of traditional sectors and

the introduction of new technologies require social

consensus. Of course, Mr President, the Herman
report does make reference to social consensus, and it
should be noted that even the most fanatical adher-

ents of the class struggle philosophy, like Mr Velsh
for example, are not against the notion of social
consensus in a general and abstract sort of sense. But
the problem is that social consensus is not achieved

by talk but by specific actions designed to safeguard

and extend the rights of employees in the areas of
social protection and securiry and as regards consulta-
tion, access to information and participation in the
management of the national and multinational under-
takings in which they are employed.

And I would like to ask Mr Herman how his suPport
for social consensus can be reconciled with the
constant references in his report,to the need to reduce

real wages in order to increase profits and for greater

selectivity in social provision and cuts in social
spending ? How can his position be reconciled with

his refusal to accept any reference to worker participa-
tion in dre manag€ment of undertakings ? Or perhaps

he believes that implementation of the Vredeling
directive is the end of the road as far as social

consensus is concemed ? Ve Socialists see it as iust
the beginning. '

In passing I would like to say that I agree with the
rapiorteui that there is an acute need to control
public expenditure. But this control must apply to all
spending and not iust to social expenditure, and the
problem must be tackled through a more rational
distribution of public sector productive resources and

through the introduction of new public administration
methods without impinging on the social welfare pro-
vision which is one of the comerstones of social

consensus and a hallmark of our civilization.

I come now to the second main pillar of our su"tegy
for European economic recovery, macroeconomic
policy. As far as this is concemed our disagreement
with the Herman report is almost total. Necessary

conditions though they are, df coune, we do not
believe that the improvement of production stnrctures

and the lowering of inflation can set the European

economy on the road to recovery by themselves.They
must be accompanied by an active demand policy.
That is why the Socialist Group calls on the countries
where conditions are right for expansion, countries
with low inflation, small public sector deficits and
balance of payments surpluses that is, to embark on
concerted action to get the economy moving and stim-
ulate demand. Germany, the United Kingdorn and the
Netherlands, which belong in this category, account
for half the Community s gtoss domestic product, and
a coordindted programme for long-term economic
expansion implemented by these three countries
would bring subatantial results for the whole Commu-
nity.

The Centre Right maiority on the special committee
was dead against any idea of going for a reflationary
macroeconomic policy, though their argtrments had

more to do with ideology than economics. Mr Brok,
no one with an elementary knowledge of economics
can dispute that in economies with low inflation,
small public sector deficits, spare productive capacity
and mass unemployment an increase in demand leads

to growth in real product, in production, and not to
an increase in prices. I am sure that even Mr \7elsh
can grasp this simple economic truth, despite his
major shortcomings in economic theory.

Be that as it may, say the representatives of the Centre
Right, we stand against any proposal aimed at
increasing public sector deficits or State incurred debt,
in every respect and whatever the circumstances. But,
fellow Membe$, the increase we are proposing is a

trifling one and, most importang of short duration.
Trifling because it equates to just lo/o ol national
income, and of short duration because provided the
increase was translated into an increase in real product
and ta:r revenue the addition to the deficit would be
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self-financing, that is to say it would be cancelled out
in one or two years. I do not think that those on the
Centre Right really hold to these weak and untenable
arSuments. If they do it is a measure of their ignor-
ance. They use them to conceal the fundamental
ideological shift which their espousal of monetarist
dogma has imposed upon them. It is in fact the first
time since the Second \7orld ![ar that the European
Right has denied that economic activity is directly
influenced by economic policy and tha! in the
broader context, the State has a responsibility to
ensure full employment. According to this view the
role of the State is limited to controlling the money
supply and to encouraging private initiative.
Economic recovery and full employment follow auto-
matically from the free play of the market.

I move on now to the third pillar of our strategy for
European economic recovery, international economic
cooperation. Pressure must be put on the United
States to reduce its huge budget deficit, and on Japan
to open up its internal market. In addition the flow of
resources to the Third lrorld countries must be drasti-
cally stepped up to enable them to tackle their foreign
debt problems. To be fair to Mr Herman, I must
admit that he has adopted many of our positions on
economic cooperation in his reporg even though the
report is still weak on certain points. However, the
differences of view as regards social consensus and
macroeconomic policy are substantial and, I would
say, fundamental.

Iflith the amendments we have tabled, and, should
these not be adopted, with our'no' vote, we Socialiss
are making clear our support for working people in
their struggle to defend social welfare provision and
promote economic democracy in undertakingp.

I7e condemn the Right's espousal of the monetarist
dogma which perpetuates mass unemployment and
reassert our belief in social solidarity and in the need
for concerted action within the Community in the
areas of structural change and macroeconomic policy
so as to get on top of the crisis and bring about a

retum to full employment.

(Applause from tbe Left)

Mr von Bismarck (PPE). - (DE) To begin with, I
should like, on behalf of my group, to convey to Mr
Papantoniou that his claim that workers have no one
other than the Socialists to defend their interests is,
with the best will in the world, an assumption we
reject in the strongest possible terms.

(Applause)

It is not the words which matter but how one really
sets the economy in motion again. Ve are particularly
happy that at the end of its first term of office
following direct elections, Parliament is turning its
attention to one of the most critical issues of our time,
namely that of restoring the Community's economy
to a level which would guarantee lasting employment
and a viable international trading poliry in line with
the Community's importance.

\7e would like to extend our thanks to Mr Moreau,
chairman of the Temporary Special Committee on
European Economic Recovery for his leadership and
patience - we did not always see eye to eye - but
particularly to Mr Herman, rapporteur of the
Temporary Special Committee whose industriousness,
conscientiousness, and readiness to lend an ear to
various opinions and to incorporate them into his
report made it possible to produce this report. I feel
that a report such as this can primarily act as a catalyst
in lending new insights which could, after all, pave
the way for an agreement, provided we are both
willing and able to leave behind the preconceived
ideas, with which, as we have just heard, we are
constantly confronted.

I shall return to this point later and, provide Mr
Moreau with an answer. Given that the insights, to
which I have referred, span various specialized areas
my colleagues will cover them in their respective
speeches. For my part I should like to limit my
remarks to 10 points.

To begin with, we share the view set out in the
analysis of Professor Ball and lr& Albert. For quite
some time, as much as 15 to 20 years in the case of
some Member States, we have been squandering our
future. It has been damaged in the process, and now
that the future is upon us, we are amazed that yester-
day's conditions no longer prevail. S7e gave consump-
tion pride of place, in preference to investment which,
in essence, meant that the adage of being unable to
have one's cake and eat it was once again vindicated;
what had been consumed could not be allocated to
investment in the future.

Secondly, the Community failed to take full advantage
of the multiplier effect - a highly appropriate refer-
ence by the rapporteur - by using the dimension of
our European market. Member States had recourse to
national, and to a certain extent even protectionist
measures, in an effort to extricate themselves from
their difficulties. In a word, we managed to eliminate
the customs but not the customs officers.

Thirdly, Member State governments failed to grasp the
fact that a satisfactory resolution of the unemploy-
ment problem can no longer be attained by going it
alone, for our economies are too closely intertwined.
Such non-Community action, as the rapporteurs refer
to it, runs diametrically counter to the completion of
the common market and the restoration of our
economic health.

Fourthly, Member State governments, and especially
their high-ranking civil servants, are equally at a loss
to appreciate the significance of the Community as an
open economy which is, and must remain, inextri-
cably intertwined with the outside world, something
which should have led us to restore our competitive-
ness on a world scale, but which has hitherto failed to
materialize as a result of our failure to complete the
internal market.
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Fifthly, and I address this remark to Mr Papantoniou,

demand which is unaccompanied by its optimum
economic level of supply is no more than hot air

which, by creating illusions, merely serves to cause

inflation, which'in turn results in deception of the

poor, expropriation of the weak and the elimination
of employment.

Sixthly, economically viable firms are those which

create and maintain viable employment. In other

words, guaranteed profits are the prerequisite for

durable imployment. The sine qua non of guaranteed

employment is the profitability of the firm.

My seventh point is that of highlighting the convic-

tion of the Christian-Democrats that the social

consensus, that is to say, the interplay of various

groups within our Community life, our mutual under-

standing, is an indispensable condition (or a lasting,

guarantied healthy economic state of affairs. Only
when such a consensus prevails can one look forward

to a suitable development of the economy accomPa-

nied by appropriate and responsible wage settlements

for all citizens.

My eighth point is that an incomplete currency or
monetary system will always be a stumbling block to
the attainment of a long-term recovery' that is,

competitiveness on a world scale. Such a currency'

howiver, calls for a centralized steering mechanism in
order to prevent the level of money supply from

getting our of hand.

Ninthly, a monetary policy using the interest rate

mechanism must be employed with a view to
attaining a suitable rate of economic Srowth, as

reflecteJ in the equilibrium level of money supply

and the value thereof. A European monetary system of

the type I have in mind must have the necessary auto-

nomy- to enable it to counter the dsPirations of the

politicians. Only when such has been attained can we

.lrim to have a viable currency which does not dispos-

sess the Poor.

Tenthly, and I feel sure the House would agree,

further political integration is indispensable for the

attainment of the foregoing. In this scheme of things

Parliament's decisive steP in paving the way for a

European federal constitution is eminently praise-

worthy. I7e can only hope, for the Community's
citizens, that their respective parliaments have suffi-
cient insight to see the connection. In the absence of
greater political integration there can be no European

monetary system.

I now come to the crux of the problem facing our

Parliament, and I shall address my remarks particu-

larly to Mr Moreau and Mr Papantoniou. I7e have

been entrusted, by the citizens we rePresent, with the

task of laying the foundations of an improved

consensus with regard to the means to be employed
towards best serving their interests.

The Treaties have imposed the market economy uPon

us. So why should we be wary of such a system ?

Because we feel it to be inherently incapable of
having a social face ? I would like to outline what I
feel to be the preconditions which have to be met to
enable the market economy fo fulfil a social role.

The first of these - technically speaking - is compe-
tition, for it is the sole guarantor, in a market

economy system, of enhanced and Suaranteed
freedom for the citizens - the hallmarks of a democ-

racy- and it grants the citizens the decision-making
autonomy with regard to the market evolution.

Secondly, - and I would ask Mr Papantoniou to
listen to this - a market economy system cannot be

social in the absence of codetermination, a codetermi-

nation, however, which respects the right to Private
ownership as the basis of freedom. Only when

workers are sufficiently well-informed conceming the

needs of their respective enterprises can they play a

role in -ensuring that profits are sufficient, thereby
paving ih. *.y f-or an inierplay of roles between entre-

pren.uts and workers. I hope it is clear, in the light of
ihe foregoing, that Christian-Democrats are not indif-
ferent to what is social. On the contrary, precisely

because we have grasped the significance of the social

factor we are in favour of the social market economy.

The fact that we are grappling with the whole concept

of what we are to understand by the social factor, as

you have already pointed out, should give no cause for
hurling wide-ranging accusations at each other but
should, rather, be clarified within such forums as our
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs, and

the Committee on Social Affairs and Employment
respectively. \7hat is to be understood by'social'can
vary considerably and the focal point can change from
one year to the next.

One thing is, however, clear. In the course of the past

20 years the Member States have gone their respective

ways, choosing to focus on one or other aspect. If we

choose to consider 'social' as synonymous with 'distri-
buting more'then we shall destroy the economic basis

of employment. If we take the opposite view, however,

that an unbridled free enterprise economy constitutes
an optimal regulatory mechanism then we are

deluding ourselves as to the nature and feelings of the
individual.

Hence the appeal I would address to everyone, on the

basis of this report: Let us give some thought to the
freedom of manoeuvre inherent in the workings of
the market economy. But let us not, for all that, lose

sight of the fact that this effect can only be main'
tained, and indeed, spread throughout the whole of
Europe if it is accompanied by a social awareness.

(Applause)

Sir Fred Catherwood (ED). - Mr President" first of
all, I would very much like to thank the rapporteur for
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an excellent report. I would also like to thank Mr
Moreau, the Chairman of the Committee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs, for all the hard work
that we have both done together on this. Ve started

the idea l8 months ago and we have brought it to a

final conclusion. I am only sorry that it is so near the

election now that we cannot quite keep the consensus

with which we started.

Mr President, a young taxi driver who took me to
London airport yesterday thought there was no hope
of getting our unemployed back to work again. The
first object of this report is to restore hope; to show

that the European Community c*fl 1et its 13 million
unemployed back to work. This rePorts spells out - I
think, honestly - what has to be done and what has

to be sacrificed temporarily to restore full employ-
ment. It shows convincingly that to do nothing and to
sacrifice nothing, to give no priority over other poli-
cies, is also to make a political decision, namely to
allow the Community to fall far behind in its interna-

tional competitiveness, to Put at risk older industries

where we can still comPete, and to allow despair to
strangle hope and to put at risk, in growing idleness

and hopelessness, the young and the whole demo-

cratic structure of our society. The heart of the

message of this report is that the two oil shocks have

slowed the growth of our market sector far more drasti-

cally than the growth of the State-funded, welfare

sector. The market sector has been squeezed back to
only a half share in our national economies by the

higher growth during the recession of the State-

funaea sector and by the rigidity of wage costs in both
sectors. As a result of that the market sector has

temporarily lost the resources to invest in new

products and new industries while the Community's
major competitors in America and East Asia have

retained their capacity to invest and comPete against

us. If this trend is not reversed, the Community,
which is far more dependent on world trade than our
major competitors, will continue to lose its market.

Unemployment will go on rising and the State-funded

welfare sector will gradually collapse.

If this change of course that the rePort recommends is

to be decisive, then the Centre-Left has to accept that

the market sector has got, temPorarily, to have priority
in resources over the social sector and that in an inter-
nationally oriented economy which ours has got to be,

a competitive market sector is necessary to suPPort

the State-funded social sector.

The report, Mr Papantoniou, is not against the social

markei economy. To encourage investment - and I
am an industrialist and I know what encourages invest-

ment - we need to recover our common market.

That is the heart of this report and that alone will give

the boost that you want to achieve by deficit
financing. I7e need also a much stronger common
currency system to give security for investment. As

opposed to that, the Socialist Group wants deficit
financing. Mr Papantoniou, you say that the United
States are monetarists. Actually, what they have done

is to produce the biggest deficit sector financing in
the history of deficit sector financing. That has not,
Mr Papantoniou, encouraged industrial investment
because no industrialist thinks it is going to go on. So

it has not created the iobs. Instead of your proposal of
deficit financing we want to recover the security of a

common market and the security of a firm currency
svstem. I can assure you, as an industrialist, that that is
rihat is going to creite iobs, get invesunent going and

enable us to recover our markets and our ability to
compete in intemational markets.

The reference to social welfare benefits in the report
was not made with an eye to their being phased out.
The idea was that if we want to maintain them - and

we all do, there is a consensus on this - then we

have got to have an even higher rate of growth. That
is what this report is suggesting we do. On the other
side, the Right has to accept - and I would remind
my friends on the Left that 8 of the l0 govemments
in the Community whom we have to convince are

Centre-Right governments - thai tough domestic-
policies to curb budget deficits and inflation are a
necessary but not a sufficient condition for economic
recovery. Not only is the present recovery precarious,

depending as it does on the United States recovery,

but it also depends on a continuing settlement of the
overhanging debts of the Third Iflorld.

But most important of all, governments have to accePt

our other central thesis, namely that concerted Euro-
pean action is the only route to economic recovery
ihat no national govemment is strong enough, that an

American recovery will not produce our recovery rnd
that recovery certainly cannot be based on a bankrupt
Third !7orld.

So we need a decisive vote today to impress our will
on national govemments. Vhile the Council of Minis-
ters at the Summit argues today about the allocation
of minuscule amounts of limited tax revenues, fixing
public attention on its quarrels and failures, Parlia-

ment has to fix attention on the means of raising the

total income of the Community by vastly more, saving

on unemployment and getting our unemployed back
to work again. The Summit shows how hard it is to
achieve political success in the middle of economic
failure. But the Community needs, above all,

economic recovery if it is to have political recovery.

And this report, Mr PresidenE shows how, realisticalln
we can achieve it.

(Applaaw)

Mr Bonaccini (COM). - (IT) Mr President, ladies

and gentlemen, it may be that the Special Committee
that is presenting us today with the fruits of its work
had little time at its disposal - and that time was

moreover reduced by other parliamentary commit-
ments, as Mr Moreau said a short time ago - but the

fact remains that it was not possible to examine the
question in the necessary detail' Therefore the

unstinting efforts of Mr Herman - which we all
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recognize not enough to achieve all the
results which, coming together in one wide consensus,
it was legitimate for us to expect.

There is a whole paft of this reporg which is devoted
to strengthening Community measures, with which
we agree and which we consider should be supported :

consolidation of the internal markeg integration of
the capital markets, the strengthening of the EMS and
the ECU, and assistance for small and medium-sized
undertakings.

It is a section that sets oug srystematically and in
detail, resolutions of principles on which Parliament
has already expressed is views on a number of occa-
sions. I7e can only deplore the delays and uncer-
tainties with which the Council of Ministers ap-
proaches these various subiects; nor can we let pass

without comment significant lapses of memory that
all go to make increasingly less credible the image of
a Europe capable of establishing itself as a politically
cohesive unit.

But however large these specific problems may be -and their intrinsic importance, which makes them an
indispensable framework for the Community's initia-
tives, is beyond doubt - we cannot delude ourselves
that that is sufficient to define the substance of a

programme that needs to be strong in measures of a

highly propulsive nature.

Vithout a plan of action on overall demand - a plan
with a structure that is organized for specific aims -we cannot reasonably foresee, or even merely imagine,
any genuine recovery capable of absorbing unemploy-
ment in a healthy, permanent way, and of achieving
European economic recovery.

The only impehrs-giving me,uiure considered by the
programme is the increase of Community loans from
5 000 to 20 000 million ECU within three years. This
increase of 14000 million is intended to finance the
creation of a European 'space' for industry and
research, in accordance with the priorities with which
we are familiar - especially to so-called 'new sectors'.
And it is the EEC budget that is to be responsible for
facilitating this provision of credit. This is a policy
that we have on a number of occasions proposed and
voted for, and with which we are still in agreement. If
it is implemented, it will make the economic life of
Member States more dynamic, increasing their produc-
tivity and competitiveness on world markets. But can
it be considered as an answer to the dramatic problem
of unemployment ? Not reasonably. And this is

because the programme is weak in its analysis, and in
its proposals.

It is weak in its analysis, for example, when, after
having said that the crisis is of an exceptional nature,
such as to shake the social structure in which we live
to its very foundations, as a result of the burden of
unemployment and the falling standards of living of

the masses, it goes on to declare, not very consistently,
that the standards of living have continued to rise and
social security has been extended and improved -ignoring or distorting the realities of the situation in
the last few years ; or when decreasing competitive-
ness is blamed on rising labour costs, or when the cost
of unemployment benefit is blamed for the growing
deficits in the public finance sector.

Then again, it is amazing how little importance is
attached to the two problems which are at the real
roots of current imbalance. First - the indebtedness
of the Third Iflorld countries and the brake on their
development, which has led to a dramatic fall in their
demand on world markets. Now that the tragic conclu-
sions of I7illiamsburg are being reconsidered, a little

. at a time and almost surreptitiously, and some refi-
nancing is in progress, the benefits as regards the level
of production of the OECD countries can immedi-
ately be seen.

Secondly - the instability and uncertainty arising
from the upsetting of the system laid down at Bretton-
Voods, and the resulting consequences for the United
States Government as regards capital movements, its
Federal budget deficit, and real rates of interest. All of
these are consequences of a highly restrictive nature.

In our view these were, and are, the fint points to be
tackled, instead of the nonsense about labour costs ! If
we start from the assumption that is set out in para-
gnph 24 - namely that'ttis-).-ais the United States,
our primary aim must be to coordinate our budgetary
and monetary policies' there is not much room for
progress I indeed, there is every danger that we shall
stay just where we are.

James Tobin, who came to Italy recently, severely criti-
cized the over-recessive policies of the OECD coun-
tries. It is absurd - he says - to maintain that the
central banks have over-supported employment at the
expense of price stability, thereby provoking a cause
of unemployment. In reality, monetary expansion has

only been a response to the pressure of costs of
external origin - oil and interest rates. In facg where
monetary policy has been more rigid, unemployment
has been more severe. Ve have in essence to compare
two costs, for each of our countries: the cost of insta-
bility of prices, and the cost of the stability of unem-
ployment. The proper balance can only be found by
adjusting the two variables to the level of solidarity
that each individual society, and that of Europe as a
whole, consider necessary and possible.

If it is considered - as we believe - that the funda-
mental aim must be to provide every citizen with a

productive, efficient iob, then it necessarily follows
that we have to seek a fairer combination of the
various social costs.

For this reason, although we have appreciated many
aspects of Mr Herman's report, ve find here, in the
reiection of those considerations that we have just
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mentioned, a decision that is wrong ideologically and

in principle, which cannot lead to unity or under-

standing amongst us all, and which we cannot agree

to.

Moreover, Mr Herman has had the loyalty to state as

much absolutely clearly to us all a short time ago,

when he said that any thought of linking the

economy with solidarity was out of the question ; and

we have just had Mr Catherwood telling us that we are

at a stage in which the market sector has got to have

priority in resources over the social sector.

In reply to Mr Herman I would say that' in our view,

on the other hand, the market sector and the social

sector are two asPects of an equation that can be

attempted and pursued: and this is a conviction that

does not spring from reading Karl Marx, but from

reading the most recent Papal encyclicals, which also

are worthy of some consideration.

And as far as the point about a social consensus for

these policies is concemed, I do not think it can be

entirely disposed of with an unadomed obligation on

the part of employees to believe and have trust in
*n ithittg tlrat is not well defined. The called-for

equality of sacrifice cannot be seen as a one-way reduc-

tion in taxation and contributions. I7e are faced here

not only with a choice of principle in relation to a

reporg but with the fate of how our societies are to
develop in the 1980s and 1990s. Ve therefore think
that it is not right that we should aPProve some of the

indications in paragraphs 15 and 18, in which the

albeit necessary revision of budget and income control
policies - which we also are in favour of, in the way

ihat *. have put forward on many occasions - is

expressed in terms that will produce new restrictive

efflcts, putting the wage-earning sector, which lacks

the backing of any policy for suPPort and participa-

tion, at a serious disadvantage in relation to the other

social groups.

!7e consider totally unsatisfactory - harmful, in fact

- the positions taken up with regard to the reduction

and adiustment of working time - which Mr PaPanto-

niou has already referred to - which fall very consid-

erably short - and we should like to emphasize this

- of the reports already approved by our Parliament

and of the suggestions contained in the Albert and

Ball report. For this reason our group considers that

the report under consideration contains no adequate

response to the dramatic nature of the situation' nor

the need to build a policy that will restore prestige

and purpose to the European economy in the 1980s

and ihe certainty of work for the young and the less

young, who are today deprived of such a certainty by
the unfavourable economic situation, by swingeing
reorganization, and by the process of decline that is
hining entire regions, and is additional to the tradi-

tionaidelays and imbal"nces of the south of Italy and

the Mediterranean in particular.

All of these factors induce us to invite honourable

Members - but especially the largest groups - to

consider whether it is not worth while deferring our
decisions for a certain period and asking the Special

Committee to examine again those weak points that I
have referred to, in an endeavour to achieve a suffi-
ciently wide convergence of opinion, instead of their
sterile opposition from the outset.

!7e say this, so as to give the work of the committee a

concrete, positive conient, which is what it deserves. If
the decision of all of you, especially the larger grouPs,

tums out to be different, we have already drawn our

own conclusions.

(Applause from tbe Communist Group)

Mrs S. Mortin (L). - (F) Mr President, ladies and

gentlemen, this report on European . Economic
iecorery brings us straight into the heart of our debate

on the future. "To be or not to be'Shakespeare said,

and that is the question before us : shall we continue
to exist and give ourselves a chance of survival, or
shall we ceass to be and start on the road to decad-

ence ?

I7hen the question is put like this, it carries its own

self-evident ansf,rer, so self-evident that it makes

totally incomprehensible the doubts and delap in the

Council and the fiascos of the last two European

Summits.

Yet the diagnosis is clear and there are lessons to be

drawn from it. Yes, in all the member countries -
and more particularly in my country for the last three

years - we have been sacrificing the future to :he

present. \7e have been distributing the fruits of an

iconomic growth which was no longer there. Ve have

gone to excess in preferring consumption and social

expenditure to the detriment of investment. Yes, each

Mimber State has reacted to the crisis by a competi-
tive rather than a cooPerative attitude towards its

neighbours and the divided Europe which this has

brought about presents a picture of decadence to the

rest of the wodd.

These separate national policies have often cancelled

one another because no consultation took place' Vhat
is more, they have made us more dependent on the

outside wortd. I7e have not succeeded in making the

most of our potential, of our market with 250 million
consumers, nor of our important share of world trade.

It would be an illusion to believe today that because

there is recovery in the United States, we are automati-

cally going to follow suit. I7e must stoP seeing only
what we want to see and oPen our eyes wide to the

facts. And the facts are that we can only make it if we

have a plan for Europe's economic recovery which
implies identity of strategies and means.

In France, we know all too well what are the

consequences of an artificial boom based on the crea-

tion oi jobs which do not produce wealth. It has made

us the moet heavily indebted among 'Srestem coun-

tries with one of the highest deficits.
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The recovery plan must entail genuine removal of
internal customs barriers of every kind, the free move-
ment of capital, consolidation of the EMS and streng-
thening of the role of the ECU. !7hat it requires
above all is true convergence of national policies
which must be aimed at reducing the rate of inflation,
at containing inflated structural budget deficits; it
requires a realistic incomes policy that promotes
savings and investment. Lastly, it requires a European
industrial strategy worthy of the name, for its absence
is painfully felt and it is the reason why dynamic
enterprises look to the United States, Japan or else-
where for the partners they need. It is also the reason
why creative achievement in high technology is found
more often outside than in Europe.

On all these points I am in agreement with the rappor-
teur's analysis and proposals. However, I should- 6ave
liked him to show a little more dynamism and imagi-
nation. I would also add that as far as agricultural
policy is concemed, I do not think we are embarking
on the right course. \7e are in an absurd situation:
while millions of human beingp suffer hunger and die
oI it, we, an agricultural supeqpower, simply decide to
slow down output. Of course there are things to be
done, of course dairy ouput must be controlled. But it
is wrong to believe that the way to do it is by such
rigid, such dangerously Malthusian means. The neces-
sary restructuring of agriculture, like all restructuring,
should be done in steps. It requires the reinstatement
of real Community preference, it requires more effec-
tive guidance of output towards those products of
which we are shorg it requires a long-term export
policy.

But if this plan for recovery is to succeed, it will need
to command a true consensus, because everybody will
be required to make an effort and we must say very
clearly to all the social partners, but to the unions in
particular, that they must understand that a position
of detachment is not one that can be indefinitely
maintained. I will also say to my French socialist
colleagues that it is wrong to believe, and even more
wrong to try to persuade the public - even for elec-
toral purposes - that social achievements will be
sacrificed to economic considerations, because it is
only through economic recovery that we can really
fight unemployment. Economic recovery does not
exclude social progress because efforts to improve
competitiveness and productivity mean changes in the
organization of work, in the distribution of working
time and these will not be to the workers' disadvan-
tage. Indeed, economic recovery is the only way to
resume social progress,

The Council must understand that for the implemen-
tation of such a plan the necessary resources must be
available. These need not necessarily be additional
resources, but rather the pooling of both the financial
and structural resources which are already there. I
wish to believe that our leaders, all our leaders, will
find it in them to give the necessary impulse that will

bring about the consensus on which Europe's future
depends, for Europe's future is our future. Ve must
answer 'yes' to Shakespeare's question, for there is no
other way we can survive.

(Applause)

Mrs Hommerich (CDI). - (DA) Mr Presideng all
westem nations are now so dependent on one another
that no single country can solve the problm of unem-
ployment by traditional means. I7e see this in many
countries. Vhen the Danish Government in 1976
sought to increase the purchasing power of the popula-
tion by reducing VAT from 15 % to 9 %, the first
result was an increase in employment in other EEC
countries and an explosion in our current trade
deficit. This made a mockery of our Prime Minister's
prediction that there would be full emptoyment
within one year. Ever since, Denmark has loyally
followed the Community s binding guidelines for the
economy, with strong recommendations for wage
restraint lnd social cutbacks. This has reduced the
purchasing pourer of the population and in
consequence we have had higher unemployment. But
our country too has a vital interest in the countries
acting jointly and implementing a simultaneous
expansion of the purchasing power of the population,
a simultaneous expansion in public investmen! a
simultaneous reduction in working hours and simul-
taneous initiatives of many kinds which may help to
take the top off the worst catastrophe of the crisis:
unemployment in all our countries.

I7e in the People's Movement against Danish EEC
membership are not against international cooperation
and common initiatives. On the contrary we support
the largest possible amount of intemational coopera-
tion, for example, in the fight against unemployment

- economic cooperation which will benefit the popu-
lations and not just the multinational corporations.
But we now have l0 years of bitter experience of the
special form of cooperation which is the EEC, and it
does not secure but actually inhibits the international
cooperation which we all need. In the EEC we see
that those countries which have a trade surplus pursue
a restrictive policy which forces the deficit countries
to be even more restrictive, with mass unemployment
as a result. A far better prospect for economic policy
has been put forward, for example, by the trade union
movements of the Nordic countries, with proposals
for a joint increase in national budgets oL l o/o.

There are not very many people in Denmark who
believe that economic coordination via the EEC will
at 

^ny 
time reduce our unemployment. And we

cannot afford to wait for miracles from the EEC. Ve
must here and now take responsibility for our own
employment and cooperate internationally with those
countries which want to go ahead with economic
expansion, whether with countries in the Community
or with countries outside. And, above all, we must get
some momentum into our own econortly so that the
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balance of payments will not be exacerbated. Ve can

only do that if we break with the economic guidelines
from Brussels. And we must do that, for the past 10

years have shown that small countries have good possi-

bilities of pursuing an independent economic policy
to the beneft of the employment position.

Although coordinated international action will
produce the best effect for employmeng national initi-
atives can also help in removing the worst unemploy-
ment. '$7e can see that in EFTA and in other small
counhies, such as Norway, Sweden, Austria and Swit-

zerland. The four small countries differ widely and

have pursued different economic policies, but one

thing they all have in common is a low rate of unem-
ployment. While unemployment betweem 1973 and
i983 increased in Denmark from OS o/o to 10.7 o/o, it
only rose from 0.8 % to 3.4 Yo in Norway, from
2.5o/o to 3.5 % in Sweden, from 1.6 o/o to 3.7 o/o in
Austria and from 0 % to 0.8 % in Switzerland. In the
four small countries outside the EEC there are three
unemployed persons for every I I in Denmark. The
three are three too many, but our I I are I I times
more than we had before we ioined the EEC, which
was supposed to safeguard full employment in
Denmark. In this context, could anyone blame the
large maiority of the Danish population for wanting
full and binding membership of the EEC replaced by
free international cooperation, in the first instance
through EFIA ? We can cooperate, even outside the
EEC. Ve can cooperate freely with other countries,
but also replace the binding Community directives by
responsibility for our own country and I think we

shall do that in the space of a few years.

IN THE CHAIR: MR FRIEDRICH

_ Vice-President

Mr Pesmozoglou (NI). - (GR) Mr President, there
are three main objectives for the years ahead. The first
is achievement of recovery and growth in the Euro-

pean economy with the guarantee of employment and

maintenance of real incomes for all the working
people of our countries. The second is reform and

itrengthening of the Euorpean Community's institu-
tionslnd procedures and the third is the laying of the

foundation of European unity and of a common Euro-

pean policy in intemational relations and for the

defence of our countries. These three obiectives are

interdependent and inextricably linked.

Today we are debating the plan for European

economic recovery and I too want to congratulate and

thank Mr Herman and all those who were on the

special committee set up by Parliament. I think,
howerer, that three of the main points of the plan

require particular emphasis.

The first of these involves the call for ioint action by
the European Community as a unity, something

which necessitates rejection of the view that intergov-
emmental cooperation and the coordination of actions
at national level would themselves be sufficient. This
would weaken, delay and frequently thwart the work
of recovery. It must be understood that the common
interest is best served by the even-handed promotion
of the interests of all our peoples and this means

reducing the inequalities within the Community.

The second point concerns the necessity and impor-
tance of regional development, and in particular of
getting the integrated Mediterranean programmes off
the ground. The Mediterranean south is a sensitive

marker for the whole of Europe and it is in the real

interests of the peoples of central and northem
Europe for it to be accorded both economic and polit-
ical support. This is because southem Europe is the
natural base for active, fruitful and worthwhile coopera-

tion with the fuab and African worlds.

The third point I want to stress is that all the Euro-
pean countries without exception should participate
in the EMS. The entry into the Community of coun-
tries like Greece with weaker economies and curren-
cies requires that their economies be upgraded. This is
something which must be done and it can be

achieved on a gradual basis, systematically and effec-
tively, through the active intervention of a European
monetary authority with the pov{er to initiate discus-

sions, reforms and the provision of support for these

countries. The disagreement which arose a short while
ago regarding monetarism is, in my view, a red
herring to mislead public opinion and our Parliament.
It is important to differentiate between monetarism
and administrative and fiscal discipline of the sort
which presupposes healthy and independent trade

unionism and firm support for private initiative and
enterPrise.

These are the factors which will make the European

Community stronger and more cohesive and enhance
its negotiating position with the non-European world.

Mr Ortoli, Vice-President of tbe Comm'ksion -(FR) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, it has often
been a matter of regret to me - and thinking of the
work of the Committee on Economic and Monetary
Affairs I cannot believe that in this I am alone - that
the debates in this Assembly on economic and finan-
cial matters are sometimes too short. I am glad there-
fore that you have decided to devote so much time -both for the preparation and the debate - to this
maior issue of what the Community's contribution
can be to the recovery of our economies. It gives me
all the more pleasure to join with all those who have

done so before me in thanking Mr Moreau and Mr
Herman for the work they have accomplished as

chairman and rapporteur.

You have been concerning yourselves in today's

debate with two reports and one oral question which
are in fact very closely linked. I could refrain from
commenting on Mr Delorozoy's report since in what I
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shdl have to say on economic recovery I shall be
touching on many of the subiects which he has devel-
oped. But I should only like to say that I fully
subscribe to his analpis of the rigidities which
impede us and which will have to be eliminated in
the medium term if we want to see the Community
moving ahead to economic growth which will allow
us to sOlve the problem of employment

Ife shall have to speak again with Parliament and
with the Committee on Economic and Monetary
Affairs on the problems connected with the adiust-
ment of the method of drawing up the Sixth Report
for the medium term, for it is becoming increasingly
obvious that it is not enough to submit every five
years a summary paper, but that it must also serve as

basis for a fully-fledged operational programme and
hence that we must draw lessons from the work done
and the difficulties encountered in the preparation of
the last medium-term programme.

To return now to the central theme of this debate, let
me take up some of the points raised by Mr Herman
and other speakers in the discussion so far.

I do not need to dwell at length on the facts ascer-
tained. I think that we have gradually arrived together
at findings which run like a constant thread through
the Cornmission's repotts, which have in general been
endorsed by the European Parliamen! which have
been developed and refined in these last two years,

and which are given rather striking expression in the
Albert-Ball reporl

\ffe have arrived, on both sides, at two main ideas.
The first is that we need vigorous action to modemize
stnrctures, to readjust the economic framework, to
adapt our behaviour, in order to meet the challenge of
modemity and competition. Europe must realize that
she must change and that if she is to resume
economic Fowth and stand up to international compe-
tition, she must equip herself with the necessary
means. They are mainly of a structural nature. ![e
have analysed a whole complex of conditions and we
have focused - rathtr schematicalln perhaps, but
correctly, I believe - on the need to give priority to
investment and reduce production costs to a competi-
tive level. That is the first point and I do not think
that it is contested today.

So, we must give priority to investment that is produc-
tive or that promotes economic development - and
some infrastructures fall under this definition. S7e
must also give priority to achieving competitive
production costs, which is another way of safng we
must give priority to fighting inflation. That is the
guiding principle which should inspire all policies,
whether macroeconomic or particular.

The second conclusion is even more directly relevant
to today's debate; we are agreed on it, even if opin-
ions may vary as to the means to be employed. This is
that the renewal will not be possible in economic

terms and will not be acceptable in social terms,
unless Burope can emerge from its prolonged reces.
sion and permanently resume economic groyth at a
rate which will first offer stability and then allow
unemployment to be reduced. I have often had occa-
sion to argue here that the various economic measures
that we apply will only make sense if we can back
strong confidence with a real collective effort and if
by working, against great difficulties, together we can
achieve a gtowth rate and an employment sihration
which we all want to see.

The ultimate end of all these hard economic policies
is to create employment. If Europe can contribute to
the recovery of that dynamism and that confidencg it
will have found its proper role, no longer, as today, in
dealing with conflicts on problems which are impor-
tant, but nevertheless not of essentid importance to
the Community, but in making its specific contribu-
tlon to solutions to the real issues we have to face. On
all this I think we are agreed, these are the facts and
they are accepted all the way up to the Council where
the various reports we submit after your approval are, I
think, unhesitatingly accepted by the Member States.

There is thus consensus on the analysis. The real
problem is how to achieve agreement on what the
propcr contribution of the Communiry with all is
potential and all its specific features, should be to the
process of overcoming the crisis.

Mr Herman's report considers this at length and
proposes a variety of measures covering a broad field.
This may be a disadvantage : it makes it harder to
identify one or two crucial me.rsures that can become,
so to speak, emblematic of Community action. But I
think it is a reflection of reality : there are no miracle
cures in the situation in which we find ounclves
today.

The answer cannot lie in just one or t'wo specific
measures ; we have to act on a very broad front to try
and improve the situation ih a large number of areas :

remove bottlenecks, change methods, change habits
both at the public and the private level, change the
Community's intemational stances. It cannot all be
put in one sentence. But then, what is a policy ? A
policy is a set of measures deriving from an overall
concept which are applied at their appropriate level
and within their appropriate scope wherever and
whenever consistency with the policy requires action
to be aken.

This being so, I think that the Committee, despirc
some divergences among its members on one or two
very important points, was right to try to cover the
entire field in which we ought to act. I shall have occa-
sion to return to this point and show you that its
analysis corresponds closely to what we ourselves have
been doing. I do not feel that the Commission has
failed to introduce comprehensive sets of measures,
whether in respect of consolidation of the internal
markeg or the integration of the markets in capital, or
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sE€ngthening the European Monetary System and the
ECU, or research, or the adaptation of working time.
And if we have dealt in such comprehensive measures

it is because we believe that global action is what is
needed today.

I come to my first observation, which I feel is funda-

mental. The real task today - and and I said so

before your Special Committee - is not to make intel-
ligent assessments of the facts. The real task is to
undertake resolute action. Europe is not a think-tank,
and neither is the Commission, or this Assembly or
the Council. S7e are here not iust to talk about poli-
cies, but to put them into effect. And what we are

lacking today is not so much, I would say, the ability
to grasp all the data on which we can work together,

as ihe ability to get down to all the measures which
must be implemented quickly. It is a question of the

'tempo' of which I spoke to you not long ago which,
if it is sufficiently rapld, can get us over the 'threshold'
of which I also spoke.

I said before the Special Committee on European

Economic Recovery that I do not wish to be told that
we need a big European market for telecommunica-
tions. Ve all know that and we all talk about it in our
weekly, or, as happens now, daily speech-making. The
fact is that if we are to have a big European communi-
cations market, we must create it in five yeas, not
twenty. If we take twenty years, all I can say is that
our Seneration will have missed out more than some-

whai on Europe. If we make it in five years, we nrill

have shown that our analpical capabilities are

matched by an ability to act for the resolution of our

problems.

Yes, indeed, we must go along with your reasoning

and recognize the imperative need to attain an

intemal market, to develop a policy of investment and

to make the most of the factor of convergence rePre-

sented by the European Monetary System.

I shall not take much time ovet the internal market' I
think we have discussed here at Sreat length all the

problems implicit in the achievement of a truly
common market. I7e also know very well that such a

market does not exist, not only in the measure in
which legally it ought to exist, but not even in a

measure 
- wirich could help the Community's

economic recovery through economies of scale,

through the opportunities it would provide for devel-

opment of all the research capabilities and for ioint
eiploitation of all the public resources in a manner

that is most profitabte for the European economy. Ve
do not have that yeg but we should have the ability to
exploit the financial resources that we do have

(th-rough financial integration), to make use of the

important public contracts that are awarded (to
suiport technological development), and achieve the

beif possible economy of scale in the utilization of
our risearch capability by achieving a sensible degree

of standardization - not pernickety standardization
for its own sake, but the standardization that is neces-

sary in a market of 260 million consume$. I shall not
go on. I.et us just do that, this is where the real

problem lies. And surely we can all see that if, as the
Commission wishes and has urged many times, and

only very recently again, we could within a yeat

remove all the bottlenecks at our frontiers, if we could

see to it that the moment one entered our frontiers

one had the feeling of being in a really open Europe,

we would do ten times more for public confidence in
the Community than all the rules and regulations that
have ever been issued. That is what people want !

They do not want an abstract description of what we

might do together if we got down to it !

There is another priority subject: investment. The
decline of investment means the decline of Europe.

Of this we are so convinced that we have made invest-
ment the principal theme of the Commission's work
and the Council's debates in these last two years.

All the argument about employmeng all the argument
about productivity, about comPetitiveness, about the
development of business and the modemization of
services, depends on investrnent !7e discussed that in
connection with Mr Desouche's excellent report.

I want to say more about this because we agree with
the general considerations presented by Mr Herman
which, I think, have been also put forward by all the
speakers : we are being asked to increase within three
years the rate of Community lending from about
5 000 - 7 000 million ECU to 20 000 million ECU.

Ve have discussed it extensively with your committee,
with your chairman and your raPPorteur and I regard

this spectacular proposal by Parliament as confirma-
tion that we, the Commission, had not been mistaken
when we launched this policy of Community lending
and borrowing and when we developed it at the not
inconsiderable average annual rate of 25%I

But while we recognize the attractiveness of the idea

and are to some extent sympathetic to it, I owe it to
Parliament to expose a different argument. It would
be dishonest of me not to say here what I had said in
the course of your discussions. I believe that in the
years to come there will indisputably be room for a

considerable expansion of our borrowing and lending
activities, but the amount of such loans should be

determined by an exact evaluation of the needs and of
the potential demand from enterprises, since we are

concerned with productive investment, rather than

tixed a piori, though I do not deny the advantages of
working to predetermined targets and with concrete
figures. The point is that, as we know, although

borrowing is a factor which enters into the investment
decision, it is not the decisive factor. Credit facilities
cannot replace sel(-financing, they cannot replace an

economic and fiscal climate more favourable to enter-
prise, they cannot replace a degree of profitability
which encourages investment, nor can they be a substi-

tute for fundamental economic Srowth or for the entre-

preneur's confidence in his market and in his profit.
bredit availability is not investment policy, it is only a

part of that policy.
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This is why I regard with some caution the specific
figures you propose : we know that the money marke!
also as regards interest rates, is sometimes liable not to
react in the way we would wish, if we create too strong
a demand. !7e may encounter, I must remind you,
problems with the market's ability to meet the
demand : 5 000 million to 20 000 million means
tripling the demand. !7e also know that interest
rebates, even if confined to the - rather broad -sectors you indicate, are liable to create artificial
economic conditions, a certain amount of distortion
between those who benefit from them and those who
do not, a distortion, that is to say, between different
fields of economic activity. Besides, very large-scale
financing of interest rebates would require consider-
able budgetary resources. And that, .ui you know, is
our problem today. Let me, repeat, I am not saying
this because there is no more room for our credit facil-
ities; I believe such a margin exists. I only want to say
that I view the proposal with caution and want to wait
for economic activity to grcw, for a degree of recovery
that will encourage investment. I want to see interest
rates fall so that enterprises cln go to the money
market where there is plenty of capital available ; of
course, there will also be a contribution from the
Community. Here, I go along completely with Mr
Herman: there can be a considerable Community
contribution.

My last observation at this general level concerns the
European Monetary System - not because attention
is focused on it in connection with its fifth anniver-
sary, but because it can play a decisive part in our
economic development. Enterprises' confidence
depends on economic stability and security of outlook
with respect to outside factors, and the currency and
its exchange relationships are part of these. In this
respect, what we have been able to achieve amongst
ourselves is of capital importance, especially since -contrary to what has been happening elsewhere in the
world - we have been able (though it did take far too
many realignments) to maintain exchange rates which
are realistic in economic terms. Tha! I feel, is the
main factor of the success of the European Monetary
System. The system has also been a factor for conver-
gence of our economic policies and I feel it has been
underestimated in that role. People tend to see only
the repeated realignments ; we should also realize that
these were accompanied by certain common trends : a
common assessment of the situation, of which I spoke
just now; a certain amount of price convergence ; a
common effort to cut down inflation; the beginnings
of convergence as regards our balances of payments;
and, above all, the willingness to align our economic
policies to the requirements of monetary stability.

Let me say again that I am convinced that the exist-
ence of the European Monetary System has been and
will remain a major factor in the Community's ability
to withstand disruptive pressures. The economic poli-

cies have to a considerable extent been determined by
the requirements of monetary cohesion. This needs to
be said, all the more clearly because there has been
little understanding or appreciation of this fact.

So, I believe we should continue in our monetary
policy with a wholehearted consolidation of the Euro-
pean Monetary System and in this context I can
subscribe to what Mr Herman has to say, and would
also like to recall his previous report. I can also
subscribe to what Sir Fred Catherwood has said when
he spoke of the specific contribution which the Euro-
pean Monetary System can make, including the retum
of the sterling to the exchange mechanism, the streng-
thening of the role of ECU in public and privaie
dealing, the creation of an important Community
financial market, an improved monetary position for
Europe yis-d-rtis the outside world. These are four
directions along which we can act and which, even
before we achieve our ambition of having a Commu-
nity centtal bank, would demonstrate our capacity for
achievement in an area which represents today
perhaps the strongest cementing force in the Commu-
nity's economic life.

My second observation, Mr President - and I must
apologize for taking so much time, but we do not
often have the chance to speak of the Community's
contribution to economic recovery - my second
observation concerns the coordination of national
economic policies. I feel that the target set for
reducing inflation rates is very ambitious. I only hope
we shall equip ourselves with the means to achieve it.
I think, nevertheless, that it is good to set the ambi-
tious target of. 4o/o, because we have to overcome the
temptation of inflationary policies - not for the
general sake of economic and monetary stability, but
because inflation is the cause of the progressive ruin
of economic policies and leads to the disastrous
stop-go policies both domestically and in the Commu-
nity. Combating inflation means pursuing economic
policies steadily with emphasis on growth. I therefore
see the fight agairrst inflation from the point of view
of successful growth policies, not of stultifying overem-
phasis on the monetary angle.

I also feel that the outlines for national economic poli-
cies that you have sketched are a fertile subjeci for
debate. I know they represent one of the points of
dissension within this House.

I have two thingp to say on the subiect.

The first is that the Commission would be sorry to see
your initiative failing to obtain a sufficient consensus
within Parliament because I feel that what you are
agreed on as regards specifically Community matters
is important and worth saflng. These specifically
Community measures which are not contested among
you should be stated with particular insistence toda11
when we are within a couple of months of the June
elections, because they represent the basis of a real
European programme. The internal marke! the indus-
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trial development of the Community, monetary

stability, emphasis on external relations - these

things need to be forcefully stressed.

Then, of course, as is only natural, there are the points

of divergence. There is no reason why they should not

exist, bit I think they should not be exaggerated' I
had the feeling, when I attended your committee's

meetings on ieveral occasions, that a meeting of

minds was not impossible, or at least a convergence

closer to an agreement.

Let me say a few words on one of the most controver-

sial issues. I shall not join the debate on the 1% for

the budget. I believe, and I have said so here before,

that in discussing demand one must first of all

consider the inteinal dynamic generated by funda-

mental structural change and the new opportunities
which are emerging. But I also feel that it would be

wrong to consider only the monetary aspect or only

the budgetary asPect in discussrng .the..macro-
economiJ p.otest in our countries. 'S7e should appre-

ciate that slrictly budgetary measures cannot be separ-

ated from the monetary policy which we pursue' On

what you have to say in paragraph 17 of your rePort

ot reitoting a healthy budgeL I would simply note

that in receit times large budget deficits which left no

room for manoeuvre have forced some States into
budgetary austerity, but that in other States the policy

choien was that of combining a slightly more relaxed

monetary policy with a slightly more strict budget

policy in order to achieve relatively lov interest rates 
,

and 
'thus 

stimulate investment and consumption

through a system of lower prices and interest rates' I
think that is an important point to note.

Mr President, I could go on at length, but I shall not

do so. I should simply like in conclusion to say some-

thing of international cooperation'

First, to take up the question tabled by Mr \[iirtz, Mr

Piquet and Mi Bonaicini, which is relevant to this

debate, let me say that this is the right way to pose the

problem of cooperation between enterprises' I think

ihat what is essential here is neither to draw up a

report on cooperation agreements between Commu-

nity and ,ton-eo-*uniry firms, nor to seek to cut the

Community off from a world which is necessarily

open, if only because of technological development

.rra of competition in other markets, over which we

have no control. I think the right approach is that

adopted in the question, which says: 'I7ell,-what are

you doing to Promote cooPeration between European

iirms ?'. iao ttot believe we can Promote cooperation

between European firms by gimmicks. I think it must

be done, as has been said from this floor, by deve-

loping specific programmes, such as Esprit' I think we

must create an environment which Promotes cooPera-

tion, to which there is a whole series of legal obstacles

ancl the first thing to do is to identify and remove

them. The creation of a'European common economic

interests grouping' or of an 'economic common inter-

ests group'would be an important step. We must help

with the financing of innovation and must do it in a

way which increasingly brings firms tog€ther, particu-

lariy small and medium enterPrises, either among

themselves or in association with large lirms' I7e

must develop the internal market and we must make

public contracting serve the modernization of 'Europg

Ltd'. I7e must aihieve a financial integation which

will not only create open financial markets but will
make the i,rtopean financial markets sufficiently

attractive to attract investment by European savers'

That is the positive policy we must pursuir. and, with
reference to one of the questions which have been

table{ I want to add that I believe the new commer-

cial policy instrument has today obtained agreement

and it should be appearing before very long.

Mr President, speaking of intemational cooperation,

we cannot shut our eyes to the world in which we live'

The problems of which we have spoken remind us of

the iragedy of the developing countries which are

poor at d heavily in debt and of the economic inter-

iependence which characterizes the world today' But

thire are countries in this world which are more

dependent than others. Those who do not have the

world currency, that ultimate regulator, are in that

case,

I believe that we cannot increase Europe's sovereignty

except by consolidating the great market which we

r.ptit.t t and except by making enough progress in
ttre monetary sphere to give us a stronger position in
the international monetary game. This will enable us

to express forcefully those views which we hold in
common. So far we have not even succeeded in
speaking with one voice so as to be heard in intema-

tional debates. Let us at least achieve that.

To conclude, Mr President, I feel that this is an impor-

tant and timely debate. I7e should Put your propolall
into effect" evin if there are some asPects on which I
have reservations. I7e should be resolute in our endea-

vour and we should remember that what matters is

that the whole set of proposals should be imple-

mented quickly and thoroughly. That is building
Europe. But let us not forget that the primary condi-

tion for Europe's economic recovery is to end our

quarrels quickiy and to show - as I hope we shall be

"'bl. 
to do in the coming weeks - that we can settle

our differences because we understand the need for

unity in the battle for a lasting economic recovery'

That is the basic problem today and if it is not settled,

everything we say here today will be of litde- effect' All
action by-Parliament and the Commission depends on

a common will. If that is lacking we shall not be able

to achieve any of the things you have proposed'

(Applause)
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Mr von der Vring (S). - (DE) W presideng I
should like to begin by addressing some comments to
Mr von Bismarck who has had some quite astonishing
things to say concerning the concept of the social
market economy. It is not my intention to rekindle
old conflicts, and, as such, I shall merely state that the
concept of the social market economy - if indeed it
has a function at all - must be understood as an
attempt- to bridge the gulf between two diametrically
opposed principles. Those who try to tackle thi
problem of economic recovery in Europe by political
means ought to know and accept that this can only be
attained through wide-ranging cooperation and not
through narrow majorities. Hence we must set
ourselves the objective of identifying areas where
agreement is possible. I shall not try to labour the
concept of the social market economy. It would
appear that the Members on the right of the House
have a lot to learn. There are undoubtedly some
mattem about which we too perhaps have a lot to
leam but it must be admitted that this House, from its
inception, made the mistake of opting for vested-in-
terest policy instead of seeking to identify the areas of
common ground.

A text such as the Sherlock report of yesterday is a
veritable slap in the face for those who wish to pursue
the social market economy. !7ere this House to
accept the principle that the difference between noise
levels of 85 decibels and 90 decibels is so insignificant
as to render efforts to reduce that level economically
unjustifiable - whereas in reality we are dealing with
a noise level difference of 50 olo 

- it transcends the
purely technical and becomes nothing less than a slap
in the face, for this is intended ns a statement on an
gportant issue. But you are simply voting us down.
This calls for a clarification of the meaning of the
social market economy. You have already stressed the
importance of codetermination. Ve, in the Federal
Republic, are proud to have such a s)rstem and the
same holds true for the employer's side too. Others
could learn from it.

The Vredeling directive, as drawn up by the Commis-
sion - though not what the Right leamed from it or
the mess the members of their group made of it here

- was in the final analysis 'reasonable'. Vhat they
made out of it was once again a slap in the face. you
mobilized the vested interests lobby to vote down the
measure. This is something you will have to glve up.
Far be it from me to seek conflicg but in thi futuie
we ought to at least get round to discussing a reaso-
nable compromise for both sides.

I come now to the questions which are in practice
bound up with the report cuffently before the-House.
In replying to Mr Papantoniou's address, Sir Fred
Catherwood stated that the United States Administra-
tion .was pursuing an economic policy course along
the lines called for by Mr Papantoniou, namely i
classic Keynesian demand-side policy, and went on to

depict the end result. The first lesson to be leamt is
that there can be no economic recovery as long as
prevailing interest rates in the capial markets outstrip
that which could be earned by real investment. fireri
are two sides to this: the increase in interest rates,
stemming from the demand for credit, or alternatively
the real capital yield. This ought to be bome in mind.
The policy pursued in the United States is an Orwel-
lian mockery of Keynes. It was Orwell who stated that
the danger inherent in a demand-oriented policy was
that.of the.global income triggering off emanciiatory
ripples which the State would endeavour to stave oif
by reallocating resources to arms production, expendi-
ture on warfare and by scaling-down expenditure in
the social area. But such a scheme har nothing in
common with Roosevelt's New Deal ! The calamiious
policy currently being pursued by President Reagan
will have disastrous budgeary economic and foreign
policy consequences.

This report does not tackle the issue of global
economic policy. As such, it fails to live up to th; title
'European Economic Recovery'. Vhen France pursued
an expansionist policy two years ago, the demand
generated benefited the Federal Republic. The invest-
ment-demand of French industry resulted in orders
for,German concerns, creating an export boom in the

T:9...] Republic and resulted in balance of payments
difficulties for France. The remaining demand had to
be immediately choked off by the-French Govem-
ment without, for all thag eliminating the debts. The
efforts being made in the Federal Republic, and else-
where, to maintain the level of employment consti.
tute, for the most part, borrowing, with a view to
defending the employment level ais-d-ois other coun-
tries.

In essence this means exporting unemployneng a
policy currently being pursued by every country, the
utlimate outcome being a mutual cancelling-out and a
legacy of debts. Thus we are currently si-nking into
public debt and rehrrning in practice to a fassive
policy, instead of pursuing the course which our
8r!]n is ursng: joint determination of budgetary
policy, common fiscal policy, a pooling of efforts to
stimulate demand. The experiment pursued by the
United Kingdom ought to have demonstrated one
thing: when one curbs demand and chokes off global
income demand remains as enticing. One is llft, at
the end of the day, with empty assets, dead capital.
The elimination of demand also turns the prosperity
of the rich into worthless scrap, as is happining aa!
by day in the United Kingdom. This is anoth., eiperi-
ment which you ought to declare a failure.

(Applause from tbe Socialists)

Y" F{(ED). - (DA) W Presideng the age of
Sleeping Beauty in Europe is over. Pipe dreams must
be set aside. That is the conclusion .of the rwo
eminent economists, Albert and Ball, who have
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worked out the technical description of the problems

besetting Europe's economy. There is a 
- 
need- for a

Europein strat;gy to lay the foundation for a lasting

,..or.ry of ecJnomic Slowth and to secure stable

employment.

The Herman reporg with its plan, constitutes a pro-

posal for the mapping out of this common srategy'

ilany will perhaps-be tempted to conclude that there

is not much that is new in the plan, but we must

recognize that what is chiefly lacking is the political

will among the Heads of State or Govemment to

research ag-reement on a common European contribu-

tion in iirportant areas. A disunited Europe is a

serious causl of our Present situation, perhaps even

the most serious cause.

Although we can all see it, we still have retrograde

forces, 
-such 

as the anti-EEC faction, who strive only

to deepen the rift between the countries of Europe'

!7e know where they are, however. The commu-

nistJed opponents of the Community. do not want a

democratiially united Europe. But when prominent

fofiticians in the Memb"t St"tes speak-in favour of

and give preference in effect to national instruments

for cimbating the intemational economic crisis, they

are helping to ditnit ith the advantages which the

.o-.on riarket should glve to Europe, and they are

in reality helping the inti-EEC forces to dig the

divides Let*ein the Member States even deeper'

\[hen the heads of Sovernment prefer to draw up the

balance sheet in tttai-ght cash terms rather than in rela-

tion to the overall significance of a common

economic and industrial area of 270 million inhabi-

tants, they are inhibiting development' Indeed they

are leading us back, away from our common obiective'

That is why it is important for the European Parlia-

ment to show the national politicians that the Precon-

dition for restoring economic growth in our part-of

the world is that ie find ourway to common solu-

tions to our common problems. !7e must endeavour

to extend our cooPeration. The Treaty of Rome offers

a firm basis for this cooPeration, and we must again

and again call on the Commission and the Council to

analyJe the inadequate possibilities inherent in the

exisiing treaty basis and possibilities which have not

hitherto been fullY utilized.

Mr President, we must also note that' now that we

have succeedid in breaking the socialist and social

democratic ascendancy in many European govern-

ments, Europe is now at a crossroads of political

reason. The work on this report in committee and the

various amendments tabled together show with all

possible clarity that the non-socialist part of the Euro-

pean Parliamlnt must take its decisions now and

ihereby ensure that Europe is once-again.led out of

the socialist backwoods of the 1970s' Albert's and

Ball's analysis wams us against continuing to live

above our means and to spend resources which we

have long exhausted. It is now time for a better

chance to be given to market forces to work and to

establish a balance in socioeconomic. develoPment'

Let us remove the restrictions which, in so many

areas, notably the common agricultural policy, have

helped to hoid back development and have only given

the bureaucrats more to do. Ve need higher employ-

men! in the first instance in the private sector, and, if
we secure the establishment of the common market

orittt fr.. movement of persons, goods, services and

capital, the Heads of State or Govemment will
diicover that they have laid the basis for the famous

leap forward which has so often been raised in the

debates of the European Parliament. It is high time

that the Community awoke from its fairy tale sleep'

Mr Damette (COM). - (FR) Mr President, ladies

and gentlemen, Mr Herman's report has on€ great

merit-: it states plainly and unequivocally what the

Right understandi by Eutope.n policy. On the eve of

thJ elections such a declaration must be welcomed' It
allows people to make uP their minds on the

evidence.

The guiding thought of the document can be quickly

sumriarized'. For economic recovery we must take

away from the earners to give to the capitdists' But

this magic formula has been tried many times before

- and failed. It is, in fact, the surest way to increase

unemployment and budgetary problems' Ask Mrs

Thatcher.

The European cosmetic will do nothing to restore the

faded charms of crisis-riven capitalism' Capitalist

Europe has lost its wind and does not seem to have

.nough breath left to invent for itself a semblance of

credibility.

Yet, there are things to say and things to do on the

subiect of European economic recovery. There is room

for imaginativi action by the Community' Such

action, 
-based on supporting whatever positive

measures are being undirtaken in favour of employ-

ment by the Member States, could be undertaken at

the intemational and the Community level.

At the international level, all the Member States are

suffering the effects of Reaganomics : inflated interest

rates, oiervalued dollar, drainage of finance' For Euro-

pean recovery we need first of all to protect-ourselves

against this economic aggression. The introduction of

ai equalization tax - suitr as the United States them-

selres imposed in comparable circumstantes -- 
would

be the first, and very least, action to take. Then, we

should promote the use of the ECU as an initial

defence against the domination of the dollar' At the

Community level, it would be possible to Promote
European cooPeration in industry and research

without .nctoaihing on the comPetences of' enter-

prises or of the Member States. The Airbus proiect is a

ionvincing demonstration of the efficiency which can

be attainel outside the Community framework and its

institutions. It is high time its example was followed

in other domains. We ha"e a proposal to that effect'
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Stil! at the Community level, it is also high time to
face up to the Community's total absence from the
social sphere. Even the pathetic Vredeling directive
was emptied of its content by the right-wing majority
in this Assembly. 'The European social area' is a

desert closely guarded by the vigilant sentries of the
employers. Yet it is there that the launching-pad for
Europe's economic ake-off is situated. The Commu-
nity has the means to initiate and implement imagina-
tive measures combining technological progress, iob-
creation, vocational training and the reduction of the
working foeek to 35 hours. It can be done.

Unfortunately, the report before us rests on the old
principle proclaimed by the Righg and of course by
the employen, of conflict between economic progress
and social progress. This old and threadbare idea is at
the very root of the crisis we are experiencing today. It
is in total contradiction with present-day trends in
technology and productivity. It is the barrier to our
emerSence from the crisis.

If the Community is to contribute to Europe's
economic recovery, it must fint of all rid itself of old
dogmas and learn to take a fresh look at the principles
of management which are sinking us ever deeper into
the crisis. Of course, this requires a complete change
of tack. But social movements which are emerging in
Europe today in defence of consumers, employment,
shorter working hours, will push us along this course.

To conclude, I wish to pay tribute to the struggles
waged by the Italian workers, the British miners, the
German steeel workers. They will eventually inspire,
even in this House, somewhat more valid measures
than those which are being proposed to us today.

(Applause from tbe Commtnist and Allies Group)

Mr Vandemeulebroucke (CDI). - (NL) Mr Presi-
dent, in the present economic situation nothing is
perhaps so uncertain as forecasting a new economic
recoveay. Many economists are entering the lists, and
the conclusion to be drawn is, in my view, that no one
has yet found a reasonable compromise which both
allows for economic recovery in these difficult but
crucial years and takes account of the need for a
socially more acceptable society.

The study by Mr Albert and Mr Ball is often said to be
a compact entity, but after their joint and particularly
valuable analysis of the crisis, the two scholars go their
separate ways when it comes to deciding what should
actually be done about it. I therefore find it regrettable
that Sir Fred Catherwood's original proposal that five
professors should be asked for their opinions was not
accepted. The report by Mr Albert and Mr Ball is
based on an absolute belief in constant economic
8rcwth, in a permanent increase in production and
also in energy requirements. If these premises are
adopted, it is claimed, the whole of the European
crisis can be resolved. Characteristic of the extremely

libertarian spirit underlying their thinking is, for
example, the striking statement, and I quote, .that

milk and wine lakes will dry up and butter mountains
will melt if faith is put in the strength of the free
market'. Nor does the postulated gowth of energy
requirements seem quite so obvious to me. Is there
not for example, a contradiction between an increase
in energy consumption and the reference to the new
technologies advancing by leaps and bounds, since
these technologies will surely by definition consume
less energy ?

I feel that both Mr Albert and Mr Ball and the rappor-
teur, Mr Herman, take too little account of the oppor-
tunities that energy-saving measures can provide. Por
example, far too much lip service is paid to the new
jobs that non-polluting and renewable sources of
energy can create. Eminent studies by the Commis-
sion itself have already shown that 2m new jobs could
be created in this sector alone. It is a very labour-inten-
sive sector'and moreover, like the niw technology
sector, it is heading for extensive decentralization and
deconcentration. This would also have the advantage
of forcing us to give more thought in the European
decision-making process to a wide range of regional
decision-making centres, structures which could also
contribute to an economic revival.

Mr President, I often find it difficult to escape the
impression that this report has a strong liberarian
slant. A typical example of this is the'Marshall plan
for the Third Vorld'. !7hat might be beneficial to the
European Community is the subject of primary
interest here. But the last decade has taught us that a
purely businesslike approach to development coopera-
tion is not the right approach. Europe must indeed
propose a Marshall Plan to the Third lTorld, but one
that is chiefly based on the needs of the Third Vorld
and only then on Europe's own interests.

These criticisms should not be interpreted as meaning
that making profits is by definition a bad thing. It
must, of course, be possible to make profits if- the
necessary incentive is to be given to companies
willing and having the courage to take these risks. The
profit principle must also create opportunities for
suitable employment in the non-profit sector, because
we cannot afford to maintain an affny of unemployed
without any prospect of finding work for decades on
end. The advances in technology show that very soon
a quarter of the working population will be able to
keep production at its present level, but what social
answer are we going to grve the other three quarters ?

This is an excellent report where it points the
spotlight at the absence of a European policy. It is
obvious, for example, that we urgently need to streng-
then the European monetary and budgetary policieq
to consolidate the intemal markeg to adopt a coordi-
nated approach to scientific research, io combine
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investments in the new technologies and to enlarge

the Regional Fund, but I cannot help thinking that

the Helrman report has adopted too libertarian an

aooroach. It also takes too litile account of the social

.ipro..n and remains completely vague on the social

.Lnr.ntrt that is needed. Nor is enough attention
paid to the social changes that are already emerging'

be that as it may, I do not want to delay European

development by voting against this report, and I shall

therefore abstain.

Mr Eisma (NI). - (NL) Mt President, the- present

situation in the European Community is character-

ized, on the one hand, by an economic, political and

financial crisis and, on the other, by the danger of its

falling way behind in the area of industrial develop-

ment:!7e'believe that neither the neo-Liberal nor the

Social-Democratic movement has an adequate answer

to the problems we face in Europe' Goremments

must stop playing the role of protectors.ol .out-dated
socio.conomii oia..t and become the initiators and

stimulators of processes which renovate structures'

!7e feel in this context that Europe needs a policy of

stimulation. Its object must be to improve and

broaden the positive base of the European economy

so as to strengthen the position of European undertak-

ings in interiational competition. The Proposals put

fofrrard by Mr Albert in particular therefore very

much appeal to us. Ife agee with him that all the

Membei'states of the Community should make a

contribution to a ioint economic impulse commen-

surate with their a'bility and economic position with

respect to balance-of-Payments equilibrium, financing

deficit and inflation. An-expansive poticy of this kind,

which must be stepped up gradually, must be fully

geared to the revivai bf investment' with the emphasis

in infrastructural activities of a European nature and

on what we would call key technologies'

Ve find the plan drawn up by the Tempo-ra-ry Special

Committee falls short oi what is needed in this

respect. It in fact reiects an expansive European

pofi.y. It says that only-countries which have reduced

inflation to less than 4Yo have any scoPe tor an expan-

sive policy. In our opinion, not enough account is

taken of the balanci-of-payment surpluses in the

various Member States, which are a clear sign that

they are undersPending.

D'66 has very recently set out its ideas in 
-a 

concrete

olan entitled 
''Towardi 

a European poliry of economic

itimulation'. It is a plea for a European investment

Drocramme. I shall ihortly be presenting Commis-

lion"er Ortoli with a coPy. Our plans differ in a

number of respects from Mr Albert's, and especially as

resards the timetable for providing the impulse' Ve
beieve the impulse must be stepPed up gradually' not

introduced all at once as Mr Albert ProPoses' I7e also

differ over spending and the financing of the impulse'

It must be'financJd by the Member States and the

European Investment Bank - and we ProPose that a

European investment fund should be set up- for this

prtpot. - and by private industry and the banks' If
ihe'conditions we consider necessary are satisfie4 a
joint impulse consisting of an average of 15000m
ifCU " 

year for a period of four to five years will be

acceptable, in our view.

In the present circumstances, we regard a contribution
to finaircing through an oil levy as less appropriate'

Investment in energy and the environmental sector

must be increased and can be partly stimulated by the

European investment fund which we advocate'

If European proiects offering adequate- PlosPects'
which the nationai authorities are incapable of imple-

menting, are to be set up in the near future, a coordi-

nated e"fiort must be made, with optimal use made of

the know-how of the private and public sectors' Ve
feel there is a great need for European projects- in the

fields of biotechnology, the develoPment of clean

sources of energy, environmental technology' enerS:f

conservation and the development of non-energy-

intensive production Processes and also European

transport systems' For this PurPose, I tln]PomtY

.o*-itt . ior listing European proiects should be set

up, and it should i-nclude- independent. experts' The

composition of this committee should ensure that

".courrt 
is taken not only of large-scale industry but

also of small and medium-sized undertakings' In the

Netherlands the'lTagner Committee' has done excel-

lent work in this field.

Mr Presideng the Herman rePort Pa)'s too little atten-

tion to the reduction of working hours, a different

"o"a*t 
of 'work' and 'non-work'- and of 'paid work'

and 'unpaid work'. 'We find these omissions reSret-

table. The various proposals in the Herman report for

an increase in the 
-resources 

set aside for Community

action are very important, but they do not go far

enough. The propoials correspond to what has been

propJsed in the iast: they want more of the same' By

inir t -."n thai they call for an extension of the

present instruments without coming forward with any

ieally new proposals. Ve find this regrettable, but that

does not mean we shall vote against this report'

Mr Cohen (S). - (NL) Mt President, various

Members on this side of the House have already said

this morning that there is a great deal of good to be

said about Mr Herman's report, but that we are not

completely satisfied with it because - and I should

reatly like to rePeat what the ptevious speaker, Mr

Eisma, has just said - we find that much of what it
says has repeatedly been said before and that it does

not take inough account of new approaches, ap-

proaches other ihan the stimulation of industry'

Of course, we agree that the stimulation of industry, of

economic gro*th in itself should be one of our aims'

But we kn-ow that, if we stop at economic growth, at

new investment oPPortunitiei, as Mr Herman's report

does, two fundamintal matters will be overlooked' Mr
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Herman's report has little to say about them. I am
referring, of course, to stimulation at national level,
which should be coordinated at Community level, and
the question of shorter working hours.

The only slightly less orthodox aspect Mr Herman has
covered in his report is the proposal which has already
been made by Mr Albeg but which has unfortunately
been cast aside by Mr Ortoli this moming. This
concems the 20 000 m ECU for additional stimula-
tion at Community level. That is a step towards a
stimulation policy as we see it, bug as I have said, we
feel the rest of Mr Herman's report comes too close to
the views of Mrs Thatcher and Mr Kohl, with all the
disastrous cons€quences to be seen in their countries.

Vhy are we calling for lo/o stimulation in such coun-
tries as the Pederal Republic, the United Kingdom
and the Netherlands, countries which we believe
satisfy the economic conditions for actually aking
advantage of this stimulus ? \Pe are calling for this -and I am now thinking principally of my own
country, the Netherlands - because, for example, the
productivity of labour in the Netherlands rose by 2o/o

last year, and that should therefore make 2%
economic Srowth possible, but economic growth has
remained at l.5o/o, perhaps even 170. Vhy? Because
the good the increase in productivity has done is
being undone by the continuing policy of the Dutch
Govemment - the Conservative Govemment, the
right wing in this Assembly - of cuts and restraints
and by the fact that no account is taken of the
moderate wage increases of the recent past or of the
improvement in productivity that has already been
achieved through the introduction of the new technol-
ogies. The scope that has been created for this is not
being exploited, in Germany, the United Kingdom or
the Netherlands.

Nor are we the only ones to point to the real issue,
although the impression given here today is that we
on the left of the House are the only ones to be
calling for a stimulation policy of this kind. That is
not true. The Organization for Economic Cooperation
and Development has said the same and referred to
three countries specifically: the Pederal Republic, the
United Kingdom and the Netherlands. And the
Commission of the European Communities, in the
introduction to its farm price proposals this year,
devotes an interesting passage to the problem of world-
wide demand, in which it saya, and I quote: 'One of
the most disturbing aspects of the present recession is
the stagnation and even decline in demand at world
level and the associated decline in intemational trade'.
And this is precisely what we are seeing in our
intemal market: demand is declining, and this also
means tha! even though investment is being stimu-
lated, private investors are unwilling to invest, because
all they can see is that demand is waning.

It is exacdy the same with shorter working hours. Of
course, far greater emphasis must be placed on the

reduction of working hours than in Mr Herman's
report. Vhy ? Not only for social reasons. Of course,
the present level of unemployment is socially unaccep-
table and inconceivable and cannot be explained away
by anyone, cannot be dismissed with ease and facility
as has been done in Mr Herman's report But there
are also arguments for far more direct measures to
tackle unemployment than are now being taken,
because unemployment - and this is the economic
aspect of the matter - leads to the rejection of tech-
nological innovation. Let me quote what Mr Albert
has said : 'Unemployment leads to protectionism, to
fear of innovation, simply to protect what jobs there
are.' And that is precisely what we do not want. Ve
do not want to protect old jobs, we want to create new
ones, and we want to share the work in such way that
unemployment no longer has these adverse economic
effects.

Mr Presideng various speakers - Mr von Bismarck,
Sir Fred Catherwood, Mr Ortoli himself - have called
for consensus today. Ve are not opposed to
consensus, we are in favour of consensus because we
know thal without it, the basis for economic grofih,
which is what we also wang will not be found. But as
long as consensus is construed solely in right-wing
terms, the right wing itself will make this consensus
an impossibility.

Mrs Velz (PPE). - (DE) Mr President, ladies and
Sentlemen, I should like to begrn by extending my
thanks to the rapporteur, Mr Herman, for his tnrly
considerable effort. It cannot have been an easy ta$k
to sift through the multitude of contributions, both by
members of this House and by various expertsn and
draw up a comprehensive report. Each individual
tends to be of the opinion, on the basis of his respec-
tive specialized area, that he is best qualified to locate
the kem of the crisis.

This report was drawn up on the initiative of Sir Pred
Catherwood, who had also been instrumental in
commissioning the Albert-Ball report. I should like to
refer to some statements made by Mr Albert which, I
believe, provide the key. In the publication commemo-
rating the anniversary of the European Investment
Bank, entitled 'Investing in Europe's Future', Mr
Albert has stated:'It is characteristic of the European
economy that rising unemployment represents an
obstacle to investment and, by extension, to growth'.
He goes on to add that the three factors, employment,
investment and grov*h are interdependent. He then
states : 'Unemployment is the most crucial problem
because of its negative effects' in cases where, for
example, industrial concerns, wary of laying off
workers, decide to economize on investment. This
leads, among others, to new technology not being
inhoduced, a process which ultimately gives rise to
the well-known technolegical gap. But perhaps the
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most important of Mr Albert's statements is the

following-: 'Unemployment kills all hope in the

future'. Ve are aware of the consequences only too

well. In the international arena, Protectionism and

trade conflict; within the Community, the same

thing: protectionism which is lutile, other. than

p.oiaing, at the very most, a breathing space of a few

months f economically, falling investment in the face

of stagnating profits; and for the citizens themselves,

a lack of solidarity with their neighbours or, at worst'

complete indifference. Loss of hope, therefole' Slve!
rise to a fall in investment accompanied in rapid

succession by a loss of competitiveness which in turn

must ultimaiely be paid for by further iob losses'

But this is exactly where the bridge to the future is to

be found and, if not the sole factor, it must certainly

be considered the most critical, namely investment in
the new technologies; for it constitutes simultane-

ously investment in competitiveness and in .employ-
ment. It is often said thai it is better to employ indi-

viduals than machines. This is flawed reasoning' As

we have known for a long time now, there is no s'ay

of .halting the march of technology nor would it, for

that matter, be desirable. On the contrary, we must

take advantage of it'

Until recently Europe had a pivotal role in, amongst

otherc, the technological sector. Such a position

."rrnoi be maintained in the absence of very high

levels of investment. The trade statistics already reveal,

to an extent, an ominous picture. Globally the

Community is a net importer of technological

products, aibeit still oc'cupying the leading position as

an exporter of advanced technologies. The Commu-

nity s 
- 
slide can be gauged from the fact. that our

imports - excepting exclusively technological goods

- have a higher technology content than our own

exports. lTheiever the subiect of-the new technolo-

giis is broached it invariably re{en t9 space tech-

iology, biotechnology and the information technolo-

gies.-*e ought to tear in mind however, that there

ire other technological products which are used in

our small and medium-sized industries, in offices and

in our daily lives. They constitute the few sectors in

which we h.te mat aged to achieve some growth in

the course of the pist few years' The creation of

employment in the new technological -sectors, 
as

opiotia to traditional areas, has often been ques-

ti'oired. The end-products of the new technologies

have a far wider market, for they resolve problems

better and more rapidly. If the Community fails to
provide such products they will he ourchased from

ih. Unit.d Staies or Japan. It has also been suggested

that the sluggishness of the Community s re-covery' as

compared wiit, tt 
"t 

of Japan or the United States, can

be aitributed to the higher costs borne by our industry

in having to comply with environmental and safety

noffns. ihete m"y Le some truth in this but why,

then, do we fail to seize the opportunity of tuming
our more stringent norms in this sector into a show-

case of desirable technologies ? Once the

research has been undertaken, and as soon
initial
as the

Community has gone on to comPlete the common
market, an imposing market for such products would

be available to us.

Finally, we have a tendency to over-indulge- in
compiaints and/or pleas to the United States to refrain
from one policy oianother so as not to rock the boat.

IThilst it il undeniable that the market represented by

the United States is a crucial one it should not be

forgotten that the Community's intemal market

coitains 270 million citizens' Let us first make the

necessary investment in our own Community; once

that has been achieved we can look to the future with
hope and exPectation.

(Applause from tbe Centre)

Mr Hutton (ED). - Mr President, I want to dwell
for a moment on the role which regional policy can

play in getting our unemployed-people back to work'

Mf gfoup backs the Community's suPPot f9r regronal

potiiy 
"na 

the continuing efforts of this Parliament to

put rno.. realistic sums into the European |egronal
bevelopment Fund' That fund has certainly given

much more back to my country of Scotland than we

have put into it. It has helped to lay down good roads,

to elictrify railways, build factories and workshops,

and it has helped to buy business advice for new small

businesses.

That surely must be the lesson that we should be

taking to heart in using regional policy to stimulate

iobs. Ve do not need to spend money on large and

expensive proiects. They may be spectacular, but very

oftin they create very few iobs for the very large sums

involved. It is often the smaller and the less glam-

orous but the locally important business which can

really benefit from help and advice, in particular those

people keen to invest redundancy money in working
ior themselves. They have skills, but often lack the

business knowledge.'I am sure that the availability-of
good advice is is valuable to them as cash. The

Lommunity has already been doing this in a small

way and pirhaps we should think of expanding this

part of our regional policy activities'

One of the things which has alwa1rc concerned me has

been the preference for lending very large sums which

have tended to encourage only big proiecs' I am

pleased to see that the Community s lending instru-
ments are enabling European funds to be made avail-

able in realistically smaller amounts, and I hope we

shall see the movement in this direction continue'

The most important movement must be towards

regional s,rppo.t for proiects which maximize iobs' I
.ri it fa"oui of a much Sreater degree of discretion in
our regional policy which will give us the chance to

see th;t our funds for regional aid go to those proiects

which will not only Senerate iobs directly, but also

generate them in those small suppliers to aided

proiects.
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Ory ol the problems which is making regional policy
difficult to apply is that unit costs and wage ratei have
become remarkably companble, regardless of which
part of the country they are in. There is less and less
underllng reason for entrepreneurs to set up and
absorb available labour in areas of high unemploy-
ment. Now, if people are going to be serious about
knocking unemployment on the head in the regions,
they are going to have to look seriously at wage differ-
entials in different parts of each country and in
different parts of the Community.

The European Commission has begnn to try to coordi-
nate the activities of its various regional instnrments.
But I believe that we may need to take an even more
radical view. I am sure that we could improve the
regional effect of our instruments if we were to draw
our structural funds together into one or two large
instruments which could take a broad integrated vi&
of the job problems of our underdeveloped areas and
our depressed old industrial areas.

I believe that it would be a serious mistake for the
Commission to create any new structural instruments.
New measures, such as tranqport infrastructure or help
for the Mediterranean areas, which we are to debate
later in the week, must be drawn into the framework
of the Communitys existing stnrctural instruments if
we are not to waste a lot of time and money on coordi-
nation instead of action. Since Commissioner Ortoli is
here, may I ask him to take this thought back to his
colleagues as a contribution to helping make our Euro-
pean regional effort more effective.

President - I have an announcement to make
before continuing the debate. I have received two
motions for resolutions with request for an early vote,
to wind up the debate on the oral question by Mr
Piquet i.e. from Mr Beazley and othen (Doc.l-filga)
and from Mr Piquet and others (Doc. l-82l84).

Mr Adamou (COM). 
- (GR) Mr President, all these

plans for the Community's economic recovery have
one common aim : to safeguard the profits of the
monopolies and to load the burden of the drawn out
economic crisis on to the workers, more precisely on
to the workers and national economies of weak coun-
tries like my own. Following on that of Mr Spinelli for
European Union, the plan for European economic
recovery is the second ambitious dtaft to come before
the European Parliament. Of cource, its contents are
restrained in comparison with the Spinelli draft
because it deals with short and medium-term
measures for implementation at both the Community
and national level.

!7ith his report Mr Herman makes the role of the
EEC as a class-structured entity in the senrice of the
monopolies crystal clear, and with his plan for
recovery he is bent on abolishing the rights of the
workers. For what else could it mean when he asserts
that the crisis in the Community is exclusively the

fault of the worken on the grounds thag allegedln
ttrey have increased their incomes and level of iocial
protertion, although it is common knowledge thet in
the Community today there are 70 million people in
deprived circumstances, people whose incomes erc
below the poverty line ? Vhen he rnakes the claim
that industrial competitiveness has hllen becanse of
workers' supposedly high wages, although it i6
common knowledge that the monopolies ari making
lnoney hand over fist and getring their capial away to
the USA where interest rates are high instead of
investing it. Vhen he maintains that thi sate budge-
tary deficits are a consequence of the cost of subsid-
izing the unemployed whom the s:/st€,m itself has put
out of work and who now number 15 million. On ihe
basis of this reasoning the recovery plan recommends
the reduction of workers' wages and purchasing
power, lower social security spending, the abandonl
ment of automatic indexing systemi, the spreading
out of unemployment among the wider wbrkforci
with the introduction of part-time working, the reduc-
tion ol working time with a commensurate drop in
incomes and absolute freedom for the movement and
circulation of capital.

In Greece's case, Mr Presideng these measures would
have disastrous consequences. The participation of
foreign undertakings in the state marke-ts would
directly hit Greek compa.nies which would thus be
deprived- of important growth resourc€s. The integrr-
tion of the capital market would make the oudloi of
capital from our country into a permanent feature and
reduce investment potential. The harmonization of
taxation and the improvement of the tax incentives'
available to the monopolies would cut budget rcvenue
and.thus the capacity for creating new jobs through
public sector expansion.

The creation of limited companies in European law
deprive the state of all control over large undirtakings.
The Community's monopolies are seil ing to exE;d
their supra-national activities and to evade all sate
control of their efforts to stop the workers fighting for
life and their rights and above all else for-the most
precious right of all, the right to work.

In-our country, Mr Presiden! economic recovery can
only.be achieved by strengthening and improving the
public ,sector, by nationalizing the main induitrial
branches,-by blngrng the monopolies to heel and by
guaranteeing the workers a good sandard of living.
To sum up, the plan for economic recovery demon-
strates yet again that Greece cannot develop within
the stifling climate imposed by the EEC's monopolies,
that it needs to leave the Community and puniue an
independent economic policy of its own. For these
reasons we shall vote against Mr Herman's report and
plan.

Mr.Petronio (NI). - (IT)W president, at one stage
during the work of our Special Temporary Committie
on European Bconomic Recovery 

- prolessor Alberg
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who is the editor of the French Plan, pulled out of his
pocket - doubtless to amaze us all - a sort of credit
card, or at least so it appeared. It was in fact a calcu-
lator, which came from Japan, cost only I dollar, and

had a special characteristic: it was everlasting. It was

powered by sunlight or electric light. And Professor

Albert, thinking back to a time two thousand years

ago, and paraphrasing Cato - who, displafng the
fresh figs from Carthage had then exclaimed,
'Carthago delenda ssl' - exclaimed in turn 'Tokio
delenda est'.

This is not the spirit of the resolution that we are

about to vote on, and which we of the Italian political
Right will vote in favour of. But undoubtedly it is

symbolic of a challenge, a challenge that comes to us

from the area of the Rising Sun. But from another
area, another ocean - no longer the Pacific ocean,

but the Atlantic - we hear tha! from the year 2000

onwards, on the intemational market - or, rather, on
the United States market - only 2o/o of. today's

products will then still be in existence; that only 3Yo

of the industrial population will be as it is todan and

that 50% of world industry will be dominated by the
electronics sector, information handling technology,
computers, calculators, and robots. And that in addi-
tion, the expenditure in the United States on software

- the computer's intelligence and memory - will
equal the entire expenditure on energy - oil, coal,

methane.and nuclear power - of the United States of
America.

Ve are on the way, therefore, to a world in which the
'star' firms - those with a super-high technological
and scientific content - will have the leading roles in
the world market. 'IVe are moving towards d gre t
form of innovation - new research, increasingly
accurate and applied, and new technology.

But in order to tackle this immense sector, and to
cnoss over this new frontier that is opening up before

Burope, financial resources are necessary. Ve have the
brains: the stock of humanity flourishes well here;
the Universities were born here ; Galileo, Kepler and
many others, whom it is unnecessary to name, were

born here. But we have also got money: Europe's

savings amount to the equivalent of '100 million
million Italian lire.

But we are spending this money badly, we are dissi-
pating it. One Government Pursues a policy of auste-

rity, and one a policy of expansion. In addition, we are

financing American public sector indebtedness - 500

million million - to the extent of almost 20o/o. Our
capital is chasing the high American rates of interest,
and is not taking root in Europe. I7e are wasting 16

million million lire a year on the Customs, and every

European worker must do a week's work free to keep

the Customs going, and with them all the technical
obstacles in the way of foreign trade. I7e can no

longer afford the brain drain, to Canada, South Africa,

the United States and elsewhere. Bug in order to stop
the brain drain we need new policies, because that is
what brains are for.

For new policies resources are needed, and we

consider it very important that the Herman report
again refers to the need to set up a European stock
exchange. In the United States, two thirds of
American savingp go to the American Stock
Exchanges; in our case, the figure is only one third.
The New York Stock Exchange alone provides capial
equivalent to 670/o of the capital provided by the
stock exchanges of all Europe.

And so those are the lines on which we have to worl
abolishing Customs frontiers, abolishing the frontiers
of capital - which is split up and caged in water-
tight compartments - promoting the free circulation
of goods, people, services and risk.capital, so as to
create, even through our own budget, the new policies,
the biotechnology, the nuclear fusion programme, the
Esprit programme, the space programme, the air navi-
gation fleet cooperation programme, the creation of
the inventors'centre at Isprq the research in the field
of solar energy - where Adrano is only a small,
isolated example - in the biomass sector, in the recy'
cling and re-use of urban industrial waste down to the
last ounce, in coal gasification, and so on.

Once these common policies are under way they will
form a spiral that will oblige politicians - whether of
the right, the centre, the left or the centreJeft - to
operate within ideologically confined spaces, within a

space of European research, of European innovation,
of new European enterprise, of new European finan-
cial conception, which will oblige them to do what
they don't want to do at the various summits, because

they will be conditioned by our work and the work,
the talent and the capabilities of the new generations.

(Applause from oarious bencbes)

IN THE CHAIR: MR NIKOLAOU

Vice'President

Mr Glinne (S). - (FR) W President, ladies and
gentlemen, the Socialist Group spent a long time
discussing Mr Herman's report on economic recovery.

In committee, we voted against it and we shall do so

again in plenary sitting, at least if some of our funda-
mental amendments are not approved. I7e shall do so,

not because we are against Europe's economic
recovery, but on the contrary, because we do not want
something that will be only recovery in name, re-

gardless of its content and of its cost. \[hat we want
to achieve above all is iobs for Europe's workers and

an end to unemploymeng that scourge of Europe in
the 1980s.

I7e hold against the Herman report the following
fundamental shortcominp.
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Firsl we believe that economic recovery and the
improvement of the employment situation cannot be
left to the free play of the market forces alone. Ve
cannot therefore accept that the elimination of the
obstacles to the free movement of capital will of itself
produce an efficient distribution of the resources avail-
able.

Secondly, we cannot disregard the need for close
social consensus on the policies to be applied, nor can
we accept that workers should be excluded from the
decision-making process.

Thirdly, the Herman report excludes all fiscal incen-
tive from its plans for economic recovery posing the
struggle against inflation as the supreme priority.
Incidentally, the recommendation from the trade
unions - repeatedly reasserted by the European
Trade Union Confederation - that in each Member
State 1% of the GNP should be allocated for invest-
ment aimed at economic recovery has been igaored in
the report.

Mr President, let me say here a few words about
Belgium where the Socialist Party has opted for a

policy of reconstmcting the industrial base through
what we call 'selective recovery' ; the matter is there-
fore relevant to our debate. Vell, those who support
the Herman approach are very sceptical about such a
policy. But there is an interesting exception in the
non-socialist economist, Paul Lowenthal, who is the
head of the Institute of Economic Research (IRES) at
the Catholic University of Louvain. In the Catholic
paper Lc Rappcl this professor wrote something very
relevant to this debate : 'No proposal is really valid
unless it manaSes to satisfy a number of very strict
criteria : it must be based on an accumte analysis of
the crisis; it must combine medium or long-term.
objectives (such as employrneng industrial reorganiza-
tion) with due regard to more immediate constraints
which are both financial and social; it must also
combine a visionary approach with social and political
realism'. The professor adds:'It is not to say that I am
embracing socialism if, together with many other
people, by no means all of the Left, I say that as

between Mr Spitaels and Mrs Thatcher, it is the
chairman of the Socialist Party who is right.'

Professor Lowenthal considers that the Socialist Party
has the right formula for Belgium's long-term struc-
tural policy. Let me quote him again : "The Socialist
Party recognizes and says that all generalized initia-
tives must come from the EEC, if not the OECD (...)
It also says that an overall contribution could result
from a selective approach and efforts to improve effi-
ciency'. I would be glad to quote at more length this
eminent economic thinker.

In conclusion let me say that it is precisely this lack
of an overall contribution that we hold against Mr
Herman's report. The implementation of a Commu-
nity industrial policy should also command the
consensus of the social partners concemed, especially

the worken. Otherwise it will not succeed. But
Europe, with its official figure of 13 million unem-
ployed, cannot afford such failure.

(Applausc)

Mr Brok (PPE). - (DE) Mr Presiden! ladies and
gentlemen, Mr Papantoniou has claimed on behalf of
the Socialists to be the sole spokesman for vorkers'
interests. I would take issue with this in the strongest
possible terms while reiterating that the philosophy
which undeqpins the social market economy is that
which best ensures personal liberty, viability, indi-
vidual benefits for all, and collective equity, for it is an
economic system rooted in the fundamental principle
of power-sharing.

Ve wish to preclude concentration of power, be it in
the hands of the large undertakings, the unions or the
state. Such power concentrations, wherever they
prevail, inevitably give rise to bureaucracy and ineffi-
ciency culminating in fewer benefits for the individual
and a curtarlnrent of liberties. These reasons have led
us to table an amendment, the tenure of which is a
conviction of the decisive role which can be played
by, among others, codetermination in the form
adopted by our Parliameng the Vredeling directive on
transfrontier concems and worker participation in
productive capital in reaching a social cons€nsus
involving workers and entrepreneurs, that is to san dl
sections of society, equally, in the decision-making
process and in the outcome thereof, whether positive
or negative. This would create the ideal preconditions
in which all forces in the Community could be mobi-
lized in the service of restoring economic recovery to
the Community.

Turning to the Socialist Group, I would remind them
that social consensus is not synonymous with wider
state involvement, for it is the workers who are invari-
ably saddled with the cost of the latter. It will suffice
to examine the evolution of the public sector in our
own respective Member States. For the Community as
a whole expenditure in this sector has risen from 37
to 5l o/o of gross national product over the past 15
years. It is the workers, and no one else, who finance
the greater part of this expenditure in the form of
direct wage taxation. Your efforts on behalf of the
worker take the form of relieving him of the money
he has in one pocke! part of which is then spent on
bureaucrary, and transferring to his other pocket what
remains. By slimming down the public sector we
envisage giving the workers higher incomes from the
outset, thereby initiating a demand-oriented policy. It
is an axiom that when the state takes less, the indi-
vidual, whether a firm or a worker, has more dispos-
able income. Free of the obligation to finance a costly
bureaucrary he is thus better able to manage his
resources.

Tuming to the idea mooted by Mr Papantoniou and
Mr Glinne, of making available I o/o ol the GNP from
Member State budgets to stimulate the economy, this
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is really something the socialist Finance and Econo-
mics Minister, Jacques Delors, in the light of France's

painful experience, could have made you wise on. In a

radio interview this year he said that he could well
imagine why some people felt disaffected with
socialism. He added that artificid measures to stimu-
late demand and finance employment which have

ceased to be economically viable must be stoPPed, for
they result in job losses. ^A policy of state-Promoted
economic stimulation led to economic growth via
foreign credit. What was needed was increased

exports, an end to inflation and a strong currency.

Must we then all go through the painful Process exPe-

rienced by France in 1981 and 1982 before we come

to our senses, .rs your party colleague Jacques Delors
has been obliged to, or is it not better to take a leaf

out of Jacques Delors' book and pursue the appro-
priate policies from the ouset ?

To accompany the foregoing necessary measures

Community policy ought to focus particular attention
on two weapons in its arsenal in combating unemploy-
ment. To begin with we must extend the intemal
common market. The fact that inter-Community
barriers to trade are resulting in superfluous bureaucra-

cy-related expenditure of some DM 30 to 35 million
per year should lead us to conclude that it is not so

much the Community which is too costly, but rather
the non-Community !

Ve do not need state-sponsored economic stimula-

tion or employment programmes. Let us dispense

with nonsensical national bureaucracies, thereby
giving Community firms sufficient air to breathe, with
a view to taking up the Japanese and American
economic gauntlet, and creating employment in the
Community to boot. Let the Community adopt a

common research policy. The Community as a whole
has a research outlay twice as high as that of Japan
and we can only come uP with half the number of
products having industrial application. Let us get our
act together. Far from costing employment, it actually

creates it.

Fully 80 % of the microelectronic-related products
used in the Community are manufactured in third
countries, Let us produce such products ourselves, and

create employment in the Process ! !7hen one sees

that in the United States in the past 20 years some 35

million new jobs have been created, of which 80 % in
enterprises with a workforce of less than 500, then

surely this must mean that what we need is not a

massive programme of economic stimulation, which
in any event tends to oPerate to the advantage of the
mammoth concerns, but rather to provide enterprises

with sufficient air to breathe so that, with the help of
a completed internal common market and a judicious

research policy, the groundwork will have been laid

for the Community's small- and medium-sized under-

takings to function as they see fit and, once this has

been achieved, I can assure you that they will help put
the Community back on its feet !

(ApplausQ

Mr Moreland (ED). - Mr President, like previous
speakers I would like to congratulate our raPPorteur

on doing an excellent iob in taking from the Albert
and Ball-report, which I regard as an excellent rePort'
the important points and transposing them into the
resolution that we have before us. I believe that this is

a very important report because I always think of my
early days when I began to believe that my country
should join the European Community. It was apinst
the backgound of being a student looking at nine-
teenth century economic history where one saw the

example of what was to become Germany and one

saw the example of what was to become the United
States, where the development of those countries and
the removal of all the intemal barriers transformed
their economies and made them the dynamic
economies of the late nineteenth century. That is
surely a lesson for the Community. I have always

believed that my country should ioin the Community
because it would create an internal market without
barrien. The importance of the Albert and Ball report
and the Herman report is this essential point: we

have not as yet created the internal market. If we are

to have economic recovery, then we must push ahead

and develop the internal market, and I believe that
time is not on our side in this. The more we maintain
the barriers, the more we are, of course, giving way to
our competitors in the Far East and the United States

who have dynamic economies with a free internal
market.

So I would hope that after this summit the Commu-
nity will, in fact, get down to the business of really
creating a common market in services, a common
market without non-technical barriers, a common
market which really does have a competition policy.
Unless one creates efficiency within the Community,
you won't have jobs. It is all very well for Members -
particularly on the other side of this House - to talk
about the need to have shorter working hours etc' but
you will not achieve that until you have achieved the
basic strength of the European Community in terms
of its intemal market.

I know that there are times when many Members in
this Parliament talk with great fewour about the
intemal market and yet something will come up and

they will say, well that ought to be an exception. So

often I find, for example, on the competition rules -and I am all in favour of competition - that nearly
every time we have a competition issue I get a lobby
from a company or an industry saying they ought to
be the exception. I notice Mr von Bismarck smiling at

that. If I were to use the words beer, insurance, etc.,

etc ? Air fares are the classic example where I think
this Parliament ought to be more forthright in getting
rid of the nonsense of the lack of competition
between our airlines. There is a lot we must do and we

have to stand up and fight for it.
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That is, in my view, the essential part of the Albert
and Ball report. It talks about Europe and non-Eu-
rope. Ve are still in the stage of non-Europe and we
have to develop into the stage wher€ we are Europe. I
actually found Mr Glinne's speech rather miserable in
this respect. He is a bit of a misery if I may say so.
He doesn't feel the enthusiasm for the common
market which the Treaty of Rome intended. I would
hope that the basis of this report - and I also hope,
incidentally, that Parliament will support my Amend-
ment No 57 to this effect - will be really to give the
drive to create the internal markel I believe if we do
not do tha! we might as well forget about the future
of the Community.

(Applause)

Mr Kyrkos (COM). - (GR) Mr Moreland asks for
enthusiasm, Mr Presidenl I will speak with enthu-
siasm but in an entirely opposite direction. The

. Herman report contains some of the most systematic
research and proposals of European conservatism on
the crucial subject of economic recovery in the
Community. Vhere what I would call technocratic
solutions are proposed there can easily be identity of
view on all sides of this House. Vhere there will be
fundamental disagreement is in reply to the question:
who will have to pay for the recovery or how can we
move out of the crisis without reducing the incomes
of working people and without threatening the
existing level and future growth of the social provision
they have won ?

In response to this crucial question the economic
thinking and policy of the the European Right, and
particularly of the Greek Righg starts from the
assumption thet as the cake gets smaller working
people should gradually be restricted to the crumbs
with the rest being swallowed up by business in order
to boost investment, but also in order to keep the
system of the economic imperative and political domi-
nance intact. As regards investment, however, business
prefers to cross the Atlantic, while the reporg instead
of adopting the Papandreou proposal for putting a
stop to this flow, makes shamefaced recommendations
for further cooperation.

As far as the broader aspects,of r€c,overy are Cdncerned
we must say again that the only way for Europe to get
out of the crisis is for it to resolve the contradiction
whereby it looks for protection to the power which is
at the same time its greatest economic and trade
competitor.

The world cannot withstand the insane arms race
which squanders capital at the rate of I million
dollars a minute and leaves no scope for productive
investment in Europe. The plundering of the Third
I7orld countries is drastically reducing the size of
their markets and creating huge build-ups of Commu-
nity-made goods. The trend for workers in the

Community to slip to the economic level of their
counterparts in the newly-industrialized countries in
order to fuel a new'economic miracle' will destroy the
Community's internal market iust as the haughty
short-sightedness of northern European leaden is grad-
ually reducing the market size in the south of the
Community.

Some days ago in Rome a million workers demon-
strated for the economy and society to be given new
direction. That message is worth a'hundrei analyses.
Can this House hear and understand it ?

In spite of everphing the European labour movement
and the {orces of capital could vie with each other -and there is nothing paradoxical about this - in the
pursuit of recovery with the following policies :

- A policy of peace and autonomy towards both the
USA and the USSR in order to goad or, better still,
force them into agreements on the reduction of
arms expenditure so that these resources can be
used fEr-productive investment in Europe and the
Third !7orld. The USA can do nothing without
the sanction of Europe and this fact should be
understood and fully exploited.

- A policy of economic expansion aimed towards
the markets of the Third Vorld and eastem bloc
countries based on the principle of mutual benefit.

- A policy for stimulating internal demand,
combating unemployment and increasing social
expenditure.

- An industrial restructuring policy aimed at
economic convergence and with joint investment
initiatives in areas of high technology.

These policies would require a change in the Commu-
nity-s orientational thinking capabl- of reversing the
slide towards deadlock and disintegration and of
working to the benefit of all social forces. They would
require an increase in own resources, as the price to
be paid for development that is, because without this
Europe will sink into social crisis and then it will
certainly be even harder to make sure of these
resources. Lastly, they would require that the workers
be given a new role in state and Community institu-
tions, in the economy and in factories.

The problem of recovery in the Community is a polit-
ical one and it is worth our while to make the
maximum effort to achieve the necessary under-
standing between us and to find the way towards
convergence. This does not come out in the Herman
report and therefore the internal Communist Party of
Greece will be voting against it.

Mr Alexiadis (NI). - (GR) Mr President and
colleagues, the report by the Committee for European
Economic Recovery contains many objective asser-
tions but does not indicate solutions. It speaks of
economic convergence, of global approaches to situa-
tions and of other such resounding things, but specific
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measures for specific problems are still lacking. Ve
are not criticizing Mr Herman for this. He has done a
painstaking iob and deserves the House's praise. The
weakness of the report lies in the attempt to reconcile
diametrically opposed views.

They talk about new policies. However, no one has

taken the trouble to answer the question as to what
these new policies will consist of, except to refer to
them in terms of generalities about social consensus,
macroeconomic plans and structural changes, etc., and
from our colleague, Mr Papantoniou, has come the
innovative proposal that the countries which have the
good fortune not to have socialist govemment should
reflate their economies with the wealth produced
being distributed to those countries which do have

socialist rule. They talk about closing the g"P between

Europe and the United States and Japan and assume

that the way to do this is by reducing working hours
with wages staying the same or going even higher.
They talk about increasing investment but also of
reducing the very profits which fuel this investment.
About economies in private expenditure, but with
equanimity about increased squandering by the states.

About fighting inflation when what many countries
have is cost inflation with commensurate lessening of
demand resultiqg in capital which could be used to
create new jobs being used to subsidize unemploy-
ment. A British colleague was quite right to say that
the problem of recovery has a political side as well as

its economic dimensions. The fact is that Europe at
present is gtipped by a sense of insecurity. An insecu-
rity with two faces, the one intemal arising out of the
constantly intensifying political strife, and the other
external due to the lack of real d6tente between East

and !7est. The flight of capital from Europe, not to
Switzerland any more but to the United States and

Canada this time, is an expression of this twin insecu-
rity. Along with organizational shortcomings it is this
insecurity which is also driving Europe's best brains to
the United States.

Vithout restoration of the necessary sense of security,
without proper organization, without the judicious but
not uncontrolled play of market forces, economic
recovery will remain a midsummer night's dream'

Mr G. Fuchs (S). - (FR) Mr President, ladies and

gentlemen, the concept of a concerted recovery of the

economies in Europe takes as its starting point t'wo

common-sense observations.

The first is that a coordinated effort by the Commu-
nity countries will be much more effective than the
same effort performed by any one country on its own.
The reason is, simply, that the extemal constraints
against which any recovery must struggle, are, in

effect, halved. That is the basic finding of the Albert-
nnd Ball report where the importance of the multi-
plier effect of economic Srowth is stressed.

The second observation is that it will not do to re-start

our economic machirre in its present shape, but that it

is a matter of urgency to make our productive appa-
ratus more up-to-date and more efficient. In this case,

too, it is obvious that in view of the size of investment
required for research and development in the new
technologies, cooperation among the Ten will consid-
erably reduce the effort, which must in any case be
made. Ve do need an effort" and we need a concerted
effort. But when we come down to practical proposals,
we must also ensure that the effort is made in the
right direction. And this is where the trouble starts,
because now divergences appear, divergences which
arise from fundamentally opposed assessments of the
roots of the crisis.

iccording to some, and this includes our rapporteur,
these roots are obvious and mainly due to the
economic climate. The price of oil has quadrupled;
the Europeans have not accepted the lowering of pay
and social benefits needed to pay for the energy bill.
As a result profits have dropped, and so therefore have
ihvestments, leading to an economic slow-dos,n and
loss of competitiveness.

According to others, and that includes almost the
entire left side of this hemicycle, the origins of the
crisis are essentially structural and geopolitical. At the
root is the exhaustion of the traditional sectors which
carried the economy in the 1950s and 1960s and a

drop in profits which the dominant power, the United
States, tried for a time to offset by inflationary policies
and the unlimited printing of dollars.

According to us, it was only later - and as a reaction
to the basic situation - that there appeared, on the
one hand, the petroleum shock, with the absurd series

of deflationary measures undertaken individually
which were supposed to re-establish an equilibrium
for all, and, on the other, the present break-neck acce-
leration of the third technological revolution with the
changes and the job-losses it creates.

Some will say this is a very abstract quarrel and will
say, not without reason, that economic analysis can be

very off-putting. But behind the experts' arguments
there lie profoundly different political implications.

Let me take three examples to demonstrate how close
is the link between differing economic assessments

and their consequences in everyday life, let me, to put
it bluntly, show you the consequences of the differing
recovery policies of the Right and of the Left.

!7hat is it that Mr Herman proposes ? First, he sug-
gests a 'downward adjustment of wages and social
benefits', hoping this will revive investment. But what
businessman is going to invest in the face of declining
demand ? Unless it should be a public investor - but
I doubt that is what Mr Herman had in mind. !7ell
then, we need better control of real incomes than we

had after l973,but it should be control to ensure that
incomes rise in line with the development of phpical
productive capacity and it should be accompanied by
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some thought as to how those incomes should be
distributed. How can you expect, Mr Herman, a
consensus as to the need to make a greater effort or
sacrifice, if it should be shared as unequally as it has
been in the past ?

Secondly, the rapporteur admits - and I pay tribute
to him for this - that economic growth alone will
not reduce unemployment within a reasonable time.
True enough. But then one would expect some addi-
tional bold proposals, especially as regards a reduction
of working time. Alas, all that Mr Herman seems to
have seen in the Albert-Ball report is references to
part-time working and flexible working. And even
tlen, one senses some hesitation in his use of these
terms. Of cou$e, ineptly carried out, introduction of a

35-hour week can create some harmful problems of
competitiveness. But this change can both lead to
Sreater efficiency and more iobs if it is negotiated at
the level of each undertaking and both the hours of
machinery utilization and future wages trends are
worked ouL The Albert:Ball report mentions in this
connection the possibility of creating three million
iobs within three years. How can we disregard in our
situation such a powerful means of fighting unemploy-
ment ?

Finally, stating that revival of dernand in the Third
Vorld is of vital importance for our economic
recovery incidentally, why should increased
demand in the Third Vorld be beneficial to us and
not demand in our own markets ? - Mr Herman is
very timid in his proposals. The United States, true
enough, are still preventing any serious resumption of
the North-South dialogue. But to say merely that as
regards the Lom6 Convention - the financial content
of which depends entirely on our decision - 'the
achievements should be at least maintained, if not
improved' seems to me tragically inadequate. Even the
Brussels Commission was recently proposing that the
amount of aid should be doubled !

In conclusion, Mr President, ladies and gentlemen : In
speaking as I have, have I been guilry as Mr Herman
was a little scornfully suggesting, of indulging in poli-
tics ? Let me reply loudly and clearty: Yes, I am
indulging in politics. And so are you, Mr Herman,
though you do not admit ig when you put forward
your proposals. In the face of the problem of Europe's
concerted economic recovery there is no single answer
that is better than others. The answer depends on the
assessment of the objective situation; on this we
agree. But it also depends on our analysis of the crisis

- and in this we differ; and it depends above all on
the answer - which for me is explicit, for you
implicit - to the question: Should the recovery
benefit a minoriry or the majority ? It is at this point
that our ways part.

Mr P6ttering (PPE). - (DE) To begin with, may I
refer to regional policy and, in so doing, extend my

thanks, on behalf of my group, to Mr Herman for his
very erudite and forward-looking report. The report is
entitled ,'Programme for European Economic
Recovery'. A prerequisite for drawing up a plan -and this applies just as much to regional policy as to
all the other policy areas with which the House is
concerned - is knowing whether, when the time
comes, this European Community will ag"ain be able
to make declstons.

Tiis means in particuhr that we musl in a global
Community political context, take a courageous step
forward, towards the completion of what this House
called for in February that is, towards Buropean polit-
ical union by adopting the draft treaty present d by
Parliament, thereby creating the necessary Commu-
nity decision-making instrument. Ve cannot tolerate
much longer the current situation in which one
Community Member Sate is able to block the deci-
sion-making process. In other words what is now
called for is a political step.

I would now like to turn to regional policy: the
regional imbalance within the Community is being
accentuated and when we use the word 'recovelry' we
would do well to bear in mind that such a term has a
particularly poignant ring to it as far as the poorer,
disadvanaged regions of the Community are
concerned for, hitherto, they have not witnessed an
up-tum at all; thus, for them there can be no ques-
tion of the kind of recovery we have in mind.

The imbalance between the Community's regions has
constantly widened. Thus in 1970, for example, the
income disparity berween the l0 wealthiest and the l0
poorest regions of the Community, was a ratio of I to
2.7 ; it widened further to a ratio of I to 4 by 1977.ln
other words the gap had been accentuated dramati-
cally. Vhereas in the years 1970 to 1977 gross
domestic product increased in the l0 poorest regions
of the Community by 93o/o, the comparable figuie for
the so-called 'better-off regions' vlas 270o/o, oi about
three times as much.

Vhat are the causes of the difficulties besetting the
structurally weak regions ? To begin with, they are to
be found in the prevailing importance of agriculture
as an occupation - as much as 30% of all employ-
ment in the poorer regions is still to be found in agn-
culture - and, secondly, the unviable size of the agri-
cultural, industrial, handicraft and trading undertak-
ings. Further causes may be discerned in the reliance
on monoculture and, naturally, the fall in alternative
employment possibilities outside agriculture, the
considerable geographical distance separating such
regions from the reference and disposal ma*ets as
opposed to the Community s decision-making centres
and, allied to this, shortcomings in the transport infras-
tructure linking them to the regions in the heart of
the Community and, more especially, deficiencies in
schooling and vocarional training of young people,
precisely in such structurally-weak regions.
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In the light of such an analysis one is forced to ques-

tion the obiective to be pursued through regional
policy. Our objective must be that of halting the
migration of citizens from such rural structurally-weak
regions to the industrial centres of their own Member

Slates, or indeed, to other Member States. Athens has

demonstrated the considerable environmental costs

occasioned by having over 30Yo of a country's total
population living in one'city. I7e believe that employ-
ment must be brought to the people. Such a policy
will inevitably require considerable sacrifices. As such

I can only echo the sentiments expressed eailier by
my colleague, Mr Brok, that we are committed to the

Community intemal marke! that is, a free, unre-
stricted market. But, that being the case, we cannot
ignore the other side of the coin, which entails a

commitment to support the Community's structurally
weak regions, something which, I have no doubt, our
citizens consider a deserving cause. However, the
richer Community regions will not be prepared to
help the poorer ones until there is a commitment by
all Member States to European Union. For nothing
less than such a commitment can iustify solidarity-

In the course of the coming years, therefore, we must

make every effort to create emPloymeng particulady
in the non-agricultural sector, with special emphasis

on the n€w areas of energy, environment and future
technologies. The focal point of our efforts should be

medium-sized and craft undertakings which account
for 90 o/o of all Community employment. Ve must

give vocational training more flexibility and we must

endeavour to bridge the geographical gap berween the

Community's peripheral regions and its central ones

through the development of new transPort infrastruc-
ture, such as, for example, the maSnetic suspension

railway which is currently encountering considerable
success in trials being carried out in Emsland, in the

Pederal Republic. Efforts such as these should provide

the stimulus for progress in the Community.

There is no doubt that Community regional policy is

in need of more financial resources. Notwithstanding,
we ought to put such finance to better use, in the

form of loans, of help towards self-help with a view to
enabling the citizens themselves to contribute towards

the development of their region.

(Applause)

Mr Patterson (ED). - Mr President, we have heard

a lot in this debate so far from the Socialiss, who have

now all actually left, about a left-wing and a right-
wing approach to this matter. However, I think it is

common ground that what is required to reduce unem-

ployment in Europe is productive and profitable

investment. Therefore, it is important to note one

conclusion which the Albert and Ball report reached,

namely, that that low investment in the Community
has been substantially the result of supply side factors.

The most important supply side factor, in my opinion,
is the labour marke! and it is on this that I want to
make a few rgmarks.

It is possible to argue that Europe's 12.5 million unem-
ployed are the result of labour having priced itself out
of work. Ve find in the Albert and Ball rePort, for
example, writing of an escapist posture instead of tight-
ening the belt, that choices were made to maintain
purchasing power. I do not entirely subscribe to this
view and I think we must be careful not to Put too
much emphasis on incomes. Indeed, Mr Brok pointed
out earlier on in the debate that incomes could be a

lot higher if we reduced taxation. Anyway, labour
costs are not merely wages. Indeed, other labour costs

to an employer can actually double the wage bill.
There is an important conclusion which Professor Ball
reached in another book : that employing labour is
increasingly an investment decision in the modern
economy and that we should first of all ask ourselves

whether Europe is really making the best use of its
human capital. This leads in tum to the question of
training which Mr P6ttering has iust mentioned.

There is a very interesting study of Europe's competi-
tivity by the Commission. It points out that in the
Community the level of vocational training within the
school system is quite low, the level of further training
is very low indeed. This is particularly serious in the
light of the current speed of technological Progress.
Skills are becoming outdated, very fast It means that
we in the Community must look forward to training
as being a continuous process in the labour market.
Here we must mention the Social Fund, which is

small but is a vital part. I am glad that the Herman
report makes this point.

I would add too that making genuine progress on equi-
valence of training qudifications is equally vital.

Let me retum to the question of incomes. Is it the
case that incomes and wages are too high, or is it the
structure of incomes and wages that is wrong ? Here it
is interesting to refer to a study in the United
Kingdom which reveals some startling facts about the
relationship in industry between the incomes of
employees and the performance of the organizations
in which they work. Briefly, they found no relation-
ship at all. lVage increases were paid at the same rate

whether a company had made profis or no! whether
it increased sales or not. Only in parts of the public
sector did they find a relationship, and it was negative.

The worse a nationalized industry had done in terms
of demand for its products, the Sreater were the pay

increases awarded to employees. This is true of the
United Kingdom, but it is also true to some extent of
the Community as a whole. I think the first question
we must address ourselves to is how do we relate

income more to performance ? There are one or two
short pointers.
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Firstly, the relationship is Sreater in smaller
companies than larger firms and it is no accident that
most of the new jobs are created in the smaller firms'
Secondly, it is much more likely where an employee
has a genuine stake in the firm for which he works.
Mr Brok produced a very excellent rePort on
employee asset formation some time ago which the
Commission should do more about.

Finally, it is the case where we get away from tradi-
tional fixed working hours. Here, perhaps - I address

myself to Socialist colleagues who are here - we can

reach a consensus in ,the matter of working time.
Reducing working hours to a new fixed rate would be

no use at all, even if you could do it without
increasing unit costs. But flexible working hours are

an entirely different matter. The most flexible
working hours are those of the self-employed, and

that is in fact where there is the closest relationship
between performance and income. But it is also true
of part-time work; it is true of flexi-time; it is true
where there is flexible retiremen! and all the matters

mentioned in paragraph 7 of the Herman resolution. I
think it is by emphasizing a flexible labour market
that we will reach a consensus on working time.

So, my conclusion is that if we had a better trained
human workforce - human capital - if we had a

more flexible labour markeg we could get rid of those

supply side problems which hold up investmenL And
if we get the investment we can get rid of the unem-
ployment.

Mr Halligan (S). - Mr Presideng I think it is very
obvious from this debate that the left cannot support
this report either in terms of its analysis or of its
prescription. It does not accommodate the two main
political ideologies within one common approach as

might have been possible. If adopted in its current
form, it may well carry the imprimatur of the Euro-
pean Parliament, but it will not be propagated by the
left as the solution to unemployment.

That is regrettable because Parliament had the oppor-
tunity of presenting a responsible united front and,
thereby, of making a major impact on European

public opinion. I7e have muffed that chance owing to
intransigence.

For the labour movement the purpose of economic
activity is to provide employmenl to gerrerate decent
living standards for all and to secure universal social
services.

This report does not start from that premise. Unem-
ployment is not addressed as the gteat central
problem facing contemporary society - even though
at the outset the motion accepts that the duration and
magnitude of the economic crisis threatens to
undermine the democratic basis of our societies.

In the face of this warning - or indeed maybe
prophecy - it fails lamentably to provide a compre-
hensive vision of recovery such as would command

the attention and support of the European peoples. It
simply does not measure up to the scale of the crisis it
seeks to solve.

The central issue in this debate is how we end mass

unemployment. In that context, economic recovery
means the ending of unemployment consistent with
maintaining all the social rights which the labour
movement 

-has won over the past century and a half.

Real wages are not going to be indefinitely flexible
downwards. Labour is not going to be constantly
mobile. Social services are not going to be dismem-
bered nor inequalities widened simply as a means of
achieving growth.

Yet all of these are offered in this report as examples
from thp US and Japan which Europe should emulate
if it wants recovery.

This is a profound misunderstanding of Europe, for
the historical achievements of the labour movement
are a social reality which must be encompassed in any
recoyery prof,tamme and not presented as obstacles to
growth - as indeed they are in this report.

Unemployment is not a phenomenon wished on
themselves by workers. It is the consequence of a

profound defect in contemporary society and we
should have addressed ourselves to dealing with funda-
mental issues rather than with technocratic tinkering
with a failed system.

The insane logic of that system is that it is costing the
Irish State, for example, the same amount of money to
keep somebody idle as it would a manufacturer to give
him or her a job in industry.

Yet paragraph 7 of the motion for a resolution
concedes that in present circumstances we will not get
sufficient $owth to end unemployment. So, as thingp
stand, we are admitting that Europe will have a

standing army of over l0 million unemployed for the
foreseeable future.

In response to that catastrophe we should have, for
example, redefined what we mean by work. In a time
of rising GNP - and GNPs are still rising even in
the crisis - increasing productivity because of new
technologies and continuing long-term unemploy-
ment" it would have been intelligent to put forward
new concepts of work based on new social values by
breaking out of the limitations imposed on us by the
profit motive.

The committee did not do so. It intends in this report
to carry on more or less in the same way as in the
past. The peoples of Europe will, as a result, increas-
ingly question the relevance of institutions which
have no relevance to them and their everyday
problems.

Ve could have established that relevance by
pioneering new concepts of work and of working
time. We could have called for the creation of a Euro-
p€an economy, as distinct from a common market -surely the main lesson from Albert and Ball.
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Regrettably, we did not adopt a proposal for a coordi-
nated macroeconomic impulse which would have
given us a multiplier effect beyond that achievable by
individual governments.

'!7e need, and very obviously need, a European
economic plan. This certainly is not it. Such a plan -when it comes - must be based on social consensus.
If gowth in real wages is to be kept under real GNP
growth - and there is good argument for that -then people must understand why and this requires
institutional changes at national and European level
in addition to the level of the firm.

The failure to comprehend that point is one of the
biggest analytical defects in the report and reduces its
relevance and its effectiveness - and it was a defect
repeated this morning by the rapporteur in intro-
ducing the report.

It does, however, make a most valid point in relation
to Japan and the US, and I commend paragraph 28 of
the programme calling for a revaluation of the yen
and a devaluation of the dollar. Neither Japan nor the
US must be allowed to continue policies which
punish us while protecting them, so we must insist on

Japanese markets being opened up and on American
interest rates coming down.

!flith 20 7o of world trade, Europe as a whole could
deal with these two countries which are directly contri-
buting to our collective unemployment.

Finally, a specific point which affects my country,
Ireland, and that is in relation to paragraph 8(d) which
refers in the programme to disadvantaged regions, but
in the same context as sectors in difficulty.

This is precisely the same lack of understanding of
the real nature of Irish economic problems which has

led to the current super-levy milk crisis.

Ireland is a peripheral region of the European
economy, grievously underdeveloped, with the highest
unemployment rate in the Community, a problem

which is endemic and not of recent origin. Our histo-
rical development and future needs single us out from
the mature economies of the European mainland. To
compare Ireland with regions or sectoffi in difficulty
elsewhere is to consign us to perpetual penury, even if
general European recovery occurs.

For that reason alone, all Irish Members, including
those in the centre and right, should vote against this
report. Those of us on the left have additional reasons

and will be voting against.

Mr von Wogeu (PPE). - (DE) Mr President, ladies
and gentlemen, in addressing our electorate on the
eve of these second direct elections to the European
Parliament we must repeat the question: why has the
Community failed to resolve the unemployment
problem, and, in particular youth unemployment, and
to promote economic recovery ? The attainment of
such obiectives will require nothing short of an enor-

mous Community effort, involving all sections of
society: employers and workers, municipalities,
regions and the Community Mernber States. But such
efforts would be to no avail in the absence of a

specific contribution by the European Community as

such.

!7hat form should such a contribution take ? Ve are
convinced that it would be erroneous to resort to
credit-financed policies, as in the past, to stimulate
economic recovery. Quite a few Community Member
States have provided us with examples which are less

than encouraging. Even if the state were to make the
kind of demands on credit markets which have been
advocated by Members from the other side of this
House, its action would have the effect of raising
interest rates, which would, in turn, hamper the invest-
ment needed to create an economic recovery in the
Community.

In his inimitable way, Mr Papantoniou has called for
even more budgetary deficit-financing than has
hitherto been the case, only to reproach the United
States, two minutes later, for punuing such a course.
Ve politicians are constantly being rebuked for our
ability to quickly forget what we said only yesterday. I
feel sure that it calls for a particular type of courage to
be able to thus contradict oneself within the space of
l0 minutes on a fundamental issue.

The most significant contribution that we can make
towards economic recovery in the Community is that
of removing the brakes which are hindering our inter-
national competitiveness, particularly in the area of
future technologies. Ve must reverse the trend of job
losses in the Community occasioned by such
advanced and future technologies which have helped
to create jobs in the United States and Japan.

The Albert-Ball report highlights the enormous cost
occasioned by the fact that Member State markets in
future technologies are hermetically sealed off from
each other - and this 25 years after the signing of
the Treaty of Rome - through a policy of purchasing
exclusively home-made products or as a result of the
different technical norms which exist in the respective
Member States.

It is such costs, occasioned by the non-completion of
the internal market which are hampering our
economic recovery. Some 12 thousand million ECU
have had to be expended by Community enterprises
to comply with customs formalities. A further 40 thou-
sand million ECU has been added to our production
costs by the fact that our respective markets are not
big enough to enable us to benefit from economies of
scale. A further estimate of 2.4 thousand million ECU
is lost by Community enterprises in currency
exchange as a result of our failure to create a Euro-

Pean currency.

Only a common market will enable us to extricate
ourselves from such a situation, at the very least where
advanced technologies are concerned. I7e must elimi-
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nate the administrative obstacles at our frontiers ; the
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs has

already given the lead in its recommendations. The
Community must introduce common EuroPean stan-

dards. \[e must further develop the EuroPean Patent
and we need a common European trade mark. These

are essential instruments, especially for small- and

medium-sized undertakings with a view to creating an

open, common European market. Invitations to tender
in such areas as advanced technologies, defence, tele-
communicatioris and space proiects will have to be

thrown open Community-wide and not remain, as at

preseng national preseryes. Cooperation between

Community firms in these fields must be extended'
Ve also need a iudicious continued development of
the European Monetary S)rstem, the inauguration of its
second phase, which would unfortunately appear to be

taboo today and the establishment of a central Euro-
pean Monetary Authority on curency matters,

endowed with the requisite authority to direct mone-
tary policy. Community Member States must be

guided by a common policy on stability, for this must
lie at the heart of a European monetary system and of
a European currency. But we need, most of all, a part-
nership of social awareness for this alone can provide
the preconditions which will enable us to extricate
ourselves together from the current spiral of stagna-
tion and unemployment.

(Applause)

Mr Price (ED). - Mr President, the central theme of
this report is that what Europe does in cooperation
can have a multiplier effect, whereas when we Pursue
policies in conflict with each other, those policies will
have a mutually undermining effect. There are a

number of member govemments which have learned
that this interdependence exists between our
economies. They have tried to pursue individual poli-
cies that are in conflict with the way in which the
economic tide has been running, and they have failed
simply because they have tried to move in that indi-
vidual way. The central message of this report is that
the very purpose of the European Community is
exactly what is needed by the economies of the
Member States. Ve must leam to work together, even
if this means a degree of compromise. For that reason,

I regret that many Members of the Socialist Group
speaking in this debate have expressed their differ-
ences with the attempt by the Herman rePort to
achieve unity.

The problem of unemployment is vital to the lives of
the citizens of Europe. At the moment, most of them
simply do not realize the relevance of the European
Community to that problem. Following upon this
discussion, initiated by this Parliament, on the subject
of our resolution today, the European elections offer
us the opportunity to show them how the Community
is relevant to the most central problem of their lives
and the lives of the citizens of Europe as a whole. It is

important that we show that the Community is not
simply about a great ideal - although it is very impor-
tant that we should have the ideal of a united Europe
as such - buq far more than tha! that it is relevant to
the biggest economic problem. In achieving thag Mr
President, we have a microcosm in a sense of what has

been facing us throughout all our discussions during
our mandate in this Parliament, namely, that it is very
difficult for people to compromise. Ve come from
different national traditions. Ve have different polit-
ical ideas, but the central theme here is that if we are

to be effective, if we are to deal with this problem of
unemployment, we have got to find a way of uniting.

What better message than that on which to go to the
electors of Europe ? Mr President, I support this
rePqrt.

Mr Bournias (PPE). - (GR) Mr President" for these
present times the plan for European economic
recovery is ambitious, very ambitious. However, it is at
the same time very necessary and useful. It is also
indispensable because it is aimed at ensuring the
survival of democratic government in the member
countries and at laying the foundation for social and
economic solidarity between them. I congratulate the
rapporteur, Mr Herman, on his comprehensive report,
which l0 eminent experts have endorsed, because it
breathes forth a spirit of optimism for our peoples and
because together with the treaty on European Union

- which we have already adopted - it gives the EEC
a twin weapon for fighting back and proclaiming ubi
et orbi that those who shed crocodile tears about the
supposed demise of the Community are wasting their
time.

In particular I congratulate Mr Herman for taking the
govemments of the Ten to task for, as the resolution
says, leaving the way open for the three main under-
lying causes of sustained economic decline to become
established, namely the rise in public spending, the
high cost of social welfare provision and the decline
in the competitiveness of undertakings resulting
chiefly from wage and finance costs, tax burdens on
research and innovation and the slowdown in produc-
tive investments. Unemployment, inflation and
exchange rate instabilities, etc, must, as the plan
addressed to the Council of Ministers proposes, be
tackled through coordinated joint action.

In his speech, Mr Presideng I was pleased to hear Mr
Ortoli, the Vice-Presidenl attach prime importance to
productive investments. As I see it there is no pros-
pect of recovery being achieved or of unemployment
being reduced unless these are stepped up. !7e have
to show the world that the European economy does

have great potential, not iust for combating the crisis
in the medium tenn, but for achieving the long-term
recovery which will permit closer and more systematic
cooperation with all of the industrialized and
developing countries.
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I am also pleased to see thaf like the Spinelli resolu-
tion, the Herman resolution does not ignore the role
of the national parliaments in the actions which need
to be taken. Finalln regarding the economy of my
country specifically, the plan for European economic
recovery and the integrated Mediterranean and
regional programmes, which are to be debated in this
part-session, give us heart and reinforce our belief that
our country's future lies within the Communiry.

(Apphusc from tbe Rigbt)

(Tlte sitting uds adiourned at 1.05 p.tn and resumed
at 3 p,m)

IN THE CHAIR: MR PFLIMLIN

Vice-President

Mr Velsh (ED). - Mr President, first of all I would
like to associate myself with all the tributes that have

been paid to the Epporteur, in which we heartily
concur. I wouJd also like to mention my colleagir.e, Sir
Fred Catherwood. It was Sir Fred who conceived this
particular enterprise, and I think that he has shown

Sreat magnanimity in the way in which because of the
political exigencies, he has accepted to play second
fiddle on his own iniiiative. I think everybody has

very much admired the way he has conducted this
debate.

My colleag;ues have addressed the various constructive
parts of the Herman report and it is for me to clean
up, as it were, by talking about the other side and
some of the arguments that have been advanced. I
have listened with great care to the speeches of our
Socialist colleagues, a courtesy that they appear to be
unwilling to concede to me. I must say one does hear
a certain amount of struggling in their own intemal
contradictions. Thus Mr von der Vring describes the
Thatcher experiment as a failure and Mr Cohen rails
about the Consewative policies of the British, German
and Dutch Governments. Yet both these gentlemen
in the very next breath call on us to reflate our
economies on the basis that they are the strongest and
most successful in Europe, so that we can bail out the
foolish virgins who have not had the guts to address

themselves to prudent financial management in the
first place. So I think there is a bit of a contradiction
there.

Then Mr Halligan alked about acquired rights won
by 50 years of Socialist struggle. Vell, somebody had
better explain to Mr Halligan that rights are not
acquired, they are deserved. He lightly tosses aside the
entire Albert and Ball analysis, which shows very
cleady that the reason why we have not succeeded
economically in Europe is because we have burdened
ourselves with massive social payments in pursuit of
these acquired rights. Perhaps Mr Halligan can find a

way of financing his acquired rights before he accuses
us of destroying them.

Then we get to Mr Papantoniou. l7henever I listen to
Mr Papantoniou, I am very conscious of an excellent
mind struggling in the cloying toils of Socialist
ideology. Pray God one day he may break free and
then he can join our group !

(I"augbter)

Mr Papantoniou talked about the three pillars of the
Socialist message. First of all, as I recall, he wanted
increased public spending. Now every single one of
the experts that we heard during the committee's
deliberations - with the exception of Mr Debunne of
the ETUC - said that we did not need increased
public spending. Vhat we needed to do was to
encourag€ the propensity to invest and to encourage
capital to move from the non-productive into the
productive sectors.

Then he said we needed a social consensus. I7ell, we
have a social consensus. It is called the Herman
report. Everybody agrees with it, except a few people
opposite who listen to Mr Debunne rather than
listening to the voice of good sense. Vhen Mr
Debunne suggested reflating by I olo of GNP, it was
greeted with derision by every single expert other than
Mr Uri who was the other Socialist on the block. So
what sort of prospect of social consensus do we have
there ?

Finally, Mr Papantoniou saya that the third pillar is
reflation of the British and the German economies.
V7ell, we asked the Commission expert this very ques-
tion. I[e said : 'Should we reflate the British
economy' ? He said, and I quote : 'If you want steady
growth of around 3 7o, then leave things as they are;
if you want a growth ol 5 o/o for eighteen months and
then see the whole thing come to a iuddering halg
then by all means reflate your economy'. Now that
was the Commission, not me. But Mr Papantoniou,
struggling in the toils of his ideology, was not
prepared to listen. Vhat a shame ! Three very shaky
pillars, Mr Papantoniou, if I may say so, on which to
rebuild the economies of Europe.

Ve have heard a great deal today about who repre-
sents the workers. !7ell, I do not know about that, but
what I do know is that I represent the voters. If you
look at the record you will find that every time the
voters have had the oppornrniry they have rejected
and repudiated in large numbers the sort of nostrums
that our Socialist friends are putting forward. The
British Government was re-elected in June 1983 of
blessed memory on the votes of millions of trade
union voters who repudiated the altemative economic
strategy which is what the Socialists have been talking
about The German voters tumed out in massive
numbers to elect the Kohl govemment, and there can
have been no doubt in their minds as to precisely
what economic package they were getting. They
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certainly knew how to make their choice. The Danish
voters retumed the Conservative/Liberal coalition on a

basis of prudent economic policies. Vhy does Mr
Hatligan think he speaks for the Irish voters ? The
Labour Party's share of the poll has dropped in every

successive Irish election because the voters do not
believe in the policies that Mr Halligpn puts forward.
Vhat about Mr Moreau ? How does Mr Moreau

explain the fact that the Socialist Govemment in
France turned its back on the policies on which it was

elected when it was confronted with the realities of
power, so much so that, as Mr Delors told us himself,
their main obiectives in saving France were, first of all,
to conquer inflation and, secondly, to restore profita-
bility to the market sector.

Does it not iust occur to you, gentlemen, that you
may conceivably be wrong ? Vhen you say you are

talking about the workers or the social consensus, you
are talking only to yourselves. This is the social

consensus - it is called the Herman report ! It has

been accepted by the people of Europe every time
they have had a chance to vote on ig and it will be

accepted again next June. That is why we shall be

back here in vastly increased numbes to get on with
the iob oL relancc !

Ve hear a lot in British Labour circles about a new
Messina. Vell, there is a new Messina needed all right

- it is needed in the Socialist Group ! It is needed in
the Socialist Group because they have proved that
they have forgotten everything and learned nothing.
Rather than trouble us here, would it not be better for
them to get back to Messina and - if they wish to
preserve some of the tattered rags of their political
credibility and give us a contest next time - to come
up with some ideas that actually work ? In the mean-
time, we, the Conservatives, the Christian-Democrats
and the European Liberals will get oa with the iob of
European recovery. I7e know how to make it work,
and you gentlemen clearly do not !

Mrs Ewing (DEP). - Mr President" when I listen to
these debates, I sometimes wonder if my type of area

should be in the Community at all. So often the hard
debate that goes on - and I have iust come from a

lunch with the Kangaroo Club because I basically do
believe in sweeping away barriers within the EEC -seems to concem itself so much with heavily industri-
alized areas and ideologies that seem to suit these
areas that I really wonder if my area is remembered by
those participating in the debate. It is for that reason I
have stood up today. I was told when I ioined the
elected Parliament - having been in the old Parlia-
ment for 4 years - that this Community is one that
wears a human face. So from time to time all these

ideological battles have to be tempered by certain poli-
cies designed to consider the areas that happen to be

far away where, if you talk about hard competitive
rules, you have also to say how you can comPete on

hard terms if you have got single track roads to take
your goods on, if you have no direct links with
Europe, if you have the kind of air fares that have

been mentioned already.

I am sanding up here because, if the Community
wears a human face, then of course I can carry on and

make some relevant points. If it is iust the kind of
ideological battle that I heard today at the Kangaroo
Club, then I really wonder if places like the High-
lands and Islands should be under the umbrella of
Europe. As one who has just tried to take my party a
long way towards realizing that the EEC can often
show more sympathy towards us than the Vestmin-
ster Govemment ever did, I do not want to find
myself without backing for rural areas.

Now, we do not want more Athens and Londons to
which people flood in the hope of employment and
cause more social problems for these cities. Vhat we
want, I presume, is to encourage, people to live in
rural communities if they can, because these are stable
communities and the more people who can live in
rural comrifunities, the more stable our economy
would be. Bug sad to say, the policies do not really
give credence to what is needed to keep people in
rural communities. I mention a few thingp: we bring
into the EEC large imports of timber products yet this
Community watched while Vestminster allowed a

pulp making mill in Corpach in my area, to shut
down with the loss of 800 jobs. Now the timber is
sent to Norway, outside the Community, to be
processed and brought back to be made into paper in
Corpach. There is an economic'Alice in Vonderland'
situation. There is a situation where, with a raw mate-
rial in short supply, world demand high and large
quantities imported, sensible policies could have been
of assistance, but where nothing was done except to
express some words of sympathy to me when I raised

the matter.

That is one raw material where we could reduce
overall imports and create jobs. Vhile this report
makes a token reference to creating employmeng I
really wonder what it actually contains that could help
to create jobs.

In rural areas in most parts of the Community
tourism is like a sleeping giant. It is largely undeve-
loped. Yet, how little funding is really available to
match sensible projects. In the blighted area of
Corpach one particular project for a permanent winter
ski development presently being processed through
the procedures could create 200 iobs. There is not
enough funding for this type of thing which could
sensibly be encouraged in the interests of everybody.

Lastly, when we are talking about solutions for
economic recovery, why do we not again look at a

proven success story, namely the integrated develop-
ment programme in the Vestem Isles. It was one of
three pilot schemes. I understand the other two ere
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not doing so well in other parts of the EEC, but the
one in the ITestern Isles is doing extremely well and
is achieving the purposes for which the funding was
provided. But when I asked for an dgriculture develop-
ment programme - similar to one that succeeded -for my equally deprived, faravray and disadvantaged
Highlands and Islands, I did not get the support of
the British Members of this House when it came to
voting the money and I did not get the support of my
govemment's Prime Minister for this agriculture deve-
lopment programme, though the Commission said
they were in favour and the principle was passed more
or less unanimously by this House. So, when we look
at this type of report and we are talking about
economic recovery Mr President, I hope we are
talking about the economic recovery of every part of
the Community, including parts of the Community
like mine, and not merely worrying ourselves about
the very important problems which exist in the
heavily industrialized and urban areas.

Mr Coborn (S). - Mr President" I must first of all
reply to the last Conservative speaker, and answer the
allegations that he fnade. The United Kingdom is in a

most depressed state. Civil liberties are now being
curtailed.

(Laugbter from tbe European Demoeratic Group)

Ordinary trade unionists are being stopped from
travelling in the United Kingdom. There is depriva-
tion of the city centres - that is where most of the
Labour representatives in this Parliament come from.
There is an attack on the National Health Service that
is unprecedented in our history. Local democracy and
local councils suffer because of the centralization of
the present administration. According to reports in
last night's London evening papers, a majority of three
to one in a MORI poll claim that the course that is
now being mapped out by the British Conservatives is

doing harm to the British people and is rejected by
them.

That leads me on to this report. It seems very clear
once again that the workers have to pay for the crisis.
It says on the policy on incomes: 'Decelerating the
rate of growth of money wages to enable financial poli-
cies to have a real expansionist effect. Holding real
wage costs at a level which will enable companies to
substantially increase their profits, which in turn will
act to spur investment and lead to creation of jobs ; in
some cases this will entail a temporary downward
adiustment of wages'. So it is not a question of
holding purchasing power. In fact, we are going to
reduce purchasing power.

I can tell this Parliament that that is what Mrs That-
cher has been attempting to do in the United
Kingdom. However, with that type of policy you have

a divided nation. The people who are paying for the
economic policies of the British Govemment are the
3 l/2 million unemployed. Their living standards

have been reduced considerably, and, running along-
side that, we have the worst level of investment in our
manufacturing industries. Ve are paying out 17
billion per annum on unemployment benefits and
there is very little sign of recovery. The one thing you
can credit that administration with is a reduction in
inflation, but the social costs of that is a divided
society with rioting on the streets of the United
Kingdom.

How one can discuss such a report without at least
doing some analysis of the role of the multinational
corporation eludes me. If one looks at the figures for
the multinational corporations in 1971, the value of
production, for example in the United Kingdom and
its businesses abroad was more than double the total
of UK visible exports. American companies abroad
had four times the visible exports. And that was in
1971. By the late 1970s, runaway industries with
investments, for example, in Latin America and South-
East Asia were not only affecting the UK and the
USA but also the German and Japanese economies. It
has been estimated that nearly 50 % of total world
trade consists of such inter-subsidiary transactions by
multinational corporations.

Vhen some of the operations of the multinationals
were brought to the attention of this Parliameng it
was persuaded by the British Conservatives to run
away from its obligation in the matter, thus making
one of the main actors on the economic stag€ not
only of Europe but of the world non-accountable to
the people either of Europe or the wodd. If we look at
the monies that are held within the European bond
and the European dollar, we are looking at something
like $1000 billion - and that figure dwarfs the
special drawing rights of the IMF, which stand at
something like $15 billion. And that money is not
being used in a productive way either in Europe or in
the rest of the world.

The policy in the package that has been submitted to
the European Parliament is one of no hope. It offen
no hope as far as the young unemployed and the
youth of our nations are concerned. It offers no hope
for industry, and all that has been dished out is more
of the same. If this report is adopted then the ills that
I outlined at the beginning of my speech will affect
not only to the United Kingdom but many other
Member States of the European Community. I ask
that the House reject this report. Not only will it not
help to solve the decline of the EEC, it will in fact
only further that decline.

Mr Ryan (PPE). - Mr Presideng what worries me
more than the frightening facts about the decline of
Europe in the Albert and Ball report is the depressing
repetition in this debate of outworn, political slogans
by the Socialist and Communist parties. Some people
have leamed nothinS from the mistakes made by all
European governments over the last ten years in
pursuing profligate policies without regard to the
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unwillingness and, in many cases, the inability of
taxpayers to pay for them. By operating, the most
costly welfare s:/stem in the world, Europe is stran-
gling itself economically, and as a result our vhole
social welfare q/stem, much admired by the Socialists,
is in danger of collapse.

European taxes, State insurance and welfare charges
applied to wages in Europe are the highest in the
world. In the last decade in Europe, taxes have
increased more rapidly than anywhere else in the
world. Vorkers understandably demanding compensa-
tion for tax increases got more money at a time of
falling market demand and related fulling production,
thereby pushing up inflation, diminishing produc-
tirity, abolishing profits, causing business losses,

reducing investments, increasing unemployment, and
maintaining current living sandards at the expense of
their children who will have to pay their debts.

Any politician who denies these realities or who,
knowing them, conceals them is a living fraud. There
is no point in discussing economics unless facts, even
if unpleasant, are faced. It is immoral for a politician
to blind himself and his electorate to those facts. To
indulge in paliii6al ideologies in this time of grave

economic crisis in Burope is worse than a non-afford-
able luxury it may well prove fatal.

I therefore condemn the inesponsibility of the
Socialist and Communist groups who say they will
vote against the Herman resolution. In their heart of
hearts, if they know anphing about economics or if
they are aware of the taxpayers' opposition to paylng
for unrealistic Socialist utopias - sometimes I am
convinced they are indifferent to the anger of
taxpayers - they know that Albert and Ball are

correct in their condemnation of excessive govem-
ment expenditure.

At the root of Europe's problems is the fact that every
Member State of the BEC has mismanaged public
finances in the last decade. I am sorry to say that the
greatest sinner in this respect was the one that could
least afford it - poor lreland. Frcm 1977 to 1982,
aided and abetted by the Commission and by the
Council of Ministers, despite the legal obligation to
reduce govemment borrowing, which was a condition
of the first oil crisis balance-of-payments Community
loan to Ireland, govemment bonowing in Ireland
increased to over 160lo of. the GNP. Two years ago, I
challenged the Commission to justify its acquiescence
in this financial debauchery. The Committee on
Budgetary Control has made a similar demand.
Because the Commission cannot answer without
condemning itself, the only respo'nse has been a deaf-
ening silence. It is symptomatic of the Commission's
timidity and of a conspiracy in the Council of Minis-
ters not to allow the goal of European unity and effi-
ciency to upset any coldly domestic political intrigue.

My good Dublin Socialist colleague, Mr Halligan, this
morning regretted that the resolution on which we are

to vote does not represent a united front.'I agree it is

regrettable that the left-wing parties eveqmhere are

prepared to follow the crowd. By hiding unpleasant
realities from the crowd. By hiding unpleasant reali-
ties from the electorate, they delude people into
believing that there is no need to reduce government
expenditure. But if the world is not yet dry it is
certainly stagnant, sour and dryrng up. Mr Halligan
also spoke of the need to break out of limitations
imposed by the profit motive. But Europe is in its
present plight because the profit motive has been
ignored. It is as well to remember that when govem-
ments ignore the need for profit in public enterprises,
taxpErers are squeezed to pay for the losses. 'When

private enterprise is not profitable, unemployment
results. [t is insincere to exhibit a bleeding heart over
unemployment while attacking the only way of curing
iL

Mr President, to me public life is only worthwhile if it
$ives leadership. Europe has all the resources neces-
sary to puniue a programme of recovery with
increasing employment. It is high time that those
resources were put to good use instead of wasting
them on insupportable populist programmes. This, of
cou$e, will require a change of public attihrdes, and
those in public life have a duty to bring about that
change. Personally, I would rather die politically in an
effort to persuade people to do the right thing in their
own interests than to survive politically by misleading
people to their own ruination.

(Appla*s)

Mr Chanterie (PPE). - Mr Presideng the whole
debate on,this report shows that the governments of
the Member States failed to take action to ensure the
continuation of economic growth and the preservation
of jobs when it was needed. It is due to this short-
sighted policy over the last ten years that Europe has

experienced a decline rather than an increase in
employment. !7e must have the courage to say that all
the govemments in the European Community, of
whatever persuasion, are to blame for this. The
consequences have been apparent in three respects.

Firstly, constant economic decline. The dwindling
competitiveness of industry, the delay in productive
investments and the increase in government deficits
are facts that we must not rgnore.

Secondln there are the divergent national economic
policies: I find that, although a greet deal has recently
been said about economic convergence, too little has
actually been done about it. The existence of intemal
frontiers in the European Community has recently
been brought home to quite a few of us by the
increase in all kinds of obstacles. I would merely refer
you to the famous figure of 50 000 different standards
in the European Community to demonstrate the crit-
ical situation we have reached.
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The third harmful consequence of the last ten years is
the crisis of the welfare state. After the Second lTorld
Var we developed a social model in the Euroepan
Community, a model of a welfare state which is
unique in the world. But we must admit that this
model cannot be sustainbd in an economic church-
yard. And we must also have the courage to accept
thag despite this comprehensive social security
s)rstem, some 26m people, about trice the population
of the Netherlands, are living in poverty in the Euro-
pean Community.

But this does not mean that we will allow this monu-
ment of social security to be demolished. On the
contrary, as a representative of the Christian 'Vorkers'

Movemen! I should like to emphasize here that we
intend to maintain this monument and that we shall
do everphing possible to prevent it from being demol-
ished.

On the other hand, we must have the courage to tell
the public, and specifically the workers, the truth. In
this connection, I accuse the Socialists of being
twofaced, since the language they speak differs
depending on whether they are in power or in opposi-
tion. Daring to tell the workers the truth must not
depend on whether or not you are in power. You
must call a spade a spade. It is a challenge to workers
and the workers' movements to become involved in
econemic recovery because a great many sacrifices
will have to be made in the short term. It is this that
prompts me to ask Mr Herman to confirm that we
must achieve a situation in which efforts are equally
shared among all sections of the population.

The Herman report is very forthright on incomes
policy and the surrender of purchasing power but
rather less specific on commitments to new invest-
ments and the creation of new iobs and particularly
on willingness to participate in the redistribution and
reorganization of working hours. I am well aware that
the rapporteur has incorporated certain elements to
this effect" but I also know that UNICE, for example,
is still very much opposed to the redistribution of
working hours. This is an area in which we must
achieve a new consensus, a social consensus, in which
the various strata of society have participated.

Finally, as regards youth unemployment, it is abso-
lutely essential for specific measures to be taken to
ensure that young people have access to the labour
market. I consider the Council's resolution on this
subject completely inadequate.

Mr Presideng I shall conclude with the following
remark. Every decision that is now taken, or not
taken, in Europe is crucial for employment. More
European decisions will have a favourable effect on
employmenl whereas continuing as we have done for
the last ten yee$ will have an adverse effect. Ve have

reached a tuming-point in European history. The
Europe of agriculture or the Europe of the shopkeeper

must once and for all become the Europe of employ-
menf because that is what interests the public.

Mr Von Rompuy (PPE). - (NL) Mr Presideng after
the failure of the summit conferences in Stutqarq
Athens and Brussels Parliament is to be praised for
not allowing itself to be discouraged and for not
succumbing to defeatism, but continuing to work for
the future of Europe.

This Herman report is a positive one, and it is also in
line with the draft Treaty on economic union on
which we voted a few months ago. The analysis by Mr
Albert and Mr Ball, on which this report is base4 is
unequivocal. Th. g"p between Europe on the one
hand and America and Japan on the other is struc-
turd in nanlre. Although the crisis is worldwide, it has
hit us harder. This is clear from the various growth
figures and also from the employment figures : l5m
jobs have been created in the United States over a

period of ten yean, 8m in Japan, while in Europe
there is stagnation and even a decline in employment

For the first time in post-war history our rate of unem-
ployment is higher than in the United States. As has

often been said here today, this has been mainly due
to our sacrificing the future to the present, to
consumption rather than investment. This has been
disastrous, because it has given rise to the technolog-
ical gap we are now facing, which has also resulted in
a serious employment crisis. Ve do not lack the know-
ledge, but we do lack worthwhile projects for indus-
trial improvement and adequate dimensions for encou-
raging investment in new high-technology products.
Ve still have the brains, but what we do not have is
the dimension and above all a policy at Euopean
level for giving investment in the new technologies
this dimension . Ve have come to, think solely in
tenhs of iuste retour and individual consumption.
The storm has struck the whole world, Europe is in
danger of becoming a second-rate power, and we are
discussing 0.01% GNP at summit conferences. It is
absolutely essential that we change our ways.

The geat merit of this report is that it shows that no
single Member State is now able to overcome the
crisis on its own and to pursue a more expansive
policy than the average for its neighboun. It casts
aside the myth of the selective impulse for economic
recovery which the Socialists are still adlocating at
national level. lTithout an intemal poliry of modera-
tion, a European stimulation poliry has no chance of
succeeding. The Socialists evidently still believe that a

neo-Keynesian policy of stimulation at national and
European level is possible and that the national
governments need not resort to such structural
measures as wage restraints, limiting government defi-
cits and improving profitability.

Ve must have the couraSe to tell the truth. Inflation
must be reduced to less than 5ol0, budget deficits must
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not exceed 5o/o of. GNB the markets must be liberal-
ized again, and there must be a stable monetary basis:
those are the fundamental requirements for any
recovery. Mr Herman is right to say in his report that
investment can only be stimulated at Community
level if the national budgets are not to be encum-
bered, because there is no future in again resorting to
national pump-priming. There must also be produc-
tive investment in the new policy areas, in telecommu-
nications and technology. 'S7e must not succumb to
an orthodox policy of public works, as we did in the
1960s. Such proposals as the construction of a

Channel tunnel as a means of overcoming the crisis
are no solution. That kind of action will only add to
our structural handicap.

\9e must therefore influence the supply factors, we
must again come up with worthwhile proiects under a

coordinated policy of reducing the burden, and
Europe can make a decisive contribution in this
respect. But we must be under no illusion. A Euro-
pean policy of recovery will nerrcr enable us to forego

a national policy of restraint. I will conclude, Mr Presi-

dent, with a political observation. It is noticeable that,
while the' Socialists approved Mr Albert s and Mr
Ball's analyses at the committee meetings, when it
came to drawing up resolutions, they resorted to the
old dogmas and demagogy about the 35-hour working
week, internal stimulation policies, public initiatives
and so on. The Socialists are again showing that they
are not ready for a policy of recovery that they cannot
accept their responsibility at a time of crisis. It is no
coincidence, therefore, that they are in opposition
almost everywhere and, where they are in power, they
are pursuing a policy that is in line with the proposi-
tions defended in this report. The same cannot be said
of the Christian Democrats. They are not shirking
their responsibiliry they are aware that there is no fast-
working and painless cure-all for the unemployment
crisis. Only a package of rigorous, durable and unspec-

tacular measiures can help us along the road o
recovery. In this, the European dimension will be
crucial. That is the great merit of the Herman report,
which I therefore fully endorse.

Mrs Cossonmagnago Cerretti (PPE). - (IT) Mr
President, I consider it first of all my duty to thank
the rapporteur Mr Herman for preparing this report:
not only for its lucid diagnosis, and the value of the
proposals it contains, but also for the detailed manner
in which it has been drawn up, on the basis of the
valuable reports of Professor Albert and Professor Ball,
and with constant reference to the social partners, as

well as the very real contribution of all the Parliamen-
ury committees.

The report has succeeded - in my view - in identi-
fying the real economic and political causes of the
present critical situation, and setting forth, in a

straightforward, realistic manner, the prerequisites for
European economic recovery through a coherent plan

of productive investment and a natural revival of
demand.

On this occasion I should like to dwell in particular
on the social aspects of this proSramme for economic
recovery. Never before, in fact, have the 'economic'
aspects and the'social'aspects been so closely inter-
connected as they are today, at a time when the hopes
of millions of unemployed, to whom it is important
that we give an answer, are linked with our expecta-
tions of economic recovery. Ve have every reanon to
believe that the chances of success for a European
plan for economic recovery are dependent on the real
ability to involve all the social forces of Europe. Not
only the success of this economic programme but also
the success of our very democratic systems in the next
few years are bound up - as the OECD states -with this ability to show that economic progress and
social progress are indissolubly connected.

As I already said in my 1981 report on social priori-
ties, economic crisis and inflation are evils that force
us to question outselves, in terms not only of
economic policy but social as well. Undoubtedly,
many errors.of both social and economic policy have
been committed: social expenditure has often been
badly distributed, with poor control and - often for
the lack of any true dialogue between the State and
the citizen - in a manner that is hardly consisrcnt
with any exact evaluation of social needs. And at a

time of crisis, social policy is very quickly blamed.

As a result of these errors a superficial, pemicious phil-
osophy has developed that sees social policy as a
luxury, or as a brake on economic development
However, the economy will not recover with cuts and
reductions of a more or less improvised nahrre ; it
needs a totally new approach to the complexity of
society, that puts forward a new conception of social
expenditure, a new vision of the services, and takes
into account the least well-off categories, and espe-

cially the neu{ areas of poverty. In our view this aspect
of the question has been appreciated by the Herman
report" which does not call for an outriSht reduction
in social expenditure, but instead sugg€sts greeter
selectivity, more in line with real needs. This
approach is moreover along the same lines as those
expressed by this Parliament's Committee on Social
Affairs which, whilst urging greater harmonization of
the social security systems of the EEC, put forward
proposals for greater rationalization of expenditure,
which should not however harm the poorest catego-
ries. In addition those parallel supporting measures of
a social nature that figure in the economic recovery
progremrne deserve attention, particularly the reorgani-
zation of working time, to be achieved through part-
time working, and the reduction of hours worked.

The other social adjustment measures is vocational
training, designed to adapt the labour market to the
needs of new technology. The Community must give
absolute priority to action in this sector, making use
of the European Social Fund. Where this vocational
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training is concemed, the young and the long-term
unemployed must have priority, as Commissioner
Ortoli indicated at a recent conference held in Milan
on the subject of 'Horizons for the '90s'.

Small and medium-sized enterPrises, craft industries
and cooperatives have a special part to play in this
field, and they must be given greater financial and

credit facilities, in view of their ability to adapt

quickly to technological change, and their greater flex-
ibility in converting, and in creating jobs also at local
level.

These, in my view, are some of the key sectors in
which the connection between economic recovery and

social policy is especially evident. Both sides of
industry must be the protagonists and also the benefi-
ciaries of the European economic recovery

programme that we are about to launch. It is on these

proposals that our Padiament will seek, direcg the
views of Europe's citizens in the forthcoming June
elections.

Mrr Gredal (S). - (DA) W President, the Danish

Social Democrats have tabled a number of amend-
ments, and I should like to refer to some of them. Ve
believe that the considerable savings which are being
achieved in the Community should be used for
productive investment and not for purely short-term
speculative purposes. It cannot pay to buy up high-in-
terest securities instead of investing productively. It is

our view that the European Council and the Council
of Ministers should be called on in the sttongest tenns
to tackle a solution of the economic crisis, in other
words the problem of employment in the Commu-
nity. And we favour a coordinated demand-stimu-
lating policy in which the employment obiective has

absolute top priority.

I think it important that the European Parliament has

taken the initiative to produce this report, but I am

afraid that, in the form in which it will certainly be

adopted, it will be much too conservative and at the

same time will lean towards the philosophy that free

market forces can restore the balance, so that it will
not be possible to use it as an effective weaPon against

unemployment. Ve need State intervention in a

number of areas in order to rectify the economic situa-

tion. Ve are opposed to the pursuit of an incomes
policy on a European basis. I7e favour national solu-
tions in this connection.

I must say that we cannot suPPort the report; we shall
vote against it, as will our group. But I will say that we

are very much in favour of an initiative on a European
basis for the recovery of the European economy as

long as it is done in a coordinated manner.

Let me add a few points to this. I have to ask some

questions of the People's Movement against the EEC'

which is from Denmark : what are their real inten-
tions with regard to the fight against unemployment ?

They do not want it to be fought by Community

action. !tre have not been told what altemative they
would advocate in place of that. Ve might also ask

them whether they are not even so in favour of volun-
tary coordination of the economic policies of the indi-
vidual countries. That would do no harm, and it
would not be under Community direction. They them-
selves have at no time put forvard proposals to
promote any cooperation between the countries of
Europe. It would also be nice for us to know in
Denmark whether they support the entirely passivet

use of capital involved in investments in high-interest
securities. They have not said anything about this. Ve
might wonder how they can avoid getting into
conflict with their own programme in the vote. I
would venture to say that we are again witnessing a

hypocritical attitude which is bound up with the fact
that they have no policy whatsoever on the fight
against unemployment. Nor indeed can they have

such a policy, for the People's Movement is an

amalgam of parties covering the whole political spec-
trum, from Right to Left.

Mr Beumer (PPE). - (NL) Mr President, the ques-

tion today is not whether the European Community
could contribute to economic recovery but whether it
is doing so and particularly whether it is taking advan-

tage of the resources and opportunities it has. If we

look at Mr Albert s and Mr Ball's analyses, which are

also to be found in the Herman report, we find they
describe the opportunities very clearly. \7e must there-
fore admit that we have fallen behind - and we have

also fallen behind where recovery is concerned -- is

chiefly due to our failure to seize the opporhrnities
presented by our economic potential. The reports I
have referred to make it very clear how important the
European dimension is.

It is also wrong, I believe, to conEast national policy
with European policy. I feel that European policy can

perform a very worthwhile function in comple-
menting national policy, but it must then be an indis-
pensable and a necessary complement. This too is not
sufficiently appreciated, as the situation in the
Member States shows.

This moming Mr von Vogau once again referred to
the obstacles that exist, Mr President, and we all know
what they are : the problem of the frontiers, the
serious lack of mobiliry whether we are talking about
goods or capital or the harmonization of legislation,
technical standards and so on. These obstacles restrict
or even prevent investment. It is not the scale of
investment - if we look at total savings, we should be

capable of the same performance as the United States,

for example - but the circumstances to which I am

referring. There is therefore little point in ignoring
these circumstances when we consider stimulation
measures, because if this stimulation does not result in
the expected investment, we shall simply be left with
more govemment deficits and also rising interest
rates, and that will be counterproductive. Stimulation
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is worthwhile only if the background conditions are
improved, and if we can improve these background
conditions, they themselves will produce the resources
with which stimulation might be financed. That
would be a far better course of action.

A less restrained capital market would make for easier
access to resources and is therefore a maior require-
ment for recovery itself. A reduction in national
subsidies to industry would dso release resources that
can be put to better use in other areas. Easier move-
ment across frontiers would also reduce costs, and it
mrght encourag€ investment and even produce
resources. This combination will therefore favour
economic recovery, and I feel our Socialists colleagues
should also take a rather closer look at this if they
find themselves isolated with their plans for stimula-
tion.

Mr President, the economic base cannot be the only
issue. It is the most important requirement for
recovery, including that of employment. But we must
not neglect the accompanlng social measures, and I
am pleased to see that Mr Herman refers to these in
his report. In this context, I would once again refer to
the report drawn up by Mr Richard, our Commis-
sioner, in which he refers to the maior importance of
education and training, particularly in the new tech-
nologies. He also sala how strange it is in fact that we
in Europe, with our geat industrial tradition, have
only half as many well trained people, especially in
these new technologies, as Japan, for example. This
must surely be taken as a pointer. And it is therefore a
good thing that we have set aside money in our
budgets for joint university study proiects, which
might also concentrate on this aspect. I believe that
would be extremely productive.

A third factor, Mr President, is that we cannot help
thinking of elements of a policy specifically for the
hard core of the young unemployed. Ve must find
out what obstructs their integration into working life
and then act accordingly. Ve must motivate these
young people, gve them incentives and also opportu-
nities, and if there are specific handicaps, we must do
something about them. This can best be accompanied
by a longer-term structural policy, provided it is imple-
mented wisely.

Mr Presideng these three elements - strengthening
the economic base, accompanfng social measures,
with the two sides of industry also involved so that we
have consensus and cooperation, and lastly, a specific
policy - these three elements must form part of the
economic recovery of the type of which we Christian
Democrats are thinking, and since I find Mr
Herman's report views these three elements in combi-
nation rather than isolation, I shall give it my whole-
hearted support.

Mr De Gucht (L). - (NL) lnong the many
hundreds of reports this Parliament has produced
during its first terin, two undoubtedly stand out: the

draft Treaty on the European Union and the plan for
economic recovery in Europe.

This is not only because they have been drawn up
very shortly before the elections or because of thi
interest the media have taken in them for once, but
above all because they deal cohesively with the two
basic problems facing the Community: the fact that
its institutions do not function or do not function
well, and the serious economic crisis, characterized by
a very high unemployment figure.

If it is agreed that the European dimension must be
used if we are going to get back on our feet again -and fortunately that is the case - then it must be said
straight away that Europe should have a set of institu-
ional instruments which enable it to take decisions
based on a clear political line. That is obviously
needed. Both elements are importang both the ability
to take decisions, which is connected with the
unanimity rule in the Council, and the political
nature of the decisions taken, the resolute adoption of
a given course of action to bring us out of the crisis,
this being related to the political nature of the debates
in Parliament, where clear differences of opinion are
expressed, although this does not play a crucial part in
the ultimate decision-making process because of this
Parliament's limited powers.

It is dangerous, Mr Presiden! to suffer under the illu-
sion that Europe can be constructed and the crisis
resolved if all the political forces ioin in a kind of
general consensus. This will not be the case. !7e
Liberals have no interest in having to reach a
compromise with the Socialists, because we feel,
because we are convinced that their plans are wrong.
In politics we simply try to reach worthwhile
compromises to the benefit of a given policy, not
compromises at any price. This political elemeng
which is essential in any democratic s)xstem, is
completely lacking in the present institutions. I would
almost say, therefore, that changing the institutional
balance in Parliament's favour is one of the fint condi-
tions to be satisfied if the Community is to play the
role in resolving the crisis for which it is pre-emi-
nently suited and of which it should undoubtedly be
capable.

Mr President, upward and downward cyclical trends in
the economy are nothing new. Even the structural
nature that such cyclical trends may have is not new.
That is why in the final analysis we are talking about
the third industrial revolution. IThat is new is the
experience of a serious structural crisis in a society
that is both directly and indirectly geared to full
employment: directly, because everyone considers it
self-evident that he should have a job, because of the
relatively long period in which this axiom applied and
prosperity really increased; indirectly, because we
have based a unique system of social security on this
economy of prosperity. This social protection is
undoubtedly post-war Europe's greatest achievement.
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This rather cool analysis, Mr President, is not intended
to suggest a yeaming for American conditions. On the

contrary. But a system cannot go on avoiding certain

economic laws, it cannot ignore these laws for ever.

That is the point we have now reached. For various

cyclical and structural reasons labour costs have

become too heavy a burden for companies and,

because the number of people gainfully employed is

steadily falling, social security is becoming intolerably
expensive. It is therefore very much a question of how

to get back on our feet at the lowest possible social

cosi. Certainly not by ignoring this cost, by coming
forward with incredible scenarios for the distribution
of work, by continuing to act dumb. The longer we

put off the decisions that need to be taken, the higher
ihe cost will be. Ve must start with an industry that is
equal to the competition. Ve can only talk about the

redistribution of prosperity when it has been earned.

It is precisely here that the Community has an essen-

tial role to play, in the establishment of a really inte-
grated market which bears comparison with the

United States and Japan. It is remarkable that
everyone agtees in principle that an internal market is

needed. Everyone talks about economies of scale,

about greater competition, which would benefit the

consumer in Europe and bring advantages in foreign

markets, and about the more efficient application of
research findings. It might therefore be thought that a

semblance of a general consensus is to be detected in
this. But appearances are deceptive. As so often

happens in 
-Europe, 

the speeches made by-national
poiiii.ianr are full of throbbing European declarations,

Lut in the end our Heads of State or Government do

not do so well when they Sather. These declarations,

this agreement in principle on the need to establish

an intirnal market, are not followed by practical polit-
ical actions. !7hen it comes to taking decisions,

chariry begins at home. Then the short-term interests

of what may be a completely antiquated factory in the

back-garden are far more important than the long-

term interests of the economy as a whole. That is also

when the Socialists come forward with their view that
a really integated market can only be attained if the

protectionism of the Member States is taken over by

the Community.

In a recent study Brian Hintly refers to various factors

which make it quite clear that this would be a catastro-

phic scenario for Europe. In the areas in which Protec-
iionism is most pronounced at European level - agri-

culture, textiles, clothing and steel - nationalistic atti-
tudes are also most evident. More protectionism at

Community level leads on to the argument that

protectionism would be enough' And, Hintly
ioncludes, how can a national government convince a

failing company that it must be protected against

compitition from outside but not against competition
from within the CommunitY ?

The Treaty of Rome is, moreover, clear on the

subiect : by setting uP a customs union, the Member

States are trying to contribute, in their own interests,

to the harmonious development of world trade, the
gradual removal of restrictions to international rade
and the lowering of tariff barriers. It would be enough,
Mr President, to replace 'customs union'with 'internal
market' and to act rather more quickly, because 25

years have now been wasted.

To conclude, Mr President, if and to the extent that
the economy does overcome its structural difficulties
thanks to a favourable investment climate - which in
its turn will require, among other things, Slreater
national budgetary orthodoxy - and thanks to this
internal market and is again structurally capable of
facing the competition in the European and world
markits, we can and must also get down to redistri-

buting work, taking very careful account of labour

costs. If this is not done, the price that will have to be

paid in social terms will rise, and that is precisely

what we Liberals want to avoid, even though it may

cost us a few points in the ratings in the short term,

but the public are now aware of the situation.

Mr Herman (PPE), rapporteur. - (FR) I have

listened with great interest to the many speeches by

my colleagues and I have derived much profit from
them.

I have much respect for those who do not share my
views or those of the majority, but I could have hoped

at least that my report would be read and not traves-

tied.

It is not accurate to say that the report indicates social

welfare and wages costs as the only reason for the

crisis. It mentions at least another dozen of equally

important causes. It is not true to say that the report

does not recommend any shortening of working time

- paragraph 22 deals explicitly with this question. It
is not true to say that the report does not recommend

any recovery measures - in paragraph 8 (d) and the

following it is proposed that over 14 000 million ECU

be allocated for a revival of investment and stress is

laid on the need to reduce fiscal pressure and to lower

interest rates in those countries which have achieved a

macro-economic balance. Neither is it true to claim
that no regard has been paid to the consensus of the

social partners when this is emphasized at four
different points in the resolution and the Programme.

I wanted to clear up these matters before the vote

takes place and I hope that consideration will be

given to my statements before the final decision on

voting this report is taken.

(Applause)

President. - The debate is closed.

The vote will be taken at next voting time. 1

I Decision on the requests for an early vote : see Minutes-
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2. State of conoergence

President. - The next item is the report (Doc.
l-1493183) by Mr von Bismarck, on behalf of the
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs, on
the state of convergence, with particular regard to the
interdependence of all policies.

Mr von Bismarck (PPE), rapporteur. - (DE) Mr
President, ladies and gentlemen, the object of this
report is to explain the background to that well-nigh
mysterious word 'convergence' and to shed light on
what should be our course of action in order to restore
the Community convergence - which I would define
as 'growing together'- which is quite clearly bogged
down, to the extent that one sometimes gets the
impression that our goals are growing further and
further apart. Both I, as rapporteur, and the committee
as a whole, would particularly like to highlight the
interdependence between continued political progress
towards European union on the one hand, and the
economic problems confronting us, on the other. This
interdependence is often overlooked and our efforts
are invariably dissipated by being fragmented into the
individual political, economic and social fields. All
three, global policy, economic policy and social policy
are, however, inextricably intertwined to form a whole.
None of the individual goals can be truly achieved in
isolation ; such goals, as mentioned in our report on
convergence, are contained in the Council decisions
of 2l October 1972 to the effect that Community rela-
tions should be transformed into a Union.

It cannot be denied that, over the past 27 years, consid-
erable achievements have been attained, nor that we
are, as I intimated this morning, much more inte-
grated than most of us realize. However, failure to
seize the opportunities provided, and imperfect use of
them, have rendered the cause and effect relationship
which hinders further convergence, at the very least

- nor are parliamentirians immune - no longer
fully recognizable. Unfortunately a close examination
reveals that the end result of such relationships is that,
in the context of world trade, the ever-increasing and
deepening division of labour, the emergence of new
East Asian centres of production, all reduce our poten-
tial. \UThereas the need for convergence is increasing,
resistance to it is becoming more acute. In this respect
one factor has, over the past few years, been constantly
overlooked - that is, at any rate, the impression that
governments have been giving - namely the time
factor. History reveals that timing has a decisive influ-
ence on politics. The ancient Greeks had a word for it,
'Kairos', the favourable moment for decision-making.
!(e should all bear in mind - and Members of the
House too - that 'the opportunities which history
provided yesterday will not-be available tomorrow.

Our objectives have not merely become more difficult
to attain, but have, furthermore, become endangered.
This is because the framework conditions for a market

economy system, as laid down in the Treaties arc not
being fulfilled. This is applied as much for the
intemal market as for the monetary and social poliry.
A market economy system must function within a
strong State framework which so regulates the data
that private enterprise is allowed to function to the
mutual benefit of all, precluding both over-concentra-
tions of power by one side to the detriment of the
other, and the degeneration of independent free-enter-
prise initiatives into reliance on State handouts.

Such reasons dictate the indispensable need for State
arrangement ! It cannot, however, be brought about
when Councils of Ministers, acting contrary to the
contractual stipulations, no longer make use of their
decision-making powers but rather resign themselves
to using their veto powers, a situation in which any
one Council minister can block any decision at every
Council meeting and mostly with a clear conscience,
for he can'always conjure up one or other measure
which could theoretically be detrimental to one of the
goals be wishes to pursue.

If we wish to achieve our three principal objectives,
which are, social policy, with the emphasis on unem-
ploymen! economic policy, the main thrust of which
should be that of achieving a viable currency, and
European Union through the completion of the
internal market we must restore the decision-making
capacity of the Community's existing political organs.
You are, no doubt, aware that the Council Ministers,
who are responsible to the Member State parliaments
which elected them to represent national interests
often cannot bring themselves to sacrifice such
national interests for the benefit of overall Commu-
nity interests. Their behaviour is motivated less by fear
that their support for the Community interest will not
be welcomed by the less well-informed members of
their respective national parliaments but rather that it
will cause difficulties.

The Community market, shackled by insufficient
competition berween all the sections, its 270 million-
strong population, shackled by " host of ever-
increasing trade restrictions to prop up non-viable
entities as a result of our inability to take advantage of
economies of scale and because our old industrial
structures have been superseded and are unable to
sufficiently withstand the competition, poses in turn a
threat for the workers, given that unprofitable employ-
ment must inevitably mean insecure employment.
Having to finance the industry we inherited is
preventing us from creating new employment.

The report urges all Member States Governments to
begin by implementing their own decisions. This has
been exhaustively outlined in point 10. It is vitally
important that both citizens and parliamentarians of
the ten, soon to be twelve, Member States coordinate
their visions on the future of European Union. Such
convergence is decisive, for as long as we lack unifor-
mity with regard to the future make-up of European
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Union, or indeed whether such is desirable, national

Member State sovereignty will not retteat and the

commitment of Member States to the central goal will
remain lukewarm.

This is connected with the role of the Commission.

As long as some Member States continue to resent the

Commission's power, and would like to see it
curtailed, and continue furthermore, to keep the

Commissioner they sent to Brussels on a tight, albeit

invisible, leash, the Commission will always be

prevented from playing its central role.

This House has a duty to keep the Commission on its

toes but we also have a no less imPortant commit-

ment to assist the Commission in carrying out its
duties, and this is where convergence is particularly

endangered. The Commission is being kept on a leash

and it not longer has the necessary strength to oPPose

this. This is not a call to indict one or other Commis-

sioner but is, rather, an appeal to Member State

Governments to respect the Treaty's provisions which

stipulate that members of the Commission shall

neither seek nor take instructions from any Govern-

ment. This is an important asPect within the overall

context of convergence, for as long as the Commis-

sion, which should, after all, function as our Sovern-
ment, is precluded from representing the interests of

the Community as a whole, the concePt of conver-

gence will always be imperilled.

The last point is a central one in this whole affair'

Discussions with national Member State parliamentar-

ians highlight an ignorance of Community matters

which is ai-ost beyond belief. Community citizens

are being briefed by parliamentarians who themselves

have noldea as to the Community institutions which

exist, the powers and duties of such institutions and

the confines of such power, and so forth. The ignor-

ance is all-pervasive but it is cryPtic. As the last

section of thl report states, - and I would be grateful,

Mr President, ii you would raise the issue in the

Bureau meetings - w€, as Members of this Parlia-

ment consider that the House must seize the initiative

during the next legislative period to take direct charge

of citizen information campaigns. !7ith this in mind,
as soon as the new Parliament convenes' an ad'hoc

committee must be formed with the task of reporting

back before the end of 1984 on the manner in which

this can be achieved. !?'e can no longer acquiesce in a

prolongation ol the status quo.We have been elected,

6"t the citizens have no idea as to what we are doing'

Instead of heralding our steP by step approach they

are commiserating with us. A worse fate could hardly

befall a parliamentarian. We have, however, the power

to change matters. If we vote sufficient appropriations

to the Ludget, the iournalists will sit up and take

notice, television will give it coverage and, in the

process, we shall have succeeded in winning over the

iitir.nr. This is the main thrust of my rePort'

(Apltlause)

Mr Papantoniou (S). (GR) Mr President,

economic convergence is a prerequisite for European

integration and essential for the survival of the Euro-

pean Community. The problem is how to determine

ihe obiective and which instruments and procedures

to ,s" in achieving it. According to Mr von Bismarck's

view convergence means chiefly the establishment of
new Comminity institutions in a Process of political
unification covering the areas of defence and foreign

policy. Positions on this were taken by the European

Parliament and each political Sroup seParately in the

debate on the draft treaty on European Union
proposed by Mr Spinelli. The von Bismarck report
couid well be an annex to the Spinelli report. It would
be pointless, however, to start up the debate again on

this basis, and it is a pity that the raPPorteur has opted

for this approach to the matter. In our opinion the

correct approach would have been for him to analyse

the reasons for the delay in building Europe and to
propose ways of Setting over the obstacles. He would

then have seen that every attemPt to achieve conver-

gence at high level is being held back by differences

in the structures, income levels and economic perfor-

mances of the various regions and economies in the

Community, and he would have been convinced that

the reduction and removal of these differences
requires radical changes in the way the Community
functions, perhaps a new Messina, in order to lay the

basis for a new system of financing and a new array of

common policies for ensuring the harmonious and

balanced growth of the regions and countries of the

Communiry.

The Bismarck rePort systematically avoids thcse

points and emphasizes the institutional problems. The
problem of economic convergence is effectively

ihirked and for this reason the Socialist Group will
vote against the report.

Mr Ortoli, Vice-President of tbe Comrnission' - (IT)
Mr President, I think I shall be able to be brief. I
should like to confine myself to one preliminary obser-

vation and to some very brief comments on Mr von

Bismarck's report.

My preliminary observation is that the Treaty is based

on th. principle of the market, not of the transfer of
economic decision-making powers. Basically, conver-

gence of macro-economic policies, as defined by Mr
von Bismarck, would require a different institutional
structure from the one we have.

This being so, what can be done ? Let the market Srad-
ually bring about convergence, through the require-

ments of free movement of goods. Ifle also find that,

at the macro-economic level, we need, in order do

exploit the full extent of the Community area, a

certain number of common measures. In fact, the

only new element of convergence which has appeared,

in addition to the consultation procedures, has been

the European Monetary System, which alone contains

an element of constraint, i.e', the currency relation-
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ships which we try to respect. So the problem of
convergence has two aspects. The first has been
mentioned by Mr Papantoniou : Vhat can we do to
reduce the overall imbalance in the Community ?

This is largely concerned with economic development
and the transfer of resources. The other is the ques-
tion raised by Mr von Bismarck: \Fhat can we do to
grve to what is, after all, a powerful economic entity, a
sufficiently unified direction in the evolution of its
macro-economic policies ? Here, I am at one with Mr
von Bismarck on the need to strengthen what he calls
convergence.

There is a whole series of harmonizations which we
have not carried out which could remove the obstacles
to free movement" which in itself could generate addi-
tional economic growth in the Community. For
instance, tax harmonization, which Mr von Bismarck
mentions, is certainly one field where we have not
achieved the degree of effective convergence necessary
to enable us to derive all the benefits of a large
market.

This is as important as removing physical obstacles,
because it affects to a degree cost structures and
competition conditions.

Another comment: appropriate use of the mechan-
isms of convergence. Here I think Mr von Bismarck
has been a little too harsh as to what has really been
achieved. Fint of all, there is undeniably - I was
going to say : a convergence of minds - but there is
at least an approximation of views on the demands of
the extremely difficult situation in which we find
ourselves. Today the assessments that are made in all
the countries are increasingly alike and there is a polit-
ical will which finds expression in increasingly similar
measures. Of course, this is not total harmony, but
without the shadow of a doubt an accurate common
analysis exists and attitudes are getting closer.

This is no accident, Mr von Bismarck. It is the result
of our common commitment to which we are bound
by the weak convefgence mechanisms of the Euro-
pean Monetary System.

The annual reports which once or tw'ice a year are put
before this Parliament on the current situation on a
particular European State have given this House the
opportunity to discuss national policies and to
examine to what extent they conform and converge.
After all, you have, on the whole approved all the
proposals that the Commission submitted to you. And
the States have on the whole shown themselves
willing to follow the guidelines we have established in
common. But there are also more direct means, We
did not shirk our duty when we pointed clearly to the
very real problem posed by indexJinking which in
some countries, such as Italy or Belgium, was
becoming excessirie. \7e issued recommendations - a

difficult political act for the Commission, for it has to
tell the country concerned what it must do, and that is
rather awkward in a mechanism such as ours, which
as I said, is fundamentally weak on convergence. It

was all discussed, of course, even within this
Assembly. But it was a practical problem which we
thought we must put on the agenda and state clearly
what we thought should be put right. It was a step
that brought its benefits, since it helped to bring out
that some elements of flexibility must be re-intro-
duced into the economic mechanism to promote
employment and gowth.

And then, as I said, there is the European Monetary
System as a powerful factor for convergence. I have
never ceased to repeat that these too frequent
currency realignments were accompanied by
economic policy changes. These accompanying
measures periodically introduced by the States at the
time of the devaluations or revaluations to ensure
consistency of their actions with our common goals
are things of no small importance. I think this is alto-

'gether remarkable and it has no parallel outside the
Community. There is no international organization
today where such approximation, ioint discussions and
policy adjustments to conform to common objectives
are practised.

It may not be much, but it has its value. And I think
one can say more. Because we have put the European
Monetary System at the centre I think it is in our
interest to consolidate it and to make it, together with
the internal market, one of the two principal factors of
economic convergence. This, of course, requires a
number of additional elements, such as a large finan-
cial markeg such as an undertaking not to use domes-
tically certain economic management mechanisms
which are contrary to the Community interest; such
as closer supervision of policies by the Commission
.and more frequent and more incisive recommenda-
tions ; such as detailed preliminary discussion of
major macro-economic poliry decisions, not only
budgetary but also monetary because interest rates
determine general economic progress ; it also requires
that when the vicissitudes of our times obliged us to
carry out monetary readiustments we should be
prepared to introduce accompanying miasures which
will allow us to have the full benefit of the devalua-
tion or revaluation.

Of course, there is a point beyond which we shall not
go. Ve stop where the decision lies with the States.
There decisions are freely made. We are living in
democracies and after all, the national Parliaments do
have some right to decide the policies their countries
will follow. But we should not give up. I7e should
tighten up the convergence mechanism, we should
introduce further elements of constraint - I mean by
this term resolute joint binding measures within the
European Monetary System - and I hope that having
seen more clearly where Europe's weaknesses lie, we
shall also know better how to harmonize our policies
to make the most not only of our large market but
also of the start on monetary unity which we have
been able to make.

(Applause)
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President. - The debate is closed.

The vote will be taken at the next voting time.

Sir Fred Verner (ED). - Mr President, I feel an

attack of scarlet fever coming over me. I wondered if
there was a Socialist in the House who could help me.

(Loud laugbter)

President. - Do you actually want your remark to
be noted in the Minutes of the sitting ?

3, NCI

President. - The next item is the report (Doc.

l-1535/83) by Mr J. Moreau, on behalf of the
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs on

the proposal from the Commission to the Council
(COM (84) 29 final - Doc. l-1389/83) for a decision
implementing Decision 83/200/EEC empowering the

Commission to contract loans under the new Commu-
nity instrument for the purpose of promoting invest-

ment within the Community.

Mr J. Moreau (Sl, rappo*eur. - (FR) Mr President,

I must first apologize for not being able to speak just

now on Mr von Bismarck's report, but we were both at

the same meeting and I could not get away quickly
enough.

I have to introduce the report on the second tranche
of NCI III. May I remind you that the NCI, the

Community's borrowing and lending instrument, is

one of the subiects of this Parliament's regular
debates. I7e find now tha! six months after the adop-

tion of the first tranche of NCI III financing applica-
tions that have been declared eligible amount already

to two-thirds of the tranche. This is why the Commis-

sion now proposes a new tranche, thus using up NCI
III. The amount of NCI III and the rapid rate at

which it has been exhausted is proof, if proof were

needed, of the great usefulness of such a financing
instrument.

The present method of succeeding NCIs is, however,

not appropriate and the need for a permanent facility
is inireasingly felt. !7e shall be stressing this in the

debate and we make the point forcefully in the

motion for a resolution. I do not think this will
surprise the Commissioner; Padiament has always

insisted that the NCI should become a Peffnanent
instrument and I feel it has been amply demonstrated
that this change is now more than ever necessary.

The order of priorities suggested by the Commission,
in particular the high priority accorded to industry
and to the productive sectors, wi*r emphasis on small

and medium-sized undertakings investment Proiects
and on cross-frontier cooPeration by large Commu-
nity enterprises, colresponds to Parliament's wishes.

The Committee on Economic and Monetary Alfairs
nevertheless felt it necessary to make clear that elig-
ible projects by small and medium-size undertakings
should not be confined to the service industries but
should also include other production sectors. This is

the subject of the only amendment introduced by the
committee in Article 3 of the proposal for a Council
decision.

Pursuant to the basic decision setting up NCI III, the
Commission has also submitted a sixth-monthly
report on borrowing and lending under NCI III. Parli-
ament is thus at last able to give its opinion on the
proposed tranche with better knowledge of the
borrowing and lending activities under the New
Community Instrument. The geographical distribu-
tion of the loans shows that some Member States have

taken more advantage of the NCI than others. The
Commission attributed this unequal distribution to
the access procedures and the financial intermediaries
which in some Member States are more suitable than
in others. !7e wish to point out, however, that the deci-

sive criterion in granting loans under the New

Community Instrument should be the actual need.

In order to ensure that small and medium-sized under-
takings in all the Member States can benefit from
loans under the New Community Instrument, we

think that financial institutions comprising banking
bodies and firms which specialize in financing small
and medium-sized undertakings should be set up. Let

me remind you that this proposal is contained in the
action programme adopted at the final conference of
the European Year of Small and Medium-sized Under-
takings and Craft Trades held in Strasbourg on 8 and

9 December 1983. \(e ask the Commission to ascer-

tain whether SMUs have equal access to this type of
financing in all the Member States.

In its six-monthly report the Commission lists

projects which have been financed under the New
Community Instrument. Since the SMUs obtain help
from the NCI through global lending to the financial
intermediairies, it is not possible to ascertain the
nature of SMU projects which are thus supported. \[e
know that this is difficult, but Parliament would
nevertheless like to be told as soon as possible what is

the nature of the proiects concerned. Parliament
should also like to be inlormed more fully on those

cases where there is loint financing by the European

Investment Bank and the NCI. The Commission
states that such cases are rare, but give no further
details. The present report concentrates on the points
which are specific to this tranche. But the comments
made in the earlier reports on the New Community
Instrument and the NCI tranches still fully apply, in
particular as regards the information required on the

sectoral policy and on the economic sectors, on the
distribution of the tranche among the priority sectors

and on the division of responsibilities between the

European Investment Bank and the Commission.
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In conclusion, Parliament, as we state in the motion
for a resolution, reserves the right to initiate the conci-
liation procedure should the Council depart from its
opinion.

(Applause)

IN THB CHAIR: MR KLEPSCH

Vice-President

Mr Giovazzi (PPE). - (IT) Mr President, ladies and
g€ntlemen, the rapporteur, Mr Moreau, has already
drawn attention to what is the first and clearest point

- namely, the success of NIC3. The data regarding
the use of NIC2 and the presentation of applications
regarding NIC3 clearly confirm the successful
working of the loan, its usefulness and its desirability.

That is why, speaking both personally and on behalf
of the group that I represent, I associate myself with
what the Committee on Economic and Monetary
Affairs has once again emphasized unanimously: and
that is the necessity, the usefulness and, on the
grounds of consistency, the need to call for this
Community instrument to be made permanent. That
is the only way we can meet the requirements of truly
useful aid policy - such as the NCI is showing itself
to be - and one destined to become increasingly
more useful the more it is continuous, prompt and
capable of being counted on by the enterprises whose
needs the NCI is designed to meet. For this reason its
continuing availability, its permanent nature, becomes
a mark of that distinctive economic policy for which
Parliament has always called.

There is one second point which, in my view, is
equally important. The Committee on Economic and
Monetary Affairs has proposed an amendment to
Article 3, to which the rapporteur has already referred.
This amendment aims to extend the priorities set
down in Article 3 - which ar€ very iust, especially
the priority for small and medium-sized undertakings

- not only to those sectors that are closely connected
with industry - the exact words are 'directly allied
services' - but also to other sectors of production.
This also is a request already made by Parliament and
repeated also during the conciliation procedure. It is
not clear why - in the present state of the economy,
which is tending increasingly towards 'tertiarization',
and having reagrd to the aims which the Community
has set itself - namely, to promote the diversification
of jobs and work, and to create an articulated system
.. . As I was saying, it is not clear why, within the
framework of a financial system of this size, the
purpose of which is to stimulate investment and
supply those needs of the economy in general that it
is considered should be satisfied, it is necessary to
reduce priorities to the detriment of other productive
services. If they are productive services, whether in
one field or another, their main purpose is any*ray
that same recovery that governs the directives of the

Community economy at the present time, and should
therefore also govem any consistent financial aid
policy. It is a poliry that has shown itself to be particu-
larly successful. And it is also a pleasure for me to
emphasize, in the presence of President Ortoli, that
this initiative, which rightly bears his name, is
showing itself more closely in line with the needs of
th_e European economy with every day that passes.
ITell then, why ever should we exclude certain sectors
of production from a policy that, by means of the
happily-conceived device of global loans, has made it
possible to put even the small resources of the finan-
cial credit services to good use ?

This requesg which is less far-reaching than the
amendment proposed by the Committee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs, is a request that I
hope - on behalf also of the group that I represent

- may be accepted, so that the rules goveming the
application of this second tranche can be duly
corrected.

The third pbint concerns the report on borrowing
operations, and the geographical distribution of the
loans. I should like to emphasize that, whilst geogra-
phical criteria must also obviously be taken into
consideration, the determination of priorities in
applying the loans must still be based on the same
criteria governing the granting of the loans in the first
place, namely : support for reorganization and restruc-
turing, the revival of investmenl and action where the
economy has the greatest need of support and a fresh
impetus.

In concluding this brief speech may I express the
hope that these points that I have made regarding the
permanent nature of the instrumen! the proposed
amendment, and finally the general criteria for applica-
tion of this tranche of the NCI and those which - as
we all hope - will follow, may corroborate the
validity of the principles that I have emphasized.

Mr Ortoli, Vice-President of tbe Comrnission. -(FR) W President, I should like first of all to thank
Mr Moreau for the work he has done as chairman of
the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs
and as rapporteur to let us have as quickly as possible
Parliament's opinion on this new NCI tranche.

The urgency attaching to the delivery of this opinion
is in fact a measure of the instrument's success and
this morning and this afternoon we have been able to
discuss all the aspects of this policy and its evolution.
Speaking in general, I would say that this is an area
which has not made us popular in other quarters but
in which, from Parliament's side we have always
enjoyed active and resolute support. The matter goes a
long way back : we started three years ago on this new
Community venture and, over time, I think we have
been able to offer Parliament the essentials of the
answers to questions which it put to us. As regards
more detailed information on the loans, on the overall
management, on the relationship between the
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Commission and the Bank which both serve the

Community in this venture - and I believe Padia-

ment wishid to know about the mechanisms we were

settins uD - we have supplied the information and

;; arE, oi.ourr., ready to-provide more of the details

that Mr Moreau asks for. I think the information on

ihe m.diu- and small undertakings should be avail-

.bl. bu, it will require certain procedures and I
cannot undertake to give an absolute deadline for a

reply to this question,-but in the next rePorts s'e shall

giie'all the information uP to the date for which the

reports are drawn uP.

S(hen Mr Moreau says why is it that there is less

.o-ii*i.irg i ,r,int ih. t..tott is in part the NCI's

,r...rr. I riean, demand for the kind of service the

NCI protid." has increased and what is more the

NCI meets a particular kind of demand that was not

suoolied bv the other Community instruments' It

.o'ri.t i, sectors, and particularly in regions where the

European Investment- Bank could not intervene' I

repeat, all the information will be given to you as

soon as it is available.

I should now like to make two observations on ques-

iions which have been raised in connection with Mr

Moreau's rePort and also in the amendment

concerning irticle 3 of which Mr Giavazzi has just

b..n ,p..iing. First: it is stated in the report that it
*lrra i. adiisable if tranches by sector were laid

down, if that is, the scope of the various tyPes-of inter-

vention were more pricisely defined' I would say it
*ouiJ no, be a good thing io be too precise' one of

the successes of 
-the NCI has been its flexibility' Let

me sive You an example : when we wanted to ensure a

favoirable position for the small and medium under-

takings in developing the NCI, had we fixed a quota'

. ,u6+r.rr.he withii the SMU tranche, we should

have probably underestimated the demand and we

should not achieved the volume of loans that we actu-

ally did.

I think we should not have reached the 40% or more

that the SMUs currently represent in NCI financing'

ih.r.(or., while appreciating the need to maintain as

f., ., por.ibl. a harmonious balance, I would not wish

u, to ior. the flexibility which allows this facility -
still, remember in its experimental lage - to be

e*pioited to the full of itJ potential' However' Parlia-

mlnt knows that graduaily I hope to 
- 
see the

...t 
"nlttt, 

becomin! even more open and flexible'

"Jf.t 
i.rf"rly t sho-uld eventually like to see an end

io tt. tt.n.t es and Community loans becoming a

para.r.nt Community mechanism, recognized as

such.

On the second point -7 well, I wonder' Mr Moreau

and Mr Giavazzi say ttft we ate resricting ourselves

in our document because, for productive sectors' we

.rtifr., industry and the services attached to industry

- esPecially small and medium-sized enterprises -
should have priority access to financing under the

NCI. Let me add that there is also explicit reference

to innovative development of new technologies, which

is of relevance to ihe policies we have 'often been

debating here. I7e are being told: !Ihy- stoP there,

whv noi take in all the productive sectors ? I would, to

,orir. .*,.n,, be wary of this amendment' not because

I do not appreciate its intent, but because I think that

it th. or.sent staqe in the NCI's progress' it would be

6.tt.t Ioion.entiate all the emphasiion the priorities

we regard as important. Indeed, without wishing to

exaggJrate, I sei a certain contradiction between

*r.niing to embrace all the sectors and our Present

.on.".i with economic take-off, when we should be

eivins particular attention to productive investmeng

[t. i"nul.,tn.nt for take-off. I would thus personally

orefer us to concentrate on the breakthrough to
'-o*th which should be achieved through industry

ind its related services' I(e know that it is the develop-

ment of the tertiary sector that holds out the promise

of considerable growth and employment' Given that

our resources arel after all, limited, surely it is better to

concentrate on industrial reorganization in the

services and high technology sectors' This is what we

aim for and I sf,ould like to see those who try to bring

about such change turning for help t9 the C9m.mu-

nity in the first place, rather than at this stage 'unlver-

salize' the instrument, if Mr Giavazzi will forgive the

expression. This is what I had to say, s'hich does not

mian that I am unaware of the problems'

My last remark is this. I do not know how the Council

*rill ,..., to the decisions that Parliament will take'

and Mr Moreau, very properly, has resewed Parlia-

ments' attitude to conciliation.

At all events, irrespective of what you decide today

and of what will su-bsequently be said in the Council,

I should like to see early action on the New Commu-

nity Instrument. It would be bad (or the impression to

be created that this is a wlnerable instrument, an

instrument dependent on last-minute decisions' Ve
need to have continuity in our selection Process, we

need to be able to continue negotiations on the

possible loans to be Sranted, we have nearly

io-pt.t.a work on the doisiers for the first tranche of

NCI III. I should be glad if we could together speed

up the Process and Jear the way in -the 
next few

wieks so that we can carry on the work'

President. - The debate is closed'

The vote will be taken at the next voting time'

4. European a.utonobile indust-rl -
Telecommunicotions - Textile industies -

Sbipbuilding industry - Macbine tool industry

President. - The next item is the ioint debate on

- the rePort (Doc. l-1505/83) by Mr Bonaccini' on

behalf of the Committee on Economic and Mone-

tary Affairs, on the state of the European automo-

bile industrY
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- !h. oral question with debate (Doc. t-1497l83) by
Mr Pininfarina, on behalf of the Liberal and
Democratic Group, to the Commission :

Subject: Community policy on the automobile
industry

- whereas the European automobile industry is
being forced to restructure on a massive scale as
the only way of contending with competition from
the Japanese and American industries;

- whereas the .exceptional nature of the efforts
being made can be seen in the wholesale renewal
of the range of cars produced and in the quick-
ening pace of innovation, so much so that, over
the last three years (1980, 1981, 1982) European
manufacturers have produced in all some 200 new
models;

- whereas this process of renewal is accompanied by
rationalization of and innovation in production
methods, involving enornous financial outlay;
thus, in recent yea6, the European automobile
industrv has invested 5 500 million units of
account per year and is planning to make further
investment in the next five years amounting annu-
ally to 13 000 million units of account;

- asks the Commission why an adequate response
has not been made to these problems;

- asks in particular why a sectoral industrial policy
has not been drawn up to implement the Euro-
pean Parliament's recommendations contained in
its Resolution of 13 January l98l and the plan
which the Commission itself had set out in its
document entitled 'Structure and Perspectives of
the European Automobile Industry' - May l98l ;

- asks why instead of taking this course, preference
was given when it came to assessing the process of
rationalization and reorganization and the agree-
ments between industries in this sector, to an
inflexible and restrictive interpretation of the rules
of competition, without making allowance for the
world context in which the European industry has
to operate;

- asks whether the policy of aid and direct loans
given to this sector should not be considered inap-
propriate, whether it is true that in l98l the Euro-
pean automobile industry received aid and loans
running to 0.8% of all Community finance for the
sector and whether it is a fact that the largest loan
granted by the EIB in the years lgll-1982
amounted to slightly more than 5o/o of the invest-
ments made by the industry during the same
period;

- asks in contlusion :

whether it might not be better to change policies
which are proving beyond doubt to be detrimental

to the European automobile industry such as for
example the draft regulation on the distribution of
its production, what the Commission therefore
intends to do to revise the current trend and imple-
ment measures destined specifically to improve
the conditions in which the European automobile
industry operates ?

- the report (Doc. l-1477183) by Mr Leonardi, on
behalf of the Committee on Economic and Mone-
tary Affairs, on telecommunications.

- the report (Doc. l-1494183) by Mr Normann, on
behalf of the Committee on Economic and Mone-
tary Affairs, on the textile and clothing industries
in the Cornmunity

- the report (Doc. t-t49}l}3) by Mrs Theobald
Paoli, on behalf of the Committee on Economic
and Monetary Affairs, on the shipbuilding industry
in the Community

- the report (Doc. t-l5Z7l}3) by Mr Franz, on
behalf of the Committee on Economic and Mone-
tary Affairs, on the European Community's
machine tool industry

The following oral questions will be included in the
debate.

- by Mr Damette and others (Doc. l-15/g4) to the
Commission:

Subject : Cooperation in the automobile sector

In the context of the debate on the future of the auto-
mobile in Europe, and given the need to stimulate a
recovery of employment and research in this sector,
does not the Commission think it necessary to
promote further contractual cooperation between the
main Community producers, backed up by EEC aid
based on the following criteria:

- guarantees of new jobs together with a reduction
of the working week to 35 hours;

- development of productive investment combined
with use of new technologies;

- drawing up a training plan for existing and newly-
recruited workers, in collaboration with trade
union representatives.

- by Mrs De March and others (Doc. l-14lg4) to the
Commission:

Subject: Crisis in the shipbuilding industry

The crisis in the shipbuilding industry is growing
worse from year to year. From l97S to l9gi, more
than 87 000 jobs were lost in the Communiry in
other words 43 o/o of the total. In the r.m. period,
production fell by 5l %. In France, almost i t OOO
jobs have been lost and short-time working is
spreading in all countries.
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In its Fifth Annual Report (1982), the Commission

.onria.rs that in the lig:ht of the deterioration of the

market in 1982" additional redundancies in Europe are

forecast before long.

In view of this situation, can the Commission state :

l. Vhat its short and m€dium-term predictions are

wittt tegata to employment and production capacities

ii-init"..,or for'thl Community and each,of the

U.-U.t States; whether it can provide Parliament

with a study on this question ?

2. Vhether it intends, in cooperation -with the

Member States, to ProPose a strategy, -taking 
into

;;;; tn. gotity of the situation, to safegrard p\
;;il-,h. diimaniling of production capaciry and

.i.ur. fot the immJdiate future and in the longer

term the development of shipbuilding and repair activ-

ities ?

Is the Commission prepared, in particular'

- to reexamine its s)'stem of controlling national

"i* 
in such a *"y 

"t 
to encourage the granting of

finance earmarked for investment to malntaln or

create new iobs, particularly skilled jobs'

- to ProPose incentives,- particularly. preferential

Coni*ri"ity finance foi the shipowners of

Community countries giving priority to. national

(as already happens) "nI 
Commt"'ity shipbuilders

iather than third countries,

- to release the necessary financial resources in the

E"iir.ity budget or utilize other resources (EIB

lo"nr, ,p..i.l tai) to help to finance such incen-

tives,

- to put forward proposals for effective and direct

-easutes to combat the unfair comPeutlon Prac-

ii..t of certain South-East Asian countries; to

undertake, in particular, an inquiry to enable it to
determine how certain countries, such as South

Korea and Japan, manage to follow an artificial' or

even illegai iut-price [oficy with regard to the

rules of intemational trade ?

Can the Commission ProPose the institutional or legal

i."tut t needed to iounttt these practices' particu-

ir-.lv within the framework of GATT or even by

-.i""-.iUif"teral or multilateral negotiations ? Can it'

in oarticular, propose ioint action with the Member

lli.t 
",itrtitt 

tire intemational Labour Organization to

Ltinj "n 
end to conditions of work and pay that

enab"le certain South-East Asian countries to oPerate

;;6t+ prices on the world market by blatantly

exploiting unProtected labour ?

3. To what extent Spain's nlembership might

tut n"t aggravate the situation in Europe ?

4. How it intends to encourage demand oriented

;..dt ; .hipUt itdit g industry that is more sensitive

to safety matters, energy savings -and 
environmental

prot..tion, at both iiiernational and Community

[*1, ay banning ships that do not comply with the

;;"it laid do:wn by international conventions and

n;lr* to lay down standards that take account of

these iiteria thereby promoting technological innova-

tion ?

Mr Bonoccini (COM), rd\porteur' - (IT) Mr Presi-

&nt, ladies and gentlemen, three years-ago' when our

Parliament adopied a resolution on the European auto-

mobile industry, we undertook - as the Committee

on Economic and Monetary Affairs - to, rePort on

the development of the sector' That is what we are

doins todav, not merely in the execution of a duty'

;;-*rh;;';ith a view to submitting a political

;;r;; sheeg showing what has been achieved' and

what still remains to be tackled'

The guidelines laid down three years- ago by the Euro-

pean"Parliament have-P..*d: in the "ttini -t:I:ttiThe European automobile industry is experienctng a

degree of 
'recovery' even though the-initiatives of the

-o'^rnunity have not taken full effect' An industry

that was rigarded in many quarters. as bcing mature'

to-it. poin"t that it could be abandoned to the new

iot .t i play in the sector, has shown its. ability to

i...t. ptod,ritivity has increased Sreatly' investment

il;;; t igt, 
"na 

there have also been changes in

t .nioi"gy i.a further innovation in regald 
- 
to

,.oa*tt""na the production Process: research has
t"toU.a 

n.* fields, and new commitments have been

ilJrld lito fot its development, whilst the- competi-

ir". tprtii has become more dynamic' Those who

tt orgh, that a new element of dynamism could be

inieied into this sector and into a whole group- of

atiied actinities were thus proved right' It is a pity. that

,ftlt f"t, asPect - the dynamic competitive spirit -
rio"ia .ppiv, as thingB att tt Pteset't, almost only to

;;;;p..'ilt.t tn"tf"tt coniinue to remain the

,rotin.. of Japan or the re-invigorated industry of the

fiii J sirls, which places a severe limit on the

;;*n of the automobile sector' There is scope here'

in th. near future, for further consideration of the

world characteristics of this industry and the way it
may develoP.

One of the results of the crisis that affects demand for

tfr.-pioa"a is the way it has shifted.to. tle middle-

upper middle-orrg. oi products, which is 
-tending 

to

#;-; the typica'l European range, gven though new

developments are to be expected in the^near future in

both ihe bottom and top ranges' A, very- recent

"iiff"ft "f 
basic experiments shoG that these develop-

i.r,L *.t all envisaged at the beginning- of this

..nrrty. Th.y remained in susPense' however'

;;a#g materials and methods that would make their

i-pf.ti."t"tion possible' Cars are in fact going

tt rlugn this incriasingly rich and complex phas9.9f

a.r.i8p-..r, in prep"aration for a future in which
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materials and methods will combine to produce a new
product that is only remotely comparable with what
we have known to date.

It will of course retain its characteristics as a means of
achieving greater freedom of movement, and as a
stimulus to demand in an increasing number of other
sectors.

I7ith an eye to a fascinating future - on which,
because of lack of time, I shall not be able to dwell -the resolution is shaped rather differently lrom the
resolution of three years ago. Absolute priority is given
to the proposals for strengthening the industry and
creating a climate that is more favourable for research
and development - following also the examples
contained in valuable reports by other members,
amongst whom I should like to mention Mr Veronesi

- -and 
to the protection of the environment, safety,

and energy consumption. This protection of the envi-
ronment is to be achieved by means of various initia-
tives, although in this field the report identifies three
essential political conditions that are the prerequisites
of a prompt, Community initiative : the avoidance of
unilateral national measures, an adequate appraisal of
the necessarily complementary nature of the various
objectives, and a realization of how much time will be
needed to modify products and adjust the organization
of production.

The Community's initiative should promote and
encourage cooperation for research in general and
environmental research in particular, and should
include special, rapid depreciation of the costs
sustained in this field. A number of questions to do
with the internal market, competition, and commer-
cial policy which the resolution contains need no
further comment, and involve no new factors which
this Parliament has not already considered in relation
to the car industry. On the other hand, some of the
social aspects - such as the serious and rapid
increase in unemployment - are very much more
alarming. The Verband der Automobilindustrie in
'West Germany maintains that this is something that
has not occurred in their country; I note thiJ with
pleasure, but this does not in any way alter the more
general observation regarding the Community.

The trade union liaison and information system to
provide estimates of employment levels in the sector
has not been pursued. I am certain that the Vice presi-
dent will tell us roday of the obstacles and resistance
that the department which he heads with so much
authority has encountered. The same applies to the
hoped-for initiatives for programmes affoiding secure
alternative employment, bearing in mind thai it will
be difficult for the sector on its own to re-employ all
those who have been rhrown out of employm.ni Uy
the restructuring and innovation in the automobili
and components industries, and by those regions that
have traditionally provided employment.

The Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs
hopes that its assessment, which was unanimous, will
be adopted by you with a large majority, which will
stimulate the work of the undertakingp and the action
of the Council, the Commission, thJnadonal govern-
ments, and the trade unions that represent the
workers.

(Applause from a number of bencbu)

Mr lrmer (L). - (T) Mr President, I have the diffi-
cult task of representing Mr pininfarin4 whose
uncommon knowledge of these problems, and of the
initiatives that are intended to provide a stimulus, is
well known. It is also common knowledge that Mr
Pininfarina is an ltalian, whereas I am not. por this
reason, Mr President, if you will allow me, I shall
speak in Italian, reading the speech, which is some-
thing that I do not usually do.

First of all I should make it clear that the questions
raised bp the Liberal and Democratic Group do not
contradict the points made by Mr Bonaccini on behalf
of the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs
but are complementary to them, in the sense that he
only touched very lightly on the problem of the selec_
tive distribution and servicing of motor vehicles. The
point which Mr Pininfarina makes, and with which, I
think, the rapporteur himself is in agreemen! is that
the Community, has only contributed to a very small
extent to improving the conditions within the Euro-
pean automobile industry in these difficult yean of
reorganization. In order to meet the competition of
the Japanese and American car industries, the Euro-
pean car producers have invested 5 500 million ECU
a year, and will have to invest a further 13000
million. This collossal commitment has not been
accompanied by any paper industrial poliry for the
sector. Contrary to the commitment undertaken in
May three years ago, the Commission of the Commu-
nity, in 

-its 
appraisal of the rationalization process, has

favoured a restrictive interpretation of the rules of
competition, forgetting the world context in which
the European indrrstry has to operate.

As if that were not sufficient, at a time when the
general economic situation is beginning to show
slight, tentative signs of improvemint, thi Commis-
sion has produced its draft on the distribution of auto_
mobile products, the implications of which are
damaging financially to the European industry, and
the conseluences of which will linally have-to be
borne by the consumer, because of thi deterioration
in servicing arrangements.

It cannot be said that the undertakingp have not done
their bit, both with investments and with reorganiza_
tion and innovation. What is more, the only European
agreements ol any economic importance - such as
those between Peugeo! Renault and Volvo, and Fiat
and Peugeot - were concluded in the absence of any
effective European policy.
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I repeat - the recovery that is taking Place has been

achieved without the aisistance of the Community' If
now the bureaucratic shackles of Brussels were to slow

it down, destroying in particular the olficial distribu-

tion networks, and thus damaging the comPanles

.lorro-i. situation, it would prove the truth of the

arguments from some quarters lh.,t ih:. European

.o"n..pt has gone into an irreversible decline'

In conclusion, the Community's action cannot be

synonymous with a dirigisme that, super-imposing

ilelf on the action by individual Member States, has a

nemtive influence on the future of automobile produc-

tioi. It must, instead, be the instrument of stronger'

*or. p.n.,r.ting measures to finance ioint research

frogr.tnrn.t on iublects of public interest such as' for

[*#p1., energy saving, new materials and new tech-

nologies - as the Bonaccini rePort suggests'

Since the way out of the current economic crisis

dep.rrds largeiy on the recovery of the-automobile

industrv. thi bommunity should actively work to

i.pi""L',n. climate of reiations between both sides of

the industry and set in motion the European sources

of private finance for restructuring the sector'

At the end of this debate, it had been the intention of

the Liberal and Democratic Group to Present a resolu-

tion with early vote, Pursuant to Rule 42' In deference

to the insistence of Mr \7elsh, who is the author of a

i.rort th.t is being prepared on this problem' Mr

ii'rrinf.tin. has deciiei to withdraw his motion for a

resolution which, as Mr \7elsh suggested, will be incor-

poot.d in his report. I very much hope 
-that 

the

Vehh resolution may be adopted by the European

Parliament in its rwo remaining sessions, because the

situation is urgent, and any further delay would be

harmful to the automobile industry'

(Applause)

President. - M.y I compliment you on your speech

in ltalian, Mr lrmer.

Mr Leonardi (COM), rap4orteur' - (IT) Mr Presi-

dent, thit moming Vice-frisident Ortoli very. rightly

observed that it is no longer the time to note the state

oi if,ing. and give adviie for developments in the

dir,.r,, iutut bIt inster.d it is time to take decisions'

or rather - I would add - in view of the scanty

;;;; at our disposal, to persuade the- -Council 
of

iIirir,.o to take decisions, acting on public opinion'

Vice-President Ortoli also observed that a common

oolicv for telecommunications, that would be effective

in 2ti y..rr' time, would be of no interest whatever'

iia inl, he would prefer one to be in force in five

y..o ti-.. \fith tfris, also, I am in agreement' I

li"rfa only like to Point out that in any case a policy

fo. t.l"co--unications in 20 years' time would be an

impossibility because, in the meantiTg, o." countries

would have-become a market for exploitation by other

industries outside the Community, with the result

that, obviously, any common poliry would be point-

less.

This is therefore the 'philosophy' of the report that I

am now Presenting: io indicate a few very modest

points on which h-owever it is possible to get public

ooinion to aqree so as to lead to the formulation of a

.5.tnon poiiry on the subiect of telecommunications'

The situation in this sector has been the obiect of

study for a number of years, and I would like to say

that'the Commission has in its possession a mass of

excellent material, that I have personally had the plea-

sure of consulting.

Motions for resolutions have been presented on a

number of occasions in the pas! and some of them

have been the subiect of interesting speeches, such as

the one by Mr Herman in April l98l'-However, in

effect, no itogt.tt has been made' In the meantime

the situatiron has become worse ; many European

firms have signed agreements with foreign firms, and

the markets o-f our countries have increasingly become

areas of foreign intervention.

In such a situation, what can be done ?

The motion for a resolution that I am submitting for

your consideration calls on the Commission, which

porr.tt.t all the necessary information, to PrePare a

ilirra of summary so that public opinion can be

informed regarding the situation in which we find

ourselves ani the impossibility of continuing on the

basis that we have todiy, with seParate decisions being

taken by the various governments, whose power in

this sector is decisive since, as you all know, telecom-

munications are to a greater or lesser extent under the

direct control of ouirespective Sovemments' As the

first point, therefore, we need a general outline for the

medium and long term of what should be done to

facilitate convergiig action by the public and industry

towards these general objectives'

Ve therefore ProPose a first policy objective, namely

the establishmenf of a Community preferential area

for telecommunications. The citizens of the Commu'

nity must in fact be able to communicate with one

another - and today, certainly, the question mainly

concerns telephone communications, which are far

and away the most used - at preferential rates

.o-p"r.i with those applying to countries outside the

Community. The first iot.iet steP that should be

taken in this direction should be the harmonization

and standardization of the tariff structure' Today, as

vou know, the tariffs generally change with each fron-

iier that is crossed. VelL in a Community such as

ours, we should proceed without delay, if necessary

through action by the individual governments' to

standlrdize and harmonize the tariffs, as the first

measure for the creation of that preferential area for

telecommunications that should be - as I said before

- our basic PolicY objective.
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Another point is the issue of a loan in ECU to back
the great,financial effort that is needed to develop this
sector, a loan in ECU that is open to all citizens of the
Communiry including therefore those countries that
at present have restrictions on the transfer of capital,
and this would be a first concrete step towards theieal-
ization of a great joint objective, the creation of a
common capital market, which is something that we
all desire, but which is still non-existent.

The resolution naturally refers to other problems as
well, which have been raised on a number of acco-
sions, and which concern standardization, research,
type approval, institutional reform, and so on ; these

1.e-"-ery -important problems that are undoubtedly
decisive, but which must however be seen from the
standpoint of subsequent development, based on these
first approaches that do make immediate results
possible,

Mr Nordmann (L), rapportetn - (FR) Mr presi-
dent, we are discussing the problems of thi textile and
clothing irdustry in the Community at a particularly
appropriate moment when the Multifibre Arrange-
ment has been renewed and, after ten years of crisiJin
the Vesg it is possible to see some trends and goals
for this sector which is particularly vulnerabli to
world conrpetition and also to the social consequences
of technologrcal updating which is, in any eveng
unavoidable.

Iet me describe briefly the problems arising in the
matter of intra-Community and extra-Community
trade and the difficulties connected with the moderni-
zation that is indispensable.

But before I do this let me, by way of general introduc-
tion make something of a declaration of faith in the
future of the textile and clothing industry. The dap
are gone when, according to a rather oversimplifiid
view of new industrial patterns, the task was asiigned
to non-European countries, with their low labour
costs, of taking over a number of traditional produc-
tive activities, while to the Vestern co,rrtri., *.s
reserved the development of the new industries, to the
exclusion of all other industrial activities.

Ve have now abandoned this superficial oversimplifi-
cation and the Commission has proposed a concept of
the maintenance of a Community industry embraiing
all the sectors of textile and clothing manufacturi
The preservation of this industry is o-f great impor-
tance and will, I am certain, prove highly rewarding
for the Community.

It is thus with regard to the maintenance of the entire
textile and clothing industry that we should consider
the problem of balancing intemational trade and espe-
cially the protection measures which the Gommunity

was obliged to institute agpinst some abuses in
concluding the Multifibre Arrangement.

The motion for a resolution submitted by us strcsses
the need for this protection, but also underlines its
provisional nature and the fact that on no account
must it become an excuse for technological stagnation
and the rejection of innovation. It is th--us in faiour of
rgnewing the Multifibre Arrangement, but cdthin
clearly defined limits and calls for real reciprocity in
both 

-extra-Community and intra-Community trade.
In this connexion we come once again to the issue of
aids and of their tftmsparency. Lasiyear the Commis_
sion- started an investigation into ixisting aids. The
results of this enquiry must at last bJ published,
because we need information which will aliow us to
Brogres! towards Community cooperation in place of
the strife that has marred this issue so far.

ObviouslS measures to liberalize trade will be point-
less unless the Community can increase the competi-
tiveness of its textile and clothing industry. That can
only be done if we resolutely opt for a policy of high-
glality products and for technological modimizati-on,
which has already been started, but which is still too
fragmentary. In the motion for a resolution lays down
the deails of this modemization, proposing at the
same time accompanfng social meaiures which must
also be instituted. It is only through such action in the
technological and the social field that this industry
can be given hope for the future and the conviction
that intemational competition is not a tribulation to
be suffered but a challenge to be taken up.

Mrs Th6obeld-Pooli (Sl, rapporteu. 
- (FR) Mr

President, ladies and gentlemen, the Community's
shipbuilding industry, a major employer of highly
skilled labour, commands theoreUcally 

" fr'"g.
domestic market: the Ten together .epres.nt the
world's prime commercial and inaritime'power. yet
the output of_our shipyards is inexorably ialling as a
result of world recession, of the disruption of intema_
tional ship_ping and of what is often unfair competi-
tion from Japanese, Korean, Taiwanese and East Euro_
pean shipbuilders, all of whom are undercutting prices
in order to gain a monopoly.

Today the common market in shipbuilding is virtually
non-existent. No shipowner has given an order to any
dockyard outside his own country in the EEC in 19g3.
Our production costs are twice the sellin* price in the
market. Compared with Japan and -Taiwan 

our
thipyards. are tragically uncompetitive. productivity in
Europe is falling, shipbuildihg in the Ten is a
depressed industry. The Commission's purely negative
monitoring of State aids has proved ineffective and
the Member Sates, lacking the necessary size to attain
their goals, have not done better individually.
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No one is suggesting seriously that the simPlistic solu-

tion of closiig Coirmunity frontiers to the outside

wodd would inr*.t the case. On the contrary, the

Co-tirr.. on Economic and Monetaiy Affairs has' in

fin. *itf, Parliament's vote of 17 November last, opted

for an intelligently aggressive Community policy'

This considers, firsg Europe's security' Economic secu-

iw first of all, for while tihe Community is the world's

i"ig.tt irnporting and exporting area, it is- the only

developed arca, aPart from Japan, to depend to a very

hiqh d'esree on imports of 
-raw 

materials' It would be

ffi;ilfil. for Euiope to depend on the whim of

Jit"r, countries *'hi.h coufd exploit their quasi-

rnoiopotitti. position. But also strategic security : if
conflict should come' we cannot be dependent on the

Far East or on Eastern Europe for the repair and

.ontt-.tion of our ships if we are not to ieopardize
our independence and political freedom' .Al1 large

..onorni. groupings which are comparable to the

EEC have I consistent policy on shipping and ship-

building.

The second consideration is employment' There are

ii million unemployed in the Community' The ship-

["iiJi"g industry is a maior employer, both directly

.nd in"r..ondary occupations' Ii we restructure and

-oa.*ir. we shalt save entire European regions from

unemployment.

Thirdly, we must saleguard our future' Shipbuilding is

""I-"i 
ifr. principal c-atalysts of technological research

inJ of tn. d.r.top*ent of advanced industries'

[.o"orni. consideration, employment, research and

iniustri.l development - all these make it imperative

that we save our shiPYards.

The programme I propose, which the Committee on

Econlmlc and Monetary Affairs suPPorts, is divided

into an intemal and an external part'

The Commission must fulfill properly the role

;;tJ to it by the Treaties: it must be aggressively

;;ilt. in oui efforts to build an economically and

sJcially strong and ProPerous Europe'. Action inter-

i"iry ,il*, .fk. ori it dustry comP€titiye. in order to

pt **. iobs : we need incentives for shipbuilders' a

iruge support ProSramme for modernization and stan-

li[ir"iii a speiificatty community plan' specific

furrds to be aflocated by the European Investment

Bank and the European Funds' Externally' we must

;; ;i;. ships whictr do not meet international stand-

;;dr ;;. wiihdrawn from service; we must resolutely

negotiate with Japan and Korea to stoP their aggresive

..i""ti"t "ni 
to make them eliminate' on equal

terhs with Europe, their spare capacities; we must

protect our shipbuilders against un-fair competition ;

and lastly, we must estabfih a unified EEC area for

aids for ihe financing of naval construction'

Ladies and Sentlemen, let us show ourselves to be

Europ""rm b-y our vote, let us tum a new leaf and

pror. tt.t eionomic efficiency and social iustice are

not mutually exclusive. I7e know the heavy cost of

any sacrifice of one or the other, let us then seek a

new solution that transcends this dichotomy' Let us

innovate.

(Applause frorn tbe left)

Mr Moreland (ED), draftsman of an opinion for tbe

Committee on Energl, Researcb and Deaclopment' -
Mi presideng the Cimmittee on Energy and Research

was involved in the rePort on telecommunications'

and I think that there was one point that struck the

;;;;i*.. most of all. It would 6e easy to get up and

tiv tn"t we ought to have a Community research

prlgratnrn. in, say, fibre optics and that cooperative

ieri".rcn would save *on.y vis-i-vis research being

aon. Uy the ten Member States and so on and so

forth. tio*."er, what struck the committee was that

i.atty the ptobl.ttt with research in telecommunica-

tion, st -t from the general scene in telecommunica-

tions. Before ot e gets the research side right, one has

to get the general scene right'

I7hat I mean by that is the general problem of the

lack of .o*pitition in the telecommunications

market. fact of competition means that you do not
-fr"". 

irno""tion in the Community' Therefore, you do

not have the pressure on research and development to

.o*. up with new ideas. This is perhaps illustrated by

the facithat the consumer in the shops happens to be

buyirrg equipment - glamorous equipment with tele-

pnl"."t doing all sorts of things - which. unfortu-

l*fy it not"always made in the Community but is

made in such countries as Hong Kong and in the Far

East. The main message of the opinion is that we

really have got to get tfre general scene right, particu-

larly the scine as regards competition'

Secondly, and complementary to- this, there is the

*t ot. i".ttion of standards and norms' Different

Member States are operating to different standards and

;;;t- For exampli, car ielephones being- made in

France and Germany at the moment will suit the

French and German'markeg but if you drive that car

elsewhere in the Community you will not be able to

-"t. tfr. call. This again has'an impact on research

.iJ a.n.fopt"ent because it means that research and

a.n.foprn.n, is fragmented to meet the needs of each

oi tn.'i.t Member-states with their ten different stand-

ards and norrns.

So that is really the situation. One could suggest areas

on which we should concentrate our attention' particu-

larly in the pre-competitive area, the area, let us san

complement"ry to the Esprit programme' However'

the message I would hope to get across is .the 
more

gen"ol on"e that if we are to-get research and develop-

ii.rt iigf,,, we have to g.t tt" whole. market right for

i"t..o-"rnot ications in ihe Community' I would hope

it.i p.tti"*.nt will suPport the amendments of the

Co--itt . on Energy- and Research to that effect'
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because this is obviously an industry that has to be
more dynamic, more geared to the needs of the
consumer. Ve are not getting that at present.

Mr Seeler (S). - (DE) W President, ladies and
gentlemen, I would like to comment on the Theobald-
Paoli report. This excellent report can leave no one in
any-.doubt as to the plight of the Community ship-
building industry. Only prompt and energetic'action
now can ensure the survival of a viable Community
shipbuilding industry. Massive subsidies in the pasi
have failed both to streamline the industry and
guarantee employment in it. Heretofore we have not
had a common Community shipbuilding strategy.
Member States must cease, once and for all, outbid-
ding one another in the granting of subsidies and
drawing a joint Community shipbuilding policy.

The Community needs a minimal-capacity ship-
building industry. Ve cannot remain totaiy
dependent on shipbuilding in East fuia and in the
Eastern Bloc. It cannot, of course, be achieved without
subsidies, but the underlying principle must be one of
elaborating a iudicious common strategy for Commu-
nity shipbuilding.

I am convinced that the Community's loss of competi-
tiveness in this branch is not an irrevocable one. The
key to Asia's ability to build cheaper ships lies in its
technically more modern shipyards. Vhy not do the
same for the Community's shipyards ? Vhy is the
Community industry unable to cut costs like Taiwan
and South Korea through, for example, multiple
production or- through technical cooperation 

-by

several shipyards ? Why are we unable to attract more
generous tax incentives for the Community's ship_
building industry ? Ve must also try to stimulate a
constant demand for the construction of new ships.
The- 

-prerequisites for this are, firstly, an uptum in
world trading, creating the requisite demand for ships.
Secondly, old technically superseded ships must be
scrapped; they should no longer be allowed to
imperil safety on the oceans by flying flags of conven-
ience. Thirdly, European shipowners muit be given a
fair chance to participate in world trade. The Commu-
nity opposes price dumping in trade; why, then, can
we not oppose the dumping methods in freight rates
employed by state-trading countries ? Fourlhly, we
cannot go on unilaterally accepting the preferential
treatment accorded by our trading partners, Brazil and
the USSR, for example, to their domestic carriers in
trade with the Community.

Countries which insist that their imports from the
Community be carried exclusively by their domestic
lines must be willing to accept the ieverse treatment
from the Community. This would also be an effective
step ageinst ships flying flags of convenience.

There are, thus, ways and means of stimulating
demand for new ships and of creating a constant

stream of orders for Community shipyards. Vhat is
needed is a Community shipbuilding strategy, to be
drawn up by the Commission forthwith.

Mr Friedrich (PPE). - (DE) Ladies and g€ntlemen,
despite the differences which exist betweerithe topics
currently under discussion - shipyards, automobiles,
textiles, and possibly, even steel - they all have a
common denominator: they are experiencing diffi_
culties, they reveal similar symptoms as far-as the
problems are concemed and have a similar history.
The situation in the automobile industry is somewhat
different.

For many years European industry was the leader in
these fields and. its products were studied and analysed
by its current rivals. At that time delegations came to
us to study and observe. Today delegations from
Europe to the Far East can scarcely ionceal their
astor*hment at the extent of the progress they
observe.

The pattem for the transformation undergone by Euro_
pean industry is invariably the same - fa1fing compet-
itiveness. A study undertaken by the luropean
Management Forum has revealed that there is only
one Community Member State among the t n
economically most competitive countries in the world

- - 
the Federal Republic of Germany, which was

*.n.\d fourth. 
- 

Belgrum, followed by Luxemburg
which was ranked thirteenth, *.re tiie next most
competitive Community Member States.

Community industry makes far too little use of the
most advanced technological means of production.
Eyebrows are raised at Volkswagen's new assembly
olant, which relies heavily on robots and in whicir
hardly anyone is employed yet this is normal in
Jp."1t The same. applies to the digital technique
which must be introduced into thi tool-making
industry.

Europeans have, for far too long, invested in industries
which have been superseded, with the result that
hardly anything was available for investment in the
new technologies, and we now run the risk of tradi_
tional industries such as shipbuilding, in the worst
possible scenario, simply disappearing from the
Community industrial landscape.

Far too little use has been made of the Community
dimension, the considerable advantages afforded by its
potential and size. I would go so far is saying that this
dimension is, in some areas of activity, totall-y unused.
As the Albert and Ball report .lghtli points out, the
Community has indulged in thJluxury of failing to
{raw up common standards universaily applicible
throughout the Community. I would aaa iirat tfre
wealth of feedback from Community public opinion
exonerates the European Parliament for this siate of
affairs and lays the blame squarely on shortcomings in
the Council's decision-making ability !
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Our fault - and I hope the Members on the other

side of the House can see their way to forgiving me

- is that we have, for far too long, indulged in the

luxury of a Socialist sentimentality, in the belief that
we could reward lacklustre performance with top-
flight standards of living. Things have, however,

tumed out differently. Iflhat course should we follow
now ?

A reduction in working hours, at considerable cost to

industry's wage bill cannot, in any way, be considered

as affording the key to the elimination of unemploy-
men! for it would merely further reduce our competi-
tiveness. Given the prevailing state of our industry, a

35-hour week without any reduction in wages would
be nothing short of sheer mockery and would further

exacerbate the situation. Asia would hold us up to ridi-
cule and rub their hands with glee. Thus it cannot be

denied that the 35-hour week without any reduction

in wages does indeed create employment - in Asia,

but not here at home !

Ve have fallerr behind noticebly in the area of

advanced technology and we must catch up. I would
like to cite a statistic in this resPect" to the effect that,

of the ten most recent advanced technological

products in the world, five have been commercialized

in the United States, three in Japan, and only one in
the Community. Ve must catch up in computer soft-

ware, microelectronies and biotechnology and the

requisite financial resources can, and must, be made

ar"il"ble. The insufficient market dimension, the lack

of universally applicable nonns throughout the

Community and the inzufficient mobility between

industry and universities are some of the essential

factors which account for our Present leeway.

Finally, our lack of capital : we are always short of

capitai. Our scarce financial resources should be allo-

caied to a regional restructuring poliry in an effort to

alleviate the plight of monostructure regions - one

need only call to mind the steel-producing regions, or

those with shipyards. The workers in such endangered

regions can best be helped by the provision of alterna'

dvl, economically viable, employment - and such

employment is, after all, the only guaranteed employ-

ment in the long run. That is a more judicious course

than pursuing a flawed social-oriented policy of
keeping workers in iobs which have ceased to be

viable,-in the knowledge that a good deal of such

employment will be unable to withstand the

impending competition.

Communiry industry - and a gleat deal has been said

in the course of today's debate - is beset with
numerous difficulties. Such a trend is not yet so

discernible in the automobile industry. To a certain

extent it may be said that Community industry is no

longer keeping pace with the most dramatic techno-

logical advances,This must not be perceived, however,

as an irreversible trend. Quite the contrary ! If we lose

no time in taking the appropriate measures - some

of which I have iust tried to outline - and divest

ourselves, once and for all, of this socialistic illusion
which holds that economic prosperity can be attained

effortlessly, it would augur well for our chances of
recovering our customary pivotal role both in the field
of advanced technology and at the summit of world
prosperity - but not until then !

(Applause from aarious quarters)

Mr Velsh (ED). - Mr President, we have to deal

with five important sectoral rePorts and, as the atten-

dance in the Chamber shows, this is rather strong-

meat. Other colleagues will address themselves to Mr
Bonaccini's reporl and to Mr Leonardi's, and I shall

very briefly refer to the other three.

In the first place, my SrouP completely sustains the

report by Mr Franz and we welcome the breath of
fresh air that his report and draft resolution brings to
these debates. The fact is that if we are to have a

competitive machine tool industry in Europe - and

that is very important to the users of machine tools,

our engineering firms - then we must have a

machine tool industry that can stand on its own feet.

Vith regard to Mr Nordmann's rePorq once again we

welcome the robust attitude that it shows. The fact is
that the textile industry in Europe is doing very much
better. The company Courtaulds in the United
Kingdom, having faced up to its problems, having

restructured its balance-sheet, having closed a great

many unprofitable operations, is now back in profit
and showi every sign for the future of providing real

iobs for its many employees. This is something to be

proud of. In Italy we have one of the most resilient
and successful textile industries which is already

carving up large swathes of the internal market. I was

surprised, frankly, to see the amendments that have

been put down by some of our Italian colleagues

because if ever an industry had proved that it did not
actually need the form of protection that they suggest'

it must be the ltalian. It is very successful and they

ought to be proud of it.

So we support the general approach of the Nordmann
report and we believe that on the whole the textile
and clothing industries have proved that when it is

necessary to take the hard decisions that one has to
take to restructure, they will be taken, and we can

retum to profit and hope. As long, however' as one

removes the necessity for taking those hard decisions

by providing state aids, by providing special suPPort

for uneconJmic jobs, then those decisions won't be

taken because, of course, the consequences are painful
and nobody likes having to suffer the painful
consequences. So if we really believe in the future of
the teitile and clothing industry, then let us by all
means support its restructuring, but do not let us try
and shield it from the effects that restructuring neces-

sarily implies.
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\7hen I come to Mrs Theobald-Paoli's report - and I
hope she will take this in good part because I am very
much an admirer of hers - I do find a remarkable
piece of special pleading. Of course, every industry
can say it's strategic; every industry can say its jobs
are vital. If one applied that rule we would not actu-
ally have any industry at all which was not sustained
by some form of artificial aid. \7e will no doubt hear
from Mr Adam, Miss Quin and others that the British
shipbuilding industry is being destroyed by the
wicked Tory government who did not care about the
north-east of England. The fact actually is that since
1978 when British Shipbuilders was formed, the
United Kingdom Government has spent over 900
million pounds sustaining British shipbuilding and
that 900 million pounds sustains the jobs of 17000
workers. Now I ask you, is that honestly a good use of
money ? Rather than keeping these industries going,
against the day when maybe some thing will change,
would it not be better to concentrate on restructuring
to move them into profitable, useful and economic
fields rather than pretending somehow or other the
circle can be squared and that good will and good
intentions c:n somehow change the inexorable laws
of economics ?

That is what the Theobald-Paoli report professes to do
for shipbuilding. I would say, in all sincerity, to my
Socialist and Communist friends that by taking this
sort of action you do not help the people whom you
seek to help. !7hat you are doing is prolonging their
agony and keeping them in uneconomic jobs, in
uneconomic sectors, at uneconomic and low wages. If
that is what you really want for your people, then I
think that we should be offering something much
better from this side. So, on those grounds, we shall
vote happily for the Franz reporg proudly for the
Nordmann feport and we will also vote for Mrs Theo-
bald-Paoli's report, provided our amendments are
accepted.

(Applause from tbe European Democratic Group)

M"s J. Hoffmann (COM). - (FR)ilr President, if
there is one industry that is not suffering from techno-
logical change, it is the textile industry. Indeed, its
crisis arises rather from the absence of technological
change. Are its troubles then due to high wages costs ?'Ve are told of competition from Third \Vorld coun-
tries, but in France 88 % of imports in this sector
come from industrial countries, 67 o/o fuom the EEC.
So it is not to do with wages, which we in fact think
are too low.

If the financial situation of the enterprise is to be
improved, must production jobs be cut ? Tha! we are
told, is the price to be paid today for hypothetical
benefits tomorroq. But, to quote you but one
example, between 1974 and 1981 in France 2l o/o of
jobs in the textile and clothing sector were lost. In the
same period output fell by 2o/o each year while the
volume of imports rose by 50 %. In the Community

as a whole, although exports rose by 50 70, imports
more than doubled. Obviously the job-cutting hai not
improved matters, but, never mind, we are told, we
must continue along the same line. Thus in France
the Boussac-Saint Frdres concem intends to reduce its
workforce to 16000 in April 1984,alter having cut it
by 20 000 in 1982 to a total of 17 957 for Deiember
1983. At the same time out of the 1000 million francs
of investment money f.or 1984, none has been allo-
cated for the distressed textile sector.

So its more a break-up than a modernization of the
industry that we are witnessing. I7hile the Nordmann
report stresses the need to develop research in order to
modemize the sector and also the need for a better
balance in trade with third countries, it is self-contra-
dictory in calling for an end to international arrange-
ments after 1990. !7hat is even more serious, the
rapporteur does not propose a strategy for recon-
quering the market with high-quality products nor for
the industry's subsectors. I7e cannot accept points 15
and 19 which deal with the elimination of national
aids, which in France would lead to abandonment of
the industry. Ve are told that these aids are contrary
to the spirit and letter of the Treaty of Rome and that
they affect free competition. That is a most fallacious
argument, for the Treaty of Rome lays down that such
aids are compatible with Community rules if their
aim is to promote the development of certain activi-
ties and the development of regions suffering from
serious unemployment.

Vell, in France you only have to go to regions such as
the North, the Vosges, the Somme to realize that that
is exactly the situation in the French textile-
manufacturing regions. But what the Commission
wants is to be able to go on dictating that national
aids must be made subiect to further reductions of
productive capacity and more job-cutting. So the
report presents as inevitable the reduction of jobs by
another million by 1990.

But we think that we must forget this logic without
compassion and start making a modern and competi-
tive textile industry. We must stop factory closures -that is essential - and modernize, we must develop
vocational training, we must look for new outlets b,
diversifying output and research, we must promote
productive investment that creates jobs and coopera-
tion between undertakings. Because it makes no
mention of the need to recover the intemal market,
which is the only means of overcoming the spurious
qrob_lgm of surplus capacity, we shall be voting against,
the Nordmann report.

Mr Gauthier. - (FR) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, at this time of economic crisis it is clear
what the imperative for the Community must be:
to survive and develop. For crisis-stricken sectors, such
as steel-making, the textile industry or shipbuilding,
survival means adaptation with sacrifices now so that
they can become viable tomorrow. For the
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high-technology sector in which the European

industry holds a high world rank, to develop means to

consolidate that position and above all make the neces-

sary effort to achieve further Progress and exploit all

its potential for the sake of the Community's
econbmic future. This is precisely the case of the

machine-tool industry on which Mr Franz has given

us a comprehensive, incisive and imaginative report.

The rapporteur is quite right to Present not only the

present state of the industry but to stress the impor-
tance of its development for the future. If the Commu-
nity can rapidly implement a unified overall strategy

in this secior,-it can become a factor for Europe's

economic unification and a perfect examPle of what

can be done in a practical way. But to achieve this the

Community needs to take a number of measures,

which the rapporteur proposes. The Community
accounts Lor 28 o/o of world machine-tool output and

for 50 Yo of world exports. Vith an outPut worth
5300 million dollars in 1982 we are ahead of Japan
and the United States. Clearly, such an important

Srowth sector, which is an essential element of our

industrial competitiveness, of innovation, technolog-

ical progress and productivity, should be developed

furthir and it can do so if the Community can take

the necessary steps to encourage industrial investment.

'!7e therefore support without resenation the rappor-

teur's proposals to help the machine-tool industry to

expand by the establishment of a Community instru-

mint to finance innovation and research. But it is one

thing to propose measures, it is another to create the

rr.c.ir"ry- conditions in which such measures can be

effective. No industrial strategy for the machine-tool
sector in the Community can succeed unless we can
'establish a properly functioning internal market and

unless we can curb and control the Member States' aid

policies, while safeguarding the liberalization of

extemal trade againsi the protectionism of some of

our trading partners, such as Japan. This is the direc-

tion to follow, as proposed by the rapporteur, so that

s/e can take up tire challenge and develop Europe's

growth potential in order to overcome today's cirisis.

(Applause)

Mr Ortoli, Vice-President of tbe Commission. -
(FR) Mr President, the European Parliament will be

considering a number of resolutions concerning

several important industrial sectors' the automobile

industry, itre machine-tool industry, the textile
industry, telecommunications, shipbuilding, which

togethei account for some 50% of the Community's
industrial output.

All these sectors have been encountering difficulties
which we have had occasion to examine as they arose'

Sflhile it would be difficult for me to rePly to five

reports dealing with such very diverse subjects, I note

that there is a close parallel between the conclusions

reached by Parliament and the Commission's views,

though there are, of course, some differences of assess-

ment and differences of view on certain points' I hope

to be able to mention some of them and give more

specific answers to the issues raised.

As I said, we have five very diverse sectors which
together call nevertheless for some general comment.
Tfi'e first striking fact is that in these analyses we are

considering together traditional sectors and very new

ones. This shows that structural change is called for in
the Community's entire industry and that we have to

consider globally a subiect that meris in fact a wider
debate, namely,'what I would call the Community's
industrial renewal. Although much emphasis is laid

on the growth sectors, this renewal should not only
concern the industries of the future, but also the basic

substructure of our industrial economy which still
accounts for the bulk of our economic activity.

Secondly, in many respects these changes have a Euro-

pean dimension, not only because the Community is

iirectly involved - as for instance through the trade

policy or competition policy - but simply because

ihe existence of the Community and of the common
market requires that in our thinking we transcend

national frontiers.

It is a remarkable fact that, despite differences in the

conditions and the activities of the industries

concerned, many of the proposals contained in Parlia-

ment's five resolutions can be categorized according to

three guiding concePts : revival, recovery of competi-
tiveness and development. This implies closer integta-

tion of the Community market, more rapid technolog-
ical transfer - here industry is concemed on the

supply side, public contracts on the demand side -
and a more consistent behaviour of public authorities

towards industry in the Community.

First, closer integration of the internal market. It is

becoming increasingly obvious, as we were in fact

saying in the debate on economic recovery that a

markit of European dimensions is an essential condi-
tion for our industry's competitiveness and develop-
ment. To take the example of the automobile industry
which has been mentioned several times in the debate

with reference to Mr Bonaccini's report, I feel that one

of the points of the resolution is particularly illustra-
tive: that calling for a global approach to regulations.

And indeed, it is clear that these matters can only be

treated today in a European dimension. The Commis-

sion is in fact preparing at this time regulations on

polluting exhaust gases in which it is trying, by
adopting a global approach, to reconcile the require-

ments of competitiveness with those of environmental
protection. That is, in fact the common thread which
runs through virtually all the five sets of proposals, the

five reports which are before you today'

How can we ensure that we can sell in external

markets, how can we at the same time protect the
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environment, how can we ensure a competitiveness
which will halt the progressive decline of the Euro-
pean industry and ensure is survival ? I feel that in
such areas as that I referred to in connection with Mr
Bonaccini's report we were to confine ourselves only
to national initiatives, they could easily ieopardize the
competitiveness of firms, whereas taken at the Euro-
pean level they can become an element of dynamic
industrial progress.

This is in fact our general approach, it is not restricted
to iust a few sectors. !7e have embarked on a Euro-
pean policy of standardization which we regard as an
essential component of the consolidation of the
internal market and of the development of new indus-
tries. And let me say again that when I speak of stan-
dardization I do not mean bureaucratic petty fogging
I mean real basic standardization in the framework of
a large market which is a factor of effective marketing
and dynamic development.

Most of the resolutions also mention cooperation
between undertakings as a means of increasing the effi-
cienry of production methods. In this area, too, we
have put forward proposals of a general scope which,
if they are adopted, will eliminate some of the fiscal
obstacles to the association of enterprises by creating
the flexible legal structure of the European coopera-
tion grouping.

Incidentally, as regards the automobile industry, I
have taken note of the points raised in the Bonaccini
report and in more general manner in Mr Pininfa-
rina's question concerning a number of regulations we
are contemplating, especially those on selective distri-
bution. I have listened very carefully to what was said
on this subject and I have read the report in its orig-
inal version. I7ork on this is still in progress, we are
still in the consultation phase and we shall take into
consideration everything that has been said here and
in the course of consultation before we arrive at our
final decision.

Finally, as regards the consolidation of the Commu-
nity's internal market, in all its aspects, I should like
to say that the problems raised are of a more general
nature and they .are mentioned in a report by the
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs which
you will be shortly debating.

My second point is the spread of new technologies.
This, too, is mentioned in all the speeches and all the
reports which have been examined today. This is
because, even in the oldest industries, modemization,
the ability to enter what is a highly competitive
market with up-to-date products and up-to-date
services is part of the economic game both in the
common market and in international competition.

Therefore our ability to spread technological
know-how is a condition of our being able to produce
a competitive supply, for it is the means of incorpo-

rating all the new knowledge both in the production
process and in the product. This is particularly true, of
course, for the machine-tool industry, as Mr Franz's
report amply illustrates, but it is also a means for the
regeneration, or for promoting the regeneration, of the
textile sector, as pointed out by Mr Nordmann, and of
opening up the future before a sector such as telecom-
munications, dealt with by Mr Leonardi.

I want to say to the last-mentioned rapporteur that the
lines extent his report to a very large extent have the
approval of the Commission which last year proposed
a six-point action programme which comprises many,
though not all, of the points made by him. I note that
Mr Leonardi attaches great importance to tax harmoni-
zation, rightly I think. This is something that can only
be achieved gradually, perhaps beginning with the
new senrices, but clearly in the long run - in fact in
the medium term - it is one of the conditions for
establishing a true common market for telecommuni-
cations.

I have also noted Mr Moreland's observations on stand-
ards andl shall study with great care the proposals for
loans in ECUs for the development of telecommunica-
tions.

lTithout labouring the point, let me say that the initia-
tives we are undertaking in fact go beyond the scope
of the five reports submitted here, because
programmes such as Esprit and basic technological
research are going to make an important contribution
to the spread of know-how throughout all the sectors.
There is, for instance, a direct link between some
projects which will be implemented under Esprit and
the development of advanced production techniques
which will be relevant to such sectors as the machine-
tool industry.

The third aspect is the consistency of conduct by the
public authorities throughout the Community. In
:ectors experiencing serious difficultiqs, such as ship-
building and textiles - but also in others -consistent actions by the public authorities of the
various Member States are an essential conditiorr of
success.

The Commission will have to see to it that these
actions really do lead to the restoration of competitive-
ness in the sectors concerned throughout the Commu-
nity, but also that, in the circumstances which we
have to cope with, activities of essential importance
for the Community are maintained. S7e are, with this
in mind, consulting with the national administrations
on the shipbuilding sector - to see in what scale it
must be preserved, and with the same goal we have
sought for shipbuilding the extension of the Fifth
Directive until 1985. In view of the specific problems
facing this industry, we have sought to ensurl that in
the application of the directive special artention is
paid to good management and to the gradual decrease
of aids.
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'We were also interested to hear what Mrs Th6obald-
Paoli's report had to say on some new forms of - not
exactly aids in the strict sense of the term - but
up-to-date facilities, as regards credits, for example, for
the shipbuilding industry; and in this connection I
would remind you that in the last two years interven-

tion in regions where shipbuilding is especailly impor-
tant has become possible from such sources as the

ERDF and the Social Fund.

As regards the automobile industry, the Commission
will shortly be stating its position in the context of
decisions it must take on a whole series of aid applica-

tions submitted by some Member States'

I need spend very much time on the textile industry.

The inventory for which Mr Nordmann is calling is

being drawn up; I hope it will become available in
the next few weeks. I have taken note of the questions
raised in respect of external relations and trade - but
that is a subject on its own. I would, however, stress

the importance of keeping the multilateral agreement

in forci for the succesi of the Community's policy for
the textiles sector.

I have spoken of the three principal aspects: the

consolidation of the Community market, development
and spread of new technologies, consistency of aids

policy throughout the Community which recur in
most of the reports. They represent in my view essen-

tial pillars of Community policy and we shall do our

best to ensure that the progress for which Parliament

is calling is achieved overall and in each of the sectors

concerned.

Mr Rogalla (S). - (DE) On the Rules of Procedure,

Mr President, I am somewhat annoyed by the data on

the board. I would therefore ask you when the

remaining speakers from the StouPS' who have not yet

been afforded the opportunity of speaking on the

industry reports, will be allowed to do so, and if it has

been ascertained whether the Vice-President of the

Commission, who has iust addressed the House, will
be present to assist at these contributions. To continue
in this vein I would take the oPPortunity of asking

whether it is in conformity with the Rules of Proce-

dure to hold debates, in which the Commission is

afforded the opportunity of stating its view, without

the group speakers having a chance to present their
views.

President. - Although that was not a Point of order

it did serve to inform the House.

As voting time follows immediately, the debate will be

continued tomorrow morning at9 a.m. The remaining
speakers will have an opportunity to speak until l0
a.m.

It is certain that the Commission will be represented

tomorrow. In any event, all the group spokesmen who

have asked to speak in that capacity have already

made their speeches.

IN THE CHAIR: MR DANKERT

President

5. Votesl

DELOROZOY REPORT (DOC. l-1338/83
'NATIONALIZATIONS IN FRANCE) 2

Mr von der Vring (S). - (DE) Mr President, it had

been requested that a quorum should be present for
this vote. !7e should also keep to this today' Vould
you be kind enough to establish whether such a
quorum is present ?

(Ten tWembers rose ,o support tbe request, The

quorun, was establisbed by an electronic wte)

PRICE REPORT (DOC. l-1390/83 'DISCHARGE
FOR THE GENERAL BUDGET)3

@roposal for a decision - After paragrapb I :
Amendment No 7

Mr Price (ED), rdpPorteun - Mr President it
contains two paragraphs. The first one introduces an

idea that was not put forward in the Committee on

the Rules of Procedure and Petitions nor debated in
the plenary namely that instead of the Commission as

a whole resigning if the discharge was reiected, indi-
vidual Members might possibly do so. Since that was

not debated previously - and I think it is a concept
that is at least worthy of proper debate before being
adopted - I cannot advise the House to support this
amendment.

After tbe uote on Arnendment No 7

President. - The amendment is not carried because

it did not receive a sufficient maiority'

Mr Sieglerschmidt (S). - (DE) Mr President, did I
understand you to inform the House, before the vote

on my amendment, was taken that an absolute

majority was required ? No such absolute majority is
required, for it has been tabled on the motion for a

resolution. May I take it, therefore, that my amend-
ment has been adopted ?

President. - I mistakenly assumed that an absolute

maiority was required. In fact, only a simple maiority
was necessary,

Is it clear, Mr Price, that it only needs a simple
majority ?

I See Annex.
2 See previous day's debates.
r See debates of 15. 3. 1984.
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Mr Price (ED), rapporteur. - Yes, Mr Presideng I
was a little surprised by your decision. I think Mr
Sieglerschmidt is right.

President. - Then I was wrong and the Sieglers-
chmidt amendment has been adopted.

HERMAN REPORT (DOC. t-tss2l83,EUROPEAN
ECONOMTC RECOVERY)

President. - I wish to point out that corrigenda
have been issued for the Danish, German and English
versions of this report. I would also mention that six
compromise amendments - Nos 84 to 90 - have
been tabled.

Pursuant to Rule 7a $) ot the Rules of Procedure I
have to obtain Parliament's approval before putting
these amendments to the vote.

(Parliament gaoe its approoal)

Mr von der Vring (S). - (DE)MI President, would
you first be kind enough. to inform us as to what we
are voting on ? Is it intended that we first proceed to
take a vote on the plan, or is such implicit in the vote
on the motion for a resolution ?

President. - Ve shall now proceed to vote on the
plan for European economic recovery.

IN THE CHAIR: MR PFLIMLIN

Vice-Presidett

After the t)ote on tbe resolution as a ubole

Mr Purvis (ED). - Mr President, I think it is unfor-
tunate that the attendance was not as good as it might

have been for that important vote, the reason being
that no bells were rung in the building, and I think a
lot of people were outside and did not know a vote
was taking place. Could you ensure that the bells are
rung for important votes well before they take place ?

President. - Mr Purvis, I would point out that the,
House was aware that the vote would take place at this
time. It did come as a surprise. Nonetheless, your
comment has been noted.

Mr Hsrris (ED). - Mr President, as this report was
produced by the Temporary Special Committee on
European Economic Recovery and as the House has
now accepted that repor! can I have an assurance that
tha( temporary special committee is now completely
wound up ?

President - I note your question which will be
submitted to the Bureau.

Ve shall now suspend the vote which will be resumed
during the sitting of Thursday 29 March 1984.1

(Tbe sitting was closed at 7.20 p.m)

t Agenda for next sitting: see Minutes
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Votes

The Annex indicates roPPorteurs' opinions on amendments and fePr-o-

ar""r ttr. texts of explat otions of votes. For further deAils of voting, the

reader is refemed to the Minutes

DELOROZOY REPORT (DOC. t-r33t183 'NATIONALIZATIONS IN
FRANCE): ADOPTED

The rapporteur sPoke:

- IN FAVOUR OF Amendments Nos 1, 4, 5 and 7;

- AGAINST Amendment No 3

Explanations of aote

Mr Saby (s). - (FR)Ytas there need for a report to Prove.what is crystalclear?.The

oppo".ur'*.ites that'nationalizations should be assessed in the Community in the light

of ihe rules of international competition which Europe cannot escape.

But which rules does he mean ? Those which allow the United States to be the most

prot .tlonitt country in agriculture, since agriculture has received subsidies to the tune of

iOoOO million dollars in-tg8l, while sinci 1980 there have been 1000 bankruptcies- a

*..k of family farms in the USA ? Or those which have made the Community the

uilg;ri i*portlr of American agricultural- produce, and on such casual terms that they

en[, the iommunity free of alitaxes and duties, while the reverse is by no means true-

and we cannot find butlets for our own outPut ? Or those rules which have disposed 
-of

it. gr.r*, part of the Community's, steel and textile industries ? Those rules which for

;;; ;;;" h.;e been making us botir dependent and backward ? Or those which, under the

Tokyo ro,rnd allow the Un'ited States to question our agricultural production and interna-

tionh traae in agricultural products, whili in fact it is the United States themselves who

do not respect tlie commitments of the Tokyo round ? Or those rules which have allowed,

ever since'the 1973 crisis, Private capital generated in Europe to be invested in Thailand

or in Africa, leading to the closure of Community firms, une-mployment and a subsequent

flood of low-price products which undercut our economy ?

Just imagine : in 1980 the level of gross savings in the community was the same as in the
"Uni,.a Siates, but the investmenS-needed to bring the Community technologically up to

J.i., ,o fight unemployment and face uP to the world challenge are still to be made " '

The natio-nalizationi, which have nothing to do with etatism, because they associate

;;r; and public initiative and financial i.ro,rt..s to improve the structure of economic

life in the country and in the Community, are not only consistent with the spirit and

i.ii.r-of tt. Treaty of Rome, but - whether you like it or not - offer to the Community

a rare chance to iatch uP, to face the challenge of the incipient industrial change and to

recover its own identity and its place in the world'

The Socialist Group find that the Delorozoy rePort refuses to face the facts, that it

;;;;.h;; an unbridled laxity and liberalism which have already degraded the Community

in the economic and ihe monetary sphere and they deplore the fact that the raPPorteur

has had recourse to technical and legal quibbles to raise accusations without substance.

For all these reasons the Socialist Gioup will vote against the Delorozoy report'
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Mr Adamou (COM). - (GR) The Delorozoy report and resolution serve the interests
exclusively of the profit--hulgry monopolies and multi-nationals and if implemented
would seriously impede the fight against unemployment which is today the most acute
problem there is, involving as it does some fifteen million people and their families, that
is to say tens of millions in the countries of the Community.-On a second level, more-
over, the rePort and the resolution both seek to hinder the implementation of genuine
nationalization policies in the Member States, and this despitb the expressed wisf, of the
peoples of these countries. But only through nationalization and expansion of the public
sector of. the-€conomy in each country will it be possible to create new jobs and ti take

lR- any significant number of the vast army of the unemployed. Because it is an acknow-
lgdged fact that in times of economic crisis the monopoliis and the multi-nationals -the private sector that is - steer clear of making investment and, ignoring the social cost
of their tactic, look only for safe and easy profit. Nationalization-and eipansion of the
public sector of the economy of each country would be a decisive answer io the tactic of
the monopolies, and it would be in line with what the peoples want. The workers of
Greece are demanding that the present government there move ahead decisively with the
nationalization of the main industries and step up investment in the public sector because
this is a fundamental requirement .. .

President - Mr Adamou, your time is up.

tlr Adomou (coM). - Fry Mr President, you always make a point of cutting us off
but turn a blind eye to others.

President. - I am careful to apply the Rules in a very objective manner.

Mr Frischmann (COM). - (FR) It is clear that on the eve of the European elections
the French Right has decided to demonstrate to us its profound respect for the democ-
ratic process. As we have said, the real meaning of Mr Delorozoy's manoeuver is to seek
the support of his friends on the European Right to censure the French Government. The
French electorate committed an 

-unpardonable crime in Mr Delorozoy's eyes by choosing
freely in May l98l to break with the old recipes of economic liberaiism-and io vote foi
change. Given that the Commission has on several occasions considered the question of
the French nationalizations and concluded that they were compatible with thi Treaty of
Rome, it would be a very serious matter for the European Parliament, an assembly eleited^by universal suffrage, to sanction such an anti-democratic move.

This is why we have no hesitation in rejecting this report and we have asked for a roll-call
vote so that everybody's position can be made cleai.

Mr Megehy (S). - I shall vote against this resolution. First of all, it is an attack on the
French Socialist Govemment. But it is more than that. It is intended to be a warning to
any Socialist Sovernment in this Community that if it attempts to use Socialist measires
it will be attacked by the Members of this House as being against the Treaty of Rome.
The report confirms everything that we British Labout M.i'rbe.. have said about the

9ff91t of Community policies on a Labour government carrying out Socialist policies
inside the community. In fact, the adoption of Mr welsh's amindment adds insult to
injury. This is a direct attack on nationalization per se,and it avoids talking about the way
in which the Conservatives are seeking to destroy and dismember state industries in the
United Kingdom. Not content with having destroyed the steel industry, they are now
setting out to ravage the coal industry.

(Loud protests from the European Demoratic benches)

Not 
.content with putting up taxation in that country, they are using gas and electricity as

a milch cow for the British taxpayers. Not content with that,- iirey .r. seekinj to
dismember and destroy one of our most efficient industries, British Telecom, and tuir it
over to the private speculators and profit makers. I ask everyone to vote against it.

(Apltlause fron tbe Socialist bencbes)
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Mr Balfe (S). - As Mr Megahy has said, what we have here is an attempt to use this

Parliament to undermine democracy, to attack the Socialist governments elected on a

clear platform of state intervention. The French Socialist Government has set an example

to all the Socialist movements in Europe.

(Loud protests from tbe European Democratic bencbes)

It has set an example that the British Labour Party will follow when we inherit the

wreckage that is Britain ...

(Furtber protests)

.,. Mrs Thatcher having turned Britain from the workshop of the world into the work'
house of the world . ..

(Furtber protests)

. .. having qualified us for help from Oxfam and having successfully applied for us to ioin
the Third\i/orld. A Labour Government will reverse that with a programme of state inter-

vention ...

(Protests)

... with a programme of nationalization, and this Parliament cannot stand in the way of a

democratii m-andate won from the people. That is the purpose of having parliamentary

socialism. The government that they have in France has set an example which we will
follow. The firsithing we will do is to defend the gains they have made by voting against

this disgraceful report.

(Apptaase fron tbe Socialkt Group - Protests from tbe European Demooatic Group)

PRICE REPORT (DOC. t-t3eDlt3 'DISCHARGE ON THE GENERAL
BUDGET): ADOPTED

HERMAN REPORT (DOC. t-tss2t83'EUROPEAN ECONOMIC RECOVERY) r

ADOPTED

The rapporteur spoke:

- IN FAVOUR of Amendments Nos 2, 5,6,9 to 11,24,28,30,31,35, 62,65,67,68,
72,73,77,82,85 to 90;

- AGAINST Amendments Nos 3, 4,7,8, 12 to 23, 25 to 27,29, 32 to 34, 36 to 51, 53

to 57, 59 to 61, 63,84hev.

Explanations of oote

Mr Papantoniou (S). - (GR) In the debate on the Herman report this moming I said

on behalf of the Socialist Group that we would vote against the rePort if certain amend-

ments expressing our main disagreements with the strategy proposed by the centre right
were not adopted.

These basic amendments were not adopted during the vote which has iust ended. To be

precise the centre right majority rejected the amendments on social consensus and

iorking people's righ-ts as reirards social protection, participation. in the management of

und.rt.fting5'and gieater economic democracy. It also reiected the amendments calling

on Membei Stateiwith low inflation, small public sector deficits and balance of trade

surpluses, that is Germany, Britain and Holland, to pursue reflationary policies so as to

get the economy moving and stimulate demand.
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The Socialist Group has no intention of putting its name to an economic plan which
seeks to promote industrial restructuring at the expense of working people, which
disputes the validity of social welfare provision and of the social rights won by working
people over many years of struggle, and which denies the responsibility of govemment to
ensure full employment. \fith our'no' vote we socialists will be making clear our support
for working people and reasserting our belief in social solidarity and in the need for
concerted action by the Community to restore full employment.

Mr Vernimmen (S). - I shall vote against the resolution, as I have voted against the
repor! because to my mind it does not come forward with a single new fact. The analysis
of the crisis is based on the usual narrow Liberal view of society. The solutions proposed
are already being used in most of the Member States and correspond in every respect to a

right-wing image of society. Sacrifice, lower wages, the dismantling of social structures, all
based on gteater competitiveness, without any guarantee of more jobs. For right-wing Mr
Vandewiele competitiveness simply means more profits, not more work. I can only hope
that some Christian Democrats associated with trade unions who will be supporting the
EPP programme next week will stop bei4g two-faced and reiect this report.

Mr van Miert (S). - (NL) Like my group's spokesman, I do not believe that sufficient
account has been taken of various amendments tabled by members of my goup with the
aim of achieving the broadest possible consensus on the recovery of our economy. The
rejection of these amendments forces us to vote againsg partly because not enough
emphasis is placed on various important factors. More stimulation is needed, and it is

obvious that we must have more courage and imagination in our approach to shorter
working hours and the reorganization and redistribution of work. I7e must also stop
resorting to more and more negative competition, because requiring the working popula-
tion of one country to make sacrifices and accept cuts can alwap be used by other coun-
tries as a pretext and argument for continuing down the same road. That is not adequately
reflected in the report either. Certain people are expected to bear too much of the burden.
Very much to our regret we cannot therefore approve this report.

Mr Welsh (ED). - I shall vote for the Herman report with a glad heart because I think
it is a jolly good report.

But I irould jirst like to call attention to a silent voice. S7e have not heard from the
British Labour Group during these debates. I know Mr Caborn parachuted in off the
12.30 p.m. plane, and entertained us with what sounded like the latest press release from
Elephant and Castle, and no doubt Mr Balfe will lumber to his feet for a ritualistic expla-
nation of vote, but where, I ask myself, is the right honourable lady, the Member for
Greater Manchester Vest ?

@rotests by tbe Soeialist Group)

'Vhere is she now ?

(Criu of \be is ill'from the Socialist Group)

She was a member of this committee and not once, as far as I am aware, did she tum up
to a single meeting. Notwithstanding the fact that as a senior minister in the Labour
Government which got us into this mess, her advice might have been very helpful indeed
as to how not to do it again.

'The leader of the opposition in Great Britain talks about a 'new Messina'. I would say to
his friends in the Socialist Group that if his idea of a'new Messina' is not even to turn up
to discuss the matter, then I would drop that idea if I were you.

(Applause from tbe European Democratic Group)
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Mr von der Vring (S). - (DE) | would underline the declaration in this report to the
effect that a Community policy on economic recovery can only be successful if rooted in
a social consensus. The report itself, however, and the plan envisaged, fails to take account

of such a consensus. \7e socialists, consider the analyses underpinning this report to be

erroneous and ideological. One could, however, have overlooked this.

The following is, nevertheless, unacceptable to me : the report recognizes that uncoordi-
nated reflationary policies pursued by the individual Member States cancel each other out
mutually, leaving nothing but public deficits, whereas a concerted reflationary policy by
all Member States could take advantage of the multiplier. Such a policy is, none the less,

conspicuously absent from this report"

You are brandishing that instrument of torhrre, real wage reductions while taking no
account of the argument thal in the absence of sufficient demand, no entrepreneur would
make the requisite fixed investment but would tend, rather, to purchase interest-bearing
securities and bonds. Your plan for a Community economic recovery is a disappointment
for the workers ! It has merely joined the ranks of those concepts to which Community
employer groups have warmed - leaving Community citizens out in the cold.

Mr Romualdi (ND. - U)After the very fine speech this moming from Mr Petronio,
who very responsibly extended the scope of the discussion to the problems conceming
the future of our society which, if they remained unsolved, would make it difficult and in
any event useless to try to bring about the economic recovery of Europe and, as a result,
lay a solid foundation for its political integration - which is something that the peoples

of Europe want, but which our summits do nothing to help - I feel it is my duty, on
behalf of the Italian political Right, to confirm our vote in favour of Mr Herman's exiel-
lent report.

(Applause)

Mr Mershall (ED). - Much of what is in the Herman report makes very good reading
but I was very sad to see in paragraph l2{b) of the motion for a resolution a call for
incomes policies, because this is merely a hankering after the remedies that were tried
and which failed in the 1970s. This nostalgic desire to go back to the policies which have

failed could only be disastrous for Europe because it is the failures of the 1970s, the
failures to control inflation then, which have caused the problems of the 1980s. So I hope
that when this report is looked at by the wider audience oubide, they will remember the
failures that we had then and that they won't hanker after them in the 1980s, because if
they do, the other good ideas in the Herman report are going to be swamped by the infla-
tion which is the inevitable concomitant of incomes policies.

Mr Kirk (ED). - (DA) lt does not surprise me that the Socialists are against this report,
for the scene is being set for an entirely dif(erent cou$e now. !7e are steering away from
the course which the socialists have imposed on Europe in past decades and are now
trying to get the market forces really working within European cooperation. Vhat this
proves to me is that it is important for us to have a non-socialist majority in Parliament,
and we have been able to use this maiority today. But it is also important that we get a

non-socialist majority aftet 14 June which will ensure that the course to be steered in
Europe is not supranational, not based on state intervention, but one with a liberal policy,
in which the market forces are allowed to function. It has also been shown that the anti-
EEC forces, particularly those from Denmark, excelled by their absence during the vote
here. It shows how indifferent they are when important political issues are at stake.

Europe needs this report. !7e therefore expect both the Commission and the Council to
do their work. I will vote in favour of the resolution.

Mrs Lizin (S). - (FR)Vhile I thank Mr Herman for accepting the amendmens which
deal with the employment of women, I cannot accept his reporg for two reasons. Firsg
because of the shameful iniustice of forcing down wages which has been going on since
1975 in all the European countries, of which last week's measures by the Belgian Govern-
ment are a striking example : the poorest members of society are made to pay for the reor-
ganization of profits.
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Secondly, because it has no view to the future as regards the retuction of working time
which offers the only chance to Europe's young people of being able to share in the
productive function in the years to come.

The Herman report wants to keep Europe in the rut of economic errors and social injus-
tices and his friends approve this, going against all those who wish to defend the workers,
and particulatly the militant Valloon Christian trade-unionists who are very poorly repre-
sented by the PPE in the Assembly.

Mr von der Vring (Sl. - (DE) Mr President" would you please set the record straighg by
declaring that" during the vote-taking in question, all the Danish Socialists were present,
and, at the same time, would you kindly ask Mr Kirk how he is able to pilot a ship
without wearing spectacles ?

Mns Hemmerich (CDI). - (DA) I wanted to say much the same thing. Can you not
ask Mr Kirk to use his eyes and look round the chamber before he speaks ? Ve are here,
dear Mr Kirk, and we are voting against the Herman report; you can be absolutely sure of
that.

Mr Enright (S). - I would like to make a personal statement on the attack by the
disgraceful and discredited Mr Velsh who suggested that Barbara Castle was not here for
motives other than the fact that she is ill in bed. I think it is about time that he apolo-
gized.

Mr Femondez (COM), in writing. - (FR) lbe French Communists and Allies reject
out of hand this attempt to dictate to sovereign governments what their economic poliry
should be so as to foist on them the recipes of the most conservative Right:

- pressure on eamed incomes

- a free hand to the capitalists.

Nevertheless this report has the merit of revealing in detail the Right's plans for Europe.
The European electorate has been wamed.

Mr Protopapadakis (PPE) in writing. - (GR) I shall vote for the report on European
economic recovery but with the reservation that it fails to lay emphasis on two important
points which I did myself put to the comminee.

Firstln not enough is said about the need for fuller information about labour market
supply and demand trends. How can we conibat youth unemployment when we allow
technical and vocational schools to go on teaching skills for which we are not sure there
will be a demartd when students graduate ?

Secondly, no provision is made for the Community to counter attempts by organs oi the
state in certain member countries, and especially in Greece, to blacken and hamper the
role of employers and of entrepreneurs in general. How can there be economic recovery
unless some bold people are prepared to engage in entrepreneurial activity ?

I vote for the report with these reservations.
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IN THE CHAIR: MRS CASSANMAGNAGO
CERRETTI

Vice-President

(Tlte sitting was opened. at 9 a.na) I

l. European aatomobile indastry -Telecorntnunications - Textile industries -Sbipbuilding industry - lWacbine tool industry
(continuation)

President. - The next item is the continuation of
the joint debate on the reports by Mr Bonaccini (Doc.
l-1505/83), Mr Leonardi (Doc. l-t477l83), Mr Nord-
mann (Doc. l-1494183), Mrs Theobald-Paoli (Doc.
l-1492183) and Mr Franz (Doc. l-1527183) and the
oral question (Doc. l-1497183) by Mr Pininfarina on
Community industries. 2

Mr Franz (PPE), raPporteun - (DE) Madam Presi-
dent, ladies and gentlemen, analysis of the European
machine tool industry provides a clear vindication of
the views on competition expressed by this House last
year during its debates on the EC Commission's
Twelfth Report on Competition Policy. This is particu-
larly interesting, given that the machine tool industry
has a structural significance which far outweighs its
contribution to the gross domestic product. It is the
pivot on which the spread of innovation in the entire
manufacturing sector must turn. Because of its influ-
ence on user productivity the machine tool industry is
a major factor in the industrial competitiveness of
Europe. Five years ago many experts assumed that the
European machine tool industry would go the same
way as the camera or motor cycle industry, that is to
say, it had no chance of suwiving in Europe because
the head start secured by the Japanese and American
products was too great. There seemed every reason to
fear that the industry might not survive. It seemed
virtually impossible to emulate the advances made by
Japan and the mass production of CNC machines.

Japan gained considerable cost benefits not only
through its electronics industry and lower labour costs
but particularly through conversion to volume produc-
tion in many areas. Fortunately, the Community's
machine tool industry was and is mainly centred on
small and medium-sized undertakingp, and so the
governments in many countries of the European
Communiry were not prepared to help the industry
through subsidies and other protectionist measures. As
a result, firms in most European Community

I Approval of the minutes - withdrawal of a motion for a

resolution - documents received - written declarations
(Rule 49) : see the minutes of this sitting.

2 See debates of Tuesday 27.3. 1984.

countries had only two options : either to carry out
the radical technological changes required and adapt
to the new market conditions, or to drop out of the
market altogether. Consequently the European
Community's machine tool industry continues to lead
the world by a wide margin, accounting for 28 o/o of.
world production, 20 7o of machine tool use and over
50 % of world exports. These fiqures speak for them-
selves. !7e must dlake every eff6rt to dnsure that this
situation does not deteriorate.

This industry has illustrated the important part played
by competition in a free market economy in
prompting industry to adapt to technical and
economic progress achieved in other countries. It has
been clearly demonstrated in this industry that'preser-
vation' subsidies and protectionism impede fres world
trade and innovation. Those firms which faced up best
to the challenge of international competition,
responding with research and development and inno-
vation instead of complaints, have not only preserved
their jobs but have in many cases created new ones.

Let me quote just one example, which is described in
detail in the explanatory statement of the report by
the Committee on Economic and Monetary AIfairs. In
its latest annual report the firm Trumpf GmbH of
Ditzingen stated that, in its own particular field, Euro-
pean electronics manufacturers were no longer infe-
tior to Japanese producers. This undertaking spends
60/o of its annual turnover on research and l0 Yo on
investment. In September 1982 it introduced a CNC
sheet metalworking machine which can be
programmed on the shop floor with the aid of video
gaphics. !7ell over a hundred have been sold in
recent months. As a result of this new product which
permits, at the machine itself, interactive parts design
and interactive NC programme creation, new
customerc and new markets have been won. Despite
the crisis in the machine tool industry in Europe,

Japan and the USA, this company's sales in Europe
increased by 8 % last year; in Japan they grew by
12 %. Orders received in the second half of 1983
were 30 0/o up on those of the previous year. This
example shows what the Community's machine tool
industry can do.

In this industry too, of course, we cannot afford to rest
on our Community laurels. I would particularly
emphasize three demands formulated by us in the
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs.

Firstly, it is expremely importan! particularly for an
industry like this which depends on exports, to have
unimpeded access to the common market. As firms,
particularly those of small and medium size, become
increasingly specialized, it becomes apparent that
Community firms are at a considerable disadvantage
compared with Japanese and American firms, which
have no obstacles at internal frontiers to contend with.
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This House must continue its demands to the Council
of Ministers and the national parliaments for a Europe
free of barriers. The machine tool industry shows how
crucial this is.

Secondly, the interests of the Communiry machine
tool industry also require that we should safeguard
and promote free world trade. This is self-evident in
an industry which exports over 50 % of its produc-
tion. Senseless calls for more protectionism to safe-
guard Community industries only do us harm. More
than anything else, an industry like the machine tool
industry makes this clear. All countries need to do

away with protectionist measures. This is very, very
necessary.

Thirdly, special attention should be given to improved
training for employees working with the new technolo-
gies. Our views on this point too are set out in detail
in the report.

The available results show how salutary it is when the
market governs an industry, when greater use is made
of the latest technology, research and development.
The Community machine tool industry can continue
to be a growth area in the future ; it can safeguard jobs

in the Community and create new ones. Ve=rnust,
among other things, achieve a Europe free of barriqrs,
win the fight against 'preservation' subsidies and
protectionism in all countries and thus help to ensure
ihat this important Community industry remains
competitive in the future.

(Applause)

Mr Chanterie (PPE). - (NL) Madam President, the
debate we are having on industrial policy fortunately
concerns not only sectors that are in difficulty but also

forwardJooking sectors like telecommunications. This
is appropriate, because it enables us to take a close
look at the whole gamut of the European Commu-
nity's industrial policy, and this in the presence of
Commissioner Davignon, to whom I should like to
put a few questions in a moment.

My statement will principally concern the textile
industry. We should note that the textile industry has

undergone very extensive restructuring in the last ten
years, and this has had serious consequences in that,
as you know, some 2m iobs have been lolt- in the
textile sector in this period. Everyone will accept that
any sector that has undergone restructuring of this
kind, with such serious social consequences, is

deserving of our attention and our support. Today we
can see that, after this black period, the textile sector
is again on the mend and that in various areas of the
European Community restructuring can even be

described as fairly successful. In my country, for
example, the preservation of 100 000 iobs was the
target set in 1980. I believe this target will be

achieved. However, we must realize that, if we do not
adopt a Community policy for the textile industry,
there will be a great danger of another million jobs or

so being lost over the next ten years. !fle therefore call
for the establishment of a Community policy for the
textile and clothing sector, the basic lines of which I
would describe as follows.

Firstly, measures designed to enable a better balance
to be struck in the Community's trade with third
countries. Secondly, measures which prevent the
distortion of competition in the Community and
promote the integration of the internal market.
Thirdly, measures specifically designed to improve the
sector's competitiveness. Fourthly, measures to enable
the necessary changes to be made.

If these are to be the basic lines of the Community
textile policy, the Commission must act very quickly,
because we face a number of problems connected
with both restructuring and the competitiveness of the
undertakings concerned. Ve must ensure that a

number of sound rules are established in this respect.

I should like to make it clear that we expect the
Commission to adopt a positive attitude towards the
textile sector, in line with the report we are discussing
today, which may mean its changing its mind to some
extent. In my area, in Flanders, our impression is that
the Commission believes a sector which successfully
restructures must be penalized. I will therefore take
this opportunity to repeat the protest I madg a few
weeks ago against the Commission's negative attitude
towards my country's textile industry. It is one of the
few industrial sectors which is successfully making the
necessary changes by introducing modem technolo-
gies. I should like to make this very clear, and I hope
that Commissioner Davignon will be able to reassure

us on this shortly. The textile sector is of vital impor-
lance for Flanders. A country like Ireland says : 'Milk
is of vital importance to us.' Vallonia says : 'The steel
sector is of vital importance to us.' And for Flanders
the textile sector is of vital importance, because in my
area, for example, it accounts for about half of indus-
trial employment. It is hard to think of a clearer
example of 'vital importance'.

I therefore hope that Commissioner Davignon can
confirm that the five-year plan established to support
the textile revival can be implemented in full. The
aim of this five-year plan, also known as the 'Belgian
plan', is the preservation of 100 000 jobs in this sector.
The plan was established quite openly and in consulta-
tion with the Commission. There are no concealed
measures, and I should therefore like some reassur-

ance from the Commissioner today.

My last point -on this report, Madam President,
concerns the Multifibre Arrangement.'S7e know it was

important for a Multifibre Arrangement to be

concluded, but I cannot help pointing out that the
Community has to contend not only with the pressure
of conipetition from the low-wage countries. It is a

fact that the United States and Japan in particular
have been able to escape the pressure of this competi-
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tion by carefully protecting their markets. I would
urge the Commission to try at the next negotiations to
achieve a redistribution of the burden, so that it is not
just the European Community that is subject to this
very heavy pressure from the low-wage countries and

Japan and the United States increase theit share of
this burden. The intemational textile trade would then
be more balanced.

Finally, Madam President" I should again like to say
that my group approves this report and that I hope
the Commission will come forward with a positive
Community policy for the textile sector.

Mr Beazley (ED). - Madam Presideng it is appro-
priate that, following our &bate on the revival of the
European economy, we should now debate the indus-
trial sectoral reports, for these are the instruments
with which the theory is put into practice and with
which the real battle is actually foughr Both aspects
of the economy are equally important so they must be
directly related or the theory will not be implemented.

Member State governments in the European Commu-
nity must better understand the potential of these
industrial instruments, given the right economic,
financial, fiscal and social environment, and they must
better appreciate the full potential of the European
common market of 300 million consumers, as

compared with a small, restricted national market. No
volume industry cdn depend solely on a home market,
and the European motor vehicle industry needs to
regard Europe as its home market with 50% of its
European production being exported to third coun-
tries. That is no impossible target, but it will not be
achieved within a Europe based on compartmental-
ized national markets, each with its own separate
controls over taxation, cumency, labour legislation and
industrial relations.

Vho are we competing with ? The USA' Japan and
the NIC - the newly industrialized countries. Do
their industries operate on a compartmentalized State
basis ? Do distortions occur in the USA because of
differences in State legislations ? Is Japan inhibited
from achieving its exports potential by having ten
different tax systems, currencies, social and industrial
legislations ? The European motor vehicle industry is
a most important part of the relaunch of the Euro-
pean economy because its has a enoffnous effect on
both the upstream and downstream industries with
which it operateE and because of its potential to
improve Europe's balance of payments and its impor-
tance to regional development, as in my constituency
in Bedfordshire. STherever the motor vehicle industry
is located, it provides a basis for many other supplying
and using industries, like the component industry
which is normally set up alongside it. But it also
ensures a high standard of technical competence and
skilled workmanship in that area. It enables that area

to maintain good technical colleges and schools and
to provide highly paid employment. In such an area
many other industries take root, so it provides the
basis for an industrial society and Europe is an indus-
trial society with a high level of services and the
trading which goes with it.

Ifhat is necessary for us to restore competitivity to the
European motor vehicle industry ? Firstly, the industry
needs no national protection or featherbedding or
national segmentation of the European market. It
would thrive much better without it. But it does need
a real common market of 300 million Community
consumers and sufficient competitivity to take its
rightful share of world markets. It will need to ration-
alize itself within such a common market in order to
exploit that market's full dimensions and to achieve
its full-scale effect on production. Its capital invest-
ment must be used at a much higher rate of occu-
pacity (degree of utilization of factory potential) for
the Community as a whole, and not on a purely
national basis. Basic production must be rationalized
and integrated within the four maior producing coun-
tries. Not every market can make every model or
every part which it uses, and vehicle assembly must be
developed there and in the smaller markets.

The balance between investment in capital and labour
must change. Competitivity can only be achieved with
much greater computerization, robotization and auto-
mation. This will benefit the workers because it will
provide a larger, more profitable and more stable
industry where higher skills will be better rewarded.

lrhat must the Community do ? It must move very
quickly to eliminate the excessive cost differences
caused by national compartmentalization. In parti-
cular, there will be no real common market before
taxes of all kinds are harmonized, i.e. company taxa-
tion, social taxes, VAT, car tax, etc, It must extend the
European Monetary System to remove the differences
caused by national currency fluctuations and national
price freezes, and it must remove non-compatible
national, economic and social policies.

These are the maior inhibitions to turning the
Community into a real common market. So, I call on
the Commission and Council of Ministers to take
note of this message and the opportunities which, to
their own cost and that of their people, they are
missing. My group will support the Bonaccini report
without amendments.

Mr Adamou (COM). - (GR) Madam President, I
shall refer to the textiles and clothing sectors which
are of direct interest to my country. The number of
people unemployed within the Community in these
sectors is truly astonishing, having exceeded I 200 000
between 1979 and the present day, while it is esti-
mated that by 1990 there will be a further million.
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The problem is particularly acute for my own country,
where the textiles industry and the manufacture of
clothing were among the most prosperous industries
and aciounted for a very large fraction of Greece's

exports. I say lwere', because since our accesion to the

Community they are Lacing a severe crisis. During the
years that Greece has been a member of the EEC, 60

textile firms have closed down, with as many again

among clothing manufacturers, while dozens more
have cut back their production. As a result, over
30 000 people from the bwo groups are unemployed.

The reason for the crisis in these branches is the large

increase in imports of textiles and clothing from the
Community and from third countries. A'g a characte-

ristic example I can mention that in 1983 alone, on
the basis of the Multifibre Arrangemenl l0 000

tonnes of cotton yarns and fabrics were imported into
Greece from Turkey, while obstacles were raised to
the exporting of Greek cotton products to France'
During those same years, application of the EEC regu-

lationJ disturbed the balance of our country's
exchanges with the Socialist countries, with the result
that this trade has been reduced or discontinued
entirely. !7ith the abolition of national protective
measures on behalf of Greek production, the large-

scale importing of similar products and the cancella-
tion of intemational agreements, Greece has lost tradi-
tional markets, restricted her exports and become the
victim of illegitimate competition even within her
own domestic market, which is the life-blood of all
the small and medium processing concerns.

The overall deficit in our balance of trade with the
Community countries is very revealing. From 54

billion drachmas which it was in 1980, i.e. before
accession to the EEC, it increased to 478 billion
drachmas in 1983. The conclusion from this develop-
ment is obvious. To deal with the crisis facing not
only the textiles and clothing industries but also the
entire range of processing industries and trade, which
covers 90 o/o of Greek companies and employs 50%
of the manpower in our country, the Greek Govern-
ment must take decisive steps. The government will
have to take radical measures to control imports of
similar products, to enter into equal international
agreements with third countries and to subsidize

Greek exports. It must invest in the clothing sector

and the textiles industry, which are traditional and

profitable branches of the Greek economy. Otherwise,
the threat to Greek production will become even

greater. Thousands of small to medium companies
will disappear, unemployment will increase and
Greece's economy will pass into the hands of foreign
capital. All the measures proposed by the Community
lead in the direction dreamed of by the !7est German
Adolf who spoke yesterday, and who is allergic to the
very sound of the word 'socialism'. And yet, socialism
is the future of mankind, and the only system that
does away with economic crises.

Madam President, we European Members of the
Greek Communist Party, in supporting the interests
of Greek working people and the Greek economy,
will vote against the report and the proposals by the
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs in the
sectors of textiles and clothing.

Mr Tyrrell (ED).- Madam President, in the short
time available to me I propose to say a word about the
multinational companies that manufacture both inside
and outside the Community. The occasion for my
doing so is Ford's announcement that it intends to
transfer production of petrol engines from Dagenham
and that production is going mainly to the United
States. In taking that decision, which they did with
reluctance, they are, of course, motivated by commer-
cial considerations. Other transfers may follow by
multinational companies to cheap labour areas like
Brazil and Mexico. Brazil, of course, already has a
significant export trade with the EFTA countries.

To retain the multinationals in the Community, the
Community must, first of all, make itself more attrac-
tive to the multinationals and, secondly, make it less

attractive for multinationals to manufacture outside
the Community. The Community has, of cou$e, a

great advantage ; it is the biggest market for new regis-
tration motor-cars in the world. In 1983 it had more
new registrations than any other trading atea,
including both America and Japan. So that ought to
give the Community enormous muscle. But, of counie,
it does not, because too many people in the Commu-
nity have an interest in preserving it as a fragmented
Community.

Madam President, I wish to make four points. First of
all. I would ask the Commission to consider making a

proposal under Article 99 of the Treaty for the
approximation of tax rates on sales of motor-cars in
the Community.

Secondly, I would ask the Commission to see what
action it can take to ensure that Japanese cars and

trucks are not sold in the Community at a loss.

Thirdly, I would ask the Commission to proceed with
its proposals for anti-pollution specifications for
engines as a first stage in a long-term programme for
a high quality engine suited to Communiry use and
different from that for overseas use.

Finally, in the context of the joint research

programme that Mr Bonaccini in his report has called
for, I say yes, I support a Community programme, but
a way must be found to include multinationals in it
because otherwise multinationals will be even more
disenchanted with the Community than they now are.

Now I want to enlarge on that first point which is all
I have got time for. It is ridiculous that non-manufac-
turing Member States by charging such widely ranging
tax rates, ranging from 10 o/o in Luxembourg to over
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200 % in Denmark, should thus be enabled to
undermine the viability of the motor industry in those
States where cars are manufactured. Every car in
Denmark is sold at a loss ; it is subsidized elsewhere
and it is preventing the price equilibrium which is
essential if the common market is to flourish and if
the common market is to be able to use its muscle.
That, of course, is leading to fierce selective distribu-
tion agreements and they themselves perpetuate the
fragementation of the common market.

I would ask Mr Davignon whether he has considered
this and whether he thinks it feasible as a first step
not to embark on the long-term harmonization of
taxes which other speakers, particularly my colleague
Mr Beazley, have called for, but at least to produce a
proposal for harmonization of motor-car sales taxes.

Mr Giavazzi (PPE). - (IT) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, I should like to say a few words simply to
emphasize some of the amendments tabled to the
Nordmann report on the textile and clothing indus-
tries. It is undoubtedly a well-prepared, comprehen-
sive report which deals with many of the problems
affecting this industry. Some aspects of it, however,
especially in regard to the relationship berween the
textile industry within the Community and the
industry outside the Community, leave us with some
doubts, which have induced me, in company with
other members, to put forward a few amendments.

!7hat are we talking about in essence ? The industry
inside the Community is suffering from action outside
the Community that is causing considerable distortion
of competition. Now, even if theoretically it is worth-
while showing a certain degree of forthcomingness to
outside competitors, it is obviously harmful, and
indeed unwise, to deprive the Community in such a

situation of any protection for an industry that is still
not without its own special significance.

For this reason we have presented a number of amend-
ments, especially with regard to the nature and future
of the Multifibre Arrangemenl which is essential,
today, to allow the Community's textiles industry to
contain the competition, at least temporarily, until
those changes that are necessary in order to make it
fully competitive are implemented.

As a matter of fact, the report also deals with these
problems, but its indications for the future are in our
view excessive and could lead to premature and in any
event harmful closures in this Community industry.

There are other points, perhaps of lesser importance,
which have prompted me, in conjunction with other
members, to put forward amendments, whether to
correct some of the statistics or to extend some of the
concepts that the report already contains. In this parti-
cular case, since they are strictly of a technical nature,
they do not need special comment, and I would refer
members to the amendments themselves.

For this reason, in speaking on this important subject
and emphasizing the vitality and importance that this
industry has for us at this moment, as one of the bases
for the Community's industry in general, I should like
to emphasize how desirable it is that these amend-
ments - which are designed, as I said before, to
correct -the .general approach of a report that is
outstanding in some respects - should- be adopted.

Mrs De March (COM). - (FR) Madam president,
what I have to say is concerned with the debate on
the shipbuilding industry.

Between 1975 and 1982 the Community shed 87000
jobs in this industry, 43 o/o of. the total. Production felt
by 5l % over the same period. Our shipbuilding
nations' share of the world market was also declinin!
dramatically and was down ro 19.9o/o in 1983. In my
view, this is a situation which calls for more than thi
quotation of statistics.

The causes of the crisis lay bare the speculative strate-
gies pursued by shipowners guided by exclusively
financial considerations, who have been getting some
wonderful bargains, bulng ships at an average of
50% of the cost price, bringing pressure to bear for
the purchase of secondhand tonnage, bringing about a
slump in the volume of orders available. Thi profia-
bility of private capital has been the shipowners'
motive in an intemational redeployment in which
they have sacrificed the maintenance of national fleets
at the tonnage levels needed to meet the requirements
of national independence.

The call to the Commission to formulate a genuine
Community policy to revive shipbuilding, enabling
the industry to recover its dynamic competiWe struc-
tures, is an interesting aspect of the report presented
by Mrs Theobald-Paoli. This report righily affirms that
there must be no further reduction compromising our
basic industrial productive capacity. !Zhy, then, does it
contradict itself by making a call for the allocation of
resources to accompany the contraction of workforces
and closures of shipyards, with so-called social plans
for diversification out of an industry whose strategic
importance in mrny areas the report is at pains to
stress ?

!7e have unfortunately seen this sort of thing before,
in the various Davignon plans.

The French Communists and Allies are opposed to
any common policy aimed at reducing productive
capacities in which the decisions are taken in Brus-
yf1 I"eygts of production are rhe exclusive responsi-
bility of Member States, and we are doing what we can
in our own country, in our region, to ensure that our
shipyards are kept in service, that jobs are created.
Alongside.us, in our towns, in my region of proven-
ce-C6te d'Azur, the workers and thiir families are
carrying on the essential campaign to secure the
survival of shipbuilding. !7hat is needed in order to
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overcome the crisis in this industry is new growth, to
provide the basis for new forms of cooperation. Ship-
building is a cost-effective, competitive branch of
industry, and to want significant progress so that it is

assured of a future, which is what the Communist
parliamentarians are working for in France, is to want
the freedom to modernize our production facilities in
the interests of purposeful investment, to want finan-
cial transparency in the manag€ment of groups, to opt
for true financial discipline in order to cope with the
extemal constraints and carry a larger proportion of
shipping trade. This means investment to bring
advanced technology to the industry. It means the
provision of continuing training facilities to help the
workforce to develop the know-how required for this
highly skilled work. It means a commitment to
training and a skilled workforce to build the ships of
the future.

This is what we are campaigning for in France : for a

recovery in maritime industries to bring social justice,

full employment and new rights for workers.

As will be appreciated, we are very far from sharing
this acceptance of the inevitability of the decline of
shipbuilding.

(Applause from tbe left)

Mr Rogolla (S).- (DE)Madam President, there is a

pressing need to moderate the many eulogies we have

heard on the reports submitted by the Committee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs on a variety of indus-
tries. In my intervention I should like to deal particu-
larly with the reports by -y honourable friends, Mr
Franz and Mr Nordmann on the machine tool
industry and the textile industry.

For the first time this House is endeavouring to
construct something worthy to be called an industrial
policy. I think we should do well at this point to
acknowledge that our efforts have not so far been as

successful as they should have been. If the House is to
investigate five areas of such paramount importance,
five technologies of the future - I am thinking of
machine tools and the automobile industry - and if
it is also to consider problem areas in industry, then it
ought to be possible for us to be given reports which
are constructed on a uniform basis, with readily retriev-
able figures, which also touch on labour problems and

social questions and are presented, furthermore, in a

reproducible and comparable form. None of these
reports provides any of this, which is not to say that
the rapporteurs did not do their best.

'S(i'e must realize that this is an area which is new to
us, and it is thus one in which Parliament will have to

do a lot of catching up. Before dealing with the two
reports by Mr Franz and Mr Nordmann in detail I
would submit that far-reaching improvements and

considerable progress towards solving our difficulties
can be achieved by developing the internal market
and doing away with unnecessary controls and restric-

tions. These cost our economy thousands of millions
which could be used to give all of us an infinitely
better quality of life in the industries in question.

Lack of diversification has become a problem for the
textile industry in my homeland of ITestphalia, where
it is very important, and we ought to be quite clear
about who is responsible. The history of efforts by the
communes, such as the rural commune of Nordwalde
in which I live, which many years ago tried for
decades to attract and establish other industries, shows
clearly that the local textile industry did everything in
its power at the time to prevent diversification, this
enrichment of the industrial scene. Progressive-
minded textile workers had to be stopped from
possibly leaving the industry.

This industry, then, lacked vision. It was therefore
astonishing to hear our dynamic Conservative
colleague Mr Friedrich positively eulogizing the
dynamic entrepreneur yesterday. I have nothing
against entrepreneurs who show tangible proof of
their enterprise, and do so in Europe, rather than
merely investing their earnings at high rates of
interest in every foreign country they can.

My main objection to these reports is as follows: they
make no mention at all of the advantages and achieve-
ments of rruorker co-management and its significance
for deals on productivity and manpower structure, and
the social measures which accompany them. Not the
slightest interest is shown in the 35-hour week and
the redistribution of work, necessary if social uphea-
vals are to be avoided.

More than anything else, I should like to point to the
problem of jobs. Between 1970 and l98l 1.2 million
iobs were lost in the textile industry. A further million
will be lost by 1990, and our 450/o dependence on
exports here, much higher than in Japan and the
US& is a major factor in this. It is principally women,
who form 80% of the labour force in the clothing
industry, who will be affected by job losses. Is this a

sign that women should go back to the home, as the
Conservatives would like ?

These reports must also be sent to members of parlia-
ment in our Member States.

(Applause)

Mr Purvis (ED).- Madam President, the European

Democratic Group supports the Leonardi report. In
fact, not only do we support it but we consider this
subject of the European telecommunications industry
as perhaps the most important sector for our
economic and industrial future. '!fle hear constantly of
the need for Europe to grasp the opportunities offered
by the new technologies. I7e discussed informatics on
Monday. In the debate on Mr Herman's report many
speeches urged a European scale market. But nowhere
is this more needed and less achieved than in the tele-
communications industry in Europe.
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Mr Leonardi brings this out. Ife experience it every
day : ten separate systems, incompatibility, exorbitant,
arbitrary and inconsistent charges for services and
attachments, outdated technology. This is wholly unac-
ceptable, and the sad thing about it is'that it is totally
unnecessary. The PTTs of Europe and the govern-
ments behind whom they hide have a terrible respon-
sibility for the laggard state of our telecommunica-
tions industry and the services they provide. They
have not served our economy well, and as a result we
are losing out also in export markets.

I have tabled several amendments which I hope Mr
Leonardi will accept as worthwhile additions to his
already excellent report. They serve to emphasize the
inadequacies that he identifies and to reinforce the
winds of change that he sees as necessary to provide
Europe with a truly European-scale telecommunica-
tions service and industry.

Surely mobile telephone systems must be compatible
throughout the Community. Does one, Mr Commis-
sioner have to have l0 separate telephones in one's
truck cab or in one's car in order to work successfully
around the Community ? Surely attachments to tele-
phone systems must be plug-compatible so that one
can buy an attachment in Germany and fix it to one's
system in France or Britain. Surely procurement by
the PTTs must be non-discriminatory and publicly
advertised. The approved lists that they supply simply
exclude the new innovatory suppliers and products.
I(hy on earth should attachments in Europe cost
twice the price that they do in the USA ? I have just
been quoted S 2 330 for a radio phone in Britain; the
same equipment costs I 900 in America. This is all
due to restrictive type approval standards by the Euro-
pean PTTs.

On reflection, and to reconcile the need for a

common system with the need for more competition
and better service, I conclude that the best solution is
for the PTTs to act as common carriers in trunk,
regional and local networks, but allowing free market
forces to determine the range and price of attach-
ments and the range of price of services.

Now, the Commission, following pressure from Parlia-
ment, is beginning to move and to flex its muscles.
'$7e now have two communications - that is always a

good sign, the first swallows of spring. We even have
positive noises from the European Council and we say
to you, Commission, please pick up this challenge.
'$7e now expect action, application of the competition
policy, of the free movement of goods and services
rules to the telecommunications industry. Perhaps you
have been fearful to tread into this minefield of vested
interests. It is time now to harden your resolve, and
from us, the directly elected European Parliament you
have that mandate. \7e do want you to take decisive
executive action. If you do, the people of Europe will

have reason to thank you far into the future. If you do
not, you will deserve only reproach.

Mr Kyrkos (COM). - (GR) Madam President, the
Leonardi resolution contains many positive proposals
for a common European policy in the telecommunica-
tions sector, which is the only way for the Commu-
nity to deal successfully with the challenge presented
by the United States and Japan. However, the critical
problem is to assign priorities to the proposals,
because these will determine the content and orienta-
tion of the new policy.

It is clear that the benefits arising from a common
policy affect mainly the production and not the utiliza-
tion of telecommunications equipment. In other
words, the problem is what each country's participa-
tion and role is to be in the implementation of the
development programmes and in the relevant costs.
For participation in the telecommunications sector
and in the new technologies will contribute to accele-
rating the rate of development of backward regions
and to convergence of the economies of Member
States, and we hope you will understand our own sensi-
tivity about the matter.

For these reasons, we believe that the common policy
in question should be supplemented in is basic orien-
tations :

firstly, by common research programme with costs
shared by all the Member States;

secondly, by common all-European programmes for
the experimental operation of the new networks and
for the development of an up-to-date telecommunica-
tions infrastructure in all Member States ;

thirdly, by the financing of regional development
programmes aiming to revitalize the regions ;

fourthly, by some degree of restructuring and redistri-
bution of the Community's productive potential, with
development of flexible and up-to-date small to
medium undertalings in countries whose manufac-
turing output today is not large.

In our opinion, financing from the structural funds is
inappropriate, because it would conflict with the aims
for which those funds were set up and would reduce
the potential for financial aid to less well-developed
Member States, which rely upon them entirely ro
support traditional sectors of their economies.

Madam President, it is clear that I have been
expressing the point of view of one of the least well-
developed countries, which does not wish to see its
underdevelopment perpetuated by its backwardness in
the technological sector.

Mr Mihr (S). - (DE) Madam President, ladies and
gentlemen, the importance of the automobile industry
as one of the Community's key industries can best be
illustrated by iust one figure. Every seventh worker in
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my country is directly or indirectly dependent on this
industry, and the figure is similar in a number of
other Member States. This consideration alone shows
us that we must follow developments in this industry
very attentively, linked as it is to a whole series of
problem industries of which all of us have had experi-
ence.

It is certainly true that the Community automobile
industry has had considerable problems in recent
years in maintaining and improving its competitive-
ness in world markets. It is a fact that there are size-
able differences in the European common market,
particularly as regards prices and taxes. But there is a

danger that this industry, instead of benefiting from
harmonization, will encounter a series of further obsta-
cles. I am thinking here of the Federal German
Govemment's intention to make lead-free petrol and
catalysts a legal requirement as from 1986. In case I
should be misunderstood here, let me say that over
two years ago I myself, in this House, joined in
signing a resolution on lead-free petrol, and I support
this obiective in my own country too. This cannot,
however, be achieved in a single Member State acting
alone, but needs to be approved at Community level. I
see it as a matter of urgency that the Commission
should coordinate and take action here. In his docu-
mentation the rapporteur refers primarily to Europe's
principal competitor Japan which, if the figures are

correct, is again enjoying a phase of expansion in the
European market. They are certainly being very clever,
selling not only private cars, but also minibuses and
the like, which naturally put pressure on the market.

One thing we have learnt already : the Japanese are

not only very good businessmen, they also have a lot
of imagination. In matters of foreign trade they also

enfoy full government support, and the operations of
the individual motor manufacturers are extremely well
coordinated. The rapporteur rightly says that only
joint Community action on trade matters can give the
automobile industry the time it needs to restructure. I
agree with this, and experience of dealing with the

Japanese bears it out. The rapporteur also believes
that new initiatives should now be taken on the conti-
nent of Europe in cooperation between the Japanese
and European automobile industries. But in my view
this is only acceptable if production is shared appropri-
ately, if production goals were adapted to conditions
in Europe and not handled as they are at Present.

If I may deviate somewhat from the rapporteur's
subiect, I should like to ask whether the Community
automobile industry has really done enough itself so

far. Could it not have provided more communal inno-
vation and research ?

This would have meant not only considerable cost

savings but also - as many examples show - would
have avoided overcapacity or double capacity. It is not
just a question of research and development, for the
example of the new automatic transmission devised by

Volkswagen and Renault shows that if joint research
and development is possible, joint manufacturing is
possible also. These comments do not, of course,
mean that I reject the rapporteur's call for the
Commr.lnity to continue giving support to research
and development.

But one thing applies to this industry too. The
ongoing processes of restructuring, mechanization and
automation are proceeding at such a pace that their
consequences are and will continue to be of consider-
able concern to us. The advantages of improved
competitiveness as a result of more technology are at
the same time offset by the loss of thousands of jobs.

Let me quote just one or two examples from my own
experience as a trade union representative in a motor
manufacturing company. As a result of new technolo-
gies in the manufacture of transmission parts the
payroll was cut from 250 to 135 employees over a

period in which production trebled - a f.act also criti-
cized by the rapporteur. Such experiences impel all of
us to take more positive action. Either we can
promote the introduction of new products at a steady
rate, or we must redistribute jobs at the same rate.

In my own view, the decrease in available jobs in this
industry and also in other areas of the economy must
of necessity be spread over all sectors of the economy.
Consequently my group will approve Mr Bonaccini's
rePort.

Mrs Le Roux (COMI.- @R) Madam President, the
French Communists and Allies share thc rapport€tlr's
conviction that a strategy for cooperation in the Euro-
pean automobile industry is necessary in order to
meet the Japanese offensive.

Indeed, our group has already said as much in a

motion for a resolution on European industrial cooper-
ation. The future of the automobile industry depends
on its ability to meet a twofold challenge: that of
foreign competition on the Community market, and
that of the need for intensified development of new
processes, of new products suited to a wide range of
requirements.

I7e believe that this twofold challenge must be met
by a strategy aimed at winning back the internal
market. Unfortunately, too many of Europe's motor
manufacturing groups think that the solution to their
financial problems lies in a strategy of aiming for
market segments and establishing a market share in
the United States. But it is precisely this strategy
which is leaving the field open to competition from
third countries on the Community market. It is also

within the Community itself, however, that we are

seeing unfair practices which constitute obstacles to
the objectives of a common market; the discounts,
amounting almost to dumping, currently being
offered by German manufacturers of heavy goods vehi-
cles on the French market provide a regrettable
example of such practices.
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In contrast with this kind of thing, the Community
could devise appropriate aid for the promotion of
inter-group agreements based on the development of
productive investment new technologies, guaranteed
job creation and consultation with workers. It should
also be promoting the establishment of harmonized
standards and a Community type-approval certificate
for motor vehicles.

There is also an urgent need for all manufacturers to
introduce techniques eliminating the use of lead in
petrol. Those which have not yet developed such tech-
niques should have access to appropriate aid so that
they may catch up. This is a matter not only of
protecting the environment but also of ensdring that
these manufacturers are well prepared for the day
when legislation is passed on the problem of lead in
petrol.

Finally, we approve the proposals for the development
of research in such fields as laser technology and new
materials.

(Applause from tbe Communists and Allies Group
bencbes)

Miss Quin (S). - Madam President, the ioint debate
on these industrial reports on European shipbuilding
textiles, machine tools and telecommunications is in
effect a debate on the industrial future of Europe as a
whole. The health of those economic sectors, such as

machine tools, is a clear indication of the health or
weakness of the economy as a whole.

The reports ask what we shall be producing in the
European Community in the years to come and in
what conditions. All of them paint a gloomy, if not
downright frightening picture. They all show that
Europe as a whole is losing ground uis-d-ds the other
industrial blocs of the world - Japan, United States,
the newly-industrialized countries - and that our
dependence on imports in many sectors has grown.

I know that the position of my own country within
the general European picture is very, very serious. In
shipbuilding, for example, Britain has lost more jobs
than any other EEC country over the last seven years.

Of course, the decline of an industry such as ship-
building has dramatic consequences for the industries
which supply it. The steel industry is a major supplier
to shipbuilding, and it, too, has suffered, as we know, a

dramatic decline with, again, the loss in my own
country during the last five years of almost 50 % of
the jobs lost in steel in the EEC as a whole.

These reports also indicate that industrial decline has
spelled economic disaster for certain of -our -regions.
The excellent report by Mrs Th6obald-Paoli makesr
this very clear. In my own area in the north-east of
England, the decline in shipbuilding has increased
unemployment to more than 20 o/0, and up to one in
three of the remaining manufacturing jobs in my
county are connected with shipbuilding and therefore
under continual threat. Formerly prosperous areas

such as Coventry and the,Vest Midlands are reeling
from the crisis in machine tools.

In many instances, it has to be said that EEC rules
and regulations goveming these industries have failed.
In shipbuilding, the rules of the EEC were designed
to create an EEC market for ships. Since no EEC
country now orders ships from the yards of another
Member State - on the contrary, Member States
either order in their own yards or go outside to Japan
or South Korea - European rules have been shown
to be quite ineffective. In fac! they are worse than
useless, since they have done nothing to halt our
collective decline. Neither have the measures taken by
the EEC or most of our govemments brought much
in the way of new industry to areas of industrial
decline. Again, in my own constituency, there are
fewer jobs, not more, in new technologies than there
were five years ago.

The situation we are in requires the most urgent atten-
tion. \7e need some immediate measures if any real
help is going to be given. Firstly, we need a much
tougher approach by the EEC, in areas such as ship-
building, in negotiations with Japan and South Korea.
Secondly, as many of the reports make clear, we need
much more money channelled into European
research and development. Thirdly, we need far more
positive financial aid going into our older industrial
regions - not feather-bedding, as some of the Conscr-
vatives seem to think, but aid for our very survival.
Fourthly, we need an economic strategy which makes
for far greater awareness of the sacrifices that certain
of our industrial areas have made over the last few
years.

Finally, if the EEC and its member govemments do
not tackle these problems and if they do not succeed
in giving hope to our older industrial area, then we
shall not just be talking about the de-industrialization
of these areas but of the economic collapse of us all.

(Applause)

Mr Holligan (S). - Madam President, I think the
previous speaker was right in observing that we are
here discussing, in joint debate, a wide range of indus-
trial sectors which are in deep crisis and which will
affect the entire future landscape of European industry
and that there is very little about which to be opti-
mistic.

I want to speak about the Nordmann report, on the
clothing and textile industry, which I regard as a very
well-balanced and researched statement on a most
important sector of the manufacturing industry. It
begins by making the very important point that it is
simplistic to divide Community industries into
advanced technologies which have growth prospects
and those, such as textiles and clothing which are in
decline and for which there is no future. Many plan-
ning strategists seem to have written off the clothing
and textile industry and are quite prepared to
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surrender Europe's markets to imports from so-called
low-cost countries. I believe this to be a grievous
mistake. As the report reminds us, the textile and
clothing industry - as most other industries - is not
only extremely heterogenous with regard to the tech-
nology it employs, but the same applies to its use of
labour. If therefore, we accept that the sector as a

whole has little or no future, we are at the same time
agreeing to the continuing destruction of an industry
which, for many reasons, has been a maior source of
employment.

In my country, the clothing industry has traditionally
been one of the largest sources of employment. Its
importance cannot be overstated, grven that employ-
ment has always been difficult to obtain in the first
place. It has traditionally been a major source of iobs
for women, which enhances its importance.

The clothing industry, as distinct from textiles, was

concentrated in the capital city, Dublin, and over the
last 10 years it has been decimated by imports from
other countries which add to an already seriously dete-
riorating employment situation. The result is - and
this mirrors what Miss Quin has just said - an unem-
ployment rate which is way beyond the national
average, reaching as much as 40 o/o in some regions.
Given the social costs of such horrendous levels and
the social problems which arise from such unemploy-
ment - vandalism, petty crime, breakdown of fami-
lies - it is surely economic madness for us to
acquiesce in the destruction of a labour-intensive
manufacturing sector.

I therefore support the strategy outlined in Paragraph
6 of the resolution, and in particular the call for a

better balance in Community trade with third coun-
tries, measures designed to prevent distortions of
competition and the completion of the intemal
market. Finally, I strongly support the necessity for
measures which will facilitate the restructuring of the
industry so that it can compete, and compete, fairly,
with third countries whose only natural advantage -if it can be called such - is the abysmally low wage it
pays its workers. I believe there still is a great future
for the European clothing industry, particularly in
fashion, where we still lead the field and to which
Dublin is a maior contributor. If we concentrate on
new methods, such as computer-assisted design, and
on higher standards in the design of materials, then
we can stabilize our share of the world market and
even increase it. However, we need Community
support to complete this revolution and I hope it will
be forthcoming.

Mr Davignon, Vice-President of tbe Cornmission. -(FR) Madam President, I should like to preface my
contribution to this debate by asking you, with all the

discretion and courtesy at my command, to say to the
enlarged Bureau that it is extremely regrettable that
five reports which have little in common with one
another should have been grouped together in a single
debate.

These reports have entailed a great deal of work, both
in the Commission and in the various parliamentary
committees. In the case of telecommunications, there
have been 'hearings' ; in that of the automobile
industry this is the second time round; in that of
shipbuilding, we are dealing with a subject which has

very important implications for the regions and
industry. How can we be expected to encompass
textiles, shipbuilding, telecommunications, machine
tools and the automobile industry, in a single debate ?

\Fith all possible courtesy and discretion, Madam Pres-
ident, this is not be right approach, as is bome out by
the empty spaces in the Chamber at a time when
matters of essential importance to the Community are

-being debated. This is the wrong approach. I say this
quite dispassionately, at the start of the debate.

In the circumstances, I shall confine myself to a few
points on each of the industries concerned.

First, the automobile industry. The essential require-
ment at this stage is to ensure that we sustain an
internal market which is capable of operating, since
otherwise there will be no cooperation with manufac-
turers, there will be no renewal of research and deve-
lopment, there will be no chance of retaining the
qualitative edge that we still have. The Commission is
fully conscious of its responsibilities in this connec-
tion, and I should like to say to Mr Mihr that we are
more than ever aware that what we have to say over
the coming weeks about the lead content of petrol or
exhaust emissions must not be detrimental to the
Community's internal market.

Potentialln there could be very serious difficulties if
Member States were to take different decisions -which, in fact, they are not entitled to do in the eyes
of Community law. On the other hand, the Commu-
nity cannot hold back from taking decisions, allowing
the situation to stagnate indefinitely.

Like us, many States are looking for a change in the
situation regarding the lead content of petrol. Like us,
many States want new rules on exhaust emissions. It is
essential that these new measures be taken at Commu-
nity level. By taking the necessary action, we shall be
able simultaneously to discharge our responsibilities
towards the environment, towards the deraelopment
and renewal of the industry, and towards the conti-
nued survival of an internal market. The Commission
will be seeking to fulfil its obligations in these three
areas when bringing forward what I consider to be
indispensable proposals for the automobile industry.
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Secondly, shipbuilding. I have to admit to having
been surprised at what Mrs De March had to say. Not
that there was anything out of the ordinary in her
saying that her party did not want to see Community
programmes in this branch of industry; having been
the target of her party's criticisms on many an occa-
sion, I have been familiar with its stance on this
matter for years. Vhat I found strange was the ignor-
ance of the Commission's position displayed by Mrs
De March. This was surprising, because she is always
very well informed. In deciding to extend its
prcgramme on the authorization of national aid to
shipyards, the Commission made specific provision
for suspension of application of the principle of
phased reductions in ai4 this in the light of the
curent temporary difficulties. Since this market is not
showing signs of a recovery we took these difficulties
into account. I think that this was something that
needed to be said.

Still on the subject of shipyards, it has to be acknow-
ledged that our only comparative advantage is in the
area of technology, since materials and labour cost
more in the Community. It is our technology that we
should be developing therefore, since the fact has to
be faced that there are a number of countries where
ships are built more cheaply. Ve have to concern
ourselves with how this can be done, since there is no
disguising the fact that the historical trend is such
that our shipyards will never regain the position that
they enioyed in the past. Tryr.g to behave as though
change were not happening is no way to protect iobs
or to secure our future competitiveness.

I now come to telecommunications. This is a field in
which Europe still has very important assets, if she is
prepared to turn them, to account : a tradition, esta-
blished firms, advanced technology and an expanding
market.

There we have all the elements with which to develop
a poliry and create new opportunities on the strength
of the European dimension. If these things are to be
achieved, however, a number of conditions will have
to be met - and met quickly. In the European
Council, as its President will no doubt be confirming
this afternoon, it has been agreed that, by June next,
an outline programme for telecommunications must
have been adopted by the Council. Ve shall be taking
all necessary steps to ensu(e that the Commissionl
various proposals, based on the widest possible consul-
tation, are brought forward in good time for the attain-
ment of this objective, which must command priority
if we want to see the Community moving forward,
rather than in retrea! on the industrial front.

On the subject of textiles, many things have been said
with which I am in agreement. It has been said just
recently that there have been various improvements.
Companies have become more competitive and many
advances are being made currently in research and
application of sophisticated technology.

Mr Chanterie has asked me about the Commission's
lack of sympathy with the Belgian textile programme.
I should like him to know that his question surprises
me and would suggest that he is thinking of the
wrong institution. \Ihich institution approved the
Belgian textile plan for the years 1982 and 1983 ? It
was the Commission. Which institution responded to
a complaint from a Member State by decliring that
the Commission should not have approved that
programme ? It was the Court of Justice. So can you
really say, Mr Chanterie, that the Commission is
shirking its responsibilities when it approved a plan in
which aid was linked to a retum to competitiveness
and was found to be at fault by the Court, not on any
substantive ground, but because it failed to consult the
Member States in advance, before taking its final deci-
sion ? And what is the Commission doing now ? It is
consulting the Member States prior to taking its deci-
sion. !7hat would you have the Commission do ? Set
the scene for the Court of Justice to quash its deci-
sion, thereby creating difficulties for the industry and
its employees ? Is that what you are suggesting ? I
imagine not.

The Commission has set in train a procedure to glve
Member States an oppornrnity to comment. Once
their comments are known, and in the light of its
discussions with the Belgian Govemmen! the
Commission expects to continue authorizing aid
within a proper legal framework.

This I consider important in the particular case of a

company to which we have refused aid. It was refused
because it would have been incompatible with the
Commission's consistent policy against the expansion
of capacity in the area of synthetic fibres, where there
is structural overcapacity in the Community. It is
some years now since we took a decision on the prin-
ciple of this matter. It should no longer give cause for
surprise. The Belgian Government does not agree with
our stance. If it does not agree, let it bring an action
before the Court !

I was anxious to clarify this matter once and for all,
because too many inaccurate things have been said
about it in various places, including the country
concerned, including Mr Chanterie's region. I am
pleased to have been able to do so in this Chamber.

On the subject of the machine tools industry I have
little to add to what Mr Ortoli said yesterday when he
was kind enough to stand in for me while I was
attending the meeting of the Council of Ministers for
Foreign Affairs, at which we were making unfortu-
nately vain attempts to find solutions to vital
problems.

I have discussed the general situation, and we are
happy to be able to carry on the dialogue with Parlia-
ment on these various topics.
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Madam President, the Commission will have the

opportunity in each of the committees to comment in

gii.t.r detail on what it intends to do, on the basis of

ihe ,arious resolutions, as passed. Since the debate has

been organized in this way, the Commission's posi-

tion on each of the amendments cannot be stated'

That really would have been too difficult' I am

convinced, Madam President" that action at European

level to secure the future of European industry

remains a fundamental aspect of. the raison d9tre of

the Community and a key to is development along

the lines that we wish to see. I want to state this as a

oosition of principle and to assure Parliament that the

bommission ..g.idt all the subiects discussed today as

warranting prioiity and will be doing its best to secure

an improiement in the market situation, so that there

will bi better opportunities for cooPeration between

enterprises and thl Community can cre?te an environ-

ment conducive to the regeneration of gowth which

will in tum provide every citizen and every.worker in

industry with the opPortunity to improve his or her

own circumstances.

(Applause)

Mr Pflimlin (PPE). - (FR) On a procedural

motion, Mr Davignon was moved iust now to criticize

the approach that we have adopted- on this occasion,

contiiting in holding a single debate on several

reports eich of which deals with an imPortant subject'

This criticism is clearly levelled at the Bureau, since

the agenda was drawn up by the Bureau' As a member

of thf Bureau, I ask leave to comment' First of all, we

are all aware of the difficulties involved in arranging

our business when there are very many reports and

only a few sittings left in this Parliament'

My main point, however, is that Mr Davignon has

himself givin the lie to his own words, since he has

been abli to grve pertinent, interesting and instructive

replies on ea'cn of the matters raised, for which I
should like to thank him.

Mr Chanterie (PPE). - (NL) Madam President, if I
mav be allowed to make a brief comment on Commis-

sioner Davignon's answer : I do not think that he

quite underslood me. I was not criticizing the proce-

dure adopted by the Commission' I first asked for

confirmation that the Belgian textile plan, which is a

five-year plan, can be completed as planned, and the

Commissioner seemed to confirm this in his answer'

Vhat I was attacking was the attitude, Madam Presi-

dent, the attitude that allows a sector which is restruc-

turing with some success' a sector that is fairly

succe"ssful economically, to be penalized' This attitude

induces the Commission to impose additional condi-

tions. According to the Commission, a sector which

makes the necessary changes with some success may

not increase its capacity. In my area we wonder how

these things c.n L. reconciled. I was not therefore

concerned"with the Commission's procedure, Madam

President, but with its attitude.

Mr Davignon, Vice-President of tbe Commission' -
(FR) Madam President, we have been following a

proiedure for reaching decisions on authorization of

.id *hi.tt is designed io create security and remove all

doubt. I would also point out that, during the present

period of adjustment, the Commission is continuing
to countenance qeneral aid arrangements aimed at

outtins the indultrv back on its feet. Madam Presi-

h.nt, i"f this procedure is not inappropriate, and since

its objective ls to secure the success of the policy, I
have to admit to being at a loss to understand;
perhaps I am being obtuse and have failed to aPPrec-

iate that there is . diff.tet ce of opinion between the

honourable Member and the Commission as to our

intentions. I for my Part am quite clear about my

own.

President. - The debate is closed.

The vote will be taken at the next voting time'

2. Agenda

President. - I should like to inform the Houst that

at 11.30 a.m. Commissioner Dalsager will be making a

statement on agricultural problems and the fixing of

agricultural priies. This will be followed by a debate

lasting until I p.m.

At 3 p.m. the President-in-Office of the Council and

the Piesident-in-O(fice of the Commission will make

statements on the outcome of the European Council

meeting in Brussels. These will be followed by a

debate"which will continue until the cnd of today's

sitting.

Mr von der Vring (S). - (DE) Madam President,

could you please explain in greater detail your

..nornt.tn..t on how our debate is now to Proceed'
Our intention had actually been to debate the entire

problem now bound up with the summit' If I under-

itand you correctly, we are now to hear simply a state-

ment Ly Mr Dalsager at 11.30. I assume that there will
be time for comment on this, as speaking times were

jointly agreed on. It was not the intention of my

group to begin a debate on agricultural matters sePa-

iatety from our discussions on the summit' The ques-

tion now is how we should fill in the time' Can we

assume that there will be a special extension of

speaking time to cover the Commission's statement'

which 
-wlll not count towards this aftemoon's

proposed debate ?

President. - The agenda outlined in my previous

announcement remains unchanged.

Obviously, if the speaking time allocated to the

Socialist'Group is noi entirely taken up in the debate

following Commissioner Dalsager's statement, it will
remain i'vailable to the grouP in the debate following

the statements by the President-in-Office of the

Council and the President of the Commission'
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3. Global financial instability

President. - The next item is the report (Doc.
l-1542183) by Sir Fred S7arner, on behalf of the
Committee on External Economic Relations, on the
Community's extemal trade and the problem of
global financial instability.

Sir Fred lTarner (EDI, rapportcaz - Madam presi-
dent, yesterday we were discussing the Albert and Ball
report on European economic recovery and we noted
its analysis of the causes for the decline of manufac-
turing industry and world trade which have marked
the long period of recession. It is hardly surprising
that this period should also be marked by monetary
disorder, for the same factors are at work in both
fields.

It was the onset of the period of high inflation, and
particularly the differing pace of this phenomenon in
different OECD countries, thit broke up the Bretton
Vood system and forced the abandonment of fixed
exchange rates. It was the first and second oil crises
which led to the vast capital outflows from the prin-
cipal industrialized countries in the 1970s, and hence
to the further downward pressures on their currencies.
And it was the transformation of these deficits into
huge petrodollar sulpluses in the hands of OpEC
States that enabled the onward lending process that,
in only a few years, was to load much of the deve-
loping world with an unmanageable burden of debt.

These reflections have led Mr Seeler and Mr Pelikan
to ask for a report on the effects of financial instability
on Community trade.

First, I have looked at those financial disorders which
stem from fluctuating exchange rates. The report
shows how wide and how frequent these have been. It
was the original expectation in the Committee on
External Economic Relations that such fluctuations
would have some direct effect on trade. However, your
rapporteur was unable to find any such correlation.
On the other hand, such currency movements do have
a long term effect on the total volume of trade. They
take up management time and forethought; they
discourage forward or long-term overseas contracts
and hence the volume of exports. They have contri-
buted to the demonetization of a large section of
commercial exchanges which have been taken over by
counterpart trade.

Your rapporteur was forcibly struck by the much
more serious effects of exchange misalignments and
fluctuations on investment. The ,ery t igh rates of
interest which have prevailed for some time in the
United States have drawn a large part of the capital
needed for investment in Europe away to the United
States. As Albert and Ball have pointed out, Commu-
nity investment in the US is now running at 5 or 6
times the rate of US investment in Europe. I7hen
interest rates are well above the retum on capital
invested in manufacturing industry, the purchasl of

bonds is more attractive than the creation of equity in
new enterprises. The most important sentence in the
draft resolution is that which requests govemments to
seek to create conditions in which the return on
productive investment is more attractive than the
prudent management of cash balances. It is also the
least likely to be realized at present.

\rhen one comes to consider what can be done to
overcome these problems, the advice available is
wildly conflicting. Some of the views, including those
expressed by governments, have a rather ideological
ring. The obvious fact is that the attitude of- the
United States Government is decisive and they are
against any form of intervention in foreign exchange
markets except where it might help to ease the pres-
sure of the yen against the dollar.

Nevertheless, the Versailles and Villiamsburg
Summits, though meagre in their practical result{
have left an organization of Finance Ministers and
their deputies which could and certainly should make
practical recommendations for the practice of limited
exchange intervention.

The second matter dealt with in this report is that of
the credit crisis of 1983 and the very dangerous situa-
tion created by the swift increase in the indebtedness
of some of_ the developing countries. The unregulated
nature of this explosion threatened to undermine the
stability of the whole banking sysrem. Even if one
shares the view of some Members that enors of judg-
ment, on the part of the banking community were

n-ainlV responsible for this situation - and I person-
ally think that that would be a greatly oversimplified
view - it must be acknowledged that the corrective
action of the International Monetary Fund, the Bank
for International Settlements, the paris Club and the
national treasuries of the main creditor countries was
swift and effective. However, the terms which had to
be imposed for the rescheduling of debts were often
extremely onerous and resulted in severe cuts in
imports by debtor countries. Here you can see the
direct effect of over-borrowing on international trade.

The credit crisis is by no means behind us. It is true
that debt service as a proportion of Third Vorld
exports has fallen sharply, but the level of debt
remains very high ; rescheduling is far from complete
and some sectors of the banking community remain
rather wlnerable. The European banks are certainly
wlnerable to any upset in the American commercial
banking s€ctor. Your rapporteur found wide agree-
ment on the need for better credit evaluation in inter-
national lending_and, above all, for a better early-
yTling system. The disciplines now adopted by the
IMF and the creation of the International instituie for
Finance should help to meet these requirements. prop-
osals for international government guarantee bf
commercial bank loans have wisely been set aside. In
the opinion of your rapporteur such guarantees could
only weaken financial disciplines and increase the risk
of over-lending.
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In the last resort, the most significant element is the

level of international interest rates. And here again

there is a case for intemational attempts to bring

them down within proper budgetary disciplines'

Finally, your rapPorteur has tried to deal with the

problem'of European monetary cooperation' If the
'Community is to play its full part in the correction of

monetary instability, thus realizing the full potential

of its population numbers, is productive capacity and

its great ieserves of gold and currencies, it needs to act

togither and not" in the words of Albert/Ball, as 'a

,ron-Europe'. This means strengthening the European

Monetary System. Here our Community is split, the

popular cry being that the EMS would be streng-

inenea by full Sritisn participation in the exchange-

rate mechanism, whereas the British Govemment,

while accepting that this may be desirable in the long

run, has fbund numerous reasons for postponing a
decision.

On the other hand, meaningful cooperation cannot be

separated from the creation of a common currency

and the promotion of the ECU. If Member States

really wani monetary cooperation, why i1 Brussels still

the main active foyr for the issue of Eurobonds ?

Iflhy is it now pioposed effectively to substitute the

Deutschmark foi thi ECU as a basis for resolving the

problem of MCAs ? The Bundesbank's opposition to
any clearing system for the ECU is noticeable' This

Pailiament 
-cannot be expected to have much faith in

statements of good intention which are unsuPPorted

by measures to give them realitY.

Madam President, this resolution, as amended, will
represent the views of the gteat majority of Members

as expressed by their grouPs in the -Committee 
on

External Economic Relations. It is a plea for modera-

tion and common sense in handling international

exchange rates. It is a plea for cooperation and

.ornrno"n sense in European monetary cooperation' It
is a plea for discip[nJ and common sense in debt

management. Above all, it appeals to the govemments

of Mfmber States to find in problems of financial

instability the opportunity for common policies and

to reiect the stirile altemative of individual action'

(Applause)

Mr Seeler (S). - (DE) Madam President, ladies and

gentlemen, anyone who is interested in the financing

6f world trade should read the excellent report

submitted to us by Sir Fred'S7amer: not only the reso-

lution, but above all the explanatory statement of this

resolution. It is a sobering account which this report

places before Parliament. Ve in the European
'Community are a long way from working towards

truly common stability in monetary policy.. But this is

one of the decisive prerequisites for the development

of the common maiket. Each of our Member States

does as best it can in is own interests' Each country

treats its currency exchange rates as a national

problem, although these often - especially when

unstable - have extremely wide intemational reper-

cussions on trade. This becomes particularly clear if
we look at the US dollar. The United States allows

itself a huge budget and foreign trade deficit, which it
cannot finance by means of national rates of saving'

The consequence of this policy is high interest rates

and hish imports of capital goods. A further
conseqrince oi the resultiilg overvaluation- of the

dollar is dearer exports and a growing volume of

imports with all that this entails, as shown, for

example, in the disputes between the USA and the

EEC in the steel market. The result again is that the

trade deficit becomes bigger and that demand for the

dollar increases.

'We can only counteract this development, which is

very detrimental to our economic recovery' by streng-

thening the ECU. Our cooperation to date has been

very fruitful, but we have only gone half Yay' W9

.rtt no* implement Phase two and make the ECU

into a commbn ,European currency. I know this is
easier said than done, for it requires firstly a stronger

political influence on the Commission, secondly the

ievelopment of a European monetary poliry and

thirdli the establishment of a European central bank,

which wilt safeguard the European currency independ-

ently of the political influence exercised by national

governments.

But we in Europe have only one choice : either we

continue to assist the US deficig so that our own

economic recovery continues to lose out to high US

interest rates and the flight of capital to the USA, or

we try to use the ECU as a European currency and

become more independent of the dollar and Japanese
yen and at the same time try to stimulate the Commu-

nity" int.tn.l market. A monetary policy of this kind
would also enable us very effectively to combat unem-

ployment in the Community. But I address this

appeal of mine also to our national currency

*"t hdog, the Deutsche Bundesbank, which, as Sir

Fred Va-rner has just said, is still very concemed that
the ECU as a European currency may undermine the

stability of the Deutsche Mark. I believe these fears

will b; without foundation, on condition that the

proviso of a stable European culrency, mentioned

earlier, is met.

However, if the ECU is to be fully effective in the

internal market and if the position as regards external

trade is to be more stable, it is of prime importance

that the pound sterling should also be part of this

common .rtt ncy. In the opinion of my group, the

resolution before us is not clear enough here. There

seems to me no point in reconsidering the problems

which have so far delayed the involvement of the

pound sterling, for the reasons are well known' A clear

call to the United Kingdom to commit iself fully
would appear to me more appropriate.
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In conclusion let me say a word or two on the
problem of international indebtedness. The effects of
this on world trade are considerable. Many countries
of the Third S7orld are obliged at present ro spend a
sizeable part of their foreign curency earningi from
exports in interest and loan service payments. These
funds are not available for the purcliase of goods or
sewices, for example in Europe. Instead of this capital
being invested in the developing countries, it is often
deducted again by the creditor banks, very often on
the basis of the US dollar. This again increases
demand for the dollar and pushes up tfie interest rate
on the dollar. Here too, if the ECU were stonger in
world trade, this would help gradually to moderaie the
influence which the US dollar exerts on the world
capital market.

But one thing must be said quite clearly: the current,
often very dramatic debt situation in the Third \7orld
is also the result of a frivolous and sometimes posi-
tively irresponsible credit policy on the part of many
commercial banks. Irespective of credits and ability
to repay, loans were granted in the'past which were
then used merely to cover foreign trade deficits and
not to finance profitable investments. The
consequences of this poliry are for many countries
catastrophic. In some cases the debtor countries are
working only to pay the service on their loans. The
effects on world trade and thus on the European
labour market also are considerable. I thus beiieve
there is an urgent need for a more stringent political
control of the credit policy pursued by the commer-
cial banks. Measures by the International Monetary
Fund are often not enough to help the countriei
concerned out of their difficulties. The imposition of
tough measures to restore economic staLility ,.ry
often deals only with the economic aspects, but not
the social consequences, to wig growing unemploy-
ment, rising costs and thus increasing poverty. Assi-
tance from the industrialized nations is necessary
here, in our own interests, for the sooner debtor coun-
tries become solvent again the sooner they will be
able once again to stimulate the world market as
trading partners.

In conclusion, let me stress once again very clearly the
importance of stable currencies, particularly a strong
ECU and a swift and satisfactory solution of the debi
problems of the Third I7orld, in stimulating world
trade and thus the European economy and European
labour market. Sir Fred S7arner's report raises many
useful points which should be carefuily considered by
the Commission and the Council.

Mr Blumenfeld (PPE). - (DE) Madam president,
ladies and gentlemen, I should like, before offering a
few words of my own on the report, to preface them
with a sad note which hangs over today's dicsussion of
the report by our honourable friend Sir Fred S7arner,
for it is certainly one of the last times we shall hear

him present a report or indeed speak in this House.
Regrettably, he is to leave us and will not be coming
back to this House. His experience, wise counsel anl
his voice in all economic, monetary and foreiga
policy matters will be sorely missed.

First of all I must admit that the news reaching us
yesterday and early this morning from Brussels is
extremely 

{epressing, busy as we Eave been yesterday
and today in this House discussing short- and medi_
um-term. economic policy and investment possibilities
and putting forward proposals. I fear that many of the
proposals in Sir Fred ITarner's report - which Mr
Seeler has rightly praised just now fbr their excellence

- vill perhaps not quite end up in the wastepaper
basket as usual, but will not receive the degree of anin-
tion from governments which they really deserve. I
hope, however, that Sir Fred's report wili at least be
not merely noted but read properly by the decision
makers at the ITorld Bank, the heads of the central
banks in the lTestern world and perhaps also by a
number of commercial banks, and that the many
points.raised by the rapporteur and adopted by the
committee will also be tested, thought through and
perhaps turned into reality.

I am also very glad to see a UK rapporteur delivering
something of a homily to his own- govemment and
Chancellor of the Exchequer. Ve should sometimes
find it harder to voice criticisms. I believe that Sir
Fred Varner's observations also apply very pertinently
to us and I regard it as very healthy that 

-we 
in thi

European Parliament should not hold back from
remind.ing national governments of their European
obligations regarding the continuation of our Commu-
nity.

If I may say one *ord of criticism, it concerns not the
rapporteur, but the fact that this report follows a
debate of almost one and a half days on investment
and medium-term economic policy arising out of the
reports by Mr Herman and others. The lasi part of the
r9p9Jt ol monetary cooperation in Europe is thus an
abridged repetition of what was set out in detail in the
reports w9. hav-e already discussed. This sense of d6jd
ou here disturbs though it is not the fault bf
the rapporteur who did not draw up the agenda. But
this question is naturally part of thi substa-nce of the
overall debate which has taken place here in the last
few days.

Th.e question of a stronger intemational monetary
policy and the financing of our short- and medium-
term economic policy and activities is of particular
importance. But it cannot be made a reality in
Community terms unless we finally cooperate in
Europ_e- on monetary matte$, strength;ning ihe Euro_
pean Monetary System and thus the ECU ai well. This
ECU unit must replace individual currencies if we are
to act not in competition with the great intemational
currency, the US dollar, but side by side with it, in all
our trade and economic concerns and our readiness to
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help and support the Third ltrflorld. But as long as the

US-currency remains the world currency' and invoic-

ing is largely done in US dollars - i.e. as long as the

en-tire wo-rld foreign exchange market is geared to the

dollar - tpe.rl.tion will always remain a possibility'

This is guided by interest rates and essen-tially-also by

politicai eventualities and tensions, rather than by

economic or purely monetary data.

All these questions have been explored in Sir- Fred's

report with great exPertise. My grouP' on behalf of

*hi.h I tpe.[, h.t., will be very happy to suPPort this

r.port, *hi.h was adopted by the committee by a

laige maiority, and to endorse the call it contains,

altf,ough'it should also also be said that a number of

details in a report of this kind perhaps apPear some-

what exaggerated.

Detailed instructions to the Commission or to Sovern-
ments, of the kind mooted in a number of paragraphs,

seem to me to be going a bit too far.

Madam President, if I may use my absent colleague

Mr van Aerssen's speaking time for a concluding

remark : the rapporteur raises the very important ques-

tion of how io gain control of fluctuating capital,

which of course needs to be managed properly'

Capital management is an extremely important busi-

n.ir rrot only for banks, but also for manufacturing

concerns. Bui how can capital be channelled back

into investment for the manu{acturing industry ? It
seems to me that the finance ministers are unable to

answer this question. Seaing out broad guidelines is

one matter, but trying to devise expectations for invest-

ment capital is virtually impossible. The speculative

element which this entails worldwide cannot be pre-

cluded, and the financial commitments in terms of

manufacturing and also of iob creation have to be so

high that it iJ worth investing capital which,.if not in

thI short term, then in the long term, will yield a far

better return in more than iust financial terms'

!7e shall suPPort Sir Fred !(/arner's report and hoPe

that those to whom it is addressed will read it !

(Applause)

Mr Spencer (ED). - Madam President, may I ioin
*y .oll..gu., Eric Blumenfeld, in congratulating the

,.ppott.utl As with so many subiects we discuss in

this Hout., the details of this matter are devilishly

difficult. Millions of iobs depend on it, and it is

extraordinarily difficult to explain to the world outside

the problems with which one is grappling' I believe

and hope that the report will live on after the raPpor-

teur's departure from this House and that it will be a

fitting epitaph for him. In addition, it is an interesting

llst of further subiects to be studied in the new session

by the Committee on External Economic Relations

.nd th. other economic committees of this Parlia-

ment.

I would also echo what Mr Blumenfeld said on

another matter. I agree with him that there is a danger

that many of this House's rePorts will end up in the

wastepap;r basket. But I do continue to believe that it
is thii House's duty to think on behalf of the people

of Europe, to be ready for the moment when the

Prime Ministers and Presidents have finished sorting

out the pefty cash and the household accounts and,

when thiy reach that happy moment, to hand them

the agend'a that they should be talking.about if they

care iborrt the long-term interests of their constituents

across this continent.

The exchange rate instability to which Sir Fred has

addressed himself is vital. Just because it is compli-

cated is no excuse for not talking about it. I agree that

we have not been able to track any immediate relation-

ship between exchange rate instability and the volume

of world trade, but what we have actually shown is a

perfectly clear secular relationship in the longer term

L.t*..n lack of confidence to invest induced by

currency instability and a decline in the volume of

world irade. If you look at the case of my own

currency, in the last few years it has been up and

down within a band of some 30 %' SThat is a manu-

facturer, building a manufacturing plant for exPort, to

make of that kind of fluctuation ? He can have no

confidence that by the time his goods are ready for

packing and dispatch, they will be in any sense

competitive.

Indeed, this report underlines something which has

happened really without us knowing. The whole

assuhption of GAfi and international trade is that

currencies reflect purchasing power parities' It is on

that basis that we calculate comParative and absolute

advantage. It is on that basis that we defend ourselves

from cieeping protectionism. Yet here suddenly we

find that our currencies are clearly not reflecting the

purchasing power parities reflecting the trade flows'

Much attention has been called to the fact that these

currencies now reflect capital movements or the activi-

ties of corporate treasurers desperately trying to

defend the interests of their companies by moving

balances around using our extraordinarily hiSh-

technology systems of communications. I think Sir

Fred cor-rectly d..*t attention to the problems raised

there.

Can I, even at this late stage, draw to his attention

another factor brought to my notice in recent days by

Professor Pearce of Southampton University. He has

done some work which shows that the maior daily

demand for the dollar is actually for debt rePayment'

Something like 50 billion dollars worth of debt a day

falls due. That is nearly ten times as much as the

number of dollars needed to finance world trade'

Surely that must be having a maior impact on the

current state of the dollar' It is iust another example

of the way the Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse are

interrelated in the current state of the world's

finances. The Four Horsemen I refer to are declining

world trade, fluctuating currencies, growing indebted-

ness and declining confidence.
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Sir Fred, you have not shown us how to tame the pour
Honemen, but you have at least identified them.
Those four problems will continue to dominate a lot
of the discussion in this House and hopefully in this
continent in the next five years.

Mr Pesmazoglou (NI). - Madam President, may I
join in expressing our thanks and appreciation for the
repoft by Sir Fred Vamer. I also vish to emphasize
thag for those who will come back to this Parliameng
the absence of Sir Fred Vemer will be felt. He has
produced an excellent reporl covering very significant
problems which are closely connected with finding
solutions to the general problems of the European
Community. I wish to emphasize his comprehensive
review of these problems and his sound approach to
the policies which are necessary for solving them. I
therefore wish to make only three critical comments
concerning matters of wording and emphasis in the
proposals contained in Sir Fred Vamer's motion for a
resolution.

The fint one refers to paragraph l(a), where Sir Pred
says ttrat system of fixed eichange-rates is at present
neither financially possible nor politically feasible. I
would not disagree with this finding, but I think that
in our own position we should express ourselves with
greater confidence on the necessity of at least a more
stable exchange-rate qrstem, and this accords very
closely with the remarks made by Mr Seeler, Mr
Blumenfeld and Mr Spencer. I believe that the Euro-
pean Community should come out in favour of the
possibility of a more stable exchange-rate system. I
think the wording in this paragraph is rather negative.

My second point refers to the relationship berween
the European Community and the United States of
America. Let me explain exactly what I mean by refer-
ring to paragraph 2{i), where the deputy finance minis-
ters are inVited to study these problems following the
meetingp at Versailles and \trilliamsburg. I believe the
problem we are faced with is a problem of coordina-
tion, and I think it should be said that between the
European Community, the United States of America
and Japan there should be increasing cooperation and
coordination to cover not only financial and monetary
problems but also problems of economic policy and
political problems as well. I think this should be
stressed.

My third comment refers to the European Monetary
System. I wish to stress again the remarks and the
analysis made by Sir Fred Varner, as well as the
comments by Mr Seeler. !7e have an opportunity, and
there is a necessity, to secure in the European Commu-
nity a fixed or, if not a fixed, a more stable exchange-
rates area. This is possible, and I refer to the debates
we had recently following a report by Mr Hermann
and the comments by Mr Ortoli on behalf of the
Commission. I believe that there again we need a
more positive and active approach. I have followed
very closely the remarks and the problems which have

been presented. I think there has been considerable
progress in this field, and the proposals for the future
are also quite positive. However, I think we need a
more active policy. \Fe must become aware that the
convergence of economic policies is cTdsely linked
with a more active monetary policy on a European
scale. Here I come back to the necessity to accellrate
the establishment of a European monetary authority
with the responsibility and the means to reach agree-
ment on monetary matters and prepare for the partici-
pation in the European Monetary System not only of
the United Kingdom - this is a major necessity for
obvious reasons - but also of all members oi the
European Community, and I am thinking also of my
own country of Greece.

These are the points on which a slightly different
wording, a more active and positive approach would
have been preferable.

Once again, may I express my appreciation of this
excellent reporg which coves a major area of consider-
able interest to the European Community as a whole.
(ApplausQ

Mr Ortoli, Vice-President of tbe Commission -@R) W Presideng may I add my voice to all those
yhigh lave expressed appreciation of the quality of
Sir Fred's report.

Three themes dominate this reporg the first being
exchange-rate stability, viewed not just in terms of the
problem of intervention but in the context of what
can be called the organization of interdependence. I
have often expressed the view in this House that this
maior issue of the organization of economic and
monetary interdependence is both crucial and underes-
timated. !7e have yet to appreciate the extent to
which the options open to us and to others, including
those in,the strongest positions, are conditioned by
external factors. There is no longer any such thing ai
complete sovereignty in the economic and monetary
sphere, and failure to appreciate dl the implicationi
of this is in my view a fundamental error. Ii is there-
fore appropriate that Parliament should have devoted
a debate to thls essential topic,-even though it overlaps
to some extent with yesterday's debate.

Larigus aspects have to be considered, beginning as
Sir Fred stated, with the effects themselves. These are
known: we live in a world influenced by the actual
and potential effecs of monetary instability.
The actual effects stem from the fact that a number of
major currencies have got out of alignment with basic
conditions, so that trading relations no longer corres-
pond closely enough to economic reality. This inevit-
ably leads to certain distortions in trade flows and,
through exchange-rate fluctuations, to heightened
anxiety and insecurity at a time when recession is
confronting entrepreneurs with difficult problems that
they need to meet with decisiveness and confidence,
the scope for which is inversely proportional to the
extent of monetary instability.
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The potential effects derive from the fact that exces-

sive distortions in the exchange-rate system inevitably

lead or tend to lead, as Sir Fred has stressed, to temPta-

tions to revert to protectionism, which is the last thing

we want at a time when we should be looking to
regain the benefit of the strong stimulus of world

trade on which the development of the European

economy has been based to date.

Consequently, our future development, is closely

bound up with a series of problems, through one

economii reality : the interdependence which.involves

us all. It was tlie US Treasury Secretary, I think, who

made the point a year and a half ago that one indus-

trial job in eight in his country was linked to interna-

tional trade.

Looking at this situation from a second angle, we-

.orn. 6 the question of what should be done' Of

course, there is the whole range of measures aimed at

better day-to-day or medium-term management of

foreign-exchange markets. This is a much-debated

topic": to interiene or not to intervene, and if so to

what extent ? Vhat can be said is that the creation of

a more favourable environment for the management

of foreign-exchange markets is a common necessity

and tha-t we havi seen from experience that it is

possible to achieve a degree o{ stability in exchange

rates which, although not perfect, has seen parities

settling into fundamental relationships. more in

keepiig with economic realities. The situation in
EurbpJo"er recent years has been that rates have at

,ro tt"g. departed lasiingly from what could be consid-

ered, Sroadiy speaking, to be sound and proper pari-

ties. So *rrin fbt stability; it has its virtues, it is feas-

ible, since we are achieving it among ourselves, and it
throws a certain amount of light on the debate' At the

same time, it poins up a second implication which is

stressed with great clarity in the report : as we

ourselves are very well aware, there is more to
achieving 'true' exchange rates than setting uP aPPro-

priate machinery.

It will also take closer convergence of economic poli-

cies and dialogue which is not merely the friendly

intercourse of international relations but involves a

commitment to discuss domestic policies together, in

so far as they have the potential to influence world-

wide trends, i b.ti.n. ttrat it is this type of dialogue

that we need to intensi(y with the United States, since

it is true that our fortunes are conditioned by move-

ments in the dollar's exchange value to a sufficient

degree for us to need to have some sort of involve-

mint in decision-making in this area' or at all events

an opportunity to provide information relevant to

such 
-decision-making. 

The same applies to Japan,
which is our Sreat international competitor' I warmly

welcome Sir Fred \7amer's suggestion that relations

with this third great Partner in the world economy

should be intensified.

In the Group of Ten we have undertaken a longer-

term task, irr which active parts are being played not

only by the Community but also - as I hope Sir Fred

wili Ui pleased to learn - by all the intemational

economil and monetary agencies, with the Interna-

tional Monetary Fund in the forefront.

This Group of Ten task is proceeding cautiously but

at the same time with considerable interest and

purposefulness in what is known as the group of
hin.n.. Ministers Deputies. Ve for our part - by

which I mean the Commission - have taken up a

clear position. Since a meeting held at Taormina three

years ago, at which we sPent a day and. a half

iiscussiig this intemational development, since the

meeting 
-in 

Copenhagen two years ago,'n'e had been

makinf preparations for Toronto and formulating a

Comniunity'strategy which in the event dominated

the discussions in-Toronto at a time when the crisis

was closing in ; since Cephalonia, where we returned

to this ptoibl.*, we have not tired of srying that the

Community has no right to ignore the need to
organize interdependence. It follows that there are two

things that we must do.

The first is that we must not be content with taking

up positions but must Progress to the stage of putting
forward proposals; in other words, we should not be

interestei onlookers in the debate that is getting

under way but should play an energetic role, since this

is the way for us to make our mark.

The second is that we must sPeak with a single voice'
'$7e cannot hold out to be the Community if we are

merely using the name as a label to cover uP a very

diversl rangi of national realities. Either we are the

Communiry which means that we are still able to

adopt common positions and common proposals -
to which we 81ve expression with a single voice - or

we are a group of countries which have more interests

in comm-on 6ut at. not yet able to assert themselves

with the authority that we atribute to ourselves'

The second theme, the problem of intemational

indebtedness, is of crucial imPortance : the right
balance has to be struck between the need for adiust-

ment and the need to restore sound finances' There

are basically two things, in my view, that we should be

doing in tLis area. The first, a task which has been

with-us for some time and will remain a continuing

commitment in the future, is to manage, through this

balance that we are seeking to establish, to provide the

developing countries with the means that they need

in order to be able to coPe with their circumstances

under reasonsable conditions. This implies a series of

requirements : continuation of the effort being made

through the intemational banking system, and

enhan'ced role, in terms not only of monitoring but

also of financing, for the International Monetary

Fund, general agreements to borrow, and - some-

thing tiat I shJuld like to see - the allocation of

large-r financial resources to the Intemational Develop-

ment Association'
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But the second problem, the real problem, is that
crisis management will not bring solutions. For that,
we need a recovery.

It will take a recovery in our economies and in the
rest of the world to bring fundamental solutions to the
problems : expanded world trade in which prices for
raw materials return to reasonable levels, in which it
once again becomes an attractive proposition to invest
in countries where circumstances have improved and
credibility has been consolidated as a result of adjust-
ment measures - that is where the real solutions lie.
Consequently, dynamic rather than mechanistic organ-
ization is required. The sole putpose of organiiing
interdependence is to restore a degree of stability in
the world sufficient to allow the dynamic of recovery
to develop steadily.

The third theme is concerned with the European
Mongtary System. In a world beset by exchange-rate
instability, it has quite clearly been a most significant
demonstration of the Member States' abilitylo work
together. Although it is often suggested that our
dialogue is insubstantial, we are showing that we are
able to talk together about the major issues having a
bearing ,on the monetrary situation and even to go
further, by accepting the self-imposed discipline of in
exchange-rate mechanism. Moreover, a point which I
believe has been underestimated is that it has been a
very considerable factor making for convergence of
our economies, although admittedly with too many
devaluations and revaluations along the way. There ii
no gainsafng that we have set up supporting policies,
in other words that we have shown that we understand
that satisfactory monetary balance depends on consis-
tency in the action taken by the various Member
States at national level and therefore requires adjust-
ment of national action where necessary. Here we
really have achieved something more than just the
operation of the exchange-rate mechanism, with peri-
odic adjustments. The importance of this should not
be underestimated. Does it follow that we have done
enough ? I most certainly do not think so. I do not
think so for a reason which is fundamental and, I
make no bones about it, a reason which is political.

lyrgne needs to display creativity, Europe needs to
display. imagination, Europe needs to display
dynamism.

The European Monetary System is our only achieve-
ment of recent years. It is the single instance of a new
dimension being created in Europe during a period
when the mood was settling into one of confliit and
confrontation. It is an important and substantial
achievement since we are at the same time responding
to one of the fundamental features of the evolving
economic situation, namely the need for a return to a
framework which is more stable, mbre normal, better
understood, better assimilated and, I was going to say,
more exact in economic terms. So let us not rest on
our laurels. I7e have more work to do on the Euro-
pean Monetary System, both during the present phase

and in future phases. 'S7e are on the threshold of
achieving the additional credibility that would accrue
from more active recognition of the status that we
ourselves seek for the ECU in the Community. The
ECU is not on the point of becoming the European
currency, but it is an expression of European mone-
tary identity, an important political expresiion. This is
evidenced by the fact that it has become well known
worldwide.

It is also an important technical reality in that it is the
materialization of our collective identify, a materializa-
tion which can become more tangible to the rest of
the world and help to bring a little more peace to the
intemational monetary system. Beyond this, there are
various technical developments that we should be
seeking and implementing (oh yes, technical develop-
ments can be ambitious and they can represent real
progress). I think that we could make an advance here.
Of course, it must remain within the bounds of reason-
ableness. The making of a currency is a process in
which there is no place for rashness ; it ialls for a
consistent determination to go to the limit of what is
possible, but not beyond. I believe that this is some-
thing that we should be undertaking, and that we
should overcome, make the effort to overcome our
misgivingp, such as the German misgivingp that have
been expressed in regard to this developirent which
in my view, I repeaf is technically and lconomically
very useful, not to say necessary.

Finally, there can be no Community reality unless it
is-- entirely cornrnunautaire, One of the handicaps
affecting the European Monetary System is the fact
that_only eight of us are involved ln the exchange-rare
mechanism. The absence of a maior world currJncy is
to be regr_etted. For my part" as I have said recentli in
London, I consider that the risks that are spoken of
arc far outweighed by the benefits that we would
deriv_e from the strengthening of the European Mone-
tary System. Internally, as a pivo! as a basC for organi-
zation of 

-a 
genuinely united market and monetary

ideatity,- the monetary unit is a factor making for
unity of the market and the financial integration
towards which we should be working. It can irake a
maior extemal impact also, however, since our voice
would be so much stronger if we were able to demons-
trate our ability to pursue our ambitions to a
successful outcome; the European Monetary System is
one of those ambitions.

I thank Sir Fred for having given me a final opponu-
nity during the lifetime of this parliament to 

-d]scuss

these problems once again. I think that there are occa_
sions when the bold approach is in fact the clear-
sighted one and that there is room for such an
approach in dealing with monetary matters, which are
often discussed in such cautious terms. I believe that
this opportunity for a bold approach must be seized
and thank you in anticipation of your support.

(Applause)
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IN THE CHAIR: MR VANDE\7IELE

Vice'President

President. - The debate is closed.

The vote will be taken at the next voting time.

(Tbe sitting was suspended at 11.25 and. resumed at
11.30 am")l

IN THE CHAIR: MR ESTGEN

Vice-President

4. Commission statement on tbe agriculrural

Problems

President. - The next item is the statement by the

Commission on the agricultural problems.

Mr Dalsager, lWember of tbe Commission' - (DA)
Mr President, my comments here cover some of the

same ground as the statement which the President of

the Commission will be giving this afternoon in order

to report on last week's meeting of the European

Council and on developments in the Council of

Foreign Ministers this week. I should like very briefly
to present a few comments on the agricultural situa-

tion.

Two weeks ago I reported here in Parliament on the

progress achieved in the Council of Agriculture Minis-

i.rion the decision on farm prices and the reform of

the agricultural policy' At the same time Parliament

voted on a resolution which, amongst other thinp,
insisted on a settlement of the question in the

Council by I April. Since that debate the Commission

has done everything in its power to bring about such a

settlement at the earliest possible opportunity. I7e
amended our proposals in such a way that the Council

had all the necessary texts before it.

It is also necessary to have Parliament's opinion on

certain of these texts. I hope that this opinion will be

passed already in the next Part-session. It is a ques-

iion, for example, of the extension of the 120 million
ECU support to small milk producers, but in a

general wiy there is no need for special consultation

iith Parliament concerning the proposals put forward'

Any such need will not therefore be any impediment

to reaching a settlement by I April.

I7hat are the possibilities for a solution ? I would say

that I am cautiously oPtimistic. At their meeting on

Monday and Tuesday this week the Agriculture Minis-

ters made progress in the direction of a settlement on

the basis 
-of 

the compromise package, which has

already been outlined. As olten happens- in these

discussions, a number of difficult and particularly tech-

nical problems arose at the last minute. But I think
that wi can solve these problems, and I also think that

the members of the Council agree with me on this. It
has been agteed that the Council should meet again at

3 pm on Friday.

It is no secret that the main problem outstanding

concerns milk, and especially milk in Ireland. In this

connection the Commission has not spared any effort

to devise a solution which is acceptable to all the
parties involved. I can say that I myself visited Dublin
at the weekend, and in the days to come we shall

continue to examine the possibilities and try to

convince the Members of the Council that this deci-

sion must be taken.

Mr President, the situation is delicate, and I am sure

that you will not exPect me to go into detail here on

possitle formulations and compromise solutions. This

may only create confusion in the negotiations. All I
can say is the following: we understand the Irish

problem. Agriculture is of vital importance for the

irish economy, and milk occupies a prominent posi-

tion in Irish agiculture. This means that measures to

control milk production must be introduced in such a

way that they can be accepted socially and economi-

caliy. But at the same time we are entitled to remind

our Irish friends that in a Community there must also

be common solutions and common sacrifices. If there

is no control over the development of milk produc-

tion in all Member States, there can be no control of

milk production at all. It would mean a heavy risk

that milk prices and hence the common market in
milk would collapse because of the rising surplus, and

the first to lose out in such a situation would be

Ireland itself.

Mr President, I repeat : I am optimistic. !flith a further
demonstration of political will, an agreement can be

reached on agriculture by the end of this week. I hope

that Parliament will foin with the Commission today

in urging the Council to make this last effort so that

the comhon agricultural policy can be strengthened,

renewed and safeguarded for those times which are

now relevant.

Mr lVoltier (S). - (NL) Mr President, I should like
to begin by thanking the Commissioner for the state-

ment he has made to this Parliament. Only a few

weeks ago we were expressing our clear support for
the compromise that had been adopted in the

Council.

We realized there were still problems at that time, but
we assumed that the remaining difficulties could be

iointly resolved at the summit conference. That was

not the case, and they were not resolved last Monday

either. From time to time we have therefore

succumbed to some pessimism. On the other hand,

we are pleased to hear the Commissioner still oPtimis-

tically ielling us he will go on doing everything he

c.n io ensuie that a ioint agreement can be reached

on Friday.I Deadline for tabling amendments : See Minutes.
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It is one minute to twelve, Mr President, as we have
already pointed out, because the Community is now
really standing on the edge of the abyss. I believe
there is only one ray of light left, and this is that we
all know a compromise is needed if the common agri-
cultural policy and even the European Community
itself are to be saved from collapse. That we are all
aware of this clearly emerged during the last part-ses-
sion. Two weeks ago we adjusted the resolutions on
the subject to take account of the present situation
and so remove any further obstacles to an agreement.
The common agricultural policy should be saved
because a great deal is at stake. Clearly this will entail

ioint sacrifices.

At this juncture I should like to say a word of thanks

- we discussed this during the last part-session - to
the French Presidency for the way it has tried to get
to grips with the problems and to find solutions. The
President-in-Office succeeded in making the break-
through with creativity, with pluck and aware of what
is in the common interest. I believe that anyone who
found confidence in the Presidency at that time must
continue to show that confidence now and that we
must together try to allow the President of the
Council and the Commission to make another joint
effort to find a solution on Frid6y, because a solution
must be found if the bankruptcy of the common agri-
cultural policy is to be avoided. Ve must stand
behind them and give them our support.

Mr President, the compromise raises many problems,
but I do not think we need to go into all the details
now. We have stated our views on the agricultural
policy, we discussed the details at the last part-session,
and it would not be appropriate to consider them
now. The Commissioner therefore has my support
when he says : please do not ask me to explain all the
details now, because we think it important to try in
the few days remaining to reach this compromise, to
reach this global agreement. I agree with thag and I
therefore say that we must regard this debate simply
as an opportunity to offer the Commissioner and the
President of the Council of Agriculture Ministers our
support in their joint efforts and to appeal to all the
Member States - I repeat, all the Member States -to try on Friday or Saturday at the latest to reach the
agreement that is so urgently needed, because
everyone knows that failure is likely to result in a

tremendous disaster for the European Community.
\7e of Parliament have always said that I April is a

very important date, and it is an important date for
the farmers too. It is all the more important now that
the continuation of the common agricultural policy is
under discussion. The farmers should know exactly
where they stand.

I feel that, if we take this as a basis and conduct this
debate against this background, if we give the
Commissioner and the President of the Council our

suppoG an agreement will be possible on Friday. I
therefore hope that the optimism expressed by Mr
Dalsager will bear fruit. On behalf of my group I can
certainly say that we support this agreement and that
we wish the Commissioner and the President of the
Council all the strength they will need to get through
the meetingp on Friday and Saturday.

Mr Friih (PPE). - (DE) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen. Late in the day, if not too late we are glad
to have the chance of once again making our voice
heard as a Parliament in this precarious situatioo. For
too long we wave had to live in uncertainty, and I tell
you this - it is an appeal to all to us - if we cannot
agree on agdcultural policy at this, the eleventh hour,
Europe will never forgive us.

(Applause)

I shall not dwell on matters which we have discussed
in more than enough detail. But one thing is sure : a
whole year of uncertainty has undermined the
defences of Europe. However much the govemments
strive to reach a compromise, and we must not forget
the Council presidency here, which has made every
possible effort - if they persisl contrary to the terms
of the Treaty, in clinging to the principle of
unanimity in Europe, they can be sure that we shall
not achieve a result.

(Applaux)

This Community is a democratic Community. All its
members are democracies. No applicant may join
unless its basic fabric is a democratic one. Democracy,
as I hope everyone will agree, includes compromise
and majority voting. Hence my call at this iuncture
that we should struggle on until we achieve a result If
the governments do not manage this - then give this
House the chance of a qualified vote ! !7e shall
decide, and all objections to the effect that this House
sometimes votes this way and sometimes that and is
thus not to be taken seriously, will become invalid, for
if this House obtains legislative powers it will vote
quite differently...
(Applause from tbe cenne)

. .. and it will then approach the matter from a posi-
tion of greater responsibility.

It is the Community farmers who are hardest hit by
this indecisiveness. It is tragic that the sector which
made this Community possible in the first place and
which is obliged in many countries to make enor-
mous sacrifices for the common agricultural poliry is
now suffering as a result of this European agricultural
policy. Many people discuss Europe, but it is not their
livelihood, not their fate which hangs in the balance,
and this is why the farmers are so alarmed.

Bear in mind that spring is coming, a time when the
farmers are always uneasy, because they want to know
what to do. Milk, the situation on prices, the monetary
compensatory amounts - these are all unresolved
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questions which are all of decisive importance to
them. But I also have a serious word to say to those

who speak for this sector. This unrest among the
farmers may possibly become directed against the

Community. This would be a bad thing, and I would
appeal to all those who have been concerned with the

problem not to fan the flames. Specifically, those

heading the union bodies - Copa, Cogega or
whoever - must press instead for a result.

(Applause from tbe cenne)

In other words, they should not inflame nationalist
sentiments and thus Put Pressure on the Sovernments
because of their domestic policies.

Everyone - in Commission and Council - should

consider the harm they do to this House by constantly
dithering this way and that. ITe are coming uP to the

European elections, and this House is therefore on
trial. S7hen I think what I have heard from the

general public just today - how sick it has gradually

6ecome of this indecisiveness, I am almost led to
suspect that efforts are being made iust a few weeks

before the elections to tar this House with the same

brush. It would be the worst thing which could

happen if the voice of the people were to be invalid-
ated by a poor election turnout or a poor result.

I hope this is not what those of certain political
colours intend. It should be clearly stated and known
to all that Europe belongs to its peoples znd not to its
governments !

(Applause)

It is irresponsible that certain decisions are not being
taken iust for the sake of a few hundred million ECU

which are otherwise often lightly tossed around far

from Europe or for the sake of a few thousand tonnes

of milk in other countries which are possibly swim-

ming in milk and have thus become specially

favoured nations within the Community. I thus call

upon you, on the Council and the Commission, and I
concede that you have made enormous efforts. Do not
let this Friday and this I April go by without reaching

decisions. The farmers, the peoples of Europe and the

Community will be grateful to You !

Mr Provan (ED).- Mr President, we are all aware, I
thinh that unless certain difficult and unpalatable

decisions are taken, the Community and the CAP'in
particular will face dire consequences. The threat of a

Community bankruptcy must cause and is causing

alarm in many households and homes throughout the
Community. At our last part-session most of us were

heartened and believed that progress was being made

and that a resolution of the problem was going to be

reached. From the rePorts that were emanating from
the Council of Ministers this moming it was not

certain that that Progress was being maintained. In
fact, it looked like the opposite. I am encouraged to

hear what the Commissioner said to us this moming.

I see President Thorn nodding his head, so let us

hope that progress is, in fact, being maintained,
although lack of resolution and lack of result is obvi-
ously extremely worrying at the present time. Resolu-

tion and modification must be reached if the common
agricultural poliry is to continue.

The agricultural industry, as Mr Friih has iust empha-
sized,-needs stability aird a sense of direction. It is

surely clear to all that the present opened-ended
commitment cannot continue. It is up to each and
every producer to face the situation, and certainly I
know that producers in the United Kingdom, whilst
they are not at all happy with many of the proposals,

realize that a resolution of the problem is the main

thing that has to be achieved.

Having said that, we must make certain that there is
absolutely no discrimination between one producer
and another. \7e recognize the problem of the small

farm, but schemes favouring any one section will
cause problems. The Commissioner in his statement
was optimistic that later this week we will see resolu-

tion. I April is rapidly coming towards us. He says

that we will need to have a resolution from this Parlia-

ment during the next part-session in order to set in
train certain procedures for payment to small milk
producers to be made. That has been done in the pasg

Mr Commissioner. I do not see why this Parliament
will not support it again if it means that we are going
to get an overall solution to the problem.

But let us look at the major item that is the worrying
aspect at the present time, and thag as you mentioned,
is the milk quota proposal.

I would submit that your proposal with a l98l base-

line is the main problem. It is bound to affect every

producer in the Community if you bring distortion
into it by saying 1981, and that will mean Producers
in certain countries have to incur a Sreater penalty

today than certain others. Surely the resolution to this

would be to make 1983 the base year where everybody
is operating at the present time, and in that way there

will be absolutely no discrimination - one producer

against another. Everybody has known the situation
that we are facing and everybody has known that even-

tually the time would come when a stop had to be put
to this overproduction. But let it be fair and let it be

seen to be fair.

You referred to the Irish question and, of course, it is

a delicate point. But common solutions must be

found to common problems - to use your own
words. Let us hope that that will cause absolutely no

distortion so that nobody need feel discriminated
against.

I say that advisedly, Mr Commissioner, because many

have already conceded a great deal in the negotiations

that have taken place. Never forget that some of the

original proposals you put forward caused great

concern in many Member States. We in the UK face
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particular problems - but I do not wish to go into
that today because we have already discussed it on
previous occasions. However, many aspects are diffi-
cult to accept and many farmers are extremely
concerned at many of the proposals. But they would, I
believe, be even more concemed if a solution to the
CAP problems were not amived at.

There is one other worrying aspect that has not yet
been opened up. I believe that the rumoured future
action by the Directorate-General for Agriculture to
rob the Guidance Section to pay for the Guarantee
Section expenditure, will pose some really funda-
mental problems''as far as the less-favoured areas are
concemed. It cannot be right, Mr Commissioner, for
you to go and rob the Guidance Section, because
those people who are committed at the present time
to various expenditures under the CAP will not have
the finance coming from the EAGGF if you do that.
And if you do th3t" they will then not be allowed a

second application because the money will not be
available as there will to be too many people seeking
that finance under the Guidance Section.

Now I appeal to you this morning to make certain in
your deliberations within your directorate that you can

Suarantee the less-favoured area payments and that
you can guarantee that no paft of the Guidance
Section will be decimated by the need to finance the
Guarantee Section.

Mr Commissioner, you have a lot of problems to face;
we hope that you are successful. I7e know that you
have to be successful, otherwise the whole of the agri-
cultural policy will burst asunder.

Mrs Barbarella (COM). - (IT) Mr President, I
should like to thank Commissioner Dalsager for his
courtesy in being here today, but I cannot thank him
for what he has told us because - and this has to be
said - what we have read in the papers is more infor-
mative than what the Commissioner has himself said.

And I should like now to say something about the
proposed agreement. I7e are not in favour of a policy
of destruction ; we are not in favour of the destruction
of Europe, and we consider that it is essential to arrive
at an agreement on the agricultural front as well as on
the other fronts, and, moreover, to arrive at such an
agreement as quickly as possible. \7e should however
fiave preferred this agreement to be better than what
is taking shape at this moment. Ve do not believe -as Mr Frtih said - that even if on Friday the Minis-
ters of Agriculture come to an agreement it will be
possible to speak of a genuine success, because we
consider that this agreement - which, I must empha-
size, is still necessary - is not the agreement that we
had hoped might have been concluded at Community
level.

It is not, in essence, the best agreement, and I should
like to explain very briefly why: we do not consider
that this agreement faces up to the Community's

problems with the intention of solving them. Once
again an attempt has been made to find 'buffer' solu-
tions - which, I would point out, are amongst other
things costly, and do not feduce agricultural expendi-
ture as was intended - that do not solve the true
problem, the real crux of European agriculture, which
is the production of cereals, stock and dairy products.
By this I mean that we cannot only talk about
controlling surplus milk but, if we wish for credibility,
we have to define a policy for cereals, stock and dairy
products at European level - which is something
that the Commission has still not done and that we
consider is becoming every day more dangerous to
leave undone. 'We can very well understand the reac-
tions of the farmers on this question, because they are
very well aware that these 'buffer' measures do
nothing to tackle the problems or offer the farmers
stable and long-lasting prospecrs. Until the question
of milk production by small and medium-sized farms
is tackled, and this not by means of the aid policy -the 120 million ECU which the Commissioner
referred to this moming - but by means of a genuine
policy that offers alternative prospects where today
there is simply milk production . .. until that time
comes it is obvious that the producers will still have
doubs about their future and they will obviously
continue to demonstrate.

I was saying, therefore, that this agreement offers no
prospect of genuine reform in the milk sector. I
wonder even whether the quotas will be seriously
applied in practice. I think that will be impossible.
!7e thought that at this level there was another way,
that would have provided a better solution to the
problems - the freezing of intervention. This was not
the road chosen, it was not accepted by our Parlia-
meflt and we have fallen into line with this, but there
remain the risks of a quota mechnism which, in our
view, resolves nothing.

In addition to this first factor - the failure, that is, to
offer a strategy for the recovery of the stock raising
sector - there is a second one : this is not the way to
eliminate the imbalance in Mediterranean production.
In essence, the Commission makes no provision for a
Mediterranean agricultural sector - and by this I
refer to all the Mediterranean area - that is not
longer tied to the support mechanism for continental
products ; instead it persists with the concept of
products for which support is by one-time only
compensation which can therefore be called into ques-
tion at any time. This fundamental restoration of equil-
ibrium to the common agricultural policy is therefore
still lacking, and we believe that, once again,an oppor-
tunity for genuine reform has been lost - an opportu-
nity lost naturally by the Commission and the
Council of Ministers.

I began by saying something that I wish to repeat : we
also consider that sacrifices must be made. by our
country as well, but we consider that the acceptance of
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sacrifices should be accompanied by a clear prospect
of the results to be achieved. Now, it seems to us - as

I said before - that the only prospect we have is that
of maintaining imbalances. If an agricultural price has

to be paid, we thought that rye could even pay this
price if, on the general agreement front, solutions
were forthcoming for the recovery of the Community.
In saying this we wish to express very considerable
concern at the danger that compensation for Great
Britain will be institutionalized ; we want to express

concem regarding the question of budgetary proce-
dure, and regarding elements in the general agree-

ment that do not appear to us to comPensate the sacri-

fices - albeit necessary - that have to be made on
the agricultural front.

In short we hope that, in the days that remain before

the next ministerial meetings, fresh progress may be
made, not along the lines of heezing the common
agricultural policy and the rest of the Community poli-
cies, but along the road to European recovery.

(Applause from tbe benches of tbe Communist Group)

Mr Bangemann (L). - (DE) Mr President, ladies

and gentlemen. If we do not include what was agteed

on last week by the agriculture ministers' meeting, we

shall in my view be unable to identify the true reason
for this recent failure. In the last week before the
summit it was almost a miracle that the Council of
Agriculture Ministers had finished their homework
and put forward a proposal which ought really to have

been accepted. True, there was the question of Ireland
which was made an exception, but everyone said -and I believe rightly - that for a country in which
dairy production provides 8Yo of gross domestic
produc! it is naturally vital to secure terms which are

perhaps different from the rest. In this debate on agri-
culture also, we should therefore ask ourselves why it
was actually necessary for the Council of Agticulture
Ministers to meet again this week and why it has now
failed. The whole thing is naturally tied up with the
summit meeting and the Council of Foreign Ministers
whose meeting was also a failure. Had it not been for
the unresolved question of the UK contribution, we

should have arrived at a solution of our problems in
the agricultural sector.

And so I must say once again what I have already said

on a number of occasions to the displeasure of our
UK colleagues : the attitude of the British prime
minister - and I will not say the attitude of the
United Kingdom, because I believe there are actually
some in the Conservative Group of this House who
do not approve of their own prime minister's stance . .-

(Applause)

... the attitude of this prime minister has helped to
paralyse Europe at a critical and tragic point.

(Applause)

There are a variety of reasons for this. Firstly, there
was in fact in my view a repetition of the mistake

made in Athens which it was hoped to avoid: the
heads of government were overloaded with too much
detail. \fhen we hear that one head of government
did not even know what a monetary compensatory
amount is and how it works, it is scarcely surprising
that no agreement was reached on these questions.

Secondly, we do not put into practice what this
Community really needs at the summit either. Mr
Friih said that we are a Community of democracies.
That is true only to some extent. The Member States

are all democracies, but at Community level we do
not decide in a democratic fashion. I7e do not take
decisions on a majority vote. But why should this not
be possible ?

(Applause)

I do not understand why the Council meetings of
specialist ministers at least have not now taken their
decisions by a majority vote.

(Applause)

Nor do I understand why this was not done in the
foreign ministers' meeting. The margin which separ-
ates us in this matter is now really so narrow that it
can only be described by an American turn of phrase.
'Peanuts', I believe, is the expression.

(Applause)

And still we cannot agree. The interest alone lost to
the United Kingdom because this Housc - this time
in agreement, thank goodness, with the foreign minis-
ters - has refused to release the funds for 1983 will
in the meantime be higher than the sum which Mrs
Thatcher is still haggling over.

(Applause)

This brings met to a very simple conclusion: if we

cannot manage to end this situation in which mischi-
ef-makers are rewarded and the most obstructive
parties always get their way, then this Community has

had it. !7e need to pluck up courage and, even if the
idea horrifies some of you at first, we should say 'lf
you cannot work with us, then for heaven's sake leave

us !'. Membership of a club consists not only in prop-
ping up the bar and playing tennis, but also in paying
one's dues. A club needs the solidarity of its members.
This means one must also be able to see beyond one's

own personal interest.

In the question of agriculture poliry many people
have done this, and I would stress once again that my
group is in favour of quota restrictions because we see

it as the only way of containing what has now become
an unforeseeable budget risk, one which basically also

penalizes those who conform to the market regula-

tions. A farmer producing for the market is penalized
by this system, whereas one who doesn't care two
hoots and produces only for the intervention system
makes a killing. This is another aspect which can be
eliminated by quota fixing.
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But quota restriction also gives agriculture a chance. I
believe agriculture should take this chance. Vhen one
fixes a production quota one can at the same time fix
prices - provided enough information is available
regarding the effects on the Community budget. This
sras one of the reasons for my proposal during the
debate on prices that the objective method should be
applied once the production quota is fixed.

(Criu from tbe House)

I know, ladies and gentlemen, that you of the SPD
sneer at these obiective methods precisely because
they are objective !

(Ia.ugbter - applausQ

But this will not 8et us any further forward. It would
also have had another effect.

(Criu from .tuIr aon der Ving)
That has nothing to do with margarine, Mr von der
Vring. The objective method applies only to products
produced in the Community itself and not to our
imports - as you well know.

If we had applied this method we should also have
had room to manoeuvre in phasing out the positive
MCAs in a Community manner. Many people
currently fail to realize that, if the reduction of the
positive MCAs is offset by national meiliures - and
this must be the case - this clearly means a renation-
alization of agriculture policy. That too is a negative
effect which we could have avoided. But things do not
always go as the Liberal Group sugSests.

(Applause)

This is why we are in such desperate straits !

(Laugbter)

!7e have done something which is rather unusual in
the Community. At the beginning of January we got
together all the liberal party leaden and liberal minis-
ters in the national governments in Stuttgart and we
said 'Let us see, if, working on our own, we cannot
reach agreement on these points of contention.' And
lo and behold - we did ! We managed to find a
common European solution, in spite of our national
interests, because everybody looked beyond his
national interest.

I7e should also be able to do this in Europe. If we
cannot, if this dreadful national selfishness does not
stop, we shall have thrown away a century's work for a

mere 250 million ECU ! Not that this is a small sum.
For a taxpayer it is an extremely large sum. But what
we stand to lose in terms of finance and political
opportunity if this Community breaks up because a
single country, politician or govemment cannot see

further than is own national interest is quite indes-
cribable !

This threat now faces us. Ve too have to help to
resolve the problem and I hope the Commissioner
will not take it amiss if I say that we are no longer as

optimistic as he is. I think we can still find a solution.

It is possible, but we shall not find one if we go on as
we have done so far. !fle must seriously discuss the
fundamental problems facing the Community. One of
these is that the Community is not a democrary ! It is
a bureaucracy. At ministerial meetings and above all at
summits bits of paper are handed over by the Brussels
bureaucrats . ..

(Applause)

... and if the word 'no' is written on them then a
responsible politician, a statesman, who ought to
know better, says no because his bureaucrat has told
him to. This is the Community's problem ! This is
why Europe is not yet a democrary.

This is what we now have to tell our citizens. It would
be disastrous if we, the European Parliameng were to
lose the support of the electorate because othen had
brought us to this pitch. Ve must all campaign
together on the Community's behalf. I do not think
Europe can win unless we, the members of this Euro-
pean Parliament and representatives of our peoples,
are agreed on this point. Our efforts must be directed
towards this end, for it is my belief that only by
persisting and making this clear as representatives of
our peoples shall we perhaps be able to save the
Community. I do not think it can be saved by minis-
terc and bureaucrats. I believe that they have already
thrown away one great chance, and they are in the
process of destroying our present attempt at unity. It
is up to us, and I believe we should do everphing we
have to do in order to convince our citizens that they
need to support us, Parliameng if the Community is
to continue.

(Sustained applause)

Mr Blaney (CDI). - Mr Presiden! I agree with quite
a bit of what has been said, but a great deal of it is not
very relevant. It is all very well to talk about democ-
rary, democratic States and non-discrimination, but
what are we doing as regards the failure to reach agree-
ment over milk, in particular, and, indeed, the overall
farm package ? This is not the first year that we have
failed to reach agreement by I April. It is also not the
first year that vre are aware that milk is a problem. Is
it an accident that milk and the handling of its over-
production has been neglected since this Parliament
was elected ? !7e have had the problem for over three
years and have done nothing about it. Is it an accident
that we have done nothing, or is it, in fact, part of a

plan, that has now brought about a situation where
the very worst possible solution - namely, quotas and
superlevies - is being introduced, thereby spelling
doom for the small, developing family milk producer
in whatever country he may be - though there is, I
should add, a higher percentage of them in my
country than in any others ? At the same time, it is
consolidating the highly-developed producers, the
large-volume producers who are mainly, if not solely,
responsible for the dilemma we now find ourselves in.
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The quota based on 1981 production - in lreland's
case, 1983 production plus 5% - does not alter the

fact that this plan spells doom for the small milk
producing family farm, and the quotas, which will
remain unfilled when these farmers disappear, will go

to enhance further the rake-off by the large producers
who have been allowed to grow so large, not neces-

sarily on home-produced feed but on imported feed.

This brings me to the point of the proposed reduction
in cereals prices - this because of an artificially
created surplus. Vhy create the surplus by allowing
imports and then plead the surplus as a reason for
reducing prices ?

In the case of sheepmeat, for instance, we are told that
there will be some reduction. flere there is no surplus,

so what is the justification for this ? !7hich farmers

will be hit the most ? Surely those in the disadvan-

taged areas will again be the losers in a much bigger
way, relatively speaking, than the larger producers

wherever they may be. Vhy, when we talk about

discrimination or lack of discrimination and abhor-
ring discrimination, do we not think about the failure

that the across-the-board price rises or price supports
have been ? !7hy should the big producer, highly deve-

loped over the years, get the same suPPort per unit of
production as does the small struggling developing
farmer who in time could become viable, would stay

on the land and would help to reduce the additions to
the dole queues we see so much of all over Europe at

the moment ? There is no sign of those abating. There
is no sign of the queues becoming shorter. Instead, we

propose to add to them by bringing more of our small
struggling farmers off the land and putting them into
urban areas, thus creating far greater problems than
those we have to deal with now.

As far as Ireland is concerned, regardless of what my
govemment or anybody else says, a proposed milk
quota based on 1983 production plus 5Yo, with a

possible review at the end of the year, still spells

doom for many of ours small milk-producing farms- I
say here and now that it is the end of the small
producer, whether he be in Ireland or in any other
part of the Community. If he is not highly developed,

if he has not fully realized his potential at this stage,

then there is no hope for him in the future.

!7e talk against a background of non-discrimination.
Differentiated price support is what should be applied.
In that way we should have non-discrimination. At
present, flat-price, across-the-board increases or
supports are discriminatory. That is something that we

have not learned from our many discussions and

debates in this Parliament or in our committees over
the past five years that I have been here'

Mr Arndt (S). - (DE) Mr President, ladies and

gentlemen. It is symptomatic that we start talking
about agricultural policy before tackling the results of

the summit. But that is of course quite logical,
because we have known for years that the key to
further progress in the European Community lies

precisely in a sensible reform of agriculture policy,
which is necessary if the common agricultural policy
is to be saved.

I should like to repeat what a number of previous
speakers have already said. !7e members of parliament
are currently required - one might almost say day

and night - to come eyeball to eyeball with our
constituents at meetings, and I really wish that those

who take the decisions at summit conferences or the
bureaucrats who slip prepared speeches to their prime
ministers could take part in meetings of this kind and
talk to our citizens about the Community. Summit
decisions would then look rather different !

(Applause)

I have the feeling that we are not dealing with normal
summits - a few hundred metres above sea level -but with a Mount Everes! 8 000 metres above the
actual consciousness level of the citizens of Europe !

(Applause)

Attention has quite rightly been drawn today to the

fact that the failure of the ministers responsible is not
principally the fault of this House, although this
House is frequently blamed for it. Europe's prestige is
at a very low ebb. My honourable friend Bangemann
has sharply criticized the British, but I will stick up
for our British friends here. Let me remind Mr Bange-

mann and many others that it is precisely the British

- my friends in the Labour Party as well as those in
the Conservative Party - who have been safng for
years that the Community's main error lay in repeat-

edly blocking the necessary reform of the agricultural
policy !

(Applause)

The United Kingdom's justified concem for fair
compensation is not the only problem: a large part of
it is also that we in this House have in many cases

voted differently and dividedly. I should like to have

heard four years ago the comments made today on the
Brussels compromise: I should have liked greater and
more decisive emphasis to have been given in our
debates on agricultural prices to the fact that butter
mountains, milk lakes and milk powder mountains
are a scandal ! Mind you, Mr Bangemann, who now
rightly expresses such energetic supPort for this Brus-
sels proposal, was not at the time in favour of such
action !

(Applause from the left)

I would thus also like to pay tribute to those members
of the House who have repeatedly stressed the need

for a solution, and in so doing, as you will have

noticed, I make no distinction at all berween this or
that political group. In all modesty, however, I would
point out that a clear maiority of the Socialist Group
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has been calling for a sensible reform of the agricul-
tural policy here for the last five years.

(Applause from tbe left)

Though with the difference, Mr Bangemann, that
reform of the agricultural policy will naturally not be
achieved by introducing a tax on margarine, such as

you have sought here !

(Applause from tbe left)

To be honest, nobody is totally in agreement with
what has now been proposed by the meeting ol agn-
culture ministers or by the Commission. But the
deciding factor is this: we have to abandon some of
our obiections to this compromise in order for a solu-
tion to be reached, because without this compromise
the common agricultural policy will fall apart and the
European Community itself will face a very real crisis.
For this reason I have to admire the way in which
Michel Rocard has set aside his national interest in a

whole number of questions and has put forward propo-
sals. Other nations, my own included, have done the
same.

Despite all the suggestions that things might be better
this way or that, including Mrs Barbarella's criticism,
which I fully endorse, we need this compromise
because we shall get no other, because this now means
a first real restriction on quotas, with an attempt at
least to stop the butter mountain from growing any
higher. !7e must agrce on this, and this House must
tell the Council and the Commission that it must not
be prevented from agreeing by questions of petty
detail.

My plea to the Commission is this: try to uphold the
position that an agreement must be reached by the
first of April. My plea to the Council : stop putting
petty obstacles in the way of this agreement. If correc-
tive measures for disadvantaged farmers are necessary
at some poing we shall get them through. But this
first step towards reform has to be made ! Try to reach
agreement here and let us not now thwart this by
adding further demands, for example for this or that
solution to the problem of Irish milk. This House will
today make it clear that agreement must be reached
on these agricultural questions, not least to ensure that
there is a good chance of reaching agreement in the
European Council on the United Kingdom contribu-
tion. I7e must at last understand that Europe and the
welfare of its people, including that of its 13 million
unemployed, are so important that we simply cannot
afford to fail in this objective !

(Applause)

Mr Langes (PPE). - (DE) Mr President, I should
like first of all to refer back to what Mr Bangemann
said. I think he fundamentally misunderstood our
honourable friend Mr Friih. Mr Friih said very clearly
that our Community of the Ten is a democratically
constructed Community. For this reason he calls, on
behalf of all the Christian Democrats in this House,

for the Council of Ministers to return to the democ-
ratic principle of majority voting. So there is abso-
lutely no disagreement on this point.

But we must also acknowlege that, with the exception
of two points, the summit did manage to come up
with results, thanks to a large number of tough minis-
terial negotiations. It would be wrong if we were to
claim toilay that the summits had yielf,ed nothing but
folly and error. !7e must thank Council President
Mitterrand for keeping these packages together, and
also our own Federal Chancellor Kohl for the repe-
ated efforts made by the Federal Republic of Germany
to accommodate our difficult partners.

But we must keep one thing in view: the summit has
been found to work only if there is unanimiry and a
prerequisite of unanimity is naturally the ability to
compromise. This brings us to the point where we
must ask Margaret Thatcher whether the United
Kingdom is at all able to compromise. If we ask this
question we must, Mr Arndt, also admit that there are
matters on which the British quite rightly demand a

solution via the financial structure. A fair system of
compensation must be found !

Parliament has always demanded fair compensation of
this kind. As long ago as 1979 - Mr Lange was the
rapporteur - we suggested to the Commission a
system which would ensure fair financial compensa-
tion of this kind. The Commission, Mr Dalsager,
unforhrnately stated that this was looking too fat
ahead and could not be done. The Commission
missed its opportunity of at least examining and
submitting to the Council this system, which Padia-
ment endorsed by a large majoriry as a solution to
existing imbalances.

Look at the mess we are in now ! Admittedly, the
points raised by the British in the initial discussions
were certainly important ones. But we have at present
reached a point - and I agree entirely with Mr Bange-
mann - where we must not allow ourselves to be
forced into the role of petty penny-pinchers.

In the face of the problems confronting our European
Community in the matter of agricultural policy we
must make it clear to young farmers that they still
have a chance of continuing, that there is a point in
continuing to be a farmer in this Community. But
these farmers must also realize that there can be no
point in producing surpluses which no one needs and
which must therefore not be paid for. Sensible farmers
understand this perfectly well. !7ho was it then who
pushed through this restriction on quotas, on guaran-
tees, Mr Arndt ?

To my soro% your agriculture specialists in the
Bundestag are still of the opinion rhat this hard deci-
sion, demanded by all farmers, should not have been
taken. Your proposal, which you put forward as the
best solution for agriculture policy, is wrong.

(Applause from the centre and rigbt)
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Or get this solution approved in your Party, so that it
speaks with one voice !

Let me return to the heart of the matter. The citizens
of the Community will not understand if the agricul-
ture ministers fail to reach a decision. To French agri-
culture minister Rocard, who said dejectedly on televi-
sion yesterday evening that we ought to consider intro-
ducing majority voting, I can only say 'Do that in
meetings of the agriculture ministers !'

(Applause)

But I would make the same appeal to our foreign
ministers : apply majority voting to the matter of the
UK contribution ! Vhat the heads of government of
the nine other Member States are now proposing is, in
the eyes of the great majority of this House, a fair
offer. This question too should be decided by a

majority vote.

(Applause)

I would remind the British - and I surely cannot be
suspected of being anti-British - that they have been
signatories to the Treaty of Rome sirtce 1972. This
Treaty of Rome states that the Community is not only
an economic Community, not only a free trade zone,
but that it faces many tasks in the fields of regional
poliry, energy and development policy and also of
employment policy, which must be carried out in a

spirit of solidarity. This also means - and I say this
as a German member of parliament - that we must
certainly make better use of the Community's own
resources, which are partly provided by the VAT paid
by the citizens of Germany ! Solidarity means doing
more for others, for the peoples of the Community
and for those outside the Community's frontiers who
are in need.

But the British must be prepared to answer the ques-
tion 'Are you really to acknowledge this spirit of solid-
arity in the Treaties ?' If so, you must now accept the
compromise. But if you are not, if you misunderstand
these Treaties or understand them differently from us,
then you must forgive us for asking whether it is right
for you to remain in this European Community. I for
my part want the British to remain in the European
Community, but they have to make this fundamental
decision.

And the agriculture ministers have to decide on
Friday. If they do not, they will receive no further
support from this House.

(Applause)

Mr Mahet (L). - Mr President, I listened very care-
fully to the statement by the Commissioner for Agri-
culture earlier today and I must say that I welcome his
optimism, although I must confess that the reasons
for the optimism eluded me. Perhaps he knows more
than he said, but he did not give any reasons for that
optimism. I sincerely hope that he is right. If deci-
sions cannot be reached fairly shortly, it is inevitable
that certainly some countries are going to have to
support their farmers at national level.

'S7e always make the mistake of talking about just the
farmers, but it has to do not only just with the
farmers. !7e are talking about a whole way of life in
rural communities, small towns and villages. \7e are
talking about all the upstream and downstream indus-
tries that are directly dependent on what is happening
on the land. So we are not talking only about farmers,
we are talking about a major industry. If we cannot
reach solutions fairly quickly, action will have to be
taken at national level and then we can forget about
having a common approach to agriculture in future.

Nobody is talking about the need for a long-term plan
for agriculture in the Community in future. None of
us can see even six months ahead. Nobody can tell
where agriculture is going to be rwo years from now,
three years, four years, five years from now. That is
something the Commission has never done. They
have never indicated to us where agriculture should be
a decade from now, something which we ought to
know. !7e ought to know what the shape of agricul-
ture should be in the years ahead.

No alternatives are begin offered to farmers who are
being told: you have got to reduce production. !7hat
do they do ? Do they go away and lie down and die or
disappear ? They do not, of course. They have to be
there. The land is going to be there. Yet, do we have,
for instance, a forestry poliry which would give an
opportunity to at least some larmers to change produc-
tion from the areas of surplus to the areas of need ?

Do we have a poliry for protein production ? \7e
import more than 50 % of all the protein we use, yet
we could produce much of that protein within the
Community. There is no policy for protein produc-
tion. That is another altemative. I suggest that if those
alternatives were presented, farmers would be much
more inclined, in fact, to accept the strictures that are
presently being proposed to them.

I also regret very much that our country is seen as
holding up solutions to the problem. The milk sector
is thirteen times more important to us than is the
problem of the refunds for the UK. It is thirteen
times more important. At the same time, of course, it
is infinitesimal in terms of cost to the Community. By '

way of reply to Mr Frtih - if he is listening - I
would say that I do, of course, agree with democracy,
but democrary has got to be operated in an intelligent
way and in a humane way. If large countries steamroll
small ones into the ground, you may get a decision
but you do not get a real solution to the problem. If
democracy and decision-making are going to operate
on a majoriry basis, they must take full account of the
weaker members and allow them at least to come up
to the level of the others. That is all Ireland is looking
for at the moment in the milk sector - to be allowed
to reach the levels that other countries have reached
because they have operated under more benign
systems in the past.
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Could I also make this point ? !fle talk a lot about
milk, but in my country milk and beef production,
which are the two maior production areas, are inex-
tricably linked together. 80% of our beef industry is

directly dependent on milk production. So if we are

talking about reductions, we are talking about milk
and beef.

Could I ask that this Parliament take a benign view in
relation to a small country ? If we are allowed to reach

the same level as other countries, we are prepared to
accept any quota restrictions. \[e are prepared to
accept the restraints that everyone else is being asked

to accept and do so willingly, but we are asking to be

allowed to start from the same starting Point, not to
be handicapped. That is all we are asking. Our
Socialist friends talk about not taking these decisions
in time, but all I ever heard from that side of the
House was the idea of reducing prices for agricultural
produce. That is all. They have no idea-s about how

aericulture should be planned in future. I never heard

p-roposals for a plan' iill I heard was just : reduce the

prices, and that is the way to solve the problem in
,agriculture.

(Applause from tbe Liberal and Democratic Group)

Sir Fred Cathers,ood (ED). - Mr President, I have

asked to speak because we have been asked by our
Christian-Democratic friends whether we want to stay

in the Community or not. It has been suggested that
if we are not in agreement, then we should get out.
That has to be answered.

I would say to you colleagues : we understand the
Treaty of Rome, we have read the Treaty of Rome.
The Treaty of Rome says that if there is to be an

increase in the resources of the Community, then that
is a matter for unanimity. The fund raising has to be

done in national parliaments. Can I just say to you
that we have got to persuade the British Prime
Minister to go to the British Parliament to raise value-

added tax by l/2o/o in order to pay for a continuing
milk surplus. That is a political problem, and it ill
becomes our colleagues in this Parliament to ask

whether we have read the Treaty and if we have not
read the Treaty, would we read it and if we do not
want to go along with this increasing milk surplus,
will we get out of the Communiry. That is not a

reasonable position for colleagues to take.

(Apltlause from tbe European Democratic Group and

from the Socialist bencbes)

We have read the Treaty. 'We are going back to the
British House of Commons to asks for more money.
!7e are going to say that that money is needed for an

increased milk production that nobody wants, which
will be sold to the Russians at a price well below the
price that we are paying in the Community. That is a

tough decision to make. !7e want to do it. !7e have to

do it. But we need a bit of help and understanding
from colleagues.

(Applause from tbe European Demoratie Group and

from tbe Socialist benches)

Mr Dalsager, hlember of tbe Cornmission - (DA)
Mr President, I have listened with great interest to the
discussion to which m) slrrall contribution has given
rise. It ranged far and wide, even outside agriculture,
but Parliament is of course entitled to have such
discussions. This afternoon there will be a debate on
the summit meeting, and you will then have an oppor-
tunity to discuss these problems with the President of
the Commission.

I should like to thank you for the debate on the
problems of agriculture and the current problems
facing us. Disregarding the political differences which
have been expressed in this chamber, I think that
almost all the speaken have called on the Council -as I did this morning - to take the decisions which
we so urg€ntly need. I therefore view the discussion as

an expression of strong support for the Commission's
efforts to have these proposals adopted by the end of
this week, so that we can move ahead in the Commu-
nity - in the agricultural policy too.

(Applause)

President. - The debate is closed.

Qhe sitting was suspended at 12.45 and resutned at 3
P.*)

IN THE CHAIR: MR DANKERT

President

5. European Council in Brassels - European Union

President. - The next item is the ioint debate on :

- the statements by the Council and the Commis-
sion on the meeting of the European Council on
19 and 20 March in Brussels ;

- the oral question with debate (Doc. 1-1498/83) by
Mr Croux and Mr Barbi, on behalf of the Group of
the European People's Party (Christian-
Democratic Group), to the Council:

Subject: Implementation by the Council of the
undertakings ois-d-ois the European Parli-
ament contained in the Solemn Declara-
tion adopted in Stuttgart on 19 June
I 983

The Heads of State or Government of the Member
States meeting in the European Council of 19

June 1983 signed a Solemn Declaration on Euro-
pean Union whereby they undertook among other
things, to improve relations between the Council
and the European Parliament.
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Can the Council inform Parliament of the
measures already taken or planned to give prac-
tical expression to the Stuttagart Declaration at
interinstitutional level ?

More specifically :

- At what stage and by what procedure does the
President of the Representatives of the Govern-
ment of the Member States intend to seek the
opinion of the enlarged Bureau of Parliament
before appointing the President of the
Commission (Paragraph 2.3.f) ?

- Having undertaken to respond to resolutions
concerning matters of major importance and
general concern on which Parliament seeks it
comments (Paragraph 2.3.3) and to enter into
talks with Parliament with the aim, within the
framework of a new agreemenq of improving
and extending the scope of the conciliation
procedure provided for in the Joint Declara-
tion of 4 March 1975 pangraph 2.3.5), what
action does the Council intend to take in
response to the resolution on the conciliation
procedure adopted by Parliament on 14
December 1983 (Doc. l-984183)?

- How had the Council, meeting within the
context of European political cooperation,
given greater recognition to the contribution
made by the European Parliament to the deve-
lopment of a coordinated foreign policy of the
Ten ? (Paragraph 3.2). Does the Council make
a systematic and formal study of Parliament's
resolutions in this area ?

- How does the Council intend to inform Parlia-
ment of the action taken in response to its reso-
lutions ?

- the oral question with debate (Doc. 1-13l8a) by
Mrs Boserup and others to the Foreign Ministers :

Subject: The practical consequences of the
signing of the Solemn Declaration on
European Union at the Stuttgart summit,
June 1983

!7ould the Council state what steps have been
taken since June 1983 to realize the aims set out
in the Stuttgart Declaration on European Union,
with particular reference to the following points in
the Declaration ?

Role of tbe Commission :

1.4.1..'... reinforcing existing policies and elabo-
rating new policies . . .'

2.4. '... making more frequent use of the possi-
bility of delegating powers to the Commis-
sion . . .'

2.4. 'In addition to the tasks and powers laid
down in those Treaties, the Commission is

fully associated with the work of European
political cooperation and ...
with other activities within the framework
of European Union .. .'

Roh of European political cooperation

2.2.3. '... seek to facilitate the decision-making
process in order to reach common positioni
more rapidly.'

2.2.3. 'appropriately strengthening operational
support for successive Presidencies ...'

3.2. 'coordination of positions of Member States
on the political and economic aspects of
security;'

3.2. '.. . common positions at major interna-
tional conferences . ..'

The European Parliament :

2.3.2. 'The European Parliament debates all
matters relating to European Union,
including European political coopera-
tion . ..'

2.33. 'The Council will respond to : 'resolutions
conceming matters of major importance
and general concern, on which Parliament
seeks their comments.'

Tbe Council:

2.2.2. 'Vlithin the Council every possible means of
facilitating the decision-making process will
be used, including, in cases where
unanimity is required, the possibility of
abstaining from voting.'

I extend a very cordial welcome to Mr Cheysson, Presi-
dent-in-Office of the Council.

(Applause)

Mr Cheysson, President-in-O{fiee of tbe Council. -(FR) W President, ladies and gentlemen, it is a

redoubtable honour to be addressing the House
following - or perhaps it would be more appropriate
to say during the course of - the European Council
meeting, from which you are clearly expecting me to
draw conclusions.

The President of the European Council hopes to give
you his own assessment of the state of the Commu-
nity on a future occasion, at your invitation. He is not
in Europe at the moment and it falls to me, as Presi-
dent of the Council of Ministers, to represent him.

It is in fact as well that the most authoritative
comments should be delayed in this way, since we are
all hopeful of seeing further developments flowing
from the European Council meeting which opened in
Brussels on 19 March. Over the coming twelve days
two or three Council of Ministers meetings are to be
held in an effort to secure an outcome more favou-
rable than what we have to report at present.
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As I think you will agree, Mr President, reactions have
been mixed and contradictory although the media
have been putting the main accent on the aspects
which give cause for concem, of which there are

many. It is right, therefore, to draw attention to the
encouraging features, those which provide evidence of
the reawakening of European dynamism in a heighr
ened awareness of the fact that our countries, our
economies, our societies stand in need of the benefits
to be derived from the European dimension.

This dynamism is finding expression in the declara-
tions being made by virtually all the political parties
as we approach the European election campaign, and
its influence is reflected in some very important deci-
sions concerning European enterprises. There is to be
an Airbus 320, which will take its place among the
family of modem civil aircraft incorporating high tech-
nology. Common standards are to be applied by the
twelve leading European companies producing the
most advanced data-processing hardware, so that
competition from the United States and Japan can be

withstood. The Ariane rocket has been chosen by the
Interstat international organization. On the Commu-
nity plane, we now have the Esprit programme that
you in this House have been recommending consist-
ently.

And at the European Council meeting in Brussels,
itself, after Athens, the Heads of State or Government
reached agreement, subject to satisfactory settlement
of other matte$, on many subiects of great impor-
tance, which the President of the European Council
himself enumerated on 20 March, at the end of the
meeting: action to keep the growth of the budget
within bounds, control of milk production, gradual
dismantling of positive MCAs, an increase in own
resources, encouragement for new policies, increased
resources for integrated programmes in Mediterranean
regions, development of transport infrastructures, deci-
sive simplification of formalities at border crossinp,
harmonization of standards, creation of a European
social area, negotiations with the United States on
cereal substitutes, and acceleration of the negotiations
on enlargement.

On the other side of the coin, unfortunately, there is
the failure, the frustration of efforts to, so to speak,
wrap up the whole package, to reach agreement on
decisions on a number of subiects, and two in parti-
cular: the milk quota of one Member State and the
annual budget rebate to another. And because it is
incomplete without these elements, the whole edifice
appears to be in ruins.

IUThat is the current situation exacdy ? !7hat is the
outlook ? This is what you are expecting to hear from
the President of the Council of Ministers. Let us now
take stock of the situation.

As this House is only too aware, Mr President, the
Community has been beset for some years by maior
difficulties which one Council of Ministers meeting

after another has failed to resolve, despite the Commis-
sion's urgings, difficulties over which you yourselves,
here in Strasbourg, have expressed your dissatisfaction
on countless occasions : disputed issues and anomalies
have increased in number; the agricultural policy,
falling victim to its own success, has fostered the deve-
lopment of products for which there is no market;
own resources are at the point of exhaustion; one
Member State, a net contributor, is pressing a standing
claim for a budget rebate for which there is no provi-
sion in the Treaty ; excessive use is being made of the
unanimity rule, and so on and so forth.

At the same time, as a counterpoint so to speak, it has
been getting clearer and clearer that the European
dimension is necessary, that it alone can give our
countries the powerful voice without which we will
not be heard by the rest of the world, the stature that
we need to meet the challenges of the third industrial
revolution, the breadth to carry on the process of
social progress and to tackle the problems involved at
the European level.

How can this contradiction be reconciled ? Each
Council ventilates the most serious problems, but is
unable to reach solutions because of the opposition of
one or more govemments from which substantial
concessions would be required on the particular
matter under discussion, whereas they may be looking
for satisfaction in other areas covered by other Coun-
cils.

So it was thal for the first time in the history of the
Community, the Heads of State or Government
decided at their meeting held in June 1983 in Stutt-
gart that the time had come to make an overall review
of the problems inherited from the past while simul-
taneously looking ahead towards the future, so that an
effort could be made to strike a balance in the case of
each Member State between the concessions to be
made in some areas and the benefits to be gained in
others, between hope in certain prospects and the
sacrifice to be made in order to translate them into
reality.

This is a difficult operation, not least because it had
been put off for too long. The extent of it is set out in
the list of lines of action to be pursued and problems
to be settled, as defined at the Stuttgart meeting itself.
The objectives set out in this list were as follows : to
modernize and rationalize the existing common poli-
cies, to launch new common policies, to maintain
sound, disciplined management of Community
resources, to overcome the difficulties over the budget
that have been arising constantly among Member
States, and, to complete the picture, to provide the
Community with the resources that it needs to ensure
that its financial requirements are covered for a reaso-
nable period. Those were the objectives, and they were
indeed ambitious.

How do we stand ten months later ? From the texts
agreed by the Heads of State or Government a week
ago in Brussels and the compromise reached a week
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earlier by the Council of Ministers for Agriculture, the
essentials seem to have been settled. And this would
indeed be the case were it not for a number of reserva-
tions, which I shall be discussing in a moment.

Before doing that, however, i should like to look at
these essentials. First of all, there was the need to plot
a course for the future, to agree on the things that true
Europeans were willing and able to do together over
the coming ten years. On this aspect, the declarations
of principle accepted by all at the European Council
are clear. !7ith your permission, I shall quote a few of
the key points in the conclusions, those which are not
controversial : strengthening of the internal market
ais-d-ais the rest of the world, through the adoption of
a commerical policy instrument comparable to what
our leading industrialized competitors have ; establish-
ment of a true common market, at last, twenty years
on, through the decisive simplification - I quote the
terms used by the European Council - of the formali-
ties applied to trade, through harmonization of stand-
ards, the opening-up of public contracts to European
enterprises, harmonization of conditions of competi-
tion, preparatory to the progressive liberalization of
the movement of services, and, finally, through the
definition of a legal and fiscal framework fostering
cooperation between European enterprises; precise
guidelines to secure Europe's place in the industries of
the future, namely those employing advanced tech-
nology, those in which Europe, despite a research
effort comparable to or greater than those being made
by her leading competitors in the United States and

Japan, is steadily falling further and further behind,
because of the slowness of the process of European
integration. May I remind you of the most important
of these guidelines: an increase in the proportion of
budget resources used to finance research, definition
of outline programmes for telecommunications and
biotechnology, development of cooperation through
scientific exchanges within the Community, and, as

you know, the Esprit programme which you recom-
mend, and which is in many respects exemplary, was
at last adopted by the Council, last month.

The European Council also called for appropriate
measures for organizing the European social area to be
submitted to it in time for its next meeting and
announced the opening of joint deliberations on the
use of space among interested European parties. !7ith
the success of Ariane behind us, we should now be
thinking in terms of the possibility of an orbital
station.

I am confident that what I have said so far will have
convinced you that the course mapped out for the
reactivation of Europe was a bold and ambitious one,
in keeping with this House's reiterated recommenda-
tions.

The most important thing, unfortunately, is to deal
with the problems which have been adjourned indefi-
nitely by the Councils, to crush the clinker of the

past, as President Mitterrand said in Athens, but this
clinker has been through the fire of successive discus-
sions between governments and, believe me, it is hard
and obdurately resistant to crushing.

The most difficult task has been and remains the
adjustment, rationalization and modernization needed
in order to consolidate the common agricultural
policy which, as you know, is still a cornerstone of our
common edifice. However, it has aged and is showing
the effects of the years in places; this is dangerous for
any building.

I shall not go over the reasons for which it was essen-
tial to undertake this task of modernization; with all
the excellent work that you have devoted to it, from
which we have constantly drawn inspiration, you in
this House are more familiar with this subject than
anyone.

Following hours and hours of negotiations in the
special Council, in the Agriculture Council, at the
Athens Summit and once again in the Council of
Ministers, solutions to the four most important
problems had been found. Only one subject remained
outstanding, but of course, without a general agree-
ment, nothing is settled.

An agreement has been reached to abolish monetary
compensatory amounts, a permanent, damaging factor
seriously distorting the very concept of a common
agricultural policy. The positive MCAs now existing
would be eliminated by not later than the beginning
of the 1987188 crop year, according to a specific,
binding schedule.

By as early as I January 1985, virtually four-fifths of
the existing positive MCAS would have been
dismantled. The necessary action would be taken to
ensure that no new positive MC,As were created
during this period. The government primarily
concerned would have to make a tremendous effort to
this end, a point which should not be allowed to pass

without comment. This would represent a decisive
step forward, at last allowing a return to price unity
and market unity. How satisfying it will be simply to
get back to the terms of the Treaty !

The requisite action would also be taken to bring milk
production under control in the Community. This
action would take account of market requirements,
while at the same time incorporating the necessary
transitional measures, making due provision for the
legitimate interests of certain countries and producers
in certain categories, and building into the milk
quotas machinery the flexibility of management
needed to deal with special cases.

Unfortunately, no agreement has been reached with
regard to Ireland, which continues to demand special
treatment, supporting its case with impressive objec-
tive arguments. This is the subject of heated and labor-
ious,debate, as may be gathered from this morning's
developments.
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However, adiustment of the CAP is not confined to
improvements concerning milk production. For it to
be coherent and lasting, and in order that the sacri-
fices should be shared equitably, it was and remains
essential, as indeed the Commission is proposing, that
measures should be introduced to deal with those agri-
cultural products which are in surplus or in respect of
which expenditure is rising excessively. This is the
guideline adopted. Its importance will not be lost on
you, and it needs to be put into effect during the next
few months.

Once again subject to the general reservation to which
I have referred on a number of occasions, the Euro-
pean Council has also approved the launching of
Mediterranean integrated programmes, aimed at
improving economic structures in the southern
regions of the Community as constituted at present
and preparing them for enlargement. To these ends,
the financial resources needed to ensure that the struc-
tural funds are able to function effectively will be, I
quote, 'increased significantly in real terms to the
extent permitted by the availability of financial
resources'.

I come now, Mr President, to the most difficult
problem, which has of course been the key issue in
the discussions held by the European Council and at
all other levels. I refer to the budget issue, on which
the House is entitled to hear a detailed exposition
from the Presidency.

The European Council took as its starting-point a

commonsense assessment of the situation which will
be readily understood.

During the period of crisis through which we are all
passing, the strictest discipline in budgetary policy
must be the order of the day for each of our govern-
ments for the majority in each of our parliaments.
There can be no question, in our view, of making the
Communiry budget an exception to the rule. That, we
are convinced, would be a disservice to Europe. Our
peoples would not understand if the discipline that is

being imposed on them currently were not accepted
by all, at all levels, by the Community in common
with the Member States. There could be such strong
reaction to such double standards in some of our
national parliaments that the prospects for the neces-

sary ratification of a substantial increase in own
resources could be compromised.

However, these considerations, important though they
be, cannot take precedence over scrupulous compli-
ance with the Treaty and the rules contained in it
which define the respective powers of the institutions.
This is the basis on which the European Council is

prepared to ask the Council to comply strictly, as far
as it is concerned and only as far as it is concerned,
with a number of simple principles.

In the case of compulsory expenditure, the rate of
increase in agricultural spending, assessed on the basis

of multiannual averages, must be kept within the
growth rate in own resources.

\7ith non-compulsory expenditure, the maximum
rate, as defined in the Treaty and determined on the
basis of analysis by the Commission, must not be
exceeded.

In l"yrng down these principles, the European
Council has, I repeag kept strictly to the terms of the
Treaty - a point which I have been mandated to
stress in this Chamber - and will not in any way
impinge on the budgetary powers of the other two
institutions, the European Parliament and the
Commission.

The budget is produced iointly by the three institu-
tions. The conciliation procedure between the two
budgetary authorities, with assistance from the
Commission, is therefore more important now than
ever before. The Council hopes and expects that the
discipline which is unfortr.rnately forced upon us for a

while will be achieved by a well-directed joint effort
on the part of the Council and the Parliamen! with
assistance from the Commission.

In the circumstances, it was clearly all the more impor-
tant to discuss the Community's own resources. Iflhat
would become of them if they were confined within
such limits ? After hours, weeks and months of discus-
sions, a very important agreement has emerged on the
raising of the VAT ceiling: it could be increased to
1.4% initially, with effect from I January 1985, and
then to l.60/o from 1988, if the European Council
confirmed that this was necessary. According to some
of you, this is not enough while others, as you know,
see it as moving the Community into future develop
ments which are eagerly awaited by many people but
fill others with apprehension. This course has now
been established by common consent among the
governments, subject to the general reservation
mentioned earlier. This is a significant consideration
in the proposals that could be put to our ten national
parliaments.

That, Mr President, completes my review. The achieve-
ments are not insubstantial, but one question remains
outstanding: the nagging, intractable question of what
is to be done to correct the imbalance in the budget. I
do not think that the House needs to be reminded of
the problems involved. At Stuttgag the European
Council had defined the objective and adopted the
measures needed to avoid repeated difficulties among
Member States over their respective positions ais-d-ois
the Community budget. That left three problems.

'Vas a mechanism required ? If so, for how long ? And
what should the figures be ? There were those - and
it may as well be stated unequivocally - who argued
against mechanrsms, pointir.g out that the principle of
a specified budget refund has no basis in the Treaty
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and that what is expected of the Community by far
transcends the book-keeping of the amounrs paid into
and received back from the kitty.

It is one thing to help a country in difficulties, but
quite another to establish a new principle by which
Community action should be guided. But, in the end,
to keep the peace among our family of ten, the Presid-
ency, like the Commission and then the European
Council, reluctantly acknowledged that the only way
to avoid the annual recurrence of damaging internal
arguments was to set up a mechanism based on
simple, fair rules. Let us make no mistake about it,
this is a considerable concession to one of the
newcomers in this Communiry. At all events the
present proposal, the main part of which has been
accepted by all ten Member States, operates as
follows : an imbalance affecting a Member State is
calculated by comparing its share of VAT contribu-
tions with its share in expenditure from the Commu-
nity budget.

Therefore, it goes without saying, the calculation
excludes agricultural levies and customs duties, which
belong to the Community and represent the normal
consideration for imports from outside the common
market. !7ere it otherwise, the fundamental principles
of Community preference would be called in ques-
tion.

If it reaches a certain threshold, the imbalance calcu-
lated on this basis is partially corrected, to an extent
varying according to the relative wealth of the
Member State concerned. This is fair and makes good
sense.

The correction is made by reducing the share of VAT
to be contributed by the State in question. The resul-
tant cost takes a certain amount of time to work its
way into the system and is then shared among all the
Member States according to the budgetary scales
defined in the Treaty. Such a mechanism is tied to the
lifespan of the new own resources created by the deci-
sion to raise the VAT ceiling, at the end of which the
Community will have to take stock and the Council
will take appropriate steps in the light of the experi-
ence and the Commission's findings.

This is the formula that has been proposed, ladies and
gentlemen. I think I can say that the principles on
which it is based, as I have just outlined them, have
been accepted by all Member States without excep-
tion. The difficulty arose when it came to talking
figures and it remains spectacularly unresolved. It first
transpired that one Member State persisted in arguing
as though the mechanism that had iust been painstak-
ingly assembled did not exist. This State views its own
position, I repeat, in terms of the net balance, a

concept which is accepted by none of the others, and
is looking for a mandatory limit to this net balance,
including customs duties and agricultural levies
which, as I have just said, belong to the Community.
The figures arrived at according to the two bases of

calculation bear no comparison to each other and
would draw further and further apart the longer the
system was applied. Nine Member States, as the tenth
acknowledges, consider it impossible to go down this
road. Essential principles are at issue here, not just a
difference of 250 million ECU, which would in fact
increase with the passage of time. Hours of discussion,
day and night, at the levels of heads of executive and
then ministers have as yet failed to bring these two
positions any closer together.

Mr President, the account that I have just presented
can be interpreted as giving grounds for optimism or
for pessimism.

Optimism since a number of major decisions are
coming to maturity. They coincide with many signifi-
cant indications, not only abroad but also within the
Community, of some recovery in European
dynamism.

Only r'wo obstacles bar the way to progress. \7ill
Ireland be alone among the Ten to be authorized to
increase milk production, which is admittedly vital to
its economy, while six countries cut theirs by amounts
which will have drastic effects on their farming
communities and tlvo others have to settle for no
increase ? lUfill the United Kingdom listen to the
unanimous voice - one swallow doesn't make a
summer - of its partners in the Community and stop
rejecting one offer after another now that the gap has
come down to a matter of figures and has consider-
ably narrowed ?

Optimism, then, if you compare the scale of what can
be achieved with the relative insignificance of the
matters at issue. STho would have the temerity to
allow stubbornness alone to sink a ship so richly
laden with promise for the future ?

Pessimism, on the other hand, if you consider that so
many leading figures of such representative standing
have failed after so many hours to settle these two
matters, if you take stock of the loss of authority, the
Ioss of credibility - y€s, let us face the fact - that
the European hope has suffered abroad, among those
who had such high expectations of Europe. And I
should have mentioned the four important declara-
tions on political cooperation adopted at the last Euro-
pean Council meeting, discussing them in relation to
those people abroad who were already apprehensive of
greater joint activify on the part of the European
Community, and also, ladies and gentlemen, in rela-
tion to our own peoples, who are no longer amused
but discouraged and irritated by our regrettable
disputes and displays of impotence. How do our
peoples reconcile themselves to living in this kind of
uncertainty about Europe ?

Pessimism, then, if you wonder whether the abscesses
that have been caused by two irritations, which you
will agree are only minor, are not likely to develop
into a serious pathological condition affecting the
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whole of the Community or whether, following a

lapse of time typical of biological cycles, we are not
going to see the evidence of incompatibility between

the Community organs created and developed by six

countries according to their own aspirations and needs

and one or two of those, whose characteristics and

needs were objectively different, which were grafted

on subsequently.

Mr President, the Presidency has made determined
efforts in pursuit of compromise. This has not been

out of any penchant for juggling with figures, but
because, as the Presidency, we cannot countenance
this pessimism. I7e do not want these symPtoms of
incompatibility to develop into a case of reiection. !7e
need Europe, a Europe covering our ten countries. It
is destined soon to cover twelve.

(Applause from tbe European Democratic Group
bencbes)

It is right that we should have committed ourselves to
increasing our number to twelve in the very near

future, and it is not paradoxical that we should have

done so when the ten of us are having so many diffi-
culties. Ve must get to grips with our problems. Yes,

there are currently widely divergent Positions on
minor subjects, widely divergent positions between

those who created the Community and those who -to my regret - ioined us too late.

Ve have to tackle these problems, and we must do so

resolutely. I7e must not allow our path to be

obstructed by the immediate difficulties but" above all,
we must deal with the substantive problems, the

problems deriving from these current incompatibili-
ties which we must have the courage to recognize for
what they are before they develop into a case of rejec-

tion.

(Loud applause)

Mr Thorn, President of tbe Commission. - (FR) Mr
President, ladies and gentlemen, following the state-

ment by the President of the Council, I am happy to
say that I shall be able to be relatively brief. This last

in a series of inconclusive summits is greatly to be

regretted. I fear that it reflects a slow but sure decline
in political will. It also reveals an inability on the part

of some Member States at least to rise above their
national interests or at least to subordinate the defence

of their interests to the maintenance of an efficient
and dynamic Community.

Unfortunately, as the House has seen for itself, the

persistence of such a crisis leads to a build-up of
contentious issues and delays. It sours the atmosphere
of intra-Community relations and increases the diffi-
culty of making any progress. It is therefore clear, Mr
President, that an improvement is needed and needed

soon if we are to prevent the acceleration of a Process
of disintegration which appears to have begun already'

The groundwork for an overall agreement on the
essential issues may have been carried out in Brussels,

thanks to the efforts of the French Presidency, but
many aspects of that agreement still fell short of what
was required to provide the springboard for a real

relance,

So that you may form your own judgement, I propose

to run through the various aspects of the dossier

considered by the members of European Council.

In the case of reform of the common agricultural
policy, on which my colleague Mr Dalsager addressed

you this morning, much of the ground had been

cleared before the European Council began its sitting.
The difficulty presented by the special problem of
Ireland, which Mr Cheysson has discussed, had presu-

mably been held back until the summit. Nevertheless,

an agreement had been reached in the Community on
the essential points involved in creating the condi-
tions for progressive control of agricultural production
and expenditure, on the basis proposed by the
Commission.

However, the Brussels setback, regrettably
compounded at yesterday's meeting of the Agriculture
Council, raises the possibility that this agreement'
which is essential to the very survival of the CAP,
could gradually fall apart, piece by piece. Confirma-
tion of this agreement is therefore the first priority
and we anxiously await the outcome of Friday's

meeting of the Agriculture Council.

Agreement had also been reached in the other areas of
Community poliry, as the President confirmed. The
lines to be pursued in the Community's structural poli-
cies had been defined. The Council's commitment on
Mediterranean integrated programmes was confirmed.
The positive outlook for the future development of
the Community's structural policies was betokened by
the increase in financial resources allocated for the
funds' operations, even though the detailed drafting
had yet to be carried out.

On the subject of new policies, it had been agreed

that the European Council would confine itself to
defining the priority objectives of a strategy for reacti-
vation the component parts of which would deter-
mined when it met in June.

The credibility of this aspect of the text adopted was

therefore dependent upon the scale of the decisions to
be taken subsequently by the Council of Ministers,
following the course plotted by the European Council.
The Commission for its part, Mr President, is ready to
take the initiatives, based on this tex! that are

required in order to enable the European Council
meeting in June to set the Communiry firmly on the
road to recovery. This is not more wishful thinking.
The agreement reached on this point in Brussels gives
reason to hope that the consensus in the Community
on the prospects for development is broader, much
broader than on the action to be taken to dispose of
the legacy of the past. Despite its disappointment at
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the European Council's repeated setbacks, therefore,
the House should not dismiss the progress achieved
over recent months on a whole series of dossiers,
some of which had been in abeyance for many years.
These, as Mr Cheysson was saying just now, include :

the internal markel cooperation between European
enteqprises, policy on standards, research policy, liber-
alization of the movement of sewices, and others
besides.

Budgetary discipline, an essential matter which people
looking on from the outside tend to underestimate,
was also discussed at length by the European Council.
Here, unfortunately, the Commission cannot be so

positive in its appraisal.

IThile the European Council did adopt the Commis-
sion's proposals on agricultural spending, Mr Presi-
dent, it completely rejected those that we had put
forward for non-compulsory expenditure. Out of a

concern to define the discipline to be imposed on the
Council, it looked to contain non-compulsory expendi-
ture within the straitjacket of a maximum rate and
accordingly rejected the Commission's suggestion of
pre-budget conciliation amonS the three institutions.

This, I regret to say, could be a path that leads to
erosion of the European Parliament's powers. !fle for
our part have demonStrated that there is no substance
in the claim that the Parliament's 'margin for
manoeuvre' is to blame for the alleged fact that
Community expenditure is running out of control.

(Applause)

If there has to be an effort of budgetary discipline,
and the need is self-evident, as we all know, the
responsibility lies jointly with the two branches of the
budgetary authority.

This was the Commission's reasoning in proposing a

conciliation procedure aimed at preventing conflicts
between the competent institutions and rationalizing
the taking of key budgetary decisions.

I am still convinced in my own mind that this is a

good, constructive idea. It has not been lost for all
time just because it has not been adopted at this stage
by the European Council. I feel that it could be rein-
troduced into our institutional practice if it received
vigorous support from Parliament, sufficient to
persuade the Presidency.

Repeating the appeal _that I made yesterday to the
Council, I look to you for your support because I
believe that it is especially necessary now, as we
approach the European elections, to establish a proper
basis on which to involve the Parliament fully in the
budgetary administration of our Community, not only
in terms of law but also in terms of responsibility.

I also believe, Mr President, that it is not in the Parlia-
ment's interest to hold back from such conciliation

procedures, atEacting the false but far too widespread
reputation for being an essentially spendthrift institu-
tion, a point that you were discussing only this
morning.

I now come to the agreement reached by the Euro-
pean Council on the question of raising the ceiling
for own resources.

Despite all our exertions, despite all the information
that we were supplying to the members of the Euro-
pean Council in a steady flow right up to the day
before they met in Brussels, they were unable to reach
agreement on anything better than the highest
common factor, namely a ceiling of l.4oh.

In a spirit of compromise, the President of the French
Republic, the current President of the Council,
proposed in the course of discussions that this figure
ol 1.49/o could be treated as an intermediate stage on
the way to fixing a ceiling ol l.60/o. In his view at
least, it would have been possible to progress to the
final stage on the basis of unanimity among the Euro-
pean Council, using a formula similar to the one
contained in the Commission's initial proposal which,
you will remember, called for the complete abandon-
ment of the concept of a ceiling on own resources.

Unfortunately, Mr President, ladies and gentlemen,
this attempted compromise was subsequently
distorted. The text that was ultimately issued by the
European Council states that an increase to l.60/o
would have to be ratified by the national Parliaments
or according to national procedures.

To my mind, this outcome is wholly unacceptable and
the Commission cannot resign itself to taking it as

final. How can one actually claim to be working for
the revitalization of the European Communiry while
at the same time withholding the necessary material
resources ?

(Applause)

Fixing the new ceiling at l.4o/o is very likely - and I
am sorry to have to stress this point - to mean that
all the institutions will again be faced with the
problem of financing within three years. Can we be so
parsimonious in our treatment of the credibility of the
Community endeavour, at a time when it is already at
such a low ebb ?

It is therefore necessary in my view, to set the new
ceiling on own resources at a higher level, thereby
giving our Community financial security for a reaso-
nable period - not for the long term, which would
be too much to hope for, but at least for a little longer
than the three years to which I have just referred. That
would be a demonstration of confidence in the
Community, albeit on a limited scale.

Alas, the European Council has thus far held back,
but I am hopeful that the Presidency will bring our
scheme to fruition.
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I now.come to the matter which caused the failure of
the European Council, as its President was telling you
eaflier. Two things had to be settled: a system to esta-

blish a lasting solution to the problem of budgetary
imbalances, and the amount of the compensation or
correction - call it what you will - that this
mechanism should produce for the United Kingdom
in the year in which the system came into operation.

On the subject of the system, the many discussions
that I had had with the members of the European
Council since Athens had provided the information
needed to identify the constituent elements of a poten-
tial consensus. Ve therefore took the responsibility of
making contact with each of the Members of the Euro-
pean Council during the days preceding the Brussels
meeting to indicate to them the Commission's concep-
tion of the outline of such a system which would be

in keeping with the fundamental principles of the
Community and would at the same time have a fair
chance of being acceptable to all parties. This, I
believe, is what the European Parliament wanted to
see.

On this basis, the President of the European Council
was able to establish that there was aSreement among
the Member States on the essential features of a

system for the corection of budgetary imbalances.
Unfortunately, it was not possible to reach agreement

on the starting figure.

I do not propose, ladies and gentlemen, to dwell on
the subiect of the gap between the figures advanced
on either side, except to say that I do not think that it
is so big that it cannot be bridged, if not tomomow
then at least some time in the fairly near future. More-
over, it would be wrong for the Commission to tie
itself to a figure; you asked it not to do so, and it has

complied with that request. On the other hand, the
Commission is firmly in favour of having a system
which is tied to the new decision on own resources
which would enable us to close the book on budget
imbalances for a while, even though it would not be

for ever or even for very long, and would thereby help
and I mean neither more nor less than I am saying
here - to reconcile all the Member States and all
strands of public opinion, rallying their whole-hearted
support for the Community.

Even though the overall agreement that was taking
shape was far from satisfactory it was feasible, it was

attainable. The disappointment of Tuesday's break-
down was therefore all the greater and the temptation
to haggle that much stronger. ITithout wishing to
disguise the seriousness of the situation, the Commis-
sion has been anxious to avoid overdramatization and
is concerned to ensure that it remains possible to take
the decisions needed to enable the Community to
carry on and the Member States to avoid becoming
entrenched in fixed positions.

It was the Commission's constant concern during the
Brussels meeting of the European Council to bring

about an agreement among the Member States, as

long as it was compatible with the fundamental inter-
ests of the Community.

This remains our primary concern since we are

convinced that a settlement of the dispute, as defined
in Stuttgart and recapitulated by the President of the
Council, is necessary if the Community is to find
itself with at least some period of respite in which to
tackle the fundamental problems involved in its
medium term objectives and in maintaining its institu-
tional life until a solution is found. The seriousness of
the situation calls for clear answers to the question of
the ultimate objective of European integration.

For the time being, we are still engaged in repairing
the Community engine, which is misfiring more and
more frequently. Not heady stuff, but necessary. Once
this repair work has been completed - it was the first
task that the European Council determined to accom-
plish - we shall have to set new targets, plot a new
course and regenerate the full momentum of the enter-
prise on which we have embarked. This we should be
doing as ten partners, in the framework offered by the
conference which is perhaps already about to be

announced. It is also in this context that a solution
must be found to the contradiction between the
recovery programme outlined in the document on
new policies approved by the European Council and
the unduly modest raising of the ceiling on own
resources, which is tantamount in practice to with-
holding the resources needed for such a recovery

Progmmme.

(Applause)

'S7e must take care when defining the Community of
tomorrow that we do not allow ourselves to stray
down false trails.

Ve must not make the mistake of thinking that indi-
vidual operations of the Airbus or Ariane type repre-
sent an alternative to European integration; they are

complementary to it in a most useful way but, for all
their success, they really belong to an 'i Ia carte'
approach to Europe.

The options ava.ilable to us are straight forward : either
we carry on with the enterprise that we have started
and renew our commitment to the Treaties and their
political inspiration or we resign ourselves to the
gradual institutional drift towards intergovernmental
cooperation, in which case we would in effect be
choosing a Community of a different kind.

In fact, what the Treaties have to offer is both neces-
sary and sufficient for the purposes of developing the
process of European integration over the next ten
years and carrying it through a further stage of
economic and social development - whether we are
looking to achieve new advances in response to new
challenges or to restore the capacity for decision-
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making and action in which we are so sorely lacking
currently.

This is not an appropriate time, ladies and gentlemen,
for definitive pronouncements, since the Agriculture
Council will be reconvening on Friday, and the
General Affairs Council on 9 and l0 April.

Of course, the outlook becomes bleaker with each
successive setback. The Commission has no intention
of resigning itself to the demise of Europe but will
instead be using its best endeavours to reverse the
current trend towards disintegration, deploying all the
discretion but also all the determination at its
disposal. I know that the European Parliament would
condemn any other attitude since, as you were saying
this morning, the repercussions of a breakdown would
be incalculable, both in the short term, in their effects
on day-to-day administration, and in the long term, in
their implications for the very survival of the EEC
embodied in the Treaties.

(Loud applause)

Mr Croux (PPE). - (NL) Mr President, I shall be
very brief. My views are sufficiently clear from the text
of the question itsel( to which I hope to be able to
revert during the debate on the statements by Mr
Cheysson and Mr Thorn that will shortly be taking
place.

A month ago Mr Barbi and I asked on behalf of our
group : what will the Council do to put into effect
what it itself said in the solemn declaration of Stutt-
gart, particularly with regard to the appointment of
the President of the Commission ? The European
Council usually discusses this question in June. In
Stuttgart the European Council said that it would
consult Parliament in the following way : the
chairman of the representatives of the govemments of
the Member States would contact Parliament's
enlarged Bureau. It is now the end of March and thus
a suitable time to ask the Council and the govern-
ments : how, by what procedure and at what time do

),ou intend to do this ?

The second question we ask concerns consultation. In
Stuttgart the Council also said that it wanted to
improve consultation with Parliament. On 14

December 1983 we adopted the De Pasquale report
by a large maiority, and we therefore await a reaction
from the Council, which it itself promised in Stutt-
gafi.

Thirdly, the European Council said in Stuttgart that in
future it intended to take more account of Parlia-
ment's views and resolutions on foreign policy and
European Political Cooperation. That is the third
point of our question, and we should specifically like
to add the following question, Mr President: to what
extent will the Council take account of Parliament's
views on the accession treaties soon to be concluded
with Spain and Portugal, a subject on which the Euro-
pean Council also 'issued a statement in Stuttgart ?

(Altltlause fron tbe centre)

Mrs Hammerich (CDI). - (DA) Mr President, I
must try to explain to you the reasons for the question
put by Mrs Boserup of the Socialist People's Party and
of the People's Movement against the EEC on the
practical consequences of the Stuttgart Declaration on
union. I have to tell you something about how the
backgound to this question looks from the point of
view of Denmark, where the attitude to union is quite
different to the attitude in this chamber, and that is a

reality which you must take account of.

In Denmark EEC membership has always been
described in official circles and in the established
press as a very profitable and indispensable commer-
cial venture, not as a political venture. Already in
l97l-72, when we had the great debate on EEC
membership, the political aspects of the EEC were
toned down or hushed up. This despite the fact that
anyone who could think and read the Treaty of Rome
could clearly see that the Community had great ambi-
tions to become a political power bloc, a union.
Anyone who cast his eye across the Sound to Sweden
could see that the reason why Sweden wisely
remained outside the EEC was precisely these
Community ambitions with regard to foreign policy
and security policy, and Sweden could not go along
with that because it is and will remain a neutral
country. The strategy of the pro-Community faction
succeeded, with the aid of the press and an incredibly
expensive and misleading advertising campaign. Thus,
when the Danes voted on 2 October 1972, it was in
the belief that the EEC was a profitable commercial
venture and not that we were to abandon political
sovereignty. The EEC debate in Denmark thus
became an unrealistic debate conducted on the wrong
issues, and successive governments were obliged to
maintain their reticence on the true nature of the
Community and its plans and on what the EEC politi-
cians committed themselves to over in Brussels. One
of the most important tasks of both the Socialist
People's Party and the People's Movement against the
EEC is precisely, as members of this assembly, to feed
back real information to Denmark on the way the
Community is developing, on the plans and on what
our politicians actually commit themselves to in Brus-
sels. For they are not particularly assiduous in
explaining these things back home. Hardly at all. As
one of the many satirical sonp on the subject puts it:
'Homeward-tumed eyes are murky with shifty looks'.
'We want clarity, and that is why we have put this ques-
tion.

ITith regard to the Genscher-Colombo plan, which
later became the solemn Declaration on union signed
in Stuttgart on 19 June 1983, the press coverage in
Denmark was very strange. Most emphasis was laid on
the Danish reservations. It was said that they took the
wind from the sails of the Declaration. It was said that
Denmark had devalued the Declaration. The reports
went so far as to make it look as though it was the
heads of government of the 9 countries who had
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travelled to Stuttgart in order to sign 7 Danish reserva-
tions, whereas the truth was that the Danish Prime
Minister had signed a Declaration which went far
beyond the conditions for Danish membership. The
Stuttgart Declaration was described as empty words, as

a storm in a teacup, as something which had no prac-
tical consequences, as iust one more declaration which
could lie in some drawer and gather dust.

But is that true ? Is it true that the Stuttgart Declara-
tion is not to be used for anything ? Is it true that
hundreds of working hours and the time of the minis-
ters were taken up for nothing ? Is it true that we can
completely ignore the Declaration ? Is it true that it is

not to form the basis for practical action ? That is

what we should like to know. And we already know in
fact that the Stuttgart Declaration has been used
several times as the basis for plans, new policies, as it
is put.

Let me mention some of these instances : agricultural
policy. On 29 July 1983 the Commission wrote to the
Council to say that it wanted a number of powers for
the management of the agricultural poliry, and it
referred to point 2.4 of the Stuttgart Declaration on
the Delegation of more powers to the Commission.

Arms production: on ll October 1983, the European
Parliament adopted the notorious Fergusson report on
steps to create Community arms production, in other
words armaments cooperation by way of industrial
policy. Commissioner Narjes endorsed the armaments
plans here in this chamber and said that he could
support them without reservation. He referred to point
3.2 of the Stuttgart Declaration, which referred to the
coordination not only of the political aspects of secu-
rity but also the economic aspects.

Culture: on 28 November 1983, at the Delphi
meetin& the Ministers of Cultural Affairs put forward
a number of proposals, both coordinated proposals
and proposals for Community action, referring to
point 1.4.3 of the Stuttgart Declaration, which speaks
of European identity which is to be promoted by
action on cultural matters. These were a few practical
consequences which we know have resulted. Are there
more ? That is what we want to know.

In our question, Mr Cheysson, you will certainly have

seen that we have listed a number of points on which
we are particularly interested in obtaining informa-
tion. In this connection I would mention point 2.4 on
the delegation of more powers to the Commission.
Has that been done ? And again, point 2.4 on the full
involvement of the Commission in EPC. And the new
element is : in addition to its tasks and competences.
!7hat are the practical consequences of that ? How
does that take place ? On EPC, point 2.2.3 says that
the decision-making process should be eased in order
that common positions can be arrived at more rapidly.
How is that done in EPC in purely concrete terms ?

And point 2.2.3, on operational support to EPC, ie its
secretariat, calls for it to be strengthened. How has it
been strengthened ? Point 3.2, in which we are particu-

larly interested, deals with coordination of the
economic aspects of security. !7e have asked ques-
tions time after time and have never received a proper
answer. Ve now know that it has something to do
with arms production, but we would like to have it
explained more fully. There is also something about
the European Parliament, point 2.3.: the Council will
reply to resolutions of fundamental importance etc,
when the European Parliament so wishes. How does
that operate ? Is the Council really obliged to state its
position with regard to resolutions, when that is the
wish ? Does that happen ? Does the Council take
account of these resolutions ? Is time really taken to
discuss them ? And on the Council, point 2.2.3
mentions abstention, where a unanimous vote is
required. Does this happen more frequently than it
did before June 1983 ? Have the ministers given way
here ? Have Danish ministers given way ?

These were the questions, Mr Cheysson, and we would
be very glad to have your clear answers, because we
would like to have a well-informed debate in
Denmark, since back home we believe in fact that
information is a precondition for really active democ-
racy. That is our belief, and we would therefore be
tremendously pleased to have clear answers from you
on these questions.

Mr Cheysson, President-in-0ffice of the Council. -(FR) Mr President, if the truth is told, the questions
put to the Council of Ministers are very varied and I
should not like to give the impression of trying to do
too much in my reply.

I shall therefore try to group together on the one
hand those questions which relate to the position of
the Commission, and consequently the conditions
under which the Commission is backed up by the
role conferred on it by the Treary and on the other
those which relate to relations with Parliament.

As regards the position of the Commission, it seems
to me that after some erring on the part of certain
governments all the governments are increasingly
recognising that the authors of the Treaty of Rome
had the right idea, in other words, that every time we
are in any doubt we must go back to the Treaty. The
Treaty defines the Commission, a unique body in the
legal world, it is not a government, it represents a

remarkable fusion of legislative, executive and iudicial
powers and in this way it clearly shows that the
construction of the Community is also unique in the
international legal history of the world. The more we
reflect the more obstacles we encounter, the more we
diverge, the more we come back to the Treaty defini-
tion. It is important therefore for the Commission to
enjoy fully its right of initiative, and as President of
the Council of Ministers I have no hesitation in
saying that thanks to the ill-humour which is some-
times manifest in the Commission we can be sure
that it will not tolerate any interference on this point.
I am very glad that it is so, even if it does lead to argu-
ments between us.
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It is quite striking to see how at the point which we
have reached in the discussion of very major
problems, when we are up against two matters which
appear to be quite minor and which are important
only because they conceal deeply disturbing situa-
tions, after tens of hours of discussions we say
'Commission throw the ball back to us, so that we can
see where we are in relation to your proposals.' And it
is at this point that we fall back on the word of the
Treaty.

Does this involve the delegation of new powers to the
Commission ? Some of the governments would like it
to be so. Speaking as President of the Council, I
cannot yet tell you that the Council is in agreement
with this system of doing things. I also have national
allegiances and you will be able to hear in my speech
the line taken by my Government.

As for the appointment of the President of the
Commission, we have not forgotten that he is an

eminent personage, but he is a personage in the
Commission. It is impossible to envisage that any
appointment could be made without due regard to the
conditions relating to the Commission's right of
censure or approval. At this level the balance created
by the Treaty seems to everyone to be extraordinarily
beneficial. The governments have no way of censuring
the Commission, either individually or collectively. Is
this not an essential aspect of its independence ? An
essential aspect of the quality which allows it to speak
for Europe in the face of a Council which, by defini-
tion, speaks for governments, for the States ? If the
balance were to be modified in the matter of appoint-
ments, should there not also be an equivalent change
as regards the possibility of censure, of control ? You
can see immediately what the consequences would be.

Not only would it be a modification of the Treaty, it
would probably also be a fundamental modification of
the powerful equilibrium which was so well conceived
by the founders of the Treary of Rome. I am not one
of them, I did not have any part in the drafting of it;
I would take the credit for it if I were, but I am not.
Do not let us delude ourselves, and as a very well-
informed observer of the European scene, let me say
that I must warn Parliament against any proposal or
formula which, by altering the equilibrium at the
moment of the Commission's appointment, would at
the same time result in an equivalent modification of
the equilibrium as regards its powers of control, and
therefore of censure, and would thus take away much
of the Commission's independence.

Having said that, with the willingness to conciliate
which is essential between the Institutions - I shall
return to that in a moment - it is obvious that such
an eminent figure as the President of the Commission
must be appointed under conditions which do not
create important problems between the Institutions. I
think it was very wise to agree at Stuttgart that there
should be conciliation with Parliament, through the

enlarged Bureau, before the Council, or more
precisely the Conference of Representatives of Govern-
ment uses its right, its absolute and exclusive right, to
appoint the President of the Commission. Therefore
the agreement reached at Stuttgart will be applied and
there will be a form of consultation with the Euro-
pean Parliament, through enlarged Bureau, before the
next President of the Commission is chosen.

I shall not be telling any secrets if I say that the
problem is made more difficult by the need to have in
advance some idea of what the Commission will be
like once there are twelve States in the Community,
given that we have agreed - is that not so, Members
of the House ? - that there will be twelve States in
the Community before the next Commission's
mandate expires. I January 1985 falls within the life-
time of the next Commission. The knowledge of how
many members there will be in the next Commission
does, you will realise, have a not insignificant influ-
ence on the considerations to be weighed up before
the appointment of the new Commission for 1985.

The Members must not be surprised therefore that the
governments - not one of them in my opinion -have reached no conclusion on the subiect and, in
consequence, on the future President, and that the
agreed consultation with the enlarged Bureau has not
yet taken place !

This brings me to the matter of conciliation : concilia-
tion between Parliament and Council: in the case of
the Commission, the third Institution, conciliation
between the three Institutions. It is an absolutely basic
matter. I am amazed that members are asking ques-
tions on subjects to which the Council has already
committed itself. \7e committed ourselves at the
beginning of this Presidency - and others had
committed themselves before us - to improving
conciliation.

On the question of political cooperation, I recall that
in the speech which I made on taking up the French
Presidency I indicated that the resolution of Parlia-
ment in the field of political cooperation would not
only be examined by the political managers in the
political committee, but would also be examined syste-
matically at ministerial meetings within the frame-
work of political cooperation. The first meeting after
that declaration took place in Paris a little more than
a month ago and for each of the subiects we took the
resolution adopted by Parliament as the point of depar-
ture for our reflections and discussions. In certain
cases the point of departure was also the point of
arrival. One of the subjects at least - you must
forgive me for not recalling which of the three - we
found Parliament's resolution so convincing that the
ten governments were content to refer to the resolu-
tion, which seemed to them to reflect the views of the
ten executives very precisely. \7e intend therefore to
continue this conciliation procedure in the field of
political cooperation.
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I must emphasize that this is all the more important
during a period when the Community itself is expe-
riencing so many difficulties, when it must continue
to be able to express its views in the field of political
cooperation intelligently. The Ten are more intelli-
gent in their extemal relations than when discussing
their domestic problems. There are fewer differences.
In the course of the debate we shall probably have the
opportunity to refer to the four declarations on cooper-
ation which were made 48 hours ago after the Euro-
pean Council and you will find that they contain
much of substance, paft of it being taken from the
European Parliament itself.

In my speech just now, during which I gave an

account of the work of the European Council, I
emphasised very strongly the question of conciliation
on budgetary matters and I should like to thank the
President o( the Commission, who also emphasised
this point on his own account and on behalf of the
Commission.

I have no hesitation in saying that in the future,
assuming we pass 'Cape Compensation', we shall deal
with budgetary matters only if conciliation between
the three Institutions, between the two budgetary
authorities with the support of the third institution,
takes place under better conditions. By 'better' I mean
'less formal'. This is one of the imperative conditions
for a common future. There can be no question of
tampering with powers : they are perfectly defined by
the Treaty.. And I imagine that no-one in this
Chamber proposed that the provisions of the Treaty
be modified on this point. If the Treaty is respected
formally and in law, formal application of it in
different political and coniunctural circumstances will
depend entirely on proper conciliation between us.
The Council has recognised how important it is. The
present Presidency is committed to making concilia-
tion easier.

President. - I would inform the House that I have
received seven motions for resolutions to wind up the
debate on the European Councill.

These motions for resolutions will be put to the vote
at the next voting time.

Mr Glinne (Sl. - (FR) Mr President, President of the
Council, President of the Commission, members of
the Commission, colleagues, once again we have
assembled here to record what I shall call the Euro-
pean Council's lack of success, rather than its failure,
despite the excellent work done during the prepara-
tory negotiations and the special councils, and even

though it was possible to obtain the agreement of
almost all the Member States on the great majority of
files.

Nevertheless we are faced with what might be called a

very negative overall result, and that is deplorable,
especially as it is not the first time and especially as

we are about two and a half months from the Euro-
pean elections in June.

At popular level the habit of failure leads to a kind of
semi-fatalism, a great deal of weariness, even discour-
agement" and I am unable to say how many times as

chairman of my group I have spoken in the plenary,
deploring the failure of the Council and trying to
point out where the responsibility lay.

In this instance, although the people responsible, or I
should say the person responsible, are not in the
hemi-cycle to address us and reply to us, I shall say
none the less clearly that according to the prevailing
opinion, which I share, the Prime Minister, Mrs That-
cher, played a very negative role, because of her
obstinacys her refusal to compromise, resulting in
deadlock, both in the European Council and, on the
problem of the British contribution, in the Council of
Ministers for Foreign Affain yesterday.

A propos of the contribution, it is very regrettable that
London, only yesterday, reiected a new proposal from
its nine partners to implement a collective
mechanism with effect from 1985 giving the United
Kingdom an appreciable reduction in its contribution.

Still i propos of the contribution, I should like to
draw your attention to an important passage in the
motion for a resolution tabled by -y friends and
colleagues Mr Roudy, Mr Arndt and others, on behalf
of our Group.

I7e believe in effect, firstly, that a fair solution must
be found to a situation which is effectively untenable
for the United Kingdom. I7e also believe that any
solution reached must not ieopardize the legal
approach to the problem of own resources; we also
believe that the 'juste retour' would be diametrically
opposed to the spirit of Europe and must therefore be
rejected, and finally, that any compensation, whatever
it might be, must be in accordance with the rules of
the Rome Treaties.

To return to the absence of success in Brussels ; it is
to our minds all the more damaging because the
French Presidency, since it took over responsibility,
has worked extremely hard on the file, after the
persistent and, unfortunately, due to a variety of
circumstances, fruitless efforts of the Greek presidenry
which preceded it.

And now, less than three months from the June elec-
tions, we are, I repeat, faced with a deepening of the
scepticism felt by the people of Europe. As the next
European Council is not to take place until after the
elections we, in common with many other peoples
believe that it would be a good thing if an attempt
were to be made to convene an extraordinary meetingI See minutes.
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of the European Council before the next ordinary
summit, and we are very happy with President
Frangois Mitterrand's avowed intention of calling for
an early summit of this kind, always providing that
tangible results can be expected and, above all,
obtained.

Mr President, many people have said that Europe's
image is deteriorating seriously. Fine weekend
speeches on integration and joint action are just not
worthwhile when the Community has failed at three
consecutive summits. In any case can it reach any
satisfactory level of credibility when it is so ineffective
in the fight against unemployment, the scourge of our
time, the scourge which has inevitably produced scep-
ticism in the 13 million shown to be out of work by
the official figures ?

On this point I recall that only yesterday in this
Chamber we announced our proposals on the
problem of the much-needed economic recovery,
which coincide with those of the European Trades

Union Congress and which combine the reduction of
working hours with an anti-deflationist policy of
investment and concerted action.

The conservatives close to Mrs Thatcher, Chancellor
Kohl and Mr Chirac, meeting elsewhere at pan-
European level in the European Democratic Union,
preferred deflation to recovery and monetarism to the
fight against unemployment.

The resolution which we put forward at the Summit is
being submitted to you however in the hope that, like
other texts from other sources, it will result in a move
towards rapprochement and negotiation. In particular
we emphasise in it the ground on which agreement
was reached, initially between us : new common poli-
cies, especially the convergence.of economic policies
and action by the Community to promote productive
investment, and thereby a vigorous and enduring
economic recovery, the development of Europe's scien-
tific and technological potential, the strengthening,
whatever one may say, of the European internal
market. 'S7e are also very pleased with the Council's
attitude towards enlargement of the Community to
include Spain and Portugal and towards the necessary

increase, in that context particularly, in the minimum
rate of VAT.

But it seems to us that a good deal still has to be done
to bridge the gap of misunderstanding and doubt
which, in any of our countries, separates the average

European voter from the pertinent and coherent
geopolitical and humane ideas which led the Euro-
pean fathers from their widely varying political affilia-
tions to their pioneer work.

Mr President, we cannot be worthy successors to these
pioneers in our way today unless we can finally at one
blow and without any ambiguity or delay sort out the
badly tied and retied packages of Stuttgart, Athens and
Brussels.

(Applausc)

IN THE CHAIR: MR NIKOLAOU

Vice-President

Mr Berbi (PPE). - (IT) Mr President" Mr President
of the Council, ladies and gentlemen, three European
summits in nine months : three failures, which have
given everyone the feeling that the Community is well
and truly paralysed - and not just with'rheumatism',
as the President of the Council said just now. At Stutt-
gaft - with the Genscher-Colombo Plan watered
down and faded so that it was unrecognisable and
substantially useless - a 'package' was put together
for consideration and negotiation, and for a decision
to be taken at the next summit.

Then, at Athens, nothing was decided; and nothing
was decided at Brussels, last week. The reason they
gave was that it was not possible for the heads of
government of ten countries to agree because of a

difference of 250 million ECU. But no-one who is
accustomed to hear people talk - not only in relation
to the budgets of the Community or individual
Member States, but also to those of our largest under-
takings - in terms of hundreds and thousands of
thousand million ECU believes this : and rightly so !

It is not possible that Europe is worth 250 million
ECU. !7hat Europe has given all of us in this quarter
of a century, in terms of peaceful living together and
cooperation, in terms of economic development,
higher incomes and social progress, cannot have a

value put upon it neither in ECU nor in sterling, nor
in any other currency.

IThat the European Community could and should
give, in terms of security and defence of our freedom
and independence, in terms of technological develop-
ment and the conversion of industry, and hence in
terms of employment for our l3 million unemployed,
cannot be calculated in accountancy terms.

It is not possible - at this point - that our rulers
can be unaware of this.

So if - knowing this - they continue with this
suicidal game of postponements and non-decisions,
their burden of guilt is heavy.

!7e have a duty - as the legitimate representatives of
the peoples of Europe - to say to you, explicitly:
'You are gravely guilty !'. And we have a duty to tell
you that, even if you had overcome - and if you do
overcome - the obstacle of the British contribution,
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and even if you had launched eyerything that was
going to be ageed as regards the rest of Community
life - as President Chepson has just outlined it - it
would not change our opinion; it would in no way
lessen our condemnation. Increasing Yl{t by 0.4o/o
in 1983 - ignoring the proposals of Parliament and
the Commission - means in fact a failure to under-
stand the cost of the CAP, and of enlargement to
include Spain and Portugal ; it means giving up any
idea of undertaking the new Community policies
which the technological, economic and social condi-
tions of our countries are urgently crying out for; it
means keeping every reasonable possibility of the
physiological development of the Community under
the sword of Darnocles of ratification by the national
parliaments.

And, with the facts and figures in our hand, we charge
the Council of Ministers - which continues repeating
to this Parliament, as it did again a short time ago in
the person of Minister Cheysson, its sermon on the
need for budgetary discipline, so as to be able to recon-
cile that with the austerity that is imposed on the
national budgets, forgetting amongst other things that
the last word on rwo+hirds of the Community budget
rests with the Council - with its very grave responsi-
bility for the enormous financial waste, which is the
result of failure to implement Community policies,
and which is a charge upon the finances of all our
countries; and, above all, its even greater responsi-
bility fot the unemployment and hence the human
sacrifices of such a large proportion of our fellow
citizens.

You declared at Brema, in 1978, that Community
action was necessary to bring about the convergence
of our economies, as a logical condition for the realiza-
tion of the EMS.

You have done nothing about it ! !7hat little has been
done in this field has been dragged from you -against your will - by this Parliament, by increasing
the non-compulsory expenditure of the Regional
Fund.

At Venice, in 1980, you declared the need for a

common energy policy.

You have done nothing about it !

I don't know how many times you have declared -and you have done so once more this very day -your intention of instituting Community action in the
field of technological innovation ; you have taken two
years to approve the Esprit project - which has more-
over remained bogged down, like everything else, in
Brussels.

![e hear talk of the need to create a'European space
for industry' and naturally connected with it - a

'European social space'.

Excellent. These interest us very much.

But what are you going to finance them with ? The
0.4 o/o additional VAT, and that only after 1986 ?

Making all these statements, without taking the
consequent legislative and financial decisions to imple-
ment them - is that not so much disgraceful
demagogy ? That is what we charge you with -demagogy !

Iflhat is the cost to each of our national budgets of
the failure to implement these policies at Comirunity
level ? And how much would the'renationalization' of
the CAP cost us ? S7hat would be the cost to the
consumers, who have seen their expenditure on food
over the last 20 years fall hom 42oh to 22010, just
because of this Community policy ?

Since none of us thinks that our rulers are so witless
that they cannot understand all this, and none of us
wants to admit that they are so much under the domi-
nation,of the Ministerial or banking bureaucracies that
they cannot take autonomous political decisions -the fact remains that we are convinced that they do
not get down to the necessary deliberations because
the institutional structures of our Community do not
allow this. The successive failures of the 'summits'
dramatically confirm our conviction that this is the
case.

For this reason, first of all, only one declaration of all
of those made at Brussels and after Brussels have we
noted with interest: the declaration made by Presi-
dent Mitterrand on the need to return to maiority
voting in the Council, in accordance with the letter
and the spirit of the Treaty of Rome. This is all the
more significant because, 20 years ago, another French
President was responsible for the departure from that
rule, thus sowing the first seeds of anti-Community
discord.

For us this is of great importance, since it is clear that,
if the rule is majority voting, members are induced to
try to reach appropriate understandingp - and hence
we end up in practice with achieving unanimity; but
if, instead, unanimous voting is the rule, it is easy and
convenient for every member to dig his heels in and
selfishly defend his own special interests, so that every-
thing is blocked by the right of veto.

Vhich is iust what we have seen happening recently.
And what certain interested parties in Italy are
claiming should be instituted by the Italian govem-
ment which, instead, has always been in favour of
majority voting.

First and foremost, therefore, the faithful application
of the Treaty in force ! Three successive summit
failures and the paralysis of the EEC have made clear
to everyone the inadequacy of our present institu-
tional structures - which are incapable of ensuring
that the general interests, of everyone, shall prevail
over vested interests - and have strengthened with
the weight of facts the validity of the political assess-
ment made by this Parliament of how urgent is the
need to adopt the new draft Treaty. At this point,
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therefore, it only remains for us to look to the

national parliaments, the political parties, both sides

of industry, and the electors, to aPProve it and put it
into force. As soon as possible - if we do not want

still darker times ahead {or our Community.

!7e Christian Democrats remain optimistic, because

we are convinced that the peoples of Europe can now

no longer do without the Community.

There may be some, perhaps - short-sighted and

with backward mentalities - who may hinder it, may

make it mark time; but in the long run it will not be

possible to halt its progress, its growth, its consolida-

iion. In fact, to quote an African Poet, Senghor, who

was also a gteat, authentic political .leader, You can

pull 
.up, 

all the flowers, but you can't prevent Spring

comlnS.

(Applause)

Sir Henry Plumb (ED). - Mr President, it is quite

obvious to all of us, of course, that the past two weeks

have been difficult both for the Council and for the

Commission and for all of us who care about the Euro-

pean Community.

I would first of all, like to compliment the French

presidency on their tremendous effort to try to get an

.gr..*.ni at this particular time and I wish them well

in the deliberations that are to follow.

(Applause)

The problems are clear; they have been set out both

by Mr Cheysson and by Mr Thorn. So- we ask

ourselves at this stage what Parliament should be

doing in this sorry state of affairs. My answer is a fairly

simple one: we have to say and do what we can to

."k. .gt ..ents easier on the whole range-- of

problemi facing the Community. \7e cannot allow

burselves a lot of unwise and provocative utterances

that only raise blood Pressure and do not solve

problemi. So it is wrong for Parliament to. seek scape-

goats for the problems of the Community, whether

Ihor. t..p.goais are the various institutions such as

the Couniif of Ministers or individual countries such

as the United Kingdom and Ireland. May I remind Mr

Cheysson that wi are not entirely to blame for

'joining the club' late.

Parliament is often described as a talking shop' \7ell
it has talked to good effect if we look back over the

last five years, producing many rePorts, influencing

opinions Loth in governments and in the counsel of

governments. It has warned the Council of Ministers

In.t the common agricultural policy could not

continue unchecked, and may we rernind ourselves

that in 1981 we produced a rePort that went through

this House which set very clearly the scene - a scene

which has been followed now by the proposals of the

Commission, followed by the Council of Ministers'

Parliament has pressed for a long-term reform of the

Communty's finances and the transfer of funds is a

very clear indication of the pressure that Parliament

has been using. Now the day of reckoning has come

and the Community risks being without financial
resources by the end of the year. My group has alwap

drawn attention to the financial irresponsibility with
which the common agricultural policy was run and

now, ironically, the British are being blamed by some

for the crisis of the CAP. \flell, if it was not sad, it
would be funny.

It was Mr Bangemann's remarks earlier on today

which force me to make the points I am making -
otherwise I would not have done it - and to set out

briefly the basis of the British approach to the

Community s finances.

The British Governmen! like the European Parlia-

ment, is hostile to the ad hoc system of yearly rebates'

It wants a system which will limit the British net

contribution when this contribution would otherwise

be disproportionately large. Surely everbody agrees

that thl Bhtish net conribution is now disproportio-
nately large. Although the fourth Poorest country' we

are the seiond largest net contributor. I7e do not seek

a juste retour. Ve have said that so often in this

House. \7e are not asking for all back that we have

put in. 'W'e are prepared to remain net contributors,

and all the schemes discussed in Brussels would leave

us as significant net contributors. So those who claim

we wani our money back are ignoring this fact - or

perhaps it is more convenient for them to ignore it' I
ian understand the temPtation for nine govemments

to shift the collective burden of blame on to the l0th'
It is a convenient alibi to accuse the British of lack of

Community commitment. But it is the reverse of the

truth. It is not only out of fairness towards ourselves

that we argue at present - and if we look at the situa-

tion, Portugal would be a net contributor if it were to

enter. If thi structure of that budget is right, there is

something radically wrong somewhere. Of course, we

want the 
-Community 

to survive, but we also want it to
prosper and we do not believe it can do so unless it
rt.nds on a solid and coherent financial base.

Mr President, people sometimes speak of the British

budget problem. Iiut in reality it is the Community's
budget problem. To blame the British for the problem

f.om which the Community suffers is like blaming

the surgeon who diagnoses the cancer'

I have listened of course, as we all have today with
great interest and attention to the speeches of Mr
thorn and Mr Cheysson. I find in them some

grounds for hope. I am not ashamed at a time of diffi-
iulty to seek to emphasize what is positive, and there

are many who take a gloomy pleasure in emphasizing

what is negative. It seems to me that the participants

at the meiting of Heads of Govemment in Brussels

last week were working upon lines that could still lead

to a solution of the Community's most pressing

problem. This solution would correspond. to the

demands of Parliament for a reform of the Commu-

nity's finances.
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I am, sorry that the Foreign Ministers meeting
yesterday could not make progress. This lack o-f
progress did not lie in British unwillingness to
compromise. I do not believe any serious negotiation
actually took place. Vhere serious negotiations have
taken place, the British Govemment has shown flexi-
bility and willingness to compromise. It is unfair in
principle and it is wrong in fact to blame the British
Govemment for the inability of the European Council
and the Foreign Ministers to reach a sittlement. Of
course, it will not be easy to arrive at a definitive reso-
lution of the Community's difficulties. The British
budgetary contribution, the Irish dairy industry and
monetary comp€nsatory amounts all pose formidable
difficulties. However, the meeting of 19 and 20 March
was, I believe, going along the right lines. It is there-
fore common sense to pursue the hopeful and useful
aspects of that meeting. Ve are and will remain a
Community of Ten. In a community everphing has
to be shared - both successes and failures, both
praise and blame - and we have no choice but to
continue the search for a solution. In this, my group
will continue to make positive and constructive sugges-
tions as to how this solution may come about.

Mr President, my remarks today have necessarily been
of a somewhat general nature. Others will follow with
more detailed matters. In conclusion, I wish to allow
myself iust two reflections. It is often argued that
national interests have come to replace Community
interests in the minds of the Community's leaders. I
do not think this is entirely true. It is perfectly right
for the French or the Italian or the Luxembourg repre-
sentative in the Council of Ministers to defend and to
promote the interests of his or her country. It is about
his own country that he is best informed, and it is
there that he has his political roots. Vhar worries me
far more is the tendenry of Ministers to regard their
Council meetings in Brussels as an extension of their
party political debates at home. Ministers are afraid of
the attacks of their domestic political opponents, who
will represent them as having endangered lrish,
Danish or British interests. Ministers are often
unwilling to explain to their electorate that in the
long-term interests of all it has been necessary to
compromise on the short-term interests of some. I
regard this as a much more dangerous development
than nationalism.

At a time of economic stagnation, domestic govern-
ments are particularly susceptible to lobby groups.
They are reluctant to take decisions which apparenily
harm those who form those lobby groups. iloriry-
ingly, it is sometimes better for a wiak government
that no decision be taken in the Council of Ministers
than a decision which can be attacked by domestic
political opponents.

My second reflection is this. We have a saying in
England : 'He travels fastest who travels aloner. Vell,
the Community is not in that position, since it is a

democratic organization of Member States and of insti-
tutions, all of which need to be involved in the decisi_
on-making process. It is inevitable that the resolution
of even our own problem will take time. I am not one
of those who believe in giving up easily. It would have
been easier, of course, to accept for the sake of peace
and quiet an unsatisfactory solution to the Commu-
nity's problems. It would be possible to asree to raise
the ceiling on the Community's owil resources
wjthout any idea of how the money should be spent.
However, this would merely be to store up troubli for
the future. My group wants to contribute to building
Europe on a secure foundation. It is a wearisome busil
ness to be sure that the foundation is secure, but if it
is_ not, the consequences can be catastrophic. That is
why we in the United Kingdom attaih so much
importance to getting the sptem right. It is why we
are committed to helping to form the future of
Europe. We want a genuine internal market, we want
greater industrial and technical cooperation and we
wish to make Europe's political and economic views
heard in the world. Ve are interested by suggestions
that the States of the Community should i6 mo.e
thinking together about their defence interests. All
these things are what we want the Community to be
about. I am saddened by those who do not wish to
understand our commitment to Europe's future.

Mr President, the United Kingdom therefore intends
to commit iself to the European adventure fully,
freely and creatively. The decision we took to join the
EEC is irrevocable. Ve will be faithful to that deci-
sion, and we will not shun our fair share of the
burden of the budget.

(Applaase)

Mr Gremetz (COM). - (FR) Mr president" if we

lave t9 speak of the failure of the lrst European
Council it is due less, I think, to the final disagree-
ment than to the extent of the disquiet which it
aroused in so many areas.

This summit of the Heads of State did in fact show up
serious imbalances. The first of them is the willing-
ness to perpetuate the violation of Community rules. I
am of course alluding to the United Kingdom, which
persistently talks about a budgetary imbalance to its
disadvantage, whereas we know that the main cause of
this imbalance lies in the British willingness to buy
outside the Community. Not content-with legiti-
mizing this violation Mrs Thatcher wants us to refirnd
the cost of it to her.

PT.ir l!y^y. were right to condemn the haggling of
30 May 1980 when the first British cheque frs p-aid,
in accordance with ideas of the then heads of govem_
ment. The Federal Republic of Germany as well is
already demanding a similar refund in its tum. This
shows how right we were to have doubts about the
consequences of the United Kingdom's entry into the
common market and confirms, if that is necessary,
how well-founded is our opposition to enlargement to
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include Spain and Portugal. From exception to exceP-

tion to the detriment of the candidate countries and

of the countries of the European Community alike we

are slowly treading the path towards the transforma-

tion of the Community into the free trade area which

the United States of America would like to see.

But the Brussels neSotiations showed uP a second

imbalance. Under the Pretext of budgetary discipline
sinister cuts have been imposed, in the agriculnrral

sector in particular. But what did we ask of the

external suppliers of the Communty in retum ? Ve
have to admit that the incredible Pressure exerted by

the Americans has not been without its effects on

some of our partners. \7e appreciate positively the fact

that, at the request of President Frangois Mitterand, it
was decided that negotiations should be opened with
the United States regarding the cereal substitution

products with which they are invading our markets.

But the famous tax on imported fats, which was an

excellent source of Community finance, found no

favour in the eyes of those in Europe who act as advo-

cates for the United States at the moment when the

latter is aspiring to take upon itself the right to

control European industrial exPorts to socialist coun-

tries, without Europe's envisaging any kind of retalia-

tion.

This imbalance is also found inside the Community,
more especially in the agricultural sphere. I7e-try in
effect to treat the small dairy farmer in central France

in the same way as the dairy plants in the countries of

northern Europe, which are in fact the ones resPon-

sible for both the dairy and the European balance of

trade deficit. This is why we consider that the anger of

the milk producers in our country is perfectly iustifi-
able. There is an imbalance as well if we consider the

absurd system of, compensatory amounts which has

favoured the countries with strong currencies since its

creation in 1970. Any step towards its final disappear-

ance would be a good thing, but I fear that the

compromise which was worked out in Brussels does

not yet meet this requirement'

The failure of the Brussels summit is therefore the

sum of all these imbalances. It is the price of the poli-
cies of austerity followed by most of the countries in
the Community. It is not in fact a question of making

the United Kingdom a scaPeSoat for all the problems

encountered in Brussels. But neither shall we agree to

the United Kingdom's holding small farmers hostage

by blocking the fixing of agricultural prices.

Mr President, if we want Europe to have a different
image in popular opinion Europe must see_ that its
rules are enforced, it must fight resolutely in the battle

for employment and productive investment and it
.rrt pLy ihe card of industrial, scientific and techno-

logicai cooperation. There are many new forms which

coiperation can take and in this field the Airbus,

Ariane and Esprit are some of the existing wrys which
could be entouraged. Others must be explored.

finally, Europe n.I.dt . maior social policy, (or

example a European initiative in favour of a 35-hour
week without reducing buying power would without
doubt accord with the exPectations of workers in
Europe.

Finally, how can we fail to regret Europe's silence as

regards action in favour of peace and disarmament ?

In our view, too, an initiative by the Ten towards a

revival of cooperation with the developing countries is

more than ever necessary in the mutual interests of
our peoples. Now, when the ravages of famine are

continuing, when indebtedness is reaching a dramatic

level, we hope that the French presidency will
propose to Europe a solemn initiative for reviving the

north/south dialogue.

I hope that the President-in-Office of the Council will
also tell us of his proposals in this sphere.

(Apptause from tbe bencbes of tbe Communist and
Allies Group)

Mrc Veil (L). - (FR)MI President, colleagues, we are

assembled here today once again to play the same

drama. The stage is set, it is our hemicycle. $7e are

the actors and we are playing the same parts' Only the

principal has changed, as international stars do. And
ye! he is only taking up the air which the previous

tenor sang to us.

I hope the President-in-Office of the Council will
(orgive me if I call him the star' His singing is no

worse than anyone else's, but we are weary of the song

he is singing. It has become a refrain, I might even

say an old refrain. And our own refrain might well be,

'That is enough'.

There is no point in attempting to describe the state

of the Community because the combined linguistic
wealth of our seven languages would not suffice. And
in any case treither the President-in-Office of the

Council nor the President of the Commission made

any attempt to conceal its condition. As for our
.oil..gr.t,- irrespective of the country or political
party to which they belong, they have all deplored it,
before me.

That is why I shall not retum to this set-piece of the

Community, because I should run the risk of
repeating what other people have said already and

wfiat we ourselves have also said on many occasions.

But, speaking on behalf of the Liberal group, I should

like to put one question to you in advance of any

other comments or suSSestions.

The President of the Council - who must be aware

that in addressing him I am also addressing his predec-

essors as well as his colleagues in the Council, and ulti-
mately their governments - will no doubt recall -
he was the representative of the Commission at the

time - that in December 1979 Parliament reiected

the Community budget. I shall be cruel and refer to a

speech which I made some months later - I was

then President of Parliament and distanced myself

from these problems as much as possible so as not to
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be too directly involved - I said then, 'The major
factor which is standing in the way of the Community
today is the budget crisis. And yet no-one should be
really surprised by it. It is the virtually automaric
consequence of the system - ceilings on resources,
inevitable increase in agriculture spending, rules on
the allocation of revenue - which was set up as soon
as we entered upon a period of recession, without any
adjustment of the Community mechanisms.'

That was the reason for the reiection of the Commu-
nity budget and I must say that when we rejected that
budget our various countries could not find enough
insults to denounce our irresponsibility.

I shall simply ask why the Council did nothing when
everything was ready for today's psychological drama,
which is only the nth repeat of the performance given
already at Stuttgart and Athens ? I also sometimes ask
myself why, if the Commission is already lugging -if you will excuse the expression - is trunkJ around,
it does not also bring along the costumes and masks
which it needs, as for a provincial tour . . .

I see that the President of the Commission is nodding
his approval.

The play is the same. Only the scene is changing. So,
why is there no action ? IThy the disarray ? No doubt
it is thought that things will sort themselves our,
whereas it is obvious that they can only get worse.

I shall not be small-minded and name scapegoats,
Everyone carries some share of the responsibility and
if we were to gather together all the scapegoats we
should have a veritable flock of them. However there
can be no doubt about the need for individuals not to
become type-cast, the prisoners of personal prestige,
locked in the search for popular support, ani abo,-ve
all that they should not become the mirror of national
egoisms.

There is no point in going into the difficulties today.
Ve should have to weep over them. But I should like
to mention - since thire is a question of it - the
second Messina conference, the Council meeting
which might in some way shed some light on th;
future.

!7hat would that meeting be and, first of all what was
Messina ? It must be said that Messina was a step back-
wards as far as the ECSC was concerned. That is some-
times forgotten. And after the failure of the EDC and
the Pleven plan for a political community we could
not afford for the new meeting today to end in failure
as regards the Treaty of Rome. And finally, when they
meet today the representatives of our countries cannot
afford to agree that the Community can no longer be
made to work and that to give an appearance of face-
saving and in the interests of greater flexibility they
are prepared to take a step backwards. At Messina the
way of political union was abandoned in favour of a
move towards economic integration, in the hope that
that would be easier. Experience has shown that this

was not the way to make progress towards political
union, and today we have almost reached the end of
the economic possibilities offered by the Treaty of
Rome.

Ve can, then, ask ourselves where we are going.
Above all today has shown that economic failure
makes any thoughts of political union impossible.
Thus, in Brussels the oth-er day a political iext was
prepared, and it was not possible for that political text
to become official, because of the economic failure of
the Summit ...

Mr Cheysson, President-in-}ffice of tbe Couneil. -(FR) The text is ready now.

Mrs Veil (L).- (FR)Thank you for the information.

Brussels is not the only instance, in Athens, in a catas-
trophic international situation, we have already seen
how the Heads of State and of Government; from
some sense of propriery did not make any kind of
political declaration.

A new Messina ? Yes, but to what end ? I believe that
today, if there should be a new Messina, it would in
fact be in order to scrutinize political projects, even if
that meant, provisionally perhaps, setting aside the
economic questions, without however setting aside the
Treaty of Rome. Let us not give up what we have in
the hope of finding more facilities.

In speaking of the Treary of Rome and the operation
of it, I should like to mention compromises. Because
we all want_ compromises. !7e have said it here very
often, and I have perhaps said it more than others.
But. if the compromises mean that the Community
patrimony is jeopardized and that the fundamental
texts of the Treaty are no longer applied, then - this
has to be said clearly - it is better io have a deadlock
with the Community in the state it is and to propose
new ways, rather than to set out on a road which
would be the very negation of the Community spirit.

I put a question to the President-in-Office of the
Council iust now. I should now like to address my
colleagues, and through them all the political partiei
which,- as il .ny democratic country, are the expres-
sion of public opinion.

In a few weeks' time we shall be getting ready the
campaign for the European elections. For us that will
be an opportunity to inform our electors, to make
them- understand the problems of the Community,
and above all to make them see the achievements and
the opportunities which the Community represents.
\7ith these elections in prospect we muit first of all
try to emphasise what the Community has given to all
sides, to make the electors realize that in giving it a
new lease of life we are making it possible for piople
in Europe to look to a better tomorrow.

Ife have to tell our fellow citizens that we cannot
allow Europe to fade away, with all the international
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consequences that would entail. Ve must also tell
them that the intransigence of some, the lack of solid-

arity of others and non-observance of the rules are at

the root of this scandalous situation.

\(ihen I talk about brave speeches, that does not mean

keeping only to Programmes and prospects for the

future,-which would only be pious hopes. It also

means taking a stance courageously on definite Points.
Brave speeches, that also means that the comments

we maki must be tantamount to formal undertakings

on decisions to be taken, these comments must not

only commit us, they must commit our parties also,

and through our parties our Sovernments. I7hat a ridi-
culous spictacle we shall present to the rest of the

world otherwise.
'S7e continuatly say that Europe is our only chance. I
would say that we are not the only ones who do so,

neither we in Parliament, nor our ministers, President

Karamanlis and Queen Beatrix have honoured us with

speeches here to the same effect.

And so, at the point where our political parties are

going to commit themselves, let us not give the

impression of a ridiculous Europe which might be

likily to vanish because it is lncapable of following up

the undertakings given by its most illustrious rePresen-

tatives.

In fact, how could our citizens have confidence in
Europe if they were to see its champions incapable of

keeping the undertakings which they give ?

(Applause)

Mr de la Mallne (DEP). - (FR) Mr President,

ladies and gentlemen, I should like on behalf of my

Group to make some comment on the crisis which is

facing us, once again, and first of all to take stock of

the situation.

The last Brussels summit, more than any of its predec-

essors, had a clarifying effect. It is now clear that in
addition to purely financial claims the United

Kingdom does not accept the fundamental concePts

behind the common agricultural policy, I mean

Community preference and financial solidarity.

If we follow Mrs Thatcher's reasoning to its ultimate

conclusion - and we are nearly there - on the

matter of the common agricultural policy and for the

United Kingdom, the idea of the iuste retourmustbe
the rule henceforth and for ever more. Iflhat does that

mean in fact ? It means let those who want to go

along with the agricultural policy and practise finan-

cial iolidarity do so. But for the United Kingdom
there is no longer any question of it, she has to get

back as near as possible what she puts in.

Note, somewhat ironically, that conconritant with this

sort of refusal and withdrawal the United Kingdom
does not reject guarantees on supply when they are

useful or advantageous. Note also that it is still diffi-
cult to know how the United Kingdom characterizes

the customs duties and levies which it collects and

disburses. Are they to her Community properry or will

her payments have to be refunded ? If the answer is

yes, that is the most positive end yet to any Commu-
nity preference.

Through these virtually total and lasting refunds the

United Kingdom intends to take leave, in a way, of
the common agricultural policy : you can keep it if
you want to; it is nothing to do with us any more.

There is a fundamental disagreement here, ladies and

gentlemen. It is no longer one more financial disagree-

ment : it is a disagreement on doctrine and ideas and

it goes beyond the more common agricultural policy,
thii disagreement affects the whole concePt of the

Community.

\7e do not say that the United Kingdom is not Euro-

pean. !fle say that she has a different idea of Europe

irom all the others - different from the nine others

- and yet we are a little surprised that this funda-

mental difference in ideas has arisen again after two

renegotiations of membership. But since the United
Kingdom wants to take leave of the common agricul-

tural policy, what can we, the other nine, do ? Firstly,

for thi immediate future, we must - I say it clearly

- review all the agreements, and in particular the agri-

cultural agreements, reached in an attemPt to get Mrs

Thatcher to say 'Yes' at Brussels. The farmers of
Europe have been sacrificed in an improper attemPt

to reach a compromise'

For the first time the Council has proposed prices

below those proposed by the Commission, at the same

time as quotas. \fle saw yesterday and the day before

yesterday that there was no longer any cons€nsus on

ihir "gr....nt. 
We should not be surprised since it

does not deserve the title of agricultural policy, from
whatever angle it is viewed. ![e shall next have to
correct the slips and mistakes into which the common
agricultural policy has been led by the deadlocks of
ricent years. !7e shall have to Put an end to the

excesses of soilless agriculture, European farmers must

be protected against unlimited duty-free impors of

substitution products.

Agriculture, my dear colleagues, is not so much.a ques-

tion of products as of men, landscapes, earth, the soil,

the life of the farms, villages and countryside of our
old European nations !

It is a whole set of social structures. That is what agri-

cultural policy is about, not a simple product policy.

For the immediate future the budget must be left as it
is. Because of the Commission's shortcomings and

because of the Council's shortcomings that budget is
inadequate, but for the time being let us leave where

they are the few reserves which, thanks to the sagacity

and actions of Parliament, aPPear in it' That is for the

immediate future, but, you may ask, what are we to do

about the longer term ? Since things are clear now, do

we have to reiect any new compromise, any new neSo-

tiations and must we endeavour in a special confer-

ence, as Mrs Veil said, to try to get to the bottom of

things, to see who does what and with whom ? That is

perhaps the way to go.
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On the other hand is an extra effort required to
acceft, more or less, the British claims ? A iew dap
ago we were very close to this, for reasons which I
prefer not to go into. A halt was called, for financial
reasons, and it was said afterwards that it was for
reasons.of principle. Principles have been in dispute
for a long time, unfortunately. But the road- of
compromise is a dead-end; it is the same road that
has been followed for years. Look where it led us.
Problems will not solve themselves by being pushed
into the background. It was done when Community
preferences were manipulated, it was done in the casi
of imports of American products, and today the situa-
tion has reached a point where it is virtually insoluble.

Let me add that on the economic level alone, the idea
of Europe D la carte', as we say, has nearly reached its
limits. Certainly it can be seen that a political Europe
does not have the same magnitudi as economic
Europe but, on the economic level alone, it is not
possible to set aside the question of costs. Agriculture
is a cost and for the- Community to be fair and
genuine that cost has to be shared. That is the virtue
of the Community idea. It is not possible to be part of
the Community when it is convenient, only to turn
aside when it becomes a bunden, obviously the costs
have to be fairly divided. This means that on the
economic level the limits of Europe 'd la carte,arc
short.

Uncertainty as to the results of a conference on funda-
mentals, futility and injustice of an additional
compromise, how are we to find the new way for
Europe which is so obviously necessary ?

Perhaps - I say perhaps - the two procedures need
to be combined, but combined as a matter of neces-
sity and for a limited time, time to examine together
what can be done, with whom it can be doni and
what we want to do together. The European idea has
suffered a severe setback at Brussels. Perhaps we can
draw some lessons from it ? Tomorrow *ill be less
than ever like yesterday, but tomorrow European
union will be more necessary than ever.

!7hat would have been done - it is a question which
may be asked - under similar circumstances by men
like Konrad Adenauer or General de Gaulle ? !7hat
can be said is that they would not have sought refuge
in compromises or legal powers, but would have
searched together for the new way which will have to
rzunite Europe tomorrow, for it is a question not only
of preventing its decline but also of safeguarding its
freedom !

(Applause from tbe rigbt)

Mr Pannella (CDI). - (FR) I have only rwo
minutes, Mr President, in which to say how happy I
am to see the Minister for External Relations, Mr
Claude Cheysson, here. I am pleased that he has
returned to us in that capacity. I hope that it will be
possible, Mr President, for this Parliament to be used
by those who, because of their office and of their own

will, today have the onerous task and clear responsi_
bility of overcoming the crisis in Europe. In the same
way as at Cancun the grave mistake has been made of
not following up the resolution of the European parlia-
ment, which had seen very clearly at that time that
North-South relations had to get out of the crisis then
or never. In the same way, I should like to point out
to the President of the Council, Parliament's proposal
for a new Treaty must be followed up.

I believe it necessary to tell him frankly that we are
on the eve of the European elections, that is, of a
dialogue with our peoples, a dialogue, moreover,
which is democratic. It is not enough - and we know
how ready our friends in the ppE are to raise the
problem o-f majority voting. It is not only a question
of method, it is also a question of structuie. The
French Presidency today has the opportunity to utilize
the work, the will, the vigour and-the results of the
rational daily work of the first parliament elected by
the people of Europe. And so we request the presideni
of the Council, in accordance with the resolution of
Mr Altiero_Spinelli, to bear in mind not only the
Treaty of Rome, the Messina agreements and legal
principles, but also to make parliament a politilal
force.

Mr Eismo (NI). - (NL) Mr president, I should like
to begin by complimenting the French presidency. In
our opinion, the French Presidenry is putting a great
deal of effort into finding a pro-European app--.o"cn to
the problem. On the other hand, I- cannot say that
very much of what Mr Cheysson told parliament this
morning was new. It was more of a summary and
analysis of the problems, of which we are all aware.

Things are. looking up for Europe. The Esprit
programme has been approved, the Ariane and AirLus
projects have been mentioned, the standardization of
systems used by the twelve largest European computer
companies has been introduced, and at the last
meeting of the Council of Transport Ministers it was
decided to simplify frontier formalities. Vhat is more
important, I find, is that agreements in principle have
been reached on an increase in the VAT ceiling to
l,60/o in 1988 and that approval has been siven on
major aspects of the agricultural policy, sucl as the
limit on milk production, the lowering of the prices
of a large number of agricultural products and the
dismantling of monetary compensatory amounts. lfe
are_also pleased to see that the French presidency has
undertaken to introduce majority voting in the
Council of. Ministers. All in all, then, ihing. 

"relooking up for Europe.

And yet there are still two major problems. S7e are
realistic enough to realize that. Theyconcern the posi_
tion of Ireland and the United Kingdom. This parlia_
ment cannot exercise any direct influence on the
Council of Ministers, but our Irish and British
colleagues can bring pressure to bear on their own
Ministers.
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I appeal to our Irish colleagues in this Parliament to

persuade their Minister for Agriculture to stoP

Llocking decisions on agriculture as soon as possible

and to drop his demands on milk production, all the

more so as he it blocking not only an agricultural

agreement but, as a result, decisions on other matters,

such as an increase in VAT contributions and the new

poliry. The Irish must realize that their refusal to

.ccept th. farm prices is also blocking the accession

of Spain and Portugal. This must surely make any reas-

onable human being, and therefore a Minister, stop

and think.

I would ask our British colleagues, and particularly the

Conservatives, to persuade their Govemment to agree

to the new system of contributions by the Member

States to the budget. The British must not hold up

decisions by continuing to insist on the repayment of

a few hundreds of millions of guilders to their Govern-

ment.

The subway in New York incurs Sreater losses every

day than the amount Mrs Thatcher believes she has a

right to. Our British Conservative colleagues,, who I
know to be reasonable people, must persuade their
Prime Minister to think about other things, particu-

larly because there is so much at stake for Europe.

IThen we talk about the resuls achieved at the

summit conference, we cannot disregard the question

of Parliament's influence, since it is clear that this

Parliament had no influence at all on the decisions

taken. As a rule, we deliver opinions on Commission

proposals, which are then considered in the Council

- br not considered but that is another matter. But

we do not know of the proposals discussed at a

summit meeting of the Heads of State or Govemmen!
let alone have any influence on them. In institutional
terms, that is a very undemocratic way of doing
things. Furthermore, the agreement on budgetary disci-

plini is a serious threat to this Parliament's budgetary

po*.tt. The rejection of the Commission's proposals

ior prior budget consultations among the institutions

is the writing on the wall.

'!7e are left with a problem after the Community
summit conferences that have taken place since Stutt-

gart. I7hat kind of Community do we want ? That is

ihe fundamental question. The Benelux countries may

have to come cloier to the Bonn-Paris line. Italy too

should be involved in these consultations, so that the

old Six can again take the lead in the Community'
'!7e are thus in fact talking about a Europe that

proceeds at two speeds. !7e accept this system,

provided action is also taken to enable those who lag

behind to catch up with the others. That will Prevent
the Community from being permanently split in two.

This is not defeatism. Nor is it defeatism to say that

the United Kingdom must sit in the waiting room for

a while until the British have decided for themselves

what they really want with Europe. This is a clear sign

that the Community will not be dictated to by the

British. It is time the United Kingdom showed that it
wants to be a genuine member of the European

Community.

Mrt Desouches (S). - (FR) The European Parlia-
mentary delegation with responsibility for relations

with China, which I have the honour to lead, will
leave for China in two days' time. If I preface my
speech with this reminder, it is because I have dways

been struck particularly with the regard which coun-

tries like China have for our Community. What do

the Chinese authorities say ? That Europe is strong,

that Europe is a gteat power, that only the Commu-
nity is capable of standing between and counterba-
lancing the power of the USSR and the United States.

That, ior that reason, Europe is the surest guarantee of
world peace. Those are comforting words, they are

stimulating words, they are words which we are not
used to hearing, for it seems to me that in our own

countries we unfortunately very often have the habit
of listening to pessimistic words, critical of Europe.

I shall not look for where the responsibility for this
state of affairs lies, many are responsible. But I find
and I think that we as members of Parliament tend to
reduce the Comi'nunity to problems of supply, of
greater or lesser amounts, of more or less defensible

national interests forgetting perhaps that together we

could be a very great power.

In the three years that I have been a member of Parlia-

ment I have noticed two contradictory trends. On the

one hand there is the rise of certain national egotisms,

which find their expression in a sometimes excessive

defence of corporate interests and, similarly, in the

circumvention of the obiects of Community institu-
tions, particularly of Parliament, which certain Pe9Ple
are trying to change into a weapon of war against their
own countries and their own governments. All these

things are destructive of the European spirit and it
*ro,lld b. very dangerous if they were to develop

further. Nevertheless it seems to me equally evident

that there is a manifest awareness of Europe, by which
I mean that we all seem to be convinced of a certain

number of facts and of some simple ideas. For

example, that only a responsible and united Commu-
nity ian become an industrial Power; that it alone

provides an adequate market for our enterprises ; that
it alone is capable of the outlay on research which is

needed at the present time. That the Community
cannot therefore disappear, because that would entail

a degree of disappearance on the part of the counries
of which it is composed.

That said, it has to be said again, as my colleagues

have already said, that the Community has to be saved

quickly, that it is imperative and will not wait. I think
that we are all in agreement on that point and that the

efforts made by the French presidency since the

Athens summit demonstrate the importance which
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the presidenry attaches to the solution of the
problems. It seems to me in fact to be too facile to say
that nothing has been done, for the sake of rhetorical
effect. Is there any need to remind you that agree-
ments were reached in Brussels, in particular agricul-
tural agreements on MCA on dairy surpluses, on enlar-
gement ? The problem of own resources was also
raised, the Ten were in agreement on budgetary disci-
pline, on the control of agricultural spending. In the
same way they were in agreement with the increase in
VAT which is to rise to l.4o/o on I January 1986.
Bven if the President of the Commission regards this
increase as inadequate, it is a result all the same. In
the same way I shall mention very briefly, because it
has been said already, the points of agreement which
were reached on new policies, the integrated Mediterra-
nean programmes, the development of transport infras-
tructures, the simplification of frontier controls, the
harmonization of standards in the EEC, language
teaching, the opening of negotiations with the Unitid
States on cereal substitution products, the European
social area.

On all these points, which concern us all, the Athens
summit was a success. There remained the British
contribution, and I strongly regret that the consider-
able effort made by the officials of the other nine
countries did not succeed in satisfying Mrs Thatcher,
whatever Sir Henry Plumb says. She demanded more,
and this was what caused the breakdown when success
was hoped for. On this point - too it is too simplistic
to say that the negotiations were badly conducted by
the foreign ministers, as was said just now.

Under these conditions the problem goes beyond the
stage of technique; it becomes political and we have
to ask ourselves whether the political will of all sides
will be sufficient for it to be possible to resolve these
problems. In view - as I mentioned previously - of
this general awareness of the importance of Europe on
the part of all the countries which make it up, of the
conviction and energy expended by the French presid-
ency in order to overcome the difficulties, I think and
I hope that the Community will pull through the
crisis.

Nevertheless, if the Community urgently needs to
overcome the deadlock, it will be necessary once the
crisis is over to envisage and to organize an economic
recovery in the Community to provide a solid founda-
tion for continuing development throughout the
decade. As I am not in favour of verbal excesses, I
shall not mention etemity. It is not enough to be
content to free the present dispute of obstacles, even if
that is necessary and imperative ; new ways have to be
opened up for the Europe of tomorrow, and in order
to do that it is necessary to find fair rules for a

common agricultural policy, to improve convergence
of economic policies, to aid the promotion of invest-
ment, to develop Europe's scientific and technical
potential, to help enterprises to take advantage of the
Community scale, to protect employment. I know that

these objectives are those of the French presidenry,
that this is the direction which its action will take,
and I place my full confidence in it.
But in order for us to reach what I might call a more
constructive phase, the preliminary problems have to
be resolved. That is why, in conclusion, if there is to
b_e an early special European'summit, I think we can
all call upon the ten governments of the member
countries - and on the British govemment in parti-
cular - and ask them to reach agreement in the inter-
ests of Europe by comparing, in the words of the presi-
dent of the Council, the size of the stake and the thin-
ness of the dispute.

Mr Pflimlin (PPE). - (FR) Mr Presidenl colleagues,
on January 15 last, after listening to Mr Cheyrcson's
speech I wished the Prench presidency luck. Here we
are, halfway through it. It cannot be said at this point
that the game is losg but it has to be recognized that
it is not won, in spite of the efforts made by the
French presidency. I think in all honesty it has to be
recognised: the crisis in Europe has not been
surmounted.

I shall not waste time in analysing - other people
have done it - the elements of this crisis, and I sliall
make no attempt to forecast as to the success of the
efforts which still have to be made in the coming
weeks and months.

I should like to put some fundamental questions,
outside present circumstances.

Does the Community have any chance of survival ?

I7hich Community do we mean and what should the
objectives of that Community be ?

Survival. People talk about a two-speed Europe. Let us
speak clearly: the problem which has arisen is
whether the United Kingdom belongs to the Commu-
nity. I hear it said more and more frequently - in
private conversations of course, but not just with
French colleagues - 'One may ask oneself whether
De Gaulle was right after all when he said, .Britain 

is
an island'. And one remembers the conclusions he
drew from these geographical findings in 1953. At the
time I did not agree with General de Gaulle. Today, I
h-ave to say that, in spite of Mrs Thatcher - I hope
she will excuse me - I cannot imagine a European
Community without the United Kingdom. But I [ope
that conversely there will be a spreading conviction jn
the British nation that it cannot be sure of a future
yonhy of it outside Europe, and I should like to pay
homage to my colleagues, unfortunately absen! who

- under difficult conditions, I know - work to
communicate that conviction to their compatriots. I
wish them every success.

The nature of the Community. The Community does
not deserve to survive if it does not change its nature,
or at least its behaviour. Today it is a mere caricature
of what the 'founding fathers' wanted, and I know
what their vision was because I had the honour of
working alongside them.
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I voted for the draft Treaty establishing a European

union and I know very well that the draft will perhaps

not be adopted by the Member States in the near

future, not Lven by a majority of them.. But it does

have the merit of opening uP a PersPective, and that

is important. The numerous young people who come

to Strasbourg ask me impatiently, sometimes angrily,

how much longer we are going to take to realise a

united Europe. They want to know whether to incor-
porate a united Europe into their vision of the future,

their future.

It is here, colleagues, that, it seems to me, our greatest

responsibility lies ! If we do not want to allow our

young p.opie to be seduced by the temptations of

nationalism or neutrality let us give them faith in
Europe, let us revive that faith.

Henceforth let us cease to Present them with the

picture of a Community - Mr Barbi, chairman of the

Group of the European People's Party said it iust now

- struck down by paralysis, incapable of taking deci-

sions.

The only way to get out of the Present bottleneck is to

go back to compliance with the Treaties - the Presi-

Ient of the Council of Ministers said it - by applying
the provision which requires the Council to take

certain decisions on a maiority vote.

Thirdly: Community objectives. I do not believe that

if the i]russels summit had not foundered on the ques-

tion of the British contribution it would have reached

a really satisfactory agreement. The President of the

Commission, Mr Gaston Thom, let it be heard clearly
just now that the decisions on financial resources are

iuch that they do not permit the realisation of the

ambitions inscribed in the decisions provisionally
inscribed on the tablets of the Council of Ministers.

Far be it from me to try and cast doubt on the good

faith of the President of the Council of Ministers

when he said to us that the, Council had stumbled

over the Irish question, over the British question, but

that it had takin a whole series of decisions which

could bring about an economic recovery in Europe.

No doubt the Council did want an economic recovery

in Europe. But it did not give itself the financial
means of realising it. The only people who are satis-

fied in fact are the finance ministers. Far be it from

me to denigrate ministers of finance ; I have held that

office twice in the course of my career. But the history

of nations shows that no great design was ever accom-

plished when financiers had the last word.

(Apltlause)

It is responsible politicians who must have the last

word, after listening attentively to their ministers for

finance.

!(rhat is being proposed to us - or what the Council
envisaged proposing to us - is a Community which

could survive in its present state, in the iron corset of
financial ceilings, a static Community, incapable of

implementing new policies of any size. The real

choice, colleagues, is between a static Community and

a dynamic, ambitious Community, rich in promises

which can be kept, which in no way rules out finan-
cial discipline in the conception of projects and the

carrying out of them. That is the choice which we are

going to have to proPose at the supreme moment in
IrrJ to our sovereisn pseples. If this choice is
"proposed clearly, I ari'coirviriced that the citizens of
Europe will choose a living Europe, tesolved to use its

immense material, intellectual and political Potential
and to take is proper place in the world.

(Applause from tbe centre)

Lord Douro (ED). - Mr President, it is always a

pleasure to listen to the wise words of Mr Pflimlin,
one of our most respected Members. I heard very

clearly what he said. However, to him and to other
Members of this House, I must make one or rwo

points about the events of the last two weeks.

Much has, in fact, been achieved and we'are very

grateful for that. There is now general agreement that

ihere should be some sort of financial mechanism. All
the l0 Member States agreed on that. Mr Cheysson

confirmed that in his speech. The disagreement was

on the figures to be included in the mechanism. By

all accounts the difference in the figures was only 250

m ECU per annum. That does not seem like a lot of
money. Some have suggested that the fact that the

British were asking for a further 250 million shows in
some way their lack of commitment, to the European

Community. But I must make two Points.

Firstly, 250 m ECU per annum is certainly not a lot
of money, but it is much less for nine Member States

contributing jointly than for one Member State

requesting that further Payment. Divided by nine, it is
a great deal smaller than divided by one. So, when we

are asked to move, surely it is equally reasonable that

others should move a little too. I very much hope that

at a Council meeting in the next two weeks that small

gap can be bridged.

However, there is one other imPortant point on these

figures that everyone should understand. My impres-

sion was that Mr Cheysson said in his speech - and

certainly Mr de la Maldne did - that the United
Kingdom had not accepted that the levies and duties

paid on imports coming into the United Kingdom
ihould be excluded from the calculation. The fact is
that the United Kingdom bas made that concession.

Yle baoe accepted that the gap should be calculated

on a share of VAT, not a share of own resources. So

the United Kingdom has made a considerable conces-

sion, which actually makes a difference in figures of
300 m ECU per annum. It is a substantial concession'

It is an important concession of principle, and

everyone should understand that. I7e have agreed to

exclude from the calculation the levies and duties on

imports coming into the United Kingdom from third
countries.
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It is a particularly important concession for the
United Kingdom to make, as all Members of this
House will realize that traditionally the United
Kingdom has traded more with the rest of the world.
This is partly because we were late joining the
Community, as Mr Cheysson said. One must again
remind him why, in par! this was so. At any rate, we
were late joining the Community. However, since
joining the Community our trading pattems have
changed substantially. Before we joined, about 30% of
our trade was with Europe, now it is more like 45%.
That is a 50o/o increase in 12 years - a very substan-
tial change in trading patterns. Nevertheless, we do
trade substantially with the rest of the world. That is
why there are more levies and duties charged on
goods coming into the United Kingdom for the
account of the EEC. Nevertheless, we have conceded
that this should not be included. I really do hope that
Members of this House will understand the impor-
tance of that concession that we have made.

I am sorry that Mr de la Maline has not stayed to
listen to the rest of this debate. He accused the United
Kingdom of behaving in a non-European way. He
accused us of not bearing our fair share. But we have
agreed to remain a substantial net contributor to the
Community budget. !7e have agreed to continue to
contribute approximately I 000 m ECU per annum,
and this would rise as our prosperity rose and as the
Community's expenditure rose. That is a substantial
financial contribution for the United Kingdom to
agree to make to the Communiry. Mr de la Maltne
suggested that General De Gaulle would never have
accepted the British demands. But I must ask : what
would General De Gaulle have done if in 1984 France
was expected to pay a net contribution to the Commu-
nity of about 2 000 m ECU ? I believe rhat General
De Gaulle would have protected the French interest
every bit as energetically as the present British Govern-
ment is seeking to protect the British interest.

Members of this House should be in no doubt about
our commitment to the European Community. !7e
joined the European Community for political reasons,
for security reasons, for social reasons, for cultural
reasons, for commercial reasons. Ve certainly intend
to remain a member. Our commitment is total, and I
can assure you that we will continue to try to make
concessions in order to reach agreement.

I would in conclusion like to thank the French
Government for their enormous efforts over the last
few months. !7e long for them to succeed. !7e long
for the dead weight of this problem to be removed
from our backs. \7e take no pleasure in the failure of
yesterday's meeting or the failure of last week's
Summit. I7e implore the French Government to
continue with their noble efforts.

(Apltlause)

Mr De Pasquale (COM). - (IT) Mr President, the
story of the European Councils - that throw confu-

sion over every problem, that decide not to decide,
that pass the buck from one Summit to another, from
one European head of govemment to the next, from
Copenhagen to Stuttgart, from Stuttgart to Athens,
from Athens to Brussels - has at least had the merit
of revealing, for all to see, the deepest aspects of the
European crisis.

Of them all, one aspect is undoubtedly the least bear-
able, and not only, I believe, to our eyes. This is the
total absence of strategy, the absence of basic deci-
sions - even if these are open to discussion - the
absence of any plan for recovery - however cautious
it might be - the great passiveness in face of the
danger looming before us that an experience which
for better of for worse, has marked 30 years of Euro-
pean history, is doomed to come to an end.

Failure, disagreement, deferments, adjournments and
putting off ; these are the only answers, the only
certainties that the European Council, which was
created l0 years ago to give direction to Europe, has
been able to provide in response to the deep need for
peace and progress that is growing amongst the
peoples of our Community.

And the most that can be hoped for - the only hope,
in fact - in a compromise, of whatever kind, some-
thing to scrape by with. A compromise that never
comes or, if it does come, will only limit, and
compress, and reject, possible mature solutions for the
thousand and orre political, economic and social
problems that are piling up, whilst the situation
becomes explosive, whilst nuclear missiles are insta-
lled and unemployment spreads.

Such a tremendous void, created by the gap between
old systems and new realities, is the most dangerous
thing there could possibly be at a crucial time in the
life of our peoples, when salvation depends on deci-
sion, on the strength that comes from agreemen! on
management ability. It is in no way our intention to
attribute blame and allocate responsibility to one
government or another. 'Sre are not looking for scape-
goats ; on the contrary, we acknowledge the commit-
ment and enthusiasm shown by the various presiden-
cies, especially the most recent ones - the Greek and
the French - in their endeavours to reach agreement
on the questions before them. No-one, however, can
honestly believe - as does Minister Cheysson - in
the acceptability and positive character of an agree-
ment based on budget procedures contrary to the
Treaty and in any event damaging to the powers of
Parliament, or on the stabilization for evermore of the
repayments to the United Kingdom regardless of
common policies, or in an increase in VAT which, for
the sizc of it, is hardly an oxygen cylinder for a dlng
man. So long as we are without a valid proposal for
the relaunch of European integration as a whole, the
problems will remain unsolved, or will be solved in
the worst way possible.
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Let us take the case of ltaly. In a country such as ours,

in which ccnsumers are obliged to Put uP with the

high prices of agricultural products that are imported
almost exclusively from the other countries in the

European Community, an agricultural compromise

such as the one that has been proposed is unaccep-

table. And it is deplorable that the ltalian Govern-

ment should have accepted it ! It can only serve to

accentuate Italy's state of dependence where agricul-

tural food products are concerned, removing all hope

of development for the stock raising and dairy

farming industry, aggravating the imbalance where

Mediterranean products are concemed, and reducing

the already uncertain aid that is received at Present.

And to what end should we accePt all this ? !7ith
what prospects of genuine reform of the agricultural

policy? And what do we get in return ? I7hat readi-

ness is there to introduce new policies ? Nobody can

be asked to sacrifice himself in order to consolidate
the present imbalances, on the altar of an immobile,
paralysed Community !

ITith such a narrow horizon, the feuding of national

interests, which destroy themselves reciprocally, is
only natural. And, under such conditions, even

maiority voting - Mr Barbi - unfortunately becomes

increasingly difficult, almost traumatic, because

anyway the Communiry has been reduced to a Pure
and simple intergovernmental conference, where

Community rules are not applied and only agree-

ments between governments are concluded which, to
be valid, obviously need the agreement of everyone.

For maiority voting, on the other hand, a Community
organization is required that carries full powers of deci-

sion and democratic control. But it is no longer like
that" if indeed it ever was ! Too much has changed, at

all events.

The management methods used so far have worn out

the preseni mechanisms to the point of exhaustion. A
straightforward return to the Treaty of Rome seems

highiy unlikely.IThen a ship is going down, pluggrng

onl leak when there are so many others may delay the

actual sinkin g for a short time, but will certainly not
prevent it. If we want to save the Treaty in spirit and

in its valid parts it must be renewed, in content and in
form. President Mitterand realized that - or so I
believe - when he stated that the sources of disagree-

ment would not be regulated if Europe were afraid to
pursue a political proiect; and when he proclaimed,

after Brussels, his intention of getting together round

a table everyone who - I quote - 
's/xnts to build

Europe'. A similar proposal, even more precisely

exprissed, was put forward by Enrico Berlinguer, Secre-

tary of the Italian Communist Party.

And so, if this determination to discuss without Preiu-
dice and without discrimination is sincere, then let us

get on with it ! Let us tum intentions into deeds ! Let

us face one another, openly and, before it is too late,

give a positive signal to the citizens of Europe, who
*ritt Ue going to the polls in a few months time.

There is certainly no need to invent a basis for discus-

sion by such a conference, oPen to governments, to

the Commission, and to Parliament. It is there already

- the proposal for a new Treaty, which we prepared

and adopted, on the basis of wide, convinced agree-

ment among the main political parties in Europe.

And what is more there are no alternative proposals,
except perhaps those that have never been officially
put forward, aimed at cuttinS every remaining
Community link, or fettering Europe with the

shackles oi exclusive agreements, privileged 'axes'

between the strongest States, or those that are consid-

ered so.

The European Parliament comes out of the intricate
and serious events of the Community in recent years

with its head held high. But this is certainly not
enough. At all levels - Parliaments, governments and

society generally - we have to encourage and develop
the debate on the new Treaty, on the future of the

Communiry, on its function for peace and Progress,
stability, freedom and justice, both intemally and inter-
nationally.

Ve ltalian communists will continue to fight for
these aims, wherever we can make our views heard

and exercise our influence, in the sure belief that, in
t}re end, both the movements towards disunity and

towards centralization will be beaten, and that the

cause of democratic unity in Europe will prevail.

(Applause from tbe bencbes of tbe left)

IN THE CHAIR: MR JAQUET

Vice-President

Mr Nyborg (DEP). - (DA) Mr President, we have

regrettably witnessed time and again how a Member

State refuses to acknowledge its signature below the

rules of play which were signed when we joined the

European Communities. I7hen Lord Douro now says

that the difference is only 250 million ECU, he is
quite right, but how has the difference become so

small ? It is only because all the others have made

such strenuous efforts. I have no obiection to sacri-

ficing a little finger or, if need be, my ring finger, if it
is a case of getting some momentum in the Commu-
nity. But when it comes to my thumb, I must say

'stop'. for then my hand will be completely useless. In
other words, one can go so far, but no further. I mean

that the other countries of the Community have

extended themselves as far as they possibly could.

Quite apart from that, it is not the only difficulty we

have to contend with in the Community iust now.

The political courage is lacking to advance further.

The political courage is lacking in the Council to
accept the proposals which the Commission has put
forward and which have been confirmed by Parlia-

ment on the European home market and other
matters. I hope that pressure will be exerted from
below.
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Mr Romualdi (ND. - U) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, despite the wide-ranging manoeuvres and
prestigious illusions of the French presidency, which
wanted to convince us today of I am not quite sure
what, the Brussels Summit was a failure. Just as the
Athens one was, and before that the Stuttgart one,
because there were too many commitments under-
taken and then not discharged.

A series of disastrous conferences, rich in personalities
and poor in ideas, the sole achievement of which has
been to allow many people to conclude that the Euro-
pean Community has ended up in pieces, without any
further chance not only of real development, but of
survival even.

It is a well-known fact that, amongt many of those
very same Summit personalities, there is a great deal
of ignorance regarding events in the Community in
particular and Europe in general, just as it is equally
well-known how many political and economic inter-
ests are opposed to the full integration of the Euro-
pean Community.

Luckily, however, in spite of all of those who seem
happy at the failure of these Summits, things aren't
like that. The Common Market is not in pieces and
still less so is Europe, which is learning many things
from the failure of the Summit meetingp, the first of
which is that it is not Europe that is failing, nor even
the Economic Communiry but Summits as such. The
institutions, in fact, some of them badly constructed
right from the start, some of them fragile, some super-
seded and at all events unadapted, in the way that
they work, to helping the European Community to
develop and realize its potential as, broadly speaking
and despite certain appearances and obstacles, is every-
one's wish.

It is certainly the wish of the United Kingdom - as I
think can also be seen from the words of Lord Douro
a short time ago, and perhaps of Denmark, and
perhaps of the wine-growers and other farmers from
France, Italy, Ireland, Germany and all the other coun-
tries that are protesting even though they very well
know the price they would have to pay if their respec-
tive countries were really to leave the Common
Market, breaking it up and having to start afresh.

It is sometimes right and proper to protest, even
because the much-vaunted budget severity is more a

case of economic and political short-sightedness -Mr Cheysson - than strictness in the proper sense of
the word. But it is something quite different to protest
and abandon the Community, shattering everything
into fragments.

As far as the European Council and Summit meetings
are concerned, before preparing their agendas they
ought to remember that wise, dog-latin proverb,'verba
generalia non sunt appiccicatoria' (which broadly
means, generalities do not tie you down) and act
accordingly, putting only problems of a general nature

on the agenda, not particular problems that end up by
turning these meetings into battles of prestige, and are
best left to meetings at a lower level, which are more
constructive. They should also understand that it is
one thing to want everything, immediately, and
another to take account of reality, which teaches us
that, under present historical and political conditions,
Europe-can only be built by constructing, one by one,
some of the fundamental common policies for agricul-
ture and for industry - such as the common policy
for energy, or for research. In the meantime, however,
we have to proceed, we have to go ahead despite every-
thing, undertaking to make the Commission, the
Council of Ministers, the Summits and our respective
governments face up to their responsibilities vis-i-vis
public opinion and our Parliament. It may be a Parlia-
ment without power, as some people say, but its polit-
ical prestige is enormous - or could be enormous,
ladies and gentlemen. Ve must commit ourselves to
exercising this prestige so as to make it a power in our
dealings with everyone, in the firm knowledge that
this and nothing else is the commitment which - at
the end of the life of this Parliament, during which
there has certainly been no lack of bitter experiences

- it is our duty to undertake on behalf of the
millions and millions of European who, trusting us
once again, are preparing to vote for us.

Mr Plaskovitis (S). - (GR) Mr President, we have
listened most attentively to the speeches by the presi-
dent of the Council oi Mini.t..r, the Honourable M.
Cheysson, and for our part we must acknowledge not
only the great effort made by the French Presidency
in preparing the Summit Conference ol 20 to 23
March 1984, but also the additional negotiating skills
it displayed in trying to reach a satisfactory
compromise between the various views of the Ten,
even though it did not fulfil its aim in the end. From
the public declarations of the leaders of the ten coun-
tries, and from the explanatory statements issued
concerning the discussions during the Summit Confer-
ence, we formed the impression that the advanced
stages of some sort of agreement, which resurfaced at
the Summit Conference in Athens, had good chances
of being confirmed in Brussels.

Ire would like to believe that a convergence of views,
at least among a large majority of the Member States,
might some day bring about substantial resuls to the
benefit of the European Community if political will
and the necessary courage to assume responsibilities is
shown, in particular, by the major partners.

!fle would like to make a number of comments
concerning decisions that could be taken in the future
if the agreement we aspire to ever materialises.

Firstly, it must once more be stressed that for the
countries in the South, and most of all Greece, the
European Community as a mere customs union and
free marketplace is of no real interest, For those coun-
tries, the Community can only come to be a signifi-
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cant factor for economic development if it becomes a

dynamic organization which, with the collaboration of
all, will strive for the development of counries and

regions that are lagging in development today, and for
the convergence of economies within a progressive

programme of cooperation and solidarity.

Secondly, financial discipline - which is of course

essential at times of crisis like those Europe is

currently passing through - should not entail tying
the hands of the Community, nor should considera-

tions be limited to existing revenues and the Commu-
nity's expenditure determined on the basis of these

alone. For us Socialists this monetarist viewpoint is

unacceptable, and is the cause of all the problems that

the Community is powerless to deal with today. The

new policies, integrated Mediterranean Programmes'
and necessary enlargement of the Community in the
near future must be catered for by a bold increase in
the Community's financial resources, and by addi-

tional contributions independently of the functioning
of the structural funds, which have a different job to

do.

Thirdly, so far as the less well-developed countries are

concerned, including of course Ireland and Greece, we

are convinced that some concessions relating to aid

and the transfer of resources is fair, in view of the

problems arising in connection with Ireland's agricul-

tural production and those detailed by Greece in the

relevant memorandum. So far as we know, no objec-

tions concerning this were raised from any side at the

last Summit Conference, a fact which generates a

certain optimism regarding positive solutions for the

special economic problems faced by those countries.

More particularly, the Greek memorandum is a frank

statemtnt of the problems of Greece's economy,
which derived from our country's accession to the

Community, and we continue to entertain the hope

that all those who took part in the Summit Confer-

ence will have at last become aware of the need for
certain specific decisions to be made as a matter of
urSency.

In conclusion, we should like to exPress our faith that

the need for a radical review of the Community's
progress was never more manifest, despite the disagree-

ments that have been noted, and that this view seems

to have taken root within the awareness of the govern-

ments of Member States. It is truly sad that short-lived

considerations caused the postponement' at the last

moment, of our start along these new lines. The
peoples of the Ten cannot wait much longer, and this

ihould be realised by those who continue stubbornly
to react against facing Europe's problems from a

global standpoint.

Mr Croux (PPE). - (NL) Mr President, ladies and

gentlemen, we appreciate the efforts the French Presid-

incy has made, but we must warn against lame

compromises which would take us even further away

from our goal. !7e have a number of questions to ask

about the smooth functioning of the institutions, and

they are important, Mr Cheysson. \7e have often
talked about the 'Luxembourg compromise' and the
disadvantages it has had. In 1980 we made an inade-
quately prepared and impromptu concession to the

United Kingdom, and now we must take the
consequence{ serious though they are. I7e must there-
fore make sure that a poor compromise is not reached

again.

Important questions have been raised, and Parliament

as a European institution would like an answer to
them too. Do the arrangements you have proposed

amount to a blank cheque for a number of years,

without anything durable or common about them as

Parliament would like to see ? You have given some

indication of the system the Council would like to

propose with respect to the British contribution- This
ieems interesting, but Parliament must obviously have

more information.

A second question: does the compensation system

proposed by the Council or some of its members not
.*orrrt to a reduction in the Community's own

resources, since VAT, like agricultural levies and

customs duties, forms part of the Community's own
resources ? The United Kingdom must realize this. Is

the balance not being sought on the revenue side

because Parliament has too much power over expendi-
ture ? That is a question that comes up regularly. And
this brings us to Mr Thorn's questions' Is non-compul-
sary expenditure not being shackled, and would it not
be better to have broadly based prior consultation

among the three institutions when it comes to

drawing up the budget ?

A third question. I7hat has been said or proposed

about own resources is particularly limited when we

consider the great statements that have been made

about new policies for industry scientific research and

so on and when we think of the real implications of
the accession of Spain and Portugal, which we all

want, These are very imPortant questions, and I can

assure you, Mr Cheysson, that Parliament will not
allow anyone to meddle with its budgetary Powers.

Let there be no mistake about that.

IThen we assess the political situation, we are

extremely sceptical when we hear talk of a special

conference, a new Messina, which is what the United
Kingdom is suggesting, !7hat we would like to see is

the Commission considering the possibility of a diffe-
rentiated policy. In what areas, by what methods,
including financing methods, would it be possible for
Member States really wanting to make progress to do
so, with the others, Denmark, Greece, the United
Kingdom or whoever it might be, following on later ?

Thai is a genuine question that must be considered

now.
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Another question concerns the accession of Spain and
Portugal. We are extremely concerned about this, in
view of the constant failure of the recent summit
conferences : StuttgarL Athens and Brussels. I7hat will
the situation be when Spain and Portugal are
members ? That is the question that we constantly
face and one that also occupies the public. The
Council must be able to give an answer.

Mr Cheysson, we have emphasized various points in
our motion for a resolution. According to the Treaties,
the European Council should not be doing what the
ordinary Council of Foreign Ministers must do. Ve
must get back to the rule on majority decisions, and
we want to see that happening now. The Commission
must get back to playing its proper role, it must take
initiatives and it must have more delegated powers.
And there is also the new draft Treaty for a European
Union that was adopted by Parliament last month. Ve
must think of the future and invite all the countries,
all the governments, all the national parliaments to
discuss this with us. The Italian Parliament and the
Belgian Parliament have already said they are willing
to do so. Others must follow. A new political debate
on the future of Europe must be launched. The Euro-
pean Council seems incapable of this. Ve must there-
fore go back to the public, to the national parliaments,
which, in the final analysis, have the democratic
responsibility for this, together with the European
Parliament, which democratic elections have made the
legitimate representative of all democratic forces in
Europe.

(Altplause from the centre)

Mr Kirk (ED). - (DA) Mr President-in-Office, I
should like to take this opportunity, on behalf of the
Danish conservatives, to pay tribute to you and your
President for the very great efforts made by the
French Presidency to secure progress to lasting and
constructive solutions for the current problems beset-
ting European cooperation. We see this as genuine
concern on the part of the Presidency to get all the
Member States to recognize and accept that only
common solutions can solve the problems which
concern us in common. For far too long the heads of
state and government have concentrated their debates
on questions which are important, of course, but in
which the perspective of European cooperation has
been entirely forgotten. These vicissitudes have even
led to voices being raised in favour of the political
leaders from the original six Member States meeting
alone and themselves seeking the unanimity which it
has not been possible to achieve in the larger, plenary
circle of Member States. !7e have also just heard Mr
Croux mention that it may be necessary for the orig-
inal six Member States to join together.

Mr President-in-Office, I must strongly warn against
such a course. We cannot risk the Community being
divided up into three different categories. I7e do not
want a Europe i la carte, but a Community which can

function on the basis of the treaties we have after all
agreed on. I very much hope that the French Presid-
ency will do everything possible to prevent these polit-
ical ideas from taking root and to ensure that we hold
together under the existing treaties. I merely think
that it may be an indication that the politicians who
have put forward these proposals may be prompted to
jump where the fence is lowest and seek solutions
which just cannot be regarded as Community solu-
tions.

I would advocate a procedure in which the ever closer
European cooperation, which is the basis on which we
get the heads of state and government together again,
ensures that they cannot leave the European summit
until agreement has been reached. This is something
we leam from the Catholic Church, where the cardi-
nals may not leave the conclave until agreement has
been reached on who is to be Pope. Perhaps we
should try the same system here. I think that the
heads of state and government have a very grave
responsibility with regard to reaching a common solu-
tion, already before the direct elections to the Euro-
pean Parliament in June. The voters - at least in my
country - will not be able to understand the heads of
state and govemment continuing to quarrel and
wrangle over the same matters without seriously
thinking of the future. It is necessary for us to think
of the Europe of the coming generation. !fle must try
to accomplish the task we have been given by our
voters so that the generation to folow us will have
something to build on.

It is my hope, therefore, Mr President-in-Office, that
through the work you have already done you will in
the coming weeks, together with the French Presi-
dent, pursue intensive diplomacy to get all our heads
of government together so that we can get the solu-
tion we need and move forward on the many new
tasks.

Mr Adamou (COM). - (GR) Mr President, the
shipwreck of the European Council in Brussels the
other day is the third within nine months. The fint
was in June 1983, at Stuttgart, though this was half-
concealed under the banner of the declaration
concerning European Union. The second, in Athens
last December, could not be covered up. The squabble
about which of the EEC's maior partners should get
the biggest slice of the cake was both awful and vocif-
erous. Now, in Brussels, M. Mitterrand was unable to
escape his \Taterloo. But why did these successive
shipwrecks happen ?

Despite the declarations about a united Europe, a
Europe of the people and of the workers, and despite
pronouncements concerning common solidariry the
rusty old tramp steamer called the Common Market
continually runs aground on the shoals of monopo-
listic interests. The sole preoccupation of those inter-
ests is how to accumulate even greater excess profis
by exploiting the worker, and who can grab the most
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from such plundering enterprise. That is what is
responsible ior the Community's crisis, which is a

crisis of its system, its structures and its institutions
and of its unbalanced development, yet one which we

are trying to offload onto the backs of the workers and

the economies of the less well-developed countries.

Just today, a !7est German Christian Democrat urged

us to save the CAP because the Community is at the

brink of disaster. But colleagues, the CAP is termi-
nally ill and there is no cure for it. And it was the

Community's only Common policY.

Are we to save the CAP at the cost of ruining
Ireland's milk producers and indeed lreland's

economy since the dairy industry is the main ingre-

dient in her economic development ? Are we to save

the CAP by wiping out Greek farmers with prices for

their products that take no account either of their

triple losts, or of the triple inflation, or of the particu-

lariy high contribution of the agricultural sector to the

Greek economy as a whole ? Are we to save the CAP

by increasing the plundering of working people and

the profits of the -ot opolies ? Ar9 y. to save the

CAP by nullifying the payments of the Agricultural

Fund for the sake of excess profits to the monopo-

lies ? No way ! Day by day the CAP is being crushed

between the millstones of monopolistic interests'

This afternoon's speeches by M. Cheysson and M.

Thorn leave no doubts at all about what we have said.

This morning Mr Dalsager called uPon the €overn-
ments to show political will and to load the burdens

of the crisis onto working people. I don't know if
there is a government that would be prepared to pay

such a higL political price. In his pre-election speech

in this House this morning, Mr Bangemann suggested

that we should expel those who oppose the Commu-
nity so as to solve the Community's crisis, and so that

under the shining caPtaincy of Herr Kohl and Herr

Genscher that old tramp the EEC will set sail for the

haven of European contentment. He also said that to
bring this about it is essential to do away with the

priniiple of unanimity and to estahlish-that of the

maiority vote, which is democratic' Can he, however,

explain to us iust how democratic is representation in
the European Parliament when the four largest coun-

tries havi 324 representatives between them and the

other six only ll0? Abolition of the principle of
unanimity would in effect turn the small countries

into colonies of the large ones.

Mr President, the successive shipwrecks of the EEC

show working people in its Member States, especially

in my own country which is the poorest and least

well-developed, that they have no Part to play in the

dog-eat-dog context of this monopolistic organization.

If Greece is to find her feet she should withdraw from

the Community as soon as possible and implement an

independent national economic policy based on the

interlsts of the people and of the Greek economy'

That is the position of the Greek Communist Party'

Mr Pesmazoglou (NI). - (GR) Mr President, the

only positive and important feature of the last few

days is the insistent and decisive statement that in the

end agreement and Progress will have to come. I
believe that those who deny this assessment are in the

minority.

It is necessary, however, to become aware and to

declare that not one of the ten countries, none of our
peoples has avoided being damaged by the legaqv.e
iesults of Brussels, and our responsibility for this
outcome is heavy. I believe we must acknowledge

three basic facts.

The first is that the Ten came close to agreeing about

a number of basic matters, even though some of these

agreements are doubtful if not negative and in any

case insufficient. It is both reasonable and necessary

for some of the demands made by Ireland to be

considered with due care and to be satisfied within
reason, because the matter of milk is of decisive impor-
tance for Ireland's economy. It is also undemocratic,

illegitimate and unacceptable to make any attemPt or

entirtain any thought of questioning the European

Parliament's role in formulating or approving the

Common budget. The inadequacy of the proposed

increase to l.4o/o of the VAT ceiling, and that indeed

from 1985, is tantamount to a challenge. It is unthink-
able that these agreements should not be revised and

ratified as soon as possible. Any further impediment
or delay to this ratification is in direct conflict with
the vital national interests of each of our countries

and each of our peoples.

The second point I wish to stress is that it is reaso-

nable and necessary to find a fair solution to the

problem of the UK's contribution to the Common
Ludget, even though there is a good deal of strength

behind the arguments that cast doubt upon the form

and size of the claims advanced by the UK govem-

ment. On the one hand, as for the formulation and

implementation of a fairer system of contributions,
which is a reasonable UK demand, agreement was

reached between the Ten a week ago. The conflict
arises in connection with how much the UK's
contributions is to be reduced. This very serious nega-

tive consequence should have been avoided. A little
while ago Lord Douro said in Parliament that the

differenie amounted to only 250 million ECU and

that even if this sum were distributed among the

Member States the result would be that the UK's
economy would bear a much Sreater burden.

However, this argument fails to mention the fact that

approximately 314 oI the UK claims had already been

mit, and that there was only a residue of 250 million
ECU. \7ould it not, therefore, have been reasonable to

have avoided the failure in Brussels ?

My third point is that the need to reach agreements

which will ensure Progress of the Community as such

is urgent. In this connection, Mr President, I refer to
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the proposed resolution signed by Altiero Spinelli and
many of us, which mentions the draft treaty for Euro-
pean Union. I remind you that this draft was passed
about a month ago, by a large majority. The proposed
resolution we are submitting is a sequel to that draft
treaty, and ii srrqgests specific solutions for the critical
problems faced today by the Community and our
peoples. Stress is laid on the importance of the initia-
tives announced by the President of the French Repu-
blic, aiming to extract the Community from the
present impasse and all Member States and their
governments are called upon to act together to
achieve a result that is both urgently necessary and
possible.

Mr President, I propose, and I hope that a large
majority in our Parliament will support,the resolution
we have put forward, and which is a sequel to, and
extension of the draft treaty for European Union.

Mr Collins (S). 
- Mr President, let me say at the

outset that the British Labour group would like to pay
tributg to the Herculean efforts made by President
Mitterrand to achieve a settlement of the problems of
the European budget. It is truly tragic that he has
been unable to achieve the success that he deserves,
but frankly it is not so very surprising, because Europe
in 1984 appears to be dominated by leaders who have
shown little or no understanding of the scope of the
problems that confront us. For them in the words of
Mr Cheysson, austerity is the byword. Th.y cannot
and will not see that there is a great need for
economic cooperation on a pan-European scale within
a stable, equitable and financial framework.

Mr Cheysson spoke of the rheumatism of Europe, but
I fear, Mr President, that the rheumatism may now be
an affliction of the heart and not just of the limbs. In
the first place there is an absurd and clear imbalance
in the way that money is paid into the Community
with very little regard to the ability of Member States
to pay or, come to that, very little regard to their
needs.

Now, the UK Labour group has for a very long time
right from d.y one of this Parliament -demanded a fair deal in this respect for the United

Kingdom. The Socialist Group has given its full
support, it has advocated this very clearly in all of its
policy statements too. It is surely a grotesque distor-
tion of justice that a country that is no longer wealthy
should be one of the main paymasters of the Commu-
nity, and it is clearly essential that that imbalance be
corrected. I must say that I believe firmly that the
imbalance might well have been corrected were it not
for the fact that Mrs Thatcher negotiates with all the
subtlety of a cruise missile and is backed by Sir Geof-
frey Howe who, although he is Foreign Minister now,
used to be a barrister and must therefore live in fear of
ever having to go back to earning his living from his
skill in advocacy.

However, as Mr Cheysson says, the people of Europe
are bored with our disputes. They want to know what

we are doing about unemployment. After all, when
the number of unemployed exceeds 14 m, when indus-
trial initiatives are threatened by third countries, when
our scandalous food surpluses do not alleviate hunger
in the world, when poverty walks the streets of our
cities, why is it that our leaders cannot and will not
see that the European Community must put its care-
free and profligate yourh behind it and face the future
as a responsible adult ?

The disenchantment of all of us with the present state
of affairs has led us in the UK Labour group very
reluctantly to advocate the withholding of payments. I
understand this afternoon that Mrs Thatcher or Sir
Geoffrey Howe has made a statement in the House of
Commons advocating the withholding of the 100 m
advance. But we have argued that the time has now
come to snap the till shu! to draw tight the purse
strings and try to force sense into the reluctant heads
of our leaders. I believe this is a responsible course of
action, and it is certainly not more irresponsible than
allowing the Community to drift aimlessly and
without a rudder into bankruptcy.

Finally, Mr Presideng I want to make it clear that so
far as the various solutions that have been proposed
are concerned, I do not think that there can be any
agreement to any increase in own resources until the
Communiry puts its own house in order. There can be
no solution in a mere tinkering with internal markets
either. Fair enough, internal markets are important,
but do not let us imagine that we are going to revive
Europe by simply tinkering with them. The real solu-
tion lies in expanding these markets, not in
contracting them. The solution lies in rejecting the
curtailing effect on markets of the present rightluing
govemments in Europe and their particular mone-
tarist policies. The solution lies in radical and funda-
mental change in the Community, its structures and
its policies.

That is why I support the conference which is being
called, I understand, by President Mitterand - a
conference of Heads of State - to consider in depth

1!e future of Europe. It was suggested by Neil
Kinnock, the Labour Party leader, a few weeks ago in
an article in a magazine called New Socialist, ind I
welcome the adoption of Labour party poliry by presi-
dent Mitterand.

Mr Adonnino (PPE). - (IT) Mr President, ladies
and gentlemen, I wish to comment on two points
from the speech made earlier by the now absent presi-
dent of the Council. The first concerns the
mechanism, to be applied on a temporary basis, for
correcting the financial imbalances of Member States,
which the President told us was approved by at least
nine countries in the Community; the second
concerns the appeal that he personally made to Parlia-
ment, asking it to collaborate in checking the develop-
ment of the Communiry budget. They aie two signiii-
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cant points, I am sure. Crisis in the Community
almost always takes the form of financial crisis : and
what lies hidden behind the appeal to the European
Parliament surely acquires considerable institutional
importance.

Financial imbalance is an important problem.
Everyone must derive benefits from belonging to a

Community. But what benefits ? Direct benefis, and
indirect, induced benefits. The direct benefits are
those that can be quantified in terms of money; they
can be calculated financially. The induced benefits are

those that, while they are highly relevant, are harder
to calculate. Calculation on a purely financial basis is
therefore unsatisfactory. Hitherto, this Parliament did
not want to talk about calculation itself, and hence the
amount of the imbalance to be corrected ; it did not
want to go into accounting details, that have however,
emerged in this discussion today, but it can still do so.

It preferred instead to talk about instruments, and
principle. For us the Community is founded on irrefu-
table principles. The pooled own resources are an

achievement that we cannot renounce, and the system
of collecting them through VAT is a system that has

its very considerable advantages. Amongst other
things, it reflects the differences in the economic effi-
ciency of Member States, in terms of the difference in
the taxable basis to which the percentage of Commu-
nity resources is applied, There is no question there-
fore of reducing the shares of own resources. And
anyway I think, if my information is rights, no-one
has asked for this. The complaint centres on the
imbalance that exists in relation to Community expen-
diture. This is where we have to act. And this was the
line taken by Parliament when, in December, it
placed in reserve under Chapter 100 the sums
required for this kind of re-equilibrium. And this is
what it expressely said, when giving its opinion on the
3 regulations that were presented by the Commission
to solve this problem.

The majority of this Assembly, and I think also of the
Members of Parliament of the country in question,
had given its approval to this agreement on which the
Commission, at the express request of this Parliament
pursuant to Rule 35, had declared itself in agreement.
I am amazed that President Thorn did not repeat this
and, indeed, directed his efforts along other lines.

I7e deplore that the Council did not follow us: other
lines of reasoning developed at the tables at Brussels.

One, by the country in question, concerned a rcpay-
ment cheque which would reduce the contribution:
the other, by the other countries, concerned an auto-
matic mechanism that still however affects the contri-
bution in terms of own resources, and does not touch
expenditure. It is these lines of reasoning that have

led to the failure of Brussels; that have led - or so

we learn - to the United Kingdom's withholding its
payment, as a result of the failure to solve the

problem. Mr President of the Council, we cannot
agree with this method, not least because, if we do not
make it our concern to ensure that expenditure is
balanced, to the advantage of everyone, the situations
of imbalance will multiply and will lead to a reduc-
tion in the vitality of the Community, and certainly
not to its vigorous growth.

You made an appeal to the European Padiament for
control of the development of the budget and
subsequently, in your first reply, today, you felt the
need to make it clear that it is not the powers of Parli-
ament as defined by the Treaty of Rome that are
under discussion. But you made a subtle distinction
between substance and form, and you ended by
stating that the form may be improved through conci-
liation.

But, Mr President, the disputes that have occurred
between Parliament and the Council have always been
to do with the interpretation of the rules of the Treaty.
The distinction between compulsory expenditure and
non-compulsory expenditure has always been used by
the Council as a weapon to mortify Perliament. The
same applies to Parliament's calculation of the
margin ; whether or not this should be influenced by
the supplementary budget. And again, whether the
budget should or should not be a political document,
and not a pure record and accounting document for
decisions that have been taken.

All of this, however, was settled by the decision of 30

June where\, in the end, the Council accepted Parlia-
ment's opinion. Vell then, why say today that Parlia-
ment is an organ without responsibility for Commu-
nity expenditure ? And what about conciliation ? \7e
very much want and are very much in favour of
genuine, real conciliation between Parliament and the
Council: but so far it has not been like that. So far,
only the personal courtesy of every President has
matched the indifference of Ministers or, very often,
their deputies who have taken part in the conciliation
discussions, and have thus not made a real meeting of
wills possible. Ve reject, therefore, the accusation of
responsibility for the financial mess. It looks too
much like a screen behind which are hidden very
different realities and very different temptations as

regards institutional powers, which periodically re-
emerge here and there in the Council and which
cannot be dispelled - excuse me, Mr President, I
intend no personal offence - by his explanations.
Parliament very much hopes, therefore, that some
progress can be made in this direction, and is very
willing that there should be a genuine meeting to
discuss the best use of resources, provided this does
not lead to any reduction in what are in effect the
Community's powers of expression, and provided it
really leads to the identification, with the collabora-
tion of all the institutions, of what is the common
good, so that we can then go along this road all
together.
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Mr Fich (Sl. - (DA) Mr President" I should first like
to express satisfaction that the Council is represented
at this debate, since I have noticed that Mr Chelnson
is present. I think that is very important, because what
we are discussing is the summit which broke down
last week in Brussels. According to my assessment of
last week's summit, it was not a question of lacking
political will, but more a question of political deci-
sions having been taken previously which meant that
the various countries and parties did not want deci-
sions to be taken at the Brussels summit. I regard the
Brussels meeting as a charade in which the partici-
pants played various roles but had agreed in advance
between themselves that no decisions were to be
taken.

I can illustrate this clearly by means of a number of
examples : if we look at the agriculture sector, it is
clear - even after the debates which have taken place
this week - that in effect there is agreement in the
agriculture sector. There is agreement on how much
should be produced, there is agreement on what coun-
tries should cut back and what countries should be
allowed to increase their production. But agreement
on farm production has been made conditional on the
agreement which the Foreign Ministers have not yet
reached and which remains in suspense. And what do
we see there ? Ve see that the Foreign Ministers have
not been able to reach agreement on a number of vital
questions. It is a question of whether various new poli-
cies are to be implemented, and we see that the
Foreign Ministers are marking time because they do
not know whether they dare move forward or noL For
us in the Danish labour movemen! this creates a
quite grotesque impression. There are certain
demands which need to be dealt with very decisively.
There is the question of working hours, guarantees for
young workers and investment in jobs. The ministers
have not yet taken decisions on these matte$. This is
a serious mistake, and we call on the ministers to take
decisions as soon as possible.

Mr Clinton (PPE). - Mr President, it is a great pity
that so many Summits are now seen to be failing or
collapsing. In the past, failure was the exception and
the outcome could be more or less foreseen. Now
Heads of State are getting more than a touch of the
realities and it is no longer a matter of giving formal
sanctions to matters already fully negotiated. By now
there must be some feelings of regret at the setting up
of the European Council, which has developed into a

court of final appeal and a forum to which all difficult
matters are passed on by the Council of Ministers.

!7hat are the main causes of failure ? One is that we
have a prolonged world recession, and all the
problems that come in its wake. But a good team is
usually seen at its best when it is under pressure. Here
the European Community has given a bad perfor-
mance. Ife have a Member State which joined the
Community I I years ago and is still renegotiating its

Treaty of Accession. In my view, the interpretation of
a treaty of accession should be a matter for the Courg
not for the Council of Ministers or a Summit Meeting.
I am not saying this with any particular animosity to
the Member State in question. This question has held
the stage for far too long and should be ended once
and for all.

This Community cannot make real progress until we
have monetary union. Here again, the political will is
absent. Vhat is the sense of talking about the impor-
tance of convergence when, at the same time, we deny
the second weakest Member State in the Community
an opportunity of using whatever natural advantages it
has to reach, at leas! Community averages ? I am now,
of course, talking about my own country - Ireland. I
am not denlng for a moment that we have received
benefits from our membership, but we have also
suffered substantial losses in our industrial sector and
l6oh of our people are now unemployed. This,
together with debt servicing has given the present
Irish Government an almost impossible task.

Ve have tried, in every way possible, to be good Euro-
peans. I7e joined the EMS at considerable loss
because the UK did not join at the same time, and
five years later it still has not ioined. The Community
is now being held to ransom over the paltry sum of
250 million ECU. Negotiations are now well on their
way to accepting an adaptation of the CAP. It will
have drastic effects on farmers' incomes, and in coun-
tries like lreland, heavily dependent on agriculture,
not only farmers but the entire economy will suffer
serious losses. For this reason. I feel we are being shab- .

bily treated in relation to our milk problem. It must
be remembered that our total agricultural production
is only 2.5o/o ot Community production and that our
living standards are only half the Community average.
I now appeal to the Commission to put reasonable
proposals on the table as far as we are concemed, and
I am asking the Council of Ministers and the Heads
of State to remove whatever obstacles to European

Progress are still remaining.

I wish to conclude by thanking the French Presidency
for the great effort it has made to put on the table
proposals which might solve the Irish milk problem.

Mr Halligan (S). - Mr President, I have but four
minutes, and while I would wish to address the entire
question of the budgetary crisis, I must use those four
minutes to refer only to the matter insofar as it affects
my country lreland.

The failure of the Council has been almost universally
attributed to the unresolved question of the British
budgetary contribution. However, the drama
surrounding that matter has tended to obscure the
existence of another problem which is proving equally
intransigent, and that is the impact of the proposed
milk super-levy on lreland. It must be recalled that it
was the Irish Prime Minister, Dr FitzGerald, who was
forced to leave the Council meeting in Brussels, not
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Mrs Thatcher, in order to defend a vital national
interest. I believe Dr FitzGerald was absolutely correct
in walking out of the Council meeting and I support
his action unequivocally, because in the collective
anxiety to solve the budgetary crisis the Irish condi-
tions of entry into the European Community are
being fundamentally renegotiated. However they are
not being renegotiated on our initiative, as with the
British and the Greeks, but against our will and to our
detriment. No other Member State has been forced to
disimprove its conditions of membership of the
Community.IThy is Ireland being singled out for this
unique treatment ? The answer lies, I believe, in the
degree of ignorance within the Communiry about
Ireland, particularly about the Irish economy. For this
lamentable state of affairs I do not blame the other
Member States but rather successive Irish govern-
ments, and more particularly the Irish Civil Service.

The Commission's proposals for curbing agricultural
spending demonstrate that ignorance in the most
frightening manner. They propose that lreland, which
is responsible Lor 5o/o of the Community's milk
output, should absorb 130/o of the cutbacks. They
propose that we should freeze our milk outputs at the
level of 1981, when by 1983 we had already expanded
by a further l7oh. They in effect gave us a national
quota which would have permanently frozen our
output at 18% of the European average. They over-
look three fundamental points.

1. The Irish economy is more dependent on agricul-
ture than any other, with the exception of Greece.

2. It is a grass economy. Grass accouns for 9% of
our GNP and for 34o/o of. our trade balance. 'We are
five times as dependent on it as the European average.

3. The processing of milk and beef constitutes our
biggest source of industrial employment. For us, milk
is not a sectoral or a regional problem, it is a national
one. A quota based on the l98l output levels would
not only have depressed our agriculture but have
devastated the industrial sector as well and ruined our
balance of payments. Ve should have lost 4o/o of.

GNP.

It is almost incredible that the Commission, in its
anxiety to curb milk output, should have regarded the
structure of the lrish economy and the modes of its
agricultural output as being the same as Germany,
Holland and Denmark. That they did so is explicable
only by the supposition that they understood little or
nothing about the real Irish situation. Their proposals
also overlooked the fact that lreland entered the
Community l5 years after the original Six had
enjoyed the benefits of the CAP.

I7e know that there is a budgetary problem with milk,
but it has been exacerbated by positive MCAs in
Germany, Holland and the UK, by the vast explosion
of cereal substitutes into Holland and Germany and
by continuing imports of New Zealand butter into the
UK. Get rid of all these three and base European

production on the exploitation of its own grass and
climate, and then we in Ireland will be prepared to
shoulder our share of the sacrifices - but not until
then.

In any event, benefits from Community membership
cannot be quantified on the basis of the budget alone.
It is too crude an instrumen! and it does not measure
the impact of free trading conditions on our manufac-
turing industry. Since 1973, we have lost one in every
two manufacturing iobs. Transfer payments under the
CAP and the Regional and Social Funds have been a

poor substitute. No wonder we have the highest unem-
ployment rate in the Community ! I7e accept that
there is a crisis, and I personally accept that the UK
has a legitimate case. I believe that the principle of
the juste retour is at the root of the problem.
However, I cannot accept that bigger Member States
should have the right to rid themselves of their
problems by transferring them to smaller and weaker
countries. That is what is happening with the UK
rebate.

Dr FitzGerald is correct in insisting that the Irish
economy should retain the right to develop over the
medium term by exploiting its natural advantages, of
which grass is predominant. Specifically, that means
expanding our milk output to the European average.
He has our full support. So, too, has Mrs Thatcher in
demanding that Northern Ireland should get the same
derogation from the super-levy as the Republic of
Ireland. The plight of farmers in Northern Ireland is
no less serious than in the Republic. For this purpose,
the island of Ireland should be treated as a whole.

Mr Papaefsratiou (PPE). - (GR) Mr. President, the
crisis that the European Community is passing
through - I hope temporarily - is mainly due to the
inability of the Heads of Government of the Member
States to take bold decisions at the last two European
Summit Conferences, and less so to discrepancies
within the budget.

Or course, the crisis itself is nothing to cheer about,
but it should not inspire us with pessimism, nor
should it shake us. Because this crisis can be over-
come easily if the governments of the Member States
rise to meet the circumstances and face the problems
that exist with firm backing from the European Parlia-
ment, with decisiveness, boldness and clarity of vision.'!7ith the necessary increase in the budget's own
resources, but above all with consistent political will,
the crisis will be met and we will contemplate the
future of the European Community and of our
peoples with hope and trust. Perhaps the crisis, which
became apparent a yeu ago, will have a positive
outcome : that it forces all of us who fight unshak-
ingly and faithfully for European Union to remain
aware of the fundamental importance of the EEC's
continued existence and progress. A great European of
our times, the President of the Greek Republic
Constantine Karamanlis, speaking in our Parliament
in September 1983, characterized the formation of a
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United Europe as 'the greatest political event of our
century which will not only affect the destiny of our
continent, but the very future of mankind'.

The peoples that we have the honour to represent at
the European Parliament have not iust contributed
glorious pages to the cultural history of the world,
they have embraced the ideals of Freedom, Democ-
rary, Peace and Progress, and a great maiority of our
citizens will demonstrate as much during the elections
next June. Forty years ago war was raging in Europe,
which was running with rivers of blood. And yet,
almost as soon as the war had finished a number of
enlightened political leaders found the courage and
had the vision to lay the foundations of a United
Europe. Today, Europe is running with rivers of ...
milk. It is unthinkable that minor, even perhaps insig-
nificant economic differences cannot be solved. \7e
are united by great ideals and common interests. Let
us all back the future of our peoples.

Mr Cheysson, President-in-Office of tbe Council. -(FR) W President, I should like first of all to thank
the many members who have spoken on subjects
which concem us all. How I wish that interest could
be shown so plainly and so articulately at the level of
national parliaments !

I shall point out a few errors in passing, so that there
are no misunderstandings between us, at least in the
report which will be published in the official bulletin.

Once again I shall say straightaway that it was never
the intention of the European Council or of the
Council of Ministers to propose any provisions which
might undermine the power of the budgetary authori-
ties and of the Commission. Nothing was proposed -this is the third time that I have said it today -which limits the powers of Parliament or of the
Commission.

I wish to point out officially - as I said just now
when I was so indiscreet as to intemrpt Mrs Veil -that the political declarations which were drawn up
during the European Council were approyed yesterday
on behalf of the European Council and were
published. You will find that some of them are
lenghy and involve relatively original positions on
the part of some European countries.

To Sir Henry Plumb, I should like to observe - and I
should be grateful if this could be conveyed to him
later - that it is not possible to say that during yester-
day's meeting of the Council of Foreign Ministers
there was no negotiation in the absence of conces-
sions. Right at the beginning the Foreign ministers
did in fact accept an initial concession which went
much further than that proposed to Mrs Thatcher,
namely that the period of the lump-sum contribution
be reduced to one year. That was a sacrifice on the
will of the German govemment because they will
participate fully as soon as the system enters into
force. Then, during the discussions, other ideas were
put forward by various delegations, including the

singular idea that the system should be ratified by the
national parliaments and so have remarkably lasting
value. However at the same time - I say it here
without fear of contradiction - the UK delegation,
let it be named, did not move one word or one figure
of an idea compared with what had been demanded
the previous Tuesday by the Prime Minister.

I am afraid that that is a tactic which makes it
possible at each encounter to reduce the difference
between the parties, with only one of them making
progress. In effect on each successive encounter the
situation looks bettter for her because the half-way
point is increasingly closer to the apparently immo-
bile position adopted by one of the delegations.

'S7e are now being told that the difference is only 250
million units of account. I can already see that some
people will tell us to cut the apple in half. But, excuse
me, in the beginning the difference related to the
whole offset arrangement, which nobody had
accepted, and especially not on a permanent basis !

The difference relates therefore to the whole of what
the British are asking for at the moment. Nine coun-
tries are prepared to go to one milliard compared with
the 1,250 milliard which the British are now talking
about. The difference was 1,250 milliard and still
would be if nine countries had not made this consider-
able effort to take account of the difficulties experi-
enced by one country ! An effort which is all the
greater if one thinks that it could become a system.

\7hy insist on it ? Because I believe that misunder-
standings are dangerous. It is important that every-
thing should be clear between us, especially where
such well-informed people as the members of the
European Parliament are concerned.

Error or difference of analysis, I shall show that a large
number of members - who also talk about the three
Summits in the same way, placing them all on the
level of failure - seem to be unaware of the steps
taken by the ten Member States of the Community.
The Stuttgart summit did not try to deal with
anything. The Stuttgart summit had the distinction,
without precedent in the history of the Communiry
of deciding that all the difficult subjects would be
dealt with simultaneously in a 'package'.

The Stuttgart summit decided on the 'package' and
gave instructions for the Councils to meet so that all
the subjects could be dealt with simultaneously. In
this way, I should point out, it also gave back to the
Council on general affairs the role so intelligently
conferred on it by the Treaty. !7e alwap come back
to the Treaty, the best text that could be imagined and
still the best imaginable today. It was an important
factor. But the Stuttgart summit did not attempt to
settle the problems, it was not ready. At Athens, some
progress was made; at Brussels we did not reach the
end, but agreement was reached on all subjects save
two. The others are ready, fully drafted, down to the
details, and we cannot call that insignifiant.
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I shall not repeat the list which I gave just now, but
everything is ready for the gradual dismantling of posi-
tive compensatory amounts, everything is ready down
to the last detail, and goodness knows how many years
we have been trying to do that ! The German Govern-
ment - since it is the one principally involved - is
ready to make the sacrifice. That is incorporated in a

text: a certain increase in own resources has been
agreed; the control of dairy production has been
adopted, including the machinery for enforcing it. A
considerable decision, ladies and gentlemen, since it
involves changing over from a steady increase in
production of. 4o/o per annum to a halt on all
increases, and even, for six countries out of ten, to a

reduction of several percentage points in production.
A considerable decision, the like of which has never
been taken in the Community ! The Irish quota still
has to be fixed on this point, but all the rest is ready.
Progress has thus been considerable: unfortunateiy
two subjects have still not been dealt with.

People say to me that the budgetary items which
appear in the compromise are inadequate. I acknow-
ledge that willingly. It would be progress nevertheless
to have l.4o/o of. VAT rather than lo/0, with the
promise ol l.60/o for I January 1988. It is perhaps
inadequate progress, but progress nevertheless, this
increase of. 40oh, then 50% of the VAT part of the
budgetary resources. It would be enormous progress !

I hope the European Parliament will excuse the
Council for commenting on this point.

Let us not make the same mistake as the British
Prime Minister who considers the Community only in
the light of budgetary accounts. Considerable progress
can be made without any direct budgetary implica-
tions. Let me repeat all the things which you
yourselves in Parliament have recommended on this
point : impediments at frontiers, standards on the
industrial level, the opening up of public works
contracts, limitation of imports of cereal substitution
products, the opening, finally, of a Community export
policy in agricultural matters, majority voting.

How many other import recommendations have been
made by this Parliament ? Of course the increase in
the budget is also important, but let us not forget the
other subjects entirely, when Parliament itself has so

rightly, made recommendations on the proposal of
the Commission and has, so rightly, denounced the
Council's difficulties in taking decisions. These deci-
sions are now all ready and subject to the reservations
which I indicated lust now.

I cannot therefore be accused of seeking popular
support if I tell you that the matter of the budget is
not the only essential matter. Is it touting for support
to want to abolish positive compensatory amounts
when, as you well know, they are not part of the neces-
sity, which also exists, of increasing budgetary
resources ?

Those, then, are the various remarks which are fairly
obvious, but which I wanted to make.

Once again, as in my first speech, as at the beginning
of this quick answeq Mr President, I say that to refer
to the Treaty is at present the best thing to do. On
this point, the unanimous vote has been abused to an
extent far in excess of the provisions of the Treaty.
Once again I should say how decided we are in the
Presidency - and I think I can say in almost all the
Member States - to return to majority voting. You
will see this in the coming weeks.

!7here are we going now ? A 'European Conference'
has been mentioned. It is a deliberately vague term
which could be changed into an extraordinary
summit. If the last remaining difficulties were to be
settled tomorrow, the entire 'package' which I told
you about could be put into force pursuant to last
week's European Council. If that happens not
tomorrow but in a few weeks, then a special summit
will be necessary. Suppose that it does not happen
like that : we are not going to have an extra summit,
condemned to yet another failure ! But, especially if
we do not make any progress in the next few days, we
shall have to think about the sequel in the context of
the Treaty, and it seems to me that no-one can have
any doubts on that score.

We hope it will be a sequel involving Ten. The adverb
I am going to use will sound dreadful: I hope so despe-
ratej,

Europe must not be allowed to break up. There does
exist an incompatibility - the expression which I
used just now - between the aspirations and the
needs of one or two of the newcomers. And Europe

- as it has been developed by the others, because it
was the others who founded it and who naturally
made it progress according to their own needs and
aspirations - this Europe cannot break up, even if
there is incompatibility, maybe allergy. Because, in
any case, there must be no rejection. That would be
dreadful.

I do not see how the structure could stand up against
the disappearance of some storeys, some pillars, some
of its fundamental parts.

But obviously this incompatibility entails for some the
inability to accept all the consequences of certain poli-
cies, they will have to be dealt with, but dealt with
within the framework of and in compliance with the
Treaty. It is there perhaps that we shall need a confer-
ence different from the European Council, different
from what we are used to. !trill it be an exact copy of
Messina ? I doubt it. Because, in any case, at the time
of Messina we did not have an institution like the
Commission with powers under an already existing
Treaty. !7e had the High Authority. But there was a

desire to go beyond that Treaty. We do not, therefore,
have exactly the same conditions as at Messina.
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On the other hand, I myself find similarities, which
may not result in the Messina procedures, but which
may result in the same mood as at the time of
Messina, namely a singularly important attempt was

made and resulted in a breakdown - and has now
only been partly successful - and so those concerned
will have to meet to see how they can carry on. Before
Messina the breakdown was in the EDC, the will
towards a political Europe had been rejected by some.
Now we have a partial success, this Community which
no-one will call a complete failure. That would be
untrue. Think of the common agricultural policy;
think of this Parliament; of tomorrow's elections ! But
it is only a partial success it is true, because we are not
getting any further.

\Thilst all the elements needed for us to be able to go
further are at hand, we are up against one or two obsta-
cles which are valid and respectable obstacles in the
eyes of those who threw them up; and so, in order to
counter the difficulties arising from this partial break-
down we shall perhaps have to find procedures which
will allow the Ten to express themselves in their
different modes of expression - sxs6ufivs, legislature,
economic and social forces. I7e shall see.

For the moment we are still, we think, in the phase -very short now - where it is possible to get round
these last two obstacles, one of which I see as much
smaller than the other: I mean the Irish dairy quota.
It is, as I said, possible to get round these two obsta-
cles, which will then give us complete freedom of
action as regards future guidelines adopted now by the
Ten. Subiect to this reservation : the possibility for the
Commission to make the necessary executive and
legislative proposals, in consultation with Parliameng
transforming the guidelines into implementing deci-
sions.

There is still hope on this score. It is not a forced
hope, it is an affirmation that there is still this chance,
and if there is nol then we shall see, within the frame-
work of the Treaty, how we can get round these obsta-
cles.

(Applause)

President. - The debate is closed 1.

(Tbe sitting was closed. at 7.10 p,m)

I Agenda for next sitting: see Minutes.
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IN THE CHAIR: MR PFLIMLIN

Vicc-President

Qhe sitting was opened at 10.05 am)t

President. - At the request of the Council let me
remind the House that since Question Time has been
taken off the agenda for this part-session, as a result of
the decision taken on Monday, the authors of ques-
tions who wish to receive written answers are asked to
contact as soon as possible Office No 1140, which can
be found beside the office where the voting cards are
given out.

l. Situation in Nortbern lreland.

President. - The first item on the agenda is the
report (Doc. l-1525183), drawn up by Mr Haagerup on
behalf of the Political Affairs Committee, on the situa-
tion in Northern Ireland.

Mr Heegenrp (Ll, rapporteun - Mr Presidenl a

rapporteur is always likely to assume that he or her
report is something special, and I am no exception in
this respect. If I should plead for my report on
Northern Ireland as something special, it is in part
because it deals with a serious - indeed, in terms of
loss of human lives by violence, a tagic - situation
inside one of our Member States and deeply involving
another as well.

This Parliament has not been asked to pass judgment
on the guilts and the responsibilities of the main
groups and many individuals involved in and affected
by this conflict. Nor have this Parliament and its
rapporteur been asked to play the role of a political
mediator to come up with ideas or a recipe for the
solution of the problems in Northem Ireland. It was
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Papaefstratiou; l|1rs Pery; Mr Protopapa-
dakis;Mr Vgenopoulos 227

the concern of responsible politicians to counter
violence by achieving a political and peaceful solution
which played a crucial role in the decision thirteen
months ago to draw up a report on Northern lreland.

'Whag then, is the pulpose of presenting a report like
this one ? It is to see if anything can be done by the
institutions of the European Community. Vill assis-
tance, provided under the regional policy and our
Social Fund, in any way mitigate the conditions which
breed violence by improving - if only to a limited
extent - the social and economic situation in
Northern Ireland ? Shall we in this Parliament be in a
better position to assist the people of Northem
Ireland if we try to understand better - if only to a

limited extent - the background to the violence and
to the estrangement of Catholics and Protestants,
Nationalists and Unionists ?

This report has been prepared in the conviction that
the answers to these questions are in the affirmative.
This report expresses strong support for the active and
constructive role the Commission and other Commu-
nity institutions have played and are playing within
the limitations set by our budgetary framework. It is
the stated aim of the draft resolution to reinforce this
role. Ve do not think that assistance from the EEC
will make the violence disappear, but we do recognize
that we can do something to alleviate the serious
economic situation in Northern Ireland and to
improve the social conditions, which are characterized
by a higher degree of unemployment than in any
other part of the Community.

Mr President this Parliament cannot and should not
take sides for or against Protestants'and Catholics or
for or against Unionists and Nationalists, for the situa-
tion in Northem Ireland is more one of conflicting
national identities than simply one of opposing relig-
ious beliefs. But we cannot remain indifferent to a situ-
ation where not only economic and social conditions,
but even more so political religious and, indeed, histor-
ical factors breed violence.I Approval of minutes: see Minutes.
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One paragraph of the draft resolution therefore
expresses the hope for a political structure leading to
an equitable sharing of govemmental responsibilities
which would accommodate the identities of the two
traditions. That would correspond better to the ideals
and the tolerance ois-d.-ois minorities practised in all
EEC Member States. How it should be done must be
left to the parties concerned and the authorities
responsible, but we do call upon the governments of
the United Kingdom and of the Republic of lreland
to assist actively in these efforts.

Among my positive findings as a rapporteur was the
good will of the two governments to cooperate fully
with each other. They do so already in the field of
security - confirmation of which we have recently
seen in the handing over of Dominic McGlinchey to
the authoritibs in Northem Ireland - and they are
willing to proceed beyond the present phase of
mutual cooperation.

Another positive finding has been the constructive
and often totally unselfish efforts to lower the barriers
between the two communities carried out by private
individuals, religious organizations, educational institu-
tions and politiial groups. It is all too easy to inflame
mutual distrust and dislike ; but I have been encour-
aged to see how many people and institutions are
determined to do just the opposite and to support
moderation and cooperation and to discourage
extremism and intolerance. Even if we do not and
cannot interfere in the intemal affairs of a Member
State, let it be quite clear that this Parliament wants to
associate itself with these forces of moderation,
constructive goodwill and cooperation.

(Applause)

And when it comes to violence, this Parliament ceases

to be neutral and impartial. \Pe find no justification
for terrorism in whatever form, and I can report to
this House that in this condemnation of violence we
are on the side, not only of the British and of the
Irish Governments, but also of the very large majority
of the people of Northern lreland, who want nothing
better than to go about their daily lives in peace.

(Applause)

Mr President, before concluding I want to say that
this report has benefited, to a very unusual degree,

from the active cooperation and assistance of
Members drawn from all six political groups. l7ithout
naming them all, I wish to mention the assistance of
Mrs Baduel Glorioso and the support of Mr Segre, of
the Communist Group. I want to acknowledge in full
the valuable contributions made by John Hume,
Brendan Halligan and Klaus Hinsch, of the Socialist
Group. The same applies to Joe McCartin, Jean
Penders, Jochen van Aerssen and Mrs Elise Boot, of
the EPP Group. I also owe my thanks to G6rard Isra€I,
a participant in our discussions, and in the latter

phases of the committee stage of the report Patrick
Lalor, who also has been very helpful. Among the
members of the European Democratic Group with
whom I have been in touch on this, I want to single
out the two active members of my small informal
working party, Fred Catherwood and Robert Jackson,
and also Lady Elles and Adam Fergusson, the former
having stood up for me in my role as rapporteur both
privately and publicly without necessarily ageeing
with the decision to draw up a report on Northern
Ireland in the first place.

Finally, Mr President I must mention my own Irish
group colleague, TJ. Maher, who in a way started it all
when he raised the question more than four years ago
in our group by sayng, was it not appropriate to take
a look at the conflict within our own Community and
not only look at conflicts outside it. That, Mr Presi-
dent, brought me into the picture as chairing a small
working part), on Northern lreland, in which position
I benefited from the strong support of no less a Euro-
pean than the late Jean Rey, who was a Member of
the Liberal Group until 1980.

If it had not been for the unfailing support of my own
group chairman, Martin Bangemann, who launched
the idea of a small informal working party, I should
have been even less prepared for this task than I was
when I was asked last year to write a report on
Northern lreland. !7ith such help and the invaluable
assistance I have had from my English associate,
Richard Moore, and our Irish secretary, Valerie Tyrrell,
I felt that I could not go totally wrong.

Here I conclude my speech. Mr President. I had
planned simply to call for the supporl both in words
and in votes, of my colleagues. But I learned last night
to my sorrow that the ED Group has decided to
abstain. May I, therefore, towards the end address
myself directly to the European Democratic Group.

I shall spare you all the arguments about the self-
chosen isolation of the British, because I do not think
these arguments are valid. I know from five years in
this Parliarnent how sincerely European many of you
think and act. I shall simply say that I know for
certain that many of you want to vote for this report.
Then do it ! I have written it with much care to make
it worthy of the support of all groups in this Parlia-
ment. It is very much a European report about a very
intricate and difficult situation. Its positive impact will
increase with your support, and I therefore urge you
to give your active support by voting for it.

(Loud applause)

Mr Hume (S). - Mr Presideng I think the House, by
its applause, has shown its appreciation of the work
done by Mr Haagerup on this report. It is no easy task
to come from outside into a place like Northem
Ireland and a problem like Northern Ireland and to
produce such a sensitive and finely-balanced docu-
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ment as Mr Haagerup has produced. I am sure I speak
for all in the House in expressing our appreciation to
him for the work he has done.

Mr President, the problem that we address in this
debate today is one that is an affront to the ideals on
which this European Community was founded. The
very fact that this discussion is taking place - the
first time ever that a major discussion in an intema-
tional democratic assembly has taken place on the
problems of Northern Ireland - is in itself an expres-
sion of powerful concem about the continuation of
this conflict within the borders of the European
Communiry - an expression of concern and urgency
that is summed up in the tragedy itself, not alone in
the deaths and iniuries of thousands of people, and
the serious economic crisis which interacts on the
political crisis, particularly among young people.
These Mr Haagerup has accurately identified, and his
proposals, I have no doubt, will meet with unanimous
support in this House in the economic sphere.

However, I suppose that for those of us in Northem
Ireland, the tragedy and the urgency are really
summed up symbolically by the fact that we have
come to the stage where it has been necessary to build
a brick wall to separate Catholics from Protestants on
the streets of Belfast; and that that brick wall is called
a 'peace line'. That wall is an indictment of everyone
involved in the Irish problem, because the only
nressage that comes from it is that all our past atti-
tudes have brought us here and brought us to that
wall. As well as an indictmeng it is a challenge to all
the parties to the conflict to recognize that past atti-
tudes have brought us here and to rethink those atti-
tudes with a view to reaching a lasting peace in
Ireland.

Broadly speaking, there are three parties to that
conflict. There is a Protestant tradition in Ireland,
represented in this House by Unionist representatives.
There is the Irish Nationalist, broadly Catholic tradi-
tion, also represented in virtudly every group in this
House. Then there is the British Government, which
govems Northern Ireland. Each of these three group-
ings must recognize that a major rethink is necessary
if we are to solve this tragedy.

(Applause from tbe Socialist Group)

The Protestant tradition - as I say, represented in
this House - has an honourable history in the island
of lreland. It has alwap sought to maintain its distinc-
tiveness and its difference within Ireland. That is an
objective with which few could quarrel, because every
society is the richer for diversity. My quarrel with the
political leaders of that tradition is over the methods
they have used to attain that objective : 'All power in
our own hands. S7hat we have, we hold. No surrender.
Not an inch.'That exclusivist approach to power and
the exclusion of whole sections of the community,
discrimination against them, inherently constitutes a

violent attitude which in the end will always lead to
conflict. It is an attitude that must be re-examined,
because there are ways in which that same obiect of
maintaining difference and diversity can be achieved
without coming into conflict with the people with
whom they share the island of Ireland.

The British Government would have us believe that
they are the referees between the warring Irish
factions. They are, of course, no such thing. They are
part of the problem. The only identifiable policy that
we can see and have seen over the years is a unilateral
guarantee to one section of the communiry a
guarantee which reinforces the sectarian solidarity that
runs right to the heart of the problem. There needs to
be a much broader approach - an approach based on
the need to bring the people of Ireland together in
agreement and in a manner acceptable to both parts
of it.

Then there is my own tradition, the Irish Nationalist
tradition, represented, as I say in almost every graup
in this House. I7e have had handed down to us a
rather romantic vision of Ireland which bears little
relation to the reality of life in Ireland today. The
piece of earth called Ireland is already united. It is its
people who are divided, and you cannot unite people
at the point of a gun. You can only drive them further
apart.

(Applausc)

The spirit of Irish patriotism in 1984 must have a
great deal more to do with the spilling of sweat than
with the spilling of blood. Indeed, Mr President, it
ought to have more to do with the real meaning of
the Irish national flag. Violence is an affront to the
meaning of that flag, which contains the white of
peace between the orange and the green. It is that
version of patriotism that will prevail in the end. That
is the very same spirit that motivated the founding
fathers of this Community of which this Parliament is
the representative. Let us remember that the peoples
represented in this Chamber, twice in this century
alone, slaughtered one another by the million with a
savagery that has been unparalleled in human history
yet they had the vision and the strength to rise above
the past and to create institutions that allow the
peoples of Europe to grow together at their own
speed.

Mr President, is it too much to ask that we can do the
same for Ireland, to create institutions which will
allow the people of Ireland to grow together at their
own speed ? The framework in which that can take
place has been identified by Mr Haagerup in his
report. It is the British-Irish framework. It is the
coming together of the two governments to create the
dialogue and the process that will bring that about.
Let us hope that this debate today will act as a spur to
them to get on with the job as a matter of urgency !

(Applause)
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Mr Pendert (PPE). - (NL) Mr President, two ques-
tions spting to mind : \7hy and how ?

!7hy this report on Northern Ireland ? Neither as a

Community nor as a European Parliament do we have

any say in constitutional affairs. That is very true. But
in the long run, what we are aiming for is a Commu-
nity in the true sense of the word, what we are striving
for is political union. Take the Spinelli report the
Stuttgart Declaration, and so on. And yet here are two
European peoples, two peoples of the Community,
divided on an issue going back centuries, which is

much more far-reaching and deeply rooted than a

mere religious quarrel. As representatives of the Euro-
pean people, we cannot turn our backs on it. To claim
that we have no say is really going by the book. !fle
can at least air our views.

The main aim of this report is to show our deep

concern and regret for a problem which is so

damaging to Europe. But it is also a fact-finding exer-

cise. Ve know so abysmally little about what is really
going on in our own Community. The Haagerup

report is a good start, and for this we congratulate the
rapporteur.

Do we discuss Afghanistan, Cambodia, South Africa,
El Salvador and the Lebanon and then turn a blind
eye to Northem Ireland ? That would be both laugh-
able and deplorable. !7e are socially and economically
involved in Northern Ireland and it is therefore right
that we should be able to set this involvement against
a broader background.

And the second question is how. The report is very
balanced and very objective, making it plain that, ulti-
mately, the two communities in Northern Ireland will
have to solve their problems for themselves - we

cannot do it for them ; that the British and Irish
governments have both an individual and a collective
responsibility and that we as a Community can offer
social and economic support but can only become
involved in any other way if, and in so far as, that is
what those directly involved want.

Our rapporteur, Mr Haagerup, is very well-informed
about the problem and also deeply concemed. Once
again, we salute him. This was the general feeling in
all the press write-ups. The press praised the report
and I find it a tremendous compliment to read in a

newspaper that 'it would be safe to put the rePort in
the hands of an innocent abroad'. The Irish Minister
for Foreign Affairs, Mr Peter Barry, was also very
complimentary. It must be psychologically particu-
larly difficult for the Irish Republic to accept a

balance, because throughout the age-old conflict, the
Irish party was always the underdog. The work of the
New Ireland Forum is also extremely positive.

Thefr approach shows much more wisdom and per-
spe(tive than the American presidential candidate, Mr
Gary Hart's, high-handed ranting about unification.

(EN) Mr President, there seems to be some doubt on
the British Conservative side as to whether they can
vote in favour. I should like to address an urgent
appeal to them. I understand their hesitations, but I
urgently appeal to them to say yes. Some display of
generosity at this stage, after so much work, would be
great indeed. I say this explicitly against the back-
gro$nd of our present crisis in the Community,
agai]nst the background of the battle for milk, but also

agalnst the background of our unwavering support for
thegr during the Falklands !Var.

I

a$u^a

La{y Elles (ED).- Mr President, on behalf of my
groirp, I must reiterate the position taken when resolu-
tiorfs were tabled by many Members asking for a

repfrt on Northern Ireland. It is not for the European
Parfiament to study or debate political, legal or consti-
tutional aspects of any Member State or any Part of a

Member State in the Community. The draft resolution
before you today reflects the previous position of the
European Parliament that constitutional proposals are

outside its competence, and in paying my warrn
respects to Mr Haagerup I must say that he has scrupu-
lously observed this principle.

I

I

Holwever, does not the Parliament consider, and
sh{uld it not consider, that my fellow British citizens
in one part of the United Kingdom, in the province
of 'Northern Ireland, and of all faiths and of none
could be deeply offended that their past, present and
future should be considered by those who have no
competence, power or right to do so ? I iust leave this
thought to Members of this Parliament, who may
consider that paft of their country may come up for
secrutiny befpre this House.

The vast majority of the people of Northern lreland
seek peaceful stability, confidence and reassurance

that there will be no outside interference in their
affairs and that they will remain within the United
Kingdom iust so long as the majority desires it.
Indeed, our rapporteur himself, Mr Haagerup, empha-
sizes in his conclusions that

Irish unity taking the form of a unitary Irish State

cannot be brought about for the foreseeable future.
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He further concludes :

A British withdrawal would not still the violence
in Northem Ireland but rather increase it to
civil-war proportions in view of desperate opposi-
tion of the great majority of the I million Protes-
tants to becoming citizens in a united Ireland.

!7e are not here to discuss constitutional issues related
to the province. These are for the people of Northem
Ireland and the United Kingdom Parliament, and
therefore I say on behalf of my group now that any
amendments to the draft resolution which seek to
take the resolution any further into constitutional or
political considerations cannot be supported by *y
group. It is for this reason that we do not and cannot
support the amendments of Mr Paisley on federalism
or joint sovereignty where, in another context, we
should be able to support them.

The task of drawing up this report, having been
approved by a majority of the Political Affairs
Committee - a decision to which, as democrats, we
are bound in the absence of any legal grounds for
objection - fell to Mr Haagerup. Once again - and I
have done this several times, both in the House of
Lords and in public and to the press - I can onln on
behalf of the European Democratic Group, congratu-
late him on achieving what must have been one of the
most difficult, complex and sensitive tasks he has

undertaken on behalf of this Parliament which he has

served so well.

(Applause)

Aspects of the memorandum concerning the history
of Northern Ireland may be biased, and no doubt Mr
Paisley will comment. Some wording is clearly undesir-
able, but the overall result shows a remarkable under-
standing of the extraordinarily complex nature of
Northern Ireland, a part of the United Kingdom
where fundamentally Catholics and Protestants wish
to and do live at peace with each other, with many
examples of cooperation between the peoples and
churches of the different faiths. Lagan College, for
example, is a magnificant example of faith and confi-
dence in the future of the people of Northern Ireland

- a college where about three years ago there were 16
pupils of both the Catholic and the Protestant faith
learning side by side and where there are now nearly
200 children of both faiths sitting at those desks

together. It is difficult for the outsider to understand
the atmosphere of achievement and confidence
created by the college in a part of the United
Kingdom torn by sectarian strife for so long. More-
over, this is no isolated example. There are invaluable
community efforts and several other schools where
the pupils are totally integrated and which give us

hope for the future of the province.

The proposals for economic and financial assistance

to Northern Ireland are welcomed in a part of the
United Kingdom where unemployment is higher than
in another region of the European Community -

well over 20 o/o on average. Much has already been
done through the EAGGF, the European Social and
Regional Funds, which has enabled specific and addi-
tional United Kingdom expenditure to be made. Strin-
gent efforts over the last years to remove the effects of
discrimination against minorities - and we accept, in
most cases, the Catholic minority - are being made
in the administration of the province. The work of the
Housing Executive has contributed to ensuring a

fairer system in the allocation of housing; when I was
in Belfast recently, I particularly asked all parties their
views on the work of this executive, and I only heard
good words from all sides.

There can be little hope for prosperity and stability,
however, so long as terrorists are able to perpetrate
murders and threaten the lives of our fellow-citizens.
The Royal Ulster Constabulary, composed, if I may
inform the House, of both Catholics and Protestants,
and the other security forces are to be praised for their
courage and determination to maintain law and order
against an unrelenting and ruthless body of men and
women whose resources have flowed from overseas to
supply them with finance and weapons. Terror can
only be defeated when the people who are being terro-
rized have the possibility of resisting together the evil
attacks on their lives, and the fight against terrorism
must also contain measures to quench the flow of
finance and arms. In lTashin4on recently Dr Garrett
Fitzgerald, Prime Minister of the Irish Republic, when
speaking on the moral obligation to put Northern
Ireland, its people and their interests firs! said:

It can only be fulfilled by corresponding rejection
of and rewlsion against the very idea of aid by
way of money or by way of weapons, by way of
moral support to any of those who are engaged in
the acts of horrific violence that are comrpting
and destroying the life of a whole community.
And when I call for the rejection of such moral
support, I necessarily include the act of making
common causes for any'purpose, however well-
meaning, with people who advocate or condone
the use of violence in Ireland for political ends.

Violence and tragedy still exist. Already eighteen
people have been killed this year, and there are many
individual and courageous efforts to try and heal the
wounds of sectarian hatred and mutual mistrust. I
sadly recall how, on my recent visit to Northern
Ireland in the beginning of December, I had a very
long discussion with a brilliant young politician, a

member of the Northern Ireland Assembly aged only
29 - Edgar Graham by name - and how, four days
after I saw him, he was ruthlessly gunned down
outside the university where he taught students of all
faiths and of none. He was killed on the streets of
Belfast within 50 yards of the entrance to his univer-
sity.

The people of Northern Ireland, as part of the United
Kingdom within the European Community, have a
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genuine opportunity to overcome these longstanding
prejudices and to achieve prosperity in such a beau-
tiful part of my country in peace and economic
stability. The service that Mr Haagerup has rendered
and for which I, for one, will always be deeply grateful
is that he has directed the thoughts of this Parliament
and indeed of all Europe, in what is a most difficult
and complex social structure, to areas of hope, to areas

of closer understanding for my fellow citizens of
Northern Ireland.

(Applause)

Mr Denis (COM). - (FR) Mr President, if the
Haagerup report confined itself to urging the Euro-
pean institutions to help lreland with all their aid and
all their agricultural, economic and social means, we
could only approve it.

!(hat is required, and this is mentioned in the report,
is a specific plan of aid for lreland - for all Ireland

- 
just as it is important that the decisions taken in

Brussels, and I am thinking here of the recent Euro-
pean Council, should not seriously jeopardize the deve-
lopment of essential economic sectors of this country
which, like others, can see for itself the results of the
1972 enlargement.

Having said that, the report we have before us has
other aims. While reminding us that the European
Community is not competent to present proposals for
a political agreement on the status of Ireland, Mr
Haagerup does not desist from recommending propo-
sals for settling the conflict between Great Britain and
Ireland, which in our view constitute interference.

\7hat is worse, it is doubtful, to say the least, whether
these proposals correspond to the needs and wishes of
those concerned, i.e. the Irish people themselves and
all the elements they comprise. It is up to them to
decide their future for themselves, and I say this with
all the sympathy that we French Communists have for
the legitimate cause of the Irish people.

Finally, allow me to point out a remarkable imbalance
in the report. Sfe, too, condemn terrorism but are not
prepared to remain silent about the violation of
human rights in Northern lreland. I myself have seen
in Belfast on two occasions a unique situation,
because this wall is the result not of a world war but
of a well-known policy : divide and rule.

At two hours by air from Strasbourg, in a part of the
Community, people are imprisoned without trial, civil
rights and legal guarantees are suspended, an entire
region is under military occupation and there was
even torture not so very long ago, if the European
Commission on Human Rights is to be believed.

Are the people of Northern Ireland second-class
citizens who can be deprived of their rights and liber-
ties ? It is unacceptable for us that the report and reso-
lution should not even mention the words respect for
human rights, whereas this House makes more and

more pronouncements on this subject with regard to
couptries in both hemispheres ; here we have a taboo,
as iln the case of people being prevented from exer-
cising their professions in the Federal Republic of
Germany, which we simply have to get rid off.

This fact alone is sufficient to cast discredit on Mr
Haagerup's work and cause it to lose a good deal of
credibility, and it is one of the reasons for which we
shall not approve it, although we shall vote for some
of Mr Blaney's amendments.

Mr Bangemann (L). - (DE) Mr President, there are

conflicts, problems and wounds which are painful for
those concerned and cause difficulties for those who
have to grapple with the problems. \Tithout any doubt
at all, the report presented here by -y colleague and
friend Niels Haagerup deals with such issues. For
anyone not directly involved in the conflict it is not
easy to pass fair judgment. However, it is even more
difficult for those who are involved in the conflict to
pass fair iudgment. This is why we should all try to
beware of passing judgment. \7hat my colleague Mr
Denis has just done is in my view the wrong approach
to such a problem. $7e are not helping the people or
creating any solutions by passing judgment. But we
must realize that the problem of coexistence of the
people in Northern Ireland goes much further and is
much more important for the Community than this
tragic human conflict in itself. I would therefore like
to tackle some,of the arguments put forward by -y
colleagues for either dealing with or not dealing with
the problem.

I would like to begin with the idea of interference in
internal affairs. !7hat is it in actual fact, and what do
we mean when we say that the Community should
not interfere in the intemal affairs of its Member
States ? There are of course clear constitutional lines
to follow and of course the Community has no right
to propose what rules should be followed when a

national parliament is elected and what constitutional
arrangements should be made by a country in order to
solve its internal political problems. However, this
House is at any rate convinced that over and above
that, interference in internal affairs is a relic of the old
and outdated traditional concept of national sover-
eignfy, which has been dead and buried since the crea-
tion of the European Community, not to mention
future developments.

I do not wish to become involved in this problem in
order to act as a referee. I do not intend to become
involved in this problem in order to act as a judge.

But I feel obliged as a European to help in solving it.
This Community does not iust pool its riches: it also

pools its problems, and therefore we must all try to
help. I7hat does this division mean ? IThat does it
mean when a nation is divided and people cannot
come together because of frontiers, and problems are
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created by frontiers ? It means that this Community
has undertaken to do away with such divisions and
frontiers. Frontiers and divisions, too, are a sign of
outdated nationalistic sovereignty. And they are more
than that: they are a sign of fear. A frontier always
means false security. People want to hide behind fron-
tiers with their problems because they are afraid of
solving them.

In this connection I would like to turn to our
colleagues in the European Democratic Group. How
can this sort of thing be overcome ? I believe fear can
only be overcome by courage. It is wrong to assume

that courage is not necessary in a democracy and only
belongs to antiquated forms of government. No, in a

democracy, courage is perhaps much more essential
than in any other type of government. It is sometimes
necessary to show courage before the electorate. From
time to time, it must be possible to expect courage -and indeed sacrifices from the electorate.
Abstaining from voting on a report such as this in my
view falls short of the problem, its possible solutions
and the concepts behind the Conservative Group's
name. Its name is in fact no longer the Conservative
Group, but the European Democratic Group. There-
fore, be European and be democratic ! In other words,
be courageous and take a decision !

(Cries of 'Hear, beaf)

Vhether you say yes or say no, I believe this would be

going some way towards coming to terms with the
problem, and the parties in Great Britain which have
had the courage to do so, like my own party or the
SDP, may certainly suffer as a result in many an elec-
tion and in many a vote. But" in politics, and espe-

cially in a democracy, if you make all your decisions
dependent on whether you will get your constituents
approval or not, you are forgetting quite an important
task of a politician: in a democracy, a politician
should not always act simply according to what his
constituents believe in : he must also be capable of
showing them the way from time to time. He must
have the courage to say, I stand up for this, even if
you don't believe in it yet. The Conservative Group
should think about this.

!7e shall only be able to overcome and eliminate the
problem of violence and terrorism if we have the
courage to do this at least. I have great respect for all
those who put their lives at risk in Northern Ireland
in trying to beat terrorism by standing up and saying,
'Kill me - I won't defend myself ! I'll show through
my example that violence in politics solves no
problems. Kill me !' That takes us some way along the
road to peace. IThat are we doing here ? !7e do not
have to be as courageous as this. 'We can only debate.
'We can only vote. But there is one thing we should
do: we should show these people that we are with
them.

Overcoming terrorism and violence is not the exclu-
sive preserve of individual sovereign States. They can
only be overcome if we do it together, and not if we
say, this is where the frontier is by constitutional law
and these are the bodies responsible for it" because

terrorism and violence are contagious. Terrorism and
violence which are accepted as a solution to political
problems anywhere in the world affect all of us
because, as a result" others seek this solution and want
to use ig too. This is why what we are talking about
here and now concerns us.

May I conclude by addressing the rapporteur, Mr Presi-
dent ? You will allow me to do so not iust because I
am chairman of the group he belongs to but because I
am doing it on behalf of all Members. This House is
exposed to a good deal of criticism. I do not intend to
go into the question of Parliament's powers at the
moment, but I would just like to say that if we can
manage to achieve something in spite of our lack of
powers then it will most certainly be as a result of the
faimess and intellectual thoroughness of our work,
and the feeling for what we may do, can do and
cannot do. I believe I am speaking for you all when I
say that my friend Niels Haagerup is an example of
the type of intellectual fairness, thoroughness and
political iudgment we have here in this House.

(Applause)

I am sorry he is leaving this Parliament" and he is
doing so for his own personal reasons, and not as in
so many other cases, for party reasons, since parties
sometimes think along nationalistic lines and decide
not to nominate especially those Members who have
acted in a particularly 'European-like' and effective
manner. He is leaving us for personal reasons. I regret
this and believe the entire House regrets it. Ve wish
him all the best for the future, and especially his polit-
ical future.

(Applause)

This problem is not solved by the report. Ve all
realize this. But we have made a start and I hope this
discussion continues as it began so that this start was
not in vain.

(Applause)

President. - I should like to add my own good
wishes to those you offered to Mr Haagerup.

Mr Lalor (DEP). - Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, in the preface to his report Mr Haagerup
states that it is doubtful that a recipe for a solution to
the problems of Northern Ireland exists and that even
if such a solution exists, it is not up to the European
Parliament to present it. I disagree.

For over 50 years now, Great Britain, in cooperation
or collusion - depending on whether you have a pro-
British or a pro-Irish viewpoint - with Northem
Ireland Unionists, has sought to provide or impose -
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again depending on one's viewpoint - a solution to a

problem that it itself created. The area that is now
Northern Ireland was sectioned off on a basis of a

sectarian headcount. That sectarianism was fostered
and perpetuated by the partition policies of successive
British and Northern Irish Governments and culmi-
nated in the civil rights movement of 1969, which was
basically a social upheaval from within the Six Coun-
ties rejecting a most discriminatory system which had
the official backing that I have already referred to.
Vhen this movement as suppressed with maximum
force, or force for maximum reasons, ordinary people
with legitimate complaints were driven into the open
arms of what was then a small number of men of
violence, who offered a refuge but later tried to esta-
blish themselves as the only hope of achieving a

natural and legitimate aspiration.

Out of all this emerged one solid fact, which was
recorded for posterity by Chadie Haughey, the leader
of my own Fianna F6il party at home. That is that
Northern Ireland as a political entity has failed. On
page 35 of the report, we read:

In view of this highly significant effort by the
New Ireland Forum, which expects to bring out its
final report in early spring 1984, it could be
misleading to attach too much signifiance to past
statements by the Irish parties and their leaders.

Unfortunately, again I have to disagree with that state-
ment. Mr Haughey, like our previous leader Jack
Lynch, has on numerous occasions stated that Britain
should encourage Irishmen of differing traditions to
come together in real and meaningful dialogue.
Britain can never genuinely do this while she still
guarantees the right to autonomy of Irish Unionists
against the wishes of the overall maiority of the Irish
people and maintains an affny which in the eyes of
those same Irish people is a force of occupation.

May I refer again to the preface to the Haagerup
report. He said that he had no handy recipe or pres-
cription for a solution to our problem. Recital B of
the preamble to this resolution contains the reasons

for this. He accepts that no proposals for constitu-
tional changes can be made. He cannot therefore
recommend British withdrawal from the North and
the abolition of the border separating the two
Irelands. A divided island of Ireland will never be at
rest, and therein lies the problem. The Haagerup
report, however, recognizes the legitimate Irish
interest in the Northern problem. It calls for intergov-
ernmental cooperation between the British and Irish
Governments. It solemnly declares this Parliament's
readiness to assume an even greater responsibility for
the economic and social development of Northem
Ireland. All of those recitals to the resolution must be
wholehearteCly welcomed.

May I say to you Members from Great Britain, respect-
fully and sincerely, something that I said here before

on 7 May 1981, the day of the Bobby Sands funeral.
For goodness' sake stop guaranteeing something that
you do not actually believe in ! It is high time that
you set a deadline for the ultimate withdrawal from an
unfortunate situation to which you are the main
contributing factor.

(Interruption)

The difficulty with my British friends is that they will
not listen ! Everything that emerges is rubbish, and it
finishes up with bloodshed on the streets of Belfast
and in the streets of Derry ! So please listen !

My leader, Mr Haughey, has also stated that all Irish
people must finally get to the negotiating table. And
when they do, everything - iust everphing - should
be on that table, and the guarantees necessary to
protect their beliefs and traditions and remove the
fears of all sections must be reflected in their final
resolution.

!7e Irish people have had to endure an imposed situa-
tion that was the l922Treaty. To add insult to injury
we have since had to contribute heavily and dispropor-
tionately, as mentioned in recital G of the resolution,
to the maintenance and security of a border which we
do not want and which is the last remaining obstacle
to a true and lasting peace and friendship between the
peoples of Ireland and Great Britain.

A further extract from the Haagerup report says rhat
Fianna F6il has traditionally been the most nationalist
in its expressions, although its policies in government
towards Northern Ireland have not been markedly
different from those of the Fine Gael-Labour coali-
tions. To suggest the latter is to ignore our party's
dismantling of a number of very unacceptable and
highly offensive elements of that same Treaty: the
oath of allegiance to a British sovereign: the retention
of the main sea-ports; the withholding of land annui-
ties from the British Exchequer and the avoidance of
conscription of Irish people for the Second I7orld
!7ar.

'S7e have made other progress, too. May I point out
that our first elected President under our 1937 Irish
Constitution, Douglas Hyde, was a Protestant ? In
1973, the late Erskine Childers was put forward by
Fianna F6il and elected President by a popular vote.
Erskine Childers was born and educated in England
and was a Protestant. But those facts did not blind our
people, nor indeed should they, to the fact that he was
indeed a very fine Irishman, well fitted to serve his
country in the highest office of the land - and such
is the state of progress in the South of Ireland. By
comparison, Northern Ireland has descended to a

level where sectarian murder is now commonplace
and where ordinary people cannot pursue their way of
life without fearing for that life.
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I do not think that is rubbish, colleagues from the
European Democrats. The rapporteur, Mr Haagerup,

made reference to me personally in his introductory
remarks. During the lifetime of this Padiameng and I
can join with his leader, Mr Bangemann, in this
regard, I have come to know Niels Haagerup reason-
ably well. The more I get to know him, the more
respect I have for him. I confess that I was fearful of
the final product when he was first appointed, and
while I was on the small Political Affairs subcom-
mittee which allocated the report to him I had consid-
erable misgivings concerning the appointment and
about his impartiality. I now want publicly to apolo-
gize to Niels Haagerup for having entertained those
doubts and misgivings. I would write his report very
very differently and would, of course, draft a much
more favourable resolution from an Irish point of view
dealing with the political and social problems of our
Northern Ireland's six counties. I fully accepg
howeyer, that he has made every effort to present this
report and resolution fairly and objectively. As a

member of the Political Affairs Committee, I
submitted amendments to that committee, but I
refrained from doing so here in plenary sitting as I
believe that the Haagerup resolution is an honest
effort by him and our Political Affairs Committee to
alert the people of Europe to the tragic situation in
Northem Ireland, where for the past 15 years a virtual
state of warfare has been in existence. I hope that the
attention focused on this sad state by this debate may
have desirable effects.

In conclusion, to the people of the six counties of
Northern lreland, and to the people of Great Britain
again, who, at the moment, do not agree with us Irish,
I would say that the alternative of joining with us in
meaningful dialogue could not possibly be as bad as

what you have had to endure and what we have to
endure at present. I appeal to you to start thinking
iointly with us of solution$, to sit down with our repre-
sentatives and strive towardLs a jusg peaceful and final
solution.

(Applause)

Mr Paisley (NI). - Mr President I would like to
make three comments on the speech we have iust
heard.

Firstly, the three Parliaments concemed - the British
Parliameng the Stormont Parliament and the D6il
Eireann - all ratified the present order. That was

registered at the old League of Nations. That is the
first comment I want to make.

Secondly, it is a fact and if one were to read the
debate in the D6il Eireann, one would see what Mr
Blaney said about the spawning of the Provisional
IRA and that Mr Haughey is in no way guiltless of the
spawning of that particular organization. Vhat is
more, a few thousand British troops could not hold

down a population that did not want to remain part of
the United Kingdom. Northern Ireland is part of the
United Kingdom by the democratically expressed will
of its people, and it will be there as long as the
majoriry want it, irrespective of vetoes or guarantees.

The making of Mr Haagerup's report constitutes a

deliberate interference in the political and constitu-
tional affairs of Northern Ireland. As such, it was
rejected by all parties in the British House of
Commons. In an attempt to condense Anglo-Irish
history in a few pages, Mr Haagerup alleges on page

18 that it has been 'dominated by Irish rebellions and
British suppression.' Taking such a biased view of the
pasl it is little wonder that in many places the report
is riddled with falsehoods and is totally misleading.
Indeed, on page ll, Mr Haagerup declares that in
compiling his report he met with 'representatives of
all major .. . political parties in Northem Ireland.'
That is a blatant falsehood. He met with no representa-
tive of the party that I represent in this House. The
truth is that he met with no representatives of
Unionism, which totally rejected the making of this
rePort.

The Protestant and Unionist people have nothing to
fear from an investigation of the affairs of Northern
Ireland. However, if those investigations are made
with a preconceived notion that there must be a

united lreland, then they cannot be fair and unbiased.
All the people of Ulster know that this report is
before us today because of the actions of members of
each of the three main political parties in the Repu-
blic, ioined by Mr Blaney, Mr Maher, John Hume and
others. Their purpose throughout this entire exercise
has been to attack and attempt to undermine the
union between Northem Ireland and the rest of the
United Kingdom. Mr Haagerup helps them along that
road with a report that amounts to an ill-informed,
biased piece of Republican propaganda.

In the name of the people who sent me to this House,
I repudiate this report. One has only to look at page
37, where he tells us that our province is a 'constitu-
tional oddity'. What an insult to the United Kingdom
and to the people of Northern Ireland ! He goes on to
attack the Ulster Special Constabulary as an 'ill-
disciplined, notorious, anti-Catholic biased' force.
That gallant force of men had a record iust as good as

any force of law and order operating in our Member
States today. There is no attempt by the rapporteur to
set opposite to the events such as'Bloody Sunday', the
relentless and unremitting catalogue of Republican
atrocities against the Protestant people of Northern
Ireland. Of course, as the vast majority of these people
were only Protestang I suppose they are not worthy of
mention.

In his desire to appease and accommodate the Repu-
blicans, Mr Haagerup turns basic facts on their heads.
For instance, he claims that it was an Orange parade
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that started the trouble in Londondetry in 1969'

Everybody knows it was no such thing' He says Power-

sharing came about through the Sunningdale.Agrgg-

ment.iverybody knows th-at it was no such thing' He

goes on to's"y ih.t at the Westminster election there

ias a 50/50 vote for power-sharing' Everybody knows

there was no such thing. There was an overwhelming

vote against it, eleven members being elected and one

againsi it. He goes on to say that the Council of

Iieland in the early 1920s did not meet because

Unionists would not go to it. It was the Unioniss who

appointed their memLers to that Council of lreland' It
J.r tt. people in Dublin who refused to appoint their

members to ttrat Council. Then he goes on to say that

-, O"t , receives the support- of Protestant tenorist

orgrnir.iiont. I nail that as a blatant lie: I challenged

hiir to give the evidence, but no evidence has been

forthcoming.

Today we have an amendment standing -in 
his name

aboui discrimination. Let me say that this moming I

ong up the Fair Employment Aggncl^a1d I was told

thai since they were appointed, 224 cases were

reported in regard to discrimination' And what

happened ? Only 25 were proved to the discrimina-

,or* Ot these i5, 20 were Roman Catholics and 5

were Protestants, and the largest amount of compensa-

tion and the most glaring case was that cf discrimina-

tion against a Protestant.

Today, Mr President, I want to say that people. in both

p.*'"f Ireland can only. knoy pe1c3 when the

bublin govemment recognizes the legitimate aspira-

tions ani decisions of ltre maiority of people in

Northern Ireland to stay within the United Kingdom'

!7hen they have proper extradition betwee-n both

parts of lreland, then there can be good neighbourli-

ness. But there will never be a day when the Protes-

tant people of Northern lreland will be prepared to

put tileiinecks under the heel of a Dublin administra-

tion.

Mr McCartin (PPE). - Mr President, first of all I
would like to thank this House for the interest it has

taken in the subject of Northern Ireland and to thank

all the parties and groups in this fusembly who have

so far iarticipated in the debates at committee level

and in our ad boc committee. In this debate, it is only

n.tural that the voices of various parties in the conflict

in Ireland and the various political parties who have

", irt.r.r, 
in what is going on there should be heard'

But it is far more inteiesting to hear the voices of Mr

Bangemann, Mr Penders, Mr Haagerup, of our

collJague from the Communist Group in.France, the

peopll who do not have a direct vested interest and

yet who have concemed themselves with this. subiect'

i *"rrt to pay a special tribute to Mr Niels Haagerup'

*t o t .t *oit.a io hard at preparing this report' As

the leader of the ad boc intormal group which has

been discussing the problems in Northern Ireland, it
is with sincere regret that I have heard that he is not

retuming to this Parliamen! at least for the next term'

I am vef sorry about this, and while I feel-that in this

Parliament and in the groups we shall find people

concerned about problems similar to that in Northern

Ireland, it will be very hard indeed to replace Mr

Haagerup.

The report that he has prepared ha; no.1. satisfied

everybody. Naturally, there-are those who will say that

this' report confirms the status 4zo in-Northern
Ireland. There are people like our friend, Dr Paisley,

behind me who of-course will see Mr Haagerup in a

different light, almost comparing him 
-to. 

Sitric, the

Danish Kiig of Dublin, who blockaded that port in

the first eff-ort to Prevent the Norman invasion of

Ireland. He was nol successful, but I hope that the

work Mr Haagerup has done here today will bear

more fruit 
"t 

J b.- more successful than that of our

first Danish participant in the Anglo-Irish struggle'

I regret that I cannot, for lack of time, make replies to

som-e of the points that have been raised' I shall there-

fore be as biief as possible. I want also to thank the

Christian-Democratic Group, who were the first gtoup

in this Parliament to decidi that the whole subject of

Northern Ireland should be debated in this House' It
is typical of the centre group in- the Parliament' to

wnitir I belong, to have iho*n this concem for this

troubled area and have offered their assistance'

In putting down our original motion, we have no wish

to burden- this House with the bitterness of an ancient

British-Irish conflict. Neither are we asking that solu-

tions which this House might think aPProPriate

should be imposed on the people of Northern Ireland

against their will. Ve want to draw attention to the

fi'ct that in a part of this Community there are people

who, for fiftein years pas! have not beefl free from

the scourge of civil striie, have not had the protection

of a norrial system of government and have suffered'

as a result, insecurity and poverty.

Nflhat is now clear beyond doubt is that the people-of

Northern Ireland cannot resolve this problem by

themselves. It is also clear that it cannot be resolved

without the economic aid which can relieve the social

and economic effects of the unrest' But it must also

be made clear that neither economic aid nor the good

counsel of this Community can have the required

effect if new policies are not adopted by the British

Government and if these policies are not accepted by

the maiority of the lrish people, north and south of

the border.

British governments, with the exception of the Ted

Heath g-overnment in the early 1970s, have been all

too reltictant to search for new solutions and to apply

them with firmness and fairness, as they have an obli-

gation to do. British governments have been extraordi-

iarily generous in froviding large -amounts 
of their

t"*p.y.-o' money, which was aPplied over the years to

thJ symptoms, 
'but 

never to the root causes of the

problem.
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In addition to the cost in human life and suffering,
which is great - 2 300 deaths and 24000 cases of
injury, leaving almost no family and no small commu_
nity in Northern Ireland unaffected - there is also
the direct financial burden of the security and
compensation alone, which cost the British exchequer
I 5 000 m sterling and i I 000 m sterling to the l;ish
Government.

In addition, the total economic cost to the two States
is conservatively estimated at a further f 5 000
million. By comparison with that, the amounts of
money argued about at the European Summit were
only chickenfeed. I think that the vast maioriry of the
British public have been badly informed and often
misled, both by the press and by many politicians,
about the true nature of the problem,-*riry British
soldien 

. 
die and why British resources aie being

wasted there. If the British taxpayers had been as well
informed about the cost of Nbrihern Ireland as they
have been about the cost of the common agricultural
poliry to this Community, they would longfago have
demanded solutions.

'W'e are told that it is not to be hoped that this age-old
problem will be resolved. Mr Haagerup, the rappor-
teur, has said that in the foreseeable future he cannot
see Ireland reunited. I would say to him in the words
of the Gospgl.: 'Oh ye of littie faith'. The original
purpose of this Community was to resolve .onhi.ts
and eliminate borders. Because the Community has
been so successful at resolving conflicts, the original
objective has been almost forgotten. Here on the main-
land of Europe we had divisions more deep, conflicts
more violent and borders that appeared far more
permanent. \flhat we want this Community to do is to
bring to bear its diplomatic skills, its -or.l irrflrerr.e
and a measure of its economic resources, and join
th.91 up with British and Irish efforts, which we hope
will be intensified, so that lreland, North and Souih,
can put_its past behind it and walk forvard, fully in
step with the rest of the peoples of this continent,
towards a real and true unity of all our people.

(Applause)

Mr J. D. Taylor (ED). - Mr president, I note thar
out of our 434 Members of this parliament, only 50
have attended this debate. I do not know why ihey
have boycotted the debate, but I must make ii clear
that.in my case I oppose the debate in principle. This
Parliament should not become involved'in the
internal political affairs of Member States, be they the
future of Corsica, the break-up of Belgium, the dlnial
of human rights in Greece and I7eJtern Thrace, or
indeed the right of the people of Northern Ireland to
determine their own politiial future.

I represent the Official Unionist party, the largest
political parry in .Northern Ireland. I am an
Ulsterman who is not English, who is not !7elsh, who

is not Scots, but who is Irish. Like the Scots, the
Velsh and the English, he is an Irishman who is
proud to be British.

Ireland was only once united. That was in l g00 when
it ioined the United Kingdom. It was Southern
Ireland - and let us remember that - that, by
leaving the United Kingdom in 1921, created the
partition of the island oi lreland. Ulstei has been in
the United Kingdom for 185 years, and that remains
the determined resolution of the people of Northem
Ireland. They will remain British.

I welcome Mr Haagerup's emphasis on the fact that
the issue is not one of religious strife but of national
identities : 40 o/o of Ulster's population is Catholic,
but usually only 25 7o vote for a united Ireland. It is
important.that Europe never simplifies the problem
into a Catholic a. Protestant conflict. Only thbse who
benefit from sectarian politics try to make that simpli_
fication.

I fully support the condemnation of terrorist violence.
As a politician, I have seen the tragedy of terrorism to
many families. I have had to visit-thi homes of both
Protestants and Catholics where the father has been
assassinated as he ploughed with his tractor or sar at
the fireside with his children. Good men have been
sacrificed. Mothers have become widows. The children
have become fatherless and embittered. I hope no
Members of this House ever have similar e*pe.i.rrc.s
in their countries. I know the family eiperience
myself, as I was critically injured by seven IILA bullets
in my head. However, I am one oi the luckiest and I
have recovered, not to further bitterness and division
but to help lead Ulster people - all Ulster people _
to a new dawn where Catholic and protestang
Unionist and Nationalist will help to rebuild Ulster.

The role of the police and army in Northern Ireland
is difficult and deserves the full understanding and
full support of this House. In this connecti-on, I
commend the increasing security cooperation between
London and Dublin along the land frontier between
our two countries. The battle against terrorism must
know no boundaries, and I regrei that this motion for
a resolution does not refer to the failure of the Dublin
Government to sign the European Convention for the
Suppression of Terrorism. It weakens the credibility of
the Dublin Govemment when it is seen throughout
the whole of Europe to accept that an IRA terrorist
who murders a civilian in Ulster has simply
committeed a political and not a criminal offence and
should therefore not be extradited and sent back to
Northern lreland. That situation must be brought to
an end.

I welcome the condemnation of those who give
finance to terrorists. That was an amendment iniro-
duced by our own group, the European Democratic
Group, at the Political Affairs Committee. In this
context Noraid in the United States of America is the
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worst example. I recognize that the Dublin Govern-
ment has made every effort in the USA to stoP people

supporting Noraid. It is to the shame of the United
Staies of America that it provides the largest source of
funds - yes, greater than even those from Ireland -
for the murder campaign pursued by the IM terror-

ists in our country.

I note with interest that the motion for a resolution

does not call for power-sharing in Ulster and that Mr
Haagerup specifically went out of his way to underline

that-he *orld not be using the phrase'power-sharing"
This is a recognition that power-sharing has been

tried in the province and has failed. It does, however,

sugSest a formula which would give all 
. 
political

parties greater participation in the system of govern-

mental decision-making in Ulster. This latter idea is
not too distant from thg committee structure of
government recommended by the Northern Ireland

Constitutional Convention. I reject the idea of an

Anglo-Irish Parliamentary Council. It is for govern-

ments to decide how countries should cooPerate' not

for members of parliament from both countries.

Alongside the tragedy of violence is the social and

economic deprivation. I wish to place on record my
deep appreciation of the Community desire, both in
thiJ Parliament and in the Commission, to give finan-
cial aid to Northern Ireland. I7e have an average

unemployment rate of 22o/o - 40o/o in some districts.

I therifoie welcome the motion's call for more aid for

the province. Ulster's traditional engineering and

textili indusries have declined. Now agriculture,

employing 15% of our people, is threatened by the

new farm-price proposals. There is little alternative

employment for our farmers, if they have to abandon

grais-based agricultural production. One of our advan-

iages lies in ihe skills of our people and the excellent

reiord of good industrial relations, as seen today both

in our great shipbuilding yard at Harland & \7olff in
Belfast and in the aircraft industry at Shortt Brothers.

In conclusion, responsible politicians in Ulster, the

Republic and London must try to heal the divisions.

This will require leadership in Ulster and statesman-

ship within the Republic of Ireland. Ulster needs

peace and deserves better than the last 15 years' Of
iourse there can be cooPeration between North and

South, but it can only succeed and be fruidul if it is

founded upon mutual resPect and non-interference in
each otheis' intemal affairs. I note recently the new

understanding in the South of its obligations towards

Northern Ireland. The time for flag-waving is over.

Terrorism must be defeated because it is the enemy of

all Ireland. Sectarian politics must be reiected' Yes,

recent years in Ulster have been most unhappy,,but

there is a great resilience amongst all Ulster people' I
remain hopeful and optimistic that Peace and better

times lie ahead for Northem lreland, and the financial
support and sympathy of this Community encourage

my hopes.

(Applause from tbe European Democratic Group)

Mrs Ewing (DEP). - I wish to make a very simple

point of order. I share Mr Taylor's disappointment at

ihe turnout Nevertheless, I cannot let it be Put on the

record that there are only 50 Members of this House

here. There have been well over 100 at times, and

some of them have had to go in and out for the usual

reasons.

Mr Maher (L). - Mr President, I must begrn by
praising the work of my colleague, Niels Haagerup.

First of all, I think he displayed great courage in
taking on this repor! but I do not believe that there is

rrryorre in this Parliament more competent than Niels

Haagerup is to present a rePort of this kind. He has

trod between the extremes in a most dexterous way'

and I think it is a great pity that he has not decided to
continue his political career in this House.

There is one thing that strikes me, and I do not want

to be misunderstood. If we had not had the troubles

of the last 15 years in the North of Ireland, troubles

so acute that thousands of lives have been lost and

people have gone through great suffering, human,

economic and social suffering, it is highly unlikely
that we would in fact be discussing this question in
the European Parliament today. That is, in a certain

way, an indictment of the politicians who had been

there since the beginning of Partition, since the North
of Ireland became part of the United Kingdom, for
not having tackled the problems that were seething

there under the surface during all that time. That is

why I am concerned that perhaps there is a tendency

to tackle only the symPtoms of the problem and not
the basic problem itself.

There is always a reason why things happen. There is
always a reason why there is terrorism, why violent
men operate, why they are prepared to shoot down

their victims indiscriminately. There is alwala a

reason. Just to condemn them is not enough. God

knows, if condemnation could have solved the

problem of terrorism in the North of Ireland, it would
have disappeared long ago. It has been condemned by
politicians, by Church leaders, by responsible people

iight across society in Britain, the Republic of Ireland

and the North. But it has not disappeared, which
proves to me that the problem is deeper than that and

that we need to get at the reasons.

The reasons are fairly clear. First of all, there has been

the discrimination that went on, even under Mr
Taylor when he was part of the government of that

part of the country. That has been proved. I am not
making it as a charge against him It is a fact that
there is discrimination. Thankfully, that has been

tackled and is being resolved - not totally, because it
will take a long time, but it is being resolved and I
give credit to the British Government for having

iackled it. Again in a certain sense it is an indictment,
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because they only tackled it when violence had
erupted and when the problem became almost unman-
ageable. I heard Eddie McAteer, who sat in the
Northern Assembly down through the years during
my lifetime, forecasting that the lid would one day
blow off, that people would not continue to accept th;
discrimination meekly and mildly as they had done
during that period. Some day the problem would
erupt and we should not know how to tackle it. His
words were prophetic.

However, I want to make it clear that I want to do
nothing in this House today to make the situation
worse. I want to make it better. I want to pay a tribute
in a certain way to the British Government in the
past particularly in the person of Ted Heath, who was
then Prime Minister, He gained in a strange way -and this is something that is perhaps dilficult for
outsiders to understand - a speciai place in the
minds of people in the Republic of Ireland, because
they saw him as the first Prime Minister in probably
50 or 60 years who took a deep interest in thi
problem and who helped to arrive at what looked like
a solution, at least in the interim. The Sunningdale
Agreemenl achieved in cooperation with the govem-
ment of the Republic at that time, was at least a way
towards a solution.

Here I have, with the greatest regret, to mention some-
thing else. That solution did not, in fact, work. !7hy
did it not work ? It did not work because once again

'the British Government gave way to extremists on one
side. I want to say that to my British friends. I do not
know if you see it, but you have tended to do that.
You did it in l9l2 when there was a proposal to esta-
blish Home Rule in Ireland. Part of the British Army
mutinied at that time, and the British Government
gave way. They have been giving way ever since to
extremists on one side ! It is time that you began to
stand up not only to extremists on the one side - the
IM or whoever, and in that you are right - but also
to the extremists on the other side who say: we only
want what we believe in, not what the British Govern-
ment wants at any particular time.

I reject the notion that we should not have the right
to have this discussion in this House today. Vtry
shouldn't we ? Vhy should we discuss El Salvador,
Vietnam, Afghanistan where people are being killed
and be unable to discuss a problem within our own
Community ? '$7e are, in a certain way, appealing to
you, the Members from the other Community courr-
tries, to examine more deeply what the proLlem is
and to help us to resolve it. IThen I say ,us' I mean
the British and Irish Governments. I want to make
this appeal : please do not turn your eyes away i please

help us to resolve it ! You are already giving some
, help, and we are grateful for it, but *e-neeJ much

more. '$7e need understanding. I7e need you to indi_
cate to us that you are behind us in arriving at solu_
tions.

IN THE CHAIR: LADY ELLES

Yice-President

Lady Elles, you are now in the Chair. I want to appeal
to you personalln because I believe that you are a
pefgn of great understanding and great experience in
politics. Please do not make the mistake of reiecting
this report Because if you do, once again you will bI
seen to give away to extremists and not to go the
moderate way. It is because you have not sup-ported
the moderates in the past that we have the situation
we have today. Please do not reject it once again.
Please support the moderate report of a moderate man
which steers a careful course between both forms of
extremism, and offers some possibiliry for help in the
future.

I can tell you, if you reject it" you will please the IM.
That is certain. You will also please thi extremists on
the other side. You will please Mr paisley, because he
also is an extremis! in a certain sense. I do not want
to say this with any bitterness, but he is probably the
best recruiting agent the IRA has.

(Applause from tbe centre and from tbe lef)
There is no doubt about it, for that is what keeps
them going. Please do not reject it. please vote for iL
If you abstain, it will be interpreted as a vote against.

(Applause)

Mr Blaney (CDD. - Madam President, I, like other
speakers before me, without doubt recognize the
rapporteur's great work, his diligence in research, his
energy in visiting the temitory about which he has
reported to this House. Bug having said that, I am
afraid I depart from those others beiause I think that
Mr Haagerup, not only at his press conference
yesterday, but here in his introductory speech today,
has shown a bias that is not worthy of ihe man.

He talked about the manner in which he had been

l.]p:9 by all six groups. There are seven groups in
this House, much to the consternation of soir" of the
groups who tried to ensure that there would not be
such. I happen to have had an interest in this matter
for quite " l9"g time. I did at the ourset supply Mr
f{aagerup with any and every information that- I had,
including a prepared background document. I met
him - one of the few, if not the only Southern
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Ireland Member in this House to do so - when he

visited Ireland to research the subiect. He did not,

when he referred in his introduction to the resolutions

drawn up in this House in the past, acknowledge or

.u.n tei* to be aware that the first resolution

submitted to this House on the denial of civil and

human rights in the Communiry, with particular refer-

ence to the Six Counties, was tabled as early as 1980

and referred by the House in the normal way to the

Political Affairs Committee, which, because of the

taboo that then existed against mentioning Northern
Ireland, the Six Counties or the Irish question, then

shuffled it across, after a long delay, to the Legal

Affairs Committee because the Political Affairs

Committee felt that since it dealt with internal
matters it was not for them. Subsequently, the Legal

Affairs Committee quietly buried the resolution,

because they decided not to rePort on it. It would
have been at least courteous, as well as more accurate'

to mention that resolution in the report drawn up by
Mr Haagerup. But I do not quite blame him: perhaps

he was not .*,"t of it and it was not brought to his

notice.

But I do say that there cannot be any excuse for the

bias shown at the press conference and here in this

House to talk about six groups when there are seven ;

to talk about each rePresentative of each party in my
country who had helped him in this matter; and by

name to mention those who do not belong to any

DarN. and ignore the fact that I was elected here very

iou.t on ti'e basis that the lrish question, Northern

Ireland and the partition of Ireland would be some-

thing I would divote a great deal of my time and

.n.rgy to. And I have done so. It was because this had

been'pressed since 1979 and ruled out of order that

we found ourselves with the tragedy of the hunger

strikes, with the ultimate resolutions on plastic bullets.

It was those debates in this House that enabled the

eyes of the Parliament here to be opened to the Point
that they discarded the British claim that the Irish

question was solely a matter for the UK Government

and not the business of this European Parliament.

That is how we came to have a report, as produced by

Mr Haagerup and about which we are talking today.

That report, to my mind, contains a great deal of

research and much cleverness but, at the same time, I
regard it as a pussyfooting repor! and exercise in tighr
rJe walking, trying to offend nobody. And, of course'

the result will surely be that it produces nothing at

the end of the day to resolve the problem. That is the

age-old problem of the Irish question, which -did 
not

si.rt oniy 180 years ago, or thereabouts, when Mr
Taylor says that Ireland was Part of the UK; it was

started by the occupation by the Britrsh of my country
800 years ago. That we may have been members of

the UK for 180 years may also be true, that we had

partition back in the 1920s is also true, but it is untrue

without qualification to say that all three parliaments

confirmei partition at that time. Our government in
Dublin at that time confirmed partition after their
emissaries who went on negotiations to London came

back having signed a Treaty creating partition. But
that Treaty was signed under the direct threat in
London that if they did not sign, there would be terr-

ible and bloody war visited uPon the entire island o(

Ireland by the British and the might of her power and

her military weight. That is how it came about, with
the unfortunate result of a bloody civil war being

fought on our shores over whether partition should or
should not be accepted.

To Mr Taylor, might I just add the usual correction:
that he is not talking about Ulster when he talks

about the six occupied counties of Ireland: they are

but six of the nine counties of my province. There are

nine counties in that province, and that just shows the

manner in which it was partitioned - the manner in
which it is occupied today - to,arrive at a contrived

majoriry. The British did not take over all of Ulster

because they reckoned it could not be held if they

did, so we had six counties with a count of heads of
those who would be Unionists - largely Protestant

but Unionists in the last analysis - and by discrimina-
tion in jobs and housing and in every other direction
since then they have ensured through the Stormont

Government, which is now no more, and with the

aiding and abetting of the UK Government that the

peopli who did not agree with the partition - the

nationalist outlook, the Catholic people
driven out. It is true to say that Britain's legacy to
Ireland and to this Community today is the result of
800 years of occupation, with lreland being a member

of the UK for, I am told, 180 years and suffering parti-
tion since the early 1920s.

Do these figures not say something ? Do they not
condemn the whole oPeration over those centuries ?

That there are more people of Irish descent in the

United States than there are living in Ireland today as

a whole ? More people of direct Irish extraction in
Great Britain, on the mainland, than there are in
Ireland today ? How come ? Ifty ? Has it not been as

a result of discrimination of all kinds visited upon us

as a race down the years ? I am talking about a race.

![hy do we still, after all those years, uniquely stand

out as not having been absorbed by the occupier ? Ve
have not been ! It is unique in the history of this
world for any country and any people to have

sustained their own outlook, their wish for their own

self-determination, for the centuries that we, the Irish
race, have done, dispite all the difficulties that have

been visited upon us by our occupiers in the past and

right up to the present. Even today they do not realize

that as immediate neighbours, and having so many

things in common, here in this much greater arena

than we are accustomed to either in the UK or in
Ireland, we could be, and to our mutual advantage

should be, much close together than we are. But
whilst we feel that - and I can feel that despite our

history - I don't find it reflected in the actions, in
the votes, in the comments in any debate that has to

do with the well-being of my country as far as its

economy never mind anything else is

concerned.
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But let me continue and say to this Parliament here
today, that while part of my country is occupied and
while the UK Government maintains its determina-
tion and its continued assurances that it will continue
in the Six Counties so long as the contrived majority
wish it to do, then there will be no peace in Ireland;
there cannot be peace in lreland; there will be no
meaningful discussion between the divided factions in
Ireland while Britain maintains that atitude You have
tried everything - I will give you that - every
possible type of approach except one, and that is to
make up your minds that there is no future for
Ireland as it is and there is no future for the British in
Ireland. There is one way you have not tried, and that
is to declare your intention to g€t out and leave it to
the lrish to settle matters themselves. There will not
be, as has been said time without number, a bloody
war if that should happen. \Pe can manage our own
business if we are left to do it.

Mr Del Duco (EPP). - (17) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, no committed European can fail to be
concerned by the situation in Northem lreland. It is a
tragedy that there should still subsist in a corner of
Europe the remains of the religious enmity and hatred
which in former times caused so much suffering else-
where in our continent.

Ve have in the past shown ourselves capable of over-
coming religious and nationalist tensions elsewhere in
Europe, and we now have the duty to apply the same
poliry in Northern Ireland. Given that some 600/o of
the adolescents in Northern Ireland aged under 15
belong to families of Irish nationaliry it is only a ques-
tion of time before they become the majority.

\ffe must pay urgent attention to this fact with a view
to being able to establish institutions which can
command the respect of both sides and enable Protes-
tants and Catholics to share political power in
Northern Ireland. The violence which has afflicted
thousands of men, women and children for the last
ten years, which has killed and injured so many, is the
consequence of the inability of those in power to
ensure that civil rights are respected, including the
right of those whose rights are denied to protest peace-
fully.

If we are to free Northern Ireland from the terror of
bombs and guns, the European Community and this
democratically-elected European Parliament, repre-
senting 270 million electors, must play their role in
the quest for a solution. In particular we must support
the political leaders who not only condemn violence
but encourage trust and cooperation between the
communities involved.

I congratulate Mr Haagerup on his balanced and posi-
tive report, on which the Legal Affairs Committee has
so wisely refrained from proposing amendments, and

I trust that the report will receive the support of every
member of goodwill in this House.

(Applause)

Sir Fred Cethers,ood (ED). - Madam presideng I
think I am the only Member of this House who has
lived on both sides of the Irish border. I was born in
Mr Hume's country of Derry; I have lived also in the
other Irish county of Ulster, Donegal ; our family has
known most of the political leaders in Dublin and
Belfast and my father did in his time his best to get
them together and to reconcile their differences. I
followed the family tradition, especially in the five
years following 1969, and did whatever I could to
help. Indeed, the Constitution of the Stormont
Assembly follows almost exactly proposals I myself
put forward in 1962 and commended to Jim Prior
later on.

Now the Haagerup report is directly in the tradition
which our family has followed for two generations. It
is an excellent report. Having been deeply involved in
this problem for a very long period - that is, the
problem of reconciliation between the communities
in Northern Ireland - I find myself in almost toal
agreement with the Haagerup report I think it goes to
the heart of the matter. I think it is excellent that
somebody coming from outside, from another tradi-
tion, should look with sympathy, skill and under-
standing at this matter, and I think that he has come
up with fresh insights and fresh proposals for the way
in which we might move forward which are an enor-
mous help to the situation in lreland.

If I were a free agent, I would vote for this report.
However, I and my colleagues cannot get over the fact
that we are here as members of the British goveming
party and that party has a very heavy responsibility for
maintaining public order in Northem lreland. It is a
fact that the Unionists in Northem Ireland feel that
they have been under physical attack, under terror, for
the last 15 years, and that does give a very sharp
dimension to anything that the governing party does.
The million Unionisrs in Northern Irelaid are the
unsung majority in that province, and although they
are a majority in the province, they are a minority in
the island and they are a small minority in the United
Kingdom. Therefore, it is the responsibility of the
British Govemment to bear in mind their point of
view. The view that has been put to us, and which I
accept, is that it would not be helpful for us to vote
for this report. So I commend the report. I think it is
a magnificent report and I hope it is acted on, and it
is to my personal sorrow that I cannot myself vote for
it.

Mr Natali, Vice-President of tbe Commission - (ID
Madam Presideng there are a number of points in this
report on which the Commission feels it should
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comment. The motion for a resolutioon submitted to

the House also contains a number of specific requests

on which I should also like to make some preliminary

comments.

First of all, I must stress that although we do not have

the authority to exPress any opinion on the political

aspects of the situaiion in Northern Ireland raised by

your rapporteur, the Commission follows the events

ihere with a constant and real concern' hoping to see

an end to the violence and loss of human life, and

hoping that the barriers which block attemPts to

brincl lastins improvement to the economic and

socifi life of tf,e population of Northern Ireland can

rapidly be broken down.

Insofar as initiatives by Parliament can, even indi-
rectly, contribute to finding a political -solution 

in
Northern Ireland the Commission can do no other

than welcome and encourage such initiatives.

Secondly, it is encouraging that the aids-given-by the

Community through the various funds and other

instruments, aimed at resolving the economic and

social problems of Northern Irelan{ should be so

eeneraliy welcomed by all the political parties in
i.,lorthern Ireland, in the Republic of Ireland and in

the remainder of the United Kingdom.

!7e consider that this has established neutral ground

for meetings which represens a solid base on which

can be buiii future expinsion of Community action in

the region now ProPosed by your Parliamentary

committee.

In this context, Madam President, I should like to
digress on a number of practical points relating to

C6mmunity financial aid in Northern Ireland,

concerning both the follow up to the Martin resolu-

tion and the resolution before you.

I have no need to rePeat now the long list of aids and

measures already operating in Northern Ireland,

which have already been given full prominence in Mr
Haagerup's report. I should like to thank him for the

particular attention which is paid to this aspect.

The Commission regards these measures, particularly

those for Belfast, as a substantial initial contribution to

the economic development of the region, and fully in
line with the Martin iesolution. However, it is not the

Commission's intention to stoP there, and it intends

to add to the actions undertaken. Naturally, we are

obliged to take account of the difficult budget situa-

tioriin the Community, and in particular of the fact

that agteement has not yet been reached on the future

financing of the Community or indeed on the

amounts of the structural funds.

It is the intention of the President of the Commission

to hold a meeting as soon as possible of the special

group of Commissioners responsible for- policies

itri.i, have an immediate impact on Northem

Ireland, so as to decide the next stePs to be taken'

These discussions will naturally also include an exami-

nation of the proiects already under way or under
consideration, as is requested in the motion for a reso-

lution now before you, and should lay the foundations

for a future CommunitY strategy.

The Commission will examine sympathetically the

proposal for an integrated plan for Northern- Ireland

"na 
tn. border. It must however be stressed that such

a plan inevitably requires the active cooperation and

collaboration of the Irish and British Sovernments.

Finally, I should like to make a few quick comments

on the text of the motion for a resolution'

The Commission is invited to ensure that all the

present and future resources of the Community are

made available for the development proiects which

already exist in Northern lreland. !7e are always cons-

cious of the problem of additionality in Community
instruments and in Member States, particulady in the

case of regions such as Northern Ireland. Ve are

convinced ihat the Community s many special actions

in Northern Ireland are creating an ideal climate for

true additionality. Finally, the extraordinary Commu-

nity provisions made for urban renewal in Belfast

spicify that the funds made available by-the Commu-

nity must be added to the urban renewal Programmes
undertaken at national level. The Commission is

currently ensuring that this condition is being met.

The Commission is recommended to carry out the

various cross-border proiects described in the recent

report on the Irish border area drawn up by the

Eionomic and Social Committee. The Commission is

in fact already actively involved in many of these

projects eithei through the general section of the

iegional development fund or through the sfecific
pr6.risiont of tourist and artisanal transfrontier

iegional development. Ve shall continue to give

m-a*im.r* prioriry to cross-border projects and

examine the possibilities and potential for increasing

the cross-border cooperation'

In this context the Commission shares the rappor-

teur's pleasure at the agreement to make natural gas

from the Kinsale field in the South of Ireland avail-

able to industry and domestic consumers in Northem
Ireland, and is now considering jointly with the Irish

and Northern Irish authorities the ways in which the

Community can provide special aid to this project'

I believe, Madam President, that Parliament will have

understood the tenor of my speech, in which I hope I
have given you an indication of how closely the

Comniission'is following the economic and social

problems of Northern Ireland, and of our determina-

tion to bring about their solution.

(Applause)

Mr Haegerup (Ll, rapporteur. - Madam President, I
wish to thank Vice-President Natali for his very

constructive rePly to my rePort' which I think goes a

long way towards proving that this report and its

recommendations will not be shelved.
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I am too overwhelmed and too moved to be able to
say an appropriate word of thanks for all the kind and
much too flattering remarls that have been addressed
to me during the debate, so I shall not attempt to do
so. I have an additional reason for not safng anything
more, and that is that Mr Paisley's speech left me
speechless.

(Laugbter and applause)

Mr Poisley (NI). - Madam President, Mr Haagerup
singled me out in his report for special mention. The
people of Northem Ireland will be very glad I have
left him speechless. In reply to thag he says that I am
self-appointed. I want to refer to the elections to this
Parliament. The three Members elected were Mr John
Hume, Mr John Taylor and myself. Mr Tay'or talks
about speaking for the majority of people in Northem
Ireland. IThat were the election results ? I had more
votes than any other Member elected to this Parlia-
ment - approximately 180000. I was elected on the
first count, and to say I was self-appointed and to
write that into the report when those are the facts is,
of course, an illustration of the bias that Mr Haagerup
had. Mr Taylor received 68 185 votes. So I know
whom I speak for.

(Protcsts from olaious quarters)

I know that Members do not like to hear the truth.

Those from the South of Ireland especially do not
want to hear about the people who vote for me and
my views.

Secondly, Mr Maher said that I was a good recruiting
scrg€ant for the IRA. I do not know any more diabol-
ical slander that could be uttered by a Member of this
House. I have followed too many coffins in Northem
Ircland, which Mr Maher knows nothing about. I have
seen to many of my own people butchered and slain
not to know what the IRA is about, and I have an
answer for him today. !7hy did the IRA ambush me
on the Albert Bridge - and only by the providence
of God the bullet missed my car by inches - if I am
one of their supporten ? And why did Dominic
McGlinchey say that he hoped in 1984 to remove me
from the scene of operations in Northern Ireland ? It
is an absolute scandal that any Member of this House
should imply that another Member is helping to
promote the brutaliry butchery and bloodshed of the
Irish Republican Army. I welcome the opportunity of
being able to make this personal statement and put
these facts on the record.

(Prorcas from oaious quarters)

\
President. -{ I wish to inform the House that Mr
Paisley applied to make a personal statement under
Rule 67 (2), which entitles him to speak for three
minutes, and therefore the time allotted to him was
perfectly in order.

The debate is closed.

Before we go on to the next item, I should like to
prcpose to the House that, in view of the very great
importance of the subject of this debate, it should be
the first item voted on at 4.30 p.m. This would make
the result of the vote available to the press and to
those many parts of Europe which are interested in
the results of this debate.

(Parliament adopted tbe President's proposal)

2. Integrated Meditertanean progranfies

President. - The next item is the report by Mr
Kazazis, on behalf of the Committee on Regional
Policy and Regional Planning (Doc. t-1530/g5), on

the proposal from the Commission to the Council
(Doc. l-661183 - COM(83) a95 final) for a regula-
tion instituting integrated Mediterranean
Progfammes.

The oral question by Mr P0ttering and others, on
behalf of the Group of the European People's party, to
the Council (Doc. l-1513/83) is included in this
debate :

Subfect: Amendment of the Regional Fund Regu-
lation

Could the Council state what steps it is taking to
amend the Regional Fund Regulation with a view
to _helping to improve the Community's regional
policy ?

Mr Kozozis (PPE), rapporteu, - (GR) Madam presi-
deng the subject of my report which I have drawn up
on behalf of the Committee on Regional policy ani
Regional Planning, is of particular importance for
several basic reasons,

Firstly because the European Parliament has urged the
Commission in numerous previous reports to iubmit
and- put forward programmes for the disadvantaged
Mediterranean regions of the Community.

Secondly because the Commission is in fact
discharging an obligation which it undertook in its
report pursuant to the mandate of 30 May.

Airay, the European Parliament is called upon to
submit amendments so as to improve the Commis-
sion's proposal and adapt it to the particular characte-
ristics and needs of the Mediterranean regions of the
Community, within the context of -the 

duties
conferred upon it by the Treaties. Furthermore,
yesterday afternoon the President of the Council of
Ministers, when referring to these programmes,

lmphasized the absolute priority ascribed by the
Council of Ministers to the adoption and appliiation
of these programmes.
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The need for these Mediterranean programmes, Mr
President, ladies and gentlemen, arises from five main

factors :

- the level of development" particular characteristics

and structural weaknesses of these regions which

create what could, perhaps, be called a peripher-

ality syndrome comprising inhibitory factors

which obstruct rapid develoPment;

- the results of the application of the common poli-
cies, especially the CAP, which has not helped the

Mediterranean regions as much as it should and

has even perhaps had the opposite effect by

preventing and delaying the integration of these

iegions into the rest of the Community;

- the general Mediterranean policy followed- by the

Conimunity, which because of its preferential

aSreements create additional problems for the

pioducts of these regions of the Community;

- the socio-economic repercussions in these regions

which will be caused by the accession of Spain

and Portugal to the Community, since it is sure

that these regions will be called uPon to bear the

economic c-ost of the accession, the goods

produced by Spain and Portugal being, to a large

Lxten! identical with those of the Mediteranean
regions of the CommunitY;

- lastly, the fact that the Commission in its reply- to

the iequests made in the Greek Memorandum has

already emphasized that a significant Part of these

requ.its must be met by applying the Mediterra-

nean Programmes.

For this reason the Commission ProPoses intervention
in and restructuring of the agricultural sector in these

programmes for the development .of the agricultural

i.gi-ont, as well as intervention in non-agricultural
..iiriti.t which will eventually have to cope with the

surplus manpower which will result ultimately from

the restructuring of the primary sector.

There are basically two obiectives : to increase

incomes and to improve conditions in the employ-
ment sector. In the suggested measures the contribu-
tions of each party of the Community and the

Member States toncerned have been calculated by

taking into consideration the nature of each activity,

.r *r"il as the intensity and particular characteristics of

the problems caused by the various regions. The finan-

cial contributions of the Community are therefore

more related to activities which have more immediate

and speedy results and less to structural activities' This

is also the case for the national contributions, so that

on the one hand Greece's contribution has been

reduced while on the other that of lmly and to an

even greater extent, that of France, has been increased'

My opinion as raPPorteur, which coincides with that

of' the large majority of the members of the

Committee on Regional Policy and Regional Plan-

ning, on behalf of which I am now speaking, is that a

proposal for a regulation can determine the institu-
tional framework upon which the achievement of the

objectives of joint activity and the integrated develop-

mint of a region depends. Since the Commission's

proposals have been considered excessively technoc-

ratii and centralizing and have been seen to be

lacking as regards the regional sector, the Committee
on Reeional Folicy and Regional Planning aims in the
amen{ments whiih it has tabled to simplify, improve

and supplement of the proposed regulation to make it
more itraightforward and useful. It also aims to
provide greatet opportunity for action for local and

iegional 
-operatois- and Sreater participation and

reiponsibility in designing, programming, preparing

anJ implementing these Programmes. It also. aims to

secure ionsistency between all the Community inter-

ventions and, finally, to supplement the socio-

structural guidelines so as to adapt them to the

specific characteristics of these regions'

These programmes could be called innovative and

may even be thought to be ambitious by some.

However, their significance and the level of expendi-

ture involved should be viewed in relation to the enor-

mous problems facing these regions of the Commu-
nity. In applying thesi progammes the aim should be

to allow ih. g"p which exists between the privileged

developed regions of the Community and the less-

favoured regions to be bridged. For this reason extraor-

dinary means are needed to bridge this enormous

chasm.

The European Parliament which expresses the Polit-
ical will oi the people of the Community, has always

been the first to Protect the policies whose aim is to
bring together Cconomies and which has always

s,rppo.t.d the proposals of the Commission which

trad the same obiective. At this point I should like

especially to congratulate the Commission for its initi-
ative in i.Utlng a motion which, once implemented, is

likely to be of great help in bringing together the

economies of these regions. Naturally these

programmes cannot solve the problems of develop-

meit in such sectors as the Processing, transPort and

energy sectors, which need specific action, even

tho"gh they'do not iSnore them. The aim of these

progi.*met is first and foremost to create an infra-

rt--.tut. in the agricultural economy and parallel

investment in non-agricultural activities involving
small and medium-sized undertakingB, transPort,

energy, agrotourism and various other sectors. I there-

fore 6eliJve that the European Parliament will unani-

mously opt for these proposals and will once again

show ihaf it is dominated by sentiments of solidarity
and is very much interested in mutual goodwill and

consistency in the Community. Unless the imbalances

between the regions are Put right, the future of the

Community and the prosperity of all of us will be seri-

ously jeopardized.

I therefore strongly urge all the Members of the Euro-

pean Parliament to give their unreserved suPPort to
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the Commission's proposals so that these progtammes
can be approved as soon as possible by the Council of
Ministers.

(Applause)

IN THE CHAIR: MR JAQUET

Vice-Presid.ent

Mr Papantoniou (S), d.raftsman of tbe opinion of
tbe Comrnittee on Economic and lWonetary Atfairs,

- (GR) Mr President, the Committee on Economic
and Monetary Affairs supports any move to decrease
regional inequality and encourage economic conver-
gence, which is the prerequisite for economic
recovery, development and integration in the Commu-
nity.

In the past common measures in this sector were
sporadic and fragmentary. The integrated Mediterra-
nean programmes, however, aim to make coordinated
use of all the Community resources for the develop-
ment of the less-favoured regions of the Mediterra-
nean. This approach is fully supported by the
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs.

Many of the measures which have been put forward
refer to agriculture and therefore do not fall within
the competence of the Committee on Economic and
Monetary Affairs. The integrated Mediterranean
programmes, however, also provide for the adoption of
additional measures to create altemative iob opportuni-
ties for those who give up farms and at the same time
to ensure additional income for those who remain.

These measures are fully supported by our committee.
Ve especially approve of the measures to support
small and medium-sized businesses and industries. In
this context it is important to emphasize the impor-
tance of the new information technologies which can
help to deal with many of the disadvantages which
affect farms in the poor Mediterranean regions and
which are mainly due to the great distance of the
farms from the centre and to the fact that they are so
small.

The negative consequences of the overcentralization
of economic activity in certain regions are becoming
increasingly obvious. The integrated Mediterranean
programmes propose aid to encourage industry to
move away from the region of Athens. The port will
be of great assistance in improving the quality of life
in the Greek capital.

The integrated Mediteffanean programmes belong to
the policies which will be put into effect when a solu-
tion has been found to the problems of the Commu-
nity budget. The Committee on Economic and Mone-
tary Affairs believes that these programmes should be
implemented as soon as possible as a matter of
priority, which means that they should be financed by
a special budget appropriation as suggested by the

rapporteur, Mr Kazazis, and the Commission and
should not be placed wholly within the structural
fund as requested in some circles.

Mrs Fuillet (S). - (FR) W President, ladies and
gentlemen, before going into the content of the inte-
grated Mediteranean pr-ogrammes,- I would like to pay
tribute to the considerable work done by our rappor-
teur, Mr Y:azazis. Throughout our work on the
Committee, he showed the greatest understanding for
the opinions of the members of the Committee on
Regional Policy and Regional Planning.

The report we are now discussing is dear to us and it
is all the more important in that it is a big step
forward in getting the Mediterranean regions out of
the situation of being 'Europe's suburbs' which we
have maintained and in which they have been
confined for such a long time. In actual facg even
though the integrated Mediterranean programmes are
not a panacea for the problems of the Mediteffanean
regions, they do have the advantage of trying to
answer two basic questions for the future of our
Community. Firsg the partial reply to the Greek
memorandum, which will constitute the basis for
close cooperation with our Greek partners for the
future, and secondly the attenuation of the negative
effects of the imminent enlarg€ment of the Commu-
nity on some of our regions.

The content of the programmes calls for reflection.
First the agricultural measures which, though in most
cases serving to supplement action already undervay,
will help in the struggle to eliminate certain structural
deficiencies in the rural zones concemed.

The IMPs do not forget that very sensitive sector in
our regions; the fishing industry. The measures set
out in the programmes include in fact very praise-
worthy efforts to improve structures and research in
this sector. Some measures dealing with fishing have
already been the subject of an agreement during the
French presidency as part of the preparatory work for
the IMPs in the three Member States concerned.

Second, I would like to stress that under the non-agri-
cultural measures, the IMPs make provision for action
which has long been the subject of demands by our
Socialist Group, in other words action benefiting the
small and medium-sized companies and small crafts
sectors. Although the latter have had a European year
dedicated to them, they have not been able to benefit
from the type of support we would have been proud
of. In the same way, the Commission has stressed the
amount of effort to be made in measures involving
renewable sources of energy, since not enough had
been done so far in this direction.

Rural tourism, which is an idea we have alwap been
in favour of, is also taken into account in this reporu
It should be stressed that for all proposals, however
interesting they might be, improving the effectiveness
of Community actions was the main idea in the
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Commission's mind. This can be seen in the efforts to

coordinate the structural funds concemed and in the

effective dovetailing of Community aid with national

aid. The Commiision on Regional Policy and

Regional Planning has expressed the desire for special

efforts to be made by the Member States to ensure

that the regions concemed by the Programmes are

able to participate in them. The participation of the

regions must of course be in keeping with the legisla-

tion of the Member States.

On the other hand, we are pleased with the utilization

and promotion of information and technical assis-

tance which was previously not availabe in the

regions.

!7e stress the need to establish a developed network

of advisers and consultants as set out in the

Progfammes.

The network of advisers and consultants must not

remain a pious wish, iust as training must -not 
be a

source of income for certain private bodies' The

programmes proPose something else along the lines

of ienuine teihnical assistance. Ve must back up this

innovation and extend it to other Community areas'

The Committee on Regional Policy and Regional

Planning has tried to adhere to several principles,

includirig that of not exceeding the Commission's

financial proposals. In the context of the budget as we

know it, we felt it would be more realistic to keep to

the proposals which had been made, although they

had noi always been in line with our views'

As far as financing is concerned, the programmes will
be financed by the structural funds and the budget

heading introduced for this PurPose.

The question of financing by a revolving fund has

been widely discussed by our Committee' The

Commission is carrying out a feasibility study on this

point. Since it has not yet been completed.we have

Leen unable to take into account this interesting ProP-
osal in the regulation.

Finally, I would like to announce the Socialist Grgynj
position on the amendments which have been tabled :

*. .t. sorry that Mr Hutton systematically tabled

amendments whose sole PurPose is to distort the

programmes. In most cases, his amendments were

iejeited unanimously less one vote, his own, when the

Committee voted on them. Ve shall therefore vote

against Mr Hutton's amendments.

The amendments of the Committee on Agdculture
and Committee on Transport' on the other hand,

reflect the preoccupations of the Socialist members of

our Committee and we shall support them.

This does not aPPly, however, to the changes

proposed by Lord Douro.

In conclusion, Mr President, I would like to point out

that the members of our Committee have always tried

to reach the best possible compromise to ensure the

success of this very important rePort.

I hope that by adopting the same attitude, this House

will participate in its success and follow the lead

shown by the Council President who yesterday Save
us some support by asking for more funds for the inte-
gated Mediterranean programmes.

The population of these Mediteffanean regions has

been waiting for a report of this kind for a long time.

The worries raised by the problems resulting from

enlargement should be allayed by your approval.

Today, a ny of sunshine will shine on Europe. It
certainly needs it.

Mr P6ttering (PPE). - (DE) Mr President, ladies

and gentelmen, first of all I would like to say on

behal'i of the Group of the European People's Party a

few words of thanks to our colleague and friend
Filotas Kazazis for his untiring and highly comPetent

work. I believe that on the strength of what we have

before us we should support him and adopt this

report by a large maiority. My group at any rate will
unanimously approve this rePort.

'Ve Christian Democrats are most pleased, now that

the European Community has been led into a crisis

by a Member State in northem Europe, that we can

now deal with the problems of southem Europe. I
would like to tell the Commission very clearly that we

fully agee with Mr Kazazis and that our approval is

Uasia on his proposals and not on those of the

Commisison, wfiich need to be improved. Ve ask the

Commission very seriously to take into account the

improvements proposed by the raPPorteur and the

Committee on Regional Policy and Regional Plan-

ning.

Ve Christian Democrats see Mr Kazazis'rePort as a

reiteration of our view that the Mediterranean region

- southem Europe - has to be given very stronS

support because of its structural problems. Ve there-

foie demand that these schemes be put into effect

quickly. Ve know that the main part of the support

action consists in a reform of agricultural structures,

but we ask the Commission to ensure that this struc'
tural reform does not lead to new surpluses in the

European Community, Ve also exPect to achieve with
these support schemes Sreater efficiency and better

developed- warehousing, packing, marketing lt d
p.o..siing of agricultural and fishing products, and at

ihe s.me time deprive of their substance, in particular,

those often exaggerated complaints that food is being

destroyed in ttre Buropean Community. By these

meani, we the European Community are trying to Put
an end to such unfortunate cases which do occur from

time to time.

This report, however, also has a large element dealing

with environmental protection. I7e are committing
ourselves to reafforestation in the Mediterranean coun-

tries - reafforestation of the forests which were

destroyed in the past centuries. Reafforestation in
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particular involves the creation of many jobs, and the
entire environmental cycle, including water supplies
in the Mediterranean regions, is affected. By adopting
a positive attitude toward environmental protection in
the form of reafforestation in the Mediterranean coun-
tries, we Christian Democrats naturally expect the
solidarity of the southern European countries for the
problems of acid rain in the countries of northern
Europe.

But now I would like to address a critical remark to
the Commission: on 15 February 1982, we approved
in this House the initiative for the so-called Mediterra-
nean Plan. The Commission has so far taken no
action on our plan to encourage investments with
favourable loans. I would ask the Commission and
Commissioner Natali, whom I would ask to let us
have their opinions on this, as the gentlemen kindly
did in the Committee, to commit themselves once
more to including in the integrated Mediterranean
programmes the idea of the revolving fund as a major
part of the loan arrangements, because the approval of
Mr Kazazis' proposals by all our group depends on
this very point.

S7e also believe that, as elsewhere in regional policy

- and this applies to all the Communiry countries,
especially at a time of weak finances - we must gain
greater control over proper use of funds. !7e therefore
call upon the Commission to revoke aid if it is not
used in accordance with the terms of the Directive.

I am pleased to say that our chairman Paolo Barbi is
the only group chairman participating in this debate,

(Intenuption : Where k Barbi ?)

which shows how important we Christian Democrats
consider regional policy to be. Ve Christian Democ-
rats are convinced that we Europeans - from Great
Britain in the north to the south of Europe - are all
in the same boat, which offers standing room, which
is not very comfortable, and comfortable seated accom-
modation, but if this boat sinks, we shall all go down
with it, not iust those who are standing, but those who
are sitting too.

I therefore call upon everyone to work together for
the south of Europe so that all Europeans in the
Community may benefit as a result. This would be a

show of solidarity and conciliation of interests, and
my group will therefore give its full approval to the
report by Mr Kazazis, whom I would like to thank
again very much.

(Altltlause)

Mr Hutton (ED).- Mr President, my group is cons-
cious of the problems which face people in the Medi-
terranean area. S7e do not yet have the good fortune
to have some of the Members from the Mediterranean
area with us in this group, so perhaps we can take the
most unbiased view of these integrated Mediterranean
programmes with no axe to grind. I think the rappor-

teur knows my own personal affection for his country..
I have often felt that Greece is as I envisaged Scotland
would be with sunshine - its beautful mountains and
its lovely islands. I7e are aware of the low level of
prosperity of many of the areas, and we can appreciate
the concern of people in Greece, Italy and the south
of France about the impending accession of Spain and
Portugal.

In these integrated Mediterranean programmes we
have an ambitious proposal which could be very
expensive : 5 500 million ECU over 5 years. My group
is concerned about the creation of another structural
instrument with a life of its own. 'I7e believe very
strongly that help for the Mediterranean areas can be
given and should be given, but within our existing
structural instruments - the Regional and Social
Funds and the EAGGF Guidance Fund. We believe
that there should be a considerable increase in these
funds in real terms to do that. The Commission
responded to the Stuttgart Summit with a proposal tc
cooordinate the structural funds, and we really do not
feel, if our Heads of Government want us to draw our
structural instruments closer together, that we can
honestly support the creation of a new instrument.

So let me make our position quite clear. We want to
see the European Community using its existing instru-
ments, properly funded and properly integrated, to
help the Mediterranean areas develop. !7e are axious
that the Mediterranean areas should not become a
separate part of our European Community, and we
believe that their development through the same
instruments as are helping the other depressed areas
of Europe is essential.

Mr De Pasquale (COM), Cbairnan "f the
Committee on Regional Policy and Regional plan-
ning. - (IT) W President, the Mediterranean has
become the centre of great attention directly involving
southern Europe, through the double imbalance
between Europe and Arica and between the north and
south of Europe. This is an explosive mixture repre-
senting enormous dangers.

The European Community has accomplished its
historical mission of guaranteeing cooperation, deve-
lopment, stability and peace around the Meditera-
nean. Nonetheless the need for a Community Mediter-
ranean policy remains greater than ever, and still
remains unsatisfied : a policy maximizing the vast
resources and enormous productive potential of the
entire Mediterranean basin in the mutual interests of
the European continent and associated countries.

Alas, the integrated Mediterranean programmes
remain beyond the scope of such requirements.
Despite that fact, and with that reservation, we Italian
members of the Communist and Allies Group support
the Commission's initiative and call for its implemen-
tation as quickly as possible. These programmes are in
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essence agricultural, but it remains evident that deve-

lopment of the interior or our regions cannot remain

soiely agricultural. I7e are therefore calling for a

diffeieni balance in the Community intervention in
the Mediterranean area, not, of course, at the expense

of the agricultural sector, but with bupport for other

sectors important to economic development" particu-

larly small and medium industrY.

Let us, however, remain with the Programmes as they

are submitted to us. The funds committed are

certainly appreciable, and the measures planned do

have aspects of considerable interest. Alas, the rules

for financial updating put forward by the Commission

are likely to vitiate the good intentions set out in the

programmes. The technical resources available are not
.dequrte to the scale of the objectives which have

been defined. It is herein that lies the strengh of the

report by our excellent colleague Mr Kazazis and the

entire committee which it is my honour to preside, in
presenting credible alternatives to the Commission's

proposed rules. 'I7e are not divided by disagreement

on 
-the 

choices made, but we have amended and

sought to improve the updating provisions.

The integrated Mediterranean Programmes certainly

represent the opportunity to amend substantially the

traditional style of Community intention in the Medi-

terranean zone, primarily as regards agriculture' I7e
cannot continue to ProPose measures and procedures

which have failed, and simply limit ourselves to re-

newing the existing legal battery with additional

me"suies or additional financial facilities : the result is

a virtually incomprehensible text.

More serious is the failure to draw conclusions from

the experience of so many years of structural interven-

tion by the Community in our arca. Data on the use

of Community funds in disadvantaged zones speak for

themselves : social and structural directives have

proved to be quite unworkable. Until the end of 1982

italy, which until the entry of Greece was the country

with the largest number of disadvantaged regions,

took only 1.9 o/o of the fund for the three directives,

and no more than 6 o/o of the fund for mountain
regions. Greece took 2.5 o/0. And yet in its p-roposals

on-integrated Mediterranean programmes the Commis-

sion continues to refer to these directives.

The situation is identical with respect to the other agri-

cultural structural measures. The EAGGF actions for

disadvantaged regions until 1982 allowed ltaly 60/o

and Greece 2.4 o/o of the funds. It is clear from this

that national administrations are also responsible, but

we also have a dury to wonder whether the Commu-
nity measures are in fact appropriate to the reality of

disadvantaged regions ; whether, for example, setting

maximum expenditure Per action at a time of high
inflation does not hamper the completion of proiects

which have already approved finance. Neither can we

ignore the very serious fact that the agricultural struc-

ture fund has largely been taken up by more deve-

loped areas. In fact, Italy obtained only 18 % of the

entire funds effectively available for agricultural struc-

tural measures.

One example will suffice. There is a regulation

covering agricultural advisory services, and in five

vears not a single lira has been spent in Italy' Not
6nly are no chaiges proposed to this regulation which
might make agricultural advisory services available,

bui it is extended as it stands to cover Greece as well.

Furthermore, as is pointed out in the opinion of the

Committee on Agriculture, there is no coordination

between these programmes and the agricultural

produce policy. An in-depth study must therefore be

made of llt the measures already in force and under

consideration for the programmes, and they must be

amended where necessary so as to be applied properly

and fully. The procedures currently proposed do not
guarantee any integration of the various actions, yet

that is essential to the success of the Mediterranean

programmes.

Finally, we note that greater flexibility in the condi-

tions of applications of the programmes is guaranteed,

giving local and regional organizations greater discre-

iion and responsibiliry as was requested by the

regional conference which we held at the end of

January.

To conclude, our proPosals are intended to improve

the proposed Mediterranean programmes' so that they

can 
-genuinely 

make a reality of the renewal and

strengthening of Community intervention in the Medi-

terranean area. S7e consider such intervention urgent

and a priority for a Community which seeks better

internal balance. If we wish to see the money available

for integrated Mediterranean Programmes well spent,

we must draw lessons from the mistakes we have

made in the past. In this resPect, Mr Natali, I rely on

the political intelligence of the Commission.

(Applause from tbe left)

Mr Buttafuoco (NI). - (IT) Mr President, ladies and

gentlemen, I am in entire agreement with everything
ihat has been said on the situation in the Mediterra-

nean region and the vast discrepancy between

northern and southern Europe. My first thought on

considering the basis of the integrated Mediterranean

programmes is that in the last analysis they are an

i*.ill.nt instrument, of such value and suitability that

provided those already in effect produce the desired

iesults I should hope that they will be extended to
areas which they do not at present cover.

Having said that I should like to make one critical
observation, namely that the financial resources avail-

able for this Community work are so scarce that the

integrated programmes suffer by it. Nonetheless, we

have before us a promising start and we must hoPe

that as the programmes are updated the errors will be
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removed and the directives which have shown to be
inappropriate or mistaken will not be renewed. This is
one of the points which I conclude from reading the
excellent report by Mr Kazazis.

As regards the interests of Sicily, which I represent, I
should like to draw the attention of the House to the
Commission's proposal to finance studies on every
aspect of the Mediterranean economy, including non-
coastal areas and particularly in view of the forth-
coming accession of Spain the proper exploitation of
the Mediterranean's marine riches. Even here we clash
head on with reality; actions for fishing, fresh and sea
water fish farming, fleet restructuring and harbour
works, all of which could have positive effects on the
labour market and reduce unemploymeng have been
granted only 350 million units of account, which, as
Mr Kazazis points out is equal to only 5.3 % of the
total. I do not consider that any further comment is
necessary. The reason given for such limited funds is
the possibility of a future overall programme for
coastal areas as already proposed by this House. My
own feeling, I regret, is that it is no more than an
excuse.

The integrated Mediterranean programmes have been
designed as an efficient way of redistributing develop-
ment around the Mediterranean area. SThy in that
case allow only 350 million ECU for the direct deve-
lopment of the Mediterranean and its coastline, if the
key to establishing a balance between northern and
southern Europe is the harmonious development of
the sea and its direct and indirect resources ? Neither
should we lose sight of another technical aspect of
this problem : if inflation is taken into account the
true 1984 value of 350 million ECU will be reduced
significantly.

!7e are nonetheless conscious of the willingness of
the Commission to give attention to other proposals
for the Mediterranean regions based on further experi-
ence. Let us therefore hope that the Commission
takes account of the limited resources currently avail-
able.

I should like to conclude by saying that we of the
Italian right give our thanks to Mr Kazazis and fully
support his valuable report and considerable work.

(Altplause)

Mr Nikolaou (S). - (GR) Mr President, first of all I
would like to thank Mr Kazazis for his timely and
telling report which, I would say, transcends the frame-
work of the political group to which he belongs and.
presents the Mediteranean programmes in their true
dimensions, giving them the role that is rightfully
theirs, as instruments for the convergence of our
economies.

Ladies and gentlemen, the integrated Mediterranean
programmes are not only essential for the develop-
ment of the southern countries and regions of the

Community. They are also an essential prerequisite
for the cohesion of the EEC itself. Europe cannnot
continue on its path reproducing within its own
confines both development and underdevelopment.
On the contrary, it should function as an economic
entity in the international field by increasing its
internal cohesion.

The Mediteranean countries belong to the less deve-
loped and poorer areas of the Community and the
chasm which separates them from the rich areas of
the Community, instead of diminishing, is widening
steadily. Southem Europe is beset by three funda-
mental disadvantages : the dominance of an agricul-
tural economy with low levels of productivity, the
inadequacies of the industrial sector and the under-
development of the infrastructures, combined with an
antiquated and inefficient tertiary sector.

Particularly for Greece, a country in which the agricul-
tural population represents almost one-third of the
working population, while agricultural production
makes up only l7o/o of the gross national produc!
improved productivity and the modernization of agri-
culture are of the utmost priority. Naturally, at the
same time care must be taken to ensure that the
productiviry improvements and the associated surplus
of manpower do not exacerbate unemployment or
encourage the drift of the population to the cities.

Accordingly from the outset it is essential to create
structures for the absorption of the workforce in the
non-agricultural sectors, in industry, in small busi-
nesses, in tourism, in the field of new technologies,
etc. In my view the creation of workplaces in the non-
agricultural sectors should be treated as an objective
equal in priority to that of the programmes, one
which will require special appropriations, particularly
at a time when the areas in question are being
scourged by chronic underemployment, something
which is unknown in other European countries. It is
this underemployment which nourishes parasitism in
the cities as well.

The problem is a particularly grave one in Greece,
because urbanization and urban overpopulation - the
notorious hyd,ocephalism of Athens and Thessaloniki
which is responsible for atmospheric pollution and
traffic congestion - go hand in hand with the depop-
ulation of the countryside. Precisely for this reason we
consider that the exclusion of the Athens and Thessa-
loniki regions from the measures to improve the
infrastructures is unacceptable and objectively unjustif-
iable. Ve are equally dissatisfied with the measures
which are being proposed for the transfer of industries
from the Attic basin to other areas, something which
is of the most vital importance for the survival of the
Greek capital. Dear colleagues, it is understood that
the integrated Mediterranean programmes must be
financed independently, separately from the existing
structural funds, as otherwise we will simply gain on
the roundabouts what we lose on the swings.
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Likewise, the funds in question must be direct ones.

No form of lending can possibly replace the direct
Community subsidy, which is the minimum contribu-
tion towards the convergence of our economies' Thus

Mr Pottering's interesting proposal for the creation of
a revolving fund should have a complementary char-
acter and not channel off cash from the other sources.

Mr President, the integrated programmes, which, if
they are to be successful must rePresent a Community
subsidy in the order of 75o/o, satisfy only some of the
demands contained in the Greek memorandum.
However - and independently of the Greek memo-
randum whose realization demands a concrete

Community commitment - I hope that these

programmes and the call for their immediate imple-
mentation will find enthusiastic suPporters in this
afternoon's vote, but also in the European Council
which will have to approve them at its next meeting.

(Apltlaute fron the le.ft)

Mr Costanzo (PPE). - (IT) Mr President, ladies and

gentlemen, the proposed integrated Mediterranean
programmes were born of the observation which
became clear from the 30 May mandate that the

Community's measures aimed at restoring a balance

between regions were manifestly inadequate or ineffi-
cient, and that those policies, particularly the CAP,
had in fact widened rather than narrowed the gap

between regions.

It may be wondered why special programmes are

needed for Mediterranean areas as Part of the Commu-
nity's structural and regional policy.

One of the reasons might be that the difference
between the disadvantaged regions of the north of
Europe and those of the south resides in the fact that
it is the south which pays the largest share of the costs

of the Community's commercial policy towards North
Africa and Asia Minor, whilst the advantages of that

policy are reaped almost exclusively by northern
Europe.

In recent times the Community has laid further stress

on its actions, giving rise to new hope and exPecta-

tions which have almost without fail been disap-

pointed.

This is what has happened with the Regional Fund,

the results of which are fairly meagre when compared
with the hopes raised l0 years 

^go, 
at the time of its

launch.

The same can be said of the EAGGF Guidance
Section, particularly that part of it devoted to the
reform of agricultural structure: nothing at all has

been reformed, least of all in the regions in which
there was greatest need for structural change.

Faced with this situation and the insensitivity of the

Council this House must consider what it can do

about its concern for the discontent in the Mediterra-
nean regions and in its knowledge of the widening
gap between the north and the south of our Commu-
nity.

I believe that we must draw the maximum benefit
from our study of these draft regulations on the inte-
grated Mediterranean programme, and affirm,
solemnly, bindingly with a clear and unequivocal vote
the need for a comprehensive, wide-ranging
programme which integrates and complements our
various structural financial resources so as to offer
these regions some breathing space.

The integrated Mediterranean programmes are not a

panacea, as we all know, and they cannot claim to
cure every ill in every region. Mr Natali is as certain of
this as we are, and he has had the courage to say so.

But, if they are quickly approved and given adequate

financial support, if the application procedures are

accelerated and simplified - as was proposed in his

report by Mr Kazazis, who has worked at great length
and with great skill in his analysis and proposals -if this is done, the integrated Mediterranean
programmes will not prove futile, and we shall be at

least able to institute a new kind of Communiry
programme for regional development, which has been

so necessary and so widely called for in these regions.

This Commission proposal for a regulation deserves

our suPPort.

To conclude, I should like to stress two asPects of the
integrated Mediterranean programmes,

Firstly, we cannot discriminate between the integrated
Mediterranean programmes and the revolving fund for
the Mediterranean : they go hand in hand. They can

and must work in tandem towards common develop-
ment objectives.

Secondly, we must not be tempted to try to use the
integrated Mediterranean programmes to do every-

thing for everybody. S7e must not exPect the impos-
sible of them. The proposal for a regulation aims at

promoting development in 'rural zones in certain
Mediterranean regions'. That is, the development of
rural zones and not of the entire Mediterranean area.

If we are to deal with all the problems of the entire
Mediterranean region, then we shall need a great deal

more than integrated Mediterranean programmes !

Mr Kyrkos (COM). - (GR) Mr President, the inte-
grated Mediterranean programmes are one of the most
important initiatives to have been taken up by the
Commission and they were declared as binding at the
Stuttgart Summit Conference. Moreover the idea of
the IMPs is partly contained in the iust and urgent
demands put forward by the Greek government in its
well-known memorandum.

There was a long and detailed discussion in the
Committee on Regional Policy and we must thank
the rapporteur, Mr Kazazis, and our colleagues in all
the groups with whom we managed to find a common
language after a lengthy debate in which a variety of
often conflicting views were expressed.
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Naturally the IMPs cannot solve the problem of
Southem Europe, because the sums are minimal
compared with the immensity of the needs. !7e, the
Communists, would like to say quite simply that this
is the first step towards tackling the severe retardation
of the agricultural areas, the structures of production,
distribution and processing, labour, unemployment
and culture. I(e proposed a whole series of ai.nend-
ments. Some of these were adopted, some were turned
down. The only ones to oppose these amendments
were our Conservative collegues, who insistently
refused to give a positive vote in the Committee.
Their position was a foretaste of the stand taken by
Mrs Thatcher, who is undermining the foundations of
the Community with her demand fiot juste retour.
Great Britain also has its problems.'!7e are behind the
British coal miners. Ve pay our respects to the young
worker who,lost his life outside the mine in which he
worked. However, these are the problems of a deve-
loped country and naturally the British workers would
not like their own welfare to be founded on the
suppression and misery of the Greek workers and the
workers of the Mediterranean countries in general.

The Mediterranean programmes have both real and
symbolic significance. Perhaps their symbolic signifi-
cance is more important. Do we consider the Euro-
pean Community as an entity or does each rich
country tend to its own egotistical interests while
remaining indifferent to the downgtading or destruc-
tion of its'partners ? In the latter case, let those who
represent the arrogance of large-scale capitalism
shoulder the consequences of the social disruption,
tensions and antagonism which will ensue and which
will also have catastrophic repercussions for them-
selves.

Ladies and gentlemen, let us vote unanimously for the
Kazazis repor! knowing that we are taking a step in
the right direction ; let us demand the initiation of
preparatory measures for the immediate application of
the integrated Mediterranean programmes.

Mr Pesmazoglou (NI). - (GR) Mr President, I wish
there was greater and more active participation on the
part of the Members of our Parliament, because this is

an initiative of basic importance for the development
of the European Community. Thus I would like to
congratulate sincerely the Commission and in parti-
cular the responsible parliamentary committee and
the rapporteur, Mr Kazazis, for the detailed and
comprehensive coverage of this issue.

Mr President, I would like to stress that the integrated
Mediterranean programmes are of interest to the
entire Community and not only to the Mediterranean
countries. This is because :

Firstly, these programmes will lead to an increase in
production and employment iri the Mediterranean
countries and they will constitute a healthy and

powerful mechanism for development and economic
recovery, which will benefit mainly the rich countries.
This argument is a response to the familiar restric-
tions which these countries set in the form of the
financial criteria they frequently advance. The inte-
grated Mediterranean programmes will transcend
these criteria.

Secondly, these progtammes will limit urban popula-
tion congestion and the pollution of the urban envi-
ronment in Europe and will help to reduce costs,
which in turn will lead to wider mobilization of our
productive forces and at the same time to a more just
and, accordingly, more powerful European Commu-
nity.

Thirdly, these progrimmes will strengthen the Medi-
terranean countries both politically and economically.
This is of particular importance because this area

constitutes a critical and sensitive support for the
whole of Europe : by strengthening it we are also
strengthening an area which has direct links with the
Arab and African world.

Mr President, these statements and principles make it
essential to implement the Mediterranean
programmes immediately and effectively. It is an
imperative which must be bound up with every initia-
tive for reactivating the Community.

Secondly, we need a distinct and adequate commit-
ment in the Community budget. The free aid envis-
aged in these pnogrammes and the procedures
proposed in the Kazazis report will improve the
healthy borrowing capacity of the Mediteranean coun-
tries of the EC and, consequently, the responsible and
correct management of all the available resources.

Finally, Mr President, the percentage of funds allo-
cated in these programmes to the individual countries
must be differentiated on the basis of the economic
potential and the special characteristics of each of the
countries concerned.

(Tlte sitting was suspended at I p.m. and resumed at
3 p.*)

Mr Alavanos (COM). - (GR) Mr President, on
behalf of the Communist Party of Greece I would like
to make the following comments :

Firstly, both the Commission and the rapporteur say

that the integrated Mediterranean programmes consti-
tute a positive response by the EEC to the Greek
government's memorandum. This is not correct, quite
apart from our own view that the memorandum is
completely inadequate as regards the way it tackles
the problems arising from Greece's accession to the
EEC. According to the Greek Government the memo-
randum centres on specifically Greek problems. On
the other hand, the Mediterranean programmes focus
on the integration of Greece into the EEC. One
demand contained in the memorandum was that
Greece should be exempted from Community rules in
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the field of protective measures. The demand
contained in the Mediterranean programmes is that
the Communiry rules be imposed on the Greek
economy, on the basis of the principle of complement-
arity. The memorandum discusses the problems of
Greek industry arising from accession, albeit inade-
quately. The Mediterranean programmes mainly
concern the problems of the agricultural economy.
Thus there are substantial differences, concessions and
compromises in the Mediterranean programmes even
by comparison with the memorandum. It is no coinci-
dence that a few days ago the Greek Prime Minister
criticized himself in public, one might say, for the fact
that the government had pared down the memoran-
dum's demands in the Mediterranean programmes.
Thus we cannot accept the Mediterranean
programmes as a quid pro quo either for new conces-
sions over and above those contained in the memo-
randum or still less for the consequences of Greece's
accession to the EEC.

Secondly, it is said that the Mediterranean
programmes mean that the EEC is turning towards
the South. However it is a mistake to view them in
isolation from the serious developments which are
taking place in the EEC. Yesterday Mr Cheysson said
that the Mediterranean programmes are part of a

series of changes. \7hat, however, are these changes ?

There is the change in the financing system which
benefits Great Britain, the restrictions in the CAP and
the accession of Spain and Portugal - changes which
are particularly detrimental to the Mediterranean
areas. As well, there are the new policies for industry,
research and technology, which will exclusively
benefit the developed EEC countries, the abolition of
the veto and the unification of the EEC market, which
will restrict the possibilities of protecting domestic
production.

Consequently, no matter how positive the Mediterra-
nean programmes may be from the financial
viewpoint, they cannot offset the negative develop-
mene which are taking place simultaneously in the
EEC.

Thirdly, when will the Mediterranean programmes be
implemented ? The Mediterranean programmes have
now been on the agenda for almost four years. The
European Parliament expresses its opinion on the
Mediterranean programmes while the European
Council and the Council of Ministers decide on the
repayments to Great Britain in the form of concrete
figures and a concrete timetable, while Mn Thatcher
continues to take money. No decision has been taken
by the European Council on the Mediterranean
programmes, even during the French presidency and
despite the fact that France is expected to benefit
from these programmes. Even if the British problem
did not exist, all that would remain would be a declara-
tion suggesting that the support granted via the

various funds will be baptized Mediterranean
programmes, as was hinted at yesterday by Mr
Cheysson.

Fourthly, what is the actual transfer of resources
towards the Mediterranean areas when the increase in
appropriations is linked in practice with the increase
in own resdurces ? !flhat is the real transfer when the
funds budgeted for the Mediterranean programmes for
five years will be approximately equal to the milk
budget for one year ? I7hat is the real transfer when
these appropriations are lower than the repayments to
Great Britain over the same period ? IThat will remain
of the proposed appropriations in the decisions of the
Council of Ministers - if and when these decisions
are taken ?

There is also the case of the Regional Fund. Since it
was set up in 1975 the regional imbalances within the
EEC have become greater rather than smaller. This is
because within the capitalist system of integration the
law of unequal development applies and cannot be
offset either by regional funds or Mediterranean

ProSrammes.

As regards the content of the proposals I would like to
emphasize the following points : basically, the propo-
sals ignore the problem of the secondary sector. Even
if this is not particularly relevant to Italy and France,
which are developed industrial countries and which
benefit from the industrial policies, it is particularly
important for Greece. The proposals contained in the
Mediterranean programmes are cancelled out by other
Community activities, such as the restrictions imposed
by the common agricultural policy, the way in which
Community preference is implemented, etc. Even the
restructuring of production is geared not to national
but to Community ends. There are proposals for
uprooting vines, planting afornatic plants and
producing dry fruits without the slightest guarantee as

to how these products are to be absorbed, as to what
the support prices will be and as to how viable these
producs will be. Finally, whereas the measures for
reducing the agricultural population are relatively
concrete, the measures for absorbing the surplus work-
force are quite inadequate.

Bearing these points in mind, the deputies of the
Communist Party of Greece will vote for the motion,
as part of the struggle to reduce the negative
consequences of accession. This will be possible only
provided that the government uses the relevant appro-
priations on the basis of exclusively national interests.
The response to the problems brought about by acces-
sion is not to be found in the Mediterranean
programmes or other subsidies, but in breaking the
link with EEC.

Mr Hord (ED). - Mr President, I rise on a point of
order following the last - I cannot call him speaker

- reader. It seems to me that Mr Alavanos is treating
this House with a substantial degree of contempt.
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Firstly, he reads a speech. Secondly, he reads it at such

a rate that nobody, not even the finest interpreter, I
submit, can translate it. It seems to me that the author-
ities should only include in the record that amount of
his speech which was capable of being translated. \7ill
you please, Mr President, rule out of order any
Member who reads a speech ? And, if anybody speaks

at such a rate that it is unreasonable for ttie interpre-
ters to do their iob, then they should be cautioned so

that we can at least try to understand what the parti-
cular speaker has in mind.

(Apltlante)

President. - There are two comments I wish to
make. In the first place, there is nothing in the Rules

of Procedure to prevent a Member from reading his
speech. It seems to me that most speakers read their
speeches. Secondly, Mr Alavanos was perhaps

speaking a little quickly but I listened to the inter-
preter and I had no problem in understanding the
speech.

Mr Alexiadis (NI). - (GR) Mr President, members
of the House, Mr Kazazis deserves to be congratulated
for the range and quality of his contribution on an

issue which is of such vital imPortance to the Commu-
nity's future as the endeavour to tackle the structural
problems of certain areas which for a variety of
reasons are underdeveloped.

The financing and implementation of the integrated
Mediterranean programmes can without exaggeration
be characterized as a first practical step towards vindi-
cating the principles which inspired the creation and

existence of the EEC. It shows that the principle of
equality, which must govern the relations between

Member States, has not remained a dead letter but -albeit hesitantly - is being put into practice. Today's
discussion and, we hope, the European Parliament's
approval of the development programmes in question,
assume primary importance in the context of this
convergence and the abolition, as far as possible, of
the inequalities not only between the Member States

but between the different regions of individual States,

some of which are disadvantaged for various historical,
geophysical, geoeconomic or other reasons.

Particularly in my country there is an imperative need
for restructuring not only agricultural land and
employment but also the small farming villages. In
Greece the cultivable agricultural area is smaller than
anyrvhere else in the Community and as the agricul-
tural products - excellent though they may be as

regards quality - are not always the most basic ones,

they are the first to be affected by economic crises ;
there are also a large number of farming hamlets
which lack many of the blessinp of contemporary
civilization, as they are situated in mountainous areas

and as access is difficult because of weather conditions
and the molphology of the terrain. The Greek village
is dying. This is because the agricultural holdings are

too small and unproductive, while the growing popula-
tion inevitably leads to a labour surplus. Those who
leave the village do not return. However, the drift to
the cities should not be considered a product of our
era. It is a world-wide phenomenon both geographi-
cally and historically. It is a consequence of civiliza-
tion which, as the very etymology of the word indi-
cates, is related to the city. Neither the entreaties of
Solon in ancient Athens, nor the eloquence of Cicero
in Rome, nor the laws of Justinian in Constantinople,
nor the polemics of the physiocrats in Paris nor,
finally, the austere decrees of Queen Elizabeth in
London succeeded in checking this incessant flow of
population towards the urban centres. Despite the
various theories proposed and measures adopted, the
cities evolved into veritable Leviathans. The capital of
Greece already accommodates more than one-third of
the entire population of the country. !7e cannot turn
the river back to its sources. However, it is possible to
divert its waters into other profitable directions. One
of these - a practical option for my country - was

suggested as far back as 1960 by the party I am

honoured to represent. This solution is the creation of
farming cities via the concentration of large numbers
of villages into integrated settlements. These villages
have been vegetating for years, all the more so as time
goes by. The farming cities were conceived as

economic, social and spiritual units capable of accom-
modating those who leave the villages, if not of
inducing them to return to the countryside.

In this way the hamlets are not abolished but their
number is reduced and only the economically viable
ones - which, of course, will be in a better position
to benefit from social and State support - are main-
tained.

As regards the procedure for implementing the inte-
grated Mediterranean programmes, Greece favours the
adoption of a flexible and fast-working mechanism,
such as the option of modifying the programmes
whenever the course of events indicate that this is

necessary.

As the sizeable increase in own resources is immedi-
ately bound up with the realization of the integrated
Mediterranean programmes, it is absolutely essential
that a definite timetable be drawn up both for the
regulation in question and for the implementation of
the programme, in line with the Commission's prop-
osal. At the same time the integrated Mediterranean
programmes must be dissociated from the structural
funds, so that, apart from the resources provided by
these funds, other supplementary outgoings will be

earmarked for these programmes in the Community
budget. In any case, Greece firmly holds that - in
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view of the magnitude and multiplicity of the needs

- the percentage subsidy should in no circumstances
be less than approximately 75o/o.

Mr Forth (ED). - Mr President, after that disgraceful
contribution and following the point made by my
colleague Mr Hord, will you confirm two things for
me ? One is that the time taken by these speakers will
be taken out of their total group time. The second is
that whatever goes into the Report of Proceedings will
be taken from the interpretation of contributions in
this House and will not be taken from written
speeches handed in afterwards. In other words, the
record will show what we heard sitting here, what
little of it could be understood, and not what
Members choose to submit in writing at some
subsequent occasion. I trust you will confirm tha! Mr
President, and then we might avoid the disgrace we
have seen this afternoon.

President. - There is only thing that I can say to
you, Mr Forth, and that is that the report of proceed-
ings always gives the exact text of the speech that was
delivered, in the language in which it was made. This
rule cannot be changed. Be that as it may, I would ask
the speakers to speak less quickly for the sake of the
interpreters, and secondly I would ask them to pay a

little more attention to their speaking time.

Mr Alavanos (COM). - (GR) Mr President, I beg
for an end to this attempt by our British Conservative
colleagues to obstruct the working of the European
Parliament. I would like to say that if there were
problems in understanding my speech in English,
these problems would also apply to the deputies of
the Labour Party. Moreover, even if my speech had
been in English the British Conservatives would not
have understood anything, either regarding the Medi-
terranean programmes or the problems of our people.
Another point I would like to raise, Mr President, is
that we will not accept lessons in parliamentary and
democratic ethics from those who show their democ-
ratic ethics . ..

President. - Mr Alavanos, you were called on a

point of order and not to resume your speech. I would
ask all the Members in the House not to raise points
of order seeking to speed up the proceedingp, since
this in fact slows down our work.

Mrs De March (COM). - (FR) Mr President, I
would like to ask a simple question about this report :

if the Commission really intends to remedy the
serious economic and social problems of the Mediter-
ranean regions, why is it that it has taken so long to
propose its integrated Mediterranean programmes ?

As far back as in 1973, the European Commission
drew up a report on regional disparities within the
Community. In 1980, in its first report on the
economic and social situation of the Community's

regions, it recognized the disparities berween the rich
and poor regions, and that these disparities had
grown. The second report, which Mr Giolitti
presented to us this month, was obliged to reach the
same conclusion. Over the past ten years, the regional
disparities in production and productivity have not
decreased, but have been maintained at the same high
levels. This is a further illustration of the failure of a
Europe dominated by right-wing forces.

In actual fact, these Mediterranean programmes have a

specific purpose : they are aimed solely at preparing
for the Community's enlargement while fitting into
the general pattern of regional policy as applied since
1975.

Regional poliry was established via the ERDF to try
to alleviate the havoc caused in the regions and popu-
lations by the Community's restructuring policies. But
the results are there to see: the disparities have not
disappeared.

I would like to point out with great emphasis that, as

we say in the southem regions of France, in the crisis
situation that the Community is now in, enlargement
would deal it a fatal blow. In agriculture, the competi-
tion of production from the applicant countries with
much lower costs would create new restrictions on our
production and lower prices and incomes. In the
industrial sector, the restructuring process would be
accelerated on both sides of the furenees. In my
country, I would like to add, the people are aware of
this because the majority are opposed to enlargement.

At the same time, enlargement would lead to the
concept of building European being weakened up to
breaking point by accelerating the current process of
the transformation of the common market into a vast
free-trade area as a result of the stonewalling by Great
Britain. These projects have a sting in their tail. The
proposed programmes follow the general pattern of
restructuring and redevelopment in perfect harmony
with the proposal of Commissioner Natali, who
recently said, 'The Community must realize it will
have to discipline its production or gradually abandon
some of it in order to leave part of its markets open to
Mediterranean products', which for our regions means
pulling up vines and fruit trees.

The premiums amount for France to I 135 million
ECU, or 250 million ECU per year, i.e. not even a

quarter of the present which the Council offered to
Great Britain. There will be barely 100 million ECU
for agriculture, i.e. less than the budget savings
demanded by the Commission in this very sector of
Mediterranean production. Another aspect which I
find important is that these so-called integrated Medi-
terranean programmes are used to provide support for
schemes aimed at undermining the sovereignty of the
Member States by increasing the powers of the
Commission and its direct links with the regions over
and above the national authorities.
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This policy is the complete opposite of the one we
uphold in our eountry and we reject this technocratic
centralization concept. These are the reasons why we
are unable to approve the integrated Mediterranean
programmes proposed by the Commission, which
follow a straight logical line : that of enlargemenL By
our action in coordination with that of the people of
the south we have already rnanaged to postpone the
first enlargement planned for I January 1984. But
even though the Council has decided to accelerate the
negotiations, we believe that nothing has been settled
yet and that the people, workers and elected represen-
tatives of our regions will still have their say. And they
will have-their say on 17 June. Ve are therefore deter-
mined to pursue our campaign to throw light on what
is going on in the negotiations and ensure that every-
thing is done in the open. The dice have not yet been
cast and the thin layer of jam or honey provided in
the form of the integrated Mediterranean programmes
will not persuade us to swallow far too bitter a pill :

that of enlargement.

(Applause from tbe Communist and. Allies Group)

Mr Natali, Vice-Presid.cnt of tbe Commission. - (IT)
Mr President, I should like fint to offer my sincere
thanks to the committee on regional policy and
regional planning and the other committees which
have been consulted for the considerable amount of
work they have devoted to this project. I should also

like to thank all of the speakers who have contributed
to this debate; the vast majority of them, I have

noted, expressed their general overall approval of our
initiative. I also thank those who were more critical,
including the last speaker, Mrs De March, who was

kind enough to quote me although, I fear not quite
accurately.

It is very important to us, Mr President, that we
should have the support of Parliament in this initia-
tive. I do not propose to talk at length of the inten-
tions lying behind the integrated Mediterranean
programmes, since they have already been highlighted
by virtually all the speakers. I am in particular agree-
ment with the points raised in the report by Mr
Kazazis, whom I would wish to thank for the perspi-
cacity, the competence and the commitment with
which he has accomplished his tasks. I should iust say

- and I believe that the House will understand this

- that for us the adoption of the integrated Mediterra-
nean programmes represents an important stage in
the current review of problems by the Community
services. A number of amendments have been
submitted, Mr Presidertt, and as Mr Kazazis and Mr
De Pasquale mentioned in their speeches those
amendments call for further resources to improve the
proposed programmes. I can give the Commission's
agreement to a large number of the amendments
themselves, but you will understand that with 150

amendments it is not possible to discuss each of them
individually.

I should nonetheless like to make clear the reactions
of the Commission, so that there are no misunder-
standings when you come to the vote.

First, to set the integrated Mediterranean programmes
against the background of the Community's various
structural funds I should stress that the programmes
are not intended to replace other structural action but
are supplementary, retaining a specific character.

For example, it is not a second regional policy, but an

action aimed at specific zones - rural zones in Medi-
terranean regions - pursuing equally specific objec-
tives : the development of the zones on basis of the
modernization and modification of agriculture with a

view to expansion.

To Mrs De March I would say that I do not of course
believe that the Commission can be blamed for the
fact that with enlargement of the Community in view
we should be preparing to put the Mediterranean
regions of the Community in a position to the chal-
lenge which enlargement itself represents.

I would add that it is this Community objective in
particular, together with the changes which will result
from this new dimension to the Community, which
justify the call for regular further finance. Such specifi-
city should not however lead us to abandon all connec-
tion with existing Community financial instruments,
as is suggested by some amendments, for example
Nos 5, 24, 25, 26, 28, 32 and 34. In this connection I
should mention one reservation, namely that such
amendments would in particular deprive us of our
'ordinary' financial resources from the EAGGF guid-
ance section, the ERDF and the Social Fund.

I am able to accept the changes to the text proposed
by amendments 22, 24, 65, 67 and 58, which will
make these measures more easily applicable to the
most disadvantaged regions. In this respect" all the
lessons we have leamed from past experience in both
agricultural structure and regional policy will be incor-
porated in the integrated Mediterranean programmes.

I can also accept the proposals of the rapporteur for
the Committee on Regional Policy and the
Committee on Agriculture - amendments 2 and ll8
- to strengthen the interaction which must of course
exist between the integrated Mediterranean
programmes and other Community policies, particu-
larly agricultural structure and agricultural markets.

As regards the procedures relating to Community deci-
sions, I can accept the principles underlying the
changes proposed in amendment No 8 to the imple-
mentation of the programmes, which would enhance
their integration and further.provide the necessary flex-
ibility and simplicity.
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I am likewise in agreement, Mr De Pasquale, with
amendment No 4 which aims at consolidating the
role of the regions in the management of the inte-
grated Mediterranean programmes.

Despite the impression which the texts of the regula-
tions may give, the implementation of the integrated
Mediterranean programmes is in fact highly flexible.
The authorities responsible for the implementation of
the programmes, that is the Member States and
regions, have room for initiative in three principal
areas :

- defining the territorial priorities for the various
measures ;

- allocating the measures in time, that is medium
and long-term planning;

- establishing the relative sizes of the vast maiority
of the measures, which allows wide discretion in
distributing the financial resources.

As for flexibility in allocating expenditure between
the various actions, I do not believe that it would be
appropriate to limit that flexibility to l0o/o as has
been suggested in amendments 3 and 104.

Our aim of flexibility should not however mean a lack
of precision in specifying and costing the individual
measures put forward for Community finance. A
precise description deals with the concern expressed
in the motion for a resolution that there should be no
increase in production likely to result in surpluses in
the Community market.

All this does not mean that we should as requested in
amendment number 85 carry out studies in this area,
where we are already fully aware of the market situa-
tion, even as regards the enlarged Community, nor
debase the tasks of the coordinating committee by
including in its membership representatives of
producer organizations as requested in amendment
No 86.

The main line of the integrated Mediterranean poli-
cies, whose purpose is to guarantee an increase in
farming incomes, is to channel investments towards
non-surplus production and at the same time to lead
in the medium term, directly or indirectly, by means
of changes in production, to a reduction in EAGGF
guarantee section expenditure.

As for the individual maximum eligible costs, it is
difficult to follow all the amendments, which are
fairly numerous: amendments 12, 15, 18, 20,27,31,
37, 40, 43, 47 and 54. !7e would be reluctant to
abandon rules of good management, although the
limits, which do tak6 account of economic trends,
could be changed and could be included in the regula-
tions.

For reasons of efficiency, Mr Hutton, we cannot
accept amendments 88 to 100, whose purpose would
be to increase the contribution made by beneficiaries
and reduce the Communities' contribution to Italy
and Greece. I7e have set higher limits for those two

countries to take account of their lesser financial
resources and to take account of the social and
economic realities under which the integrated Mediter-
ranean policies must operate.

In addition, it seems to me that most of the sugges-
tions made in amendment 87 would unnecessarily
complicate the procedures and correspond neither to
Community rules nor to the spirit of the other amend-
ments which tend on the contrary to simplify the
procedures.

If I may turn to Mr Kazazis, I regret that I cannot
accept amendment No 79, which would eliminate the
priority accorded under the Social Fund to young
people and the unemployed, by extending it to other
categories of individuals.

I now turn to Mr Pottering, whom I believe to be
responsible for amendment No 9 which refers to
loans and a revolving fund. This is a fairly complex
business, and I think it appropriate to set matters out
plainly. I do not think there can be any doubt about
the value of a system of loans and investments taken
in tandem with aids in the form of grants. For these
loans to have some incentive value they can be
granted at rates more favourable than market rates.
Furthermore, a system of bonus interest allows not
only the possibility of the beneficiary obtaining a loan
but the possibility of a capital sum which can reduce
the cost of the capital borrowed.

As you know, and as has been said in this Chamber

- by Mr Fuillet as I recall - the Commission has
decided to investigate the possibility of establishing a

revolving fund and defining its functiorrs. If, as I
hope, such an investigation proves favourable, the
Commission will of course go forward with its prop-
osal.

In conclusion, Mr President, I would like again to
thank Parliament for the support which it has given to
the integrated Mediterranean programmes both in the
work of its committees and during this debate. These
programmes represent a new venture which, as the
rapporteur for the Committee on Budgets says in
amendment No 115, should during their operation be
the subject of a continuing dialogue whose purpose is
to consider every way in which improvements can be
made.

This proposal does not represent the solution to every
problem facing the Mediterranean regions of our
Community, as Mr Costanza so rightly says, but I
believe that not even Mrs De March or Mr Alavanos,
who has been particularly critical this afternoon,
would decry the importance of this instrument: it is
not yet final, but it is an important and essential
instrument for restoring equilibrium in the life of our
Community.

Mr President, I should like to remind the House that
in its communication to the Council on the means of
increasing the efficiency of the Community structural
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funds the Commission made virtually the same points
as those made today by the rapporteur for the
Committee on Agriculture in amendment No 122,

that is establishing two integrated regional develop-
ment programmes for other disadvantaged regions. In
that communication, I would remind you, we stressed

the preliminary role of the integrated Mediterranean
programme as regards improving the efficiency of
coordination and management of the funds.

During this debate we had the question by Mr
P6ttering of the amendment of ERDF rules. That
question is a matter for the Council, but I may tell
you that the Commission shares the views expressed
by the honourable Member in his question. The
Council is working to reach a decision during the
French Presidency.

Mr Presideng ladies and gentlemen, as I was able to
tell you at the start of this speech, the Commission
considers that the integrated Mediterranean
programmes are an essential element in the commu-
nity problems currently under review.

'We are pleased to note progress on the same question
in the European Council, where there is significant
agreement, as the President of the Council told the
House yesterday. Our view of these programmes, I
would remind you in conclusion, is that they repre-
sent not a duplicate regional policy but a response to
specific needs to rebalance and prepare the Commu-
nity for enlargement. The favourable reaction so far
expressed by Parliament - which I hope it will
express in its vote on our proposal - will allow us to
make more rapid progress in our quest for greater
cohesion in a Community committed to enlargement.

President. - The debate is closed. The vote will be
taken at the next voting time.

3. Equal treatmcnt for men and women - Equal
treatment for uridows and widowers

President, - The next item is the ioint debate on
two reports :

- Report (Doc. 1-1502/83), drawn up by Mr Peters
on behalf of the Committee on Social Affairs and
Employment, on the

proposal from the Commission to the Council
(Doc. l-384183 - COM(83) 217 final) for a direc-
tive on the implementation of the principle of
equal treatment for men and women in occupa-
tional social security schemes ;

- report (Doc. 1-1505/83), drawn up by Mrs Maij-
Ifleggen on behalf of the Committee on Social Affairs
and Employment, on equal treatment for widows and
widowers as regards social security.

Mr Peters (Sl, rapporteur. - (DE) Mr President,
ladies and gentlemen, first I shall speak as rapporteur
and then on behalf of the Socialist Group. The report
to be discussed here deals with a Council Directive on
the implementation of the principle of equal treat-
ment for men and women in occupational social secu-
rity schemes. Ve call it the fourth directive on equal
treatment. The third directive on equal treatment of
19 December L978 dealt with equal treatment for
men and women in the statutory social security
systems. Article 3.3 states that the Commission is to
make provision for such equal treatment for the occu-
pational schemes and draw up a corresponding prop-
osal within a specific period of time.

This proposal is now available. The occupational
schemes affected by it are in the fint place those
which were negotiated by employers and employees
as part of wage and salary contracts and which apply
to one undertaking or one or more branches of
activity. Secondly, those company schemes introduced
by representatives of the self-employed which are a

kind of collective insurance, for example, for
craftsmen, doctors, lawyers and others. This directive
on equal treatment falls between the statutory social
security schemes and purely private insurance
contracts. At this point, the representatives of the
European insurance trade must be told that it is a

question of setting out arrangements not for free and
individually negotiated insurance contracts, but for
collective contracts concluded on the basis of working
or sewice conditions. The difference is that, in this
case, there must be equality of treatment because it is
a question of equal working conditions for employed
men and women resulting directly from a contract of
employment or the exercise of a profession. The legal
basis is Article 119 of the EEC Treaty which states
that men and women must be given equal pay, and $2
states that any other consideration that is provided in
cash or kind is regarded as payment. An occupational
social scheme is thus part of the remuneration for
work and must therefore apply equally to men and
women.

This directive fills a gap which has existed up to now.
In the occupational systems, i.e. in almost 100000
different occupational schemes, mainly, there have
been very many cases of discrimination. It is high
time they were abolished. Six years after discrimina-
tion in statutory systems was prohibited in 1978, this
directive has arrived to fill the gap. I7e welcome the
Commission's proposal and support it.

The main reasons for discrimirlation are : first, a large
percentage of women work in undertakingp which
employ mainly women and which seldom operate an
occupational social security scheme. In this case
women are discriminated against because they form
almost the entire staff or the main part of it.

Secondly, part-time workers are excluded from many
occupational schemes. However, the absolute mairrity
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of part-time workers are women. This is a clear case of
discrimination. The directive on part-time work which
is intended to remedy this situation by establishing
equal rights, is in the hands of the Council of Minis-
ters and has not yet been adopted.

Third, various schemes systematically exclude women
or married women.

Fourth, in other schemes it is possible for women to
join on a voluntary basis while membership is compul-
sory for men.

Fifth, in order to participate in the scheme, women
generally have to meet stricter conditions conceming
age or length of employment with the undertaking.

Sixth, in many cases there are different rules for reim-
bursement of contributions if workers decide to leave
a scheme.

Seventh, benefits differ according to sex.

Eight, there are different retirement ages for men and
women.

Ninth, maternity legislation is a reason for excluding
women from participation.

Tenth, many schemes apply a different life expectancy
and therefore provide different benefits.

There are three judgments in support of equal treat-
ment for men and women in this context. First, that
of the European Court of Justice, which, in a judg-
ment against Lloyds Bank Limited, following a case
brought by two women, found that the contribution to
a pension scheme constituted pay and that men and
women therefore had to be allowed the same benefits.
Second, in the United Kingdom, according to the
Social Security Pension Act passed by the British Parli-
ament in 1975, there must be no discrimination
according to age or sex for access to social security
schemes.

Third, on 5 July 1983, the Supreme Court of the
United States announced that employers could not
conclude insurance schemes in which women were
placed at a disadvantage in view of their higher life
expectancy.

I7e therefore suggest, first, that part-time workers,
temporary workers and those working at home should
be specifically included in Article 3 of the Directive
relating to the persons to which the provisions apply.
Second, apart from the occupational schemes for sick-
ness, invalidity etc, the scheme should also include
widowhood or widowerhood.

Third, the derogation in Article 9 by which the
pension for the surviving spouse is to be excluded
should be deleted and the system of equal treatment
must clearly apply to the pension for the surviving
spouse as well.

Fourth, the deadlines for implementation of the legal
and administrative provisions by the Member States
should be postponed for a year from t January 1985
to 1986 because a two-year period of adaptation is
required and the deadline for examining the occupa-

tional schemes should be accordingly extended from
the beginning of 1986 to the beginning of 1987. Ve
believe at any rate that it is high time this equal treat-
ment of the benefits of men and women in the occu-
pational schemes was put into practice and all
attempts by this House to maintain the old ruling
through the back door, in the form of the amend-
ments by Mr Geurtsen and Miss De Valera, should be
rejected and a clear vote given for the abolition of
discrimination.

There are also counter arguments from representatives
of the insurance trade who have carefully but clearly
tried to slow down or even prevent the application of
these provisions under the pretext that women live
longer than men. Now this is a statistical finding
which applies to the whole population of women, but
not to women working as long as men. Furthermore,
this argument is the only one accepted by mathemati-
cians in favour of a difference. !7hy is it not applied
to the varying degrees of difficulry of the work of
miners or steel workers, where there are in fact differ-
ences ? No, it is applied to women. And it has got to
stop !

(Applause)

Mrs Maii-Veggen (PPEI, rapporteur. - (NL) Mr
President, over the last few years, this House has done
a great deal towards the equal treatment of men and
women. I7e had our first major debate on the position
of women in Europe in l98l ; this was followed by
the work undertaken by the Committee of Inquiry
into the situation of women in Europe; and then, in
January 1984, a number of new elements were added
in the course of a second major debate.

All this work has certainly not been in vain. It has
given rise to a variety of Commission and Council
resolutions and directives aimed at doing away with
the disadvantages and discrimination suffered by
women.

In the course of our work, though, we have come
across cases of discrimination working against men,
one such case involving the payment of survivors'
pensions to widows and widowers, and my Group and
the Committee on Social Affairs and Employment
decided to take the initiative in this particular case. Of
course, European action on the equal treatment of
men and women must not be directed purely and
simply at the discriminatory treatment of women, but
should also cover discrimination against men
wherever this is found to be the case. Indeed, the
Commission effectively consolidated the principle in
its draft directive on paternity leave, as well as mater-
nity leave. Unfortunately, the same principle has not
been applied in the third directive on the equal treat-
ment of men and women in matters of social securiry
nor in the present directive discussed just now by Mr
Peters. Neither of these directives contains provisions
on survivors' pensions, thus perpetuating the existing
discrimination between widows and widowers, as

regards both statutory and occupational schemes.
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The Committee on Social Affairs and Employment
regards this as an unacceptable situation, and appeals

to the Commission, by way of this report and the
amendment tabled to Mr Peters' report, to rectify this
situation.

In the explanatory statement to our reporg we have

set out the current situation in the Member States,

which reveals that two Member States apply equal

treatment, at least as regards statutory social security
provisions, that four Member States have something
approaching equal treatment and that another four
Member States have no equal treatment at all berween

widows and widowers. A Community directive in this
field could therefore bring about a maior improve-
ment in the situation of widowers in eight of the ten

Member States.

In our repor! we have also gone into the question of
how the equal treatment of widowers could be made

financially viable without placing too great a strain on
the Member States' budgets and social funds. Our solu-
tion is to advise the Member States to concentrate
their statutory survivors' pensions on widows and

widowers with dependent children and on widows and

widowers who were financially dependent on their
deceased spouse. For widows and widowers without
family commitments and with an independent
income there should be no specific legal provisions in
the future. As a result" resources can be shifted from
the best to the least well-off group, which seems to us

both finincially and socially acceptable. However, as

we did not wish to have this point enshrined in either
the resolution or the directive, we have added it as a

suggestion to our motion for a resolution. The
Member States' governments can then decide them-
selves whether it would offer the best solution for
them, bearing in mind their budgetary resources.

Mr President, I should now like to make a few

comments on Mr Peters'report in my capacity as spok-
esman for my Group rather than as a rapporteur. My
Group is delighted at the fact that this directive on
occupational social security schemes is now available .

Perhaps I may be permitted to point out to Mr Peters,

however, that this is not in fact the fourth directive ; it
is the sixth, counting those on part-time work and

temporary work. The fact is that we have made more
progress in the field of equal treatment of men and
women than we sometimes think. Mr President, this
directive puts an end to a long-lasting and serious
instance of discrimination of women, especially in the
field of occupational pensions. That being so, I am
very surprised at the amendments tabled by Miss de

Valera and the Dutch Liberal Mr Geurtsen, who are

trying to remove the teeth from this directive with the

argument that women live longer.

There are two things I should like to say to Mr
Geurtsen, and I am sorry he is not in the Chamber to

hear them. It is beyond me how a Member can table
so many amendments and then be absent when the
report is debated. Come to thag I can see no Liberal
Member here at all, which is hardly a good thing on a

subject like this.

Mr President, the fact is that, no matter whether
women do a particular thing better or worse than
men, it always-works out to the disadvantage of the
women. There is a sort of deeply rooted mechanism
in our male-dominated society that, as we all know,
can only be overcome by legislation.

The second point I wish to make is that I have found
out tha! in no4e of our national parliaments nor in
the European Parliament do female Members have to
pay higher contributions or get lower benefits from
their pension funds. If I have got it right, Mr Geurtsen
wants to allow insurance companies to do something
for the people of Europe which we Members of the
European Parliament do not allow in our own House.
I see no point in that, and I think it is something Mr
Geurtsen ought to explain to his Liberal supporters at

the forthcoming election.

Mrs Van den Heuvel lSl, drafxman of tbe opinion
of tbe Committee of Inquiry into tbe situation of
uomen in Europa - (NL) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemeh, in my capacity as draftsman of an opinion
for the Committee of Inquiry into the situation o[
women in Europe, I should like to give my whole-
hearted support to the initiative taken by the Commis-
sion of the occupational social security schemes direc-
tive.

This directive is a logical follow-up to earlier direc-
tives on equal pay, equal treatment in the work
process and equal treatment in statutory social secu-
rity schemes. I think the Commission is to be congrat-
ulated on its unswerving determination to move
towards equality between men and women despite the
icy blast of the economic crisis. Any critical
comments I may have to make on behalf of the
Committee on Inquiry should therefore be seen first
and foremost as our own conEibution to the Commis-
sion's work.

Firstly, this directive ir,rcludes the by now notorious
passage stating that 'the principle of equal treatment
shall imply that there be no discrimination
whatsoever on the basis of sex, either directly or'indi-
rectly by reference in particular to marital or family
status . ..'. This House has endeavoured on a number
of occasions, and particularly on the initiative of the
Committee of Inquiry, to find a really wateftight defi-
nition, an essential point given that a number of
govemments are clearly trying to shelter behind the
ambiguity of the concept of indirect discrimination.
The Commission has made a start on explaining what
is meant, especially in the interim report on the imple-
mentation of the third directive, but the explanation is
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(a) provisional, as the Commission itself says, (b) not
entirely watertighg and (c) apparently not absolutely
valid for the Commission itself, because in the same

interim report - without any additional clarification

- the Commission appears to be prepared to allow a

breach of the ban on indirect discrimination by
accepting the family unit as a basis for minimum-
level benefits. In the light of all these known
problems, we think the Commission would have been
well advised to provide a better definition in this latest
directive.

The Committee of Inquiry also regrets that the
Commission has failed in its directive to deal with
another problem entirely, one which has occurred in
connection with the other directives too, i.e. the fact

that" during the period in which national legislation is
being adapted to a directive, governments switch over
to measures which aggravate the situation. Once agin,
the Commission has contented itself to say that that
kind of thing is not allowed, and any further discus-
sion on the subject is therefore superfluous. The fact
is, though, that some such cases have occurred, and

have shown how difficult it is for the Commission to
do anything about the situation. That is why an

amendment has been tabled on behalf of the
Committee of Inquiry to incorporate in this directive
from the very beginning the fact that any such course
of action is not permissible.

Thirdly and finally, the Committee of Inquiry would
like the Member of the Commission to tell us about
the programme of work for sectors which are not
covered by the directive or in which exemptions can

be granted, such as pensionable age, the retention of
pension rights by women who have brought up chil-
dren, and so on. Here too, the Committee of Inquiry
has tabled an amendment to the draft resolution.

The following comments, Mr President, are made on
behalf of my Group in the speaking time allotted to
my Group. I must say that we were amazed - as Mrs
Maij-ITeggen said just now - at the amendments
tabled by Mr Geurtsen. Not only is he adopting what
we believe to be the wholly untenable position of the
insurance companies - as the previous speakers

pointed out. IThat this standpoint boils down to is

that account must be taken of actuarial elements
relating to life expectancy; in plain terms, what it
means is that contributions should be increased or
benefits reduced for groups of persons who live
longer, and according to the statistics, women live
longer than men. But there are other thinp I should
like to discuss too.

On the first point, what would happen if we were to
take Mr Geurtsen's ideas to their logical conclusions ?

Ifiould we then not have a situation in which, for
instance, people who do not drive, and thus are less

likely to die in a car accident, should pay in more ?

Should not non-smokers pay in more in future than
smokers on the grounds that they have a good chance
of living longer ? Recently I came across the results of
an American survey which had found thag because of
their way of life, clerics stand a greater chance of
living longer than other people. Does this mean that
Mr Geurtsen and those who share his views would be

in favour of imposing extra conditions on clerics for
this kind of welfare service ? These are just a few of
the questions we have been discussing recently, and to
which we have still to find a convincing answer. In
raising these points, Mr Geurtsen has bewildered not
only me and my Group.

Amendment No 13 tabled by Mr Geurtsen on the
accurate estimation of the costs of implementing the
directive refers, and I quote, to 'sacrificing existing or
future jobs to any political dogma'. That remark iust
about takes the biscuit. You can hardly believe your
eyes reading that kind of thing. S[as it really written
by a Liberal ? I do not often see eye to eye with the
Liberals politically, but I had always thought that
women's rights were in good hands with them at least.

But coming face to face with the word'dogma'in this
context, you cannot help but think that women in
Europe have been abandoned by the Liberals. But I
shall refrain, Mr President, from coming to that
conclusion. For the time being, I shdl merely
conclude that Mr Geurtsen has gone out on a limb on
this matter and, above all, I am confident that female
Liberals will not allow such things to go unpunished.

I should iust like to comment briefly on Mrs Maii-
'W'eggen's motion for a resolution on the equal treat-
ment of widows and widowers as regards social secu-
rity. My Group welcomes Mrs Maij-Ifeggen's initia-
tive. \[e know from experience that advocating such
ideas is not without its dangers, but all too often
people think that if we are not prepared to grant the
same rights automatically to each and every widow
regardless of her social situation, we are in effect
launching an attack on the family as such. Of coutse,
nothing could be further from the truth. By intro-
ducing pensions for widowets, we shall in fact be able
to attack our existing inequalities. The question of
whether we are hereby discriminating against men
who have so far been denied widowers' pensions or
discriminating against women who, in many cases,

have paid their contributions but thereby built up no
rights for their surviving spouse is one to which I
shall not address myself for the time being. The main
thing is that, by adopting Mrs Maij-ITeggen's ideas,

we shall be bringing about a bit more equality
between men and women,

Mr Papoefstratiou (PPE), Cbairman "f tbe

Committee on Social Alfairs and Employrnent. -(GR) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, as

Chairman of the Committee on Social Affairs and
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Employment I would like to comment on the excel-
lent reports by our colleagues Mr Peters and Mrs Maij-
!7eggen. The aim of both reports' is to supplement
and improve EEC Directive No 7917 ol 1978 on the
gradual implementation of the principle of equal treat-
ment for men and women in the field of social secu-
rity.

The subject discussed by Mr Peters concems the
implementation of the principle of equal treatment
for men and women in occupational social security
schemes, otherwise known as supplementary insur-
ance schemes. It is a fact that there are great differ-
ences in the implementation of supplementary insur-
ance schemes from country to country but it is also a

fact that the issue is an extremely important one
because it is the basic source of income of workers
when they stop working and Mr Peters quite correctly
points out in his report that there must be no differ-
ences between statutory schemes and supplementary
schemes pursuant to private contracts.

Moreover, in her report Mrs Maij-ITeggen proposes
extending the Directive we have iust mentioned to
widows' and widowers' pensions. All of us in this Padi-
ament are struggling as best we can to ensure that
there is no iniustice or inequality where women are
concerned. However, we must admit that in many
countries there is clear discrimination which works
against widowers and which I hope will be abolished
with the adoption of the amendment on this poin! so
that men may be entitled to receive the spouse's
pension if they have the misfortune to become
widowers.

Mr President, it is a fact, that in the countries of the
European Community - following initatives by the
Commission, the Council of Ministers and also by our
Parliament - social legislation is perhaps more
progressive than anywhere else in the world. This does
not mean that there are no imperfections or shortcom-
ings, because social issues and problems are in a state
of continuous development and transformation and
therefore require careful and interested attention.
However, I hope that during the term of office of the
next Parliament we will see full harmonization of
social legislation in all the Member States, so as to
eliminate any discrimination against workers or
pensioners in any of the Member States. This is our
duty and I believe that we must accomplish it as soon
as possible.

(Applause)

Mr Patterson (ED). - Mr President, I was talking
yesterday to a correspondent from the BBC on her
first visit to the European Parliament. I asked her
what she thought of it so far, and she said she was
disappointed by the lack of attendance in the
Chamber and she could not see the point of debates
which did not have any end product.

Now, this is the first debate so far this part-session -we are debating a draft directive via the Peters report

as we shall be via Shelagh Roberts report to follow -to have an end product: it is legislation which will
affect millions of people directly in their pockets,
through their pensions and through social rights. But
I must confess I agree with the BBC that the atten-
dance is if anything worse than for debates where we
had no end product.

Vhen we look at the Peters reporg it will be seen that
it was adopted unanimously by the Committee on
Social Affairs and Employment, which means that my
group supported both the Commission directive and
the report itself. And I think I should explain why.

First of all, because Article 100 of the Treaty does say
that pay, direct or indirect, should be equal between
men and women - and, as Mr Peters pointed out, we
have a ruling of the Court in the Lloyds Bank case
that rights under insurance schemes constitute pay
within the meaning of Article I19. It would have been
possible, perhaps, to rely upon the Court to apply this
directly - the direct applicability of the Treaties. But
I also agree with what is said in the report that it is
necessary to have legislation for legal clarity and
consistency.

It is also importan! in my opinion, to end the differ-
ences between statutory and occupational schemes.
You will note in the Peters report that we in the
United Kingdom have nothing to be ashamed about,
because it says : 'To date, the United Kingdom is the
only Community Member State which has passed
legislation on discrimination in respect of affiliation
to occupational social security schernes'. Therefore it
is not surprising that my group supports the matter in
principle.

Let me turn to a number of details. First of all, there
is the question of the self-employed. Should they be
included ? Here I would seek guidance from Mr
Richard as to how he manages to include the self-em-
ployed in a directive, since Article 119 only refers to
wages and salaries which a worker receives in respect
of his employment from his employer. I find it diffi-
cult to see how some one who is self-employed has an
employer. I imagine what is meant is the group
schemes, in which professionals like doctors or
lawyers come together where there is an element of
compulsion in so far as if you are part of that profes-
sion you are included in the group scheme. But I
would like the Commissioner to clarify his legal
reasoning in that respect.

Quite the most contentious and difficult matter,
However, is contained in Article 5 of the draft ditec-
tive dealing with actuarial calculations. Here I
followed Mr Peters' arguments with great interest.
Should they be taken into account ? First of all, it is
true that there are differences in mortality between
men and women. The Commission argues that this is
not the case if you compare women at work in parti-
cular professions with men doing the same work. I
have to say that my research into different occupa-
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tional schernes show that this is not the case: there
are still differences in mortality even where there are

strictly comparable qualifications for men and women.

In one fund which I looked into, men have an average

mortality of 77 and women of 81.

Secondly, what would ignoring these factors actually
mean, having what is known as unisex tables ? First of
all, it would mean that women would pay less than
men for equal annual payments. But I also draw atten-
tion - and it will be interesting to hear what the

Commission has to say on this - to the effects of
unisex tables on the capital option. My information is
that this would result in men being paid more in the

capital option and women less'- and this, of course,

is something which may be iustified or not" but my
group would like some further information. These

costs have to be taken into account, but it does not
necessarily mean that if you have costs you should not
carry out this particular directive.

All insurance is an aggregation of risk. I7e aggregate

risks to smokers and non-smokers, drivers and non-
drivers, and there is no reason why you should not
aggregate the risks of men and women as well.

Because there are costs, it does not mean that you

should not apply the law. But I would draw the atten-
tion of the Commission to the fact that there will be

costs, and I would like some estimate of how it envis-

ages this being applied in different countries.

Finally, a word on the Maij-I7eggen report. My group

supports it. It is about time, is it not, that men had

some equality as well ?

Mr Frischmann (COM). - (FR) Mr Presideng in
this decisive period for the development of social

protection in which the forces of reaction are trying to
justify social cutbacks and the dismantling of the statu-

tory protection schemes on the Pretext of an

economic crisis, we are pleased, and this only happens

once in a blue moon, with the very rare opportunity
we have today of acclaiming a positive proposal.

In actual fact, whilst we are seeking every means of
promoting harmonization of the social security
systems within the European Community, we know
what has yet to be done to ensure' within the national

territories an end to discrimination and in particular

the most lasting form: unequal treatment for men

and women.

The draft directive on equality of treatment in the

occupational social security schemes therefore serves

to fill the gap left by the Directive of 19 December
1978, which only dealt with the statutory schemes.

The very widespread exclusion of women from bene-

fits under the occupational schemes is also a very

grave violation of the principle set out in Article 119.2

of the Treaty, dealing with equality of social benefits
for all employees.

With regard to the conditions for access and the
contributions to be paid, risks covered and benefits,
we believe that all discrimination between men and

women must be ended quickly. In this connection, we

share the opinion of the Commission that an overall
balance must be created in occupational schemes

between the risks to which men and those to which
women are exposed by calculating an average contribu-
tion on the basis of the average life expectancy of
men and women combined, and we believe it is not
possible in a question of such basic importance that
its financial implications should be mentioned as a

reason for delaying application.

I7e shall therefore support the resolution accomPan-

ying Mr Peters' report and we shall follow very closely
the Council's examination of this proposal. Ve shall
also back the report of Mrs Maij-N7eggen on equality
of treatment of widows and widowers as regards social

security for the same fundamental reasons.

(Applause)

Mr Pesmazoglou (NI). - (GR) Mr President, I
would like to thank and congratulate the raPPorteurs

and, in particular, Mrs Maij-!7eggen, as regard the
issue of unfavourable treatment of women in the
context of social insurance.

However, I would like to stress that in certain coun-
tries, such as Greece, the brunt of discrimination is

borne by housewives. Housewives arc a large category

in Greece and represent a Percentage of the fenrale

population which is considerably larger than else-

where. Thus the problem is a serious one in Greece

and this gives me the opportunity to repeat the prop-
osal we made during the general discussion on the

condition of women in the European Communiry
when we called for a more general study on the

subject of housewives, their social role and their social

contribution.

The issue we are discussing today is a related one and

I suggest an investigation into the question of pension
rights and the discriminatory treatment of housewives.

This also gives me an opportunity to point out that in
Greece certain categories of workers are treated

unequally, such as, for example, the farmers. As I
informed Parliament, farmers' pensions are approxi-
mately one-fourth of the minimum pension granted
under the national pension scheme by the Greek
Social Insurance Foundation.

This also applies to pensions for professional
craftsmen, which are far lower even than this
minimum. The establishment of a single minimum
pension level by the national pension agency of each

country is a fundamental issue.

Mr President, I would like to repeat that the plans for
establishing such a system must be examined by each

country in close cooperation with the Commission.
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Mrs Phlix (PPE). - (NL) Madam President, ladies
and gentlemen, I should like to state my group's
opinion on Mrs Maij-I7eggen's report on the survi-
vors' pensions for widows and widowers. Despite the
internal problems confronting our Communiry at the
present time, it is more than ever up to this House to
continue to work towards the development of the
Community, and more particularly to continue the
work of integration in the interests of the people of
Europe. And it is indeed the case that the subject we
are discussing now will have a direct effect on most of
the people of Europe at some time in their lives.

Harmonization of survivors' pensions for surviving
spouses is a definite step towards the equal treatment
of men and women, and will improve the element of
choice in the distribution of work between husbands
and wives. Widows' pensions were introduced in
response to the family pattern that had been current
for a number of decades, and were conceived as a

means of making up the income lost should the bread-
winner die. It is therefore essential that this good and
outstandigly simple measure should be adapted to the
changes which have come about in our society as a

result of the reorganization of work, the improved
prospects for women on the job market and other
such developments.

However, in this particular case, we must ensure that
the implementation of this measure does not result in
a new form of discrimination against those families in
which one of the partners is not in paid employment,
and I am thinking here particularly of husbands and
wives helping in self-employed businesses and on
farms, in the professions or where the husband or wife
works in the household. I7e are not unaware of the
problem we are likely to encounter with this proposal,
nor of the possible financial consequences. The condi-
tions and criteria applying to a modified form of survi-
vors' pensions must be looked at in great detail to
ensure that the sunriving spouse and his or her family
are guaranteed financial security should one of the
partners die.

My Group will be giving its unanimous support to
Mrs Maij-Weggen's report, and we would urge the
Commission and the Council most earnestly to tackle
this important matter with all due speed and bring it
to a satisfactory conclusion.

Mr Richard,.iWember of tbe Commission. - Madam
President, may I start off by congratulating Mr Peters
on his excellent report, and I also thank him on
behalf of the Commission for having strongly
defended the draft directive on behalf of the
Committee on Social Affairs and Employment.

Indeed, I hope the arguments he has presented in
favour of the Commission's proposal will be such as
to convince Parliament as a whole.

The object of the draft directive is to bring about
equality of treatment between men and women in
occupational social security schemes and thus to
complement Directive 79l7lEEC, refering to statu-
tory social security schemes which will come into
force at the end of this year.

There is, I think, no disagreement on the principle of
eliminating sex discrimination from occupational
schemes. I think we all agree on that. The divergences
of view which exist are related to the methods to be
used to apply that principle. It has been said, for
instance, that the Commission is wrong in refusing to
take account of actuarial differences such as the expec-
tation of life for each sex. I think, Madam President,
there is some misunderstanding here. It may be that
this is due to a confusion between individual life insur-
ance and collective occupational provisions on social
security. Of course actuaries should take account of
different characteristics of the population to be
insured, especially for pensions. To deduce that the
occupational pension of a female worker should be
lower than that of a male worker merely because she
might receive it for a longer period would, neverthe-
less, be quite discriminatory. This is to penalize
women by taking no account of categories of male
workers who live longer than the average, some of
them, indeed, longer than the average women worker,
because, for example, they have a job which is not
arduous or is more fulfilling or, indeed, for other
reasons. One should not confuse the longevity of
women with the longevity of women workers, on
which, I must say to the House, very few reliable statis-
tics are available. There is simply no reason, in oui
view, to provide social security provisions to workers
on account of their sex other than there would be on
account of their smoking, their drinking or their
driving habits.

May I say to the House, I am fortified in this attitude
by the decision of the Supreme Court of the United
States in the State of Arizona zerszs Norris case, in
which they say:

Employers may not offer pension plans that
discriminate against women simply because they
live longer than men.

A little later on:

Sex-based actuarial tables constitute discrimination
on the basis of sex.

They go on to say :

Sex is the only factor that the tables use to classify
individuals of the same age. The tables do not
incorporate other factors correlating with longevity
such as smoking habits, alcohol consumption,
medical history or family history.
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As I say, I am fortified by the decision of the Supreme
Court of the United States, which has, indeed, not
inconsiderable experience in this particular field of
legislative intelpretation.

Statutory schemes do not differentiate, nor do many
occupational schemes. I would, moreover, like to
thank the Committee on Social Affairs and Employ-
ment for having supported the Commission's view, as

has the Economic and Social Committee itself.

There are three other suggestions which have been
made by the committee. I say at the outset that the
Commission is not hostile in principle to these sugges-

tions. If they have not been taken up in our draft, it is

for practical reasons which I would like to mention.

May I take first the case of widows' pensions which is

dealt with in the report of Mrs Maii-\7eggen. $7e have

not included them at this stage since most statutory
insurance schemes do not allow for such pensions.
Given that occupational schemes are in general

complementary to statutory schemes, there could arise

grave practical problems of putting equality into prac-
tice in occupational schemes before we know how this
might be done in statutory insurance schemes.

Ve therefore propose to deal with these issues by
means of a new legal instrument, preparation for
which has already been started within the Commis-
sion services. At the same time, a solution will be

proposed for the other aspects excluded, or indeed
excepted, in Directive 7917/EEC, such as child bene-
fits, retirement age, etc. Mrs Maij-l7eggen's report also

raises the question of widowers' pensions, suggesting
an amendment to Directive 79l7lEEC as the appro-
priate procedure.

I hope, Madam President, that my confirmation about
the preparation of a third equal treatment directive in
social security, as envisaged in Article 4 of our action
programme, will satisfy the House and satisfy Mrs
Maij-\7eggen.

Secondly, as regards changes in the procedure for the
burden of proof. This question applies not only to this
directive, but to most other directives concerned with
equality of treatment. Once again the Commission is

not hostile to the idea. \7e do, however, prefer that it
should .be studied, perhaps, in a horizontal way for all
the fields in which the issue is a practical one.

Thirdly, the issue of the time-limit for application of
the directive. This, indeed, will probably need to be

reviewed in any event by the Council, which has

unfortunately not yet even begun to consider the draft
directive. The Commission would not wish to provide
the Council with an excuse for putting off yet again
an examination of the draft.

Finally, may I say to Mr Patterson that I am grateful
to him for pointing out the terms of Article 119. I
would only say to him that the Con mission is quite
satisfied that we have a sufficient legal basis in the rest
of the Treaty to deal with people who are not in fact
self-employed.

In conclusion, Madam President, I would like to ask

the Parliament to support the Commission's proposal
and thus, I hope, clear the way for deliberation by the
Council.

Mrs Maii-\Teggen (PPE), rapporteur. - (NL)
Madam President, I should like to ask Mr Richard by
way of clarification whether I understood him
correctly to say that he would like to deal with the
question of the equal treatment of widows and
widowers not via an addition to the third directive but
in a separate directive. Have I got that right ? May I
also ask Mr Richard when he will be in a position to
present us with that directive, given that we would
like to see it come into force simultaneously with the
directive on occupational schemes. Otherwise there
would be an element of inconsistency between the
third directive, the fourth directive and this supple-
ment, thus creating a good deal of inequality before
the law for people in general. \7hat my question boils
down to, then, is how does he intend setting about
this matter : by a separate directive, and when can we
expect it ?

Mr Richard, lllember of tbe Comtnission, - Madam
President, the answer to the first part of the question
is yes, a separate directive. !7hen can we expect it ?

!7ork has already started on drafting it within the
Commission services. I am conscious, first of all, that
it is a matter of urgency. Secondly, I am anxious that
it should come forward as soon as possible. Thirdly, I
am fully aware that the Parliament is also anxious that
it should come forward as soon as possible, but I
could not, I am afraid, commit myself today to a

specific timetable on the point. I will do so - as I
hope the Parliament will think I have done in all
these matters over the last three-and-a-half years - as

soon as it reasonably can be done.

President. - The debate is closed. The vote will be
taken at the next voting time.

4. Parental leaae

President. - The next item is the report (Doc.
l-1528/83), drawn up by Dame Shelagh Roberts on
behalf of the Committee on Social Affairs and
Employment, on the

proposal from the Commission to the Council
(Doc. 1234183 - COM(83) 586 final) for a direc-
tive on parental leave and leave for family reasons.

Dame Shelagh Roberts (ED), rapportem.
Madam President, the 1981 resolution on the situation
of women in the European Community contained a

recommendation that the Commission should submit
to Parliament proposals for a directive on parental
leave. Last year's resolution on family policy, which
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was debated in Parliament, reaffirmed its support for
such a proposal. The proposed directive, which has
been before the Committee on Social Affairs and
Employment and is now presented to Parliament for
debate and approval, is the Commission's response to
those resolutions. It embodies, in addition to propo-
sals for parental leave, proposals for leave for family
reasons.

As regards the proposal for parental leave, this would
be, as was the original intention in the l98l resolu-
tion, to enable a working parent to stay at home to
look after a very young child and to share in the
responsibility for the upbringing of that child. The
idea behind that proposal is that it would enhance the
equal sharing of responsibilities as well as opportuni-
ties between both parents and also, it is believed,
strengthen the family unit by allowing both father and
mother to share in the responsibilities when the child
is very young.

Leave for pressing family reasons is, of course, rather
more widespread anyway in the Community. There
are provisions for parental leave in some of the coun-
tries of the Community on a fairly restricted basis, and
there are other parts of Europe, in particular Sweden,
where parental leave has applied for a number of
years. Leave for pressing family reasons, as I say, is
much more widespread, either where it is established
by agreement between employers and employees'
representatives or simply by practice, where any reaso-
nable and responsible employer would permit it.
However, the Commission's proposals would, of
course, put it on a legal footing.

The Committee on Social Affairs and Employment
has proposed a number of amendments to the
proposed directive. Some are of a minor nature simply
to make the intenticns more clear, or else less rigid.
For example, the committee takes the view that
parental leave should not necessarily follow immedi-
ately after the termination of matemity leave. I7e do
not believe that that was in the spirit of the original
proposal from Parliament. Another aspect where the
committee has proposed an amendment which we
believe would be within the spirit of the Commis-
sion's proposals, although they did not state it specifi-
cally, would be to extend the entitlement to a step-
parent who had the actual care of the child.

Some of the amendments are more significant in that
they would extend the entitlements and thus the resul-
tant costs. Iflhereas the Commission's proposal is to
the effect that a worker may receive a parental leave
allowance, the committee's amendment would make
this mandatory and endorses the proposal that where
such an allowance does apply, it should be paid for
out of public funds. Also, where the Commission
proposes an absolute entitlement of three months
whilst any child or children are under the age of two,
or five in the case of an adopted or a handicapped

child, the committee's proposal would be for an enti-
tlement of three months after each birth or adoption,
which could, of coutse, increase substantially the enti-
tlement of a working parent.

The committee considered but rejected amendments
proposing a reduction in the entitlement and an
exemption for small firms enploying fewer than ten
peopfe. Notwithstanding that iarintii leave is already
in force in some Member States, I should advise the
House that exemption of rather larger firms than this
does in general apply.

Finally, on the proposals for family leave, in what
some Members of this House may consider to be a
rather more rare moment of sweet reason, the
committee tabled amendments to enable Member
States to draw up definitions of pressing family
reasons within the Commission's guidelines. It
decided to delete one of the examples given by the
Commission of pressing family reasons, namely, the
wedding of a child, which, the committee felt, was
something that could be organized by the family and
taken out of their holiday entitlement.

That is an outline of the Commission proposals and
the deliberations of the committee on them.

Mr Richord, rtIernber of tbe Commission. - Madam
President, thank you very much for giving me the
floor now, and I apologize to those Memben of the
House who have not yet spoken in this debate. My
object is not to cut off debate. It is merely that the
House should have the view of the Commission at
this stage in the debate rather than at a later one.

In the new Community action programme on the
promotion of equal opportunities, we undertook to
draw up a Community legal instrument to promote
parental leave and leave for family reasons. This action
was recommended to us by Parliament in its l98l
resolution, and priority was demanded for it in the
1983 Parliament resolution on family poliry. In
drawing up our draft directive, we were particularly
concerned at the fact that certain forms of parental
leave were being developed in some Member States
which enabled only women to take leave for the educa-
tion and care of young children. This, as Parliament is
aware, is contrary to the provisions of the equal treat-
ment directive, and infringement proceedingB have
already been taken against one Member State in this
matter.

Apart from the question of equal treatment, the
Community has much wider policy objectives, which
concern equal opportunities in society for men and
women as regards both working life and family life.
These two aspects are, as Parliament is well aware,
closely inter-related. The sharing of family responsibil-
ities berween working parents should be an essential
part of any strategy designed to achieve equality on
the labour market, and the development of parental
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leave for all working parents is therefore a vital
element in this strategy. It is, moreover, as Parliament
has already pointed out, an important element in
family policy. It could also be considered as a form of
voluntary absence from paid employmenl which is

one aspect of policies designed to contribute to some
greater flexibility in working-time and the sharing of
employment opportunities.

The Social Affairs Committee has proposed a series of
amendments to the directive. I have, on behalf of the
Commission, a few comments to make on them.
Since many are essentially designed to clarify the text
of the directive, some of them are very useful. I can
say, for instance, that the addition of step-parents to
those persons who might benefit from parental leave

would make a worthwhile amendment that the
Commission would be pleased to accept.

I must now say a few words about the proposed
amendment which would make the payment of a

parental leave allowance obligatory upon the Member
States. Parliament may be aware that the Commission
did not decide lightly on leaving the payment of an

allowance to the discretion of individual Member
States, as was made clear in the explanatory memo-
randum. The Commission was in no doubt about the
desirability in principle of a parental leave allowance,
since this would clearly contribute to encouraging
more working fathers to take up their parental leave

entitlement and thereby achieve more sharing of
family responsibilities in practice. Given the current
economic difficulties, however, the Commission did
not feel that this was an opportune moment to oblige
Member States to introduce a further direct burden on
their public funds. Naturally, we do not in any way
wish to prompt those Member States who already pay
an allowance to workers on leave to change their
policy.

In conclusion, I would commend this directive to the
House as an instrument which Parliament itself has

requested and to which I hope Parliament will now
give a favourable response. Finally, may I say that I
am grateful to Parliament for is courtesy in allowing
me to make these few remarks at this somewhat prem-
ature stage in the normal course of a debate.

IN THE CHAIR: MR DANKERT

President. - As we have now reached voting time,
the debate will be adjourned and resumed at 9 p.m.

5. Votes I

HAAGERUP REPORT (Doc. t-1526183 'SITUA-
TION IN NORTHERN IRELAND)

lllotion lbr a resolution - Recital A: Amendments
Nos 3Q 3i and 32

Mr von der Vring (S).- @E)\\ere is something I
wish to say, Mr President. This is no ordinary report
on which we can vote along party lines, when it
comes to a roll-call vote. If there is going to be a roll-
call vote, I should like to ask for a secret ballot in
order to avoid any terrorist threats to Members.

President. - Mr von der Vring I have great
sympathy for your proposal, but I have to respect the
rules. They lay down that only when named persons
are under consideration can a secret vote be accepted.
Here we are voting on a resolution and we have to
bear the consequences of our vote.

Recital F: Amendments Nos 49, 48horr, 50 and 27

141 ffoogerup (L), rapporteur. - Mr Presideng as

you know, I asked to make a brief statement regarding
the amendements tabled by various Members on what
may be called the human rights aspect of the
Northern Ireland problem. Many similar amendments
have already been rejected in the Political Affairs
Committee, and therefore I am bound to recommend
their rejection by the House.

But I have a number of reasons for thinking it inap-
propriate for the resolution to contain detailed state-
ments. I would remind the House that both lreland
and the United Kingdom adhere to the European
Convention of Human Rights and that that Conven-
tion has, in facg already been used. Therefore, both in
principle and in fact, remedies against abuse already
exist.

You will also be aware, Mr Presideng that there is an
understanding between the Political and Legal Affairs
Committees of this Parliament that matters
concerning human rights within the Community are

the responsibility of the Legal Affairs Committee.

Finally, I have not gone into this whole aspect in
detail because the Legal Affairs Committee offered to
withhold an opinion on the human rights or the
whole legal aspect of the matter, reserving its right to
report on it, i( it thought proper, at a later stage in the
new Parliament. Therefore, taking into account the
discussion we have had in the Political Affairs
Committee, I am myself tabling Amendment No 48,
which makes a general point and emphasizes the fact
that British govemments, both Labour and Conserva-
tive, have sought to deal with these problems. I there-
fore recommend adoption of Amendment No 48 and
rejection of the other three.

After paragrapb 12 - Amendment No 47/reo.

Mr Haagerup (L\, rapporteur. - Mr President, a

similar amendment was rejected by committee and so

I am obliged to say no. However, the issue comes up
when we vote on the very last amendment, No 58,
and so I would vote against this one.

After paragrapb 14 - Amendments Nos 25, 26 and.
58' See Annex I.
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Mr Heagerup (Ll, rapporteun - Mr President, this
is a constitutional issue and so I must be against.

After tbe t)ote ofl Amendments Nos 25 and 25

Mr Hqagerup (L), rapporteur, - Mr President,
Amendment No 58 is a very different one. I want to
express a special view on that one.

President. - You are certainly allowed to do so.

Mr Hoogerup (Ll, rapportcur. - Mr President, I
understand that Amendment No 58, tabled by Mr
McCartin and others, is really motivated by desire to
see that this report is not being shelved. They there-
fore asked that we should review the developments at
reasonable intervals. I suggest to those who have
tabled this amendment that there are other and better
ways to raise the issue if they wish, namely, by ques-
tion, by oral questions with debate, etc. I therefore ask
I{r McCartin and others to withdraw this amendment.

President. - Mr McCartin, can you withdraw it ?

Mr McCartin (PPE). 
- fss, with respect to the

rapporteur, we shall withdraw that amendment.
After tbe adoption of tbe resolution

Mr Berbi (PPE). - On behalf.of my group, Mr Presi-
dent, I should like to ask if we can vote on the
Kazazis report before the other reports.

President. - Mr Barbi, the Rules of Procedure state
that the order can be changed only at the proposal of
the President. I have already had enough problems in
changing the order of the votes, .ls the Members
know. Consequently, I am going to make no more
changes.

REPORT BY MR MOREAU (Doc. l-1535/83 'NCI)
After tbe adoption of tbe resolution

Mrs Th6obeld-Paoli (S). - (FR) Mr Bonaccini and
Mr Leonardi have been kind enough to allow my
report to be aken before theirs. Can I ask the House
to follow their courteous example and take my report
now, in view of the pressing commitments I unfortu-
nately have ?

President - Mrs Th6obald-Paoli, I said earlier to Mr
Barbi who made a similar request with regard to the
l(azazis report that the order of vote, once it has been
drawn up, can be changed only after a proposal by the
President. The Members are ready for a particular
order of vote. If we change things in the middle of
voting time, there could be difficulties. I prefer to
leave things as they are.

IN THE CHAIR: MR KLEPSCH

Vice-President

THEOBALD-PAOLT REPORT (Doc. t-t4s2183.SHIPBUILDING INDUSTRY)
After tbe adoption of tbe resolution

Mrs Th6obald-Paoli (S), rapporteur. - (FR) Mr
President, I want to thank everyone on the Committee
on Economic and Monetary Affairs and here in the
House today who have shown their willingness to
reach agreement and to make a joint effort for the
sake of effective European action. Unhappily, I see
that the British Conservatives are steadfast in their
opposition, and I am very sorry about that.

Personally, I have made some considerable conces-
sions and I want to thank those who were willing to
do the same. The fact is - as everyone knows - that
when people are living together they get on only if
they make mutual concessions. The British Conserya-
tives should start to understand this fact if they want
people to get on together.

I also want to thank the Commission which has
already modified its policy in line with the broad
thrust of my report. This was what was announced
yesterday by the Commissioner with responsibility for
industrial matters.

Qbe sitting was suspended at 8 p,m. and resumed at
e P.n)

IN THE CHAIR: MR LALOR

Vice-Presid.ent

6. Parental leaae (continuation)

President. - The next item is the continuation of
the debate on the report (Doc. l-1528/83) by Dame
Shelagh Roberts.

Mr Van Rompuy (PPE), draftsman of an opinion
for the Committee on Economic and. lllonetary
Affairs. - (NL) Mr Presideng it is only rarely that
this House gets the chance to debate proposals which
are in the interests of the family.

This proposal for a directive on parental leave is
happily an exception to the g€neral rule. In a society
increasingly pervaded by individualism, isolation and
anonymity, people are coming increasingly to apprec-
iate the value of the family as such. It is only in the
family context that fundamental values can develop
properly. The disintegration of the family unit has in
many cases resulted in social disruptions, and it is
therefore of the utmost importance that steps be taken
to reassert the strength of the family structure. \trhat
we are dealing with here in the main is a question of
mentality and civilization, but that does not mean that
government cannot make its contribution too to the
establishment of a more family-orientated climate by
adopting certain specific measures in the right direc-
tion. This proposal gives us a chance to do so. It gives
workers the chance to develop their careers in a
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harmonious way at the same time as fulfilling their

family duties. It is most importan! especially in the

first years of life, that a child should grow uP with its
p.r.nt , and educationaliss tell us that the presence of

p"..t tt in those first years has a decisive effect on the

child's subsequent develoPment.

This proposal is concerned with a three-month period

of paiental leave, but I should like to draw your atten-

tion to the example set by the 'Land' of Baden-

Vtirttemberg in Girmany, where a system of parental

payments has been introduced. !7hat this amounts to

is that parents can decide to stay at home to bring up

their children for the first two years, and are paid an

annual premium of some DM 5000 for doing so' The

statistici show that, in 1983, for instance,7000 fathers

or mothers took advantage of this scheme' Although

the question of parental leave is first and foremost a

pedagogical and iocial problem, we cannot ignore the

ii".n-.iit repercussions, and that is the point the

Committee on Economic and Monetary Affain has

been taking a look at. The Committee thinks it is out

of the quistion that firms should be exPected to

contribute to the financing of such leave periods' The

benefit paid out during the leave period must be

financed from public funds released by making

savings on othei budgetary items. This would be

possi6le, for instance, if the additional payments were

Lalanced out by a reduction in the amount of unem-

ployment benefit paid, resulting in turn from part-

ii*. work in these temPorary iobs' Baden-

ITiirttemberg's pilot scheme shows that this does in

fact happen.

Finally, I should like to say as a Christian-Democrat
that ihis proposal Suarantees the free choice of

Darents in ihe iocial c-ontext, and that it is a social aim

ini.n it increasingly being developed to improve the

demographic situation and the social climate in
g.n.tit in the interests of Parents, children and the

future of our societY'

Mrs Phlix (PPE), draftsman of an opinion for tb.e

Committee of Inquiry into tbe situation of uomen tn

Europe, - iNliMi President, Mr Natali, ladies and

gentlimen, ihe-Committee of Inquiry welcomes this
-propos.l 

for a directive on parental leave and leave for

i.-ily t .tons, and takes the view that a fair distribu-

tion of parental responsibilities will have a beneficial

effect on family life and on equality between men and

women.

The Committee of Inquiry takes the view that the

right to parental leave should be dependent on the

ef-fective care of the child, and that consequently the

right should be extended to those who, for reasons of

firce maieure, illness or death of the real Parents' are
'.ff..tit iy responsible for the child's upbringing' Our

amendment on this point goes further than the one

tabled by the Committee on Social Affairs and

Employment, which refers only to steP-Parents' I7e

want to ensure that the children are properly looked

after, and it is entirely conceivable that this responsi-

bility might be borne by a person other than the steP-

parents I for instance, grandparents, friends, acquai-

Lr.., ot neighbours - who step in in times of need'

It would seem reasonable in the case of a severely

handicaooed child - and we emphasize the'severely
handicaiied' asPect - to extenil the parental leave

period available to six years. To make parental leave

available for both fathers and mothers, and to keep it
available for whenever it is needed, it must be possible

to divide the leave period up as required. Employers

must be given adequate notice so as to keep disrup-

tion of work to a minimum.

As regards short periods of leave for family reasons'

the iommittee oi Inquiry takes the view that the

details should be left up to the Member States, given

that leave for family reasons can depend very much

on the cultural situation in the country concemed'

We are therefore in favour of making such short

periods of leave available for important - as well as

pressing - family reasons.

The Committee of Inquiry wishes to make it clear

that any norms incorporated in a European directive

must not be allowed to preiudice existing - and

more generous - conditions.'!7e believe that the cost

elemeit involved in parental leave cannot be borne by

individual firms, as ihat would mean that workers in

very small and medium-sized businesses would be

effectively excluded from the scheme, thus giving rise

to unreasonable discrimination.

Mr President, that was the opinion of the Committee

o( Inquiry into the situation of women in Europe'

Mrs Van den Heuvel (S). - (NL) W President,

ladies and gentlemen, the Socialist Group too is

delighted at the initiative taken by the Commission,

whilh is renewed evidence of the determination to

achieve equal treatment for men and women in all

walks of tife. as I said once before, it is thanks to the

Commission's resoluteness that we have something to

show the women in Europe in the forthcoming Euro-

pean elections. At least we shall not be facing our

female voters emPty-handed.

The idea of introducing parental leave is to remove

one more obstacle in t[e way of women - and the

social situation being what it is, women will be most

directly affected by this measure - who want to go

out to work.

For far too long, we have closed our eyes in our coun-

tries to the faci that the practicalities and the theory

of equal opportunities for men and women are two

different things entirely. There are plenry of married

women with ihildren who would like to become part

of the work Process' but only very few are willing. to

let their chiliren suffer for it. So long as no satisfac-

tory solution has been found to what to do with the
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children, they will continue to make their own wishes
subordinate to the interests of their children. If only
the same attitude were a bit more prevalent among
fathers too.

One of the proposals contained in this directive,
giving both working parents the chance to devote
their attention exclusively for three months to their
children's welfare, gets rid of one more element of
inequality. And, what is more, by giving fathers the
right to parental leave too, we do havel chance to
break through what is still a fairly automatic father-
mother role pattem. Unfortunately, the statistics we
have from such places as the Scandinavian countries,
where excellent systems are in force for parental leave,
show that fathers make much less use oi the facilities
available. I think Mr Van Rompuy made things rather
too easy for himself ; he had clearly not taken the
trouble to work out how many fathers and how many
mothers were likely to be affected. However, the
figures should not be allowed to detract from the fact
that these proposals have to do with an important
matter of principle.

It is regrettable that men - and I would refer you
here again to the experience in Scandinavia - are
clearly still selling themselves short in human rerms
by leaving the job of looking after children mainly to
their wives. Unfortunately, the idea of sharing responsi-
bilities is not the kind of thing that ii titity to
become accepted overnight. But I suppose we should
show a little understanding at least foi human beings
who have clearly been so spoilt by social realities th-at

1fr-ey 1ow fail to recognize what ii really important in
life. But understanding people's attitudes does not
mean accepting them too. It is therefore a good thing
that Article I I of the directive draws emplolers' attenl
tion to the fact that this directive appties to both
mothers and fathers. Both have the iliance to take
parental leave and leave for family reasons. l7hen you
think of it it is really incredible tha! at this time in
1984, we should still need this kind of directive in our
countries. The right to parental leave is something
which cannot come quickly enough.

I would appeal to the Commission to see that the
directive is implemented with all due speed, and to
the Council to take the requisite decisioni in the near
future. This may be one of the fruits of the initiative
taken by the French Minister for Vomen's Rights, my
foyer .colleague Yvette Roudy, in conveiirrg 

"r,informal council meeting on these problems on the
internationa.l Day of the I7oman. Ii is to be hoped
that this will have made it easier for the forthcoming
Social Council in June to get down to brass tacks.

Mt Patterson (ED). - Mr president, may I begin as
I. 

legan- when I spoke on the occupational pensions
debate, by protesting at the priorities exhibite'd by the

ealarged Bureau when drawing up our agenda ? Like
the occupational pensions debate, this on-e is about a
directive - Community legislation - and just look
at the House this evening ! S7e debate almost
anything in prime time when we have no effect on
the resulg whereas where we have a real responsibility
to talk about Community legislation, *r. pri it on the
agenda when there are no Members and- there is not
even a social affairs Commissioner. That is no disres_
pect to Commissioner Natali.

President. 
- I certainly would not dream of sugg_

.rlilg- that your inrervention in that regard iL
rubbish. You are quite entitled to go aheadl

Dame Shelegh Roberts (EDI, rapporteun _ On a
point of order, Mr Presideng I observid that Mr patter-
son's time was still being taken up while you were
speaking. May I have your assuranci that he will have
the time added ?

President. - I have counted tha! and I assume you
ar.e. also appealing that the time you have taken up
will not be deducted either ?

(Izugbter)

Mr Patterson (ED). - Mr president, I have abso_
lutely no criticism of you personally. May I make this
absolutely clear. I have suggested many times that this
Parliament should take its legislative role more seri_
ously, and when we are talking about a directive of
this importance it really ought to be taken seriously
by the enlarged Bureau in drawing up the agenda.

Now let me talk about the text in front of us. SZe are
talking about a new social benefit in many countries
and, in principle, it must be right to support the idea
of parental leave. Vhat we are actually talling about is
giving both mothers and fathers the right, if ihey have
a child under- two, to go tc their employers and say : I
need time off to look after my child. And we want to
prevent the employer saying: tough ! I,m sorry, if you
do. that we will sack you. So o,e-are buildini a new
right into our systems which will enable famili-es to be
together and to bring up their children _ and that
must be right. However, all rights entail costs. It does
not mean you should not implement those rights, but
it does mean you should have regard to howinuch it
will cost you, because if it costs too much it will never
happen - you will never get those rights.

My group wishes to draw attention to two matters
which we consider to be crucial. First of all, the posi_
tion of small businesses. It is very much moie difficult
for a small business 

- my group has taken the figure
of ten or under employees - to give someone three
months off at sometimes fairly short notice, and that
is why we h-ave supported an amendment excluding
companies of under ten. Under a hundred _ which f
think is a Liberal amendment 

- is far too much.
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Secondly, we would agree with the Commissioner - I
do not find myself agreeing with Commissioner

Richard very much, but I do on this matter - that

vou cannot possibly envisage a new social right which

i.pot.t direct burdens on public 
- 
funds' The

committee in its wisdom has disregarded what the

Commission said on this matter and has made it
compulsory for parental leave to be compensated by

finance out of public funds. Now if you do. thag I
submit to those peoPle who are Present, it will never

happen; you will never get Parental leave because

none of our governments - mine or anybody else's

- is going io .g... to this. Therefore I hope the

House-wilI take into account what Commissioner

Richard said before he went back to Brussels about

the matter of public finance.

However, one thing that does attract me very much to

this draft directive is the fact that it produces new

righs for men. Men do have the right,-after.all, to see

th-eir families from time to time - although very few

Members of the European Parliament seem to get that

right. And therefore I suggest that, in principle, it is a

ve-ry good draft directive. However, my group.will wait

to 
'r.1 

how we vote on the matter of the small

companies and the matter of finance from public

funds before we decide how to vote.

Mr Eiima (ND. - NL) lt is a well known fact, Mr

President, that young children in particular depend on

others to look-aftei them, but children are not the

only members of our society in need of care and atten-

tion. Let us not forget the chronicatly ill adults and

invalids who are not able to look after themselves, and

the aged, who are dependent on help from others' All
these-people depend to a Sreat extent on, private assis-

tance ior their day-to-day welfare. And I would agree

with Mrs Van den Heuvel that this burden still rests

almost entirely on the shoulders of women, who may

thus be said - in the kind of term used at the turn of

the century - to be'released from paid employment"

Now that an increasing number of women no longer

can or want to be 'rel-eased from paid employment',
and an increasing number of them are coming on to

the job market, more and more people - men and

*orrr.n - are being confronted with what is often the

virtually insoluble problem of combining work and

the weifare of the family. In our opinion, two vitally
important stePs on the road to an emancipated society

are shorter working hours and an adequate nerwork of

child welfare faciliiies. As working hours are reduced,

there will be less need for such facilities as both men

and women will then be in a position to look after the

children themselves.

Mr President, we shall not be voting for the amend-

ment tabled by the Committee on Social Affairs and

Employment to Article 8 (2), fourth indent, deleting

illniss of the person caring for the child as a pressing

family reason. \7e believe that the definition should

be kept as general as possible, and that this category

should not be ruled out. All workers must have the

same rights, and people caring for children should not

be placed at an advantage over tho$e caring for others'

'W'e are also in favour of special leave for unmamied

Darents with a family to look after. I put forward this
'proposal at the wom'en's rights debate in-January, and

it was adopted by this House. It is in effect a logical

extension io what we are talking about today.

I should like to conclude, Mr President, with the

thought that each and every worker has- the same

righti, regardless of his or her family relations ; in
oi-h.r *oidt, both married people and people living
together must be able to claim this right.

President. - The debate is closed.

The vote will be taken at the next voting time'

7. UnemPloYment

President. - The next item is the ioint debate on:

- the report by Mr Boyes (Doc. l-1489183)' on

behalf of- the Committee on Social Affairs and

Employment on unemployment within the Commu-

nity and some of its consequences

- the oral question with debate (Doc. l-75l84) by Mr
Beumer and others to the Commission ;

Subject : Measures to combat Poverty - education

and training programme

The Commission has already called attention to

the very disturbing situation of the most disadvan-

taged groups in the Community population' The

teist Jt iUia workers, low-income families and

those who are most dependent on the support of

others have suffered most from inflation, the

depression of the labour market and cuts in social

benefits. These same SrouPs' whose livelihood is

now so insecure, are finding it more and more

difficult to obtain opportunities for training for the

kind of productive work that will be needed in the

future.

Does the Commission share the view that policies

and programmes for training and retraining and

for furtlier education should receive the highest

priority in order to remedy this situation ?

Is the Commission aware that the education minis-

ters of certain Member States are considering priva-

tizing the adult education sector ?

If so, would it not agree that the most disadvan-

hged grouPs would be adversely affected ?

Could the Commission indicate what measures it
has in mind:

- to encourage the adoption of measures at

national and European level to combat illit-
eracy;
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- to help provide the most disadvantaged popula_
tion groups with a grounding in new teihnolo_
gies such as computer science ;

- to facilitate access for all workers (whatever
their age and however rudimentary their skills
and level of education), and particularly for the
long-term unemployed, to professionai qualifi-
cations and further education and training
which will qualify them for employment in
the advanced sectors ?

In the light of the conclusions of the Council of
Ministers meeting of l0 December l9g2 on the
final report of the first programme of action to
combat poverty, will the Commission consider
in-troducing measures under the aegis of the ESF,
ERDF and the EAGGF to provide ieal help to the
most disadvantaged population groups, iogether
with a system for regular and public monitorLg of
the progress of those measures ?

;, !h. report by Mrs Salisch (Doc. l-35/84) on behalf
of the Committee on Social Affairs and Employment
on the

communication from the Commission to the
Council (Doc. l-lt48lS3 - COM(83)662 final on
Community action to combat unemployment _
the contribution of local employment initiatives.

Mr Boyes (Sl, rapporteur. - Mr president, a few
years ago, in a motion for a resolution which I tabled
under Rule 47, I made the assertion that there was
evidence of a direct relationship between the growing
rate of suicide and attempted suicide and unimployi
ment.

The Committee on Social Affairs and Employment in
its wisdom prepared a report on this matier, and this
evening I should like to speak on two particular para-
graphs in that report. In the first one the committee
says that it

'expresses its concern at the fact that the full
psychological, pathological and social implications
of this deplorable and alarming siruation, which
does not affect the unemployed alone but also
their families, have not yet been recognized by the
Community or the Member States'.

19 I i- aiming my motion for a resolution tonight
directly at the Commission and asking it to carry our
research to.investigate the causal relationship between
certain social consequences and growing unemploy_
ment.

The second paragraph I wish to underline to the
Members of Parliament is that the Committee on
Social Affairs and Employment

'stresses the urgent need to coordinate and conso-
lidate the extensive research carried out by various
medical, para-medical and social bodies showing
that the unemployed and also their families are
especially prone to physical and mental distress'.

The literature on this matter is extensive. Although I
shall quote this evening but few references, I 

-can

assure Members of the House that a great deal of work
has been done. In fact, sufficient work has been done
for me to make the positive assertion that there is a
link berween suicide and unemployment, but also
other social consequences. One of the first people to
do work in this area was Dr Harvey Brenner, who
built a model covering the period between the 1920s
and 1970s in America - this model has been dupli-
cated in England and Vales and to some extenC in
Sweden - to look at the relationship between a
number of social phenomena and unemployment.

In his paper illortali4t and the national econon! _
and this is using data for England and Vales between
'1936 and 1976 - Brenner says: .Suicide and homi_
cide, for example, show increases within a year of
unemployment and carry on increasing, and caidiovas_
cular mortality begins to increase in two to three years
after an increase in unemployment, an effect that
persists for a period of ten to fifteen years,. In a more
recent letter to the editor of Lancet, a well_known
medical iournal, he says : 'My own review of the litera-
ture on the relationship between economic change
a.nd. mortality concludes that the weight of evidenie
decidedly favours a causal link betwien unemploy-
ment and ill-health, including mortality., In other
words, Brenner's work, based on a*tersira research
o-ver a period of time - building a model and
checking and re-checklng his model on a compurer

- has come to a very firm conclusion about the-rela_
tionship between mortality and unemployment. To
put it simply, he is saying that unemployment is a
killer. But he is also saying that unemployment causes
the ultimate solution io -unemploym.ni 

and that is
the tragic case when an individual, man or woman,
commits suicide because they can no longer face the
consequences of being unemployed.

It is not only that- If given more time. I could use an
extensive number of variables. Let me just quote a
recent editorial in the Britisb lWedical Joumai which
says : 'Since child abuse is strongly iorrelated with
unemployment and financial dif"ficulties and with
alcoholism, all of which are increasing rapidly, we
may expect an increase in the frequency of n-on-accid_
ental injury d.t'ring the period in which unemploy-
ment is rising'.

Brenner's work, although he makes it clear himself
that it is not a predictive model, does allow us to
make statements, about what could be the
co-nsequences of unemployment. He said, using his
US data, that a 1o/o increase in the unemployment
rate sustained for a period of six years - and'a lo/o
unemployment rate increase is very small these days

- could lead to 37 000 extra deaths, 920 extn
suicides, 648 homicides S00 deaths from liver
complaints, 4 000 State mental hospital admissions
and 3 000 State prison admissions.
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In conclusion, I hope I have demonstrated, with just a

few examples of the work that has been carried out,

that there is - even if people susPect the data - a

need for a Community-wide study. I am appealing for

Parliament tonight to suPPort my plea for a Commu-

nity-wide studylnto the social consequences of unem-

ployment.

Mrs Salisch (Sl, rapporteur. - (DE) Mr President,

ladies and gentlemen, this report, together with the

Commission s communication to the Council on local

employment initiatives, forms part of 
-a 

lorg series of

proposals made by this House and the Commission

on iombating unemployment in general, with special

reference to SrouPs particularly hard hit. 'Ve are

presently in thi throes of a totally unforeseen crisis in
ih. rt*.tut of mass production. Every year sees the

loss in Europe of a million iobs and the collapse of

maior companies, especially those unable to adaPt to

ths new conditions in the international division of

work. The result is an extremely high level of contin-

uing unemployment. On the other side of the coin,

*r. 
-h.r. the adaptability - and the enhanced chances

of survival - of small and medium-sized businesses,

along - and this is the interesting point - with an

increlsing number of new self-run economic and

social activities.

Along with the drive to cut working tiTe: as formu-

lated-in the European Parliament's resolutions on the

subiect, and the iqually determined -fostering 
of new

environmentally and socially acceptable products and

services in the Community, it seems to me to make

sense to support these self-run initiatives which range

from the provision of social services to the manufac-

turing of high-technology products.

The difficult thing is that there is no hard-and-fast

definition of what constitutes a 'local employment

initiative'. Two criteria are involved. In many cases,

the initiative is taken by people without work or

threatened by unemployment" and by people who

have found a special need for a specific service or tyPe

of production. The other characteristic is that, in
*.ny .as.t, the activities concerned do not adhere to

tradiiional salary or wage hierarchies, and those

involved in the proiects are particularly highly moti-

vated.

Apart from the purely quantitative employment effect

of local employment'initiatives - and it is estimated

that up to ZbO OOO people throughout the Community
benefited from them in 1983 - we must not overlook

the positive effect they have on improving regional

economic structures.

I would draw your attention here to the training cooP-

eratives set uP in the Mezzogiorno in Italy, to the

highly interesiing craft initiatives in Greece and the

hilhly interesting training and employment proiect in
Berlin which already receives Community suPPort'

The Berlin proiect has managed to gain the involve-

ment of young unemployed people in a scheme to

improve one of the city's residential areas, using the

exiiting craft trade potential in that area. The result

has been a maior employment project in local terms'

Of course, apart from the positive asPects' there are

problems too, of an internal and external nature'

Manv of the people involved are unused to working
indefendently, th'e formal requirements are a bugbear,

and ihere are only limited finance facilities. It is there-

fore absolutely essential - and this, I feel, is what

makes the Commission's proposals so worthy of our

support - to set up, as a form of immediate aid, advi-

sory centres throughout the Community of the kind
already operating ln France and Britain, capable of

providing-the kind of legal, financial-and practical

irelp for-the specific conditions of local employment
initiatives, and to help in such things as training.

Another equally important point is the special

support for local employment initiatives from Commu-

niry- structural funds - in particular of course the

Euiopean Social Fund. In this respect' th_e Committee

has iiven its express suPPort to the Commission's

proposals. I was very interested to read the various

iommittees' opinions Qn my report and on the

Commission's proposals. I can give my backing to

many of the points put forward. One thing-I.cannot
accept, however, is the idea put forward-by the

Committee on Regional Policy and Regional Planning

to the effect that the scope of the employment initia-
tives should be extended from the local to the

regional level. I believe it is precisely the local and

spontaneous nature of these initiatives which has

enabled them to work as theY do.

The Committee on Social Affairs and Employment
adopted unanimously my motion for a resolution and

the proposed amendments to the Commission's

communlcation. I hope the House will follow the

Committee's example, and I hope that the Council

will then be able to take its decision before the end of

the French PresidencY.

Mr Vernimmen (S). - (NL) Mr President, ladies

and gentlemen, Mrs Salisch's rePort is, I Ieel, an encou-

ragin-g one in that it takes a look at the problem of

employment and unemployment from a different,

imaginative standpoint, and that seems to me to be

the kind of thing we need.

It seems to me very sensible to take a look at the

unemployment problem from the point. of view of

morall - given that unemployment often deals a

severe blow to people's morale. It is certainly much

more sensible than always looking at the problem

from the financial angle. The solutions put forward in
the report vary widely - of necessity. To repeat the

point I made earlier, they testify to an imaginative

approach - on the Part of the Commission too -ani th.t is, I think, something worthy of praise

indeed.
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As regards the initiative coming from cooperatives,
craft trades and the like, I should like to diaw your
attention particularly to the need to do away with the
constantly recurring obstacles, which are not - let
me stress - of a financial nature. All too often, these
good and laudible intentions come to grief at the
hands of unwieldy legislation and adhinistrative
lumber. This is where we need local management,
which in my view amounts to a more positive
response and better technical assistance. Givin thag
we could easily deal with a whole host of problems.

I hope this report will be favourably received. It is
certainly much more to my own liking than large-
scale projects. It is a laudible initiative which we
should all support.

Mrs Maii-lTeggen (PPE). - (NL) Mr president, this
debate has covered the consequences of unemploy-
ment on people's health and attempts to combit
unemployment at regional and local levels, and I
should like to concentrate on the former theme, dealt
with in ,Mr Boyes's report.

Let me begin by saying that I share Mr Boyes's
concern regarding the consequences of unemploy-
ment on people's health. !7e know from the pasi that
long periods of unemployment claim their viitims, in
both human and social terms. Ve also know that long
periods of unemployment can spell danger for oui
social structure, can cause disruption and can lead to
an anti-democratic backlash. You only have to look at
the history books to find awful instances of what can
happen, especially in the 1930s and 1940s. Mr Boyes
was therefore right in calling for a Community-wide
study on the human and social reactions to the
present economic crisis, and my Group supports him
in this.

Having said that, though, we cannot go along with the
way Mr Boyes has formulated his motion for a resolu-
tion. I7e may be used to that kind of language and
tone from Mr Boyes's speeches here in this House,
but we would prefer not to see them used in a formal
European Parliament document. Mr Boyes's document
lists a number of specific illnesses from which unem-
ployed people might suffer, and my Group thinks this
is going a bit too far. If this'House wants to set up a
survey-into the consequences of unemployment on
people's health, we certainly cannot go round making
diagnoses - and certainly not medical diagnoses -because none of us, at least the majority of us, are
qualified to do so.

A third criticism I have of Mr Boyes's report is the
very basis o{ the report itself, which is fuli of allega-
tions, but which is totally lacking in a proper explaia-
tory statement, despite the fact that it is normal to
attach a proper explanatory statement on a motion for
a resolution in this House. Instead, we have a list of
52 references which, Mr President, cannot possibly be
taken seriously. No Member has sufficient time to

consult 52 works to check whether what Mr Boyes is
asserting is actually correct.

Nonetheless, we share the rapporteur's concem, and
we support his call for more detailed study. Ve
thoughl it preferable, though, to submit Mr Boyes's
original motion for a resolution as an amendment to
the- present text. The original version was short, lucid
and clear, and did not wiste words. I would thirefore
ask the House to support this replacement text.

Mr President, I should like to add briefly a word of
appreciation for the Commission's communication on
local employment initiatives in Member States, and
for the excellent report produced by Mrs Salisch. My
Group can give the report its wholehearted suppog
since positive steps taken to combat unemployment
in the various Member States have clearly had a favou-
rable effect on the employment situation. I think that,
here too,.new opportunities are opening up for the
Community.

I should like to conclude with the following remark.
There is a world of difference between tf,e Boyes
Report and the Salisch Report despite the fact that
both reports have been produced by Socialist
Members. The Boyes Report seems to me to resemble
an invalid who is constantly investigating the symp-
toms of his illness without taking any real interest in
how to cure himself. The Salisch Report, on the other
hand, reminds me more of an invalid who refuses to
give up, and who is prepared to fight back, with a will
to be cured. That is the kind of mentality which Mr
Vernimmen found in the Salisch Reporg and it is one,
Mr President, which I think we could do with far
more than that reflected in Mr Boyes's reporg espe-
gially 1t this time of crisis. S[e therefore support Mrs
Salisch's report, and her amendments wili likewise
meet with our approval.

Miss Hooper (ED). 
- Mr President, the problem of

unemployment in general and, in particular, the social
problems following from long-term unemployment in
highly concentrar.ed urban aieas 

"re 
,ery-*.ll-known

to me. My constituenry of Liverpool has some of the

llghest rates of long-term unimployment in the
United Kingdom. All the problemi of a large and
early industrialized city where housing, educati6n and
general services need renewal, at a time when the
economic situation is least able to cope mean that we
must ensure that the priorities are right and that
money which is scarce is not wasted. Thire can be no
doubt that a thorough study of the consequences of
this very difficult state of affairs would be vaiuable, not
only for Liverpool, which is in the forefront of all the
problems of this second industrial revolution, but also
for othergreat cities throughout Europe. I would there-
fore like to suggest to the Commission that any study
which may be undertaken by them in this case, or as a
result -of this reporg should use Liverpool as an
example, since the solutions that we find could be
applied in a general way throughout Europe.
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I would also suggest that any such case-studies concen-

trate on those sections of the local community that

owing to lack of education, adverse environment and

maybe other special disabilities, are least able to cope

witir change and the accelerated rate of change' 
-I

refer, of cJu.s., to the families of the Fourth I7orld,
the deprived of the developed world. Other Members

of thii Parliament's Fourth \florld inter-group had

hoped that our oral question for debate, which under-

lines the need, in particular to combat the problems

of illiteracy as a top priority, would be added to this

debate. Since this is not so, I have taken the oPPortu-

nity to make reference to this very particular problem'

On behalf of my group, I would point out that we

support the request for an in-depth -stIdy 
of the

p.oit.tt and we recognize - or I certainly recognize

- the impressive bibliography to which Mr Boyes

refers in his explanatory statement. Nevertheless, we

shall be supporting the amendment, which gets to the

heart of thi problim and asks directly for a study to

take place. I refer to the comments which Mrs Maii-

Veggen has made in this resPect.

On the Salisch report, clearly local employment initia-

tives are important. \7here little money is available, it
is essential to spend it well. Again, I must use my

constituency as an example, as the voluntary sector in
Liverpool is second to none. I believe that it is in the

smal[ groups, the people on the ground, at the grass-

roots, ihat the problems are truly recognized,because

those are the pioblems that affect those people' They

are the peoplewho are best able to find the solutions'

Therefoie, i welcome very much both the trend in

Social Fund applications, which are encouraging

greater use of t6e private sector, and the tone of Mrs

Salisch's report, which emphasizes the role of people

who are in need finding their own solutions.

Mr Ouzoulidis (S). - (GR)Mr President, these two

reports show in a really clear and comprehensive way

how serious the whole problem of unemployment is

today. Our colleagues are to be congratulated for their

presintation of the different asPects of the problem'

The Greek Socialists wholeheartedly support the two

reports. \7e believe that when an individual is seen by

roii.ty as a unit of production and nothing else, this

leads to the deplorable results described in the reports'

Every individuil h"s a ^ight and a duty to work' Our

society must therefore iniensify its efforts not only to

tackle this terrible problem of unemployment but also

to avoid people having to move hundreds of kilome-

tres in order to find work.

The free movement of workers is only an achievement

if it is really free and does not involve any risk of

compulsion, a risk which arises mainly in the case of

the iowest-paid categories of worker' Once we accept

the fact that work ii a social need and not merely a

means of earning one's living we can visualize the

serious psychological problems of an unemployed

p.rsor, .nd the situation to which he will be reduced

even if he does not have difficulty in making ends

meet.

Work allows man to satisfy his instinctive desire to

create, it is a basic precondition for self-confidence

and a well-balanced personaliry.

If we deprive a person of the opportunity to work we

create oroblems with serious social consequences such

as an 'increased crime rate, violence, mental illness

and the many other results which Mr Boyes lists in
his report.

It is an unquestionable fact that some social grouPs'

such as the young, are hit especially hard by unem-

ployment. The social damage resulting from youth

unemployment is particularly serious because it is the

rising' gineration, the comer-stone of tomorrow's

society,-which is affected. There are also the immi-
grant workers who are subiect to various other Pres-
iures such as insecurity, unfriendliness and keen

competition in a foreign environment. The disabled

are another group especially wlnerable to rrnemPloy--

ment. The Iact 
-tha[ 

someone has some degree of

disability does not mean that he does not feel the

need to work or that he cannot work. Indeed it very

often happens, given the situation in today's work-

places with man being required to fit the iob.and not

ui.. u.tt., that the lot of the disabled is made

extremely difficult because of the terrible levels of

unemployment. And yet, modern technology has

made-such progress that it is now possible to create

workplaces whiih are so designed that disabled people

can work at them. There are, indeed, countries which

have made considerable advances in the employment
of disabled persons.

In conclusion, I would like to draw attention in parti-

cular to the unacceptable discrimination between intel-
lectual and physical work, the emphasis always being

on the latter, for the reason that the people resPon-

sible for determining priorities usually belong to the

first category. I should also like to stress that we have

a duty not only to suPPort these reports but also to

ensure the progress of such initiatives.

Mr Brok (PPE). - (DE) Mr President, ladies and

gentlemen, I welcome the fact that we are now having

i combined debate on specific measures for

combating unemployment and for the problems

which can confront individuals affected by unemploy-
ment.

As we all know, unemployment as such is connected

to a large number of other problems - especially as

regards 
-unemployment among young people. !7ith

SO-% or mor. yorng people unemployed in many of

our countries, we are having to coPe with such incid-

ental things as apathy in general - and political

apathy in particuiar - escapism from reality with
drugs, alcohol and other dream worlds of the kind
offe-red by youth sects and the like, or the kind of

rebellion'*iri.h is reflected in criminal and radical

behaviour.'!7e Germans know, if anybody does, that
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mass unemployment can be a fruitful basis for dicta_
tors, and that the fight against unemployment is tanta_
mount to a fight to preserve our democratic institu-
tions and individual liberties. I think the Commission
must be asked to carry out a detailed investigation
into the effects of unertrployment so that we can react
accordingly.

I should like to address a special word of thanks to
Mrs Salisch for her report on local ernployment initia-
tives. Small businesses in particular give us a whole

Slge of gpportunities for creating new jobs. In the
USA,, 80 o/o of. all new jobs created over the past ten
years wer€ in firms with up to 500 workers, and it was
there that new and innovative ideas were developed. I
therefore believe that local employment initiatives
sponsored by cooperatives or worker initiatives - or
in any other form for that matter - can, along with a
variety of other methods, be a starting pdint for
making a positive contriburion towardi in. fignt
a3pinst unemployment. Ve could do worse than to
make a start in those areas in which Europe is still an
also-ran - in the services sector, for instance,
including the social sector.

In view of the fact that 65 o/o oL all jobs in the USA
are in the services sector, compared with between 40
and 45 % in the European Community, it seems to
me that that is the sector in which local employment
initiatives could create new jobs. But that tan only
happen if small businesses are not placed at a disail
vantage and the competition situation is not distorted,
for..instance, by a municipal authority putting out
public works contracts to tender too one-sidedi-y. Of
counie, this new kind of company must comply with
the- norma_l profitability criteria aher an initial phase,
and to this end, we must find suitable legal instru-
ments to ensure that small and medium-sized busi-
nesses continue to have access to the necessary
finance. My view is that, in addition to the need for
creating suitable training facilities, these local employ-
ment initiatives should have access to preferCntial
loans from the European Investment Bank with corres-
pondingly favourable interest conditions.

Mr Beumer (PPE). - (NL) Mr president, this debate
on the Boyes and Salisch reports gives us a good
oppornrnity to discuss the question of poverty and
education and training, which is what my question is
about. This automatically brings in discussion of the
Commission's reports on the poorest groups in the
population.

I should like to ask the Commission what, for
instance, it has done in response to the Espoir report,
which was tabled in 1980. It is important to sland
back for a moment and take a look at this matter,
because the recession often hits precisely those people
who are least capable of coping with it - first and

foremost. the long-term unemployed. Analysing the
composition of this population group, we often fina
people with a low or incomplete eduiation, or people
with a specific handicap. I am thinking heie, ?or
instance, of the children of migrant w6rken with
problems of a linguistic and social nature.

That is why so much attention has been devoted to
these problems - and especially to the link between
the lack of prosperity and education _ in the
Committee on Social Affairs and Employment and
the Committee on Youth, Culture, Education; Informa_
tion and Sport. It would be counter-productive if we
y:le to restrict the opportunities for these people to
follow a course of training which could hilp'them
and give them a better chance.

There are a number of_ questions I should like to put
and points I should like to make in this respect.
Flrstly, can the Commission tel! us anything more
about its plans to combat illiteracy, as ialled for in
European Parliament reports ?

Seco-ndly, reports and resolutions have been adopted
by the Committee on Social Affairs and Employment
and the Committee on Youth, Culture, Eduiation,
Information and Sport on improving the relations
between the new technologiej and lducation and
training, and on the prospects resulting from such
improvements.

Thirdly, we must make sure that no savings are made
on adult education designed precisely to lue a better
chance to people with a lowir levei of e-ducation or
inadequate education. Any such cuts would mean that
these_people's chances would be reduced still further,
and that is a point I cannot stress too much.

Fourthly, can the Commission tell us more about how
the various countries go about implementing ,the

social gua.rantee for school-leavers givin at a mfeting
of the European Council of headi of government?
Vhen can we expect this report to be a-vailable ?

I should also like to ask whether an investiAation can
be carried out to establish how the re-lationship
between lack of prosperity and education is tackted in
applying the social funds.

Finalln I should like to ask the Member of the
Commission to drlw up a programme, in the light of
the conclusions of the Council of Ministers mleting
on the final report of l0 Decembet l9g2 on the firs'l
programme of action to combat poverty, to provide
effective aid to the poorest sectioni of the population.
That would include setting up a monitorini system to
enable us to assess the results regularly and-openly, on
the same lines as the Social fund, thi Regional irund
and the Agricultural Guarantee Fund.

Mr Natali, Vice-President of tbe Conmission, - (IT)
Mr President, I feel that ?arliament was right t6
couple the Boyes and Salisch reports. I, too: must
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express my regret that so little time is available,
certainly too little to deal with all the problems which
have been raised.

Let us consider the social consequences of unemploy-
ment, of which Mr Boyes presented so clear a picture.
The Commission concurs with Mr Boyes' report,
insofar as we aSree that this problem needs to be

studied further and the results of the study made avail-
able.

However, I must stress that we cannot blame all our
problems on employment, nor should we expect all
our troubles to fade when the unemployment figures

go down. If it is greater social justice we wanq
stronger social policies must come before any general

growth policy.

This has been the basis of the Community s social
policy over the past few years, a policy which must be
continued, regardless of the economic situation, if we
are to avoid the total breakdown of our society.

Mr Beumer has put a number of questions to me,

mainly about what we are doing in the field of adult
education and training. Here again, I would have liked
to have been able to spend more time on answering
him, but I am sure that there will be plenty of oPPor-
tunity in the future to go into this question in more
detail.

I would like to touch briefly on the Community
action programmes in the field of new technologies
and training, to programmes on the development of
vocational training in the 80's, to ProSrammes
concerned specifically with reading and writing, or
training least-skilled adults, and to draw your attention
to the cooperation in teaching and combating illit-
eracy currently the subject of a study by the
Committee,on Teaching.

I must also mention the activities of the Social Fund,
which has for many years been committed to
financing to an ever increasing degree, projecs
devoted specifically to long-term unemployment,
projects on training the least-skilled and those with
rudimentary educational skills. !7e will continue in
the future to give priority to this type of action. lVe
are also carrying out studies with a view to a second
programme on poverty and further programmes
relating to a communication on long-term unemploy-
ment, which will certainly involve a study of the rela-
tionship between social hardship and the economic
and social climate in which it occurs.

One of the most important solutions, Mr President,

offered by the new policy, is iob creation at local level.
Local employment initiatives - or LEIs - generally
take the form of small undertakings. The word 'under-
taking' may have the broad meaning of independent
or entrepreneurial activity. Underlying the concept of
the local employment initiative are a capacity for self-
help, solidarity among the unemployed, a fresh

approach to labour organization and the search for
new types of professional activity.

As the Salisch report pointed oug the idea of some
LEIs is to organize the social environment of those in
need, without the bureaucracy and impersonal red

tape of the social services. Others are inspired by
ecological considerations or by a desire to instil new
life into the district or region. Many local employ-
ment initiatives are in the form of worker coopera-
tives, and the number of iobs in this sector has almost
doubled at a time when jobs in other sectors of the
economy are declining fast. Alongside these new coop-
eratives, a large number of new businesses have

emerged which, while based broadly on the idea of a

cooperative, do not always have the same legal form
due to administrative difficulties. All in all, despite the
fact that traditional economic thir.lking stiJl regards

them as of marginal importance, the LEIs are growing
fast and enjoying considerable success.

The Commission welcomes the favourable view the
European Parliament has expressed on local employ-
ment initiatives, both through the opinion of the
various committees and at the conclusion of the
consultation procedure on the Commission docu-
ment, and the fact that the resolution shows its confi-
dence in their potential. \7e are fully aware that, if
these initiatives are to continue to grow, they must
also be financed, they need incentives on a systematic
basis, promotion, advice, aid. Vhat is.needed is a flex-
ible financing system, suited to the special needs of
the LEIs. !7e need a new system for giving advice, aid

and technical assistance to encourage entrepreneurial
initiatives from those who, in the pas! would not have

contemplated going into business, either on their own
or in groups, but who are now showing that their
ideas are valid. And in areas which have been badly
hit by long+erm unemployment, even greater social

incentives or encouragement are called for."-

Ve therefore propose stepping-up the existing finan-
cial aid to promote the LEIs and granting special aid

from the European Social Fund for innovative
projects. !7e propose encouraging the development of
the LEIs through advice and exchange of information
and continuing assessment and research as a basis for
the development of policies and future action.

Finally, I must reaffirm what has been said here today
and stress how important the LEIs could be at a time
of high unemployment. I7e are particularly indebted
to the Parliament for its support through.out this
whole issue and are counting on all of you to continue
the debate within your own countries and to
encourage constructive responses to a level of unem-
ployment which has never been more alarming.

President. - The debate is closed.

The vote will be taken at the next voting time.
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President. - The next item is the report (Doc.
l-36184) by Mr Chanterie, on behalf of the
Committee on Social Affairs and Employment, on the
guidelines for the management of the European Social
Fund in the financial years 1985-1987.

Mr Chanterie (PPE), rapporteur. - (NL) Mr Presi-
dent, ladies and gentlemen, the Committee on Social
Affairs and Employment has formulated its opinion
quickly on the guidelines for the management of the
European Social Fund in the financial years 1985/
1987. Allow me to remind you first of all that the idea
of reforming the European Social Fund was to make it
a more direct, coherent and dynamic instrument. By
the end of this year, we shall be in a position to judge
for the first time how well the new fund has worked.

It is still not known widely enough that the European
Social Fund is the principal Community instrument
for the management of employment policy. Although
the resources available under the fund have increased
by 2500/o since 1978, they remain totally inadequate.
That is why the Committee on Social Affairs and
Employment goes on and on about the need to
double the fund's resources. The rejuvenated fund sets
aside a large proportion of its resources for the most
disadvantaged areas of the Communiry with a0%
going to six priority regions, i.e. Ireland, Northern
Ireland, Greece, the Italian Mezzogiorno, the French
overseas departments and Greenland.

The fund also gives absolute prioriry to young people.
75o/o of. the money available for promoting employ-
ment prospects is spent on the under-25-year-olds,
and more specifically on those people without proper
training or with unsuitable training, or for those who,
even at this age, have been unemployed for a long
time.

As you well know, the Commission is responsible for
managing the fund but, thanks to the consultation
with the Council that the European Padiament has
managed to achieve, we can now exert a greater influ-
ence on the annual guidelines, on which the consulta-
tion of the European Parliament is now mandatory
before the Commission can take a decision. The guide-
lines for the European Social Fund lor 1984 were laid
down at the end of December 1983. For 1985, the
Commission is effectively proposing to retain the
same criteria as for 1984, i.e. covering projects in the
following five fields: integrated programmes receiving
aid from several Community instruments; operations
carried out jointly by several Member States ; voca-
tional training and youth employment; industrial and
sectoral reconversion and restructuring involving tech-
nological change, with special reference to small and
medium-sized undertakings ; and labour market deve-
lopment.

The committee shares the view of the Commission
that the same guidelines should apply in 1985 as in

1984, partly because it seems logical to gain more
experience with these new guidelines, and partly
because applicants submitting proiects must be able to
expect a certain degree of stability.

However, the committee has expressed certain views
and reservations which I should like to summarize at
this juncture. Firstly, the Commission must ensure
that money made available from the ESF can effec-
tively be spent in the relevant year on feasible
projects. Secondly, non-governmental organizations
must be fully involved, which means that full informa-
tion must be made available ; and this is something
that cannot be left up to the Member States - the
Commission must take the initiative too. Thirdly, the
committee pointed out that the Commission will have
to draw up, by I July 1984, proposals for selection
criteria for applications from the non-priority regions,
and that Parliament has to be consulted on these prop-
osals in accordance with Article 7 of. the Decision. I
should like to draw your attention, Mr President, to
the problem of the I July date; we may have to
discuss this matter in the July part-session.

Finally, Mr President, the committee stressed the need
for the statistics to be updated quickly to enable the
list of regions with industrial and sectoral restruc-
turing or with a high and low-term level of unemploy-
ment to reflect the real unemployment situation.

Mr President, that is the opinion of the Committee on
Social Affairs and Employment on the guidelines for
the management of the ESF in 1985.

Mr McCartin (PPE). - Mr President, I want to
congratulate the rapporteur on his report and to thank
him for the work he has done on behalf of the
Committee on Social Affairs and Employment. My
group are in favour of the report, and we agree that
the guidelines shouid be extended to cover the years
1985187.I think it will take at least this period to esta-
blish clearly whether we are being successful in
achieving the desired effects. One point we would like
to make is that the Social Fund, its objectives and the
means by which it is applied, is not all that clear to
the ordinary citizen throughout the Community. I
may state that in the particular part of the Commu-
nity from which I come where unemployment is high
and where a generous amount of this money is spent,
it is not always clearly shown nor is it known where
the money being spent on employment projects actu-
ally comes from. And sometimes I wonder whether
the money is being all that well speng since I have
observed people in training schemes to acquire skills
that already are in surplus in the region where they
are being trained.

I wish to make a couple of general points. My group
does not feel, over the long-term, that the Social Fund
should become the main instrument of this Commu-
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nity for fighting unemployment. It must not become

a consolation prize to be given to those regions or
areas that are denied an opportunity to ParticiPate
fully in fruitful economic activity because of the

failure of this Community to develop the necessary

policies to tackle the roots of the problem. The

problems can only be tackled by the development of a

common approach to things like research and develop-
ment, the removal of obstacles to the free flow of
trade, goods and services by the establishment of the

machinery for coordination of our economic and

fiscal policies of the Member States, and the develop-

ment of things like the EMS with the participation of

the Ten.

With unemployment in the Community proiected to
increase to 18 million people within the next six

years, we have to recognize that this is evidence of a

failure of our economic efforts, which will result in
severe social consequences, as have already been

discussed here during the last hour. The application of
social solutions may reduce the suffering of the

patient but will not kill the germs that are causing the

disease.

My next point is that the Social Fund must not
become a substitute or a supplement for a serious

regional poliry. If economic convergence is to come

abbut, it cannot be achieved by the development of
common policies alone. It can only be done by the

application of special measures to disadvantaged and

baikward regions, and this will involve the transfer of

resources to policies designed to create a Permanent,
economic improvement in these regions.

!7e should not mislead ourselves into believing that

the social solutions will overcome the problem of
youth unemployment which is an gconomic problem

- nor the unemployment of women which arises in
part from social and cultural attitudes as well as

iconomic failures. Vith these qualifying statements,

we can see immense scope for the further develop-

ment of the Social Fund as an instrument of Commu-
nity solidarity, to be applied for the relief of social

disiress throughout the Community in a mobile and

flexible response to the most Pressing needs that
develop from time to time and on various occasions.

For the moment we can give our suPPort to this

report and we believe that it will take a further period

of- time before we can cleady establish whether the

instrument as it has been administered will have the

desired effect.

Mr Natali, Vice-President of tbe Commission. - (IT)
Mr President, first of all I would like to thank Mr
Chanterie for his report and the Committee on Social

Affairs for the speed and efficiency with which, as

usual, it has dealt with the question of the new guide-

lines for the Social Fund for the period 198411986-

This is the first time Parliament has expressed its

opinion on the guidelines for the Social Fund by a

specific resolution adopted in plenary session. As we

know, this is as a direct result of the conciliation
procedure between the Council and Parliament on the

new regulations goveming the Social Fund, approved

by the Council last October. Parliament did not have

time to express an opinion on 198411986 guidelines,

approved by the Commission last year under some-

what exceptional circumstances. This year, Paliament
will give iG opinions in time, so that the Commission
can take them into account in the final text of the
guidelines, on I May this year. !7e believe that this
could set the pattern for the future procedure.

Thanks to your work, I do not need to go into all that

was said by Mr Richard at the meeting of the

Committee on Social Affairs, during the debate on the

guidelines which, if I remember rightly, took place on
t5 February. Ve agree that a maximum of continuity
and stability should be retained in the guidelines, esPe-

cially in the initial period of implementation of the

new regulations. Next year, we will be able to use our
experience with the new regulations and guidelines to

make any necessary changes, making way for any deve-

lopments on the labour market and changes in
Community priorities.

!7ell before next year, the Commission will Present
its proposals for a reliable statistical system for concen-

trating the Fund's resources in areas of serious or long-
term unemployment and of industrial and sectoral

reorganization. The Council will have to comment on

the Commission's proposals before the end of the

year, prior to consultation with Parliament" and this is
why Parliament will have to consider the problem

again well before the next debate on the guidelines.

Turning to a number of points raised in the motion
for a resolution which are not directly related to the
guidelines, I can confirm that the Commission is

hoping to meet the deadline of I July for the commit-
ment of the resources of the Social Fund. !7ith the

new regulations for the presentation of demands for
final payment, the Commission hopes that by then it
will be able to commit all the available resources.

The Commission also anticipates that the new regula-

tions will mean Sreater efficiency, and I can confirm
that the preparations for an explanatory pamphlet
about the Social Fund are well under way' I7hile we

do share some of Parliament's disappointment at the
Council's resolution on youth employmeng we

frankly do not consider the rapporteur's new proposals

to be particularly relevant to the Social Fund at this
stage. The Commission expressed its own opinion in
its Communication to the Council on youth employ-
ment and its management of the Fund will be based

on this Communication.

As regards women and minorities, there are, as has

been said, no longer any budget ceilings. Nonetheless,

the allocation of funds to these categories will depend

in the final analysis on the nature and number of
requests presented by the Member States.
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I hope, Mr President, that I have answered all the
points raised and, in conclusion, I would like once
agaln to lhank Parliament for having given its opinion
so promptly.

President. - The debate is closed.

The vote will be taken at the next voting time.

9. Safcty of nuclear installations

President - The next item is the report (Doc.
l-1491183) by Mrs Lentz-Comeue, on behalf of the
Committee on the Environmeng Public Health and
Consumer Protection on the

Communication from the Commission to the
Council (Doc. l-804/83 - COM($) a72 final)
conceming the Community's role as regards the
safety of nuclear installations and the protection of
public health and the draft resolution conceming
transfrontier radiological problems.

Mrc Lentz-Cornette (PPE), rapporteur. - (FR) Mr
President on behalf of the Committee on the Environ-
ment Public Health and Consumer Protection, and
also on behalf of the European Peoples Party, I should
like to report on the communication from the
Commission to the Council.

This communication deals with the role of the
Community as regards firstly the safety of nuclear
installations, secondly the protection of public health,
and thirdly transfrontier radiological problems.

To put these problems into perspective we should
perhaps remind ourselves of the increasing role played
by nuclear energy in our overall production of electri-
city. From 1670/o in 1981, the share of nuclear power
rose to 18.8% in 1982 and 22.4o/o in 1983. Nuclea.r
power stations are increasing rapidly in number and
in power. At this moment there are 86 nuclear power
stations in operation in the Community, with a
further 50 under construction. France leads the field
by a considerable distance, with 48% of her electricity
produced in nuclear power stations.

An increasingly dense network of nuclear power
stations means an increase in the potential risk to
workers, the population and the environment. The
Community has its role in safety and health protec-
tion. The Euratom Treaty sets out explicit tasks for
the Commission in radiation protection. One of its
essential tasks in this area is that of establishing
standard safery levels. These basic levels were imple-
mented for the first time in 1959, and have been
revised since. However, in view of the rapid increase
in the use of nuclear power, the European Parliament
now calls upon the Commission to intensify its radia-
tion protection work.

The European Parliament is geatly concemed by the
fact that nuclear power stations are not designed to

strictly identical security specifications in the various
Member States. We can only deplore that power
stations designed and built in one Member State
cannot as a rule be exported to another since they
would not be allowed on grounds of nuclear safety.
Any such exported design would have at least to be
modified, if not improved as regards nuclear safety.

However it is not merely the safety element which
varies during the construction of nuclear power
stations : other factors can also vpry. For example, the
maximum radioactive effluent discharged into the
atmosphere or water courses can sometimes vary
widely from one country to another for a power
station of the same type and capacity; similarly, some
countries have much stricter irradiation levels for the
public living in the neighbourhood of a nuclear power
station than other countries.

The Commission must ensure that the population of
the Community is given equal protection, and must
do so by harmonizing the design of safety in nuclear
power stations, by means of comparable operating
rules and by comparable levels of radioactive effluents.
It is essential that the Commission be given the power
to control this field. !7e must bring about harmoniza-
tion with greater strictness in nuclear security, and
that is why I support most of the amendments tabled
by Mrs Lizin the only exceptions being two which do
not strike me as leing sufficiently clear.

A further point in this document is a draft resolution
submitted by the Commission to the Council
regarding transfrontier radiological problems. A
number of nuclear power plants exit or are planned
for frontier regions or international waterways. This
must mean the setting up of transfrontier cooperation
for emergency plans in the event of aciidental
discharges, and here the role of the Commission
becomes essential, particularly as regards international
agreements on transfrontier emergency plans. In fact,
the document sets out what should be included in the
agreements.

A working party will be reporting two years from now
on the work achieved in this field, but such a report
must be followed up with fast and effective action.
This House may be said to be the Parliament of
reports and enquiries, and I should like to see it
become the Parliament of efficiency, that is to say of
effective action, particularly in an area such as this. A
further group of experts is considering the question of
radioactive waste in the River Meuse. Theii report is
expected this year, but other similar situationj exist,
such as the Moselle and Cattenom nuclear power
stetion, and other power stations near the sea. All the
problems of this nature must be dealt with at Commu-
nity level, and cooperation between Member States
established.
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If we all - Parliament, Commission and Council -work for effective protection of the European citizen
and the European environmenl we shall have won
our nuclear gamble.

Mr Abens (S). - (FR) W President, I would first
like to express my appreciation to the Commission
for submitting to us their communication on trans-

frontier nuclear safety.

In addition, I should like to congratulate my fellow
Luxembourger, Mrs Lentz-Cornette, for her motion
for a resolution, and it is the frontier asPects of that

resolution which I should like to stress to you.

On a number of occasions, Mr President, I have drawn

the attention of this House to the problems raised by
the construction of a nuclear power station on the
Luxembourg frontier, only a few kilometres from an

area of high population density. That population is

the population of Luxembourg.

For a number of reasons, particularly ecological, my
country has refused to construct a nuclear power

station on the Moselle, and in the absence of Commu-
nity rules has had to accept the construction of a very

powerful French nuclear plant at Cattenom, only a

few kilometres from the Luxembourg frontier. This
situation makes it essential to my country that
Community-wide rules are laid down governing ques-

tions of transfrontier nuclear safety. A nuclear acci-

dent at Cattenom could be catastroPhic for my
country, considering the high concentration of popula-

tion close to the French frontier, our small land area

and our limited means.

I therefore agree entirely with the conclusions of Mrs
Lentz-Comette's report. It is essential that we draw up
bilateral agreements on emergency transfrontier inter-
vention, and that we do so quickly. The basic criteria
for such plans must be very strict so as to ensure

maximum protection for those regions which are at

greatest risk.

In addition, I must stress as regrds radioactive
effluent in the Moselle, the principle of the polluter
payrng for any damage he causes must be applied
strictly as regards the Luxembourg Part of the Moselle.

Those, Mr President, are the few thoughts which I
wished to put to the House in the short time available

to me, but the importance of the problem, both to my
country and to the population at risk, must under no

circumstances be underestimated.

Mr Eisma (ND. - @L) W President, we too agree

with Mrs Lentz-Cornette's good report. There are,

however, a couple of things to which I should like to

draw your attention regarding the discharge of radioac-

tive material and the location of new installations.

!7e attach maximum importance to the formulation,
as quickly as possible, of Community norms for the
discharge of radioactive material in rivers and seas. It

is of course excellent that the Commission should -as it says in its communication - be studying the
question of radioactive pollution, and will inform the
Council should any worrying situation arise, but the
fact is that it may then be too late and the damage

ma! already have been done, as was the case recently
in heland, caused by the nuclear power station in
Sellafield. The River Meuse is another case in point.
Although I am pleased that a special committee will
be studying these problems, Mr President and Mrs
Lentz, allow me to point out that studying alone is

not enough. On several occasions in the pas! this
House has come out against the discharge of radioac-

tive waste in seas, in any form whatsoever. Most

recently, we did so in adopting my rePort on 14

March of this year. The same point applies even more

so to rivers,

Of course, I realize that 'nil' radioactivity does not
exist. The earth, the air and the water are inherently
radioactive. Given that an excessive dose of radiation
is carcinogenic, we must define clearly how much radi-
ation may be discharged into the air and water from
each installation, working on the assumPtion that
natural radiation is nil. This is something the Commu-
nity - and more particularly, the Commission -
should be doing, because it is far too dangerous a

matter to be left up to the Member States in the form
of bilateral agreements, as called for in paragraph 12

of the motion for a resolution.

I should like to conclude, Mr President, by saying that
we disagree entirely with the Commission's view that
the governments of the Member States bear sole

responsibility for granting planning permission for
nuclear installations in frontier areas. That is some-

thing that must be subject to Community guidelines
which should lay down, for instance, that the people
and local authorities on both sides of the frontier
should have an equal right to be consulted and obiect
to any planning permission they disagree with. This
would give them the opportuniry to Protest, should
they feel that the building or utilization of such instal-
lations on the other side of the frontier constitutes a

major nuisance.

I regret the fact that the Socialist and Liberals attach

so little importance to this subject. I would have

thought that this was precisely the kind of subiect

likely to arouse their interest, given that it is so impor-
tant in iself and that we are responding to a Commis-
sion proposal.

Mr Natali, Vice-President of tbq Commission, - (IT)
Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, first of all, many
thanks to Mrs Lentz-Cornette for her rePort and to
the Committee on the Environment for the support it
demonstrated in its motion for a resolution. Let's

hope that Parliament can match this support.

As we said in our Communication to the Council,
before formulating its opinion on the Community's
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role in nuclear safety, the Commission considered a

large number of facts and findings, recommendations
and opinions.

Community action in the field of nuclear safety is
based - as you will know - on the provisions of the
Euratom Treary. It should be remembered that these
provisions were adopted at a time when work in the
nuclear field consisted largely of research, with limited
industrial application.

Since then, the situation has changed dramatically in
that a large number of nuclear power stations are now
in operation, and the fuel cycle plants needed to run
them are gradually being installed.

The provisions of the Euratom Treaty therefore need
to be re-examined in the light of the present situation.
The priorities of Community action have also
changed considerably over the years.

In research, for example, the emphasis has gradually
shifted from the development of nuclear reactors to
the safety of the fuel cycle as a whole.

Research in the field of health protection has also
undergone a gradual change, although the basic aims
remain the same. There is grave concern about the
increase in the number of nuclear plants and the use
of radiation and radio-elements, and in all industrial-
ized countries with maior nuclear programmes, there
has been a substantial increase in probability calcula-
tion for the various types of accidents and analyses of
their consequences.

The Community has contributed to technical collabo-
ration in this field among the Member States and is
continuing to make efforts to reconcile the differing
viewpoints. It is therefore useful for the Commission
to re-examine its role and its commitments, now and
again, and adapt its ideas to the changing situation.

It is clear from statements and resolutions from this
House and from recommendations from groups of
experts on nuclear safety, that public opinion is very
sensitive on this issue.

In formulating its opinion, the Commission's first
priority was the individual responsibility of the
Member States to select the sites and gmnt permits for
the construction or operation of nuclear plants. The
Commission wishes to point out that the action it
takes at Community level is not intended to interfere
with this responsibility in any way. All these facrors
contributed to the formulation of the communication
which is submitted for your approval today.

!7hen we analysed the Community's role in the field
of safety, we found that protection against irradiation
is some cases involved transfrontier problems, thus
deserving closer attention at Community level. There-
fore, on the basis of an opinion of the experts, referred
to in Article 37, the Commission took initiatives for
which the motion for a resolution now under discus-
sion provides particular support" and these are as

follows:

First an examination of the plans for transfrontier
intervention in the event of an accident in a nuclear
installation close to the border of another Member
State. The Commission's aim is to compile informa-
tion on contacts and bilateral agreements existing
between Member States relating to transfrontier inter-
ventions in emergencies, and on experience acquired
in these areas. Th"e information will be used as a'basis
for a report outlining emergency plans to be covered
by bilateral agreements between the Member States.
This is also in line with the request made by this
House in its Resolution of 20 November 1980 on the
problems of installing nuclear power stations near to
borders.

Second : the examination of the overall radiological
effect of discharging radioactive waste' into inland
waterways and seawater. The Meuse was used as an
initial example of an inland waterway, for very specific
reasons : the 'Meuse flows through three countries of
the Communiry receiving low radioactivity effluents
from three countries, and it supplies drinking-water to
around 5 million people in Belgium and the Nether-
lands. The Commission's action involved a regular
examination of all radioactive waste discharged into
the river, the radioactivity recorded in the water and
the products; the use of the water and the products;
radiation levels resulting from the radioactive sraste
discharged or to be discharged. The first report is sche-
duled for the end of 1984.

Sea water into which radioactive tributaries flow may.
involve problems of the same kind as inland water-
ways. I must say here that I am in agreement with the
points raised by a number of speakers at the sitting of
13 March, during the debate on the Eisma report -which will be debated again this evening - on the
discharge into the sea of chemical and radioactive
waste. I refer too to a number of Parliamentary ques-
tions which have been put to the Commission on this
subject.

Ve want to set rrp a group of experts to study the radi-
ological effect of discharging solid and liquid radioac-
tive wa$te into the North East Atlantic, including,
therefore, the North Sea and the lrish Sea so often
mentioned in the context of discharge of radioactive
waste.

The initiatives which I have listed, Mr President,
clearly fall within the responsibilities of the Commu-
niry whose duty it is to guarantee that the same level
of protection is applied throughout the Community.

The support of this House is a step forward on the
journey which our proposal still has to travel within
the corridors of the Council.

President. - The debate is closed.

The vote will be taken at the next voting time.
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President. - The next item is the report (Doc.
l-l48ll83lrev) by Mr Pedini, on behalf of the
Committee on Energy, Research and Technology, on

the communication from the Commission to the
Council (Doc. r-594183 COM(83) final)
concerning the establishment of the JRC Board of
Governors

Mr Pedini (PPE), raPporteur. - (IT) Mr President,

the report which I am privileged to Present on behalf

of the Committee on Energy and Research does not
require much comment. We acknowledge the need

for the Commission's proposal for an amendment to
the present structure of the Joint Research Council.
'SIe are all in agreement that the JRC's Programmes
should be in the hands of the Council of Ministers.
The Council of Ministers has its own procedure, its
own structure, which is, as we know, complex. If the

JRC's work needs to be up-dated, tailored to the

changing situation, it makes sense to have a more flex-
ible form of management. Therefore, the Committee
on whose behalf I have the privilege to speak took a

favourable view of the proposed modification the
Commission's draft decision communicated to the
Council, and we are broadly in favour of setting up a

Board of Governors and of the proposed organization.
The Committee on Energy proposes that the board

should include rwo elected rePresentatives of the JRC
scientific staff.

The Committee on Energy and Research also

proposes the deletion of the last paragraph where it
says that if no favourable opinion is forthcoming'the
Commission may transmit the draft to the Council.

I wonder, Mr President, how relevant our proposals

are, because the Council appears to have already taken
its decisions although they cannot be implemented
without the opinion of this Parliament.

I must say that we hope that, with this new structure,
the Board of Governors will have some influence in
the JRC, that it will be able to pronounce not only on
amendments to programmes which are under rvay, but
on all activities connected with the implementation of
the programmes. !7e want the Board of Govemors to
present a report on its work to Parliament once a year,

and we would like Parliament to have some power in
the implementation of the four-year Programme.
Furthermore, we are broadly in favour of the idea that
the Board of Governors should comprise scientific
figures and government rePresentatives, appointed by
the governments with a fair distribution of posts

among all Member States, and that it should be

headed by an independent chairman appointed by the
Commission.'S7e see no objection to the same people

being on the scientific committee at the same time to
simplify the coordination of the work and avoid
involving a larger number of persons than is neces-

sary.

\Pe consider that our proposal is in accordance with
the principles of good management, and with the
increase in the work of the JRC, of which the new
four-year programme adopted, in which this Parlia-
ment played an active part, bore witness. I do not
know, Mr President, whether in view of the Commu-
nity's present misfortunes, we should also view with
coricerh this four-year programme, because we would
not like to see, for example, the scientific research

work begun by the Esprit programme'mothballed'by
the present delicate situation. I hope, then, that all the
research work launched by the Community - and for
this we must thank the Commission, and the Euro-
pean Parliament for its sustained suPPort - will not
suffer from the present difficulties. and so in the inter-
ests of a sounder, more dynamic and more efficient
management, avoiding the complexity of the proce-
dures of the Council of Ministers, we recommend to
Parliament to support the Commission in this esta-

blishment of the Board of Governors.

(Applause from tbe Cente)

Mr Gautier (S). - (DE) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, the Socialist Group and the European

Parliament have dealt frequently with the question of
the Joint Research Centre and in particular with
Ispra. !7e have already had two reports from Mr Rolf
Linkohr, and the thread running through all the
reports dealing with this House's substantive ideas afu'
d-ois futtre research in Ispra and the other Commu-
nity research centres has been that effective work can

only be done if the centres are independent.

On a number of occasions, we have come out in
favour of the JRC enjoying greater independence als-

d-rlli both the Council and the Commission. Ve
welcome the fact that the Commission has now put
forward a proposal for establishing a Board of Gover-
nors for the JRC.

It is therefore with a sense of regret that we are bound
to say this evening that the Commission's document
of 26 Jdy 1983 - all 25 pages of it - could for all
intents and purposes simply be dumped in the waste-

paper-basket. The Commission has proposed a

number of sensible thinp, with which we do not
entirely agree, but the fact is that Parliament has

different ideas entirely. I would ask the Member of the
Commission to comment on this, because according
to information we have received, the Council of Minis-
ters, which has a high-ranking representative here this
evening, decided on 28 February 1984 to follow a

different line with the JRC and its Board of Gover-
nors.

The Commission had originally proposed a JRC
Board of Governors with 2l members made up of one

Commission representative, l0 high-ranking govern-
ment officials and l0 scientiss. In principle, that was

a sensible proposal. It now seems to be lacking in
certain respects, but I shall be coming back to that
point later.
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$7hat the Council of Ministers has now done is to
remove the scientists, stick them into a kind of scien-
tific and technical board, and convert the Board of
Govemors into a kind of mini-Council of Ministers,
now comprising only 10 repre$entatives of the
Member States electing their own chairman.

Vhat this means in practice is that the decisions
which had hitherto been taken at Coreper level will in
future be taken by this Board of Governorc, which is
redly nothing more nor less than a mini-Council of
Ministers. That, Mr Contogeorgis, is certainly not what
we had in mind; we wanted the future JRC Board of
Governors to be somewhat more independent, to keep
in touch with the research work being done in the
Community's research centres and to take guiding
decisions of principle bearing in mind financial - as

well as purely research - principles.

Ve should therefore be very grateful if the Commis-
sion - and - above all - the Council could tell us

before the vote tomorrow what we are supposed to be
voting on - whether the Commission's proposal of
26 July 1983, or whether that paper has now been
withdrawn, leaving us to vote on something entirely
different tomoffow.

If you take a look at the new paper produced by the
Council of Ministers, you will see that the scientists
are not mentioned at all - neither scientists from
outside nor those employed in the JRC. That is some-
thing we very much regret. Even if the new Council
decision provides for the possibility of the Scientific
Board and the Board of Govemors meeting together,
that is not something we regard as a great step
forward. !7e would prefer to see the old proposal
retained, whereby the Board of Govemors would
comprise both scientists and high-ranking officials
from the Member States.

I should like to conclude by commenting on the ques-
tion of worker participation in the JRC Board of
Govemors. This, however, is a point of principle, and
what I have to say here is addressed in particular to
the Commission. The situation in the Federal Repu-
blic of Germany - and I think in most of the other
Member States too - is that the people affected - in
this case, the scientists and employees at the JRC -are involved in the decisions taken by the administra-
tion. Neither the Commission nor the Council - in
its new draft of 28 February - have provided for the
scientific employees to be involved in the work of the
decision-making or advisory board, depending on
your interpretation.

That is something we Socialists wholeheartedly
oppose, because we believe that the people affected
should not only be informed of what decisions are
taken, but should also be involved in the process
leading up to those decisions. This is a matter of prac-
tical importance for the Community's research centres
in particular. It is highly desirable that workers and

researchers in Ispra should be able to identify with the
decisions taken by the Board of Governors on JRC
research policy.

'We are therefore absolutely opposed to the fact that
neither the Commission's draft nor the Council's
recent decision provide for worker participation. Ve
shall only vote for the decision if the Commission
states categorically that workers will be involved in the
decisions taken by the Board of Govemors.

Ve shall be interested to see what the Commission
has to say tomorrow on the amendment tabled by the
Committee on Energy, Research and Technology, and
whether it is prepared to accept that amendment.
Should the Commission agree to the amendment, it
will be interesting to see how it is reconciled with the
undertakings the Commission has already entered
into with regard to the decision of 28 February.

I would ask Mr Contogeorgis to reconcile these
matters tomorow, and not to promise worker partici-
pation in this House if the Council of Ministers has
already decided to the contrary.

Mr Contogeotgis, lWember of tbe Commission -(GR) W President, I should first of all like to thank
Mr Pedini for his excellent report and also the
Committee on Energy, Research and Technology for
the motion for a resolution which Parliament is to
vote on. I should also like to thank the Committee on
Social Affairs and Employment and Mr Ouzonidis
who, on its behalf, provided support and drafted an
opinion favourable to the Commission's proposal.

Mr President, approval of the new multiannual
programme for the years 1984-87 will provide the

Joint Research Centre with a firm basis for its activi-
ties. The European Community has already stressed
the need for greater flexibility in the execution of the

Joint Research Centre's research programmes. The
Board of Govemors of the Joint Research Centre will
see to it that the centre's research activities are compat-
ible with the framework decision of the Council of
Ministers. It will thus be possible to avoid complicated
processes and ensure greater adaptability to the rapid
rate of scientific and technological progress. For this
reason it is very important that decisions of the Board
of Governors should be taken on the basis of a quali-
fied majority instead of requiring unanimous approval.
It is on this point that the Board of Govemors differs
from Coreper. I should like to make it clear to Mr
Gautier that the Board of Governors is not a mini-
Coreper. Coreper decisions have to be unanimous. For
those of the Board of Governors a majority is suffi-
cient.

The proposals of the Commission for the new Joint
Research Centre programme and for the Board of
Govemors are closely interlinked and were submitted
to the Council in mid-1983. Given that the Joint
Research Centre's programme for 1984-87 was already
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approved in December 1983, the discussions in the
Council of Ministers on the Board of Governors have
made very good progress and the views of the Council
on the functions of the Board of Governors and its
decision-making process coinpide with those of the
Commission.

I should like to make two brief comments on the
proposed amendments suggested by the Committee
on Energy, Research and Technology.

The first amendment proposes that tso representa-
tives of the staff of the Joint Research Centre should
be appointed to the Board of Governors. The Commis-
sion does not think that such a change in the compo-
sition of the Board would be advisable. However, it
goes without saying that the staff must participate in
the Joint Research Centre's decision-making process.
This aspiration is already satisfied by the part played
by the Scientific Committee in decision-making at
present. In this connection I should like to point out
also, in answer to Mr Gautier, that our unwillingness
to accept the amendment is due to the Commission's
view that the independence of the Scientific
Committee ois-d-ois the Board of Governors must at
all costs be preserved. The scientific committee has
three types of member. There are those elected by the
staff, those appointed by management and those
chosen iointly by these two groups. Staff representa-
tion on the Board of Governors would havc no influ-
ence on the decision-making system. On the contrary,
its role would be reduced. It should also be remem-
bered that in the motion for a resolution of 14
October 1983 Parliament rejected such participation
and proposed establishing a procedure of consultation
between the Board of Governors and the staff. Besides,
the opinion of the Committee on Social Affairs and
Employment agrees with this view.

The second proposed amendment refers to the pro-
posal for a Council decision and seeks to delete the
last paragraph of Article 3, although from a purely
legal point of view there should be no need to refer to
the Commission's right to transmit the draft to the
Council. The right in question is the right of initiative
which is recognized by the Treaty of Rome. !7e think
it important to keep this paragraph in order to avoid
misunderstandings. The Commission is therefore of
the opinion that it should not be deleted but should
be left unchanged. Apart from these reservations on
the two proposed amendments, Mr President, the
Commission fully supports all the points in the
rePort.

Mr Gautier (S). - (DE) | should like to ask Mr
Contogeorgis whether the Commission is sticking to
its draft document COM(83) 377/final in the light of
the decision taken by the Council of Ministers on 28

February 1984, which decided, following on from the
meeting of the Council of Research Ministers, that a

different Board of Governors to that provided for in

the present Commission document would be set up.
Article 4 of the Council decision, which I do not
think has been published yet, says : 'If a member of
the Board of Governors takes the view that a decision
taken within the above limits might bring about a

change in the balance of the multiannual programme
he can demand that it be submitted to the Committee
of Permanent Representatives'.

Do you not agree, Mr Contogeorgis, that this Council
decision amounts to making the Board of Governors
into a kind of 'Minicoreper'? I should like to have a

clear answer to these two questions so that we can
have a solid basis for taking the vote tomorrow.

Mr Contogeorgis, lllember of tbe Commission. -(GR) W Presiden! with regard to Mr Gautier's first
query, I have to say that the Commission cannot
accept his suggestion because the original text has
already been examined in lengthy discussions in the
Council and the Commission and the text which the
Commission has is the final wording of the docu-
ment.

Vith regard to Mr Gautier's other remark I should
like to remind Parliament that the Member States
have l0 representatives on the Board of Govemors
and l0 experts on the Scientific Council and that one-
third of the members of the Scientific Committee are
representatives of the staff at the Joint Research
Centre, one-third are representatives of the manage-
ment and the remaining third are members elected by
these two groups.

Such is the composition of the JRC, Mr Gautier, and
the Commission does not think that any change in its
organization or in its present powers is necessary for
the performance of its functions.

Mr Pedini (PPE), rdPporteiln - (IT) Mr President, I
feel that some comment is called for here.

If I have understood properly, the Council has
decided nothing; if it had in fact, taken a decision
without having the opinion of Parliament, then that
decision would strictly be invalid.

!7e have here a Commission proposal on which we
must express an opinion. If the Commission upholds
it, we consider the proposal a valid one. \7e are voting
on the basis of the Commission's proposal for the
internal structure of the Board of Governors and, in
my opinion it is in our interests, as Parliament, to
maintain the amendments we submitted, because it
would be futile for the Commission to raise the objec-
tion that in a previous Resolution we had said that the
personnel should not be represented on the Board of
Governors. S7hat Parliament once decides is not
Gospel ; the Parliament is always within its rights to
change its mind.

Therefore, as the Council has not formally taken a

decision, Parliament has a duty to express an opinion
on this Commission proposal and has the right to
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maintain its amendments which - my apologies to
the Commission - I intend to defend before this
House.

Mr Contogeorgis, tWember of tbc Commission, -(GR)MI President, I should first of all like to say that
the Council has not of course taken any decisions, as

Mr Pedini sugSests, since discussions are still going
on.

Secondly, with regard to the composition of the Board
of Governors, the Commission does not share the
view that it should include two representatives of the
staff. Details of the vote in Parliament will be
published and I think that the Council will take
account of it before taking any final decision.

Mr von der Yring (S). - (DE) | think Mr Pedini is
right. If Mr Gautier is quoting from Council minutes,
perhaps the Member of the Commission should be
given the chance to research the matter before the
vote is taken tomorrow. Ve shall put our question
again before the vote is taken, but we cannot continue
the discussion now.

Can Mr Contogeorgis find out by tomorrow moming
whether this is really the Commission's new attitude ?

That is all we want to know. The question of the
number of members will be decided by a majority
political decision on the part of this House.

Mr Gautier (Sl. - (DE) Mr President, the problem is
simply that the Member of the Commission has not
yet given any definite replies. I put two specific ques-
tions, but so far I have had no specific reply. The
Commission document says that the Board of Gover-
nors will comprise 2l members, made up of l0 repre-
sentatives of the Member States, 10 scientists and a

chairman to be nominated by the Commission.
According to the new Council document, the board
will comprise only l0 members.

Mr Pedini (PPE), rap|orteur. - (IT) Mr Presideng
we cannot criticize the Commission for the informa-
tion it gives to the European Parliament. The Commis-
sion stated that the Council has not taken a decision.
Therefore the document on which we are voting is
still valid and we maintain our right to amend it.

Mrs Walz (PPE), Cbairman of tbe Committec on
Energ and Teebnolog Researcb.- (DE) On a point
of order, Mr Presideng the question that has been put
is perfectly justified. Ve must know by tomorrow
morning whether the Council minutes are correct -which I rather doubt. I believe something must have
been left out. If it is right, our paper must of course be
withdrawn, on the grounds that we would then have
drawn up a report on something which no longer
exists. I would therefore ask you to give us an answer
before the vote tomorrow moming whether the Coun-
cil's communication is correct.

Mr Contogeorgis, llfiember of tbc Commission. -(GR) Mr President, the document to which Mr

Gautier has referred is only a working document.
Discussions have been going on for months in the
Council and they will lead to amendments to the

t..
Commission's original proposal. As regards the impor-
tant issues raised concerning the composition of the
Board of Govemors, the independence of the Scien-
tific Committee and the advisability of having two
staff representatives on the Board of Governors, what I
said was quite clear. I stated that the Commission
does not share these views. However, no decision has
been taken by the Council and Parliament can accept
or reiect any proposed amendments to the decision
which is still being discussed in the Council. I have
nothing to add to that at present.

Mr Punis (ED). - On a point of order Mr Presi-
dent.

The Commission said it rejected both the proposed
amendments. In the preface to our working document
it says the Commission informed the committee that
it was not prepared to accept Amendment No 1, but
was prepared to accept Amendment No 2. I am just
wondering why there has been this change of position
in the Commission reganding Amendment No 2 since
what is written in our working document was the posi-
tion in the committee meeting. !7hy has the Commis-
sion changed its position on the second amendment ?

Mr Contogeorgis, Membcr of tbe Commission, -(GR) Mr Presideng I will be brief. !7hat I said was
quite clear. The last paragraph of Article 3 merely
restates that the Commission has the right of initia-
tive, according to the Treaties. But even if this was not
stated, the Treaties would still give it that right.
Anyway, we think that in order to avoid misunder-
standings it is better to include the restatement and
for that reason, as I have already said, the Commission
is not willing to agree to the deletion of the final para-
graph of Article 3.

President. - The debate is closed.

The vote will be taken at the next voting time.

ll. Natural gas

President. - The next item is the report (Doc.
l-1512183) by Mr Rogen, on behalf of the Commiuee
on Energy, Research and Technology, on natural gas
policy.

Mns Walz (PPE), Cbairman of tbe Committec on
Energt, Research and Technolog. - (DE) Mr Presi-
dent" ladies and gentlemen, I would like first of all to
express my very sincere thanks to Mr Rogers for his
excellent work. He cannot be here today because he
has to vote in Vhitehall. His motion for a resolution
is more general and restrained than the original
motion by Mr Seligman on which it is based. It
stresses the need for a general energy policy for the
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Community, with a natural gas poliry incoqporated in
it. The latter should be devoted above all to the
problems of security and supply, reduction in our
dependence on a single supplier - the USSR is not
expressly named - pricing for natural gas and the
construction of a European interconnected natural gas

distribution system.

S7hilst the Commission's strategies with regard to
securing supplies and avoiding dependence on single
suppliers are approved, it is asked to take further steps

with regard to pricing and an interconnected natural
gas distribution system. The Commission is specifi-
cally asked to state whether there are distortions on
the natural gas market and, if so, to what extent these
are reconcilable with the treaties. As far as the
construction of an interconnected distribution system
is concerned, the European Investment Bank's activi-
ties in this sector are welcomed.

The explanatory notes are divided into a technical and

a political section. The technical section describes the
EEC's foreseeable dependence on natural gas imports
from third countries in 1990 with the following
figures : proportion of total primary energy consump-
tion represented by natural gas imports : 8 0/0, propor-
tion of total natural gas consumption represented by
natural gas imports : 44o/o. The largest exporter
among the third countries is the USSR. Her supplies
make up 39 o/o ol total natural gas imports, but only
14 o/o of total natural gas consumption and only 3 %
of the Community's total energy consumption. The
resulting dependence would appear to be tolerable;
the following remedies are quoted as being suitable :

(a) the encouragement of more indigenous exploration
and production, for example in the North Sea; (b)

diversification of imports ; (c) the build-up gf a

liquefied natural gas infrastructure to serve as a second
mainstay.

The short-teffn consequences of an interruption in
supplies could be attenuated by (.) intemrptible
contracts with industrial companies and power
stations, O) g"r storage, (c) mutual assistance via an

extensive interconnected distribution system, (d) spare

production capacity of domestic sources. The Commis-
sion is asked to introduce measures along these lines.

The political section contains a description and discus-
sion of the problems of a Community gas policy for
the 1980s and 1990s: (l) the correlations between a

purchasing policy which has to look ahead, on the
one hand, and the estimates of consumption for 1990
which have fallen sharply in the past few years, on the
other hand - i.e. the risk of having to import gas

which cannot be sold ; (2) the fluctuating gas policy of
the Netherlands and United Kingdom mainly based

on domestic policy considerations; (3) the question of
pricing concepts, such as pegsng onto the price of oil
or onto actual production and transport costs, the
problems this pegging implies for the domestic price
level and the question of incentives for further explora-
tion and of transparency of prices; (4) in addition, the

problems of import contracts - not so much with
regard to reliability of supplies but the prices to be
paid and quantities to be purchased. All in all, we
have two recommendations. Ve ask the Commission
and the Member States to play a greater role in all the
issues mentioned to consult each other more often
and not to play each other off in negotiations with
third countries, as happened with the contract signed
with the USSR, for example. Second, priority should
definitely be given to cooperation with Norway
because of her geographical and political position and
very hrge reserves.

(Applause)

Mr Moorhouse (ED), draftsman of the opinion of
tbe Committee on Transport, - Mr President I want
to make two brief points on Mr Rogers' valuable
report.

My first is as draftsman of the opinion of the
Committee on Transport. 'We express concern about
what would happen if there were a major intemrption
to supplies from a third country. It is good to know
that the Commission has just taken a fresh look at
this vital question. It is also reassuring to know that
they consider the gas industry should be able to cope
with an interruption of.25o/o of total gas supplies from
outside the EEC. However, 250/o is not all that far
removed from our expected dependency as a Commu-
nity on nafural gas from the USSR ol l9o/o by 1990.
So it would, seem only prudent to increase cross-
border cooperation within the Community as regards
stocks and transport, particularly atter 1990, when the
need for imports becomes greater.

My second point is inter-related and concerns
Norway, and I make it, in part, as Chairman of the
European Parliament Delegation to Northern Europe
and therefore the Norwegian Parliament. It is very
much my personal hope that Norway would be ready
and willing to be a partner in the development of a

common energy policy and play an even bigger role
in supplying gas to the Community. Clearly, they
have the reserves, but it is a question of a competitive
price, and they may have to balance that against their
political and security needs. Indeed, the people of
Norway may soon come to feel that both in Norway's
interests and those of Europe, the time has come for
us and them to join hands within the European
Community. Then, indeed, we could have a mean-
ingful common enerSy policy.

(Applause)

Mr Bernard (S). - (FR) Mr President, Mr Contoge-
orgis, ladies and gentlemen, just as the Committee on
Energy, Research and Technology adopted unani-
mously the excellent report prepared by Mr Rogers
which Mrs lValz has just submitted to us, the Socialist
Group intends to support it, for reasons which stem
mainly from the pertinence of its reasoning and the
appropriateness of its proposals.
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ThE Socialist Group considers that it is essential and
urgent that the Community draw up an energy policy,
and that such a policy should include a policy for gas

based on an accurate analysis of the present and fore-
seeable market for gas within the Community. Our
group's forecasts include an increasing dependence on
natural gas from European countries which are not
members of our Community. This would include the
Norwegian Troll field, mentioned by the last speaker,
and in respect of which we must of course very
rapidly reach a decision which will benefit the
Community during the early part of the next decade.

Our group is also conscious of the strategic need not
to depend on any single exporter or region for such
an important source of energy as gas. Furthermore, we
are fully conscious of the fact that over and above the
strategic question to which I have iust referred, and
bearing in mind the requirements of the Treaties, the
natural gas market has special features which make its
mechanisms particularly complicated. First, techni-
cally, where we have problems arising from the
construction of long distance pipelines, the develop-
ment of the necessary infrastructure for international
trade in liquefied natural gas and the extension,
modemization and interconnection of local gas distri-
bution networks, not to mention the storage problems
just referred to by Mr Moorhouse.

But there are also economic problems insofar as the
terms under which supplies are obtained, and indeed
the terms of sale to business and householders, must
reflect realistically the economics of the production
and supply of gas, its distribution and the manage-
ment of reserves.

These are the reasons why our group ioins in the
congmtulations which Mr Rogers offers to the
Commission on its recent analysis of the various
aspects of gas supply in the Communiry and its
comforting forecasts on the availability and security of
supplies until 1990. Provided that a general strategy of
diversification and security of supplies is pursued
methodically. In this context, we observe that as

regards total energy requirements, imports of Siberian
natural gas will represent less than 4oh ol total
Community energy supplies in 1990, even taking into
account the maximum quantities contracted for and
including new contracts signed with Italy and
Belgium.

Such forecasts are a fortunate antidote to the pessi-
mism of the initial motion for a resolution tabled by
Mr Purvis and Mr Seligman, as regards both the feared
dependence on the Soviet Union and our claimed
inability to face up to American threats of reprisals.

Finally, we subscribe to the double invitation
addressed to the Commission: first we would call
upon the Commission to consider the specific
measures needed and new responsibilities which must
be assumed to ensure that the gas market develops in

accordance with the Treaties, including the question
of exceptions, and with the objectives of the Commu-
nity's energy strategy.

In this context we look forward to the publication of
the communication promised by the Commission on
gas policy within the Community. Secondly, we trust
that as part of this study the Commission will
consider every possibility of increasing its role in a
number of areas, precisely those which are listed in
paragraph 8 of the motion for a resolution which lies
before us.

Mr Seligman (ED). - Mr President, I should like to
congratulate Mrs Valz on picking up this report at
such short notice and completing it so efficiently. I
should also like to congratulate, in his absence, the
rapporteur on a brilliant report which is really very
informative. Unfortunately, it is highly inaccurate and
contains all sorts of mistakes. In paragraph 13 he
describes Hexane as C5H4. Everyone knows,
including him, that it is C5Hl4. That is the sort of
mistake that brings us into disrepute, and we ought to
clean up these reports much more carefully.

The state of the world gas supply and demand has
changed drastically since the Purvis/Seligman resolu-
tion which was written oyer a year ago. At that time
there was a growing demand for gas. Now there is a

glug and a buyer's market is developing. Parliament's
decision to support the Russian gas pipeline project is
really vindicated. People were saying that Russia
would have a stranglehold on Europe's energy but that
has been proved absolutely wrong.

British gas has a problem of its own at the momenL
I7e import a quarter of our gas from the Frigg field

- something like 13 billion cubic metres. This is
going to dry up by the end of the decade, and we shall
have to find a new extemal supply to replace Frigg.
British Gas have now signed a contract with the
Norwegian Government for Sleipner gas which will
replace Frigg, but the Norwegian Govemment have
refused to go ahead until the British Govemment
endorsed this and they will not put it to the Storting.
So there is a hold up on the Sleipner contract which I
think is regrettable. The other producers of gas in
Britain are resisting the Sleipner contracL I think this
is a mistake, firsdy because the Sleipner gas will not
replace the indigenous gas that we are producing. !7e
produce three-quarters of our own gas and import one-
quarter from Frigg. So it is not a question of replacing
our indigenous gas. Secondly, we need Sleipner
because if we do not go ahead with Sleipner then the
Norwegians will not go ahead with Troll. They will
have too much gas coming out and we do need Troll
very badly for the rest of the Community. Ve need
the security of supplies of gas in a nearby territory so
that we do not have to go to the ends of the earth like
Russia, Nigeria and Algeria to get our gas. \7e want to
get it nearby if we can for security reasons.
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The other alternative facing Britain is to buy gas from
the Dutch gas field. The Dutch Government has
changed its policy recently and are now prepared to
export gas. I think we should consider importing gas
from there as well. But in either case, whether it is
Sleipner or Groningen, we want. a gas pipeline joining
Britain to the Continent. Either it will be used to
export surplus gas or import gas from Holland. I
think it is a very welcome fact that the British Gas
Corporation now approve of a cross-channel pipeline,
whereas, in the past, they were resisting it.

Turning to the draft resolution itself. I find paragraph
8 far too dirigiste. It talks about the Commission
approving gas contracts. S7e cannot have that. They
could advise on gas contracts, but not approve them.
Secondly, we do not want the Commission to plan
pipelines. They do not have the staff for that sort of
work. They can coordinate pipelines, but not plan
them. On the other hand, I do support paragraph E
which says that the Commission should encourage
exploration in the Third STorld. The Third \florld has
42o/o of. total world gas reserves and they need that
energy badly.

In conclusion, if we can persuade Norway to go ahead
with the Troll field and if we can connect Britain by a

gas pipeline, then we shall be sure of supplies in the
year 2000, which is what this report is really about.

Mr Contogeorgis, lllember of tbe Comrnission, -(GR) W President, the Commission welcomes Parlia-
ment's report on European Community gas policy.
The Commission has been very active in this field
and the findings of this report agree with some of the
specific aims of the Commission, which feels that the
report is an important contribution to the discussion
on a number of serious topics relating to the Commu-
nity's future gas supplies. This is especially true with
regard to avoiding dependence on imports and the
need for closer cooperation within the Community.

Parliament's report refers to a communication of the
Commission to the Council concerning gas supply
and demand up to the year 2000. This communica-
tion is not yet complete, it is at present being final-
ized and will be forwarded very shortly to Parliament
and the Council. I should like you to know that many
other points in Parliament's report support the views
and follow the same lines as the Commission commu-
nications which, as I have said, will very shortly be
sent to Parliament and the Council.

The Parliament report argues strongly in favour of
transparency in pricing, a point on which Mrs ITalz
laid special emphasis. Another important fa.ctor is the
decisive part, underlined by Parliament, which is
played by the price of impofted gas, a price reflecting
real costs which will have the effect of allowing
market competition favouring the final consumer. I
should like Parliament to know that the Commission
is working on this matter.

The report and the communication from the Commis-
sion, Mr President, are an important basis for future

Community action on natural gas. Reference was
made especially to Norway. Norway is a member of
the OECD and a supplier of natural gas.
Consequently the Commission has every reason to
encourage the future growth of imports from Norway.
In particular, the development of the huge Troll field
is of special interest to the Commission.

I should like to say in addition, Mr President, that one
of the objectives of the communication is to achieve
closer cooperation between the natural gas companies
of the Member States. As I have said, the Commission
is working on the final version of this communication
and it will very shortly be laid before Parliament.

President. - The debate is closed.

The vote will be taken at the next voting time.

12. European inoentors

President. - The next item is the report (Doc.
l-1484183) by Mr Calvez, on behalf of the Committee
on Energy, Research artd Technology, on encouraging
European inventors.

Mr Calvez (Ll, rapporteur. - (FR) Mr Presiden!
ladies and gentlemen we have in this chamber
frequently heard the spokesmen of the political
groups of this House lamenting this disturbing
decline in creativity in the high technology revolution
which is sweeping this planet and the space around it.
Our Community must now take up the challenge of
the future, and to do so we have no option but to
generate new impetus and get over the crisis. !7e
must start moving urgently to build the new indus-
trial, technological and scientific Europe, and indeed
rhe social and cultural Europe, which our fellow-ci-
tizens need. The rate of technological change is so fast
that any backlog is becoming impossible or impos-
sibly expensive to make up. The average life expec-
tancy of a patented invention is now no more than
five years. Nevertheless, we must urgently make up for
lost time, particularly in research and high technology
industry where jobs can be created.

Member States have already taken a number of steps,
ranging from information campaigns aimed at small
and medium-sized businesses to national foundations
for the promotion of patents. Almost a million patents
are registered each year in the world, including
200 000 in the United States and 150 000 in Japan,
which is more rhan one-third of the total. You wili no
doubt reply that the total of patents is not in itself a

good indicator since some patents are less good than
others, although the cost of patent application can be
a deterrent. The fact remains, as I was saying, that our
Community has fallen behind. Our research workers
are not fully aware of the legal situation regarding
industrial property, and inventors neglect to patent
their inventions, realizing it only when they see that
they have been copied.
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Our committee's purpose is quite simply to increase
awareness in these areas, for despite our excellent
scientific level - which we should acknowledge -the Community really ought'to be increasing the
number of patents registered each year. The decision
taken recently by the research and technology minis-
ters of the Ten, giving the go-ahead to the Esprit
programme, has some symbolic value since it puts the
seal on the Community's political will. In terms of
percentage of gross domestic producg available finan-
cial resources for research are far lower in Europe than
in the United States, where the rate has never fallen
below 2%. And the Esprit budget is only an infinites-
imal proportion of the national research budgets
devoted to advanced computer technology and micro-
electronics. It is not very much, and it is far too little
to get Europe out of its present predicament.

Having set the inventor and his problems in a

Community context, we have then prescribed a

number of measures which should encourage the
inventor. And our motign for a resolution provides
the answers to questions such as how we should
improve the status of the inventor and how to inspire
him to invent. For we must develop the information
available to the public by creating a European agency
for industrial innovation and publishing a guide
giving details of the laws in our Member States
governing the obtaining of invention patents. I know
that talking of new organizations always raises a smile,
but I believe that this one is necessary. Because it is

also essential that finance is available for inventions,
by means of a specific bonus on the registration of a

patent, and we must also encourage the strengthening
of ties between individual inventors and innovative
industrial firms.

And we must not forget, ladies and gentlemen, that
the patent is a decisive weapon in industrial competi-
tion and that fortunes have been made from inven-
tions as simple as the zip fastener, of which four
million kilometres are produced annually throughout
the world, or the paper clip of which 26 000 million
are produced worldwide eaeh year. These may be
mere facts, but they are no less worthy of attention for
all that. !7e must continue our efforts to develop
research, our capacity for innovation and our indus-
trial developments, by adapting ourselves to rapidly-
changing demand.

Three amendments have been tabled by Mr Purvis. I
am perfectly happy to accept the first two, and as for
the third I leave it to the House to decide, since the
House knows well enough that tax systems are also
very difficult to control. Thank you, ladies and
gentlemen, for remaining in the chamber this evening
to hear us.

(Applause)

Mrs Phlix (PPE). - (NL) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, Commissioner, first of all sincere thanks
to Mr Calvez for his report; we know only too well

how hard he had to work to achieve this result. My
group will support his report unanimously. I would,
however, like to consider what the findings will mean
for medium and srnall-sized undertakings. According
to recent statistics, the majority of patent applications
in many STest European countries are filed by small
and mpdium-sized undenaking;s or private inventors.
This is all to the good. However, it is also true that
small and medium-sized undertakings do not make
the most of patent protection. This is primarily for
financial reasons. Apart from the actual cost of a

patent, application for protection involves exhaustive
product research and small and medium-sized busi-
nesses often lack the financial and technical means
for sound, informed research.

Secondly, there is an acute lack of information. Many
small and medium-sized businesses fail to obtain
protection, for their inventions through sheer ignor-
ance - at both technical and administrative levels.
Nevertheless, patent protection is extremely important
for these undertakingp. It is a guarantee of unrestricted
growth in sales potential. It can also have accumula-
tive effect, in that new technofogical developments
can be used as a basis for further research. In view of
their importance to the economy and employmeng it
is therefore imperative that small and medium-sized
undertakings be given information on and concrete
help with patent protection and the protection of intel-
lectual rights in general.

As the report rightly says, there is some creativity in
us all. The small and medium-sized undertakings have
shown that the creativity is there, but without finan-
cial, technical and administrative backing, it can never
achieve its full potential. For Europe, which despe-
rately needs every ounce of creativity and inventive-
ness, this is unacceptable. By offering incentive and
protection to European inventions we are giving
priority to these industries, and that makes sense. The
handicaps can certainly be lessened by creating a

favourable legal, economic and financial environmeng
with industries and banks being encouraged to make
venture capital available. Alongside this, direct finan-
cial support at European level is called for.

The Commission proposal on loans for European
inventions cannot go unmentioned here. However, the
serious lack of information needs urgent attention.
Studies in the United States revealed that 30o/o ot
research could have been avoided if the patent litera-
ture had been consulted, and much of the remaining
70% could have been channelled into other fields.
This waste of knowledge, energ'y and money should
be avoided at all costs, and this could be done by
making the available information accessible to small
and medium-sized firms, by simplifying the form of
this information and by removing the veil of secrecy
surrounding it.

Loans for European inventions, Community patents,
these are are a step forward on the road to enabling
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small and medium-sized undertakings to achieve the
full potential of their creativity. I would just like to
repeat one sentence from Mr Ball's report:

It is vital to organize, coordinate and stimulate
European research. Apart from defence, there is
certainly no question which is more vital to the
future of Europe.

Mr Gauthier (DEP). - (FR) Mr President, ladies
and gentlemen, the report of Mr Calvez has the virtue
of presenting the often neglected problem of how
important invention is in the broad context of Euro-
pean industry. It has the advantage of recognizing its
true importance and proposing specific guidelines for
encouraging European inventors.

The Community has the advantage of having one of
the best research and innovation potentials in the
world, but none the less, it has fallen behind countries
like the United States and Japan, especially in the
field of technology.

This situation is more than a simple paradox : it
clearly shows that we Europeans run the risk of
missing the boat when the third industrial revolution
comes along. Failure due to our current difficulties,
rapidly changing technologies and increasing competi-
tion from our industrialized partners would nullify all
the Community's efforts to end the crisis and get its
economy moving again.

This is why, as the rapporteur proposes, we should
recognize the vast importance of invention, which is

the very basis of all innovation, and hence all indus-
trial and technological progress, and we both should
support and promote it with the right policy and
action. Among other things, we shall support the idea
of a European agency for industrial innovation to help
finance innovating enterprises and contribute towards
solving problems of commercial outlets, patents, etc.

!7e fully support the measures presented by Mr
Calvez and hope these proposals will allow a genuine
Community policy for promoting inventions to be
implemented quickly. This is one of our needs for the
future.

Mr Natali, Vice-President of tbe Comrnission. - (IT)
On behalf of the Commission let me congratulate Mr
Calvez and thank him for the report he has presented.
The resolution refers to a series of problems which are
of capital importance as far as the potential for innova-
tion within the Community is concemed. The Japa-
nese example - as we heard - shows how far
behind we are in Europe when it comes to the syste-
matic encouragement of individuals in society with
creative talents. It is therefore logical for the resolu-
tion to begin by mentioning the need to educate
young people and to develop an awareness among the
general public of the importance of innovation and
invention. I7e at the Commission intend to draw
attention to the importance of invention and tech-
nology in the form of a competition with prizes
which will be organized next year.

As for paragraph 2 of. the motion, the fact that useful
measures have already been adopted in the Member
States is a positive factor. However, these moves must
be supported at the European level to encourage a

more widespread use of the European patent.

As for paragraph 3, more thorough examination is
called for. I was struck by the findings of the British
National Research Development Corporation in the
1970s. Out of 20 000 ideas which came from private
inventors only 30 warranted investment and the
venture was profitable in only one instance. The indus-
trial consultants of Ifi in the United States found
that only one out of every 2 000 ideas submitted to
firms by inventors was viable. !7hat I am trying to say
is that we need more information about the real value
of inventions, about freelance inventors in industry
and about the reasons for such a small proportion of
the ideas being accepted.

On the other hand, Mn Phlix, we shall give every
support and encouragement to the activities of firms
which are exploiting new technologies and to the
development of innovation among small and medium-
sized firms. In this connection let me mention the
Commission proposal for a Community programme
to finance innovation among such firms. The
programme will provide for a Community loan for
innovation of around 100 million ECU, and this
money will be for the creation of new products or the
development of new technologies or the application
of technological innovations by means of increasing
firms' capital. In the same connection I should like
also to mention the Commission's pilot project for
companies with venture capital. This programme got
under way in 1980 and was ended in 1983. At the end
of last year the European Venture Capital Association
was formed and it now has 40 members.

Tuming to paragraph 4 of the motion which recom-
mends the setting up of a European agency for indus-
trial innovation, let me say that we agree with the role
of the agency with regard to financing. In fact, as a
further step in Community loans for innovation, the
Commission is suggesting the setting up of a Euro-
pean agency to finance innovation. I7ith regard to the
other tasks which the resolution would like to see

entrusted to the agency, we feel that it is rather too
soon to expect a central organization to cope with so

many tasks and responsibilities, since innovation at
the company level is essentially decided in the light of
local and regional factors. I/e should wait instead for
the outcome of the work which started recently as
part of the plan for the transnational development of
innovation and technology transfers for 1984-86.
Under this plan, which was approved by Parliament
and which has l0 million ECU at its disposal, there is
provision for a number of actions which could offer a

solution to some of the problems referred to in the
resolution.
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By way of conclusion, Mr Presideng let me say that
the motion for a resolution has all the elements of a

constructive and inventive contribution and it
endorses to a very large extent t}e ideas and inten-
tions, and also the initiatives, of the Commission. This
report confirms the soundness of the actions which
have been proposed or already started by the Commis-
sion. It contains several pointers which will be useful
for our future efforts in the area of innovation in
Europe and particularly with regard to the encourage-
ment of invention within the Community. It is for
this that we are particularly gtateful to Mr Calvez and
to the committee which produced this report.

President. - The debate is closed.

The vote will be taken at the next voting time.

13, Broadcast communications in tbe EEC

President. - The next item is the joint debate on

- the report (Doc. l-1523183) by Mr Hutton, on
behalf of the Committee on Youth, Culture, Educa-
tion, Information and Sporg on broadcast commu-
nications in the European Community (the threat
to diversity of opinion posed by the commercializa-
tion of new media),

- the report (Doc. l-1541/83) by Mr Arf6, on behalf
of the Committee on Youth, Culture, Education,
Information ?[d Sport, on realities and tendencies
in European television, and

- the oral question with debate (l-75l84lcon.), by
Sir Fred \ffarner and others to the Commission :

Subiect: CB radio

A draft recommendation has now been prepared
by a working group within CEPT which proposes
40 channels between 2996 and 27.40 MHz, 4
watts' power and use of frequency modulation
only. This text should be adopted formally in
September 1983. The Commission hopes to be
able to base its own initiatives on this document.
Should the Commission not consider also the
possibility of basing its own initiative on a
standard that would include AM and SSB wave-
bands, as this would be more in line with the
wishes of the majority of CB radio users in Europe
and in line with the standard in France and in the
United States ?

Mr Hutton (EDI, rapporteur. - Mt President, you
may knov that I .was a public service broadcaster for
many years and I hope that some of that has rubbed
off on the report which I am now introducing to the
Parliament.

It is becoming increasingly obvious that broadcasting,
and in particular television, is on the edge of the
biggest revolution since its invention. At least one tele-
vision screen is going to be necessary in every home

but only occasionally, I believe, for watching televi-
sion transmissions. Some of the other uses are here
with us now and others are still only being guessed at.
Vhatever they tum out to be, there is no doubt that
ordinary television transmissions, as we know them
today, will face fierce competition in the future.

The three most obvious sources of competition will be
satellite transmissions, cable services and video tapes.
Cable television probably offers the biggest direct
threat to ordinary transmissions because of its ability
to direct its senrices to precise audiences and to offer
truly local television. Most viewers, particularly those
in urban areas, will only be able to receive satellite
transmissions by cable and there may be environ-
mental considerations in using cable to keep some
areas free of unsightly aerials.

This pressure on the existing style of television trans-
missions will have an effeit on the organizations
which presently operate in European broadcasting.
Public service broadcasting is going to come under
increasing pressure, I believe, where it is funded
through a licence fee. These organizations will still
have enormous assets to exploit in their experience,
their equipment and their ability to report events
quickly.

They may also find themselves entering the home
entertainment market as the British Broadcasting
Coqporation has done - and most notably done
recently - with its video of the Scottish rugby team's
superb performance in winning the five nations grand
slam competition. You will be bound to remember
that occasion yourself, Mr President.

One of the problems which is already exercising
many people is how transnational advertising will
cope with the many differences in advertising restric-
tions and prohibitions in the Member States. I believe
that broadcasters will probably move ahead of the
legislators and that whatever efforts are made at regula-
tion will lag behind the broadcasters who I think are
more likely to have the limits to transnational adver-
tising decided in the courts, rather than in the Euro-
pean institutions.

I certainly believe that the greatest threat to the diver-
sity of opinion is monopoly from whatever source,
whether it is the State or a large commercial owner. I
believe that the greatest safeguard to plurality of
opinion comes from . widespread ownership of
broadcasting outlets, and I hope the report makes this
quite clear.

I was also asked to report on three other matters of
which, perhaps, citizens' band radio is the most
pressing and the one which I think will affect many
of the people we represent. I believe that the position
in which citizens' band radio operators find them-
selves today in the European Community is a
disgrace. Citizens' band radio is a classic example of
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the obvious freedom which citzens should enjoy but
do not. CB is essentially mobile and for people with
CB sets to be breaking the law when they cross a

Community frontier with exactly the same equip-
ment, in exactly the same vehicle, used by exactly the
same person, is incomprehensible to the ordinary
citizen.

As Members of this Parliament, representing the
people who use CB sets for harmless contact, we
should all stand up and demand common sense. CB
can bring Community citizens together at an ordinary,
individual level, and for Member State gouvernments
to keep them apart by petty bureaucratic rules is
nothing short of ridiculous. This report demands that
if the Member States cannot sort this position out
easily amongst themselves, then the European
Commission should step in and bang heads together.

I also believe that local radio has a very valuable place
in the local communities of this much larger Commu-
nity, but that it should stay local and that it would be
a grave mistake for us to try to dictate from here what
local people need locally.

I hope that Members find this a comprehensive report
on the future of broadcasting in Europe and I
commend it to the House.

(Applause)

Mr Arf6 (Sl, raPPorteur. - (IT) Mr President, ladies

and gentlemen, the motion for a resolution which you
are being asked to consider tonight is the outcome of
a joint effort which our committee, of which I am priv-
ileged to be a member, began some time ago in conti-
nuation of a process which achieved its most signifi-
cant moment before the resolution by Mr Hahn
which was adopted by the House on 12 March 1982.

In his accompanylng statement Mr Hahn noted the
lack of information concerning Parliament, the
Community institutions and their policies, and he

said that this was detrimental to Community interests.
It was from this that the request for a European televi-
sion channel stemmed.

It was in response to that call that the Commission
produced an excellent report on realities and tenden-
cies in European television and on the perspectives

and options that were emerging, and we trust that
when Parliament gives its opinion on that report
today it will be in a spirit of collaboration which will
bring fruitful results.

The Commission report starts with a well-documented
account of the enormous range and breakneck speed

of technological progress in the telecommunications
field. As well as the positive aspects the report also
points out those that are potentially negative. And
from the report emerges the concern that failure to
assess critically all the problems which have arisen or
which are in the process of arising means that we
shall lag behind the rush of technological progress
instead of guiding it.

Basically, Mr Hahn's report stresses the need - this
was the way our committee saw it - of a television
policy for Europe, which would also cover the
problem of our own channel.

It was in the light of all this that we drew up our prop-
osals in the form of a number of points which the
time factor will now force me - I am sorry to say -to deal with in a very cursory manner.

The first concerns the legal framework, which above
all we have asked the Commission to submit the
promised Green Paper interpreting the articles of the
Treaty of Rome applicable to the subject and the fore-
seeable consequences of implementing them.

S7e have asked the Council and the Commission for a

ioint effort, in collaboration with Parliament, to review
national laws - which have all been overtaken by
events and are now being redrafted - and to update
them along lines which will allow harmonization at
Community level. Specifically, we have stressed the
importance of regulations for a balanced allocation of
transmission time for programmes from various
sources ; regulation of advertising; anti-dumping
measures for cinematographic products ; and a study

- and that is all we have asked for - of a combined
system to govem public and private television
broadcasting, which is a problem which exists in
various forms in the Community countries but which
nevertheless exists.

The second part - and we have not listed them in
order of importance but according to logical sequence

- deals with the problems of technical and industrial
cooperation in Europe. Here again we have stressed

the need - and we are backed up on this by the
views and opinions of eminent bodies and experts -for a uniform system of transmission. And this is a

need which is going to become inescapable.

The third part deals with a European programme
policy, in other words a European policy in support of
European programmes. Our proposals are not
prompted by any desire for total cultural indepen-
dence or by any hint of European chauvinism. I7e are

open to any contribution, but at the same time we feel
there is a problem of defending European indepen-
dence which exists also in the areas of culture and
information. This is an independence which could
come off very badly in competition with the Ameri-
cans and the Japanese, especially when you consider
how far the whole telecommunications sector lags

behind. The Canadian authorities had the same

concern, which prompted them to take measures

which we feel merit consideration.

Ve therefore propose the creation of a European fund
to promote the production of European programmes;
the creation of Community infrastructures to provide
credit facilities; and cooperation among the Member
States in implementing a series of tax exemptions for
this purpose.
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I7e envisage a European television channel providing
a complete multilingual schedule produced by a multi-
national editorial team in a European perspective
aimed at all the citizens of the European Community.
As for the operationd set-up, alongside the program-
ming and editorial teams, the translation services and
the technical and administrative staff, we envisage a
body composed of the national public television
senices, the governments and the Community institu-
tions, to form an advisory committee which would be
as representative as possible of the complex pattern
which is Europe. I do not think I need to go into any
great detail on this.

Alongside the complete programme - and we are
well aware of the difficulties involved in starting it up
but we are not going just to give up the idea at the
outset - we have also proposed a news programme
which would not compete with but which would
complement the other channel. Survep show that it
would be of interest to a relatively young audience
who are reasonably well-educated and interested in
international affairs.

Vith regard to European programmes - and this is
the last part of our motion - we are asking the
Community for non-financial support in the form of a
statute for European television staff that protects and
guarantees their autonomy and freedom of movement
and the creation of a higher institute for the training
of television staff, who need the kind of training and
experience that the national networks do not or
cannot give.

In conclusion, let me say that we are facing a problem
of tremendous importance for the future of this conti-
nent of ours. It concerns the fate of European industry
in a sector which is at the forefront of progress, and

we really must aim for modemization and develop-
ment. It concems laws and regulations since there is
going to be a dramatic change in broadcasting, and
thus in our way of life, with the arrival of satellite and
cable television. Dogmatic prejudice against inter-
fering in any way here runs up against the need to
control and guide a process which, if left alone, could
have adverse effects which might not easily be righted.
Lastly, it is a question of ourtultural heritage; we do
not want to see the infinite variety and vitality of this
curbed and sterilized by being standardized at the
lowest possible level.

The proposals we have made are not final or conclu-
sive. In this field, much more than in others, the polit-
ical and technical factors change with startling
rapidity. I7hat we have to achieve - in cooperation
with the Commission, as in the past - is a steady
continuity. Ve have to be ready to review or amend
or supplement our ideas as the circumstances change.

The important thing is to be guided by the conviction
that in this fashion we shall have helped in no little
way the cause of European integration, the safe-
guarding of our historical heritage, the strengthening
of our ability to act as a crossroads for the meeting of
different civilizations and ideas, and the consolidation
of the role of Europe in the world.

(Applause)

President. - !7e shall adjoum the ioint debate at
this point. It will be resumed tomorrow morning. I

(Tbe sitting uas closed at 12 midnigbt)

I Agenda for the next sitting: see Minutes.
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ANNEX I

Votes

HAAGERUP REFORT (Doc. l-1526183 'Situation in Northern lreland'):
ADOPTED

The rapporteur was :

- IN FAVOUR of Amendments Nos 7,481con., 57 and 59lrev.;

- AGAINST Amendments Nos I to 6, 8 to 47hev., 49 to 56 and 58.

Explanations of uote

Mr Halligan (S). - The Socialist Group is voting in favour of the Haagerup report on
Northem Ireland.

Ve believe that it was right for this Parliament to decide in favour of a repor! and we are
particularly pleased that the convention has been established whereby this Parliament has
the right to debate and discuss the affairs of Northem Ireland.

The Socialist Group, which was at the forefront in securing this debate through the efforts
of John Hume, leader of the SDLP, a component part of this group, is particularly gati-
fied that the report as presented by the rapporteur, Niels Haagerup, constitutes a most
balanced, objective and comprehensive statement on Northern lreland. It is worthy of this
ParliamenCs solemn declaration to bring peace and reconciliation to all parts of the Euro-
pean Community, and for that masterful achievement we must give our warmest and
fullest thanks to the rapporteur.

The report did not seek to provide a constitutional solution to the continuing tragedy of
Northern Ireland - that lies beyond the competence of this House and the Treaties
upon which it was founded - but it does provide a framework within which the Euro-
pean Community can contribute to the peaceful resolution of the Northern Ireland
conflict, and that is its real achievement in this report. In proof of that, we had a most
positive and constructive response by Commissioner Natali at the close of our debate
setting down the practical and concrete measures which the Community can pursue in
sectors of economic and social development in the North of Ireland. They are most
urgently necessary in view of the desperate plight of that area, particularly in regard to
unemployment and housing. This repor! and the poliry responses to it, prove that the
European Community is responsive in the most practical manner to even the most diffi-
cult problems facing our peoples. In that regard, the Socialist Group particularly
welcomes the emphasis placed by the report on people. It refers to the two different tradi-
tions within Northem lreland .and to their divided political loyalties. This is a most
welcome statement of the real political situation there, because neither community can be
wished out of existence or have its rights denied.

As Socialists, we stand for reconciliation, we are totally opposed to sectarianism and
violence, and particularly to all those forces which divide the working class.

(I'he Annex to the Report of Proceedings contains the rapporteur's
opinion on the verious amendments and the explanations of vote. For a
deteiled occount of the voting, see Minutes)
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The tragedy of Northem Ireland is, for us on the Left, represented in the absence of a

Socialist Party here which could transcend all communal and religious divisions in
Northem Ireland. !7e are thankful that the minority community is predominantly repre-
sented by a party which sits with us on the Left. !7e commend its leader, John Hume, for
his courageous and fearless advocacy of civil rights and social justice based on peace and
the democratic process. !7e regret that the majority community is not similarly repre-
sented by a Socialist party, but we shall continue to work for their understanding and
suPPort.

Finally, the Irish Labour Party, committed as it is to Irish uniry, is no less committed to
the path of peace and reconciliation and is totally opposed to political violence irrespec-
tive of the quarters from which it emanates. Ve are happy to support this report and,
again, thank Mr Haagerup for his outstanding achievement.

This report should be published in permanent form so that it is readily available
throughout the Community in all working languages, including lrish, so as to promote a

better understanding of the tragedy of Northern Ireland.

Mr Paisley (NI). - As this House has today rejected an amendment that would give
support to the security forces in Northern Ireland - the British Army, the Royal Ulster
Constabulary the Royal Ulster Constabulary Reserve and the Ulster Defence Regiment -as it has failed to put its weight behind those who are standing between both sections of
the community and the enemy - men who have given their lives in the cause of peace,
progress and prosperity - I could not find my way to vote for this resolution. I would say
that the people of Northem Ireland today will see what they ought to see about the reac-
tion of this Parliament to the terrible plight in which they find themselves.

I have already stated, in my two speeches today, my attitude to the report.

Mr Beyer de Ryke (L). - (Fp Rather than be a gdllq slaae to pen and izA, Mr Presi-
dent, I shall choose free speech. Lelouch's title Tbe Good. and tbe Bad, ladies and
gentlemen, comes to my mind when I think of the Haagerup report. In history, there are
rarely good and bad people, even if the 'baddies' names are Blaney and Paisley. It is the
events that create them. It was the very same British Tommies whom we acclaimed for
their valour in the Marne mud who put down the l9l5 revolt, and Pierre Benoit in The
Giants' Causewal aroused our emotions and support for the rebels and the rebellion, or
Insur'rection which was so powerfully portrayed by O'Flaherty.

And so, Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, our feelings are divided. S7e know what links
us with Great Britain emotionally, deep down inside us, even if today's disputes about
money have chilled our relationship to some extent. But, ladies and gentlemen, allow me
to say as well that Ireland is also dear to our hearts. The ancient Celtic culture which is
our heritage too, the deep faith within the monasteries, the rather delirious romanticism
of the poets who fought for the freedom of a country claiming to belong to the Gaels : all
this moves the heart.

Nevertheless, we have the feeling that the heart of the struggle has changed and that the
IRA is no longer exclusively the Sinn Fein Party, and that ideological and material influ-
ences, and to put it mildly, more Eastern influences are becoming involved in it.
Terrorism with or without romantic trimmings is still terrorism and there is no way we
can subscribe tb it, cover up for it or exonerate it.

Ireland, the whole of lreland, is Europe. Europe must be O"ri.n, and help in its reconcilia-
tion. It is a long and difficult task which will take time.

But I think the Haagerup report with its statement of the Irish problem is full of tact,
which is politeness coming from the heart, and which lends our debates this quality of
feeling which links us with the fate of those who are dear to us.
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Mr Clinton (PPE). - I am voting in favour of this report, not because I agree with every
viewpoint expressed in it, but because I see it as a very sincere effort on the part of Mr
Haagerup to get a new initiative under way to find a solution to the Northern Ireland
tragedy.

This has been a gobd debate. It is true that some extreme views have been expressed, but
the maiority of the contributions have been excellent, sincere and extremely balanced.

I am a nationalist and I could never be otherwise. I am also a realist. \7hat I want and
what the vast majority of the people I represent want, is peace based on iustice and fair
play and freedom for the people of lreland, north and south, to live their lives in peace
and security.

I am very sorry that the British Conservatives have decided to opt out, because there is no
way that they can avoid responsibility for the situation in Northem Ireland. This is not an
approach that is going to solve anything. All must play a part - the British Government,
the Irish Govemment and the politicians in Northem Ireland - working in cooperation
and continuously to resolve this very difficult and very complex problem.

I would appeal to Mr Paisley in particular, who prides himself on being a man of God, to
pause and reflect, as Paul did on the road to Damascus, while there is still time. It may be
of passing importance to win elections this year or some other year, but every day that
passes eternity is coming closer to us all, and one thing we can be assured of is that when
that day arrives there will be no bands out to greet those who incite people to acts of
violence.

Nor will there be any comfortable accommodation awaiting them.

May I conclude that I was simply shocked to hear Lady Elles refer to Northern Ireland as

one of the beautiful parts of ber cotrntry. Even Mr Paisley or Mr Taylor would not
describe themselves as Englishmen.

(Applause from tbe centre and from tbe rigbt)

Mr McCartin (PPE). - I shall be very brief. I am extremely disappointed that our
colleagues in the European Democratic Group cannot support this motion for a resolu-
tion.

\7e met formally and informally. They discussed and they participated in all the decisions
leading to the drawing up of this report. This report is not exactly what it would have
been if we were making the sort of report we wanted. It is what it is because we took their
views into consideration. !7e made a report that was sensitive to their needs, their
demands and their feelings, and we are very sorry that they have let us down. I want to
say in the words of Villiam Butler Yeats a poet who is not unknown to people who speak
the English language and understand it, 'You have disgraced yourselves again'. I want to
say you have no right to opt out of decisions of this Parliament. You have done it in
economic affairs, you should not do it now. I am more sorry than angry about that.

I want also to refer to the fact that Lady Elles did say that this was the most beautiful part
of. ber country. I reject her claim. I would accept that claim from Sir Fred Catherwood, we
could allow that claim to the Duke of \Tellington or General Montgomery. It is only part
of your country by an act of the British Parliament, a parliament which claimed the right
to tax America, to rule India and to bargain over the people of Hong Kong.

(Tbe Presid.ent urged. tbe speaker to conclud.e)

Can I just say, it is not your country. Nevertheless, we will vote for this resolution because
we keep faith with the rapporteur and the people who worked with us in drawing it up.

Mr Ephremidis (COM). - (GR) In our view there are neither good nor bad in
Northern lreland, neither terrorists nor destabilizing forces, as Lord Bethell might have
written in a report if we had commissioned him to examine human rights in Northern
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Ireland. However, in Northern Ireland there is a bad historical background. The country
has been annexed and occupied by Britain and for decades this fact has been the source
of all this bloodstained drama, while children of the English and Irish people - Protes-

tants and Catholics - are being sacrificed.

Accordingly, if the Haagerup report had approached the problem from this angle we
might take part in the vote. However, we will abstain - also because we do not think that
this Parliament is competent to discuss such problems. AII it can do is to express its wish
that the annexation and occupation of the country be ende{ that the Irish people be left
to bury their dead children, united with a view to building on the ruins, and that no more
children of the English people be sacrificed as part of a State terrorist campaign of occupa-
tion of forergn territory.

(Applause from tbe left)

Ledy Elles (ED). - For the information of this House, I happen to be a citizen of the
United Kingdom, and the citizens of Northern Ireland also happen to be citizens of
Great Britain and Northern Ireland, which is part of the United Kingdom ! I give this
information for the benefit of those who perhaps are not very conversant with the consti-
tutional history of my country.

(Applausc)

Last year, after the decision of the Political Affairs Committee to have a report on
Northem lreland, we would have unreservedly voted against any report on Northern
Ireland. We owe a great debt of gratitude to the ability, obiectivity and balance of Mr
Haagerup that we have been able to move away from that position in order to abstain.
Regrettably, we cannot vote for the report. Our position is based on a point of principle.
Indent A of the preamble to the motion for a resolution is totally contrary to the prin-
ciple we have repeatedly expressed that this European Parliament has no competence to
address itself to or draw up a report on the political situation of any Member State or any
part of any Member State. I7e will continue to adhere to that principle, whatever part of
the Community is in question.

The loaded nature of some of the vocabulary, which can be interpreted differently
according to political sensibilities, has guided our decision on the acceptance or reiection
of the amendments before the House. In his speech, Mr Denis - and I address myself
particularly to him - alleged that the European Commission on Human Rights had
found the British Government guilty of torture. The charge was proved to be totally
without foundation. The British Govemment took immediate steps to end any of those
practices which were criticized, and they did not include torture. They were terminated
five years before the Court's judgment.

The recommendations concerning economic and social matters were, almost without
exception to be warmly welcomed, not only by my group but by the people of Northern
Ireland. They are designed to aid the economic and social regeneration of the province.

Mr Bangemann this morning accused my group of lack of courage. I would remind Mr
Bangemann and those who think like him that those who deal with the problems of
Northern Ireland from day to day and the people of Northern Ireland know a great deal
about courage - possibly rather more than people in this Parliament.

Many of the sentimens in the Haagerup report expressing the desire for reconciliation
will find very many willing listeners in the United Kingdom, but peace and stability in
Northem Ireland cannot be established glibly or by easy voting based on sentiment alone.
This decision to abstain in no way detracts from our hopes that this report and resolution
will serve as a guide to all Europeans regarding the problems and difficulties facing part
of my country which for so long has been subjected to terorism.

![e in our group again commend and give our full support to the magnificent work that
Mr Haagerup has done for this Parliament and for Europe.
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Mr Bernard (S). :- (FR) | shall approve this report for the following reasons.

My first reason is the exemplary intellectual discipline and moral generosity shown by Mr
Haagerup in the preparation and drafting of his report, and, as has just been proposed, I
also hope it will be very broadly distributed once it has been approved.

The second reason lies in the arguments developed by several of our colleagues in this
morning's debate, in that according to the letter and spirit of the Treaty of Rome it is our
duty as parliamentarians, and consequently as representatives of the people who have
entrusted us with their problems and hopes, to take charge of these problems, especially
when they cause the deaths, injuries, destruction, misery and humiliation we know about
and which have been described in the course of the debate, if only to provide the new
hope of a solution.

My third and last reason for approving this report comes from my personal experience of
the Irish problem, and to be more precise, the problem of the six counties of north-
eastern Ireland via responsibilities assumed under a humanitarian association called Inter-
celtic lWutual Aid'Since the renewed outbreak of the troubles in the six counties in
1969, this association has devoted most of its efforts to organizing the accommodation of
some 2 000 children by kind families in Brittany to give them a few weeks of peace,
comfort and consolidation, and genuine European solidarity.

To conclude, I hope the massive adoption of the Haagerup report will contribute a little
towards ensuring that the children of Derry and Belfast received into European families
tomolrow are no longer the orphans or children of prisoners or unemployed who are the

8reater part of those affected by the disastrous situation which we are trying to put an end
to.

Mr Pearce (ED). - I fully support the statements made by my colleagues in this group,
and I shall abstain on the motion for the reasons of principle indicated by Lady Elles.

I rise, however, to emphasize my strong desire that this should not harm the warm and
friendly relations that many of us in this group have with our colleagues from the Repu-
blic of lreland. The holding of this debate here and the private exchanges of view that it
has provoked between Members may well do good. This is the only place where elected
representatives of all parties from both the United Kingdom and the Republic come
together. I believe that while any new agreements between the two countries must be
made by the appropriate authorities - and that is not us - the contacts made here may
in the long run contribute much to any improvement in the situation which may prove
possible. I hope therefore that the differences between the views of the UK authorities,
which I share, and the views of the Republic will not impede the warm relations that
exist between the two countries on most other matters.

Ireland and Britain should be friends and, I believe, arefiends. This is the best basis for
bringing peace and justice to Northern Ireland. I hope that Memben of this Parliament
will understand that this is our wish.

Mr Maher (L). - I , of course, support this report, even though it is not what I would
have written myself. For instance, I make no apologies for being in favour of uniting the
people of lreland, in the same way as the island itself is united geographically. However, I
recognize that this has to be done in a peaceful way and in harmony between the United
Kingdom and the Republic of lreland. I abhor violence in any form, whether institutional-
ized or otherwise.

I welcome the statement iust made by Mr Pearce. Bug Mr Pearce, your statement would
carry infinitely more weight if you were prepared to follow it with a positive vote in
favour of Mr Haagerup's report. I do not understand how Sir Fred Catherwood or Lady
Elles can roundly praise the Haagerup report, but then say that they are going to vote
against it. Make no mistake, Lady Elles, an abstention is and will be construed as a vote
against.
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May I also say to Mr Paisley, although I do not want to have another tangle with him, that
not only bombs and bullets kill people. ITords can also lead to violence and can also lead
to killing. It is very important that in future we do not speak words which will exacerbate

the situation. I vote for this report.

(Applause)

Mr Gollins (S). - I want to clear up a small matter. At the beginning of his speech, Mr
Haagerup referred to what he described as 'the self-isolating British attitude'. I want to
correct this a little. I shall vote for this resolution because I believe that the situation in
Northem Ireland is so terrible and so unhappy that only a radical rethink of policy can

possibly be considered. Drygng deeper and deeper trenches by both sides and by govern-
ments will never provide a solution free from violence or without support for violence. It
will never provide a solution that is free from discrimination and support for discrimina-
tion. This report is a modest report, but it is an honest and constructive attempt to look
forward to an end to the problem, and I should like to appeal to all Members of the Euro-
pean Parliament to vote for it. My only reservation is in the offer of the European Parlia-
ment to be involved in the Anglo-Irish body s,ggested in paragraph 14. Bug in spite of
that, I shall vot€ for the report, and I hope that all British Members will overcome their
doubts and will join me in voting for the Haagerup report.

Mr Penders (PPE). - It has been an almost perfect report. It has also been an almost
perfect debate. It has really been a debate on the European level, rising above national
levels and national conflicts.

Therefore, I feel entitled to ask everyone to vote in favour of this report. I am aware of
national pressures to abstain and to vote against it but, nevertheless, I ask everyone in the
House to put aside all the battles we have about milk, rebates, etc, and vote in favour.

Lord Bethell (ED). - I was one of those who shared the doubts expressed at the outset
of this enterprise. I worried that the European Parliament was interfering in something
that seemed to be of no concern to it. However, I have considered that while it is true
that the European Parliament has no standing in the matter of Northem lreland's consti-
tution, nevertheless this report is not a constitutional report. It is also undeniable that acts

of violence have taken place not only in Britain and Ireland but also in other Member
States, and, therefore, the problem of Northern Ireland has an effect on European secu-
rity, and is a legitimate matter of concern to Honourable Members. I have noted the
constructive approach of this report to Community aid for this poor part of the European
Community, and I have noted the magnificent work done by the rapporteur, Mr
Haagerup as pointed out by my honourable friend, Lady Elles. This report is realistic and
practical. It makes it clear - and I think most of our Irish colleagues would recognize
this as well - that withdrawal of British forces now would be counterproductive and that
a united Ireland is not practicable for the foreseeable future. I believe that this report will
be educational, particularly on the Continent. Therefore, in hope of reconciliation
between the two traditions of Britain and Ireland in the north of that country, I shall vote
in favour of the reporl

Mr Blaney (CDI). - I am speaking on behalf of my group, the CDI. Rather than the
content of the report itself, the debate which has taken place is in my opinion the true
culmination of the whole proceedings. I looked to the rapporteur to accept at least one
useful amendment which I thought would be of lasting benefit, but not only did he indi-
cate to the House that he was against that amendment, which called for a regular review
by the Parliament of the situation in Ireland, but also, as I understood it - and I think
many other Members in the House so understand it - he was agpinst Amendment No
47. As he said himself, Amendment No 58 following after was much the same. I under-
stood him to be in favour of that until we got to Amendment No 58, at which stage he
asked the proposer of that apendment to withdraw ig arguing that it would be better
considered in the future if, rather than the review within the report which is what Mr
McCartin and I had wished, we could do as much through questions to the Commission,
etc., etc. That I do not go along with. Neither do I go along with the fact that he has
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stuck rigidly right down the line to reiecting any and .every amendment relating to

human iignft, ;rit rights, prisoners' rights - yo, name it, it's out and it has been out

right alorig the line fiom the day we saw the first draft of his report.

I wonder whether, in fact, we are misinterpreting the European Democratic Group when

we say they are opting out. I am inclined not to sllPPert this repor! and if I needed any

additilnal i."ron it w6uld be the fact that the British Tory Party are not voting against-it'

Th.t t, the way I see it, and I wonder whether in all the fulsome praise that Lady Elles

has given to the rapporteur we do not see emerge' according to my. uncharitable manner

of looting at thinp, the reason why all amendments have been rejected, the rapporteur

saying tifre witho-ut number during the day that he wanted to maintain a balance' A

U.t.n".. for what ? If there is somethlng wronS' why not state what's wrong and come out

boldly and say what we can do about iedtesslng ir? The weakness I. see in this report is

it "i 
it .tr."ges nothing alters nothing ; but itlhows that this Parliament, despite Lady

nit.r .na otfrers like hii, h"r vindicatei the view that many of us have been pushing here

since 1979,that we are entitled to talk about any matt€r within the Community' Ve have

established that right and on that basis this report'

Mr Fergusson (ED). - It's clear to every one,,excePt perhaps Mr.Maher, that the British

Membei of thii Parliament have declarid a deep interest in this affair. Opt out ?--Ife

."""o, opt out ! Our interest, our desire for peace and iustice and liberty for all in
Northern Ireland is so great and our national ii.s at. so complete - it is part of the

ii;i"d Kilgdom and o",r, .out try - that we cannot sensibly take part in this vote

*iifr"rt risklng misunderstanding as to our motives or intentions one way or another' So

we shall not. i assert that this ii our decision as a gfoup and ours alone.

But I record once more our admiration for a raPPorteur who has produced, against all

probabilities, not iust a text to which at least London and Dublin should take no excep-

iion, but a positive text at that from which we believe only the forces of chaos have

.npning to i..r. I do not think any one could have taken greater care or brought more

hr*rni"ty to bear on so deeply human a problem or better resPected. the constitutional

proprieties as our rapport.rr. A" Lady E[ei said, we should not like this helpful rePort to

fail.

Mr HaageruplLl, rapporteur.- I thinkthat this House would be interested to know

what Lori S;h.tt's"id 'towards the end of his speech. I did not hear it and I had to ask

him. I am sure that he was cut off at a most unfortunate moment' Lord Bethell said he

*.r goiit," vote for the report. I want to applaud him for his courage in taking that deci-

sion.

(Applause)

Mr Brsndlund Nielsen (L).- (DA)W Presideng I would like to ask you to make.it

fully cle., to the House that Mr Bianey was speaking on behalf of his group. I would like

to point out that there are also four Danes in this group'

President. - fss, Mr Nielsen.

Mrs Ewing (DEP), in writing. - This is the report of .a moderate man, Mr Haagerup.

ielection o"f ihe report or absiention will simply serve the cause of Irish extremism on

both sides.

The Irish situation should of course be debated by the European Parliament' !7e debate

rir*,iont where people face violence at all ends of the earth. In Northern Ireland, 2 300

deaths and 24 000 cases of iniury have tom this small community apart - and this is part

of our European Community's territory.

The British Government rules Northern lreland, and this is the result. The Irish Govern-

ment in Dublin rules a peaceful State sening the best ideals of the Community' The

contrast has to be noted.

This report must be supported, as I support it, for reiection or abstention will be seen as

encouragement to the extremists.
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Mr Kirkos (coM), in writirlg. - (GR) !7e will abstain from voting on the Haagerup
report The drama of the Northern Irish people is the result of the British pr...rr.. ihi.i,
in countless ways is fomenting tension and conflict between the two c-ommunities in
order_to PerPetuate the situation. S7e support all the measures proposed in the report as
regards the economic contribution of the Community, but we 

-would 
like to rt..rr ,.ry

strongly that the future of Ireland must be decided by the lrish people, under conditions
which will not be determined by the British military presence, and that until then effec-
tive measures must be taken to ensure respect for human rights.

Mr o'Donnell (PPE), in writing. - I wish to congratulate Mr Haagerup sincerely on
the immense amount of work he has put into the preparation of this most important
report dealing with a major and very serious problem within this community. '

It is only right and proper that this Parliament should concern itself with what is nothing
less than an appalling and on-going tragedy in the six north-eastern counties of the ishnl
of lreland, 

-wlrich 
are part of this Community. Surely it is only logical that this parlia-

meng which has Members elected from the North and South of lrelind - Members who
sit in the same Parliamen-t and participate in the same committee - should play a major
r9l9 in attempting to find solutions which will bring to an end the death and distructiln
which have for far too long been a part of the Northem Ireland scene.

As elected public representatives from both parts of the small peripheral island of lreland,
we.have responsibility to show leadership in this matter. Ve should cease indulging in
and scraping up the bittemesses of the past and endeavour to create a climate ofln-d..-
standing and good will which can contribute to the restoration of peace and harmony
between the two communities in Northern lreland, and between ihe North and thl
south. London, Belfasg Dublin and the European Economic community can jointly
contribute to this most important goal.

The HaageruP report and the New'Ireland Forum, taken tog€ther, form the basis for posi-
tive and constructive action on the road to peace and reconciliation between the two
communities in Northem Ireland and the South.

On a small island like Ireland, there is immense scope for creating goodwill and harmony
through practical cross-border cooperation, which would be of-eipecial benefit to the
communities on both sides of the border. The EEC can play a majoi role in encouraging
and promoting this type of cooperation.

Mr Ryan (PPE), in witing. - In the first place I want to protest about the allocation of
speaking-time in this debate. Because our Christian-Demociatic Group, drawn from nine
Member States, plays a responsible part in all activities of this Pailiament, our three
speakers from Holland, Italy and Ireland had a time allotment of only l0 minutes in toto.
Although gulgroup has 117 members, we had only the same speaking-time as Deputies
Paisley and _Blaney, who represent nobody but themselves. There is s6mething radically
undemocratic about rules of procedure which cause this nonsense.

In.debating and adopting a resolution on Northern Ireland, Parliament has recognized its
obligation to be concerned about- | $gve political and social problem within furope. If
Parliament had failed to tackle this thorny subject, the electorate would be justifiid in
questioning the usefulness of Parliament. Now that Parliament has taken this problem on
board, the people of Europe see that their Parliament has both the courage and the
capacity to deal with all European problems.

The HaageruP rePort rePresents a compromise of the attitudes, complaints and hopes of
the two nations directly involved in Northem lreland, Ireland and britain, and of'other
Europeans who rightly accept the European dimension of Northem Ireland. I would like
to pay tribute to Mr Haagerup _for his diplomacy and patience in preparing such a
balanced report. ITere it not for the readiness of th; Chrisian-Democratic Grorip to take
the initiative and to maintain the momentum necessary to pursue the queitions of
Northern Ireland to a conc.lusion, the subject would nevei have seen the light of day in
this Parliament. Every credit is due-to my colleague MrJoe Mccartin, frorriconn.uihr
Ulster, whose constituency is gravely affected by the infustice of Northern Ireland. llis
persistence and tact enabled this sensitive subiect to be handled in a responsible manner.
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If there had been no willingness to compromise, the topic of Northem Ireland would

never have reached the flooi of Parliament. It is sad, very sad indeed, that on this day,

which sees the culmination of months of hard work by sincere concemed people, the

British Conservative Members should withold their support from this compromise resolu-

tion, which their speakers today admitted was fair and obiective'

I7hat part of the resolution is unacceptable to the British Conservatives ? They ignore any

of its recommendations at their perii. The sufferers from their intransigence- will be. the

p.oft. of all lreland, and particufarly the -minority 
in the -nort!-..tt, 

of. Ireland. They have

Ii-Jpportuniry today to say clearly ihat the l4sh nationality of the milolity in Northern

iiar"l it legiiimate'and must be respected. If they-stand back from ioining-with the rest

;i il"o. ii making such a declaration, they will prove that their ill-will towards the

Irish is as venomous as ever it was.

I am reluctant to recall history, as in modern Europe we should ,try to overcome the

oroblems of the present rathei than reopen old sores. But I have been asked by many

:;i;rg".r to expiain how the statelet of Northern Ireland came into being. tn tlz9 1
y..i-iia-.-rrrlf iefore Britain conceded the right of Irish people to be free, the British
'Parliament 

- without the consenting vote of a-ny Irish member - politically severed six

counties in north-east Ireland from ihe rest of tiie island. The British Prime Minister of

the time said that Britain had to ensure that Ulster did not ioin an independent united

Ireland whether or not the people of Ulster wanted so to do. We are livingvith the bitter'

.lir.qu.n..r of that undemocLtic act. Regretfully, but not unexpectedly, Deputy Paisley

makes' onslaughts upon the European-wi-d9 -cgmpromise 
in the J{.aperun 

resolution,

.ir.t, based 
"upon 'hi, prop.g.t.d lies and fabriCations. Deplry Paisley qualifies once

.g"in fo. this iarliamerrCr i.i'ttt.t medal for brazen cheek' His verbal terrorism from

.irr.tr prfpit and political forum is as deplorable_as physical .terrorism. 
His sermons of

;; ;.i his political Jiatribes have fomented violenci,'including murder, as actively as

paramilitary forces.

Deputy Paisley has again today repeated his.infamous lie that free Ireland is a haven for

t.rroristr. Suciessive Sritisn Prime'Ministers in the lrestminster Parliament have acknow-

i.ajra that less than I % of the violence in Northem lreland originates in the Republic'

Northem Ireland violence originates within Northern Ireland and is committed by disen-

.f,.ii.a United Kingdom citiiens. The rest of the island suffers from a spill-o,er of that

violence, as a consequence of which Irish iails are full of UK citizens convicted of serious

crimes and the lrish army and police (orces are preoccupied in hunting-f9r-UK fugitives

iro* tt. jails, police and'armies in Northern lreiand. T6e cost to every Irish taxpayer far

exceeds tLe pir capitd cost to citizens of the United Kingdom'

The view is often canvassed by some non-Germans that every German carries guilt for

Hitler and Nazism because they tolerated his rise to Power. British citizens might usefully

coisider their responsibility foi nurturing and encouiaging the intransigence of Unionism

in Northern Ireland, which sends to this-Parliament suih malevolent spokesmen as Depu-

ties Paisley and TaYlor.

\7e Christian-Democrats shall not be giving our suPPort to most of the amendments

t"Ut.a fy Deputy Blaney. It is not to-*rJh that we {isagree with a lot of what he

proposes'aS that we seriously question the w-isdom of tabling amendments which cannot

com*arra the support of a maioriry in the House and as a consequence of his folly some

irish nationalist aipirations -.y .pp..r to be unacceptable to the maiority oi EltgP:.l
parliamentarians. It is therefori nii.ts.ty to recall tire terms upon s'hich the Political

Affairs Committee agreed to undertake the study of Northern It.l*d.. It was agreed that

.oirtiiutionrl questi5ns should be avoided. I7e ionsider it would be dishonourable for us

io go back on that understanding. v9 h.r-: made considerable advances by having this

i;;;;;r"blem of Norrhern lr-eland studied by the elected representatives of 10 Euro-

f..i a..i.ratic nations. The Haagerup-resolution put before Parliament today represents

the collective concern and wisdorn'of all our European Partners' !fle believe it is worthy

of ,rppoa because it points the way, the only *.y, to orercome the sad consequences of

Past errors.
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Mr Fergusson, Mr Howell, Mr_ _C._Jackson, Mr Johnson, Mr Moreland, MrNewton Dunn, Mr Norman.ton, ryr Siligman, Mr Slmpson (nii, i" writing. _ lnthis ioint explanation o{vot9, the undersignel Members *irli; p;;itur. ,o Mr Haage_rup's effort to give an historical perspectiie, to embody *rior" piiit, or ,i.*, and to giveweight to the various arguments concerning Northern Irelani. !fle berieve trri, ,.iortgives outsiders a valuable.-and objective insiglt into the ,p.li.i frouLi, or . part of theEuropean community. !e agree with the-view .*p..rr.d uy itre ..pporr.u. that .Irish
unity taking the form of a unitary Irish State ..rnof be brought .uouiio, the foreseeablefuture" ve totally- suPPort the economic and social recommindations of this report. lfesupport most of the sentiments it expresses. However, we shall abstain. !7e would havevoted for it but for the fact that in tlhe difficult, volaiile 

""d 
;;;1.. circumstances ofNorthern Ireland this could - how-ever wrongly - be interpret.d;;. endorsement ofoutside interference in the internal political "and 

constituti.ir".i .rr.l*- or " p..t oi m.United Kingdom.

DELoRozoY REPORT (Doc. r-1490lt3 'Economic prospects in the commu-nity'): ADOPTED

MOTIONS FOR RESOLUTIONS'INDUSTRIAL COOPERATION'

BEI\ZLBY (Doc. t-73184): ADOpTED
PIQUET (Doc. t-82l8a): REJECTED

voN BISMARCK REpoRT (Doc. 1-1493lt3 'State of convergence,): ADoprED
Mr Herman, deputy rapporteur, was:

- IN FAVOUR of Amendmenrs Nos 4 and 5;

- AGAINST Amendments Nos 2 and 3.

REPORT BY MR MOREAU (Doc. 1-1536/13 ,NCI): ADOpTED
The rapporteur was :

- IN FAVOUR of Amendment No t;
- AGAINST Amendment No 2.

ifiU$fSNI 
REFoRT (Doc. 1-1s0s/83 ,European automobile industq/):

The rapporteur was :

- IN FAVOUR of Amendments Nos l, 2,7 (lst part), g, 9 and 12;

- AGAINST Amendments Nos 3 to 6,7 (Znd part), l0 and ll.

Explanations of oote

Mr Alavanos (coM). - Fg To be sure, our country has little connecrion with the carindustry, which in Greece is confined to assembly *ork - and the ,.r.-bly of car bodiesat that' Nevertheless we cannot close our eyes to the fact that since o.ri 
"cc.ssion 

to the
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EEC the car industry in our country has undergone a severe crisis in the sector of car

body assembly. One firm after the other is closing down, other_ firms have turned from

productive ..iiniti.r to trading, and Biamax and Mercedes have abandoned their,plans for

an investment project which would employ 4 000 people. Thus we are particularly uneasy

with the point'of the Bon"ccini report which concerns the opening of the internal market

and the implementation of competition policy. On the contrary, the trade unions in our

country in ihe assembly car induitry sector are calling for State intervention and the crea-

tion of a public body in these sectors. Accordingly, we cannot vote in favour of the Bonac-

cini repoit despite the positive and interesting elements it contains'

Mr Baillot (COM), in writing. - (FR) Among the many very positive provisions_ we

drew attention to in our rpee.h, the resolution on the situation in the automobile

industry prompts us to express a broad reservation.

!7e believe that, contrary to what is stated in paragraphs 38 and 39, it is not the technolog-

ical adaptations that thieaten employment bu! on the contrary, the refusal to invest for

modernlzation and for the training of the workers. \7e are going through this experience

in France at the moment.

Moreover, whereas the question of the reduction of working time is on the agenda, and at

a time when the German metal workers are on strike to obtain a 35-hour working week,

the French Communists and Allies regret that the Committee on Economic and Mone-

tary Affairs did not find it necessary to refer to this matter.

In view of this reservation and the amendments which have been adopted, we shall

abstain from voting on the resolution Presented by Mr Bonaccini'

LEONARDI REPORT (Doc. l-1477183 "Telecommunication') : ADOPTED

Mr Bonaccini, deputy raPPorteur' was :

- IN FAVOUR of Amendments Nos 3 to 7 and 9 to 12;

- AGAINST Amendments Nos 1, 2 and 8.

Explanation nf oote

Mr Alavanos (COM), in witing. - (GR) Telecommunications - both as regards

production and ihe provision of services - is a critical issue for every country. \7e have

ihe following commints to make on the proposals by the Committee on Economic and

Monetary Affairs:

Firstly, the proposals are mainly geared to the productive structure and needs of those

EEC'countries which already have an appropriate industrial base'

Secondly,'a common policy in the field of telecommunications could have very severe

repercussions on the eiirting forms of cooperation between Greece and non-EEC coun-

tries. A similar hazard existi in connection wih the question of 'standards'.

Thirdly, the joint research Programmes - as in other sectors - are mainly exploited by

the developei industrial cout tii.t and a few large firms in the Community. On the- whole

we do not think that this report responds to the specific needs of our country and for this

reason we shall abstain.

NORDMANN REPORT (Doc. 1-1494lE3 'Textile and clothing industries'):

ADOPTED

The rapporteur was :

- IN FAVOUR of Amendments Nos I and 5 to 8;

- AGAINST Amendmeirts Nos 2, 4 and 9.
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Explanations of oote

Mr Kellett-Bowman (ED).- I claim on this subject a special interest in that I come
from East Lancashire. Now the difficulties in the textile ani clothing industry are wide-
spread in that they affect every Member State; but within those Mem6er States the textile
industry tends to be concentrated - and Lancashire East is just such a place. It is inter-
esting to note where the amendments to this report come fiom. Mr Nordmann's report
lPPears to get the facts of the situation right. In fact, I know from my experience, because
I met him in Lancashire, that he has travelled widely in order to gei those facts. But the
last part of paragraph 8, which virtually calls for the end of the MfA - the Mutlifibre
Arrangement - did not seem in character with the whole report. So, as Amendment No
3, by Mr Giavazzi, was carried, I am quite happy now to support the repon.

Mr Kirkos (coM), in writing. - (GR) Mr Nordmann's report gets to the heart of the
problem of the European textile and clothing industries.

There is a need for restructuring- an{ integration of the industry with a view to realizing
all.stages of production within the Community. The textile and clothing sector - aftei
going through a severe crisis in the 1970s in which I 200 000 jobs were-lost - has now
eltgled a new_ phase, in which flourishing industrial units exisi side by side with others
which.are in danger of closing down as a result of tough competition irom Third World
countries and from the new industrial countries. It is lfuely that the present restructuring
measures will have negative repercussions and that they wiil particulaily hit the industriei
of the poor Community areas which cannot make the invesiments n...tr..y in order to
su-rvive.-Thus it is imperative that the Community intervene in countries ru.h .r Greece,
where the textile and clothing sector is important for the economy in order to ensure tha;
restructuring takes place without loss of jobs. The experience gained from the crisis which
hit the other Community countries and which is biginning io hit the Greek textile and
clothing industry is sufficient reason for us to take steps tolvoid the emergence of these
problems and to ensure that they do not assume the same dimensions in dreece as well.

We think that the Community, with a view to encouraging the integrated restructuring of
European industry should_ restrict imports from the new industrial countries and [ivebattle via the international organizations with a view to increasing exports from Tf,ird
\UTorld countries and to concluding agreements with a view to betier pinetration of the
US and Japanese markets, which today are almost completely closed.

In our view, one essential aspect of restructuring is passive integration, i.e. exportation for
intermediate^processing (facon).!7e believe that the possibillties this procedure offers
within the Community must be exploited before we have recourse to third countries.

Further points which we consider essential are the proposals for initiatives by the Commu-
nity in the field of research, the dissemination of innovations, planning and the retraining
of work-ers so that they can acquire new skills which are .rsentirl if rJstructuring is to bi
successful.

\Uflithout ignoring^ the- problems of the sector and wishing to contribute to solving the
problems of the Greek textile and clothing industry within the Community, we will vote
in favour of this report, bearing in mind thi comments which it was my honour to formu-
late.

THEOBALD-PAOLI REPORT (Doc. t-1492t83'shipbuilding industry'):
ADOPTED

The rapporteur was :

- IN FAVOUR of Amendments Nos 2 9 to 12, Z}lrev., 25 and 2g;

- AGAINST Amendments Nos, 3, 4,7,8, 13 to 16, lB, tg 21, 22 and, 29.
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Mr Adamou (coM). - (GR)Mrs Th6obald-Paoli's rePort on the shipbuilding industry

.oit irr a series of positive elements such as the withdrawat of old ships which constitute

;;;;l;;,h. ii"[r ot their crews and pollute the seas, th9_qpnqonnations for research

"nd 
p?oauctirity increases, etc. As regards'the Greek shipbuilding industry we would-like

," .ipi.rir. the maior crisis it is ficing, because 95o/i of. the Greek orders come from

abro"d'and the workforce in the shipyatli h"s dropped by 50Y9. This is due not only to

""i.ra.a 
technology but also to the iEC's policy, whose subsidies are mainly channelled

io the Urrited Kinidom and the Federal Rip,biic of Germany, with the result that the

iifp, "* ,.p"ir.a i"n tt .i, shipyards and th.at'Greece is losing its traditional clientele. And

vet Greece has advantages in'tire shipbuilding field both as regards its geographical posi-

il;;il.i.onJi,ionr. In our view thinBC should subiidize research, repairs and

it. ait-*tfing of ships in Greece as well. Its small shipyards deserve assistance, as they

plav a special role in regional development, with a view io tackling the present-crisis and

ill;.-ri"g-;ili-pi.*"aiti"ns for industrial development in a go.ntty whose links with

rfrippirg ind the shipbuilding industry date back thousands of years'

As this report does not reflect our opinions 
-a1d 

as our amendments have been rejected'

*., ,ti. diputies of the Communist Party of Greece, will vote against the motion for a

resolution.

FRANZ REPORT (Doc. t-1527/t3 'Mschine tool industry): ADOPTED

Mr Ingo Friedrich, deputy raPPorteur' was :

- IN FAVOUR of Amendments Nos 7 and 8;

- AGAINST Amendments Nos I to 6'

ExPlanation of uote

Mrs Le Roux (coMl, in writing. - (FR) If what is at stake in the industrial struggle is

i i.* ryp. of irod,rcioi *i,t n'.* technologies, it should follow that the machine-tool

branch should be in the middle of a boom'

Vhyistheoppositetrue,Iwouldliketoasktheindustrialists?

How can this crisis be explained if we refuse to take into account:

- the criteria of financial profitability and accumulation of capital which work against

productive investment'

- the absence of modernization, or worse, destruction of numerous productive activities

which are the outlets for the machine-tool industry,

- the absence of a strategy for regaining the domestic market" etc'

\7e approve of the parts of the report dealing with development of research, training and

technical cooPeration.

However, basically, the solution cannot be the development of sectoral industrial activities

in which machine tools are used.

Beyondtha|weareofferedthe.eternal'principlesofthemarketeconomy.

under these circumstances, we cannot vote for Mr Franz's Report.
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MOTIONS FOR RESOLUTIONS'EUROPEAN COUNCIL'

- SCRMNBR (Doc. t-7U84): ADOpTED

- BARBI (Doc. 1-93184): ADOpTED
'- COIVIMITTIE oN AGRICULTURE (Doc. t-94/84lcorr): ADoprED

- DE tA lr,lALENE (Doc. t-e9/8\: REJECTED

- SPINELLI (Doc. t-tltl$4lCon): ADOpTBD

- ARNDT (Doc. t-102l84): ADOpTED

- SPENCER (Doc. t-103/84): ADOpTED

Explanations of uote

Mr Spencer (ED). - I merely make, an explanation of vote to point out that the resolu-
tion standing jn gy namg and that of Mr siinelri, Lord HarmariNicho[s and . ,.ri.l or
other people is different in quality and target from the rest of these motions. It reminds
the Council of the statements they made at-Stuttgart to the effect that they would .onrutt
this Parliament about the nomination of the neit President of the Commission. I there-
fore ask Members to read the resolution that is in front of them and trope that it wiit
command the absolute ryPPgrt of all the Members of this House. It has no direct rele-
vance to the summit which has just taken place.

I accept the Croux amendments absolutely.

sir Henry Pl_umb (BDI, in writing. - In my speech yesterday, I set out what I took to
be the ask of the Parliament to cont ibute wiraf it coid to uiirg .Cor, . settlement ofthe communi.ty'.s present probrems. In particurar , I wamed againsi,..iing scapegoats f;;the.community's problems, especially-when these ,."p.goit b; il. brunt of these
problems.

I am sorry that certain other groups have not shared my desire to keep the temperature
foy. In particular, the motion foi a resolution of the'Gaullist and Slcialist Gioups isinflammatory and provocative. My group naturally regets th. failrr.-of the Euffian
Council last week to reach agreement, but it cannot a-ccept that the fault lay with'onl-y
one government.

Ve shall therefore vote against those motions which seem to us incompatible with the
solidarity and goodwill which should characterize a communiry ,r.h-", ourr.

VARNER REPORT iDoc. r-r542lE3 'Global financial

The rapporteur was:

- IN PAVOUR of Amendments Nos 1,7 to 2l and 24;

- AGAINST Amendments Nos 4, S and 25 to 27.

insabiliqy'): ADOPTED

KAzAzls REPORT (Doc. r-1530/E3'Integreted Mediterraneon programmes,) :ADOPTED

The rapporteur was :

- IN FAVOUR of Amendments Nos I to79,102 to 105, 107, l0g, ul and ll7 to 120;

- AGAINST Amendments Nos g0, gr, g3 to gg, gl to r0r, 106, l14, l15, r2r, r22 and,
124.
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ExPlanations of oote

Mr Kellett-Bowman (ED). - I am not a member of the Committee on R.g'o1r1l

i;Jf.v.iJn.gion.f ff*ning. They have been considering this- matter for years, and.if

i;1;"4; thZ number of imendments which the committee has put to the Commis-

lion,s document you will see that there was no meeting of minds there.

Now, look at the resolution. No consideration from the 
-raPPorteur 

for the opinions of

othei committees. Vhat sort of parliament are we if we do not take on board important

recommendations from the Committee on Agriculture and from the Committee on

brag* e But the main reason why I am agailsi this - and there would be no point in

say-if! tnis after the vote - is that I a* in f.uort of enlargement. If we go- on passing

;f,,,.; iik; this before the House, we may prevent enlargement, *9 fty delay enlarge-

liJnt, 
"na 

we might prolong the introductory period of members ioining the Commu-

nity.

Mr Kezazis (PPE), rapl,orteun - (GR)Mr Presiden! I reget -that 
I have.to dfsagr.ee

with Mr Kellett nowmarrl The motion foi a resolution comprises all the committees' opin-

ioir, .*..pt for the Committee on Agriculture, whose- opinion was submitted after

;;;"r;i "ithe 
motion by the Committei on Regional Policy and Regional Planning and

so could not be includi eff the other committies' opinions were taken into considera-

tion and are included in the motion for a resolution'

Mr Bournias (PPE), in writing, - (GR) My vote in favour of the integated Itdediterra-

nean programmes expresses my- deep satisfaction ,rs a representative of a Mediterranean

.orntil, ,iot only beiause - "ib.it 
iomewhat longstanding - a long.-standing-decision

*ti"h'*itt abolish blatant inequalities in the Community is now taking on-flesh and

bone, but also because of three other reasons: Firstly, becarj: th.. rePort on this funda-

mental issue was entrusted to the Greek European MP Mr Y*zazis, who belongs to the

N.* D.rno.racy Party and who presented an oLiective account of the necessary solutions'

Secondly, because the New Democracy Party has always believed- that the accession of

Greece to the common market is in tfie medium and long-term inter€sts of the Ten as

well.

Thirdly, because the rapid implementation of the new system will facilitate the entry of

a;;i; fu i;rtugal on ihe b"ris of the timetable we have settled on, a fact of maior polit-

iial significance for Europe and the free world'

Mr Efrimidis (COM), in writing. - (GR) Ve shall vote in favour of the report by the

Co-.itt . on itegion"l Policy aid Regional Planning. However in explaining. our posi-

tive stand, *. *oild like to make it {uite clear that our suPPort is confined to those

points whlch concern the funding of thi integrated Mediterranean Programmes-and. their

if.ini.g and implementation as-the nation.ibodi.r think fit. This is true to the line of

ih. Cofrrnunist i,arty of Greece : it is fighting to restrict the negative consequences.of

Greek accession as much as possible andlts ultimate aim is withdrawal' From this point

of view we do not agree with the logic of the commission's proposal for a regulation,

which, within the .oit.*t of the more-general Community aims, has the following objec-

tives :

- to directly serve electoral interests,

- in the medium term, to disorient and weaken the protests, reactions and indeed the

outbursts of social and political discontent - as *ai said by previous speakers - of

the workers in the less-developed Mediterranean areas'
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- to PrePare the entry of Spain and Portugal and to distract attention from the very
severe problems which this will engender,

- to maintain and expand the profitable dealings with the countries which are bound to
the Community by preferential agreements,

- finally, to Promote economic and political integration under the yoke of the multina-
tional monopolies, and indeed under the pretext that the economies are converging
and the inequalities are being reduced.

The.price Greece will n-ay for the integrated Mediterranean programmes, if and when they
are implemented, will be:

- complete- distortion of everphing the memorandum stands for, which according to
the Greek Government expresses the special nature of the Greek problems.

The responsibilities of the Greek Govemment are growing now that it has abandoned its
demand for national development planning thus bowing to the large-scale interests which
dominate the scene and which will also benefit from the iniegrated Mediterranean
Programmes.

M1s Eylng (DEP)r in writing. - In supporting the Kazazis repor! I supporr the prin-
ciple of increased Community support for structurally weak, peripheral arias and islands.

fhe -Eu1o_pe-an 
Parliament supported my case for the agricultural development programme

for the Highlands and Islands, and it is only befitting that I should srpport mylrench,
Greek and Italian colleagues in the same way.

I-n vgting against Mr Hutton's amendments, I wish to register my protest about the way
the Conservatives have blocked any progress on the agricultural divilopment programme.

Their vote against a tudgetary transfer is absurd, particularly in view of the present
confrontation on the UK's contribution to the EEC budget.

In my opinion, the only significant budgetary injustice in the EEC is one which exists
within the UK itself. It is an internal problem - that of Scottish oil.

My vote for the Mediterranean programmes is a vote for the ADP, and it is a vote for juste
retour lor Scotland from London.

Mr Gontikas (PPE), in wry1ing. 7 @R)l will vote for the report because this is the way
to ensure the Sreatest possible reduction of the imbalances between the regions - imbai-
ances which are most frequently encountered in the less-developed areas of the Mediterra-
nean.

However, I consider it imperative and essential that the sums which contribute to
supporting the incomes of Community farmers be raised. I also consider it essential to
stress the importance for my country of clearly dissociating the implementation of the
integrated Mediterranean programmes from the structural fund programmes and the need
to earmark additional resources in the budget over and above the structural fund
resources, whose budgets, as the commission proposes, should be doubled by 1990.

Mr Papaefstratiou (PPE), in writing. - (GR) I warmly support the approval of the inte-
grated Mediterranean programmes, because we can all sii the obvious disadvantages
which characterize the Mediterranean areas of the EEC and which are the result-of
geophysical, structural and administrative weaknesses.

The Commission has investigated this issue in depth and it is to its credit that it has
taken the initiative to tackle the serious problem of the convergence of the Member State
economies with a view to encouraging the balanced development of all areas in the EEC.
The Parliament's Committee on Regional Development has presented its analytical report
after 

-a 
long and detailed study. The basic obiectivls of the Mlditerranean programmes are

as follows:
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(a) to raise the income of the population of the Mediterranean areas,

(b) to improve the employment situation,

(c) to improve living conditions.

The measures concern the primary sector (agriculture, fisheries, etc.), but also other
sectors, and they will allow the inhabitants of these areas to narrow the gap which separ-
ates them from the other Europeans by raising their incomes with the aid of urgent struc-
tural programmes. The New Democracy Party, which succeeded in bringing Greece into
the EEC, supports the intensification of the Community's endeavours to realize the inte-
grated Mediterranean programmes. These programmes will take the form of repayments
for expenditure incurred by the Member States, such as Greece, but also that of direct
financial contributions to the realization of productive investments.

In accordance with the Commission's proposal, Greece will regularly receive a sum of
2 530 000 ECU over a six-year period, i.e. approximately DR 230 000 million. However,
Greece will benefit not only from the point of view of public finance and foreign
exchange earnings. I7ith correct planning and rapid absorption on the part of the Greek
State, we will succeed in large measure in bringing about the necessary restructuring of
the Greek economy.

Mrs Pery (S), in writing. - (FR) I shall vote with conviction for Mr Kazazis' report like
the very large majority of the Socialist Group. I am the elected member of a region, Aqui-
taine, which will be able to benefit from the integrated programmes and thus be in a

stronger position to resist the partly negative consequences of Spain's accession. Agricul-
ture, fisheries, as well as tourism, crafts and the SMUs will find it easier to prepare for
enlargement.

These integrated programmes should allow the balance to be restored between the regions
of Southern and Northern Europe, and thus be of benefit to Spain in the future in
helping her to improve the social and economic fabric of the coastal areas affected by the
rules which had to be incorporated in the common fisheries poliry.

The Socialists are absolutely in favour of the method which has been chosen, which takes
account of the overall aspects of regional development and tries to improve the efficiency
of Community measures by coordinating the three structural funds and improving the
coordination of Community, national and regional aid.

This overall approach should be generalized in a second phase and be applied o all the
regions of Europe which are at a disadvantage or undergoing a grave economic crisis
requiring large-scale reconversion. The whole set of administrative procedures should be

simplified to allow regional and local initiatives to be implemented more easily.

Mr Protopapadakis (PPE), in witing, - (GR) I will vote for the proposal concerning
the Mediterranean prograrnmes, because this text expresses the will of the European
Community to develop the Mediterranean countries of the Community. However, the
final battle for implementing the Mediterranean programmes will be given with the
approval of the 1985 budget, when the relevant appropriations will have to be entered,
and this battle will be given each year when these appropriations are earmarked for the
budget of the following yeat.

Thus, the national govemments have a serious responsibility in that they must tackle the
issue correctly in order to obtain the necessary appropriations each year. This is some-
thing that the Pasok government should bear in mind during the brief period in which it
will remain in power, because up to now its ineffectual activities have meant that Greece
has lost many opportunities.

Mr Vgenopoulos (S). - (GR) I am glad to see that the results of the vote on the amend-
ments did not distort the excellent report by our colleague Mr Kazazis.
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All that remains for us to do is to vote in favour of the motion for a resolution with the
greatest possible majoriry thus exercising pressure on the Council to take an early deci-
sion concerning the implementation of the integrated Mediterranean programmes as of I
January 1985, something we also called for in the resolution of the Socialiit Group on the
Summit Conference, so that the Mediterranean areas - and particularly the agricultural
sectors in these areas - will be able to cope normally with the accession of Spain and
Portugal scheduled for I January 1985.

The financing of the integrated Mediterranean programmes is not only a matter of justice
towards the neglected problematic areas of southern Europe, but must also be si.n .s
encouraging a general Communiry perspective for reheating the European economy. This
expenditure will be channelled into development programmes, whoie aim is to ieduce
unemployment and to raise the incomes of the inhabiants of the disadvantaged areas in
the Community. That is to say, these are wholly productive investments.

It has repeatedly been said in this chamber - and it is certainly the opinion of most
economists - that the stagnation of the international economy is due io the reduced
purchasing power of the Third World and that if we could reactivate the demand for
industrial products in these countries recovery would be easier.

I7hy, then, should we not initiate the recovery by raising the low incomes of the inhabi-
tants of our own European Mediterranean areas with th1 aid of productive investments,
seeing that it is certain that the increased purchasing power will invigorate demand, thus
leading to the recovery of the entire European economy ? -

For this reason the integrated Mediterranean programmes should not be seen from the
naffow perspective of aid to particular areas of the Community, but rather as an essential
prerequisite for the conv€tgence of the economies of the various areas, something which
will benefit the entire European Community.
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ANNEX II

Questions to the Council

Question No 11, by lWr Lalor (H-612/83)

Subject: Agreement on new Regional Fund

ITill the Council indicate fully why it has been unable to reach a decision on the adoP-

tion of a new Regional Fund Regulation, 1 which is of vital importance to the regions

most in need of aid, particularly since discussions have been proceeding now for more

than a year, and will ii give the European Parliament a firm commitment to carry out its
responsibilities in this regard ?

Ansuer

On the basis of the proposal for a regulation on the amendment of the ERDF submitted

by the Commission on 29 October 1981, the Council made substantial progtess in the

first half of 1983 with regard, for example, to the coordination of regional policies,_experi-

mental programme financing, realization of the potential for internally generated develop-

ment and the implementation of integrated operations.

However, it was, amongpt other things, the failure to agree on the central issue of quotas

which prompted the European Council, at its meeting in Stuttgart, to request the Commis-

sion to'submit a report accompanied by proposals with a view to improving the efficiency

of the Community's structural funds.

An amended proposal for a regulation amending the ERDF was submitted by the

Commission on lti Nor.nber 1983. It includes the features already agreed on in the prev-

ious negotiations plus a number of new features.

The Council, which is just as anxious as the Honourable Members to achieve a better

regional policy for the Community, is fully aware of its responsibilities in this regard. It is
iritnis tiirit itr"t it is carefully considering the extent to which the new proposal can be

accepted. It will certainly keep the Parliament informed of developments through the

normal contacts between the rwo institutions.

Question No 28, b lV, Newton Dunn (H-775/83)

Subject: Article 431 of the 1984 budget

Having regard to the Tripartite Agreement concerning, new expenditure lines in the

budge[ hoi soon may we expect progress towards the earliest possible implementation of

Article 431 of the 1984 budget ?

Answer

It is not for the Council to provide information on the implementation of appropriations

entered in the Commission's budget'

I Oral question No H-323183, revised reply'
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(IN THE CHAIR: MR KLEPSCH

Vice'President

(Tlte sining was opcned. at 9 a,m)

l. Approaal of tbe trIinutes

President. - Since yesterday's Minutes are unusually

voluminous, it has only been possible uP to now' as

far as I am aware, to distribute them in five languages.

I therefore propose that we call for possible objections
at 10.50 a.m., and then decide on approval of yester-

day's Minutes.

(Parliament agreed to tbe proposa.ry

Mrs Maii-Weggen (PPEI. - (NL) Mr Presideng I
do not want to discuss this item. I want to raise

another point. Parliament's Bureau took a decision
yesterday on a dispute between the Committee on
Social Affairs and Employment and the Committee of
Inquiry into the Situation of Vomen in Europe over
the question of competence. The subject of the

dispute is a report on the equal treatment of self-em-
ployed men and women. This report was already

being considered by the Committee on Social Affairs
and Employmen! and the Committee on Inquiry to
the Situation of \7omen in Europe asked to be

permitted to consider it as well. The Bureau ageed. I
ihould like the Assembly to decide on this, because

the report is already being discussed by the

Committee on Social Affain and Employment. The
report has already been submitted, a rapporteur has

been appointed, and a deadline has already been

agreed for the tabling of amendments. I think it is

wrong to transfer a rePort to another committee at

this stage, immediately before the elections, when the

various committees have very little time left- I must

point out that, if the Committee of Inquiry into the

Situation of Vomen in Europe - of which I have

always been a loyal supporter, but I think this is really
nonsensical - takes over this rePort, it will have to
set aside an additional meeting for the purpose' Mr
Presideng I think that is going a little too far. So far

all reports on equal treatment have been considered

by thi Committee on Social Affairs and Employment,
and I call on the Assembly to agree that things should

be left as they are.

President. - It is right and ProPer that the Bureau

should have discussed this matter. In the normal way,

however, questions of this kind are not settled here in
the plenary. In the present case the disputed working
documents on which a position is to be adopted has

not yet reached Parliament. As there is absolutely no

problem here, I would therefore ask you to submit
your observations to the President in writing. If it
proves necessary to have the matter discussed in
plenary, this could take place at the next session when
the document on which a position is to be taken has

reached us. I would ask you not to start a debate on
the question now since this might lead to arguments
and only burden this morning's proceedings.

Should opinions differ, the President will put them to
the plenary when we have the Commission's requesL

Mrs Maii-Veggen (PPE). - (NL) Mr President, it is

still not clear which committee should continue the
work on this report. We have only one committee
meeting left, and we do not now know where we

stand. The Bureau has taken a decision even though
there has not been a formal referral. I do not therefore
see why Parliament cannot correct a decision of this
kind. At the moment, neither committee knows
where it stands, neither the Committee of Inquiry
into the Situation of Women in Europe nor the
Committee on Social Affairs and Employmenl I there-
fore think that it would be helpful if Parliament
decided.

President. - I repeat what I have just attemPted to
explain : once we have received the Commission's
request, it will come before the plenary here. The Pres-

ident will then propose which committee should be

the committee responsible and which committee
should be asked for its opinion. If there are any differ-
ences of opinion on this, the plenary could then
decide otherwise. That is the normal procedure.

Mr Papoefstratiou (PPE). - (GR) Cbairman of tbe

Committee on Social Affairs and Employmeflt. Mr
Presideng you are right to say that we should wait for
the Commission's official document. But what we

would like to clarify at this time, is that the final deci-
sion will be taken by the House as a whole, not by the
President. The Presidency reached a provisional deci-
sion, but the final decision belongs to the whole
House, and it must be taken on the first day of the
next full assembly, because there is now not enough
time for this report to be voted upon by the
Committee on Social Affairs.

(Parliament approoed tbis procedure)

2. Votesl

ROBERTS REPORT (Doc. l-1528183:
PARENTAL LEAVE)

Proposal for directioe - At tbe end of Article I :
after tbe t)ote on Amendment No 4

Mrs Phlix (PPE). - (NL) Amendment No 19, which
was tabled by the Committee on Inquiry into the Situ-
ation of Vomen in Europe and which we have

adopted, goes much further than amendment No 4-1 Verification of credentials - Petitions - Documents

received - Texts of Treaties forwarded by the Council -
Procedure without report (Rule 99): see Minutes. I See Annex.
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I thought at fint there was some duplication here, but
provided the two amendments do not conflict, there is
no problem.

President - Mrs Phlif Amendment No 4 was only
an addition. That was the basis on which we voted.

(Artich 4 - Paragrapb I : Before tbc ootc on Amend-
ment No 20)

Mrs Phlix (PPB). - (NL) I believe this is an addi-
tion which is in fact worthwhile provided it concerns
a right that is granted only to those who look after the
child. I think this is an addition of substance, and I
would appreciate it if it was put to the vote.

After ad.option of Amcndmcnt No 20.

Mr Chanterie (PPE). - (NI) I am sorry, but I must
protest against the advice Dame Shelagh Roberts has
given on amendment No 50. She said it is contradic-
tory. That is not true. The employee is given permis-
sion to.stay away from work.

Prcsident. - Mr Chanterie, I would ask you to make
that point in a statement after the vote. Ve voted on
this matter a long time ago - it is not something to
be decided now.

PEDINI REPORT (Doc. 1-148U83/REV.: JRC)

Mr Gautier (S). - (DE) ls you will be aware, there
was some disagreement last night as to the basis for
discussion on which we are now to vote. As I under-
stood it last night, the Commission wished to make a
statement this morning on whether the document we
are voting on is still the basis for discussion.

Mr Tngendhst, Yice-Prcsidcnt of tbe Commission

- Mr Presiden! the Commission's position was not
so much that it wished to make a statement as that if
Mr Gautier reverted to the issue - as he,has done -then I was briefed to make a statement. I was not, of
course, here last night during the incidents to which
he referred, but I understand that the atmosphere
became a littlg heated.

Mr Presideng Mr Gautier raised a number of ques-
tions. He wanted to know, first of all, whether there is
a Commission proposal with reference to COM(83)
377 of 20 June 1983. The answer to that is : No. He
wanted to know if there is a Council decision on the
subject. The answer to that is : No. Then, in the frame-
work of the decision within the Council, the original
Board of Governors consisted of 2l members. That
has now been split into two bodies: the Board of
Governors, which hes l l members, and the Scientific
Council, which also has 11 members. Mr Gautier will
immediately grasp that that adds up to 22 whereas the
previous number was 21. The increase of one is
accounted for by the need to have a different presi-
dent for each of the two bodies. Then he wanted to

know why this had been done, I think, and the names
of the people.

Mr Gautier (S). - Mr Tugendha! to make it clear.
You just mentioned that there is no different proposal
by the Commission or the Council. Now you explain
the differences. I would just like to know who has
decided to split it up between a supervisory board and
a board of govemors. Is that not a fairly simple ques-
tion ?

Mr von der Vring (S). - (DE) W Presideng since
this matter has come up, we could vote on it now.
The position is clear: politically, the original proposal
is defunct but legally it still exists and Parliament does
not wish to delay matters.

Mr Tngendhat, Vicc-Presidcnt of tbe Commissio*

- Mr President it will be immediately apparent to
you that this is not a subject with which I feel very
much at home. Nonetheless, I am informed that the
arrangements which I have iust described are a joint
proposal by the Commission and the Council. The
decision can, of course, only be taken after Parliament
has given its opinion. It seemed desirable to the
Commission that Parliament should know what the
Commission's proposal was, i.e., for a Board of Gover-
nors of 1l members and for a Scientific Council with
11 memberg with different individuals as presidents
of each, hence the total of 22 members rather than of
21. So the draft agreement between the Commission
a4d the Council, is, we think, coherent with the resolu-
tion presented for a vote by the European Parliameng
which has iust been demanded. I hope that that will
be a satisfactory answer.

Mr Puruis (ED). - Mr President, Mr Presiden! we
are in fact, being asked to grve our opinion on a prop-
osal which now appears to be very substantially
changed in its essence. !7e have been considering in
the committee and are now being asked to give our
opinion on an organization, the JRC Board of Gover-
nors, about which there has been much controversy
and of which we understood there was to be a board
of 2l members, l0 scientific people, l0 representa-
tives of the Member States and one independent or
Commission chairman. Now we hear that there is a
completely new proposal for two separate boards, of
Member States' representatives on the one hand and
scientists on the other, with two chairmen, we do not
know what their functions are or who will make the
final decisions in any management of the Board of
Govemors. I would, therefore, maintain that there is a
different proposal somewhere and we should withdraw
this opinion until we have time to consider this new
proposal.

Mr Seligman (ED). - In the absence of Mn Valz, I
represent the committee and I would propose, there-
fore, that we vote on the amendments and then
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invoke Rule 36, on the understanding that Mr
Davignon will come to the next plenary sitting in two
weeks' time, will hold a special meeting of the
Committee on Energy and Research to discuss with
him the changes and see if'we can recommend some
solution.

President. - If I have understood Mr Seligman
correctly, he proposes that we should vote on the prop-
osal for a decision regardless of the background to the
situation, but that we should then defer the vote on
the motion for a resolution until the April part-ses-
sion. In the meantime the Energy Committee will
discuss the changes with Mr Davignon as the Commis-
sion representative, after which we shall have the
matter looked at again.

Mr Lange (Sl, Cbairman of tbe Committec on
Budgets. - (DE) Mr Vice-President of the Commis-
sion, you have just said that the essence of what the
Council agreed with the Commission remains
unchanged. As I understand it, however, this is not
quite correct. The Council discussions included a

matter which affects the budget, namely the fact that
these two unusual bodies are to be given powers to
transfer appropriations within the budget and within
the funds of the Joint Research Centre. This did not
appear in the original proposal and needs to be consid-
ered on its particular merits. Otherwise, to avoid this
situation, we - the Committee on Budgets - would
have dealt with it in our opinion for the committee
responsible. Your statement, Mr Tugendhag would
therefore seem to me not entirely correct. I am sure
there was no deliberate intention on your part to
mislead Parliament but that certain thingp have
happened without some Commissioners being
informed.

Although my original intention was different, I now
find myself in agreement with Mr Seligman that we
should, agee to refer the matter back to the
committee and postpone the final decision until the
April part-session. The committee responsible would
then also have an opportunity of considering the
matters I have raised. The Commission should help us
to clarify this matter to the satisfaction of all
concemed.

Mrs Gaiotti De Biase (PPE). - (17) Mr President,
in last night's debate, which I followed with close
attention, the same problem was raised. The rappor-
teur, Mr Pedini, who is absent this morning, pointed
out the need for a vote by Parliament in the context
of this uncertain situation.

I feel therefore that the House, and in particular those
Members who were not present at last night's debate,
should be aware that the rapporteur is in favour of a

vote on this report.

Aftcr the aote on tbe proposal for decision IL

Mr von der Vring (S). - (DE)W President, I would
like to support-+his decision. Ve should make

ourselves quite clear to the Commission so that they
are aware of our attitude.

It is understandable after so long that both the
Commission and Council should have changed their
mind. But Parliament must not be duped and we have
every right to expect the Commissioner to keep the
committee informed so that we can react to the
changed situation and vote on it. If we are told that
the basis for discussion has been altered, but are then
told by the Commission that the document is still
valid, then we shall, in future, insist on this procedure.

(Parlianrent adopted tbe reqaest for application of
'Rule 36 submitud by lllr Seligman)

Mr Moreland (ED). - Mr President, you said that
this would be on the agenda for the next part-session.
Obviously, the Committee on Energy and Research
will not actually meet before then, and therefore I
would suggest that it ought to be later in the week.

President. In my proposal I was merely
complying with the wishes of the Committee on
Energ;y, Research and Technology. lf there are any
problems the Bureau will fix the earliest possible date
that is acceptable.

3. Approoal of tbe iWinutes (continuation)

President. - The Minutes have since been distri-
buted in all the languages.

fue there any objections ?

Mr von der Vring (S). - @E) \"he minutes may
well be somewhere outside in a pigeon hole, but I
have not received my copy in the Chamber. I am
therefore not able to vote.

President. - Th.y are of coutse never distributed in
the Chamber.

Mr von der Vring (S). - (DE) W Presideng
perhaps you are not as familiar with the routine as I
am, but the.minutes are alwaln distributed here every
morning.

President. - I would ask you to be so kind as to
obtain a copy outside. It is so voluminous - I can
show you - that it is rather difficult to have a lot of
them brought in.

(Parliament approoed tbe lWinutes)

4. Broad.cast cotnmunication in tbe EEC
(continuation)

President. - The next item is the continuation of
the joint debate on the reports (Doc. l-1523183) by Mr
Hutton and (Doc. l-1541183) by Mr fufd, on broadcast
communication in the EEC. I

I See previous day's debates.
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Mr Von Rompuy (PPE), draftsmcn of an opinion

for tbe Committee on Ennomic and llonetary
Affairs. - (NL) Mr President, the Hutton report
prompts the Committee on Economic and Monetary
Affairs, for which I have drawn up an opinion, to
express concern about the effects rapid technological
development in the telecommmunications sector is
having on the European economy as a whole.

The report on the Albert and Ball report has already
pointed out this week how dependent Europe has

become in the telecommunications sector. For
example, nine out of ten of the video cassettes sold in
the European Community are imported, and where
satellites are concerned, Europe is completely out of
touch.

In this connection, the Committee on Economic and
Monetary Affain has a number of recommendations
to make.

Firstly, European standards for telecommunications
products must be established as a matter of urgency.
They must also be aligned with the intemational
standards because our competitive position will
remain weak if European products do not comply
with the standards usually applied abroad. Bor
example, the fact that video equipment made in
Europe does not comply with normal Japanese stand-
ar& is the cause of the European industry's weak
competitive position. The Gommission should there-
fore take initiatives as a matter of urgency to bring
about standardization and to ensure that European
products conform to the usual foreign standards.
Failing this, our markets will continue to be flooded
with foreign products.

Secondly, the Ariane research programme must be
continued, and in the medium term we must safe-
guard Europe's competitiveness and independence by
developing a heavy launcher, which is absolutely essen-

tial for launching new satellites.

Thirdln there is an urgent need for industrial coopera-
tion in the satellite market. The Commission should
also be playing a coordinating role here.

Fourthly, an agreement should be reached as soon as

possible on a European code to Sovem television
broadcasts by satellite, and we must ensure that the
agreement reached on the C-MAC-PACKETS, which
must progressively replace the existing PAL and
SECAM code systems, are signed by all the Member
States without delay.

Fifthly, the Commission must do something about a

transfrontier arranSement for CB.

In the next few years new developments in these
sectors will bring radical changes throughout society.
They will be important not only for employment but
also generally for social life, information, even our
safety, educational opportunities and so on. !7e must
not miss the boat here. In this repect I feel the

Hutton report is something of a missed opportunity.
It is more of a catalogue than a deliberate policy
instrumeng and this subject is worthy of a closer exam-
ination.

Mr Viehoff (S). - (NL) Mr Presideng the fact that
these two reports are on today's agenda is a good
example of how things should not be done. Last year
we had Mr Hahn's report on radio and television in
the Community, then the Commission's interim
report on the same subject appeared, and now we have
reports by Mr Arfi and Mr Hutton.

Mr Hutton's report should primarily have concemed
the Socialists' motion for a resolution on the threat to
the diversity of opinion as a result of the commerciali-
zation and exploitation of the new media. I would
point out that the motion for a resolution was tabled
in 1980, and it is now 1984. In 1980 we were already
expressing concern about the rapid development of
the new media. Now, in 1984, resolutions on Citizens'
Band radio, local radio stations, television advertising
in the Member States and the newsfilm agency have

been added to Mr Hutton's report. These resolutions
date back to 1981 and 1982.

Firstly, we do not think it is right that the resolution
on the threat which the new media represent to the
expression of opinion should have been left on the
shelf so long. Secondly, we are in an impossible sinra-
tion because we have one report dealing with matters
that are completely unrelated. My group is opposed to
the fint part of the resolution, where Mr Hutton pays
little heed to the concern about the free expression of
opinion and in fact leaves the new media to the
commercial world. On the other hand, we fully
endorse the second paft of the resolution, which
concenrs Citizens' Band radio. Should we now vote
against the resolution because we do not like the first
part and so run the risk of seeing the rest of resolu-
tion, with which we agree, also rejected, or should we
abstain and so run the risk of seeing the first part
adopted, including the statement that the European
Parliament wants the new media left to the commer-
cial world ?

Mr President, whatever the outcome of the vote, my
group wishes to make it very clear that it is opposed
to the first parg and particularly Recitals E, F, G and
H, and that it will certainly support the amendments
tabled by Mrs Gaiotti de Biase.

I7e hope that this Parliament will organize its activi-
ties better in future and that resolutions tabled as long
ago as 1980 will not be left until they are out of date
and the new media are already in the hands of the
wrong people as we see it. This gives us the feeling
that it is too late to express our concem about this.
Ve feel that the free expression of opinion and the
diversity of opinion are extremely delicate matters,
and we should like to see them protected everywhere.
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Mr Hahn (PPE). - (DE) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen ! The business before us today is Mr Arfd's
report. This report brings together all the initiatives in
the field of television during this legislative period
and attempts once again to persuade the Council to
pursue a European media policy at long las! rather
than simply a national media policy for each Member
State. I should particularly like to thank Mr ArId for
taking account of all our initiatives. This report recog-
nizes Parliament's main problem, i.e. that the people
of Europe are scarcely aware of our work and many of
the excellent initiatives originating in Parliament -
we are, after all in the forefront of the battle for Euro-
pean unity - never reach the public so that we meet,
for all practical purposes, behind closed doors.

The new media, the breakneck speed of progress, call
for a completely new media policy. This applies above
all to the direct broadcasting satellites, which will be

able to'reach a large part of Europe. It is no surprise
that the European Broadcasting Union is looking for
European solutions. It hopes that Parliament will give
a lead in this field, and that the Council will make a

sincere commitment.

As Mrs Viehoff has just said, the moving force behind
this report is the fact that, just two years ago we called
on the Council to introduce a European media poliry.
However, at the time we lacked the necessary back-
ground information and therefore called on the
Commission to submit a comprehensive report on the
media. The provisional report ol 1.7. 1983 is now
available, for which we are duly grateful.

It is an excellent report and provides a basis for deci-
sion-making. But as yet there is.no legal basis for a

European media policy and this is to be created by
the Green Paper. The President of the Commission
has already informed the committee and it is now up
to the Commission to take a decision on this Green
Paper. \7e have asked the Commission to pass on the
Green Paper as soon as possible, with their views so

that we too can reach a decision. The Commission
fully supports the initiatives of the European Parlia-
ment and points out that a joint media poliry, should
it come about, would further cement European unity.
Above all, the general public would be more aware of
Europe if a European television service were available
in the Community languages. In the provisional
report the Commission also points out that time is

running short and that if Commission, Council and
Parliament do not act quickly, the opportunity will
have been lost to purely commercial alternatives,
which would not serve the cause of European unity.

There are a whole range of proposals which could
serve as the basis for a joint European media policy.
Above all, a European framework regulation is neces-

sary for both television and radio to ensure that the
media laws currently being drawn up in the different
countries are harmonized to a certain extent, in a

manner comparable to intemational traffic reg;ula-

tions, which do not impose restrictions, but neverthe-
less ensure a certain degee of overlap as regards basic
principles. In this case, these principles include protec-
tion of children and young people, safeguarding copy-
rights and also controls on advertising at the Euro-
pean level.

Our second demand is for a European television
service. As I have already pointed out, this could be a

crucially important contribution to a sense of Buro-
pean unity as it would bring the peoples of Europe
closer together. It is also very important that there
should be a common reception area for Europe. The
I7orld Administrative Radio Conference has withheld
its approval. ln 1977 Scandinavia gave its consent to
the Arab world, but refused it here. The Council and
the Commission must act, all the more urgently in
view of the launch in two years' time of the maior
European satellite ELSTAT which, at the moment, has

not been allocated a reception area" although it is to
transmit this European service.

As Mr van Rompuy has indicated, the unification of
broadcasting standards is essential. Nearly all the
members of the European Broadcasting Union have
decided on the new digital system ; only the French
and German ministers have not yet reached a deci-
sion. !7e call upon them to fall into line, as otherwise
it will not be possible to broadcast a European service
and open up the intemational market for the Euro-
pean broadcasting and electronics industries.

(Applause)

Mrs Ewing (DEP). - Mr President" I rise on behalf
of my group to support both the reports before us. I
am only going to pick out one or two points.

First of all, I endorse what Mr Hutton has to say in his
report about the importance of local radio. I speak as

A Member covering an enormous land mass which
alone is in fact half the size of Scotland and larger
than Belgium or Denmark. The use, advantages and
the popularity of lccal radio is one of the great success

stories of the last few years.

I would also like to say a word about a European
channel. I would be in favour of televising the doings
of this Parliament. I was always one who voted in
favour or televising the House of Commons, but
despite filing into the lobby many times on that
matter, we never succeeded. I do not know what they
are afraid of. I think it would do more than anything
else to stimulate the interest in Parliament of all the
people we are asking to turn out and vote in the elec-
tions for the Parliament.

Lastly, on Citizens' Band radio, I would really urge
that something be done to allow Citizens Band users

in the United Kingdom to talk to users in Europe,
because at the moment - I am not an expert on this

- they apparently cannot do that. I was recently in a
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fishing town where there is a great deal of unemploy-
ment - the town of Buckie - and was visited by a

great number of young people who have no jobs and
all this enforced leisure. One of the ways they are

using their leisure is with Citizens' Band They are

opening doors, they are contacting people and they
want very much to be able to speak to people in the
EEC. For some reason, which is a technical one, they
cannot do that at the moment.

I was asked to endorse the relevant part of the Hutton
report - paragraphs 3 to 6 - and to make an appeal
on behalf of these young people, and indeed many
housebound people and othen who are using this as

an excellent hobby.

Mr Schwencke (S). - (DE) Mr Presideng the Euro-
pean Parliament's problem is not a lack of political
influence or legislative powers, which are likely to
increase; it does suffer, however, from is lack of
representation in the media. The Arfd reporq as a

follow-up to the Hahn repog considers this problem
and also the fundamental legal and media policy
aspects of the growing use of cable slntems, which
will soon cover the whole of Europe. I[e Socialists
have no hesitation in recommending unanimous
support for Mr Arf6's motion for a resolution.

I would simply like to take up rwo of the points in
the report. Even if we wanted to, we could not influ-
ence the breakneck technological developments in
telecommunications, but we can adopt our legislative
and media policy accordingly: in the field of legisla-
tion, for example, by a convention, as the Council of
Europe suggested ten years ago, or by providing a

solid legal framework under Article 235 of the Treaty
of Rome. In the cultural sphere we should protect
against complete Americanization, a term I use advi-
sedly, by supporting our of,rn culture and by main-
taining the varied national and regional character of
this culture.

The major proposal in the report is for the creation of
a European fund to support television. The Arfi report
makes it clear that if individual States within the
Community act independently, these rwo political
goals will not be achieved. Ve can no longer tolerate
piecemeal national solutions to this problem. As Mr
Hahn has already pointed out, we need a European
solution. The motion for a resolution calls on the
Commission and Council to cooperate with the Euro-
pean Parliament to review the present national legisla-
tion and to ensure that the individual systems are coor-
dinated, for example that transmission time is allo-
cated fairly between national, European and other
programmes; secondly an anti-dumping policy for
cinematographic products is needed and thirdly a

system of self-regulation should be developed
governing the duration and nature of advertising. !7e
Socialists reiect total commercialization. Fourthly copy-
right laws and authors' righs must be respected and
finally, fifthly, compromise arrangements, where neces-

sary, must be worked out to achieye a balance between
public and private television companies, although we
Socialists of course prefer public corporations. In
conclusion I would like to mention the Canadian
system. In the light of the further development o[
cable nerworks, the Canadians set up a development
fund to protect their own culture and their economic
interests from the Americans. The Socialist Group, on
whose behalf I am speaking today, regards this as an
example that we could follow, given the growing role
of cable networls in our society. I7e call on the
Commission and the Council to present the promised
Green Paper as soon as possible so that the European
Parliament can continue to play its part in formu-
lating a telecommunications policy which is so impor-
tant for the Community.

IN THE CHAIR: MR LALOR

Vice-President

Mr Brok (PPE). - (DE) Mr Presiden! ladies and
gentlemen ! I would like to thank both rapporteurs,
Mr Arfi and Mr Hutton, and particularly Mr Hahn,
who could be called the founding father of the
concept of European television.

This is a field which is developing very rapidly and we
welcome the progress achieved with the Commis-
sion's provisional report and Parliament's initiatives. I
support Mr Schwencke's call for a speedy submission
of the Green Paper.

The rate of development in this field is not matched
by the speed with which national media politicians
are reacting to these new developments. The national
media politicians - including those in my own
country - are trying to apply the same criteria to
satellite television as to steam radio.

The problems involved in transfrontier broadcasting,
above all television, can only be dealt with on a Euro-
pean basis. The existing national legislation is no
longer sufficient. The protection of young people,
copyright and advertising must be regulated by the
Community, if they are not to be used to prevent
completely transfrontier television broadcasting. Theo-
retically, this is legally feasible and is in fact
happening in some countries.

Freedom of communication, in the spirit of the
Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe
can only be achieved with European legislation and a
general European system. This has practical implica-
tions. How, for example, is advertising to be regu-
lated ? I reject a complete lack of control on adver-
tising as suggested in the Hutton report. A more flex-
ible approach is required to allow some control of
advertising because self-regulation by the advertising
industry alone is not _errough. This can only be
achieved at Community level.
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The same applies to copyright ? A year ago in
Belgium a Godard film was broadcast on German tele-
vision, which can be received via cable in Belgium,
just as it was about to be shown in the Belgian
cinemas. The economic consequences demonstrate
that copyright laws must be adapted to cope with the
new technologies of satellite and cable television.

I attach particular importance to the creation of a
joint European television service which we need to
transform the European Community into a real
community of the people of Europe. As things stand,
the Governments of the Member States are able to
claim that the European Community bringp all sorts of
disadvantages. This would not be possible if there was
a European television service which could inform pe-
ople throughout the Community. No national govem-
ment could then seek to gain popularity at the cost of
others, because people would say: You are keeping
back important information. Ve take a different,
Community view of the matter'.

We in the European Community must therefore take
positive steps towards a European television service, as

suggested in the Hahn and Arfd reports, which certain
broadcasting authorities, for example, are willing to set
up. In my opinion, the creation of Community media
is supremely important for the development of the
European Community. A political entity that has no
access to the media cannot in the long term promote
the awareness of Community which we need if we are
to achieve the political union essential for peace and
freedom.

Mr Alovanos (COM). - (GR) Mr President, I am
sorry to interrupt the European delirium, but we must
also look at the matter from the standpoint of our
country's interests. !7e do not question the economic,
political, cultural and technological importance of
cooperation between the various countries in connec-
tion with television, but we are opposed to the subiuga-
tion of national policies by a policy determined by the
Community. In particular, we disagree with Paragraph
2 of the proposed resolution, which indeed proves
that there is no legal basis at all for proceeding with
what the Arfd report proposes. Quite simply, the
Commission and Council are called upon to secure

this legal basis, which could perhaps be obtained by a

new Messina, as Mr Papandreou too proposes. Today
however, there is no such legal basis.

!7e also disagree with paragraph 4, in which the
Commission and Council are called upon to examine
the national legislations relating to television. I think
that it is each country's responsibility and right to
determine the proportions of national, European, and
non-European programmes and to decide whether it
is to have State or private television.

For this reason, we Members of the Greek Communist
Party oppose, and will vote against the Arfd resolution.

I7ith this opportunity I would also like to emphasize
the problem that arose recently in connection with
the European Parliament's pre-election advertise-
ments, which in our opinion constitute an interfer-
ence with the pre-election campaign in our country,
and we once more call upon the government to abide
by its previous decision and not to bow to pressures
from Community circles.

Mr Collins (Sl, Cbairman of tbe Committee on tbe
Enoironment, Public Heahb and Consumer Protec-
tion. - Mr President, I wanted to intervene very
briefly this moming, because I regret that my own
committee, the Committee on the Environment,
Public Health and Consumer Protection, was unable
to provide an opinion on this report, on reflection,
having listened to some of the points made in the
debate, I think it is something that we ought to have
offered an opinion on.

I want to take up, in particular, the question of adver-
tising, because it does seem to me, having listened to
Mr Hutton, who spoke last night, that the question of
satellite broadcasting and so on does lead to the other
question of the transfrontier transmission of adver-
tising. That means in effect that advertising beamed
out of one country can end up in another. If there is
not some approximation to common standards, then
clearly we are in very deep water indeed - or we
could be in very deep water. So it does seem to me
that we do need some kind of legal control.

I think there is much to be said for a combination of
statutory controls and self-regulation - and that is
precisely what the proposal for a directive on
misleading advertising appears to do. Now, unfortu-
nately, that particular directive has been languishing
in the Council since 1979 - and this is the point
really of my intervention. I do not find it acceptable
that a directive should leave this Parliament and
languish in the Council for that len4h of time. It
seems to me entirely unacceptable and is a terrible
criticism of the way that the Council oI Ministers now
seems unable to take any real initative to reach a deci-
sion, even after a very lengthy period. I find that very
unsatisfactory. One does not like to say why this is the
case - although I suspect that my own country is not
without blame in the matter.

However, I would like to take this opportunity to say
that this directive does have the support of the adver-
tising industry, as far as I can see; it does have the
support of consumers; it does have the support of a

great wide range of people, and yet the Council is
unable to reach a decision. I would like, therefore, to
urge the Commission to do as much as it possibly can
to knock sense into the rather reluctant heads of the
Consumer Council when it holds its next meeting,
which I think will be in June. And I look forward to
their reaching agreement on this question on that
occasion.
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Mrs Gaiotti de Biase (PPE). - (17) Mr Presideng if
there were not already a revolution taking place in the
communications sector in the Communiry there
would be a good reason to invent one now.

By the presentation of its reporg the Commission has

shown itself fully aware of the enormous new field
that is opening up before it. It is true - there is need
for a legal framework - but this is indisputably
within its competence, on the basis of the Treaties,
even though the field is a new one. A new position is

therefore necessary in order to guarantee a new
market. This awareness, however, would be insuffi-
cient without decisive political support from this Parli-
ament and, above all, a commitment designed to focus

the attention of the political parties on the questions
raised by the intemationalization of television: an

intemationalization that will probably ignore the
concern of Mr Alavanos.

So far as the problems are concemed, we agree with
the Arfd reporg which recalls the earlier Hahn report.
On the other hand we have a few reservations on
some poinB of the Hutton report, and we have put
foward amendments that we trust may be adopted.
The problems in question concem legal aspects, indus-
trial technology and production.

As has already been said, in many countries in the
Community - and certainly in my country - a polit-
ical debate is in full progress on the relationship
between public and private television, and it is a

debate that, being national in character, is already out-
of-date. The problem is now supranational in char-
acter, especially from the standpoint of advertising
regulations, and it is therefore impossible to regulate
matters on a self-discipline basis from which, for the
very magnitude of what is involved today, it is only
too easy to withdraw.

The question of CB radio has both legal and industri-
al-technological aspecB. \[e cannot overlook the
value of the individual's right of expression, in terms
compatible with the rights of expression of everyone.
Bu! as always, the freedom of the individual is not the
concern of the individual alone - it is an asset of the
Community. Let us remember the precious role of
these radios in the pas! on the occasion of earth-
quakes and disasters; let us remember the symbolic
part they played during the Russian occuPation of
Czechoslovakia. But as well as the value of the
freedom of expression, on the one side, we have the
harmful effects, on technology and on the market, of
different sets of regulations, which need to be standar-
dized at Community level.

Finally, there is the problem of production and infor-
mation. The information of our citizens is still a

national matter. Even the biggest intemational dailies
are solidly rooted in the culture of one country, with
editorial staffs prevalently of one nationality, inevit-
ably reflecting the political cultures and schemes of
reference of that country.

Beware, therefore, of a political debate on a preva-
lently national basis. Ve shall not build Europe, nor
form European public opinion, without instruments
of information that are designed and managed at a

supranational level. Television offers this possibility, at
a time when public opinion, disappointed with the
failures- of the Council, seems unconsciously to be
awaiting this very supranational message. And this is
also something that our Parliament must be able to
provide.

Mr Beumer (PPE). - (NL) Mr Presideng I can only
express my considerable appreciation for Mr Hutton's
repor! particularly the part that concems Citizens'
Band radio, and for the Arfi report. As regards Mr
Hutton's reporl I would be especially grateful for a

clear statement from the Commission on the oportuni-
ties open to radio enthusiasts, who have to contend
with many different restrictions in the Community
countries and with constantly changing frequencies. I
find this rather conflicts vith our efforts to bring
about'the free movement of goods and services. I
should therefore like a clear statement on this.

And now iust a few words on the Arfi reporg which is
really a continuation of the maior repoft drawn up by
Mr Hahn. Perhaps rather fewer summit conferences
and Council meetings would end in failure if public
opinion was not nationalistic in so many cases. Vhat
is in fact lacking is a clear, European view, and this
might be strengthened by a European programme, to
which the Commission has also referred.

It is particularly important for the opportunities
presented by legislation relating to the policy on the
media to be studied and seized.'$7e must examine the
legislation of the Member States to see what we can
do to introduce a European programme. Secondly, it
is important for the legal basis - the basis the
Community has for taking action in this area - to be
studied very carefully, and thirdly, there must be an
aSreement on the media if we are going to have a
European programme. If this is the case, we must
know what provisions will govem advertising, because
it is important for a European team of editors to be
independent. There must also be a better copyright
arranSement.

Mr President, I should now like to consider the
present situation for a moment. The Committee on
Youth, Culture, Education, Information and Sport and
specifically the Subcommittee on Information
recently held a hearing attended by representatives of
the Europe,an Broadcasting Union, where the impor-
tance of a European programme was once again
emphasized. The Commission's interim report is also
very clear on this subject. There are plans that date
back to 1980, and now in 1984 we can surely say that
the time is just about ripe.
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I should like to ask the Commission - and this ques-
tion was also raised during the hearing - whether it
is prepared to set up a kind of ad boc consultative
body in which regular consulations can take place
between representatives of the Commission, the
people from the European Broadcasting Union and
representatives of the European Parliament on
progress made towards a European programme.
During the hearing the representatives of the Euro-
pean Broadcasting Union said they were in favour of
this. I should like to hear the Commission's answer to
this question.

I should also like to hear from the Commission
whether it is willing to support the initiatives that
have now been taken and, if so, to make its willing-
ness known. That might be a very important contribu-
tion to the consultations in this ad boc group.

Mr President, in this context I should like to know
whethet the Commission endorses - although this
may be discussed in greater detail in the Green Paper

- what it says in the interim reporg and I quote : 'In
cooperation with Parliament the Commission is
prepared to take any initiative considered necessary to
gr"e the European Broadcasting Union and its
members every assistance in their efforts to establish
this European organization, which has been made
possible by new communications technologies.' The
Commission goes even further, Mr President, Page 43
of the interim report says : 'The willingness of the
institutions to provide even financial assistance during
the experimental phase - that is the stage we have
now reached - does not seem to raise any problems.'
And then the Commission goes on to say:'It is thus a

question of finding, in consultation with the television
organizations concerned and as a function of the role
which the Community can and wishes to play in this
initiative, the most suitable form of Community parti-
cipation.'That is very clear language. I would ask the
Commission to react positively if such initiatives are

proposed.

IThat seems important to me is that the Commission
will not initially be called upon to make any major
financial contributions. \7hat might have been impor-
tant was the financial involvement of the Commis-
sion, symbolic of necessity, its organizational involve-
ment and its involvement in the area of infrastructure.
That would have imposed obligations and would also

have given the statements the Commission makes
here a formal basis, a material basis. I should like a

very clear answer on this subject, so that it can be
discussed further in concrete terms.

Mr Tugendhst, Vice-President of tbe Comrnission.

- Mr Presidenl perhaps I might begin by saying that
I am happy on behalf of the Commission to accept
the amendments by Mrs Gaiotti de Biase and Mr
Hahn. I hope that that will show at the beginning of
my few remarks today that the Commission does

indeed take the positive view of the debate and the
ideas expressed in it for which Mr Beumer asked a few
moments ago.

The Commission is pleased that Parliament has so
warmly welcomed its provisional report on trends in
European television. The resolutions of Mr Arfd and
Mr Hutton - and on behalf of the Commission I
would like to thank both of them - which fill in the
picture adumbrated two years ago by the Hahn resolu-
tion, cover practically all aspects of an extremely
complex situation. First of all, the Arfd resolution
stresses the need for a framework of legal certainty
and for harmonization of the laws concerned and calls
for presentation of the Green Paper which my
colleague, Mr Naries, already spoke about on 12
March 1982 when the Hahn report was published.

The paper is almost ready and will be published soon.
S7e have, in fact, discussed it more than once in the
Commission. It focuses on the establishment of a

common market in radio and television, in particular
by satellite and by cable, and examines the legal frame-
work laid down by the Treaty of Rome, thus providing
the basis for public discussion on the introduction of
general Europe-wide rules. The Green Paper will deal
with the free movement of services within the
Community as a fundamental right upheld by the
Treaty of Rome which extends to cover radio and tele-
vision broadcasting, organizations and users. It will
examine the need to eliminate certain restrictions on
the freedom of movement as it applies to broadcasting
and the approximation of laws on the basis of Articles
59 and 62 ol the EEC Treaty.

The Green Paper will also look into the possibility of
harmonizing rules on radio and television advertising.
The self-regulation approaches to which Mr Hutron
refers would not alter the current state of affairs,
which is a m ze of widely varying rules regarding
authorization to broadcast advertising, its timing,
nature and indeed its content. The abolition of the
most important differences in these respects is indis-
pensable if there is to be free movement of broadcasts
within the Community and if the possibility of distor-
tion of competition in broadcasting and advertising is
to be eliminated so that a real common market can be
created here as in other spheres.

Another essential factor, if frontiers are effectively to
be lowered, is the unification of technical
broadcasting standards for satellite television, as

emphasized in the Arfd resolution. It is a question on
which the Commission took a clear position in its
provisional report. It now appeac from newspaper
reports that the French and German authorities have
decided to reject unification, despite the fact that the
technical system proposed had been unanimously
approved by the European television networks -including the French and German ones - in the
European Broadcasting Union. If these reports are
true, a maior technical barrier will have been put in
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the way of genuine European television. In particular,
it will be practically impossible to broadcast television
programmes in different language versions simultane-
ously so as to allow viewers a choice of languages. I do
not think there is any need to emphasize the gravity
of this prospect. Ve can only hope that the reports
are not true or at least that the decision is not final.

!7ith this report in mind, I would like to hrm now to
the question of news and of support for joint
programmes. The. Arfi resolution sketches out a

policy based on various measures to promote the tele-
vision plans for European pro8rammes, which could
be either of the traditional kind comprising an all-
round output - news and current affairs, entertain-
meng educational slots and so on - or of a new kind
centred on news. On tho latter aspect, the Arfi resolu-
tion is complemented by the Hutton resolution,
which calls for the creation of a European television
news aSency.

It would be impossible today to chart in detail any

plan of action, which will depend both on factors

internal to the Community instiotions and on the
development of the European situation. Parliament is

well aware, however, that its vision of the end and the
possible means is substantially the same as that of the
Commission, which is currently examining the possi-
bility of introducing in the 1985 budget a heading for
launching a policy of support for the initiatives within
the European Broadcasting Union for joint

ProSfammes.

This brings me to the point I wanted to keep till last
because it is the most demanding and the most
complex - nameln a poliry for producing European
television pnogrammes, dealt with in the Arfd resolu-
tion.

Here the stakes are indeed high, both in the industrial
and economic aspect - the maintenance of employ-
ment and the creation of new iobu - and in their
cultural aspect. The question once again is whether
Europe can maintain in the world market but also

within its own market, a position more in keeping
with its size, its culture and its civilization, or whether
it must resign itself to domination from outside.

In this context, too, the means needed for significant
action, like those outlined in the Arfi resolution - a

European fund, soft loans, tax concessions - are

proportionate to the magnitude of the task. In other
words, they must be very large. The Commission now
pledges itself to make a detailed analysis of the needs

and of the means of satisfying them and to keep Parli-
ament informed periodicdly both of the analysis and
of the progress of events. But it will then, in the very
near future, need to count on Padiament's support in
obtaining the means necessary to progress {rom
analysis to action, from diagnosis to cure.

Mr President, I should now like to tell you about
some practical initiatives in information in the

Community. The Commission thinks it essential to
look for nes/ ways of enhancing the awareness of ever-
wider sections of the public. Nowadap information,
especially information aimed at young people and the
general public, does not go out solely through the
traditional channels: the daily and weekly press, televi-
sion and radio news. On the contrary, most of the
public - and this is an ever-increasing trend - is
inundated with evocative images and sounds produced
by a rapidly growing images industry. It is through
these new channels that most information now passes

that goes to mould the outlook and the social and
political vision of the general public.

It is for this reason that as an additional experiment
the Commission has decided to take part in a pilot
European television project. The project comprises a

series of animated cartoons, serial and family entertain-
ment proSrammes and a maior show starring popular
European singers and personalities from the arts in
the world of politics. The major spectacular, which
will be recorded in Brussels on May 5 in front of an
audience of 4 000 people, will evoke 26 years of life in
Europe and the world, and as a recurring theme will
remind its mass audience of the Community's past
and what it now means for the 270 m citizens of our
countries, The participating television networks urill
broadcast it on various dates before the European elec-
tions in most of the Community countries. I wanted
to tell you about this experiment in order to empha-
size a point which was taken up by a number of
speakers about the Community's firm resolve to
follow the trail blazed by Parliament, which is still
marking out the path for us to follow.

Mr President, if you will permit me, before I sit down
I would like to say a word about the Citizens Band
radio that Mrs Ewing and one or two other people
commented on in their speeches.

According to our information, the telecommunica-
tions committee of the European Conference of Post
and Telecommunications Adminisuatiolls - I(nqwn,
I gather, as ECPT - at its meeting of 5-13 September
1983 approved a recommendaiioir which proposes to
the national administrations a series of unified tech-
nical standards of CB radio. That is known as

T/R20-02. I must say, it is a miracle anybody listens
to these things when they have names like that, is it
not ?

The ECPT had already approved in June 1982
another recommendation, T/R20-07, which proposes
to the administrations simplified uniform procedures
for crossing frontiers with CB radio transmitters and
the use of these transmitters in countries other than
the country of origin - a point clearly close to Mrc
Ewing's heart. The Commission regards these two
recommendations as an important step towards
unifying national rules in this field and therefore also
towards a solution of the difficult problem of frontier
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crossings and the temporary use of radio transmitters
which do not comply with the provisions in force in
the country visited. The Commission would therefore
welcome the early incorporation of these recommenda-
tions into national bodies qf legislation. As regards the
situation that would result from the application from
these two recommendations, the Commission does
not intend, at the moment, to take any initiatives for
the introduction of uniform provisions governing CB
transmissions.

Mr President, I have taken rather a long time, but I
hope I have managed to cover most of the questions
raised in the dcbate and also to emphasize the impor-
tance which the Commission attaches to this subject.

Mr Beumer (PPE). - (NL) Mr President, I am not
absolutely sure whether I have been given an answer
to my question, and I should therefore like to check
with the Commissioner.

I asked him a question about the following. Ve organ-
ized a hearing, which was attended by representatives
of the European Boradcasting Union. The President of
this organization and the head of the programme
sewice were there, and they told us that they would be
very willing to sit on an ad boc committee composed
of representatives of the Commission, the EBU and
the European Parliament with a view to combining
initiatives that have been proposed and helping
progress to be made.

My question was - and I did not understand whether
the Commission's answer was 'yes' : is the Commis-
sion prepared to take this initative ? It would be in the
best position to do so, and I should like an answer to
this now or very shortly.

Mr Tugendhrt, Vice-President of tbe Commission.

- I can reply 'yes' to that question, Mr President.

President. - The debate is closed. !7e shall now
proceed to the vote. I

HUTTON REPORT (Doc. 1-1523/&3: BROADCAST
COMMUNICATION IN THE COMMUNITY)

Recital F: Amend.ment No 2

Mr Potterson (ED), deputl rd.Pporteur. - Like the
last amendment" this also was reiected in committee,
but Mr Hutton would be prepared to accept it if it
could be taken as an additional recital and not as a

replacement. Mrs Gaiotti De Biase would have to be
asked for her agreement.

Ptesident. - Since Mrs Gaiotti De Biase is not here,
can anyone speak on her behalf ?

IlIr Habn indicated assent on Mrs Gaiotti De Biaseb
bebalfl

This amendment can accordingly be taken as

inserting a new recital.

Mrs Viehoff (S). - (NL)W President, I think this is
rather difficult. Recital F says that advertising should
continue to be supervised through existing self-regula-
tory systems, and the other proposal feels that a deci-
sion at Community level is required for the limits to
be imposed on advertising on public, private televi-
sion so that all the broadcasting organizations have
equal opportunities. These are two different things. I
am not in favour of this being added. If it is added, I
would certainly request that Recital F be put to the
vote first so that we have an opportunity to vote
against it and to vote for the addition that is made.

President. - The rapporteur has expressed his view,
but there is basically an objection. The mbver has

suggested that it be put in as an addition. Ve shall
therefore first vote on recital F and then on the prop-
osal that the amendment be taken as an addition.

(The Presid.ent d.eclared recital F adopted by 16 ootcs
to 16. Protests)

Since this is not an amendmen! the text stands.

\7e shall now vote on the amendment as an addi-
tional recital.

Recital G: Amendment No 3

Mr Potterson (ED), dcput1 rapporteur. - Not
surprisingly, the rapporteur maintains his original text,
since this amendment would delete it.

After tbe adoption of Amendment No 3

Mr Collins (S). - On a point of order, I think that if
you look at the Rules - I cannot recall which Rule
you might see that an amendment to delete is not
technically an amendment. You actually vote for or
against the paragraph in the text and not for or
against the amendment. This might be worth investi-
gating, because, in the case of a narrow vote, you can
get into a terrible mess this way.

President. - I am sorry, Mr Collins, but amend-
ments to delete are admissible, and I have followed
the Rules.

After tbe aote on all tbe amendments

President. - Before I put the motion for a resolu-
tion as a whole to the vote, I must inform the House
that my attention has just been drawn to the fact that
I made an improper decision in relation to Recital F,
where we had the tied 16-16 vote. That being the case,

I should have ruled that the indent was rejected.

Bearing that in mind, I am now putting the motion
for a resolution as a whole to the vote.

Mr Patterson (ED), deputy rapPorteur. - I am not
quarrelling with your ruling, but people who
subsequently voted on the replacement did soI See also Annex.
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believing that Recital F stood, Vould it not be better,
in view of that fact, to have a re-vote on Recital F
before we proceed to the final vote ?

President - No, that decision has unfortnnately
been recorded. I gave the ruling. I now discover I was

improper in giving that ruling on Recial F, but I am
standing over my decision.

Mr Patterson (ED), deputy ra|Porteur. - I am
sorry, but the rapporteur wished to accept the
following amendment on condition that Recital F
stood. It was on that basis that the advice was given.
Had I known that Recital P was being deleted, my
instructions were to do something else.

President. - You have told me what the rapporteur
wanted, but do not forget that the House, in facg
voted against the rapporteur's Recital F. That is my
decision on that.

Mrs Viehoff (S). - (NL) Mr President, I must say

that I am rather surprised by Mr Patterson. What he
says is usually reasonable. Of couse, no one knew in
advance what the outcome of the vote would be. He
cannot say afterwards that, if the rapporteur had
known this was going to be the case, he would have

done such and such. That is a ridiculous argumenl

President. - I am not re-opening the debate at this
stage. I have given a decision from the Chair that
Recital F is deleted from the list of indents.

Aftcr tbe t)ote olt tbc motion for a resolution as d
wbolc

Mr Patterson (ED), d,eputy rapporteur. - In that
case, Mr Presideng since the effect of your ruling is

that Recital F was delete4 could I have it recorded
that the rapporteur would have advised Parliament to
vote against the amendment rather than giving the
advice he did ?

President. - That will be recorded in the Report of
Proceedings.

Mr Collins (S). - Mr Presideng I find what Mr
Patterson said interesting, but no more than that.
Vhat Mr Patterson said was that if the amendment
were accepted as an addition then the rapporteur
would take a particular view. Ve were all listening
very carefully to what Mr Patterson was saying, and it
was obvious to all of us sitting in the Chamber that it
was on condition that the original text stood that he
was prepared to accept the amendment. Therefore, Mr
President, I think you are quite right to take the
approach that you have taken. I do not really think it
would be 

,appropriate 
to minute this obiection at all.

President. - Your observation has been minuted
and I appreciate your support, Mr Collins

5. lWultifibre Arrangement

President. - The next item is the report by Mt
Filippi, on behalf of the Committee on Extemal
Economic Relations, on the functioning of the Multi-
fibre Arrangement with particular reference to the situ-
ation of the European textile industry (Doc.
r-tst7l83).

Mr Del Duca (PPE), deputl rapporteun - (17) Mr
President, the report in question concems the opera-
tion of the Multifibre Arrangement and its implica-
tions for the European textiles industry.

The report tends mainly to examine the Multifibre
Arrangement in the form in which it was drawn up, as

adopted on 22 December 1981. In particular, it exam-
ines the way in which it has operated during its fint
year, with a view to identifying those suggestions and
modifications which may already seem necessary,
when the time comes for its renewal.

The Multifibre Arrangement came into force on 22
December 1981, and will expire on 3l July 1986. The
text of the new agreement corresponds, in the main,
to the expectations and needs of the European textiles
industry: however, during its period of application, it
is essential to bear in mind certain circumstances
which are of prime importance.

Firstly, we have to remember that all the concessions
to third countries that were made within the frame-
work of the Multifibre Arrangement are subject to the
absorption capacity of the Community market.

The present situation of the Community textiles
market shows a considerable decrease in consumption,
which goes against the principle that the Community
is open to imports from third countries, which is what
in general terms the Multifibre Arrangement calls for.

Employment in tlre Community textiles sector has
fallen from 3 250 000 persons working in 1968 to
about 2129000 in 1981. This fall in employment
clearly reflects the decline in the Community textiles
industry.

From this short and, I think, clear analysis it follows
that some flexibility is necessary in applying the
clauses of the new agreement, so as to bring it into
line with the effective and real needs of the Commu-
nity textiles industry.

On the other hand, it must also be remembered that
excessive protectionism would not be desirable - not
eyen from the standpoint of the Community textiles
industry itself - since the stimuli and incentives
needed to restore its competitiveness on world
markets would be lost. Parliament must therefore
attempt to reconcile these opposing factors and
convert them into a coherent set of guidelines.
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The first thing that can be said along these lines is

. that - in view of the poor situation in the Commu-
nity and world markets and the very considerable loss

of jobs in the industry; having regard also to the
serious difficulties in re-training and adapting textile
workers to other sectors of industry; and, above all,
bearing irr mind the need for conversion of the indus-
trial structure of the textiles sector itself, which is.
tending increasingly towards 'robotization' - it is
necessary and, indeed, I would say indispensable, to
draw up a set of precautionary measures to protect the
Community textiles industry from the consequences
of excessive penetration of the Community market by
products from third countries.

These measures must allow the Community textiles
industry time for restructuring and modernization,
using more up-to-date and more competitive techni-
ques, so as to be able, subsequendy, to face the compe-
tition in world markets of other countries which, for
various reasons, already occupy leading positions in
terms of productivity and competitiveness in this
sector.

It must also be remembered that the Community
industry is, and must remain, a basic industry, and
that - given the serious problems of industrial
conversion - the loss of jobs in this sector would
inevitably end up by aggravating the unemployment
situation in all the countries of the European Commu-
nity.

The prospecr for the Community's intemal market
and its outlets in the markets of third countries are
not such as to encourage much hope for an increase
in production. The Community textiles industry must
use the most up-to-date techniques of production,
storage, etc, investing therefore in a way that does not
produce new jobs. Hence the need for the Commu-
nity to be given the time required for restructuring
and also, whilst that is taking place, for the clauses of
the Multifibre Arrangement to be applied with the
necessary flexibility. That does not at all mean
resorting to protectionism, but instead, appllng them
in an enlightened manner that is consistent with the
needs of the Community textiles industry.

This, then, is what the European Parliament can
affirm, with the twofold intention of taking account,
on the one hand, of the need for caution which the
situation of the Community textiles industry imposes,
and, on the other hand the desire to avoid any form
of restrictive policy or autarchy which, in addition to
being contrary to the principles of the Treaty of
Rome, would not be useful, and would be no help to
the Community textiles industry itself which, if it fell
into the temptation of withdrawing into itself, would
certainly lose all of its competitiveness and any possi-
bility of expansion on the world market.

IN THE CHAIR: MR PFLIMLIN

Vice-President

Mr Boillot (COM). - (FR) Mr Presideng I wish to
stress that I am prepared to remain at this meeting
until the end and until after the voting on the reports
on the agenda, nevertheless, I must admit we are
giving a poor impression of the House ! There are

about a dozen of us here to discuss these reports. In
the circumstances, I do not think it would be very
realistic to continue with the discussions. Some
groups are not represented at all.

President. - Mr Baillot, you have quite a powerful
presence yourself, have you not ...

Mr Baillot (COM). - (FR) Judgrng by rny weighg I
think that my presence does represent something ...
(Ia.ugbter)

But perhaps it represents something else as well. In
any event, since we have dready started on the Pilippi
debate, I am anxious to complete it" But I wonder
whether we should continue under these conditions.

President - Unfortunately problems of this kind
arise often on Friday mornings. Even so, I feel that, as

far as we possibly can, we should try to 8€t through
the agenda.

Mr Beillot (COM). - (FR) However, I do not think
I shall be exhausted at the end of the agenda.

(I-a.ugbter)

Mr Spencer (ED). - Mr Presideng on this important
matter that affects fobs across Europe, I want particu-
laily to address myself to my Socialist colleagues -although the only people I can see on the Socialist
benches do not look particularly Socialist to me. And
I think it is a sad reflection - and I share the prev-
ious speaker's regret - that iust because this is a

Friday whole groups should be absent from the discus-
sion, so that presumably only by reading the records
will the Socialist Group know what is being discussed
this moming.

My group can support the Filippi reporL \7e congrahr-
late the Commission on the negotiation of the Multi-
fibre Arrangement and, of course, we support the
general principle that the MFA should have been a
temporary agreement. Of course we would rather exist
in a wodd without such neo-protectionist tendencies,
but we do realize that in the real world we need to
strike a balance between the interests of Europeans as

consumers wanting to buy in the cheapest markets of
the world and the interests of Europeans as workers
and producers in the textile industries. Therefore, my
group will vote for the report but also for the amend-
ments in the name of my colleague Mr Kellett-
Bowman, which make it clear that whatever we might
think in practice we are not yet at this stage prepared
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to say that this is the last of the multifibre arrange-
ments that we could contemplate. Ve would, of
course, prefer there to be no more MFAs; but until
we are certain of the world trading situation at the
time of the next negotiations and of the employment
situation in the textile industry it would seem unwise
for us - as a group and as a padiament - to say that
there shall be no further MFAs after the end of this
period. So with that bow in the direction of realism
and the interests of Europeans, my group will support
this report.

(Applause)

Mts Ewing (DEP). - Mr President, on behalf of my
group, I regret that we shall not be supporting this
report. The basic reason is that we consider it to be
premature as the bilateral agreements only come into
force on I January and figures showing their influ-
ence. on trade and production trends for the first year
are not yet available. That, in essence, is the reason.

But we are particularly concemed with three para-
graphs. I would ask for separate votes on paragraphs 2'
3 and 8, because we consider that the textile industry
has been undergoing continuous' adaptation to
changing market conditions. !7e in the UK have lost
240 000 textile and clothing iobs - I may add that
many of these are in my country of Scotland - since
1979, and yet productivity has gone up by 160/o in
the UK textile industry since 1980 alone. Now the
MFA has not stopped the contraction, but it would
have been even more unacceptable without this.

I7e consider the particular paragraphs I mentioned as

very damaging. I7e do not see that the conditions are
going to change dramatically within the foreseeable
future, and we would, as I say, ask for a separate vote.

Mr Pesmazoglou (NI). - Mr Presiden! I also wish
to support both the report and the proposed amend-
ments to which Mr Spencer has just made reference. I
believe it should be made clear that these complex
negotiations, on which the Commission is to be
congfatulated, could not come to an end in the fore-
seeable future. This should be clearly stated in the
report because it would provide for the textile
industry to reorganize itself and acquire the produc-
tivity and the conditions necessary in order to face
free-trade competition when the moment comes. I do
agree, therefore, with the proposed amendments by
the Conservative Group, and I do think also that this
is the moment to congratulate both the Commission
and, of course, also the committee of the European
Parliament which has produced this report to which I
believe we must give our votes and approval.

Mr Kellett-Bowman (ED). - Mr President, last
night we were discussing the Nordmann report and
today we are discussing the Filippi report - one by
the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs

and one from the Committee on External Economic
Relations. It would seem that we must be careful that
we grve the same message from Parliament in reply to
the two reports. As I said last night in an explanation
of vote on the Nordmann repor! the textile industry
in Europe is widespread amongst the Member States
but tends to be concentrated within the Member
States and the MFA has been an important factor in
maintaining some textile industry in Lancashire East.

Mr President, I believe in free trade as I believe in
justice. But whereas justice should be tempered with
compassion, free trade must be accompanied by
consideration - consideration for those who bear the
costs and this MFA over the years has been an impor-
tant limit on the exploitation of our markets by low-
cost producers. If my Amendment No 5 to paragraph
2 or Mr Delorozoy's Amendment No I to the same
paragraph and Amendment No 6 to paragraph 8 are
passed, we shall be marching in step with the Nord-
mann report and I believe Mrs Ewing would acnrally
find it possible to support the Filippi resolution.

I am a little puzzled because it looks as if the
Committee on External Economic Relations had a

crystal ball, they are so confident of the future, confi-
dent that we can manage without an MFA. But in
Lancashire East in recent months a new form of spin-
ning, called friction spinning, has been invented
where yarn can be produced at three times the speed
of any other machine yet made in the world. Vhat
effect that will have on producer-countries - low-cost
or high-cost - has yet to be seen. Textile workers in
Lancashire East will, if this report goes through
unamended, consider that the Committee on External.
Economic Relations is out of touch with events.

Mr Tugendhtt, Vice-President of tbe Comm,ission -The Commission is very pleased to see this initiative
of the European Parliament in respect of the Commu-
nity's textile policy, coming as it does after the
completion of the first year of the renewed bilateral
agreements. In any event, it is useful to keep an eye
continually on developments in this important indus-
trial sector.

The Commission would like to take this oppornrnity
to confirm that all bilateral agreements concluded in
1982 by the Community with the most important
exporting countries are working well. Although this
assessment cannot be definitive, as the agreements are
valid until 1986, no major problems are foreseen at
this stage. !7e are confident that with these agree-
ments we have succeeded in finding a mutual balance
of interest with our partners.

Basically, we share the opinion that has been
expressed, that the textile trade should be as unres-
tricted as possible. Nonetheless, the existing restric-
tions are necessary to give time to the textile industry
of the Community to continue adapting to changing
conditions.
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Ve expect the European textile industry to persist in
its efforts to regain its intemational competitiveness.
Only an efficient and competitive textile industry will
be able to provide employment on a long-term basis.

China became a member of the MFA in 1983, and the
Commission welcomes this deivelopment as China is a

very important supplier of textiles. Meanwhile, negotia-
tions between the European Community and China
for the renewal of the 1979 agreement have iust been
successfully concluded, and thus the gap in the system
of the MFA agreements has been avoided. This should
have a positive effect on all the agreements.

It is too early to begin a discussion of what will follow
MFA III. At present the GATT secretariat is

completing the study on trade and textiles decided
upon during the 1982 GATT ministerial conference.
Similarly, the GATT textile committee will carry out
its major review of MFA III in November of this year.

These initiatives will no doubt provide useful informa-
tion for Parliament and the Commission in their delib-
erations on textile matters.

President. - The debate is closed.

Voter

6. Newly industialized countries

President. - The next item is the report (Doc.
1-1546) by Sir Jack Stewart-Clark, on behalf of the
Committee on External Economic Relations, on the
economic importance of the so-called newly industrial-
ized countries.

Sir Jack Stewart-Clark (ED), rdpporteur. - Mr
President, earlier this week we have had a major
debate on Europe's economic ills. I7hilst we have
fiddled, we have allowed a whole series of new nations
to creep up behind us and to steal our market shares,

both at home and overseas. It has not been just Japan
which has damaged us, but countries such as Hong
Kong, Singapore, Taiwan and South Korea, which
have first hit our textile trade, then our shipbuilding
industry and, in the near future, seem likely to harm
our-electrical and electronic industries as well.
'W'e must, however, recognize that the damage done to
our industry has been as much due to lack of competi-
tivity and low productivity in our industry as to unfair
or low-priced competition from these newly industrial-
izing countries. To increase protectionism is therefore
no solution: not only do tariff barriers artificially
protect our industry, but they also delay the large-
scale investment so vital for the modernization of our
traditional industries and they put off moving, as we
must into the new knowledge-intensile industries.

IThat characteristics stand out in the NICs ? Firstly,
all of them have succeeded in raising their rates of
increase in capital formation Throughout the 1970s

in sharp contrast to the Community. These

high rates of investment, allied to low wages, have
allowed them to improve their competitivity, and this
has led to a strong growth in exports. Most of these
countries have also become important offshore manu-
facturing bases for foreign companies. Most of them
have set clear goals for industrialization, have demons-
trated political stability and have had available an
adaptable and a hard-working labour force.

Nonetheless, it is true that many of the countries we
are considering in the report in front of you practise
unfair competition by virtue of heavily subsidized
exports, counterfeit products and breaches of copy-
right and trademarks. Some pay artificially low wage-
rates. These malpractices have to be recognized for
what they are and dealt with. NUe do not believe that,
having encouraged developing nations under GATT,
under the GSP system and through the facilities
offered by the !7orld Bank, we should penalize coun-
tries for newly industrialized status. !7e do not believe
that those countries, such as Hong Kong and Singa-
pore, which practise free trade should be unduly
discriminated against. !7e recognize the significant
debt problems of Brazil and Mexico. But we do ask

the newly-industrialized countries to accept that they
cannot forever have the privileges and aids afforded to
developing countries irrespective of their prosperity
and their wealth. In consequence, we see no reason
for permanently maintaining the NICs as full benefici-
aries of the GSP system, and we consider that beyond
a certain level of development they must be prepared
to take on both the status and the responsibilities of a

fully developed country.

Ve therefore in this report call on the Commission to
develop clear criteria which will identify when the
newly-industrialized countries are ready to graduate to
developed status.

![e wish to see this happen in close consultation with
the NICs themselves and by involving GATT/OECD,
the IMF and the !7orld Bank in this process. The
newly-industrialized countries can themselves substan-
tially help the process of graduation by breaking down
their own tariff barriers and by diversifying their
exports over as broad a field as possible. They must
recognize that the narrower their penetration of our
home markets, the more likelihood there will be of
protectionist forces having their way against them.

In this report we have outlined, both in the resolution
and in the explanatory statement, the steps which we
wish to see taken to resolve the problem. There are

also available a series of annexes on the individual
countries of this report. They could not be translated
and printed in time for this debate, but I shall ensure
that the Commission receives them.
'We are aware of the pressure of time and the pres-
sures on staff within DG I. !7e hope, therefore, that
the work in this report will help them to come
forward by the end of 1985 with a full survey of the
Community's economic relations with both the newly-
industrialized and the emerging industrializing coun-I See Annex.
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tries of Asia and South America. In compiling this
survey, we urge the Commission lo'recognize that
despite their many common characteristics, the NICs
do still differ fundamentally one from the other. Poli-
cies must therefore be set according to the political
and economic development of each country. N7e also
strongly recommend that as close a coordination as

possible takes place with the United States in working
out our approach to graduation. Ve ask the Commis-
sion to examine the volume of products being
exported from and imported into each NIC. S7e ask
to what extent EEC industry itself is benefiting from
exports to the NICs to build up the industries of
those countries. To what extent are foreign-owned
companies contributing to the export performance of
the NICs ? In other words are our own companies esta-
blished in these countries contributing to the
problems being met ?

The OECD produced a well-documented report on
the NICs in the early 1970s. It is now opportune for
the Commission to shed new light on the problem. In
paragraph 20 of the motion for a resolution in front of
you, my committee requests that it should do so. Ve
shall be glad to have its confirmation that this own-
initiative report will have the follow-up which we are
requesting.

Mr Rieger (S). - (DE) Mt President, on behalf of
the Socialist Group, I should like to congratulate the
rapporteur, Sir Jack Stewart-Clark, on his reporg
which was unanimously adopted by the Committee
on Extemal Economic Relations, and on his excellent
*ork. Ve agree with the tenor of this report, but
would point out that in the immediately preceding
debate on textiles a different decision was taken. I am
therefore rather surprised that the representative of
the rapporteur took a quite different line from that of
the Legal Affairs Committee. This was the reason why
I - and the Socialist Group is still presenl Mr
Spi:ncer - voted against these amendments to the
textile aSreement.

I do not wish to repeat Sir Jack's excellent arguments
but I would like to emphasize a few particularly impor-
tant points. I7e must be prepared to afford a certain
protection to these countries, which must of coune
vary according to the products involved and differing
conditions in these countries. In particular attention
must be given to abolishing repressive measures
against workers and helping to strengthen trade union
rights and democracy. !7e appreciate that we should
encourage certain countries to change their status in
the preference system which means that we favour
different categories in the preference system to take
account of the actual stage of development of certain
countries. I believe this is in everyone's interest and
will improve relations. Ve think it important that all
the countries mentioned in the report should join the
International Labour Organisation and subscribe to its
main principles.

One point which I feel is particularly important is the
European Community's attitude to the level of indebt-
edness in some of these countries, such as Mexico and
Brazil, whose debts have reached astronomic propor-
tions. Ve must not forget that the policy of the
United States on interest and exchange rates is largely
to blame for this and that the Community still has too
little say in those major intemational organizations
which could influence this situation. I7e call on the
Community to take an active role in solving the
problem of these debts and to have the courage to
take a European stand. Ve take a very positive view of
the conference between the ASEAN trade unions and
the European Trade Union Confederation which is to
be arranged this year. The Commission of the Euro-
pean Community has played its part by supporting
this project. I believe that this is the best way for ihe
Community to glve concrete support in such areas.

I7e therefore support the motion for a resolution as it
stands. Ve would, however, like to stress that the Euro-
pean Community must not develop special, bilateral
relationships with individual countries, but must
include the problems of the so-called newly industral-
ized countries in our multinational efforts to reactivate
the North-South dialogge. The European Community
has special responsibilities and opportunities in this
field.

\Pe know that this will often run into opposition from
the United States, as it has done in the past, but I feel
that it would do the European Community good to
take the intiative.

Mr Zargcs (PPE). - (DE) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen ! The Group of the European People's
Party, on whose behalf I am speaking for the first
time, fully supports Sir Jack Stewart-Clark's report,
particularly since he has taken over several amend-
ments which we initiated.

This report makes clear for the first time the fact that
a new classification of developing countries is
required. As the rapporteur shows, the so-called newly
industrialized countries have the right to be treated
according to their stage of development.

Before describing our policy, I would like to list three
factors which explain the high speed of development
of the NIC's:

Firstly, they possess enonnous human potential in the
form of over two thousand million people who are
eager to learn, thrifty and industrious.

Secondly, thcre are vast resources available which
represent a huge store of energy and raw materials,
either in the form of coal, oil, natur4l geri or resewes
of animal or vegetable products.

Thirdly, there are excellent communications, by air
and by sea. The Pacific Ocean optimally combines
people and resources.

Vhat are the consequences of this for Community
policy ?
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Firstly: our poliry must not obstruct the development
of these newly industrialized nations towards

economic independence.

Secondly: the NIC's must gradually accept the prin-
ciple of mutual aid and undertake in future to grant

the privileges they currently enioy to less developed

countries.

Thirdly: we must accept the consequences of this for
our own position and for the intemal development of
the EC.

I should like to focus on three main areas:

Firstly: we must strenSthen our industrial competitive-
ness vis-i-vis the Pacific area. 'S7e will not regain our
share of the world market by lamentations or by
closing borders, but only by developing and imple-
menting common policies for all important areas. \fe
must also recognize, despite the Socialists' fond
claims, particularly in this European election year,

that we cannot exPect to have higher and higher
wages for less and less work, while retaining the same

job in the same place. It is precisely the NICs which
have banished us for ever from the 'Vbrker's Para-

dise.'

Secondly: we must make the people of Europe more
aware of the NICs. We must pay more intensive and

systematic attention to the cultural, political,
economic and technical developments in these coun-

tries, especially in the Pacific area. S7e must bear in
mind that by the year 2000 more than 33 % of 'the

world's population will live in the Pacific area whereas

Europe will have a mere 60/o.

Thirdly: we need a campaign to publicize the most
sophisticated European products and the effectiveness

of this Community. For example, it would be very

helpful if those sections of European industry which
are interested in the Pacific area were to mount a ioint
advertizing campaign to improve the European image,

particularly as regards European achievements in
innovatory technologies. Our attainments in these

fields are impressive, for example European satellites,

European space rockets, glass-fibre cables, research

into fusion and biotechnology.

Responding to the challenges of the NICs is a way of
rekindling our own enthusiasm. Let us be inspired by

the optimism and belief in the future that these

people have, and let us transmit this to the people of

our Community in the European elections. Despite
the Brussels summit and the current debate, pessi-

mism will not achieve anything. !(i'e must act together
to overcome resignation by our commitment, doubts
by our faith and torpor by our vitality. Only then can

Europe have a chance of unity in freedom.

Mr Spencer (ED). - Mr President, the last speaker

but one, Mr Rieger, referred to a comment that I
made about the absence of Socialist Members. I am

very glad that Mr Rieger was able to join us in order

to make his contribution, and I understand that he
has now had to leave for his uain, which again leaves

us in the slightly bizarre situation of not having a

single Socialist in the Chamber. I want to make it
clear that mine was not a criticism of Mr Rieger,

whom I have known and whose work I admire. I
might take this opportunity to put on record that I
regret that he has not been reselected to fight the next
Eiropean elections, because I think he will be a loss

to this Parliament.

My irritation was really directed at many of his
colleagues who, presumably, instead of being here to
do their work as Members of this Parliament, are out
either campaigning for the next election or, in the

case of British Socialist colleagues, are out denigrating
the work of this Parliament in the first place.

So I have only to say on Mr Rieger's technical point
thag if he had been here for the whole of the discus-

sion, he wou[d have heard me say that my group main-
tained is line on the Filippi report and voted for it,
and had merely accepted the amendments from my
colleague, Mr Kellett-Bowman, on a particular
drafting point. There was no particular change of
emphasis between committee and here.

I would like to congratulate Sir Jack Stewert-Clark on
the repor! but I should also like to take this opportu-
nity of saying that I do think the ruling whereby work
in progress lapses at the end of the five-year period
unless it is pushed through the plenary ought really to
be reviewed by the Bureau of Parliament, because it
does mean that very important rePorts, like the
Stewart-Clark report on newly industrialized countnes,
which really deserve the fuller attention of this Parlia-

ment are rushed through the House. I do not see why
we should not be able to carry work forward from one

Parliament to another. I hope that in 1989 the Bureau

of Parliament will at that stage be able to leam from
what we are experiencing in this and other debates

today.

Sir Jack has drawn ar.tention to the fact that paragraph

20 of this report is very much a list of future activities.
He has expressed it as a list of future activities for the
Commission, but I hope that it will also become a list
of future activities for the Committee on External
Economic Relations and for this Parliament. The
matters with which he is dealing - in essence, the
success and the achievement of the newly-industrial-
ized countries of ASEAN, of Taiwan, the Republic of
Korea, Hong Kong and Singapore - ate the very
stuff of the Pacific's entry to which the previous
speaker referred. \7e really do have to understand how
to compete with these economies if Europe is to main-
tain, let alone improve, its standing in world trade. I7e
have to be perfectly clear in our own mind to what
extent their competition is the result of the fact that
they may work harder or be more motivated than we

are, and to what extent it benefits from the fact that
they are taking a free ride on the GATT system or
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because they are ignoring elements of the code of the
International Labour Organization that we in lTestern
Europe take for granted.

So, I hope there will be more clear-eyed analysis of
what has led to the success of the newly-industrialized
ASEAN countries, not just an approach in the spirit of
neo-protectionsim. I hope Parliament will be able in
the next part-session to look at the case of Hong
Kong which, for a variety of reasons, does observe all
the GATT rules, which does observe all the Intema-
tional Labour Organization regulations and which we
are asking should graduate to full responsibility. Espe-
cially in the light of the previous debate, who in this
House would actually be prepared to tum to Hong
Kong and say, 'Allrighg we will treat you as a fully
developed country and theretore wrll allow your
textile exports absolutely free entry'? We have to
recognize that in a number of fields considered in this
and other debates there is a degree of humbug about
the European attitude which we must look at closely
if we are genuinely to learn how to live in a world that
is increasingly swinging away from our old continent
towards the Pacific. My group will happily support the
report which Sir Jack Stewart-Clark has prepared.

Mr Pesmazoglou (NI). - Mr President" the report
by Sir Jack Stewart-Clark refers to a major issue to
which we shall have to give increasing attention in the
coming years. This report constitutes a very significant
contribution, and I wish to conSrahrlate Sir Jack
Stewart-Clark and the Committee on External
Economic Relations, on behalf of which the report
was prepared.

The first key element of the report is in paragraph l,
which states that 'there is no common reason for
permanently maintaining the newly-industrialized
countries as full beneficiaries of the generalized
system of preferences'. This is the first essential and
very specific proposition in this report which, I think
deserves our support.

The second point, which to a very large extent coun-
terweights the considerations advanced during the
discussion of this repor! is in paragraph 16, which
states that the newly-industrialized countries should
be invited to join the International Labour Organiza-
tion and in any case to take full account of the prin-
cipal points of the rules and provisions established b;r
the ILO. This is a reference to the necessity to esta-
blish fair and internationally accepted democratic prin-
ciples in collective bargaining.

These two points open the way for a major considera-
tion of the whole subiect, which is, a complex and diffi-
cult one. I do believe - and that is my only reserva-
tion on this report - that we have to consider the
changing pattem of world trade in the framework of
free trade. This is a very complex problem, and in
dealing with it we must take into account the fact that
within the European Community there are areas and

countries inadequately developed which have a very
serious problem of employment. This problem of
employment and growth in these countries is of major
interest to the European Community as a whole,
including the economically stronger countries of the
centre and the north of Europe. I think that these
considerations should be taken into account in
working out the emerging pattem of world trade
under present technical-anCl trading conditions.

This is my only reservation, but I do believe that the
report by Sir Jack Stewart-Clark opens the way to
tackling a very difficult problem with which we shall
have to cope in the coming years. I think that at this
stage we should vote for this report and look forward
hapefully to further consideration and analysis in the
coming yeas. (Applause)

Mr TugendhaL Vice-President of tbe Commksion

- Mr President, I too should like to join with those
who have remarked upon the timeliness of a report on
the economic importance of the newly-industrialized
countries. The work done by Sir Jack Stewart-Clark
and the quality of that work are a tangible contribu-
tion towards an increasing awareness of a geographical
and economic phenomenon which has progressively
been a feature of the past 15 years.

It should first be pointed out that the expression NIC,
while it refers to a specific category of country, does
not imply either cleady defined frontiers or homoge-
neity within those frontiers. lTithout attempting !o
identify which of many countries may be classified in
an imprecisely defined category, the countries consid-
ered - those in Latin America and those in East Asia

unequivocally do fall into such a category,
although othen might be included as well. Nearly
always, however, a number of features distinguish
these countries from one another, the invariable
common denominator being rapid industrial develop-
ment over the past few years and their increasingly
imposing presence on the world market, although this
is sometimes confined to specific sectors.

It may be found that other characteristics often diffe-
rentiate these countries from one another - the
number of inhabitants, for instance, per capita GNp,
balance of trade, external debt, availability or other-
wise of raw material, trade arrangements, liberal or
protectionist, and so on. The Commission has
regarded the NICs from the viewpoint of their
gowing economic importance on the world market
and in terms of the prospects offered by the creation
of new trading opportunities. Freedom of trade, which
is the backcloth for the Community, remains the prin-
ciple presiding over our relations with these countries.
This has not always been without its difficulties, parti-
cularly as the development of these countries' indus-
tries and the expansion of their exports, both of which
have been particularly rapid, have come at a time of
recession in our industrialized countries when expan-
sion has given way to lack of growth and even decline.
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![hat are the relations between the Community and

the countries in question ? Sometimes they fall within
a contractual framework, that is, a framework of bilat-
eral agreements. This is the case, for example, with
the Latin American countries or Singapore via
ASEAN. Sometimes they fill within a specific frame-
work, as is the case with Hong Kong or Korea. lIith
Taiwan no official relations exist, although trade with
the Taiwanese market has nonetheless developed in a

manner comparable with the other counhies. Vith
Korea provision has been made for annual meetings
within the framework of high-level consultations
between the Commission and Korea. The first such

meeting was held last year in Seoul. The next will be

held in Brussels in a few months time.

The Commission intends to maintain and consolidate
contacts with these countries, particularly with a view
to expanding opportunities for trade and also to
obtaining in some of them a genuine opening up of
their markets, by which I mean, of course, liberaliza-
tion and tariff reductions.

!7ith regard to the GSP, an autonomous and non-reci-
procal system, it should be borne in mind that the
Community, in drawing up its scheme for the period
1981-90 placed an emphasis on the modulated and

individualized application of preferential advantages,

in order to offer to developing countries which really
do need it access to the Community market which is

as wide as the economic situation in the Community
will permit. The preferential limits have been fixed
vith regard to the sensitivity of each product and the
competitiveness of the beneficiary supplier country or
countries concemed. As for the NICs, tariff quotas are

being applied : Brazil, 2l cases; Korea, 33 ; Hong
Kong, 24; Mexico, 2 and Singapore, 6. The Council
decided that the structure of the scheme would
remain unchanged for the first five years and could be

reviewed as from 1985 downwards.

Lastln the Commission considers positively the
request made in the mgtion for a resolution and is

able to agree to a report being drawn up. However, it
considers that it would be preferable not to draw uP a

single large study covering all the countries in ques-

tion. As Sir Jack himself said, the countries are not
identical. It would prefer to study individual deve-

loping countries which have shown rapid economic
development.

President. - The debate is closed.

Vote I

7. Rules of origin

President. - The next item is the report (Doc.
l-500/83) by Mrs Moreau, on behalf of the Committee
on External Economic Relations, on rules of origin.

Mrs Lenz (PPE), deputy rapporteur. - (DE)Mr Prcs-
ident, Mrs Moreau was not able to be present any
longer today and has asked me to take over her report.
fu it is already late, I merely wish to raise one or rwo
major points.

The rules of origin have become a major trade policy
instrument" and form an integral part of the world
trading system. They define the conditions to which a

product must conform to be considered as originating
in a certain country and hence to be eligible for any

preferential tariff treatment by the Community. The
criticism of the rules of origin s),stem currently in
force usually relate to the rules applicable to countries
eniolng preferential treatment, since these are more
detailed and more precise than those applicable to
relations between the EEC and third countries.

Various obiections have been raised, for example that
the rules of origin criteria differ depending on the
partners or groups of partners to whom they are

applied. The counter-argument here is that a uniform
application of the rules of origin is not alwaln desir-
able, given the differences in the trade or competition
policies pursued by the EEC and its partners' In the
interests of simplification, however, it would perhaps
be appropriate to restrict the number of criteria for a

processing operation to two groups, namely areas

subiect to Regulation 802168 and preferential areas.

The forms to be completed for the puqpose of deter-
mining origin have also been criticized. AttemPts
have been made to simplify the process, but this is

only possible where customs formalities are carried
out properly, which is not always the case.

Yet another controversial issue is the existence of
fraud or incorrect declarations. There can be no
denying that, in the interests of European industry, it
would be desirable to promote studies of the manner
in which the rules of origin operate, particularly from
the point of view of setting up machinery to Prevent
or contain fraudulent practices which cause deflec-
tions of international trade, and this is called for in
the report.

One of the most important questions, however, is

whether the rules of origin constitute an obstacle to
international trade. As the report makes clear, we do
not believe this to be the case.

The motion for a resolution underlines the imPor-
tance of the rules of origin mechanisms as an instru-
ment of trade policy by virtue of their influence on
trade flow patterns, and as a guarantee that certain
specific preferences are really granted to the countries
with which trade agreements have been concluded.
Among other thing-s, the rules of origin constitute a

technical instrument for the simplification of customs

formalities, better control of the flow of goods, encour-
agement of exports, for the preParatory work on the
elimination of technical obstacles to trade and the
harmonization of standards.I See Annex.
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As the report points oug the rules of origin do not
offend against the principle of free trade, and, when
correctly applied, serve both the interests of Commu-
nity industry and the export interests of our trading
partners. T7e therefore urge that the rules should be
standardized and clarified and checks made to ensure
that they are being applied correctly.

The committee adopted this motion for a resolution
unanimously. Howwer, the rapporteur - I would like
to make this quite clear - opposes Mr Velsh's
amendments. In her opinion, the negotiating mandate
for Lom6 III stipulates that the present rules of origin
should continue to be applied, since in the Lom6 I
and Lom6 II agreements no problems arose which
could not be solved by application of the agreement
on excePtional cases.

As the motion for a resolution points out, every effort
will be made insofar as it is economically appropriate
when all factors are taken into account, to meet any
future demands by the ACP countries regarding the
rules of origin.

Mrs Ewing (DEP). - Mr Presiden! I am rising only
on the question of the Lom6 Convention to draw the
House's attention to the fact that at Brazzaville both
parties, the ACP and the EEC, passed the report
produced fointly by myself and Somalia on the ques-
tion of fishing. In it we suggested that the rules of
origin relating to fish, so far as Lom6 countries were
concemed, should be relaxed. I have nothing against
the proposal in this repoG except that it seems to me
it iust does not cover the question of fishing. I am not
in any way against what the report sa)rs : I am just
putting in a plea prompted by the fact that there is no
reference made here to the resolution recently passed
in Brazzaville.

First of all, I would suggest that the rules of origin so
far as the Lom6 fishing is concemed are not economi-
cally justifiable, because the report produced by
myself and Somalia proved that'the threat of large
quantities of fish coming from Lom6 countries into
the EEC was imaginary. Ve took it species by species,
country by country and market by market, and
showed that it simply is an imaginary threat. First of
all, therefore, the rules affecting Lom6 are not iustifi-
able.

Secondly, the requirements conceming the percentage
of crew who must be local coast citizens and the
percentage of ownership of the boat are certainly too
strict. In effect we are telling the Lom6 countries that
they cannot develop their own fishing resources. I
would like to give an example. Take Somalia, which I
visited just before going to the Congo and where I
looked in detail at their problems : they have 2 300
km of coastline, they cannot fish all their waters, so
they grant licences and they take money in exchange

for granting licences. But I suggested to them they
would be far better to take, instead of money, some
form of payment in kind and insist that the country,
be it Korea or whoever, should land some of the fish
so that the coastal state could get the benefit of the
processing, because there are plenty of markets for
processed fish in Egypt and Saudi Arabia and so on. I
give that as,an example where the rules of origin are
at present that unless Somalia were to get a ilerogp-
tion, they could not develop this excellent scheme
which is actually being applied in the southem part of
Somalia.

Also, Lom6 countries that get together for, say, ice-
plant and processing facilities with neighbouring coun-
tries would be affected by the rule about importing
from one country into another.

As the Commission promised a reform of the rules of
origin with regard to fish and has not carried out that
promise, I would conclude by urgrng the Commission
to look at this again and expressing the hope that in
Lom6 III we take a much more sensible and just atti-
tude to the rules of origin so far as Lom6 fishing is
concerned.

Mr Tugendhtl Vice-President of tbe Commissiotr"

- Mr President, I do not know whether by the end of
the day Mr Pesmazoglou, Mrs Ewing or I will have
made the more speeches; but I think there is a
certain degree of repetition entering the debates this
morning.

The Commission welcomes Mrs Moreau's report and
supports the accompanying resolution, which it sees
as an encouraging confirmation of the policy it has
pursued hitherto in the sphere of rules of origin. I
would, however, like to make a few remarks on the
draft resolution.

The Commission has always believed that the prefer-
ential rules of origin - Lom6, EFTA" generalized pref-
erences, Mediterranean countries - should be as
uniform as possible since consideration is naturally
given to the economic and political context of each
agIeement.

It is also held that these rules should be set down
simply and clearly and be based on objective
economic and technical criteria. The Commission has
always endeavoured, and will continue to do so in the
future, to adapt the rules of origin to changing circum-
stances, and so to simplify them that they have the
effect of promoting intemational trade. Thus the
Council in 1982, acting on a proposal from the
Commission, adopted a simplified version for
appllng the EEC-EFTA rules of origin for sophisti-
cated mechanical, electrical and electronic goods, but
for a limited period only. The system will still have to
be reviewed in 1985 with a view to putting it on a

Permanent footing.
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Moves to amend or simplify the rules of origin are

naturally a delicate matter, particularly under present

economic conditions. This is because rules of origin
define the scope of preferential alrangements. Any
alterations made must therefore be well thought out
with due account being taken of the conflicts of inter-
ests they could involve.

Finally, I should like to emphasize that the Commis-
sion has laid increasing stress in recent years on the
problem of preventing fraudulent practices.

I wish, in conclusion, to congratulate Mrs Moreau on

her handling of an extremely technical subiect and

thank her heartily for what has proved a very balanced

rePort.

There is one other question which was raised at the
end by Mrs Ewing, and that concems the origin of
fish products. This problem is the subject of intensive
negotiations at present in the framework of the discus-

sions on the new Lom6 Convention. Any specific

requests for derogations have been met during the life-
time of the present Convention. Nonetheless, the

Commission will do its best to accommodate the ACP

wishes.

President. - The debate is closed.

Voter

8. RailuaYs

Prcsident. - The next item is the report (Doc.

152U83) by Mr Gabert, on behalf of the Committee
on Transport, on independent measures by the

Community's railway undertakings to improve their
cooperation on the basis of the ptoposals from the

Commission to the Council for

I. a recommendation to the national railway
undertakingp on technical matters concerning
operation and internal barriers to the crossing
of frontiers affecting the international carriage

of goods (Doc. t-946183 - COM(83) 490

final)

II. a recommendation to the national railway

companies of the Member States on strenS-

thening their cooperation in the commercial
management of international passenger and

goods transport by rail (Doc. l'623183 -
COM (83) 404 final)

III. a recommendation on railway tariffs for inter-
national transport by container and piggyback
techniques (Doc. l-509l83 - COM(83) 357

final)

IV. a recommendation concerning the Interna-
tional Company for Piggyback Transport
(Doc. l-530/83 - COM(83) 331 final)

Mrs von Alemann (Ll, deputy rapPorteur. - (DE)
Mr Presideng ladies and gentlemen, as Mr Gabert has

commitments elsewhere, I have been asked to speak

on behalf of the Committee on Transport.

In general, the committee welcomed the Commis-
sion's proposals and suggested to the Council that it
examirie irhether it would not be useful to combine
the various proposals in a single recommendation. I
am informed that this is to be done. The Community
railway undertakings are to be called upon to elimi-
nate immediately all causes of frontier clearance

delays for which they are themselves responsible. This
is very important, but at the same time the Member
States must also be called upon to eliminate adminis-

trative delays at the borders. I need only mention the

events at the Brenner Pass border crossing, at the
border crossing points between Italy and France.

These problems may have principally involved road
traffic, but could just as easily occur with rail traffic.

The European Parliament therefore welcomes the

statement by the President of the Council, Mr
Fiterman, that the Council of Ministers intends to

secure immediate improvements for goods traffic at

frontiers. It is very important that any maior differ-
ences that remain in various areas of Community
poliry, e.g. creation of a common transPort market
fiscal harmonization, mutual recognition of health

certificates, be overcome so that delays at borders,

which are insupportable for the Community public
and Community industry, can be eliminated.

The committee feels that the competitiveness of rail
transport would be considerably enhanced if the
Community's railway undertakings succeeded in
presenting themselves on the market as a single
carrier with enough flexibility to resPond to rapidly
changing market situations. I7e call on the railway
undertakinp to investigate whether they could not
best achieve this obiective by transferrinS, over the
long term, the entire marketing of their services, at

least in the goods traffic sector, to a marketing office.
It is further suggested that the railway undertakings
should examine whether a punctuality Suarantee
could also be offered for passenger transPort under
certain circumstances, e.g. connecting flights, appoint-
ments, in particular for the system of high-speed inter-
national rail links to be constructed.

The committee reaffirms that the development of
various forms of combined transport is a suitable way
of making the most of the environmental benefits of
rail transport in competition on the transPort market.
It welcomes the joint efforts of the Community's
railway undertakingp to increase transPort speeds and

passenger comfort, and urges them to make intensive
efforts to overcome the obstacles in their own organi-
zation that stand in the way of successful cooperation.I See Annex.
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The rapporteur, Mr Gabert, on behalf of the
Committee on Transporl advises parliament to adopt
the Commission's draft regulation, with an ,-.rd-
ment to Article 2. On behalf of the Liberal and
Democratic Group, I can say that we intend to vote
for this report.

Mr Moreland (ED). - Mr President, my group
supports this report. I should like to congatulate thi
rapporteur and also Mrs von Alemann for deputizing
so admirably this morning

One might be tempted to start off by saying that so
often those of us from the parties on the centre-right
are lambasted by parties from the left for not being as
interested as they are in the railways and in the bene-
fits to the railways. It is rather evident today that the
parties of the centre-fight clearly are the parties that
are interested: indeed, there is not a Socialist in sight.

Vhat is so depressing is that the railways are in a very
serious state, and from all the documents produced by
the Commission we have seen a continuing decline in
the use of the railways for freight. IIe also know the
enormous deficits of the railways, which, if you total
them up, amount to something approaching the cost
of .the Common Agriculrural Policy. It is a very
serious situation, and we welcome this report as going
in the right direction. It is important to emphasizi thi
efficiency of the railways in improving efliciency in
general ; in the past, the emphasis has been too much
on protectionism, on trying to move freight onto the
railways be devious means. This is an important report
in that respect also because it puts the onus on the
railway organizations themselves. Much of the diffi-
culty has lain in the fact that the railways have not
cooperated enough. Indeed, all the reports that Mrs
von Alemann and I have seen coming to our
committee emphasize the fact that we are still dealing
with 10 separate railways, and very often the coopera-
tion on the borders is not as good as it might be.

$7e welcome this report and will give it our support.

Mr Tugendhat, Vice-President of tbe Commission.

- Mr President, perhaps it would be easier, for
reasons of brevity, to deal with this excellent report on
a point-by-point basis.

First of all, may I take the amendment to Article 2 of
the recommendation on commercial cooperation,
which is on page 5 of Mr Gabert's report. The
Commission always considers, with the greatest
interest, any proposal for an amendment which-comes
from Parliament. Mr Gabert proposes setting up, by
1989, an organization common to the ten railways for
the marketing of all their national transport services.
Obviously this is a very ambitious idea and, at first
sight, extremely attractive. It is also in line with the
Commission's own opinions, although in the longer
term. In practice, however, before the idea can be
implemented, a number of political and economic

obstacles will first have to be removed. Five years, we
think, is really not long enough to achieve ihis.

For that reason the Commission favours a gradual
approach and would recommend the following-action,
first of all on a bilateral and later on a mu-itilateral
basis : as regards the marketing, the setting up of inter-
network teams; as regards th1 sales, uni-tin| markets
by_doing more to set up ioint services coniisting of
technical and marketing teams. The draft recommen_
dation further calls on the railways to submit a report
within two years on the progress made and *re a-iffi
culties encountered. It should be remembered that the
two decisions adopted by the Council in July l9g2
a1d July 1983 on the commercial independince of
the railvays also specify that a report on their applica-
tion is to be submitted to the Council after j years.
Lastly, the decision on passenger transport calls upon
the railways to submit a report before lhe end of this
year on whether they think it is a good idea for the
marketing of intemational passenger transport services
to be the responsibility of a joint organization. All
these measures will help to increase cooperation
between the railways, but they do not involve the crea-
tio-n of an organization common to the ten railways as
a forerunner to a European railway company.

Moreover, how can a sales office common to the ten
r.lilway undertakingp allocate revenue from extremely
disparate. transport services between the ten railway
undertakings if it does not have an independeni
company status ? The Commission is also in favour of
pooling revenue, but only in respect of services
between one country and another uniting the markets
of no more than two, or possibly three,-railways. The
recommendation mentions this idea of pooling
revenue. Thus, although the Commission thanks thi
rapporteur- for his positive contribution to the adop-
tion of these four recommendations and for the
imaginative proposals, it regrets that, for the reasons
which I have stated, it cannot endorse the proposal for
an amendment.

Mr Presiden! I now turn to page 6 of Mr Gabert s
report, where there is a proposed amendment to
Article 2 of the recommendation on combined trans_
port. The remarks I made on the previous proposal
also apply to the amendment concerning combined
transport - by which is I think, meani containers
and piggyback transport. In this connection, however,
we should not forget the existence of Inter-container,
the International Container Transport Company, and
Inter-Frigo, the Intemational Company foi ne'friger_
ated Transport. These are wholly-ownld subsidiiies
of the.railways whose purpose ii to provide a joint
marketing service for the 23 member railway undertak_
ings.

At national level, piggyback transport services are
provided by joint marketing con p"rries, railways and
road hauliers. At international level, these companies
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have set up Interunit, a company which to begin with
is concemed with market studies and research. Accord-
ingly, the Commission, in its gradual approach to
these matters, recommends that these companies go
further and enable Interunit to undertake some

management tasks. For all these reasons, in this area

too, the Commission, unfortunately cannot endorse

the amendment proposed by the raPporteur.

President. - The debate is closed.

Vote I

9. Transalpine railway links

President - The next item is the report (Doc.
1520/83) by Mr Gabert, on behalf of the Committee
on Transport, on improving transalpine railway links.

Mrs von Alemann (L), deputy rdPPorteur. - (DE)
Mr President, ladies and gentlemen ! The subiect of
this reporg transalpine railway links, has recently
generated considerable interest. Transalpine traffic is
of particular significance for Europe ; the Alps consti-
tute a natural obstacle to passenger and goods traffic
on routes from Italy to France and Germany. A large

proportion of the transalpine routes Pass through the
territories of non-member countries which the
Community must resPect and treat as equal Partners.
The fact that the Alps are of outstanding ecological
importance to the whole of Europe, both as a unique
natural region with its own flora and fauna, and as a

water resewoir and climatic factor, precludes any trans-
port developments which could threaten the sensitive

ecological balance of the region.

Following Greece's accession to the Community,
railway links via Austria and Yugoslavia with Greece

are of major importance. Under the European infras-

tructure master plan of the International Union of
Railways, a range of different transalpine trunk routes

are envisaged. I would refer you here to the report and

merely like to say that each of these individual routes

is very important. The railway companies responsible
for operating these routes have already exten{ed
capacity and speed on all the lines by technical
improvements and will be continuing to do so in the

future.

The European Community has provided financial
support from its transport budget for the construction
of the Domodossola II marshalling yard, rendered

necessary by the development of the L6tschberg-
Simplon line.

The work currently planned by the railway companies
operating in the Alps will ensure that the capacity of

the transalpine lines will be sufficient to deal with
increases in traffic, as far as they can be estimated at

present, until the first half of the next century. Higher
speeds, which are necessary if the railways are to be

competitive with other forms of transport, can only be

attained if the railway companies make every effort
and if the delays caused by customs formalities and

checks at the borders are eliminated. Otherwise, high
speeds will only be possible in tunnels.

According to the financial estimates available, there
must be a substantial increase in the volume of transal-

pine railway traffic to justify the cost of such a project.
The decision as to when and whether such a proiect
should be implemented can only be taken at political
level, once the problem of economic viability has

been solved.

The Committee on Transport would point out that
the Commission and the European Parliament have

proposed a number of measures to promote the deve-

lopment of combined transport which have so far met
with only a limited response from the Council of
Ministers. Such measures would make it possible to
increase the volume of transalpine traffic in the short
term. Other forms of international cooperation must
be found to solve the problem of transalpine trans-

Port.

The European Community, particularly the Member
States concerned must enter immediately into negotia-
tions with the other Alpine countries with a view to
drawing up, on the basis of equality and mutual
respect, a transport programme for the Alps covering
all means of transport which will ensure the Protec-
tion of this unique region and provide the best

possible answer to transport needs. The Commission
is called upon, when selecting infrastructure projects
eligible for financial support from the Community's
transport budget to give high priority to proiects to
improve transalpine railway links and their
connecting lines. Under certain circumstances, due to
the importance of infrastructure measures, non-
member countries may also apply for aid from
Community financial instruments.

Ve hope that Yugoslavia in particular will take advan-
tage as soon as possible of the loans available from the
European Investment Bank under the cooperation
agreement with the Community and use them to
improve its railway network, and that the Republic of
Yugoslavia will be offered subsidized interest rates by
the Community. Ve urge all those with responsibility

' for transport in the Alps to cooPerate in drawing up a

ioint transport programme.

This concludes my colleague Mr Gabert's remarks and
in the interests of expediency I would ask you to
adopt this report.

President. - The debate is closed'I See Annex.
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I 0. Airport cbargcs

President. - The nerft item. is the report (Doc.
l-7184) by Mr Moorhouse, on behalf of the
Committee on Transpor! on airport charges in the
European Community.

Mr Moorhouse (ED), rapporteur, - Mr President, in
January 1983, Mr Hopper and other Members tabled a

motion for a resolution decrying the subsidization of
Sansted Airport from the profits of the two large
London airports, Heathrow and Gatwick. He particu-
larly drew attention to the effect that this has on
Manchester Intemational Ai.porg owned not by the
United Kingdom Govemment but by the Manchester
local authority. In March 1983, Mr Moreland called for
the revision of the current IATA regulations on excess

baggage and the introduction of the American s)4stem

of charging on the basis df the number of pieces of
baggage. Both of these motions for resolutions were
referred to the Committee on Transport.

The committee, although concemed by the two
metteni raised, decided that the best course would be
to examine the whole subject of airport charges in the
European Community. This report therefore, marks
the first attempt by an EEC institution to consider
aiqports, airport policy and the potential avenues for
Community action in the future.

The preparation of this report has proved to be more
difficult than I had anticipated. The major difficulty
was in making a proper comparison between the
Community airports, as there was no common basis
for comparison. The types of ownership to be found
in the Community vary across the whole spectrum
from direct Statq control to concessions to chambers
of commerce, to private ownership. The charges made
by airports are similarly varied, both between Member
States and between individual airports in each country.
Some airports, for example, include security charges,
whilst others have security charges met by the State.
Other variations include levies on exceptionally noisy
aircraft and for the use of busy airports at peak periods

British Airports Authorities, Heathrow and
Gatwick Ailpors, are examples of this last type.

An additional factor that makes comparison between
airports difficult is the subsidization by governments
of national airlines. An example that has recently
corne to light is the exemption by the Greek Govern-
ment of Olympic Airwap from the obligation to pay
landing charges at Athens Airport. State aids of this
sor! whether designed to cover operating losses or
infrastructure expenditure, can severely distort the
picture of an airport's financial position. They must be
ended where possible and certainly made more trans-
parent.

The charges thus vary considerably. The report high-
lights this in the table on page Z7,where you can see

that there is a difference in charges for a Boeing 747
and a DC 9-30 of a factor of 3. The charges for a

Boeing 747 in 1982 varied between US $ I 076 lot
Greece and US $ f tOg for the United Kingdom.
These figures are ECAO averages for each country,
and some charges may thus be even higher for parti-
cular airports. It should, however, be noted that in real
terms airport charges have fallen over the last few
years.

Vhat action can therefore be taken by the Commu-
nity ? The first and most important thing is to make
sense of the jumble of different standards and systems
prevalent today in Community airports. To this end,
the Committee on Transport has recommended the
introduction of a single nomenclature throughout the
Community for airport charges. Thus one could
expect that landing charges in Athens would include
the same charging principles as landing charges at
Heathrow or Frankfurt. Only then will it be possible
to evaluate the efficienry or otherwise of the airports
in the Community and to compare them with those
outside the Community.

The Commission must redouble its efforts to investi-
gate all State aids to airports. The directive on the
transparency of financial relations between Member
States and public undertakings should be applied to
the air transport field. This would require publicly-
owned companies to disclose the aids that they
receive, thus making the task of the Commission
easier.

If these and other measures are taken by the Commu-
nity, it will become easier to compare the efficiency of
European airports, to reduce the burden placed upon
the European taxpayer, and to reduce the extraordi-
narily high air-fares charged in Europe today.

Mr O'Donnell (PPE). - Mr Presideng at the outset
I would like to congratulate Mr Moorhouse very
sincerely on his most impressive and well-researched
report. I believe that this report is a valuable addition
to the series of studies which this Parliament has been
conducting over recent years into all aspects of avia-
tion, and I very sincerely congmtulate him on the
immense amount of research and the very valuable
information contained in his report in relation to
what is in fact a very complex subject in the field of
aviation.

In this report Mr Moorhouse points oug firstly, that
airport charges constitute a not insignificant element
in the total aviation costs and secondly, that there is a
wide variation in the scale of charges, fees, etc, in the
different European airports. For a number of years
now, those of us who are familiar with aviation know
that airport charges have been the subject of much
controvercy in Europe. Airlines naturally complain
about the additional burden of high airport charges on
their overall costs. The Moorhouse reportr See Annex.
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recommends that the European Community should

take steps to clarify and to rationalize the operation

and management of airports in the various Member

States which provide international services. I agree

with this - it is very laudable, may I say so, in theory

- but it is going to be very difficult in practice.

Nevertheless, I agtee with Mr Moorhouse that the

Commission should tackle this very important asPect.

The report also recommends that the general condi-
tions of competition between airports in the European

Community should be investigated with a view to

improvements.

I am particularly glad that Mr Moorhouse has referred

to an aspect of airport life which has been causing a

lood deal of concem and alarm over recent months.

That is the suggestion that duty-free shops and duty-
free facilities might be abolished. As Mr Moorhouse

poins out on page 30 of his rePo4 duty-free shops

"aaort 
t for a large share of airports' commercial

revenue, and he shows the scale of relative importance

of duty-free shops in different airports. He does not,

unfortunately, mention Dublin or Shannon. Ve in
Ireland are greatly alarmed by any suggestions of this

kind, particularly arising from the incident of the

so-called butter boats in Germany, and we would be

extremely concerned at any attempt to abolish duty-
free shops or duty-free facilities. I can say without any

fear of ixaggeration that any such attemPt in relation

to duty-fre--shops and duty-free facilities would have

disastrous results for Irish airports and for Irish avia-

tion in general. I am particularly pleased that Mr
Moorhouse has referred to small aircraft utilized for

regional air services. He very rightly points out that
thi abolition of subsidies in these small regional

airports could lead to termination of services.

Finally, Mr Moorhouse refers to ancillary aviation activ-

ities at airports and indeed non-aeronautical activities.

He refers io Los Angeles. I very much regret that he

did not refer to an example in this Community, an

outstanding example of how airport development can

spark off a very impressive economic activity. I refer

to Shannon Airport in an area in my own constitu-
enry which 25 years ago was iust a marsh and which
today has a large international airport with over 30

industrial and commercial companies and a new town

with a population of l0 000 people. This is an indica-

tion of the type of development that airports can

spark off. In conclusion, may I sincerely congratualte-

Mr Moorhouse on giving the Commission and all of
us food for thought. I hope that action will be taken

on the excellent recommendations he has made.

Mr Habsburg (PPE). - (DE)MI President, Mr Moor-

house's report has been conscientiously and obiec-

tively writien and .deserves our full suPPort. This also

applies to the resoiution and we are pleased to vote for
ii-particularly since there is still a great deal to be

done in the field of aviation; every study of the Euro-

pean economic situation clearly demonstrates that a

Community solution to transport problems is one of
the prerequisites for a properly functioning common
market. I hope we have learnt from recent painful
events - the strike of the long-suffering lorry drivers

at the Italian border crossings - that we must devote

even more attention to internal European traffic.

Proper regional organization must also be based on
transport poliry decisions.

Mr Moorhouse's work has been so thorough that there

is nothing further to say on most of the suggestions. I
therefore propose to confine mpelf to paragraphs l8
and 19 of the motion for a resolution. Paragtaph 18

calls on all Member States to accede to the Eurocon-

trol Convention. It is shocking that this should still be

necessary in 1984. Eurocontrol is technically so

advanced that it is inconceivable that there should be

any countries which do not make use of this Euro-

pean facility. Once again, the attitude of some Sovern-
ments demonstrates how shrbborn politicians and

bureaucrats can be when nationalism colours their
views and reduces their capacity for rational thought.
Anyone who has ever had an opportunity of visiting
Eurocontrol will know that it is one of the strongest

proofs that the modem world requires us to think on

a European scale. This is not only true of technology.

It also applies to costs : it is easy to demonstrate that
our governments could save signficant sums if Euro-

control covered the whole of Europe. Taxpayers are

paying large sums of money year in, year out, because

of the refusal to extend the system. Given the shortage

of funds, it is inconceivable why a demonstrably
progressive measure which also saves monel, should

Le rejected on prestige grounds. It would be very

enlightening if the new Parliament were to draw up a

calculation of how much money narrow-minded
nationalism costs us.

If we adopt paragraph 18 of the motion for a resolu-

tion this would once again make it clear to individual
govemments that it is high time that an instnrment
which is eminently suitable for promoting integration
in the technical sphere should be used on a European

basis. \7e must avoid the squabbles we have had over
Irish milk and the British contribution ?

Paragaph 19 relates to the question of free baggage

allowances and excess baggage charges. I should like
to expand on this point and remind the House that
we have previously discussed the question of hand

luggage in airlines and it was established that too

mrit, o. too bulky hand luggage represents a real

danger to passengers. All the exPerts agree that in an

emergency escape routes are blocked which leads to
paniC iust when open gangpays and discipline are

most imPortant.

Unfortunately, as a regular Passenger, I find that, apart

from a few sporadic excePtions, there has been abso-

lutely no improvement. Practically nowhere is there
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any check on whether passengeni have too much
hand luggage. Often a blind eye is turned. Do we
need a disaster before even the most basic measures
are introduced ? I assume, however, that it would be
easier to change matters if the whole question of
luggage, as Mr Moorhouse suggests in his reporg were
simplified. I cannot understand why we do not intro-
duce the American s),stem for luggage, which has
made life much easier for the airline passenger. In
Brussels, for example, particularly at the Sabena
Check-in, waiting times of 20, 25 minutes before
luggage can be checked in, are not unusual. For short
journeys, the advantages of flying are lost - without,
unfortunately any reduction in the cost. In Americ4
luggage is checked in unweighed, in Vashingon
before entry to the departure lounge, and takes, as a
rule, less than a minute.

Mr Moorhouse is quite correct to point out that the
habit of weighing lugg.ge and of granting a free
b"8g.g. allowance dates from the era of stage coaches.
In most European countries letters take longer to be
delivered than they did in the reign of Charlemagne
and intemational train services are, on average, slower
than they were before 1914. I doubt whether this can
be regarded as progress.

The same applies, muratis mutandis, to the free
baggage allowance, where we could again learn from
the Americans. This long overdue modernization
would not cost the airlines anphing to introduce and
might even save costs.

To sum up, the motion for a resolution deseryes our
whole-hearted support and I hope that its sensible
proposals will be implemented. \7e. should be grateful
if the Commission would not only forward the resolu-
tion to the ICAO and ECAC, but would make every
effort to ensure that it is put into practice.

Mr Tugendhot, Vice-Presid,ent of tbe Commission

- Mr Presiden! may I add my congratulations to
those of other speakers to Mr Moorhouse on his very
well constructed and readable report. The Commis-
sion agrees that it is very important to promote the
efficiency of Community airports. It is certainly a task
which everybody in the Community ought to be
prepared to approach together.

Memorandum No 2 on air transport contains, as one
of the priority activities envisaged, the development of
airport charges and performance criteria. There is
competition between airports, and State aids should
therefore be controlled to the extent that they do or
may influence trade between Member States. The
Commission believes that ailport costs should
normally be paid by the users. !7e agree, however,

with the argument that airports are vital for regional
development and industrial location. Therefore, some
aid should be permissible.

The Commission is devoting considerable effort

lgw-ards facilitating air freight. The proposed simpli-
fied control procedures for holders of i Community
passport are of course also important. It is only whe4
we arrive at the free and unhindered movement of
passengers and goods that the airports can really
achieve the most efficient and thereby the cheapest
use of their facilities.

President - The debate is closed.

Vote r

After tbe aote on tbe lWoorbouse report

I notice that we have no speaker down for the next
item on the agenda, that is the report (Doc.
1-1525/83) by Mr Klinkenborg.

Ve shall therefore proceed immediately to the vote t.

After tbe ootc on tbe Klinhenborg report.

Given the lateness of the hour, I propose that we hold
over the report (Doc. l-1387183) by Mr peters, on the
right of members of the armed forces to form associa-
tions, until a later part-session.

Mr Baillot (COM). 
- (FR) I am glad you proposed

that the discussion on the Peters report should be post-
poned, because I regard the topic we are dealing with
as very serious. It is not merely a question of whether
or not soldiers can form associations. This is a matter
which also concerns national defense and national
independence. I do not see how we can take a deci-
sion on such matters with only four Members present

- plus, of course, you, Mr President. Moreovei, since
there are some ambiguities in the texg I am in favour
of referral back to committee.

President. - !7e agree. !7e shall not therefore
consider Mr Peters' reporg which will be placed on
the agenda of a future part-session.

ll. Ad.journment of tbe session

President. - I declare the session of the European
Parliament adjourned. 2

(The sitting uas closed at 2 p.n)

I See Annex.
2 Vritten declarations entered in the register (Rule 49) _

!orw-11dinq of resolutions adopted during the sitting -Deadline for tabling amendments - Dates for next part-
session : See Minutes.
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Votes

This Annex indicates rapporteurs' opinion on amendments and. rePr-o-
duces the text of explanafr6ns of vote.-For further details of the voting, the

reeder is referred to dre Minutes

SCHVENCKE REPORT (Doc. 1-1524/t3: European library): ADOPTED

Explanation of aote r
Mr Schwencke (S), rapporteur - in uritting. - (DE) The motion for a resolution

tabled by Mr Leonardi and other members of the European Parliament calls for proposals

on the creation of a Community library. The Committee on Youth, Culture, Education,

Information and Sport undertook this task with pleasure and discussed the maiter in
detail, as well as ionsulting library experts. The motion for a resolution makes the

following concrete demands: we call forthe creation of a'European Library'(EL) in th_e

form ofl computer-assisted library information system, which would store centrally all

bibliographical information relevant to Europe and which could be consulted on a decen-

tralized 6asis. Florence is suggested as the location of the EL, as the place in the Euro-

pean Community with the most relevance for European studies, where the European

iJniversity Institute, well known for its excellent studies on Europe, has existed since

1974 and the archives of the European Communities are stored and accessible tq users.

Up to now there has not been any attempt to formulate a European policy on libraries,

apart from certain attemPts at cooPeration on the part 9l11ajo1 libraries within the

.bnt.*t of the cultural activities of the Council of Europe (LIBER). The motion for a reso-

lution, on which my report is based, takes as its starting point the view that'the nbed to

create ... a store of knowledge and information with a view to closer cultural links within
the Community' is essential. This Community objective c0rresponds to the statements on

cultural policy contained in the European Council's Solemn Declaration of Stuttgart

(1983) and is iargely identical with the obiectives of cultural policy as {efined on repeated

occasions since i979 by the European Parliament, particularly in the Fanti report (1993):

But this report goes far beyond what is envisaged by the Commission and the Council of

Ministers, particularly with its demand fot a lo/o Community levy for cultural spending.

The authors of the Leonardi motion for a resolution justify their demand for a Commu-

nity Library in terms of cultural and library policy, but are thinking of libraries as they

*.ie corr..ired in the 19th century, when they call eg. for a reference library with a right
to receive one copy of every book published in the Community. The examples they cite

are the 'national litraries' which exist in most of our Member States and which are used

for the collection of, research into and development of literature in the respective national

languages. However convincing such a request might appear at fint sight in terms of

cullural policy, it does not really serve any useful purpose for European culture and could

not easily be iinanced : who really benefits if every book and journal is stored somewhere

in Europe ?

The EL should not, therefore, be a national library on a Community scale. l7ithout
wishing to put forward a further variant of the 'end of the Age of Reading' Postulated by

Mcluh-an, we must, when it comes to the EL, abandon the concept of this type of library

(a very well-stocked example of this type of library already exists nearby, the_'Badia' and

make'use of information systems specifically developed for libraries : we call for the crea-

tion of a centralized data bank which could be incorporated into the existing EURYDICE

system. i
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An EL of this type should provide an indexing service to show enquirers where they can
find relevant literature and documentation (awareness service) and compile an information
package to be supplied in the most economical manner (delivery service).

If I may be permitted to end on a personal note, this report concludes my work as a

rapporteur on cultural policy in the European Parliament. I am pleased that three of my
reports (European University Instihrte, 1981, European fuchives, 1982 and European
Library) have helped to esablish a first-rate European Centre in Florence for research,
teaching, documentation and information: it has a part to play in making Europe more
European !

VAN AERSSEN REPORT (Doc. t-14801t3: Euro-Arab University): ADOPTED

PAPAPIETRO REPORT (Doc. 1-1-42184: Univensity instinrte for Euro-Africon
studies): ADOPTED

PETERS RBFORT (Doc. 1-1502/t3: Equal treatrnent for men end womcn):
ADOPTED

The rapporteur spoke:

- IN FAVOUR OF Amendments Nos I to 5, 17 and 22;

- AGAINST Amendments Nos 6 to 13, 15, 15, 18 to 20.

Explanation of aote

Mr Kyrkos (COM), in writing. - (GR) Ve shall vote in favour of Mr Peters' and Mrs
Maij-Veggen's reports, because both refer to a very significant social problem which our
Party considers to be among the most important and has repeatedly spoken about, namely
the problem of equal treatment for men and women.

The legislative esablishment of equal treatment in both professional and welfare q6tems
of social security is, we believe, a necessary step in the direction of true equality. Up to
now, the law has ordained equal treatment only in compulsory systems of social security.

Clearly though, these often cannot satisfactorily cover the needs of working people, and it
is precisely due to this deficiency that the need for additional security arises. Any discrimi-
nation against women in welfare security q/stems is tantamount to an essential differentia-
tion of working conditions for women, since it deprives them of a basic grant which,
nevertheless, is considered essential for men. In our opinion the conflict with the direc-
tives of Article ll9 of the Treaty is plain, and must be eliminated.

As for the granting of a widower's pension to men, we wish to stress the following: parti-
cularly in today's economic circumstances, when Europe's peoples are under the-yoice of
unemployment and worken see their real incomes falling because of inflation and the
sluggishness of the economy, more and more families ..,1y, to a large extent or entirely,
on the wife's earningp to meet their expenses. Under such\onditionq if the working wiie
should die it is impossible for the man to make up the loss of income, with the resuit that
all the rest of the family will suffer. The granting of a widower's pension to men is not
just an implementation in this sector of the principle of equal treatment; it is not just a
matter of ethics. In these dap it is an absolute need, and should become integrally'esta-
blished as soon as possible.
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MAIJ-VEGGEN REPORT (Doc. l-1506183: Equal treotment for widows and
widowers) r ADOPTED

The rapporteur spoke:

- AGAINST Amendment No I

Explanation of oote

Mr Kyrkos (COM). - (GR) (Ihe previous explanation of vote relates also to the rePort

by Mrs Maij-Veggen).

ROBERTS REPORT (Doc. 1-152tlE3 : Parental leove): ADOPTED

The rapporteur spoke:

- IN FAVOUR OF Amendments Nos I to 18,37 and 44;- AGAINST Amendments

Nos 20 to 36,39 to 42,45,46,48 to 50, 52, 53, 56 and 58.

Explanations of aote

Mr Estgen (PPE). - (FR) I am very happy to note, not only as a Member of the Euro-

pean Pailiament but also as Chairman of the Aetion Familiale et Popilaire that more

and more voices are \eing raised, in the Community and particulady in this Parliament,

in de(ence of the legitimate interests of the family, and in particular to defend and partici-
pate, together and on an equal footing, in our social professional and political life and to

ih"re .i real partners the burdens and the joys of family life, while at the same time

respecting the rights and needs of children.

Today, the words 'responsible parents' are more than a slogan. They describe a moral atti-

tude which is more and more common. Very many psychologists, PsychotheraPists,
doctors and teachers have stated and, indeed, demonstrated the decisive importance of the

first two or three years of life for the future life and the human, social and civil behaviour

of the adult. They stress in particular the importance of forging at a very early age affec-

tive links and healthy relationships between the infant and its parents. I use the exPres-

sion 'between th'e infant and its parents' advisedly since it includes the mother as well as

the father, although relationships with its mother, particularly during the nursing period,

has a special and ineplaceable role. Pediatricians are unanimous in stressing the fact that

the physical contact between the baby and its mother is an important factor in the psycho-

logical development and the affective equilibrium of the infant.

This basic role has become more and more difficult to fulfil with the increase in the

number of working mothers. The mother of a very young child is very often distressed

and feels guilty at leaving its child to go to work. There is a considerable increase in all

Community countries in the number of couples where both parents work. The same

applies to the number of isolated parents. Indeed, it is clear that the larger the family the

stn-aller the opportunities for work. This is also clearly one of the causes for the fall in the

birthrate evidlnt in all our Member States. I, therefore, feel that it is indispensable that
society should lessen as far as possible the difficulties experienced by working mothers in
reconciling their professional and family responsibilities.

Parental leave is clearly one of these measures, and it is a much better solution than

placing the child in a crdche or a day-nursery. Parental leave should also be granted.to

adoptive parents since the communication between the adopted child and its adoptive

p"t.nts .ithe -omerrt it becomes part of the family is extremely important. I believe that

parental leave should be accompanied by a special family allowance from the social

iervices which should, however, have a fixed ceiling. At the same time women who are

not gainfully employed should also receive an education and household allowance during
the child's first two years.
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Finally, I should like to stress that in view of the current employment situation, the intro-
duction of parental leave throughout the whole Community would certainly help to
relieve unemployment among young people.

I shall therefore vote for the resolution.

Mr Von den Heuvel (S). - (NL)W Presideng I should like to point out that, if this is
the EPP Group's explanation of vote, its members have all voted the wrong way. That
pleases me, but there is something wrong here.

President. - That wasn't a point of order, Mr Van den Heuvel.

Mr Pattenon (ED). - It is with very great regret that I rise to explain why it is that my
group is unable to support the excellent report by my colleague, Dame Shelagh Roberts. I
regret it all the more because it was two members of my goup who some time ago in the
Committee of Inquiry into the Situation of Vomen in Europe actually suggested this idea
of a directive on parental leave.

The reason why we cannot support ig however, is that although new rights for families -particularly for husbands who all too rarely see their children, particularly Members of the
European Parliament - are important, we should also have some regard to the costs -not iust because of the costs themselves, but because if you do not have regard for costs
the chances of getting any kind of parental leave directive are nil.

Ve should like to draw attention in particular to one of our amendments which, unfortu-
nately, the House did not support: the position of small businesses. Ve alwap talk about
the need to crcate employment in this Parliament and say how vduable it is that we have
small businesses because that is where the jobs are being created. All the evidence sugg-
ests that if small businesses were required immediately to implement this parental leave
directive, it would have very bad consequences for them, and I am sorry the House could
not support our amendment which would have excluded them. Ve also believe that on
the matter of leave for family reasons, the House has now voted in a most extraordinary
manner by first leaving it to the Member States and then drawing up very detailed criteria
as to how leave for family reasons shall be ordered. Indee4 the wedding of a child - it
seems quite extraordinary that we have left that in.

So, with great regret and supporting the principle of parental leave, and leave for family
reasons, my 8roup, nevertheless, is unable to support the directive as it is at present
drafted.

Mr Kyrkos (COM). - (GR) in witing. \[e shall vote in favour of the proposed direc-
tive for parental leave and leave for family reasons, and for the amendments by the
Committie on Social Affairs and Employment and those by the Committee of Inquiry
into the Situation of Vomen in Europe. Vhen this directive is issued, we believe that it
will be an important step in the development of social life among the peoples of Europe,
because it constitutes a practical acknowledgement of the equal share of responsibility
bome by each parent and encourages the more direct involvement of the husband in
caring for and bringing up his children. The existence of a law ganting parental leave to
husbands as well will not iust help new parents to face the difficulties associated with the
birth of a child, but will function more widely throughout society as a whole, at the
psychological level, in support of greater equality between men and women.

Another important result of such a law would be the elimination to a large extent of
private-sector employers' reservations about taking on female staff. The familiar argument
that it is disadvantageous to employ women because of matemity leave would lose its
force since men, too, could'demand parental leave.

As regards leave for family reasons, we think that this is an extremely humanitarian
measure that would make it possible for working people to respond to serious and
distressing hmily situations without the added anguish caused by being unable to take
time off from work, or by fear of the consequences of such an absence.
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Finally, we wish to stress once more that we support the amendments by the Committee
of Inquiry into the Situation of Vomen in Europe, which strike us as important in supple-
menting the proposed directive.

BOYES REPORT (Doc. 1-1489/t3: Unemployment): ADOPTED

Explanations of aote

Mr Adamou (COM), in writing, - (GR) The subject-matter of the resolution, namely

the psychological, pathological and social consequences of unemployment" and the report
by Mr Boyes are of course interesting.

However, the subject is mainly scientific in nature, and should be examined by other
organizations and circles in every way more comPetent than the EEC. The raPPorteur

himself refers to two recent seminars organised by the IIHO and cites abundant relevant
bibliography.

We do not, therefore, see any reason to charge the Commission, from every point of view
lacking in competence as it is conceming this matter, with the responsibility of preparing
an in depth report, which will not in any case persuade Council to modify is well-known
policy on employment. For this reason, the Members of the Greek Communist Party will
abstain from voting.

Mr Butafuoco (NI), in writing. - (IT)The economic and social crisis in our Commu-
nity persists : no fewer than 7o/o of the active population is unemployed, and the figure

for young people under 25 is l2o/o: these are the categories of citizens of the Commu-
nity, therefore, that feel most deeply the extreme discomfort which being unemployed
brings them.

In absolute figures the number of unemployed in the Community amounts almost to 10

million.

All the attempts of the Community to limit the crisis have been of no avail, and we shall
achieve very little in the future if we do not apply serious structural reforms to the indus-
trial policy, the social policy and the energy policy of the Community. Unemployment
would reach astronomical figures.

Mr Boyes has dealt with the psychological implications of unemployment, and this is a

very important subject. Those who are actually unemployed often live on the threshold of
total crisis : disheartened, depressed, frustrated by the precarious situation in which they
live, it is no far step for them to seek personal fulfilment in activities on the wrong side of
the law, or to find relief in the prolonged use of alcohol or drugs.

The Boyes report calls on the Commission to make an in-depth sociological study of the
existential consequences of unemployment. Vithout prejudice to this call for action by
the Community institutions, I think it should also be extended to the national govem-
ments, so that they can review their own employment policies and launch, together, a
truly common employment policy.

Mr Kyrkos (COM), in writing. - (GR) In his report Mr. Boyes had the courage to
touch upon a problem, that of the psychosomatic consequences of unemployment, which
has oftCn been ignored and is still being so today. The fairly extensive impact of the
consequences of unemployment on peoPles' health is a new, and in our opinion very deci-
sive factor in the entire consideration of the enormous problem of unemployment, which
is the principle characteristic of the crisis affecting our societies.

\7hat must be re-emphasised for the umpteenth time is that work is an economic, social,

psychological and spiritual need. An economic need because it is the only source of
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income for the mass of working people. Social, because the most important social rela-
tions revolve around the work situation. Spiritual, because work expands peoples' horizons
and increases their responsibility for and involvement in common problems, and psycho-
logical because people value themselves and acquire essential self-respect through their
work. People with no jobs are deprived of all four of these contributions that work makes,
with disastrous consequences for their health, their personal and family life, and for the
entire socio-economic stn cture of a country.

Another basic topic that Mr Boyes touches upon in this report concerns the educational
s)rstem existing in the various Member States, and the sharp discrimination berween intel-
lectual and manual work. In our opinion this is extremely important and we would prefer,
owing to its graviry that it should form the subiect of a special survey. At any rate, we
agree with the basic tenets of the report and echo the cdl for the linking of education to
actual prospects of employmen! and for a review of technical education, without which
any effort to fight unemployment is likely to prove fruitless.

Unemployment is a topical problem which concems us all. I7e, who are fighting for a
Europe of the working people, support this report by lttrr Boyes because we recognise that
personal integration and social prosperity cannot be realised without work.

Ve welcome the inviation for Member States to coordinate their researches and for the
Conlmission to prepare a detailed study of the causal connection between unemployment
and both spiritual and physical debility with all their social consequences. For these aims
to materialise it is first necessary to have political will, prompt decision-making and
adequate financial coverage.

SALISCH REPTORT (Doc. 1-35184: Unemployment): ADOPTED

The rapporteur spoke;

- IN FAVOUR OF Amendments Nos I to 5;

- AGAINST Amendment No 5.

CHANTERIE REPORT (Doc. 1-36lt4: ESF 1985): ADOPTED

The rapporteur spoke;

- IN FAVOUR OF Amendments Nos 4, 5,7, 17 to 19;

- AGAINST Amendments Nos I to 3, 6,8,9lrcv,20 to 24.

Explanation of oote

Mrs Squorcialupi (COMI. - 
g) The Italian Communist and Allies Group expressed

strong reseryations during the debate in committee on the guidelines for the European
Social Fund tor 1985187.

True, some of our amendments were accepted, but other important ones were reiected,
and it is for this reason that we are abstaining, albeit reluctantly, on the Chanterie report.
It draws attention to the new structure of the European Social Fund, which has rightly
favoured certain categories - such as, for example, the young - and certain zones - for
example, those hit by restructuring and industrial conversion - but it has unfortunately
neglected regions that are in need of a great deal of support from the European Social
Fund, as well as some categories such as women and handicapped persons.
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LENZ-CORNETTE REPORT (Doc. 1-1491/t3: Safety of nucleor instellations):
ADOPTED

The rapporteur spoke;

- IN FAVOUR OF Amendments Nos I to 4;

- AGAINST Amendments Nos 5 and 5.

**t

PEDINI REPORT (Doc. t-t4EtlE3 REV.: JRC): REFERRED BACK TO
COMMITTEE

+
II

ROGERS REPORT (Doc. 1-1512/83: Natural gas): ADOPTED

Explanation of aote

Mr Veronesi (COM), in writing. - (17) The time allotted to my Group for the debates

on 2913184 did not allow me to take part in the discussion on the Rogers report. I am
really disappointed about this. Mr Rogers has done an excellent job, putting forward for
the Buropean Parliament's consideration a vast review of the problems relating to the
production, transportation and supply of nahrral gas, as well as the market problems.
ITith a critical analpis that has dealt with technical, economic and political aspects, Mr
Rogers has summed up the situation and contributed valuably to the lively and enthusi-
astic discussion that began - but was not finished - with the contracts for supplies from
the USSR, Algeria and Libya.

'We are in agreement with the assessment contained in the report, and with the points
made by Mr Rogers. In particular the stimulus to the Commission to follow attentively
the whole complex question of natural gas seems to us to be both valid and important.
!7e shall therefore vote in favour of the motion for a resolution, having also voted in
favour of all the amendments presented by various colleagues.

"**

CALVEZ REPORT (Doc. 1-1485/83 : European inventors): ADOPTED

Mr Seligman, deputizing for the rapporteur, spoke :

- IN FAVOUR OF all the amendments.

*t*

HUTTON REPORT (Doc. 1523/t3: Broedcost communication in the EEC):
ADOPTED

Mr Patterson, deputizing for the rapporteur, spoke :

- IN FAVOUR OF Amendnrents Nos 2,4 to 7 i

- AGAINST Amendments Nos I and 3.

Explanations of oote

Mrs Viehoff (S). - (NL) | can be very brief. As Recital H has not been deleted, my
group will abstain, because we consider the matter of Citizens' Band radio so important
that we do not want to run the risk of this being lost.
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Mr Morelend (ED). - My view is a little like that of the last speaker. I shall be voting
for this, because in general I am happy with it, but I would add one comment on the
important issue of CB radio, which is highly sensitive throughout the Community. A
number of Member States seem to be going ahead with different legislation relating to
different wavebands. I really do not think that the Commission can mention CB radio
almost as an afterthought at the end of the speech, suggesting that it is not actually going
to do anything about it. This seems a rather peremplory way of treating Parliament. It is a
very serious issue which must be examined in greater depth, with more action taken.

ARFE REpORT (Doc. 1-1541/t3: Broodcost communicction in the EEC):

ADOPTED

Mrs Viehoff, deputizing for the rapPorteur, spoke :

- IN FAVOUR OF Amendments Nos I to 3, and 7;

- AGAINST Amendments Nos 4/rev. to 6
.i

Explanation of aote

Mr Prput (EDl, in uriting, - I have tabled 3 amendments to Mr Arfi's report on Eum-
pean television. The broadcast media are a service, and it is one of the main obiectives of
the Community to remove barriers to the freedom to provide seruices. The development
of a common market for broadcasting does, however, give rise to both commercid and
politicd problems. In the former category I include the question of copyright and the
rights of composent, authors, musicians and performers. Under the latter I refer to the
pressing need for a common approach to maintaining standards in the content of
broadcast material. It was in order to draw attention to these matten that I tabled Amend-
ment No 4 to paragaph 3 of the resolution. I should like to point out that I intended this
amendment to replace only pars (b), (d) and (e) of paragraph 3, and I believe the drafting
error was drawn to the attention of the Parliament's services.

My other two amendments referred to the need to respect plurality in the media.
Commercial broadcasting funded by advertising revenues can, as the experience in my
own country shows, provide a very high standard of service to the public. Vithout the
funding that commercid broadcasting attracts, I do not believe it will be possible for
Europe to develop the full potential offered by satellite transmission -.quite 

apart from
the desirability of ensuring that broadcasting is entrusted to private operatoni as well as to
public monopolies to ensure both diversity and competition.

FILIPPI REFORT (Doc. 1-1517/t3: Multifibre arrangement): ADOPTED

Mr Del Duca, deputizing for the rapporteur, spoke :

- IN FAVOUR OF Amendments Nos I to 4 and 6.

Explanations of aote

Mr Alovanos (COM). - (GR) in uriting. During the couse of our debate on the Nord-
mann report on the textiles industry we expressed the viewpoint of the Greek Communist
Party concerning the serious negative consequences of our country's accession to the EEC
on that branch of industry in Greece.

For this reason we shall not vote in favour of the Filippi report on the Multifibre Arrange-
meng because the measures it proposes are not only inadequate, but even negative for the
textiles industry in our country. It is characteristic that in recent years there has been a
downward trend in the export of Greek textiles to the EEC, whereas those of Turkey, not
even.a member of the EEC, have increased. It is also characteristic that Greece, within the
framework of the EEC's Multifibre Arrangemen! is compelled to import cotton and
cotton fabrics from Turkey whereas her own production cannot be absorbed, when indeed
Greece is the EEC's only producer of cotton.
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Ve envisage facing the critical problems of the textiles industry in our country by a
policy of protecting domestic production, national taxation and industrial developmint.

Finalln a basic point of disagreement relates to the fact that in the negotiations on the
Multifibre Arrarigement the EEC will be represented as a whole, with no possibility for
our country to promote its own interests at a time, indeed, when we conflict with the
policy of the major EEC partners.

Mr Coust6 (DEP), in witing. - (FR) I must admit that I was surprised to find that the
evaluation of the operation of the multifibre agreement in the Filippi report anticipates
the outcome of MFA III and envisages a rapid retum to free extemal trade between the
Community and low-cost Third !7orld exporting countries.

The MFA bilateral agreements have not been renewed since last year. It is therefore too
early to judge how well they have operated. It is even more dangerous to draw, at this
time, conclusions in favour of free trade in textiles.

On the other hand, I feel that the statistical estimates lot 1982-1983 weaken the rappor-
teur's conclusions.

Community imports of textile and clothing products have continued to increase at an
averege of. 4o/o ftor MFA products and from 6 to 7o/o, if you add imports from preferential
countries.

This flow of products should be viewed in the light of the fact that production has
remained below the 1982 level, that there has been a real stagnation in real terms in
consumption (+ O.solo)a small increase in EEC exports to the-United States - though
not developing countries with which it has agreements and a drop in the level of employ-
ment.

The textile situation shows that pressure from Community imports is still strong *i nrrn-
lights the lack of reciprocity where the penetration of the European textile and clothing
industry in low-cost country markets is concemed. These considerations fully justify the
extension of the MFA which is still an indispensable means of enabling our industry to
continue to re-adapt and to become competitive.

Finally, I have a serious criticism to make of the report, namely, that it is based on a false
inteqpretation of both the spirit and the letter of the multifibre agreement.

The MFA which is a derogation from GAfi rules, is an agreement which has been negot-
iated and accepted by the members of GATT and not a solution imposed by the Commu-
nity.

Moreover, the MFA is an instrument for increasing - however modestly - trade and not
for curtailing exports from our suppliers. The MFA provides for the equitable and ordered
development of trade in textiles and was set up and renewed precisely to prevent the
further uncontrolled development of the textile trade solely to the detriment of Commu-
nity industry and employment.

To call today for an en,l to the MFA would compromise irrevocably the Comir,rnity
industries' chances of sunrival. Fortunately, on Tuesday, 27 March, Mr Ortoli took the
opposite view. For this reason I exhort the House to follow the example of the DEP
Group and, in the interests of the Community, to vote against this document.
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STEVART-CLARK REPORT (Doc. 1545/t3 : Newly industriolized countries):
ADOPTED

The rapporteur spoke:

- IN FAVOUR OF Amendments Nos I and 2;

- AGAINST Amendment No 3.

Explanation of ootc

Mr Alavanos (COM). - (GR) in writing. The Members of the Greek Communist Party
disagree substantially with the report's views and philosophy.

First of all, the report sees recently industrialized countries as areas for the export of
capital from the EEC and for the disposal of expensive capitalistic equipment by its
monopolies, essentially ignoring - despite its nominal interest - the problems of the
downturn in production, unemployment, etc, created when maior capital adopts this
attitude.

Secondly it is proposed that within the EEC aid should only be given to modem capital-
intensive units, resulting in unemployment, redundancies, compulsory change of occupa-
tion, etc,

Thirdly, no stress is laid on the fact that the exploitation of cheap manpower in recently
industrialized countries is used. by large capital interests as the basis for an attack on the
acquired rights of the working class throughout the capitalist world.

Fourthly, the report proposed no special and substantial measures for protecting the
production of Member States such as Greece against a wave of imports from those coun-
tries, which justify application of the Community's taxation system in Greece as well.

For these reasons we shall vote against the proposed resolution.

MOREAU REPORT (Doc. 1-1500/83: Rules of origin): ADOPTED

Mrs Lenz, deputizing for the rapporteur, spoke :

- AGAINST all the amendments.

GABERT REPORT (Doc. 1-1521/t3 : Railways): ADOPTED
I

GABERT REPORT (Doc. 1-1520/t3: Transalpine railway links): ADOPTED

Explanation of oote

Mr Buttafuoco (NI), in writing,- (IT) Mr Gabert is today presenting for the approval
of our Assembly a report prepared on behalf of the Committee on Transporl dealing with
the expansion of railway communications, with particular reference to those that directly
affect the Alpine Passes.

He takes due account in his text not only of the scenic and touristic needs of the locali-
ties in question, but also their environmental and ecological problems, and he dwells very
discemingly on the problems inherent in the need to strengthen rail communications,
convinced - as is in my view logical and to be expected - that the railways will have an
extremely important part to play in the future of the Communiry and that we must there-
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fore concern ourselves here and now with creating those infrastructures that will mike
them more functional and more in line with the nieds of the traffic, which may fairly be
expected to go on increasing.

The Alps.and Alpine-Passes take precedence in the list of infrastrucure projects requiring
community action, because they are the link between the North and'south ir tnI
Community.

I therefore declare my support - on behalf also of members of the ltalian political Right

- for Mr Gaber, and vote unreservedly in favour of his excellent reporl

MOORHOUSE REFORT (Doc. t-Zlt4: Airport charges): ADOpTBD

The rapporteur spoke:

- IN FAVOUR OF Amendments Nos l, 5, 6 and 8;

- AGAINST Amendments Nos 2 to 4 and 7.

KLINKENBORG REFORT (Doc. t-tl2sltg: Treasport): ADOpITD

Explanations of oote

-{r_{demoy (COM). - F4 in writing, Despite the generality of its title the report by
Mr Klinkenborg is limited only to land tnansport in my country and makes no r.i.rerr.l
to sea or air transporl even though Greece is a country with many islands. Ve too, there-
fore, will confine ourcelves to the problems of Greecets land traniporg which are particu-
larly acute both so far as the internal communications networli is concemed,'and as
regards the links between our country and countries in Central Europe and the Balkans in
particular.

There are, of course, objective reasons that hinder the development and functioning of an
uP-to-date road and rail communications network, such as ihe moqphology of th! terri-
tory, which is mountainous and difficult to trave$e, and which neiessitates very major
investment. However, blame for the unacceptable delay must lie at the door of Oi nigilt,
which was in.power in Greece for several decades but which never implemented a poliry
of transport development that would permit and facilitate uniform settlement .nd est"-
blishment of industry all over the country.

The lack of an up-to-date transport network is one basic reason why almost all Greece's
industrial activity is concentrated around Athens and Thessaloniki, which account for
55 % of industrial production, 75o/o ol the service industries and 50 % of the GNP. This
hydrocephalism creates very serious problems for national production and employment,
such as:

- The high cost of transport for raw materials and finished products.

- Latge areas of the country contribute to national production only with the results of
underdeveloped agricultural activity.

- Ilr. ligt internal migration towards urban centres, especially Athens and
Thessaloniki.

- The huge difficulties of developing island regions for lack of an up-to-date transport
netq/ork, etc.

!7e think thal the important part that Greece can play in international transport owing to
her geographical position makes it necessary to provide financial aid, both to help oier-
come the Yery acute communication problems in the interior, and to improve the coun-
try's international communication links. This will contribute to the more'general revitali-
sation of both trade and production.
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Mr Buthfuoco (NI), in writing. - (IT) Mr Klinkenborg continues to concern himself
with the problems of transportation in the Community, and has presented a well-
informed report on the problems affecting Greece in that sector.

I should like to emphasize the importance of the call made by Mr Klinkenborg for
Community action to repair the main Igonumenitsa-Volos railway line, which cuts the

Greek penirisula from North to South and constitutes the ideal continuation southwards

of that great road and rail axis that starts at Hamburg, crosses all of Europe and, passing

thence through the Adriatic, finishes up in the southernmost extremity of our Commu-
nity.

In this connection I should like also to recall the importance of the Milan-Adriatic
waterway, which was very well illustrated in a motion for a resolution signed by Mr
Petronio, which would create a new line bisecting the Community from north-west to

south-easg and could then connect up with the Greek north-south railway line - the

subject of Mr Klinkenborg's motion.

I therefore express my support for Mr Klinkenborg's rePort.

PETERS REPORT (Doc. 1-13t7lt3: Right of members of the armed forces to
form sssociotions): HELD OVER UNTIL A LATER PART-SESSION
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